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tural Journal in the World. £

T[^ics of tt^e TiiS\Q.

THE LESSON OF THE STRIKE.

The principal part in the great coal strike

was taken by the foreign element. This was
its most conspicuous feature. The deeds

of violence have, almost without excep-

tion, been traced to the foreign miners.

Never before has the attention of the

American people been turned so forcibly

to the subject of anarchistic immigration.

Commenting on this subject, the Philadel-

phia Ledger says

:

"As a social study this strike exhibits a

widespread development of anarchistic

ideas since 1877, when the riots, though for-

midable, were limited to a smaller region

and enlisted relatively few aggressive law-

breakers. Since that time there has been a

spread of anarchism, which is traceable

through the reports to the employment of

a low order of foreign workmen, mainly
Poles and Hungarians, in mine work.
Nearly every disturbance is led by them,
and whenever names are given of active

participants in the fights, they disclose the

foreign origin of the rioters. This is not
an impeachment of the nations from
which they come, which, like other nations,

have their good people and bad, but itis an
impeachment of the immigration laws of

this country, which, through their own
defects or defects of administration, per-

mit the landing here in large numbers,
sometimes under contract, of ignorant and
vicious men whose only argument when
they feel aggrieved is violence, incendi-

arism or murder, and who have not the first

conception of the true character of liberty,

or of the blessings of orderly government
Isy the people."

Not only has anarchy been imported
into the country, but it has been assid-

uously cultivated here. For years political

demagogues have been developing anar-

chistic sentiments among native Amer-
icans. The wonder is not that anarchistic

ideas are widespread, but that there have not
been more violent demonstrations during
this period of social unrest. On the neces-

sity, of restricting immigration. Professor

Swing, of Chicago, says:

"The governor or nation hesitating to

enforce the law of person and property is

enoonraging anarchy out and out. Such a

trilling state or nation is only a bedlam.

But our pi-oblem is more complex. We
need a law that will cut off, for ten years

or more, immigration. We have more
labor than capital can use. We have made
voters of tlie men who are ignorant and
criminal. We have made the stuffed

ballot-box, and have made the mobs val-

uable because they can stuff the ballot-box

at every election. The officers hesitate to

prosecute those who have manipulated
them into office. What intellect the na-

tion possesses has a large task in its charge.

It must think deeply and act promptly in

these hard times. You must consult the

teacher, the doctor, the lawyer and the

farmer who know nothing of strikes, but
who know more of the value of life in a

republic. You mu.st consult the farmer,

who is more concerned about the clouds

in the sky than the coal mines or the

problems of philosophy. It is a great relief

to turn from a senator gazing over a tariff

statute in Washington to the nogro gather-

ing cotton in Florida. We must cheer our
nation instead of being depressed. Our
country must not be imperiled because of

these troubles. We must not omit a single

duty in these days. We are heavily taxed
because we deal with those who do not
admire our laws and customs; however,
immigration will soon be checked by the
evident fact that there is no more work for

the millions from abroad. The American
paradise is at last overrun. We have no
more work. There is more work for those

we have if they will turn from the city to

the farm. But when one man can do but
one simple job, and turns the earnings of

that job into drink, it is folly to bring
them here. The saloon and death will get

ahead of the school-house and church."

THE SUGAR SCANDAL.

In its investigation the Senate committee
has struck pay-dirt. But the sugar trust's

dictation of the sugar schedule in the tariff"

bill, and the speculations of senators in
sugar stock, are only minor features of the
greatest scandal in the history of American
politics. The most conspicuous feature of

this gigantic scandal is in the bill itg/ ' ',

It is in the sugar schedule adopted b^^ the
Senate. By the terras of that schedule the
new duty of forty per cent on raw sugar is

not to go into effect until January 1, 1895.

Nearly all the other provisions of the bill

are to go into effect' July 1, 1894, or as soon
as the bill becomes a law. This arrange-
ment would enable the trust to buy, and
import free of duty, enough raw sugar to
supply the domestic demand for a year.
After the first of next January the trust
would sell the sugar refined from this free
raw material at the increased price of
sugar refined from raw sugar imported
under a forty-per cent duty. This single
alteration in dates made by the Senate
finance committee would transfer from
the treasury of the United States to the
coffers of the sugar trust more than thirty

millions of dollars. The trust's gain would
be the government's loss. The public
revenue from sugar for one year would be
donated to the trust. Furthermore, having
stored its warehouses full of free, foreign
sugar, the trust would take this season's

domestic product of raw sugar only at its

own price.

When the president of the sugar trust

was before the Senate investigating com-
mittee he was asked if the trust had not
endeavored to control congressional legis-

lation, with the object of protecting its

interests and making money out of such

legislation as might be enacted, and he
bluntly replied:

"Undoubtedly. That is what I have
been down here for."

Does it not look like it was in a fair way
to succeed?
The tariff bill is not a law yet, and there

will be an opportunity to thwart the
infamous scheme by which thirty or

forty millions of dollars would be diverted

from the United States Treasury to the

sugar trust. When the Senate gets through
with the bill it will go back to the House.
If the House makes no other change in

the sugar schedule, it can and ought to

change the date under which it goes into

operation. Changing it from January 1,

1895, back to the time the bill becomes a
law will save millions of public revenue.
Will it be done? It may, if the storm
center of popular indignation reaches

Washington in time. But this scheme has
been most shrewdly planned to carry it

through the House. Sugar is an article of

necessity in every family in the land.

Any change in the retail price is noticed
immediately. The congre.ssional elections

occur next November. Many congress-
men are desirous of re-election. It is to

their advantage that no increase in the
price of sugar should take place before the
fall elections. Therefore, this sugar scheme,
with its schedule going into effect next
January, is expected by its promoters to

pull through the House. The price of

sugar is not to be increased until after the
election.

When the Gorman tariff bill is considered
in the House, a proposition will be made to

alter the date in the sugar schedule.
Watch the vote on that proposition. Then,
at the polls next November, vote against
every congressional candidate for re-elec-

tion who favors the trust by voting for the
date of January 1, 1895, no matter whether
he is a Populist, Republican or Democrat.
There may be an honest difference of

opinion about laying duties on imported
sugars, but there is no honest difference of

opinion about this scheme of the sugar
trust. If Congress wants to put duties on
imported sugars, let it do it honestly. If

the House does not upset this scheme, the
people will upset the House at the ballot-

box next November.

AGAINST THE PREE-TRADE THEORY.

In an open letter, Mr. Gladstone recently
lamented the fact that the principlo of free

trade is falling into disrepute among the
nations of the earth.

"According to his view," says the Balti-

more Herald^ "England stands practically

alone as the free-trade nation. All over
the continent of Europe, the governments,
one after another, have been adopting the
policy of high tariffs, both with reference
to raising revenue and protecting home
industries. Mr. Gladstone not only de-

plored this fact, but called attention to the'

growing tendency on the part of the Brit-

ish colonies to adopt the protection prin-
ciple, and to subject the mother country
to the imposition of their tariffs. It was a
significant and suggestive confession on
the part of the greatest and oldest states-

man of Great Britain that the policy which
he has enthusiastically pursued for thirty
years is doomed to failure.

"The cause of this difference of policy

between England and the other nations of

the earth is not difficult to find. England
is the great manufacturing country of the
world, but she produces very little of what
may be called food stuffs or raw materials.
She buys everything, manufactures it and

sells it again, and it is the most natural
thing in the world for an Englishman to be
a free-trader. She invariably wants to

buy in the lowest market, and have her
manufactured goods sold in the highest
markets of the world duty free. But with
the other countries of the world the shoe
is on the other foot. They are producing
countries, and manufacturing is only a
subordinate part of their industries. Then,
too, the countries of Europe are burdened
with enormous expenditures for their
armies and navies. America is fighting

out the problem against direct taxation to

meet her enormous national requirements,

and all the colonies of Great Britain are

struggling to develop their resources and
to establish manufactures in order that

they may produce their own commodities
in their own way. That America is a

high-tariff country, both in principle and
in practice, has been significantly demon-
strated in the proceedings of the fifty-third

Congress. As between tariff" for revenue
and a tariff"for protection, there is an honest
difference of opinion; but as between a
revenue tariff and what is known in Eng-
land as free trade, there is not much diver-
sity of conviction among Americans.
While human nature remains what it is

and as it is, the political policies of states
are bound to be selfish, and America Will
probably not cease to be a country of rea-
sonably high tariffs for many years to
come."

NO DIVISION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND.

The New York State Constitutional Con-
vention has been hearing arguments on
the following proposed amendment: "No
law shall be passed respecting an estab-
lishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof, nor shall the state, or
any county, city, town, village, or other
civil division, use its property or credit, or
any mony raised by taxation or otherwise,
or authorize either to be used, for the pur-
pose of founding, maintaining, or aiding
by appropriation, payment for services,

expenses, or in any other manner, any
church, religious denomination, or relig-

ious society, or an institution, society, or
undertaking, which is wholly or in part
under sectarian or ecclesiastical control."
The principles involved in this amend-

ment ought to be embodied in the consti-
tution of each and every state in the
Union. It is in harmony with the spirit

of the constitution of the United States,

which declares that Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of re-

ligion. Our government is not to provide,

directly or indirectly, for the teaching of

sectarian dogmas in public, private, paro-
chial or denominational schools. Church
and state are to be kept separate. Division

of public funds raised by taxation for pub-
lic use among denominational schools is

wholly indefensible. The state con,stitu-

tion of New York needs the amendment.
In a number of cities and towns in that

state the public school fund is now being
divided between public and sectarian

schools. _ ^

BIMETALLISM.

The act of Congress repealing the silver

bullion purchastpg clause of the silver act

of 1890, contained a declaration in favor of

the continued use of both gold and silver

as standard money, and the coinage of

both gold and silver into money of equal
intrinsic and exchangeable value, such
equality to be secured through interna-

tional agreement, or by such safeguards

of legislation as will insure the mainte-
nance of the parity in value of the coins of

the two metals and their equal debt-pay-

ing and purchasing power. The move-
ment toward such a safe system of

bimetallism is gaining farce every day.

State party conventions are declaring in

favor of it. Public men are going on
record for it. '
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Wheat The June 1st crop report of

the department of agriculture

i

Area. makes the acreage of wheat
95.3 per ceiit of what if was last year. Mr.

M. Thoman, the statistician of the Cin-

cirinati Price Owrent, from reports of an
organized list of correspondents, estimates

the total wheat area at 35,480,000 acres,

against 38,501,000 actes last year, or 92.2 per
cent. The condition of spring and winter
wheat June 1st indicates a total harvest of

443,000,000 bushels.

Chinch-bugs. Chinch-bugs are doing
considerable damage in

various parts of the country- One of the

methods used in destroying them is by the

introduction of their contagious diseases.

The Illinois experiment station is pre-

pared to infect live chinch-bugs w^th their

contagious diseases and distribute them to

farmers who desire to experiment with
this method. Those wishing such material

should, send to the station some thou-
sands of live insects, inclosed with a little

green vegetation in a tin box. Upon re-

ceipt these insects will be exposed to in-

fection by confining them in a tight box
xyith a large quantity of dead and dying
chincli-bugs, and then returned without
charge to the senders, with full directions

for use. Address Prof. S. A. Forbes, State

Entomologist, Champaign, 111.

_ _ , An informal conference of
For Good

4. i.. x ,representatives from road
Roads. associations will be held at

Asbury Park, N. Y., July 5th and 6th. The
following extracts from a letter of the New
Jersey State Road Improvement Associ-

ation set forth the objects of the meeting:
"The conference is for the purpose of

promoting organization for road improve-
ment -yirhere such organization does not
already exist; for strengthening the hands
of existing organizations, and for the

gathering and diffusion of general informa-
tion on the subject of road improvement."
"We, in New Jersey, have reaped the

benefit of good organization, and its results

in practical legislation. Several of our
counties have now complete road systems,

and road building by state aid is fairly

inaugurated. Full details of our experi-

ence will be communicated to the confer-

ence by those who have administered the

state aid law, and those who have ben-

efited by it."

"This is not to be a convention of del-

egates, but a conference of road associ-

ations, state, county, township and
municipal authorities, corporations and
individuals concerned in road improve-
ment."
"We meet to interchange views and to

give and get all the informatian we can to

promote the cause of road improvement.
Manufacturers of road machinery will be
present with their plants to crush rock
and lay down roads, materials for which
will be furnished by the municipality."

„,. The most expensive el-
Nitrogen

, , 1 , , -

ement of plant-food is
From the Air. nitrogen. The market

price of nitrogen in chemical fertilizers is

now about sixteen cents a pound. Any
process that will produce it in large quan-
tities and reduce the price will prove of

inestimable value in agriculture. Nitro-

gen is absolutely necessary for keeping up
the fertility of cultivated lands, and for

the renovation of worn-out soils. There
are boundless quantities of it in the atmos-
phere, but only a few plants, like clover,

have the power, with the aid of certain mi-

crobes on their roots, to take it from the

air and store it up in the soil.

If the claims of a New York inventor are

true, there soon will be' cheap nitrogen for

farnlers and a revolution in agriculture.

He claims to have invented a process of

making fuel gas from coal,crude oil, steaih

and air, by which large quantities of sul-

phate of ammonia are turned out as a by-
droduct. The nitrogen in this sulphate of

ammonia is taken directly from the air.

Sulphate of ammonia is now worth |60 a

ton. The inventor claims that by his pro-

cess the cost of producing the gas will be
more than covered if the by-product of sul-

phate of ammonia sells as low as §20 a ton.

It is said that the process has proved to be
successful in an experimental way, and
that it will soon be tested on a large scale.

Objectionable

Food Preservative.

The following,
bulletin on an ob-

jectionable food
preservative is issued by Chemist Huston,
of the Indiana agricultural experiment
station

:

"In the month of December, 1893, 1 re-

ceived from Mr. H. F. Smith, of La Porte,

Ind. ,apackage of material for use in preserv-

ing fruits and other perishable food materi-

al. The compound was for use in the 'Great

French Preserving Process,' the business

headquarters of jyhich were in Chicago.

It was also stated that the various fruits

on exhibition at the world's Columbian
exposition were preserved by this process.

There were also inclosed various advertis-

ing sheets relating to the selling of the

compound itself, and of the rights to terri-

tory in which the compound should be
sold.

"The examination of the compound
showed that it was composed of sulphur,

charcoal, nitrate of sod^ cane sugar and
common salt. The salt may have been an
impurity in the nitrate of soda used.

Nearly 58 per cent of the compound is sul-

phur.
"The essentials of the directions for the

use of this material were that the com-
pound should be burned in a closed space,

and the fumes arising from the burning
should be absorbed by water placed in

suitable vessels, and that the fruit in some
cases should also be exposed to the fumes.
Finally, the fruit was to be placed in the

water which had absorbed the fumes of

the burning compound and the vessel

closed.

"The burning of the compound would
result in the production of sulphur diox-

ide, also known as sulphurous acid, as one
product, and it is this substance which
exerts the preservative action in the pro-

cess. The other ingredients are merely to

aid in the burning of the sulphur. This
sulphur dioxide is an intensely poisonous

gas, and its use is prohibited as a food pre-

servative in European countries. When
the gas is absorbed by water, sulphurous
acid, a powerful therapeutic agent, is

formed. There is no doubt that its pre-

servative action will be efifective, for it is

one of the best antiseptic and bleaching

agents. But there are grave objections to

the indiscriminate use of powerful ther-

apeutic agents in food.

"The parties having the material and
rights for sale state that the material or

process is covered by a patent. On inquiry
at the United States Patent Oflace, we

learned that the patent with the number
said to belong to this process was issued
for some sort of machinery, and had no
relation to this subject. The advertising
matter calls attention to the very large
profit arising from the sale of this com-
pound, and to the larger profits in dispos-
ing of rights to sell in certain territory.

No doubt the profit ought to be large, for

it sells at one dollar per pound, while the
cost of the material in one pound would
not exceed six cents, even if material of
the very best grade was used in its man-
ufacture.

"We would advise people not to buy the
material, on account of its high, price and
objectionable character as a food preser-
vative, and to have nothing to do with the
purchase or sale of territorial rights, unless
they want to be imposed upon or impose
upon others."

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

THE OUTLOOK.

It certainly looks bad just now. Rain,
rain, rain, now for nearly three weeks, al-

most without cessation, and the ground
soaked full of water. Even if it should
stop presently, it will be days before we can
think of finishing our planting, and then it

will be on ground not by any means in the
fine condition we got it in by dint of hard
work and efforts before the rain set in.

Corn planted just then has rotted in the
ground. Potatoes may come, or may not.

If they do, the ground will be packed hard
and solid, and the crop, perhaps, not what
we expected to secure by our careful and
thorough preparation of the ground. Hun-
dreds of Carman No. 1 potato-plants, and of

choice tomatoes, egg-plants, peppers, etc.,

stand in my greenhouse, tall, overgrown,
waiting for a chance to go out in open
ground. Celery-plants in my frames are

crowding each other for room, and cry for

a place in the field. In the meantime the
weeds everywhere make the most of their

chances. They grow, and I have to stay oflf

the land, and let them have their own (by
no means sweet) way. Yes, it looks bad
just now.
For my own comfort and consolation I

have read and re-read my own article on
"true temperance" in the Farm and Fire-
side of June 1st, and tried hard to practice

that "temperance in fears." Then I tried

to look on the other side of the question,
and finally to draw the lessons from disas-

tea-. Not everything is lost. Never before

have I had a more promising field of

Prizetakeif onions, a finer patch of peas
and many other vegetables, or better

plants to set whenever the rain will allow
us to set them. Grass and grain are doing
well. Before long the sky wiU brighten,

and our prospects with it. The land will

dry out again, and redoubled efforts will

get it again in fairly good order and free

from weeds. Finally, the crops may turn
out far better than we feared in our period
of despondency. In short, we have no rea-

son to give up in despair.

It would be a piece of folly to expect, or
even hope, that everything will be in our
favor. About everyone of us has to learn

the lesson that things usually turn out far

different from what we wish, and that they
come our way only as an exception. Ours,

indeed, is a life of fight against enemies of

all sorts, of which unfavorable atmospheric
conditions are not the least. We might as

well become reconciled to this state of af-

fairs first as last. '

liESSONS OF TJIE FLOOD.

It is our business to be prepared for all

emergencies, and the solution of this task

is the test of the good farmer and gardener.

With all the rain that has fallen during ^he
last three weeks, the crops on our best-

drained and best-prepared soil are doing
well. Sweet corn and even Lima beans
came up all right. During the few inter-

missions of the rain we could cultivate and
weed our onions, etc. But where the

drainage is deficient, and in all low spots,

the crops are damaged or ruined. We sel-

dom pass over a spring without the draw-
back of one or more freshets or floods.

The owners of naturally-drained, loose,

sandy or gravelly soils have a natural ad-

vantage in this respect. The rain-water

passes right through into the subsoil, and
when the rain is over, work can at once be-

gin again. But we who work soil that needs
artificial drainage, cannot be too careful

and thorough in draining it. Few of such
fields are provided with drains enough to

carry off the surplus water as fast as it falls.

Yet that is a necessary condition if we
want crops and soil to go through the

ordeal of such rains as we have had lately.

Our lands cry for drains placed half as far

apart as .we usually put them, and often
for larger tiles. One crop saved by these
means may pay for the whole outlay, and
possibly for much more, if a garden crop.
Then, no matter how good the underdrain-
age, it is always well to provide for sur-
face drainage beside. Plow the fields in
lands with deep furrows between to carry
oflf the water as fast as possible. If aU
these points are seen to, we have done our
part, and can defy the heavy or long-
continued rains—a day or two of clear
weather will make the land fit to resume
work; but if the drainage is not suflicient,

it may take weeks of dry weather to relieve
the soil of the excess of water, and then
leaving it sticky and finally as hard as a
brick. All these are precautions of the ut-
most importance. Before you spend a
cent for manures and extra labor, see that
the drainage, both under and above ground,
is perfect. After that, and usually after
that only, manuring will pay all that it

can be made to pay.

Another lesson of the flood is that it is

always desirable for us to reserve some
of our ammunition. We may think the
season is all right, and go to planting our
last bushel of potatoes, every Lima bean,
every tomato or egg plant, etc. The pos-
sibility of accidents—floods, frosts, etc.

—

should always be kept in mind. The wise
will hold seed and plants in reserve. I
planted about four quarts of bush Limas (a

mixture of Dreer's and Burpee's), but have
enough left to fill in vacant spots, or plant
another good big row, if the early plant-
ing should fail altogether. In regard to

plants I have made special provisions for

emergencies. Tomato-plants, when well
"hardened, can stand a light frost well
enough. But I find they can't stand with
their feet in water and their heads in a
rather cold atmosphere, for weeks at a
time without being badly damaged. Some
weeks ago I set large plants in eight to ten
inch pots. They are now full of bloom
and fruit, and when warm, sunshiny
weather returns will be set out in open
ground, and be as e^ly then as any plants
that might have been planted out in April
or early May in this climate. Egg-plants
were handled in the same way. So after

all I do not expect to lose much by the
failure of the early-set plants, and the
delay in planting. The matter is a little

more serious in regard to potatoes. My
main crop is all planted, and the rains
have left the ground pretty wet. If thepo-
tatoes rot in the ground, I will have to find

new seed, and my own seedlings will be
all exterminated. There were some good
ones amongst them. I find, however, that
my way of heavy seeding usually helps
me well over the rainy spells. A whole
or even a half potato seldom fails to grow
all right, rain or no rain ; while small pieces

often come to grief, unless they have been
especially treated for the purpose of start-

ing the eyes into life before planting.

UNSAFE PROPHECIES.

We are not prophets
; yet almost every-

body likes to indulge in predictions occa-

sionally. We only too often undertake to

predict the weather and crops and other
things, only to find, after awhile, that we
have hit wide of the mark. Wise politi-

cians and editors predicted better times to

begin with the repeal of the Sherman sil-

ver bill. This was repealed, but the better

times failed to come. Some now claim
that better times would come with free

coinage of silver. But why should they?
The last issue of the Neiu England Farmci-
publishes the views of a number of

fanners on the "hard times." One writer

says that times would get better at once
if the tariff question was settled. But
how does he know? I imagine that only
the Almighty knows how soon there will

be an end to this "bu-siness depression,"

and what means would bring an improve-
ment about. My conviction is that "hard
times," like any other disease, will run
their course. The enactment of laws may
be of some influence, but of rather a slight

one. The tariff discussions might be

dropped, or a new tariff law passed, or the

McKinley bill simply repealed or allowed
to stand. I imagine it will not materially

change the natural run of the "hard times."

The chief trouble, it seems to me, lies in

the fact that American farmers and Amer-
ican manufacturers can produce in nine
months more than the American people

can consume in a year. Production goes

on until there is a congestion, bringing
business depression and hard times. When
the congestion is relieved times will im-
prove. T. Greiner.
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BARNS AND THEIR USES.

STKICTUKES AND SUGGESTIONS.

AN
excellent farmer in my town re-

cently lost by fire a barn which
is said to have cost §3,500. The
owner had but sixty acres of

land, and although he was one of

the best of farmers, it was not
often that the barn with its immense area
was made to groan with its fillings. It

was planned on too libera.1 a scale, and
could not in a dry or unfavorable season
be stuffed as our fathers stuffed their little

30x40 low barns.

Most barns are built too large and costly,

and it is far better to build smaller than to

build large and acquire a debt or mortgage
as a result. I know several farmers who
got out of debt and then made another
building a gigantic barn, and in some cases
this debt or mortgage will outlast the
owner and be left as a heritage to his
children.

If the space in these immense barns
could be utilized during the greater por-
tion of the year there would be more rea-

son for building so large, but the fact is

that fully half the space is used for only
about six or eight weeks in a year.

Let mo illustrate with diagrams a barn
which is a fair sample of the way many of

the mammoth modern barns are used.

Pig. 1 is the ground plan of a barn that
is 80 feet long and 44 feet wide, with 20-foot

posts. It has four sections, bounded by
five bents of heavy, framed timber. Nos.
2 and 3 are driving-floors with large doors

;

Nos. I and 4 are mows filled from the floors.

Fig. 2 shows a cross section of the barn
elevation. The dotted lines indicate the
height to which the barn is filled with hay
when the grain was threshed. Mow 1 was
filled first from floor (2) up to the line A B
in Fig. 2. Floor 2 was then filled 11 feet

deep also with hay, this being represented
by [the line E F in Fig. 2. Harvest then
stopped haying for a few days, and the
wheat was put on top of the hay in No. 2, a
little being allowed to flow over onto No,
1 when the mow got as high as the hay on
JTo, 1, After wheat harvest mow 4 was
filled with hay up to the line C D, and six
or seven acres of oats was afterward mowed
on top, remaining about two weeks, when
oats and wheat were both threshed and
the straw stacked outside. Floor No. 3
has only been used to drive upon and
store the hay-rack and wagon, excepting
that a load of wheat that got wet in draw-
ingwasthrown upon the scaflFold(H). There
are two scaflfolds, each with an area of 240
square feet, and head-room at the eaves of
eight feet, but the storage capacity of the
barn is so immense that these scaffolds are
rarely used. After corn-husking the space
on the hay on floor 2 was covered with
corn stalks nearly to the plate.

To sum up, the mow 1 was used to the
plate for hay, floor 2 was used for hay 11
feet deep, and the rest used for wheat five

weeks. Mow 4 was used for hay 18 feet
deep and filled to the plate for two weeks,
with oats. Afterward the balance of 2
was filled with corn fodder, while floor 3,

being one fourth of the entire elevation
above the basement, was used for one load
of wheat; to store wagon and rack, and to
set the threshing-machine upon for one
day's threshing or less.

This waste of room is not confined to
this one barn, but is nearly as bad in all

U U U u u u u

^ Fig. 2.

the mammoth barns I know of, and in
some ^ven wor.se.

By a little study of Fig. 2 it will be seen
that all the hay on floor 2 could easily

have been put onto the mows 1 and 4, and
this floor entirely dispensed with. "Yes,
some one answers, but where would you
have put the grain?" Well, I would have i

put it on the empty floor, by driving up
sideways to the door and pitching it in,

setting the machine in place of the wagon
at threshing-time. By this method the
barn would have been but 60 feet in length
instead of 80 feet, and would have cost at

least one fifth less than it did cost.

As it is the owner has been to the ex-

pense of 880 feet of 2 and li4 inch flooring,

1,100 feet of shingling and roof boards, 800

feet of siding and doors, besides rafters,

heavy floor timbers, and one entire bent of

frame for the sake of housing a wagon and
rack, and 25,000 cubic feet of air.

I do not forget that underneath is a
basement stable, but this, if built in the

form of a lean-to, would only require a

roof as good as the barn, while all other

parts could be of the lightest and cheap-

est, and it need be but seven feet at the

eaves, and the pitch of the roof would sub-

tract that much from the siding of the

barn. Farther than this, my observations

have been that barn basements are often

as wasteftil of room as the barn above, and
that in many cases they could be con-

tracted one fourth, without materially less-

ening their usefulness or convenience.

An acquaintance in another county is

reported to have said, "I lie awake nights

thinking what a 'dog-gasted' fool I was to

attention to skim-milk as an egg feed, and
a cheap one, to those dairymen who make
butter a specialty.

I have kept an accurate account with my
hens for years, and I know that I can feed

a hen for five cents a month, putting the
feed at full market rates and including
meat, oyster-shells and an insecticide in

the expense account. Now, an ordinary
hen, if not too old, will lay from 110 to 125

eggs a year, and these eggs, if sold at low
prices, will leave a profit after paying for

the keep of the hen. In average years,

one dollar per hen profit can easily be
made from the sale of eggs alone, and if

the best laying breeds are kept and reason-

ably good care given them, the profit may
run up to two dollars per hen.

The man who sells his butter to con-
sumers, gets more than the quoted
rates for it, provided he makes a first-class

article, and if he will make the production
of eggs a partnership specialty with the
butter business, and sell the eggs to his

butter customers, he will realize much
more than wholesale prices.

I have said nothing about selling poultry,

for the broiler business would require

more care and attention than most dairy-

men have to spare, but in growing pullets

for layers there will be a large per cent of

•

1 2 3 4

mortgage my farm for $1,500 in order that

I might build a mammoth palace wherein
to store sixty-cent wheat." Now, his fool-

ishness did not consist in building a con-
venient shelter, but in building it so high
and large that he could not profitably use
it. I can see no object in building a
barn with 20-foot posts and then make no
use of all the space above the plate. A
barn filled half way up to the ridge may
have posts four or more feet shorter, and
thus save four feet of weather-boards and
upright timber, and one row of nail ties

all around, besides paint and nails for the
same. A gain is also made in cost of cov-
ering, as boards 20 feet long cost |4 more per
1,000 feet than those of only 16 feet long.
To those contemplating building large
barns, I urge the advantage of visiting
such structures in early winter, and ob-
serve the actual proportion of filled and
waste space, and then be governed in their

plans accordingly. L. B. Pierce.

BUTTER AND EGGS.

There are no two branches of farming
that fit so nicely together as butter dairy-
ing and egg production. Even though
both of these products should be sold
through a commission merchant they can
be sold profitably, but if they can be sold
direct to consumers the profit will be still

more satisfactory. Many dairymen now
sell their butter to regular customers, who
take it by the year at a fixed price, and

these same customers can be made
egg customers as well.

The butter dairyman has a large
quantity of skim-milk as a by-product,
and the feeding of this milk to the best
advantage is quite an item, I notice

Q that some dairymen practice feeding
this skim-milk to the cows, but I never
could see where the profit of this came
in, when there are other kinds of stock
that will pay more for it. Of course,

f when calves are raised they should
have a certain amount of the skim-
milk, and little pigs will pay well for
a liberal allowance of it also ; but I

think that a good flock of laying hens
will give the best account of all the
skim-milk the young calves do not
require of any kind of stock we keep.

The present extremely low price of eggs is

rather discouraging, I know, but the past
winter and this spring have been a remark-
able exception in the way of ruling prices
foreggs, as well as for some other articles

produced on the farm. But even at the low
prices eggs are now selling at they can be
produced at a profit, and I wish to call

Fig. 1.

cockerels hatched, and these can be sold to

the same persons who buy the butter and
eggs.

THE SPECIAL-PURPOSE HEN.
I would advise a dairyman to keep a

special-purpose cow—either a milk or a
butter cow—and I would just as strongly
advise the keeping of a .special-purpose

hen. If eggs are to be made the chief in-

terest in hen-keeping, then get the breeds
that have been bred specially for egg pro-

duction, and they will pay much better

than the breeds that are fitted for the
broiler business. When we are endeavor-
ing to get the_ largest number of eggs a
year per hen, we want the breeds that are

non-sitters, and as these breeds are, on an
average, considerably smaller than the
sitters, we not only get more eggs per hen,
but it costs less to feed them, on account
of their smaller size ; so we have a profit

in two directions. Though the greatest

egg producers are called non-sitters, there

will be enough broody hens in a flock of

two-year-olds to supply sitters to hatch
sufficient chicks to keep the flock full in

number, after allowing for the disposal
each year of the hens that get too old for

profitable egg laying.

I have tried this plan of selling eggs to

private butter customers, and know that

it is a good one, and can confidently rec-

ommend it to others. A certain amount
of money invested in special-purpose

hens will return a greater per cent of profit

than if invested in any other kind of

stock, but I do not advise any one to rush
into the egg business, building a lot of

hen-houses and stocking them with par-
chased hens, for the result will be a disas-

trous failure; but to begin with a small
flock, learn how to care for it, and then
increase its size as experience justifies is a
safe enterprise, and should be a very prof-

itable one.
In these days of cheap wheat, one way

to sell it to advantage is to convert it into

eggs through the medium of a flock of

hens. I have received over $1..50 a bushel
for wheat sold in egg-shape, with eggs at

eighteen cents a dozen. There is money
in this egg business for those who have
the faculty of properly caring for the hens.

A. L. Crosby.

FARM NOTES FROM MISSISSIPPI.

Crab-grass.—Some time ago I noticed
in a Florida paper that crab-grass yields as
high as four tons of hay per acre, near
De Land. This, of course, on rich land.
This reminds me that the yield of this
grass throughout the Gulf and South At-
lantic states is invariably good where the

soil is reasonably fertile and the seasons
fairly favorable. As a rule, however, the
yield is from one to two tons per acre, the
first cutting. It is often the case that two
cuttings can be made in one season. If

cut when beginning to head, while quite
green, then properly cured, there is no
doubt but that the quality is excellent.

Any land that has been in cultivation the
previous year, if broken up late in the
spring or early summer, will generally
insure a crop of crab-grass, the grass grow-
ing spontaneously, without any expense to

the owner of sowing seed. It is also val-

uable for summer grazing. ; One of the
most valuable hay crops that can be grown
in the South is a combination of cow or

field peas and crab-grass, the two grown
together. The peas are sown at the rate of

one bushel of seed per acre, in, drills three

feet apart, and are not cultivated. The
crab-grass comes up and fills any space
left vacant by the peas, and the two are, at

the proper time, harvested together. The
presence of the crab-grass facilitates the
curing of the peas. This is a grand crop
for southern farmers, and one that should
be more largely grown. It would be hard
to find any better hay for horses, cattle or

sheep ; a crop of high chemical and prac-

tical feeding value for all kinds of stock.

Gypsum, or Land-plaster.—The com-
position of gypsum is lime, sulphuric acid

and water, in the following proportions:

32K quarts of lime, 46K quarts of sulphuric
acid and 21 quarts of water. It is the gen-
eral belief that gypsum gathers ammonia
from the atmosphere when applied as

manure; that it also gathers moisture
from the air in dry weather. It is cer-

tainly a stimulant to plant growth. It is

beneficial to such crops as clover, peas,

corn, cabbage, turnips, etc. Yet on some
soils the benefits of the good effects of this

application are not apparent. What crops
and soils the gypsum will benefit can only
bo determined by experiment; there is no
other reliable method of finding out.
About one hundred pounds per acre is the
usual quantity applied. In the South, the
use of this plan of top-dressing has been
very limited, so far as I can learn. More
extended experiments ought to be made.
In a neighboring county a few years ago, a
farmer in the prairie (lime-belt) region
experimented with land-plaster on several
acres of red clover, and the results were,
astonishing. The yield was not only un-"
usually large, but the plants were green
and thrifty in a severe season of drought,
that wilted all surrounding vegetation and
other clover that did not receive an appli-
cation of plaster.
Curing Hay.—The old system of drying

the life out of hay is being changed for the
better. Hay is now more largely than
ever cured with as little sun as possible,
avoiding the dews as well. Dew injures
the hay as well as the sun. The best man-
ner of curing the hay is to put it up fairly
green in cocks, after being wilted more or
less. To determine the exact stage to per-
form the work depends on circumstances
and conditions—the state of the weather,
whether the sun is shining hot or whether
the sky is clouded, or the atmosphere
heavy and full of moisture, or whether the
air is dry and parching, the age and suc-
culence of the plant and the special kind
of plant being mowed. These cocks, after
standing a certain length of time, are torn
down and several of them combined into
one large one, and^here remain until ready
for housing. This hay retains a green
color, and is far better than the sun-dried
article. If the hay umiergoes a sweat in
the cock or shock, there is very little dan-
ger of this being repeated when it is stored
away in the barn. Cured in this way, I
have seen clover and pea-vine hay almost
as green as when mowed, yet well cured
and free from any danger of heating or
spoiling after being stored away in the
hay-barn. It requires experience, good
judgment and careful personal attention
to insure the proper curing of hay.
Hay-stacks are better for being large,

since less hay is exposed and spoiled. The
secret of stacking is a very simple one.
Keep the center full and well tramped,
and the outside' will take care of itself,

provided you distribute the hay evenly
and in proper order to give the necessary
and desired shape to the stack. It is well
to rake the sides down before the job is

pronounced finished. There is really no
necessity for the pole in the center, as is

practiced by most southern farmers.
Edwin Montqomeky.

HOOD'S IS GOOD.
" I have been troubled with that tired

feeling, also loss of appetite. I could not
.sleep at night, my face broke out in pim-
ples, and I had headache almost contin-

Hood
parilla

Curesually. Last April I
concluded to try
Hood's Sarsaparilla _ _
and now my troubles ^i^t^t^^t
are all gone. I gave Hood's Sarsaparilla to
my baby, not yet eight month's old, for sores
on his body, and It cured him." Mrs. W. J.
Roach, Kilbourne, Illinois.

Hood's Pills are especially prepared to be
taken with Hood's Sarsaparilla. 25c. per box.
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IN GARDEN AND FIELD.

^^LANTSFBOM CUTTIKGS.—O. H.W.,

an Arkansas subscriber, writes

ine that the runners taken

from sweet-potato vines make
the best potatoes. He has set

them out as late as the first of

July and grew large, smooth
tubers from them. That sweet

potatoes can be grown from
cuttings admits of no doubt. Sometimes
we may be short of slips, or have a partic-

ularly valuable variety which we desire to

propagate as fast as possible. In that case

cutting propagation may be resorted to.

Of course, the cuttings should be rooted in

sand, under glass and shade protection, in

the same way I root cuttings of house
plants,shrubs, etc., and then transferred to

the open field. Where the season is long

enough, we may allow the runners to

strike root between the rows of our regular

potato-patch, then take them up and plant

where wanted. But this is a roundabout

way at best, and not usually practical

under ordinary conditions. Whoever
niakes a business of raising sweet potatoes

for table use, invariably uses "slips."

It is pretty much the same thing with

various other plants. I am still propagat-

ing the Carman No. 1 potato. The one half

peck planted out on greenhouse-bench, and

which has given me hundreds of plants

(now growing fluely in open ground), is

still furnishing eropsof sprouts, and really

seems inexhaustible. In pulling the

"slips," sometimes one or more break off,

leaving a stub attached to the seed piece.

The stub keeps on growing, comes to the

surface again, and is then pulled with the

roots, thus furnishing a hill. In the mean-
time the broken-off, rootless top has been
stuck into the ground and become a

"rooted cutting." This also goes out in

open ground and makes another hill. Tlie

seed ends (each one, perhaps, only of

thumb-uail size) also give a full crop of

sprouts, although these are usually more
spindling than the sprouts from the whole
potatoes. Finally, the seed ends them-

selves, and the single eyes cut from the

tubers, th^it have furnished us crop after

crop of sprouts, will be x^lanted out also.

This is the way of making the most of a

peck of seed potatoes. What the outcome
will be, of course, remains to be seen.

Quite frequently I practice the cutting

method of propagation with tomatoes.

When I have only a few seeds of a partic-

ularly choice variety, I usually am all the

more anxious to get a good supply of

plants. The seedlings are topped, and the

top pieces rooted and planted out in flats.

The first seedlings, of course, produce

laterals in abundance, and part of these

again may be cut off and rooted. Even in

field culture, a plant cut off by cutworms,
or destroyed in some other way, may be

replaced by taking a lateral from one of

the nearest plants (if calloused or showing
signs of rootingalong any part of it, all the

better), and setting it in the vacant spot so

that only the tip remains above ground.

But any one who grows tomatoes exten-

sively for market or canning purposes,

will seldom care to spend extra efforts in

propagating plants in any other way ex-

cept the usual one of raising seedlings in

the ordinary fashion.

Prices of Seed Potatoes.—Just at pres-

ent (early June) lots of people would like

to plant potatoes, especially of early kinds.

Many of the earlier plantings have been

drowned out in this vicinity. The conse-

quence is that seed tubers are scarce and
high-priced, although not really of prime

quality. Of course, it cannot be expected

that growers of seed potatoes will hold a

large part of the crop until this late, sim-

ply to provide for uncertain emergencies.

Pure and well-grown seed stock usually

brings a good price, and "second-crop"

stock should bring an extra one. Is it not

feasible for our southern brethren to fur-

nish us northern fellows early potatoes fit

for planting by July 1st, so we can grow a

fine, "second-crop" seed stock to use

another spring? This seems to me a ques-

tion wotthy of investigation. Frequently

we have a piece of good soil, a strawberry

or pea patch, etc., which we might put to

good use by planting some early variety of

potato, if we could only get the seed. Why
can our southern friends not furnish them ?

The Sural JSfew- Yorker quotes my pre-

diction from the Farji and Fireside that

the Carman No. 1 will be worth §.5 a

bushel next spring. This prediction is a

safe one. I might have put the price much

higher, say §30 a bushel, and it would come
true, for many bushels will be sold next
season by the single pound at fifty cents

(possibly $1) a pound. I have not tried the

variety before this year, and cannot say
anything of its quality or value for gen-

eral purposes. But a variety that has the

advantage of Mr. Carman's name and
recommendation, of being boomed by lead-

ing seedsmen, and yet so scarce that there

were not half enough last winter to satisfy

the demand for them at a high price, may
be counted upon to be in great demand
next season. In cases like this I simply
take into consideration all the circumstan-

tial evidence I can find, and this evidence
strongly points to a period of popularity

—

probably deserved—for the Carman No. 1

potato. For the producer of seed potatoes

it would be worth a great deal to know
what variety is the "coming" one. We have
to take our chances.

The Potato-beetle.—One of the advan-

tages found in late planting of potatoes is

that the beetles are nearly all "spoken for."

They have congregated on the earlier

patches, and if we poison the slugsin time,

on our early plants, the later ones will

most likely escape without much harm
being done to them. The long cold and
rainy weather has kept the old hard-shells

back, and if any eggs were laid by them
earlier in the season, they probably have
been destroyed. But with sunshine and
warmth the beetles return in full force.

Potatoes just coming up are liable to suffer.

I am now fighting them by hand-picking,

the boys going over the patches once or

twice every day, picking up every beetle

they see and depositing them in a pail

containing a little water and a few table-

spoonfuls of kerosene-oil. If this treat-

ment is continued the potatoes will suffer

little injury. The few slugs that will come
later, in spite of all our precautions, will

fall an easy prey to the Bordeaux mixture
seasoned with Paris gi-een, with which we
try to keep the plants coated all the time.

Egg-plants are in especial danger from
potato-beetle attacks. If left without at-

tention, every plant might be eaten down
almost to the ground by the hard-sholls.

The boys have to look them over for

beetles several times a day. This persever-

ance always payfe. It never fails to save

the plants, and when the latter once com-
mence to make rapid growth, favored by
hot weather and rich soil, the few beetles

that come later on will do them compar-
atively little 'damage, while the young
generation is easily destroyed by Pai-is

green applications. Since I have learned

to protect my plants from the potato-

beetles, I can raise egg-plants as easily as

corn or tomatoes or potatoes, and in a small

way I find the crop as profitable a one as I

can raise.

Pruning and Tbaininq Tomatoes.—My
main crop is always left without attention

as to pruning and training. The only

thing that I would be willing to do for a

patch of a number of hundred plants

would be to put straw or brush around

them. Yet I like to have a few plants

staked or trellised. When trimmed up to

single stalk and tied to a stake, for in-

stance, or when trained to any kind of

neat support, a dozen or two of tomato-

plants may be made quite an ornamental

feature of the garden. Besides this, the

fruit will be less liable to rot, and some-
times come out much nicer and larger, al-

though the plants may not yield quite so

much fruit. I have not found fruit on
trained plants much earlier than on plants

left withoiit support and trimming. It will

also be well to bear in mind that foliage is

needed to bring the fruit to full develop-

ment. There maybe no objection to the

removal of a surplus of foliage, and the

cutting out of an oversupply of succulent

laterals; but we must carefully avoid rob-

bing plants of the full amount of foliage

needed to mature good fruit. Joseph.

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE

To spend your holidays is Hot Springs, South
Dakota.
Health and pleasure seekers find in this

lovely spot the full realization of their antic-

ipations.

The Burlington's local agent will gladly give

you full information about Hot Springs, and
also—if you ask for it—a beautifully illus-

trated folder. B. O. Ives,

G. P. & T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

FAMOUS POETS OF THE WORLD.
The most famous poets of the world are

those whose works endure from century to
century, and even for all time. Their writings
deal with the various phases of human ex-
perience from the cradle to the grave. We
ofTer you free, on page 19 of this paper, a hook
of over -ion poems and iUustratiims, which
contains the very best things written by the
famous poets of the world. Read our adver-
tisement on page 19.

Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GBEEN.

foang Trees in Old Orcbards.—E. C,
Ohio, 111. Young apple-trees will grow where
old apple-trees have been taken out, provided
the land Is thoroughly manured, but it is gen-
erally preferable to plant in new soil.

Grafting the Cherry.—W. F. H., Glenville,

Md. Cherry-trees may be grafted if the work
is performed early in the spring, before the
.sap starts, but the operation is generally un-
satisfactory. They should be budded in

August or September.

Sapsuckers on Evergrrecns.—M. H., Not-
tingham, Ohio, writes: "What can I do to
prevent the woodpecker from destroying ever-
green trees? They are full of holes all up the
body, and look as if they would die. What is
the reason the bird attacks them so?"
Reply:—The woodpeckers—or as they are

sometimes called, the sapsuckers—probably
attack the trees that they may catch the in-

sects that collect around the exuding sap.

All woodpeckers are not thus injurious, but
the Injurious species should be destroyed by
the shotgun or other means as the only pre-

ventive of a very serious injury.

HTew or Old Vines—Trees in Poultry-
yard.—C. L. N., Hemlock, Ind., writes: "I
wish to set out a few grapes in my garden. I

can get plenty of vines from an old vineyard
which was gritbbed upon account of the rot,
several years ago. Would they be desirable?

1 have a hen-yard set with apple-trees.
The hens keep down every spear of grass.
Ought these trees to be hoed or worked to pro-
mote their growth and health?"
Reply :—Do not bother with the old grape-

vines, but get thrifty, two-year-old, first-class

vines from some reliable nurseryman. Old
grape-vines seldom do well if moved, no mat-
ter how carefully the work is done. It

would be a good plan to work up the soil

around the trees in your hen-yard.

licaf-roHers.—C. F. H., Mecosta county,

Mich. The worms inclosed, rolled up in a leaf

on which thes' have been working, are what
are called leaf-rollers. There are several

species, and they attack various plants, such
as strawberries, apples, plums, raspberries,

etc., often causing great injury. The remedy
lies in spraying the foliage and young growth
with Paris green and water at the rate of one
pound to two hundred gallons of water. If

London purple is used, apply it in the same
proportion, but also add one pound of quick-
lime to every pound of the London purple
used. The lime neutralizes the acid of the
London purple, which Is liable to burn the

foliage, and renders it harmless to the plant,

but takes away none of its poisonous action.

Fertilizer for Grapes.—S. D. D., Cross

Plass, Tenn. The best fertilizer for grapes

will depend largely 6n the location and soil.

On general principles, grapes do not need
much fertilizing. If the vines are making a

satisfactory growth of wood, do not manure
them at all. Nitrogenous manures are apt to

encourage a large amount of poorly-ripened

wood. The phosphates and potash encourage
fruitfulness and early maturity of the wood.
What we want, then, in the older sections of

the country where the vines need manure, is

something that is rich In potash and phos-

phoric acid, and contains a small amount of

nitrogen. The best and cheapest form in

which to apply these elements will vary ac-

cording to the location of the vineyard. In

your section these elements would perhaps be

most easily and cheaply applied by using one
hundred and fifty pounds of cotton-seed meal
and ten bushels of unleached, hard wood ashes

per acre. But by giving a light dressing of

stable manure and wood ashes you would
probably get as good results.

Bed Rast—Snn-scald.—E. K. M., Areola,

Ind. The raspberry-plants affected with red

rust should be pulled at once and burned. The
ashes did not cause the red rust, but the plants

were probably diseased when received. Do
not set any new raspberry-plants where the

old plants now affected with rust are for at

least one season. The red rust is liable to

spread from one plant to another. 1 think

the trouble with your apple and pear trees is

the result of a sort of sun-scald which is very

common in parts of the West. I think you
will find it most abundant on trees leaning to

the northeast, which thus have their trunks

most exposed to the direct rays of the sun.

The best treatment for them will be to earth-

up to those that are already injured and to

wrap the trunks of the rest of them with bur-

lap or heavy building-paper. Many of the

best western orchardists keep the trunks of

their apple-trees protected from the sun until

the trees are large enough to shade their own
trunks. If j'our young trees are thrifty, and
there is no sign of woolly-aphis on the roots,

you certainly have nothing to fear from the

pest at present.

Codlinsr-moth—Gen. ETand Plam.—M.'

H. C, Webster, Mass. From your description

should think your apples were infested with

the codling-moth larvfe. This is very com-
mon in Massachusetts. The eggs are laid In

the calyx end (the eye) of the apple just after

the blossoms fall, while the apple is still erect

on the branches. This insect may be de-

stroyed by spraying the tree with Paris green

and water, at the rate of one pound of the

poison to one hundred and fifty gallons of

water, the poison is thus placed in the end
of the apple near the egg, so that when the

egg hatches the larva is poisoned before it

can do any injury. The Gen. Hand plum is

not near as reliable a fruit as several other
plums, but if it is growing freely will prob-
ably fruit occasionally after it commences to
bear. If growing strongly, pruning off half of
its new wood in July will check its growth
and probably cause it to set fruit. Your treat-

ment of the black-knot by cutting off and
burning the infested parts is the best practice
where it will not result in too serious injury
to the trees. When the knots come in places
where this is not practicable, they should be
partly cut away and then be painted with
linseed-oil.

Varieties of Frnit—Corn Ground for
Berries—Ashes—Strawberry Culture.—
H. O. L., Pollock, Mo. The Crystal City is a
very early strawberry, but not very produc-
tive. Michel's Early is a fine berry for home
use, but is hardly bright colored enough for
marketing. It is a good kind to have in the
strawberry patch on account of its producing
so much pollen. You will probably be better
satisfied with Haverland and Warfleld for

your main crop, if they are fertilized with the
Beder Wood, than with any other varieties

that have been well tried. There are many
varieties of grapes that will do well in your
section, but to be sure of a good crop, any of
them should be sprayed with Bordeaux mix-
ture. Among the best varieties are Concord,
Delaware, Worden and Catawba. The best

early red raspberry, I think, is the Marlboro;
that is, if you mean for marketing. It is early,

large and of good color, and commands the
highest price, but the quality is too inferior

for home use. For home use, the Turner is

much better. Good corn land will produce
good berries, but the better it is manured and
cultivated the better it Is for the berries.

Wood ashes that have not been leached are a
good fertilizer for berries on most of our soils.
Apply in the spring or earlj' summer at the
rate of thirty bushels per acre. Low land
will answer for berries, provided the water
does not stand so near the surface as to pre-
vent the roots going deep, but berry crops are
more certain on land that is somewhat
elevated above the surrounding country. On
very moist land the bush fruits are rather
liable to winter-killing. 1 prefer to set
strawberries two feet apart in rows four feet
apart. Mark the rows both ways and culti-
vate both ways until the plants commence to
make runners. Then cultivate only the four-
foot way.

HARVESTER HISTORY.

For the benefit of the younger generation,

we reprint below some Interesting figures from
the Deering Farm Journal showing the dates

on which the Marsh Harvester, the Wire
Binder and the Twine Binder were first put
out by the leading harvester manufacturers.
The older generation does not need to be t(>l(^.,

It remembers Hussey's Reaper in 1833 and the.

McCormick some twelve years later. It

remembers about reading in 1858 of the suc-

cess of the Marsh Brothers in their new
harvester. It remembers how the Deering
people held the field alone with this machine
during most of the seventeen years' life of the

patent. Then, when the patent did expire,

the older generation remembers that William
Deering & Co. came out with the Wire Binder.

This was in 1874, and the younger generation

even, can remember the rapid strides that

followed. How, after this pioneer in auto-

matic binders had had the field for three

years, McCormick and the other manufactur-

ers fell into line; and how in 1878 the Deering

people spoiled the whole wire binder business

by coming out with the Appleby Twine
Binder. Both old and young must smile as they

now look back at the frantic attempts made
by the late converts to wire binders, to push
that machine in the face of the wonderful

twine binder; and how they finally were all

ultimately compelled to fall into line and
manufacture the twine binder under the

Appleby patents. The Fai m Journal tells the

story of the successive steps in manufacture

by means of a witty drama entitled "Crow and
Quail," which is clinched by the following

statement:
"The following are the dates on which

various manufacturers began building and

putting on the market harvesters, wire bind-

ers and Twine Binders. The dates for Deering

machines are exact. Those for competing

firms are according to our best knowledge.

marsh harvester.

DEERING 18.5S

Wood 187-1

Osborne 1875

McCormick 1875

Buckeye 1877

Champion 1881

Piano 1882

Automatic Binders were first put upon ma-

chines and sold as follow^:

DEERING 1874

Wood •'• 18'J

McCormick 1877

Buckeye.. 1877

Osborne 1878

Champion 1881

Piano 1882

The Appleby Twine Binder was applied to

the Marsh Harvesters as follows:

DEERING 1878

Esterl'y.' 1880

Excelsior ....1880

McCormick _...1S81

Buckeye
Champion 1882

Osborne 1883

Wood 1892
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FRUIT CULTURE IN VVASHINGTON.

THAT fruit culture is destined in

the near future to become one

of the most important and prof-

itable industries in the state of

Washington, must be clearly

apparent to every intelligent

man who has given the subject careful con-

sideration. The conditions of soil and cli-

mate, two of the prime essentials in the

successful culture of fruit, have been amply
demonstrated, by actual experiment, to be

admirably adapted to the production of all

varieties of large and small fruits indig-

enous to the north temperate zone. The

yield is immense and the quality is the best.

A mild, genial, equable climate, a warm,
friable and raarvelously fertile soil, exactly

meet the conditions demanded for the suc-

cessful growth of the trees and matviring

of the fruit.

The Washington fruit grower is not

threatened with that dire disaster which so

often overtakes the eastern fruit raiser.

Late frosts that damage fruit are of infre-

quent occurrence on Puget Sound, if they

evenoccurat all, while theravenous insects

that so often ravage the orchards and fruit

gardens of the East, are almost unknown
here.

In the very inception of the fruit indus-

try in this state, orchardists are making
an intelligent, organized and vigorous

effort through the office of state orchard

inspector, to ward off the danger that

threatens the fruit industry from this

source.

In regard to market, the third essential

to successful fruit culture, a magnificent

and practically limitless market, both do-

mestic and foreign, is opertand waiting for

us. In regard to transportation, either by
rail or water, our facilities are unequaled.

Three magnificent transcontinental rail-

ways traverse the Sound country, while

vessels from every quarter of the globe

touch at our ports to carry our surplus pro-

duce to foreign lands.

A most successful attempt was recently

made by some gentlemen on the Sound to

introduce Washington fruits into the

Orient, and so favorable was the impression

made, that large orders were immediately
received for more shipments ; but owing to

the limited supply of the choice stock,

thgse orders could not be filled, and the

field, like so many others, must bo handed
over to others until our growers realize the

measure of their opportunities.

Washington fruits have size, flavor, color

and lasting qualities, and can reach the

St. Paul and Minneapolis markets several

days quicker and at much less cost than
from California. The rapid influx of new
population, the marvelous growth of our

towns and cities, the development of our

mines and fisheries, the establishment of

new logging camps and a multitude of

manufacturing industries that will come in

the course of time, and all of which employ
a large non-producing class, assure us a

magnificent domestic market for our sur-

plus fruit. Thousands of acres of the fin-

est fruit lands on the globe are waiting for

him who will come and occupy. They can
be bought for glO to $25 per acre.

We would say to those who contemplate

a change of location to engage in the grow-
ing of fruits, enter the open door of op-

portunity by coming to Washington and
engaging in a business that is destined to

be a magnificent success. L. D. P.

Olearbrook, Wash.

WESTERN NEW YORK HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

"are .NOVELTIES WORTH THEIR COST?"

Was the subject of a logical paper by
Professor Bailey. "There were so many
worthless things being imposed upon the

public that many were getting tired of

trying new things, and looked upon every-
thing new as a base imposture. This was
a narrow view, although there were prov-
ocations to taking such a view.

"Vapeties .do not run out, but are con-
stantly changing. The variations are most
numerous in varieties whose period from
infancy to maturity is shortest, as in ber-
ries. Varieties grown from seed change
constantly, until a variety quite different

is obtained, and where a line of improve-
ment is continued in a certain direction it

results in a change that is equal to a new
species. Novelties need not surpass in all

respects what has gone before. New vari-

eties are needed to fill gaps—for new or dif-

ferent markets, for new localities, for new
soils, for new household uses. There is

supposed to be more varieties of living

forms than ever before, and differentiation

is still on the increase. New specific forms
may and have been originated. Native

plums have given more than two hundred
varieties in the line of improvement, and
grapes are a standing monument to the

labor of improving varieties. Old and well-

developed forms give the least hope of im-
provement, while those kinds producing
seed and possessing abnormally-developed
characteristics are most susceptible to

change. Finally, too much should not bo

claimed for novelties, and telling the exact

truth about them may often result in more
profitable dissemination than advertising

them as suited for every clime and loca-

tion.

"Such claims may do for patent med-
icines, but not for fruits."

SOME OPINIONS ON FRUITS, NEW AND OLD.

J. H. Hale, the well-known peach man,
of Glastonbury, Connecticut, was asked if

any of the new peaches %ere more hardy
than the old ones? He replied, "Some of

the old varieties are quite hardy, and so

are some of the new. Elberta is one of the

hardy new ones, being the equal in this re-

spect of Hill's Chili and Alexander. The
Crosby is entirely hardy, even in southern
New Hampshire, where it has borne for

ten successive years. As none of the buds
get winter-killed, it is necessary to thin the
fruit severely or it will overbear and be
undersized. Beer's Smock is quite hardy
and productive. Stevens' Rareripe was
very inferior and unprofitable." Mr. Smith,
of Geneva, said the Stevens did finely in
the lake region of central New York. L.

B. Pierce said Stevens' Rareripe was no
good in northern Ohio. It was very irreg-

ular in size and quite unattractive in form
and appearance. The Beer's Smock was
the best lake peach that could be relied

upon. Salway did well in the right kind
of season, but some years failed to ripen.

Mr. Willard said the remarks reminded us
that all kinds of fruits did not do equally

well in every locality. Besides, different

markets required different varieties. The
Hill's Chili was not showy enough for the

city market, but owners of canneries who
prided themselves upon the quality of their

output, would buy this peach every time,

as it was of the very highest quality.

Mr. Wilder, of Cayuga county, spoke
very highly of the North Star currant. It

is of a bright red color, with extremely
long clusters. The berries are of medium
size. It is hardy and productive. Messrs.
Hooker and Willard agreed that the White
Imperial was by far the best white currant
for family use; also that white currants

did not sell well in the market, and were
therefore an unprofitable fruit to grow
more of than could be consumed at home.
Irvin Cook, of Genesee county, told how

profitable the Duchess pear was, it being
the leading pear grown there. The crops

in some orchards have for a series of years
sold for more than enough each year to

pay for the land. He told of an orchard of

German prunes that contained two hun-
dred and forty trees, that last year, at six

years of age, produced three hundred dol-

lars' worth of fruit. The Boiken apple,

one of the few Russian apples proving to

be good for anything, was on exhibition by
Hammond and Willard, of Geneva. It is a

yellow, tapering apple, about the size and
quality of a well-developed Newton pippin,

and is claimed to be a long keeper and very
hardy. The specimens on exhibition were
fully ripe, and I cannot see how they could
be kept until April without cold storage.

The scions were imported from Austria
several years since.

L. J. Farmer, of Pulaski, gave an inter-

esting account of fruit production in
Oswego county. This county supplies New
York City with strawberries in quantity
later than any other section, and in 1893

shipped seventy-five thousand sixty-

quart crates. Usually they net the grower
eight cents per quart, in 1893 only seven
cents.

Mr. Willard mentioned as the best three

Japan plums for western New York,
iSweet Bhotan, Burbank and Yellow Japan.
Forsix best marketplumsforsame locality

he recommended Reine Claude de Bavey,
Hudson River Purple Egg, French Damson,
Fahlenberg (Italian prune), Grand Duke
and Monarch. The French Damson and
Fahlenberg are such poor growers that he
recommended planting some free-growing

kind and top-working these varieties upon
it. For stock, the Lombard, Union Purple
or Geuii could be used. For six additional

next best varieties he mentioned Field,

Goes' Golden Drop, Bradshaw, German
Prune, Geuii and Peters' Yellow Gage.

The Columbian raspberry was described
by President Barry as being of the Shafer
type and a very rampant grower. Plants
upon the grounds of the originator, Mr.
Thompson, at Oneida, were six to eight feet

high and loaded with fruit.

A reader of Farm and Fireside wrote
to me asking about the President Barry
pear, and whether the claim that it was
the best late-keeping winter pear in the
world could be substantiated? I took some
pains to inquire concerning it, and find

that it is proving to be very nearly what it

is claimed to be. Ellwanger and Barry had
a plate on exhibition, and Mr. Barry had a

half-))ushel basket. They were as large as a

Bartlett and nearly the same shape. The
skin is thick, dark green, partly covered
with russet, resembling the Duchess. In
an ordinary cool chamber or cellar the fruit

will keep until April, and with cold storage

or in a retarding-house may be kept until

midsummer. L. B. Pierce.

SORGHUM.

Editor Farm and Fireside:—In your
issue of May 15th, from the pen of J. M.
Rice, on the subject of sorghum, I learn

that sorghum was first introduced by
Orange Judd as Chinese sugar-cane in

1860. In the spring of 1857 I received two
packets of seed marked Chinese sugar-cane

(something I never heard of before). I

planted it on the 20th day of May and gave
it extra care. It made a growth of from
ten to twelve feet in height, and matured
sufficiently to savesome seed that would do

to plant. I made a small wooden mill, and
on the 27th of September I worked up the

cane and made some fairly good syrup. In

1858 I raised another crop and put in a

good iron mill, and made over 400 gallons

of syrup. I followed it up in 1859 and 1860

;

but in 1861 1 got somewhat discouraged on
account of the lateness and uncertainty of

the Chinese cane; but in the spring of 1862

I secured half a bushel of what was called

Early African Imphee, and distributed it

among my neighbors, and in the fall put
in one of Cook's evaporators, aiid that

revolutionized the business, so that within

two years wo had to put in a four-horse

mill and one of Cook's plantation pans,

although that Imphee was inferior to the

Early Amber I now have. This was in

Wisconsin. I will not ask space to give

my experience in Minnesota, but simply
want to correct the mistake in the date of

the introduction of sorghum, and for the
proof of the correctness of my dates, I will

simply say, I have done what I think
would pay everyone to do ; I have kept a

diary of the weather, and some of -the

events of every day since 1851, and I find

it very handy for reference many times.

Minnesota. Mild Baldwin.

,eGig EXTRACTS
4(2^ FROM CORRESPONDENCE. ^03°

Fkom Tennessee.—We have some fine lands.

Our county is a good fruit country. Wheat,
corn and oats are the principal grains raised.

Our county has very fine water. We have
good schools and good churches. We rai.se fine

horses, cattle, hogs and sheep. Times have been
dull here, but we think they will be better

this summer. Land is worth from $5 to $100

an acre. Hogs are worth five to six cents a
pound on foot; cows, 815 to $30 ; sheep, $1.50 to

$5 a head. J. A. P.

Siam, Tenn.

From Missouri.—Times have been very dull

at Bevier ever since April 21st, the commence-
ment of the miners' strllie. No one can tell

how long the strike will last. The miners
want three cents a bushel of eighty pounds
for mining coal, which every fair-minded
person considers fair for them to have, as they
are exposed to more danger than most persons
whose vocations are above ground. So far,

everything is peaceful, and no disturbance is

tolerated. They consider that their cause
is just and fair, and are determined to fight

it out in a peaceful manner. In spite of all

the exposure and suflTering a strilce pro-
duces. Bevier stands at the head in this state

in the mining and shipment of coal. Farmers
are all busy at work. Owing to the drought
we had up to June 9th, meadows will be very
short; some hardly worth cutting. Oats are
worthless, and wheat will be very light. Corn
seems to be doing very well. J. H. J.

Bevier, Mo.

From Texas—Henrietta, the county-seat of
Clay county, Is a prosperous town of 2,.500 in-
habitants, with electric lights, waterworks, a
handsome, brick court-house, public school-
building and numerous business houses. The
general surface of the country is rolling, with
wide and level valleys along Its numerous I

streams. The soil is a deep, rich loam, well
adapted to cultivation, yielding a good aver-
age crop every year of wheat, oats, Inlllet,

corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, peanuts and all

kinds of garden produce. Peaches, pears,
apricots, apples, plums, grapes and black-
berries grow and mature well. Pecan-trees
bear abundantly. Water of a good quality is

obtained from springs and wells. The pas-
tures are covered with native grasses, where
stock keeps in good order all year. The cli-

mate is both delightful and healthful. The
few doctors who are here say It Is distressingly
healthy. Improved lands sell for from $5 to

$20 and upward. The county has two rail-

roads, both running to Henrietta.
Henrietta, Texas. J. W. B.

Fkom Nebraska.—Ohiowa Is In a level

valley extending many miles east and west.

We had scarcely any rain last spring, and our
pastures were all dried up by the drought.
Wheat that was not winter-killed is very short.

A great deal was plowed up and put in corn.

What remains will make one third of a crop.

June 9th, our severe drought was broken by a

good rain. Oats are short, but I think they
will fill out now. A great many acres of oats

were plowed up and put in corn on account of

the hard freeze we had In May, which also

hurt our wheat and our garden crops. I think
the supply makes the prices. Few years past,

farmers thought there was money in wheat.

They all thouglit alike and sowed wheat,
hence an overproduction and too low a price.

What he is apt to do now Is to go Into some-
thing else to an extreme and leave off the

wheat entirely too much. Let us know what
our neighbor farmers are doing, and equalize

our farming and not go to extremes. We will

have more even prices. G. K.
Ohiowa, Neb.

From Texas.-Texas has the largest free-

school fund and lowest taxes of all states in

the Union. The climate of southern Texas is

unequaled. The land around Wallis Station Is

rich, black waxy and black sandy prairie,

with timber enough along the stream for fire-

wood. Good water and plenty of it Is found
at an average depth of forty-five feet. Land
can be bought at from $8 to $15 an acre, and
four or five years' time. A great many people

from all parts of the North are buying homes
here, and all say they are well pleased. This
is the home of the grape. Wild grapes as

large as Concord grapes are found here in

abundance. Southern Texas Is fast coming to

the front for fruit growing. Fruit-trees of all

kinds are being set out by the thousands.

Peach-trees that I set out one year ago are

now loaded with peaches. We do not Jjave to

fertilize or irrigate. Vegetables of all kinds
also do exceedingly well. Crops of all kinds
are very fine at present. Corn was laid by on
the 15th of May, with a prospect of a heavy
yield. I have no land for sale. To misrepre-
sent the country would be of no interest to me,
but being a northern man,and knowing the ad-
vantages that are offered here to men of small
means, I write for their benefit. A man with
$500 can do well here. That would enable him
to make his first payment on one hundred
acres and Improve the same. In a climate
like this expensive buildings are not neces-

sary. The first year's crop will pay all ex-

penses, and pay for the land it grows oa. On
the prairie we have the best of health. We
have good schools and churches. IJ. I. C.

Wallis Station, Tex.

From Washington.—We have a climate
that Is mild, equable and healthful, and a soil

that is marvelously fertile and adapted to a
wide diversity of products. Washington is a
state rich In the undeveloped resources of

timber, coal and precious metals. We have
the world for our market, merchant vessels

coming to our ports for our timber, coal, flsh,

hops, fruit and other produce, from almost
every quarter of the globe. Already two trans-

continental railways traverse ourstate, afford-

ing means for rapid transit and transportation

to the markets of the vast midland empire
and' the eastern seaboard. We have a pop-
ulation that Is intelligent, energetic, enter-

prising, and withal, keenly alive to the
opportunities and responsibilities of citizen-

ship in a new country, and which cordially

welcomes accessions to aid In the grand work
of development. Our school system Is second
to no other In the Union. Churches are found
In all our villages. Emigrants need not fear

that In forsaking their old homes they are

leaving behind them all the comforts and
privileges peculiar to the same, and coming
to a class of people who are rude and inhos-

pitable. This country offers special induce-

ments to the tiller of the soil. Whether he
wishes to engage in stock raising, dairying,

hop raising, horticulture, gardening or diver-

sified farming, he may reap a handsome
return for the labor and money invested. I

was reared on a ranch In Illinois, and am
engaged In ranching here, and have no hes-

itation, with my experience, In saying that

the conditions surrounding the farmer here

are much more favorable to his gaining a

competency or even amassing wealth than In

the East. In the near future, when the East

and Central-west understand the capabilities

of the Pacific northwest, the Evergreen State,

so prolific in all the elements of prosperity,

will become rich and powerful. To-day's

figures will become shelved by the unfolding

of to-morrow. L. D. P.

Clearbrook, Wash. "
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EARLY-MOLTING HENS.

Hs
a rule, when the hens begin to

molt early in the summer, they

cease to lay, the result being

that they are at once sent to mar-

ket as no longer profitable. This

is a mistake, for all hens must
shed their old feathers and take on new
plumage, some beginning early in the

sunimer, while others do not commence
until, late in the fall; but the process

requires about three months' time. In

other words, a hen takes one fourth of the

time during the year to molt, giving her

a period for laying not exceeding three

hundred days as the maximum.
The molting period has something to

do with winter laying. Granting that

three months' time must be lost, it is

plain that if a hen begins to molt the

first of August, she will not be in full

plumage again until the first of November,
and she will not lay until the molting

has been completed. If November opens

cold, she will not lay, and goes into the

winter to recruit from the debilitation of

molting until spring. If the weather is

mild, however, during November, and
winter does not set in before December,

she will have a full month's rest, and will

begin laying and then continue laying

through the winter. Hence, this rule must
not be overlooked, which is that if the

hens begin to lay before cold weather, they

will lay during the winter, but if cold

weather overtakes them before they begin

to lay, they will probably not lay before

spring.

What then should be done with the hens
that {aegin to molt early? Keep them, of

course, as they will soon finish molting
and be ready for work long before some of

the other hens begin. When you sell off

the hens now, because they are shedding
their feathers, and do not lay, you will be

selling off the very hens that you should
ke^p over for producing eggs during the

ooj^ months. So do not sell the molting
hens, but sell those that are very fat and
do <not lay. Old hens molt earlier than
the pullets because they begin about
eleven months from the last molting,

which causes them to molt a month
earlier every year, and therefore it will be
noticed that the hens which molted in

July of last year will molt in June this

year.

Feeding of the molting hens is a matter
to receive careful consideration. When
making the new feathers they require food
rich in nitrogen and mineral matter.

Linseed-meal, bone, meat and milk should
be given in preference to grain, and they
should have free access to grass, especially

clover. It is also important to give them
dry quarters, so as to protect them when
nearly naked, as dampness may induce
roup, which is contagious, and may carry

ofif the whole flock.

FEEDING FOR SHELLS AND EGGS.

It is well known that by a proper
system of feeding we can supply every
element of food that enters into the com-
position of an egg. In considering this

subject of feeding hens, two things must
be remembered: First, the kind of food
required, and second, the peculiar nature
of the bird's stomach and digestive func-

tions. The food must necessarily contain

every element required to sustain the fowl
in good health and to provide material for

the production of eggs. The principal

requirement of a hen a year old is car-

bonaceous matter for the siistenance of the

animal heat, and nitrogenous substance
for the support of the muscular system.
These are provided sufHciently in grains,

and if a hen was not expected to lay eggs
on exclusive grain diet furnished in mod-
erate quantity, would supply all her needs.

But eggs are made up of various sub-
stances in a concentrated form. They
contain a large proportion of albumen and
considerable fat and sulphur, while the

shells are nearly all carbonate of lime.

The feathers contain much sulphur, and
these need also to be provided for, so that

to secure a liberal production of eggs all

these substances must be furnished in the

food, and in such a form that they can be

easily digested, or they are worse than

useless, as they must be injurious to

health. Any food that is not digestible

taxes the excretory organs to get rid of it,

and «this undue call upon them disturbs

the balance of the system and jsroduces

disease.

The necessary requirements of an animal

should be furnished in food substances

and should not be given in crude form.

Because a hen requires lime and sulphur

it is not right that limestone, or stone-

lime, or crude sulphur should be given.

The stone is not digestible, and the sul-

phur is laxative in its effects, and distm-bs

the bowels. Food rich in these substances

should be given in at least sufficient quan-

tity to supply the demands of the hen for

at least one egg per two days. None of

the common grains supply these elements

in sufficient quantity, but some others to

bo produced quite easily are rich in them.

Rape-seed, which is easily grown, contains

eight pounds of sulphur in one thousand

pounds, and mustard-seed has ten pounds
of sulphur in the thousand. Hemp-seed
contains eleven pounds of lime in one

thousand, and rape and mustard-seed five

to seven pounds respectively. Lucerne

leaves, dry, contain twenty-eight pounds
of lime to the thousand, and white clover

nineteen and one fourth pounds. Some of

these grains are as cheap as wheat, and are

much more valuable for this use.

Oa,/orf?, JSr. Y. J. G. P.

POULTRY PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES.

According to the report of the eleventh

census, for the last decade, the production

of eggs for that time is very large. During
1890 the number of eggs was 456,875,080

dozens, which, at twelve and one half

cents per dozen, amount to the large sum
of 157,000,000, while the number of chick-

ens, geese, ducks and turkeys is 285,288,700,

which are valued at more than the eggs,

even at only twenty-five cents each, the

total far exceeding, for both poultry and
eggs, the sum of |100,000,000 per year, or

^1,000,000,000 for the decade. These figures

are authentic, only that we have eetimated

the prices at a minimum, and also placed

the total sum at a round figure. It is to be

considered, also, that the enumerators did

not succeed in deriving a correct ^knowl-

edge of the facts, and rather underestima-

ted the production. Plence, it is safe to

rely on the figures given as within bounds,
and they at least convey some idea of the

magnitude of the poultry industry.

GREEN RYE.

To use a rye-field for poultry, turn the

hens and ducks on the field for an hour
each day. Young, growing rye is watery,

as well as laxative; and will sometimes do

hai-m if too much is eaten. The difficulty

with those who use rye as green food for

poultry is that they turn the hens on the

rye, and expect the hens to secure all the

food they desii-e from the rye. This can-

not be done, as the rye is not a complete

food when in its young stage. The hens
will, soon become weak and emaciated. If

green rye be used as an assistant to the

regular food, however, it will prove very

beneficial, owing to its succulent condi-

tion. In its early stages it possesses very

little nutrition, however, being mostly

composed of water. With judicious use it

will prove a boon to the hens, and every

poultryman should sow rye in the fall.

DAMP POULTRY-HOUSES.

When a poultry-house is lined with

tarred paper it is frequently the case that

the house is damp. This is due to several

causes, among them being that new lum-
ber gives off more or less moisture, and
tarred paper condenses the moisture of

the room. When the house is thoroughly
seasoned this may not happen. The doors

and windows should be kept open during

the day, and during cold weather a lump
of stone lime should be placed in the

corner of the room to absorb the moisture.

It is not due to the exhalations from the

birds, but rather to the dampness of the

atmosphere, which is condensed by the

cold tarred paper. Ordinary building-

paper does not condense the moisture.

The damp boards will also give off consid-

erable moisture in the room, which will be

condensed and precipitated on the colder

tarred paper.

FATTENING.

To fatten rapidly, feed the birds three

times a day, giving potatoes thickened

with bran and meal. Milk may also be

added, and if potatoes are scarce, use

chopped clover, cut very fine, and well

mixed with the meal and bran. Cracked
corn and wheat should also be allowed,

and plenty of sharp grit must be within
access. About ten days is sufficient time
to fatten a fowl for market.

REDUCING STOCK.

Reduce the stock to a minimum as soon

as the hatching season is over and the hens

cease to lay, unless such as may be molt-

ing. During very warm weather, crowd-

ing the poultry in the poultry-house at

night will be favorable to the propagation

of lice. When the hens are not comfor-

table they will not lay. Send the males
and very fat hens to market, as they are

not only useless now, but will bring less

later on in prices. All pullets that are

backward, and which will not mature in

time to become winter layers, should also

be disposed of. In fact, keep nothing that

is not needed, and save expenses by lessen-

ing the number of fowls, which means a

proportionate increase of eggs from the

remainder.

THE PIT GAME.

The uses to which a class of lawless men
have put the Pit Game is no reason for

discarding it from the list of meritorious

breeds. No breefl excels it for the table,

and though the hens are not as good layers

as some breeds, yet they will bravely de-

fend their broods against enemies of all

kinds. As a mother, she will raise more
chicks than any other hen, for the cat, dog
and hawk will have to do battle with her

before they can have her young. A cross

of the Pit Game and the Leghorn results

in good laying hens and excellent fowls

for the table.

FENCES AND GARDENS.

No fence will confine a light and active

fowl if it is disposed to fly over it, but a

fence four feet high will confine Brahmas
and Cochins. Those who live in cities

(suburbs) or who wish to keep their hens
out of the gardens, should not overlook

the fact that some breeds can fly high
while others cannot, hence the breed plays

an imx)ortant part in the matter of fences,

although cutting the wings will prove ad-

vantageous if the appearances of the birds

are not considered.

FRESH WATER.

Fresh water and plenty of it is a neces-

sity in egg production, as an egg is com-
posed largely of water, and the hens
require a greater supply in summer than
in winter. The easiest method of supply-
ing water when warm weather appears is

by the use of wooden troughs, as they
not only hold a large quantity, but can be

easily cleaned at any time.

THE MALES.

As soon as hatching is over, the males
should be disposed of, as eggs from hens
not with males can be kept twice as long
as those that are fertile. Males consume
food that is too valuable for them, as they
will not bring more than one half price
compared with other fowls, and every day
that they are retained is so much loss that
should be avoided.
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THE IMMORTAL SONG.

There is a song whose ancient notes

Are now almost unheeded
;

And yet its music softly floats

Around the world, from angels' throats—

A song that is much needed.

It is the song of love and peace,

Chanted throughout the ages,

That bids the worhl's groat discord cease,

Bringing to hearts a largo increase

In joy, in rest, in wages.

For he that reaps love's golden fields,

With songs of peace resounding.

Shall find no want when winter yields

Its barrenness and icy Kliields—

No woodland echoes sounding.

0 man of strife and busy brains !

Stunn'd by connicliiie voiccB,

Stanil still awhile, and lii'ai tlie strains

That Hoat to you from heavenly plains.

Rebuking Mammon's noises.

Open your hearts, O restless men !

Unfold the soul's bright portal

;

While to the angels' holy strain

Tour faith repeats the loud "Amen !

"

And hails the song immortal.

TflE 6CT0H00K'S BflDGHTEl?.
BY PAUL S. KIRKLAND.

Chapter XIII.

OTT lie, and you kuow it!" the girl hissed

at him between her set teeth. "It was
for this

I that you
I brought
IG) me here,

you vile
coward!"
"I'm telUn' you

the truth," Wat-
eon said, without
meeting her
glance.

"It was with this

you hoped to force

me to marry you,"
Florette contin-

ued, ignoring the
man's remark, i

"But your wish
that I should be

your wife proves

to me more than
all else the falsity

of what you say.

Do you pretend to

me that if in real-

ity I was what you
would have me
believe,you would
consent to a mar-
riage with me?''

"Yes, yes, Flor-

ette!" the man
cried, "I don't care

what you are, or

who you are, you
shall be my wife !"

His lips were
quivering, and he
trembled violent-

ly. "Listen to me,"
he went on, with /

auses between
is words. "Just

ou an' me of all

the world know
this, an' if you
marry me it won't
never go no furtl i-

er. As God is my
wltness,lt is true."

"Prove it, then,"

Florette ex-
clalmed, haughty
defiance in her
tone.

"I never sus-

pected nothin'," "Watson began, "until you
mentioned them Letoreys that day at the
table In Paris, an' then when I seen how it

upset your ma for us to talk about it, why I

put my thinkln'-cap on."
Florette's eyes were dilating with a wild

terror, but she did not speak.
"When she had to leave the table," Watson

went on, "I was certain in my own min', but
without no proofs that wouldn't do no good.
X couldn't make no use of the proofs, neither,
as long as you all stayed over the water, but
luck Is mostly on my side, an' somehow, I

always thought you might happen to want to
come back here. I was racking my brain to
try to find out how to. get you to do it, when
you mapped It all out, without givln' me no
trouble—just dropped in my lap, I may say,
like a ripe apple off the tree."

Florette had not moved from her former
position beside the mirror, but her lips were
compressed, and her hands tightly clinched,
as she stood there, battling with herself, try-
ing to thrust back a belief that was stealing
Into her heart.

"Then I went to work that day after I left

you," Watson told her, "an' step by step I

found out who you was. The day you
landed there on the Mary Ann', where yoa
went, when you took the house you used to
live in (yon know they keep account of all

such stuff in the old country), an' inch by Inch
It every bit tallied with what I thought, so

you sec, when you got here you didn't need to

be no governess. Act reasonable, now, say
you will be my, wife, an' there won't be no
more trouljle. Your secret will be in safe

keepin', an' as long as nobody else don't
know it, I'll get the license an' marry you.
When will you be ready?" he asked, slipping
his arm around her.

"Never! Never!" the girl muttered, thrust-
ing him from her with unnatural strength.
"Then," cried Watson, pinioning her against

the wall and holding her there, as he gazed
hungrily at her rosy lips, her beautiful face,

her gracefully rounded form, "we needn't
trouble about the weddin'. You are my prop-
erty-mine, do you hear? Just as much as
Ella is, or any of the rest of my niggers. You
rnay run off from me, but I can bring you
b.ack. I was man enough to want to do the
right thing by you, but as you ain't willln',

why, I won't cry about it. It ain't goln' to
harm mo none."
All that was evil in the woman leapt into

her eyes. Could she have killed Watson with
a glance, she would have done it. It was no
longer a question as to whether or not he had
spoken the truth. She felt strangely indif-

ferent to that, and there seemed no room in

her heart for emotion, save that of impla-
cable hate for the man who had thus decoyed
her to liim.

"Jus' take off your hat, an' make yourself

easy," lie announced, smiling. "This is your
liome, my love, an' before I go out and leave

you, give me a kiss to show we have made
friends."

Another instant, and his arms, that seemed
as strong as steel, had closed about the girl.

Chapter XIV.
When the door closed upon Watson, Flor-

ette walked calmly to the tall mirror. And
looked at her own image reflected there. She
studied her face dispassionately, almost in-

differently, as though she had been some
stranger. Her heart felt numb and chilled,

and she thought of her former self as she did

of her mother—as some loved one dead and
buried. She pushed back the rebellious little

curls from her brow, that clustered there in

soft rings, she noted the fullness of her red

lips, the creamy tint of her skin. Yes, she
was exactly the type of the beautiful octo-

roon who had passed them that morning on
the street—the one whose brother was black.

She shuddered and felt almost afraid of her-

self. Her ancestors had been negroes, too-
hideous, loathsome creatures, like those she

had seen on the levee. This accounted for

her mother's reticence regarding her early

life. It was all very plain now; she had been
a slave herself, and that was why she was
poor. But what about her father—he was
surely a white man. Her mother had told

her he was dead, but also that he belonged to

a fine family. Why had not his parents
helped their son's widow? Ah, white people
could not marry negroes over here; she
remembered hearing her mother say so

once.
She sank on her knees by the bedside, and

covered her face with her hands. All was
hopeless and desolate. There was nowhere
to turn, no way out of the darkness, and in

the eyes of the law she was Watson's slave.

She no longer battled against the inevitable,

no longer doubted the truth of what she had

asleep, and when again she opened her eyes,

everything was dark. She felt faint and
dazed, and at first could not determine where
she was. Groping her way to the window, she
turned the Venetian blinds. The subtle per-
fume of dew-ladened roses stole in upon the
midnight air, and far away she heard the
hoarse whistle of a steamboat upon the
river. Then the horror of it all came back,
and she sank upon her knees, and prayed for
strength to take up the burden, to bear it

patiently to the end. But there was still a wild
tumult raging in her soul. She could not sur-
render hope, love, everything, thus quietly.
Desjiite her early training, despite the ex-
ample of the sweet-faced sisters in the con-
vent, her spirit rose in mad revolt at her fate.

She did not sleep again, and in the gray of the
early morning, when a key turned in the
look, and Watson stood before her, she faced
him fearles.sly.

"Put on your hat and come with me," he
commanded, in a voice strangely at variance
with his honied tones of the day before.

As she reached the veranda, she saw a
barouche in front of the gate, and Watson
called out cheerily to a man inside:

"I hope j'our wife will be pleaised with her,

Mr. Howard. Her mother was first-class—be-

longed to the Letoreys, you remember."

FomSTD THE GIEL FTXLLY DRESSED, CALM AND BEAUTIFUL, ASLEEP IN DEATH.

his red, repulsive face pressed against her
own, while he kissed her, again and yet
again, greedily, lingeringly, passionately. It

was then that Florette remembered the little

dagger that had belonged to her mother. It

had been overlooked in packing, and rather
than leave it behind, she had hidden it in her
bosom. The knowledge that it was there
nerved her to renewed effort. With a bound,
she eluded his grasp, the dagger was out of
it's sheath, and she held it firmly in her up-
lifted hand. Watson paused, irresolute.

"One step nearer, and I will send it through
your heart!" and like a tigress roused from
her lair, Florette faced him. She did not
quail, she did not falter, and it was the man
who was afraid. "What you tell me may or
may not be true," she .said slowly, as though
weighing her words while she spoke. "It

matters little either way now. The doubt
would always remain, and I can never feel

what once I felt; I can never be what
once I was. It would have been more
humane to have taken my life outright. But
mark my words, if you try to keep me here,

I will kill you. If I do not succeed in one
way, I will in another. As heaven is my wit-

ness, sooner or later, I will do it. Send me
away from here—somewhere, anywhere, that
I may hide myself and my shame from the
world. A kind word, a gentle hand may save
my soul from the pit that I see opening before

me. Qod, be merciful!"

heard. She even wondered why she had not
suspected it all before.

As the day wore on, some one knocked at

the door, and inquired softly if she was ready

for lunch. She remembered the voice as

Ella's, and a mad impulse seized her to call

the woman to her—to study her face—to ask
her if she, too, felt this brand upon her, burn-

ing into her soul. But she did not speak, and
after awhile the mulatto's footsteps died

away in the hall.

What would be the end of it all? Would
Watson come back again? Ah, why had she
consented to leave Paris? Why had she not
listened to Henri's entreaties to be his wife?
She started up as though stung by a lash

!

Had she the right now to marry a gentleman?
Would he care for, speak to her, if he knew?
And she had promised to write to him the
day she reached New Orleans. His letter to

her was already on its way, and he was
dreaming of the time when they should meet
again. Then in memory, she went over their

parting once more. That last day in the
Bois—how he and she had discussed this new
world, how they had together laughed over
Watson's presumption in making love to her,

how they had danced together when they
were children at the dancing-school. It all

passed before her mental vision like some
beautiful panorama, and as it faded away, she
burst into an agony of tears.

Still sobbing like a tired child, she fell

Chapter XV.

Mr. Howard, absorbed in his paper, sat upon
the back seat, and Florette, together with the
driver, occupied the front one. The darky—
a good-natured, stupid creature, now and
again addressed a question to the girl under

his breath, but the
gentleman seemed
oblivious of her
presence.

She had not
asked either of
them as to her
destination, but
shrank as far
from the driver as
the space would
permit, and the
long, white road
stretched inter-

minably on. Any-
thing was better
than being In
Watson's power,
and she felt that
it was his cowar-
dice that she had
to thank for his
sending her away.
After her threat
to kill him, he was
afraid to keep her

'

in his house. His
remark to Mr.
Howard, relative

to her mother,
left no doubt in
her mind about
his having be-
trayed to him her
secret, but she
thought despite
this fact they had
perhapBconsented
to tatoe her as
their governess.
She was very ig-

norant as to her
true position in
this new land, and
she had not even
yet fully realized

what this taint in
her blood meant
here. But the in-

dignity of sitting

outside with this

dirty negro had
sent the hot blood
coursing through
her vein s—she

. was accustomed
to receiving homage from men.
After a journey of ten miles or more, they

came in eight of a spacious white house, in a
grove of wide-spreading trees, and over in the

distance a large fish-pond sparkled like a
jewel in the sunlight.

As the carriage drew up to the front door,

Mr. Howard stepped out, and addressing

Florette, asked

:

"What is your name, my girl?"

"Florette Lebrun," she answered quietly.

"Well, go 'round to the kitchen, and I will

send Mammy to show you your room. Mr.
Watson recommends you hlgihly, and I hope
you will try to please my wife. You are

a likely looking girl. Jim, let Florette out at

the side gate, and point out the kitchen to

her."

"You's ter be de new maid, ain't you?"
queried Jim when they were alone. "You
ain't gwineter hab no bed ob roses, nuther,

lease mistess is sho high strung, an'noshunate.
Now, marster, he's mighty easy goin', but ez

fur mistess-" the old man shook his head
meaningly.
The frightful truth was beginning to dawn

upon the girl, and she grew hot and cold by
turns, and bit her lips until the blood came,
that she might not cry out in her agony.

"Spec marster hatter gib er pile ob money
fur you, didn't he, honey? You look lak
white fokes, an' I 'low you gwineter cut out
ev'y gal on de place. Jes jump out, an'
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yaadcr's Uu kitchen. You kin set dar an' res'

twell iniste.ss call you."
Tbe old man lifted Florette bodily from the

seat, the portly yellow woman who met her at

the gate encircled her with her strong arm,

and supported her into the kitchen. She
sank into a splint-bottomed chair in one cor-

ner, and covering her drawn, white face with

hur' veil, sat there motionless. A woman,
black as ebony, and of decided embonpoint,

bustled about preparing dinner, and a bevy of

small darkies were picking chickens, draw-

ing water from the well, bringing in chips

and otherwise getting in the way.
"Heah's er cup ob tea," said Mammy, sym-

pathetically. "Drink it, chile, fur you sho

looks po'ly."

Florette laid a trembling hand on the old

woman's arm, and shook her head—she dared

not trust herself to speak.

"Well, den," continued Mammy, "mistcss

want ter see you. Come 'long wid mo, an' try

ter look er little pyerter. Mistess, she

monst'ous high strung. Tek off yo' hat, too."

They had entered the back door together,

and in another moment stood before Mrs.

Howard. She was a fragile, querulous-look-

ing woman, with big gray ej'es, and traces of

faded beauty. Dressed in a pale blue cash-

mere wrapper, she lay upon her bed, and only

raised herself on her elbow as Florette

entered.

"Mr. Howard tells me that he bought yon
principally upon your mother's reputation—

so like a man. Does she still live with the

Letoreys?" she asked, petulantly.

"My mother is dead, thank God," the girl

replied haughtily.

Mammy bustled about the room uneasily,

and gave Florette many meaning looks, all to

no availl Mrs. Howard glanced up surprised.

"Don't reply to me in that tone," she com-
manded, "come, kneel down here and rub my
head."

Chapter XVI.

It -was one evening, a week after Florctte's

arrival at her new home. Mrs. Howard was
Buffering with a nervous headache, and had
been all day more exacting than usual. After

her bath she discovered that her wedding-
ring was missing, and accused Florette of

having stolen it. Like a creature at bay-
goaded beyond endurance, the girl confronted

her. She hurled the insult back in her mis-

tress' face, and undaunted, untamed, slie stood

there, her 'black eyes flashing, her checks

aglow with passionate anger, her every pulse

throbbing and defied her to do her worst.

Mr. Howard was away on business, and it

was loag before Mammy succeeded in induc-

ing Florette to go to her room.

"I" wiir send j'ou totbe overseer in the
morning," Mrs. Howard called after her, in a

voice tremulous with rage, and the girl's stay

upon the .plantation had taught her what
that meant. All her mother's early teaching,

all her religious training now counted for

naught.
If that woman—her mistress—lived to see

the morrow's sun, she, Florette Lebrun, was
to be lashed by that brute who held sway at

the quarters. In her ignorance, she had
hoped to escape from this life of bondage, to

immure herself in some convent, forget^ ng
the world, by the world forgot, and there pass

the remainder of her life.

Alone in her little cabin she paced the floor,

and listened for the stroke of twelve. It

sounded at last from the dining-room clock,

and slipping off her shoes, she left the room.
A mocking-bird was singing upon a cedar-tree

beside her door, the moon was almost full, and
the long, gaunt shadows lay slirless on the
grass.

Going on tiptoe to the medicine-chest, she
took from the shelf where she had seen it the
day before, a bottle of chloroform. None of

the hatred, the burning anger died out of her
heart because her mistress was in her power.
Instead she felt a savage delight that she had
not been balked in her purpose. Pouring the
chloroform upoa her handkerchief, she held
it above the sleeper's face. She did not know
how long she had stood there, when Mammy,
who lay on a pallet near the bed, awakened
suddenly, and Florette stole out into the pro-
tecting darkness of the hall.

The sun had climbed over the tree-tops the
next morning when, faint with nausea, Mrs.
Howard rang for her maid. But Florette
failed to put in her appearance, and after the
lock to her door had been forced. Mammy
entered the room and found the girl fully
dressed, calm and beautiful, asleep in death.
About her neck hung a locket in which was
Henri's picture, upon her finger shone his
ring, and by her side, near the empty chloro-
form-bottle, lay a letter addressed to him at
Paris.
The octoroon's daughter had escaped to a

higher tribunal.
THE END.

Asthmatic Troubles, Pleurisy Pains, and
Inflamed Throats, are overcome and healed by
Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant—for fifty years an
approved stand-by for all Coughs and Colds.

THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS.

One of the most remarkable products of ma-
chinerS^ is books. The People's Atlas is an
example of this. Think for a moment how
much labor and material there is in a book of
126 pages, each page 11 inches wide by 14 inches
long, and containing over 200 large illustra-
tions and full-page maps. Yet we offer this
wonderful Atlas free to any one sending one

sub.scriber for this paper for the remain-
der of this year at 30 cents. Both the new sub-
scriber and the one sending the new name
get a free premium. Never before in the his-
tory of the book publishing business has such
a grand barga.in been offered our subscribers.
For full particulars see page 18.

THE DAUGHTER'S RIGHTS. '

How to keep the iioy on the farm is often

ably discussed, and his rights are strongly

pleaded for; but his sister is generally too ten-

der-hearted to leave, though often she feels her

rights are not even thought of or considered.

Tbe neglect of a daughter's rights, it seems to

me, might account for the many unhappy
marriages that are secretly mourned to the

bitter end or loudly bewailed in a divorce

court.

To illustrate, a woman I know, when but a

child of fourteen, stayed out of school all win-

ter to "help mother." And the mother said

(and she was not one who would flattec) that

she would rather have her than any dollar-

ajid-a-half-per-week girl she knew of. And
yet because she was their own child, she was
not given a dollar with which to buy Christ-

mas presents. She went to school whenever
she could be spared until she was nineteen.

And then helped, or rather, did most of the

house work, excepting two years, until she was
twenty-seven years old. Twoyearssbe taught

school eight months each year, spending the

vacations helping mother.

At twenty-seven she prepared to marry, and
her cow was chosen and she bought another.

She felt so rich that she laughingly said "she
guessed she'cl go into the dairy business alone,

and not get married." But her father said to

the one to whom he was giving her, "She's
not yours until j'ou're married."

As she had saved some money from teach-
ing school, and was considered able to provide
for herself, besides the cow she was not
given more than thirty dollars. Her younger
sisters married younger, and so their fatiier

fitted them out well. "But wc needed more
help," was their explanation.

_ But that seems to me to be fi'oing farther
than Henry George. I believe he gives one
what he earns by the sweat of his brow.
And I know of another daughter in the

same neighborhood, who has not married yet,

and she is thirty-five, perhaps. For twenty
years she has been her mother's "right-hand
man." Indeed, the mother herself has not
been more faithful in her devotion to the
family. And though now they are able to

dress her well, her wardrobe is the extent
of her possessions. She sees her young mar-
ried sister happy in the possession of a home,
after having received quite a start from their
father. But if the father should die to-morrow,
would the unmarried one receive any more
from the estate than the other? Assuredly
not, unless there is a will to that effect. And
there isn't, for I think the difference has
never been noticed.

And now comes the danger of an unhappy
marriage. The longing for independence is

supposed to be gratified in a home of one's
own, and then if one is offered with only the
incumbrance of a husband, may it not be ac-

cepted, and too late be found that the incum-
brance is such that it embitters the whole?
Bellamy saj-s love alone will be the cause of

marriage when the state of things come
which are described in "Looking Backward,"
because the woman will not need to marry
for a home. But it seems to me we need not
wait for so great a revolution as that. Let
girls as well as boys be taught to provide for

the future. Give them wages as soon as the
boys. Allow them to own horses, cows or
land as soon as possible. For believe me,
ownership gives as delightful a sensation to a
girl as a boy, and one has as much right to
their earnings as the other. I do not think
parents intend to be unjust. But I do think
the facts prove that they often are.

Much has been written of what woman
has gained in the past fifty years, but
it all refers to the woman who goes out
into the world of business, for the woman
in the home as wife and daughter is as de-
pendent as ever. It requires great wisdom,
love and a high sense of justice in the hus-
band and father to insure awoman her rights.

Too often love is considered sufficient. Let
every wife and daughter have her own
purse, give them full control of their lawful
earnings, and how soon their financial abil-

ities would develop. And one great cause of
unhappiness—dependence—would be gone.
Oh, husbands and fathers, be honest about
this matter, and "do as you would be done
by."

There are homes we know where love is not
the corner-stone, and the woman suffers in-

deed; where thrift is not the leading charac-
teristics of the man, though the women maj'
be naturally thrifty, and also good financiers,

but they have no chance to better themselves.
Give all women that chance of controlling
their earnings and see the happy results.

Ray Mouris.

REFORM HIM FIRST, GIRLS.

Girls, you often sing, "The lips that touch
liquor shall never touch mine." May you
truly be able to put the song into practice.

May j'ou also have the courage to say and to
carry out the saying, "The lips that touch
tobacco shall never touch mine, the lips that
utter impure and profane thoughts shall

never touch mine, the hands that arc soiled by
bad habits shall never clasp mine, the ' feet

that tread in forbidden' paths, and wander
with bad company shall never walk with
mine, the man who speaks lightly of mother
or sneeringly of God's house and of his people
shall never be mine." Do this, and you will

not have to "repent at leisure" because of an
ill-considered marriage.

Be firm. Make the young man reform now.
If he will not mend his ways now to win you,
he will not alter he has won you. Set a high
value upon yourself. Make yourself a prize,

and if the young man loves you, he will do
anything to win the prize.

In the days of chivalry the lady gave her
lover a silken scarf, and bade him go forth

and win her by deeds of valor. The knight
went forth to battle in the name of his lady-

love, and in her name did valiant deeds, and
for her was ready to die. Girls, make this a
modern age of chivalry. Give the seeker for
your hand and heart a token of love. Bid
him win you with deeds of true manhood.
Let him understand that when he has over-
come bad habits, conquered besetting sins,
become proof against the templutioa.s of
youth. Is known as a champion of the weak
and oppressed, and has proved himself a
knight of truth and righteousness, then and
only then can he claim his lady-love.
Do this, young woman, and you will bring

on a reformation among young men that only
you can effect. Do it, and you will make for
yourself a true husband and a good home, and
will have turned a soul Christward.—JRei<.

JoJin I). ICam.y:,/, in Golden Rule. •

A NEEDED REFORM.
Rhetoric and composition are included in

the course of study of almost every educa-
tional institution that issues a catalogue. Yet
rhetoric and composition, or reading and
writing, as these high-sounding titles signify
when plain English is used, are so much neg-
lected in our schools that a reform in regard
to them is imperatively demanded by the
progressive spirit of the age.

To be able to read aloud is a rare accom-
plishment. And professional readers are paid
highly renumerative prices, and listened to
night after night, by delighted audiences.
Yet clergymen, lecturers, lawyers, teacher.s—
people whose avocations retiuire them to be
reading in public, almost constantly blunder
through their work, usually in such a bung-
ling manner that instead of being edifying or
entertaining, it is positively painful to listen

to them. And although the average man and
woman is called upon by the requirements of
business or society to write a letter, or an arti-

cle of some kind, almost daily, scarcely one in

twenty is equal to the task of conveying to
paper his or her ideas on the most ordinary
topic without laborious effort.

These are facts that cannot be gainsaid.
They are apparent to all. They confront
everyone who gives the subject *ny consider-
ation. And they are strong, presumptive ev-
idence that a system of education which
virtniiUy ignores matters of such vital imijor-
tance is radically defective.

Why should boys and girls be allowed, if

not encouz-aged, to neglect the study of
branches that are almost indispensable to
them, when men and women, in their daily
pursuits and employments; and be permitted,
if not compelled, to spend years in acquiring
a knowledge of dead languages and abstruse
sciences that can never be of any practical
use to one in a thousand of them? Will some
of the professors and teachers who have
charge of our colleges and seminaries rise and
explain? To educators the reasons may be
apparent. To plain people of average intelli-

gence they are utterly incomprehensible.—
Jenness Miller MmUhly.

!N THE COUNTRY ARE THE TRUE AMERICANS.

Great cities among us are typical of the re-

public as a whole, but the citizens of our great
cities have their nationality brushed off at
their elbows. In the country there are still

purely American communities, whose fathers

and grandfathers were American before them.
Moreover, in the country the foreigner bo-

comes more quickly Americanized. In New
York he hardly pays us the compliment of

learning our language.

And it is not strange that the few foreigners
who have either the wit or the good fortune
to penetrate into what they call the "prov-
inces," are our kindest judges; for they have
seen the American at his best. They have
touched both the picturesque and the gentle
side of our national character. It is not in the
great cities, but in the little cities and the vil-

lages that one sees the tlass that Emerson
loved, the plain livers and high thinkers, or
another class, not so plain in its living, not so
high in its thinking in one way, but practical
followers of righteousness and exceedingly
pleasant people to meet. Many of them have
what counted for wealth inasimpler gener-
ation ; all of them have education and a gener-
ous habit of mind. They love their country,
but they are a little shy of politics; neverthe-
less they furnish the pith of the republic.
They are the silent Warwicks that makes and
unmakes party kings, asking and expecting
no reward, and only half conscious of their
own power. Most of the women treasure up
somewhere, an old "sword or a pair of tar-

nished shoulder-straps, belonging, it may be
to a gray, it ma^' be to a blue uniform, but
worn by equally honest and gallant fellows.

The men are in touch with the present, but
they keep the sturdy virtues taught them by
their fathersy-and God be thanked, they will
transmit them to their sons.— Oetore Thanet, in
Sci-ibncr^s.

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR.
When you see a grand bargain offered in

your paper, call your neighbors' attention to it.

We will give you a present worth one dollar if
you will do so. See pa'ges IS and 19 for full
particulars.
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EEP IT

I
And it will Keep You Cool

f
a Drink it when you are thirsty; when you 5
s are tired ; when you are overheated. When- 5
s everyoufeelthata health-giving temperance 5
I drink will do you good, drink s

HIRES' I

I Rootbeer f
3 A 25e.pkg. makes 5 gallons. Sold everywhere. =
s Send 2c. stamp for beautiful picture carda and book. S

I The Chas. E. Hires Co., Philadelphia. |
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Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAUTION.—See that the name

ISeemun is oa eacli wrapper.
The Perfection of Chewiiie
Onin and a Delicious Remedy
Tor Indigestion. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman'e pure pepsin.

Send 5 cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, %

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum,

EWIS' 98 % LYE
FOTCEBZC ASS tzuTtnasD

(PATENTED)
Tbs strongest and pnre«t Lye

made. Unlike other Lye, It being
icked In

L
a fine powder and pack©- —
with removable Ud, the contents

Ment

In a can
with removauie uu, luo contents
are always ready for u.ie. Win
make the best perfumed Hard Soap
In 20 rnlnutes withODt bollins.
It Is the best tor cleansing waste
pipes, disinfecting sinks, closets,

washing bottles, paints, trees, etc

PENNA. BAIT M'FG CO-
Gen. Agts., Phlla., Fa.

ion this paper when you write.

WeScllBlHECTtoFAmE^
PIANOS nRCANS

.
$160to$1500U385to$oOO.

Absolutely Perfect!

J Sent for trial in your
Sown home before you
buy. Local Afi-ents

' must sell inferior instruments or
charg^edouUle what weask. Catalogue free
MAKCHAL Sc SMITH PIAJ^O CO.,

£85 East Jilet St.» N.V.

Blentiou ttiis patter when you write.

CtJLP^ Leather quarter top.
jP'r^" Guaranteed for two years.'
Equal to those of other makes costing
$75. For years they have given supe-

rior satisfaction, as thousands will testify. We are the
only manufacturers who are willing to ship subject
to your inspection, the vehicle to be returned to
ii8» we paying all charges, if not as represented.
Catalogue cheerfully mailed to any address.
PIONEER MFG. CO.3 Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.

BUGGY

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S
n AND AGENT'S PROFITS.

_tbuy our Oxford Boss Bicycle,suit-
lable for either sex, made of best ma-
^terial, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and fully warranted. "U'rite to-d'^y for our
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc.,

free. 03CDP0IfcX> ISLFG, OO.
338 Wabash Avenue, - CHICAGO, TTiTi.

Will $500 Help You Out? ni
60, yon

can have
We

offer yon the Sole Aeeney for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensnble
in Every Offlce, something that SELLS* AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapiilly at Double
the Price, though not answering the purjiose
half so well. You can make from $500 to »700
in three months, introducing it. after which it will
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if pruperly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men. in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARU
Girls, do you want one! If so, send
us your address and take your
choice, it don't cost you a cent
Will you agree to do a few hours
work showing our new goods to
your friends I That is all we ask.

State which ring you want. All

solid gold. Ko. 1, set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,with genuine pearl j

No. S richly engraved band ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over

16 000 rings in past two years. State size. Address

I.' M. ASSOCDATION, 269Dearborn8t.Chle.go,UI.

jiuuijou this paper when you write.

u3 Ml cm 0° zo
UwaSssal. CUT THIS adtertiseheni

An EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!

98

CUT THIS ADTERTISK2LENT ODT
and stuA it to ua with your name
and address and we will send yoa
by express, C. O. D. a box of oar
Very tinest Cigars, retnll prlco
ft5.00,aiid tbUbeaullful 14 Uiirat

Gold Fiolahed Watch for only
$2.98. We Fend the natch and box .

of cigars together, Vou examin*!

them at the express ofBce and if

'eatisfactory pay the express agett

our Special Extraordinary Price,

'$2.98, and they are yours. The
[watch Is beanliiuUy engraved and

Ib equal In appearance to a $'25.00

old filled watch and a perfect time

-eeper. We make this extraordinary

offer to Introduce this special brand
ofcipars and only one walch and one

box of cipars will be sold to each
person at this price. Write tO-day.

THE NATIONAL MFC.
& IMPORTING CO.j,

ZZi Dearborn St., Chicago, QL

If aflairted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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Reraembor not when I am gone
The deeds 1 did or would have done;

How much I foved—how vainly strove

To And an answer in your love

;

Nor weep to think what loss is yours,

Since neither life nor love endures.

Say not with tears and cries and prayers,

"Would that we showed her tenderer cares.

Had patience with the faults wo knew.
Clung to the heart so warm and true.

That now weep with hopeless pain

And know will never come again."

Ah, breathe not then the useless vow,
But If you love me, love me now.

—/Jose Terry Cooke.

IN THE CHEERING-UP BUSINESS.

When the hard times began last year it was
reported that a clever woman declared that if

she had to earn her living she would become
a "general sympathizer," going to any one
who wished to pour out her troubles and
worries, listening and comforting for a fixed

sum per hour; the interviews to be strictly

confidential, and the professional sympathizer
never to allow herself to have pains or trials

greater than those of her client.. This seenied
an odd little fancy, as impracticable as
original, until a short time ago, when, reading
over the lists which a woman's exchange
prepares to meet the wants of its patrons, the
eye fell upon this item

:

"In the cheering-up business. A lady who
has had successful experience will read to or
amuse invalids or convalescents."
Then there is such an occupation, after all,

and one which this cheering lady has made
successful as well. How does she manage her
delicate work? By what cunningly devised
means has she bottled up the sunshine which
carries its brightness into the lives of those
who are strangers to her? And from what
founts does she draw, sparkling, exhilarating
draughts? And who, after she has spent her
day in "reading to and amusing Invalids and
convalescents," cheers hei- when twilight
gives her back to herself?

It is a beautiful and self-effacing occupation,
demanding special gifts of tact and sweetness,
and calling for keenness of eye and quickness
of ear, and also, contradictorily enough, for a
certain judicious near-sightedness and mental
deafness, which can leave unnoticed and
unheard all that tends to mar the perfect
harmony which it is so essential to maintain.
Yet while as a means of gaining a livelihood
the business is undoubtedly new, it is really

an old, very old, vocation, to which from
time Immemorial women have spontaneously
devoted themselves. In the home nest, as
daughter and sister, a woman learns to express
the sympathy of a loving heart, and in the
new relations of wife and mother her oppor-
tunities increase immeasurably and unceas-
ingly. Upon the so-called weaker partner has
ever fallen the duty of lightening by her
ready responsive cheerfulness the burdens
borne by her lord and master. When every-
thing down-town goes wrong, home is made to
take on more than its usual attractiveness,
and the domestic atmosphere has a soothing
calm which refreshes the tired man, whose
wife and bairns are at their brightest when
poor papa comes in. A married man is mqre
apt to retrieve his fallen fortunes and to
reinstate himself more speedily than the
unfortunate bachelor, whose only comfort is

that when he puts on his hat his whole family
Is under it!

It is by no means claimed that women have
a monopoly of this inspiriting, bliss-impart-
ing quality, yet it is always conceded to be
such a right womanly talent that the highest
compliment that can be paid to one of the
other sex is to liken his powers of sympathy
to those of ours. The men whom one must
depend on in the dark hours of life, when
illness and sorrow and losses depress the most
buoyant nature, often possess in the highest
degree the power of cheering—physicians,
whose mere presence seems to bring healing;
lawyers and clergymen, whose help glows
with the unaffected goodness of their sunny
natures; and others, weighted with the ex-
acting cares of business life, who yet have a
pleasant word and a bright smile in even the
darkest hour of their own troubles.

Blessed be all, of whatever age, sex or con-
dition, who are "in the cheering-up business!"
—Harper's Bazar.

"STOP MY PAPER 1

"

Every man has a right to take a paper or to
stop it, for any reason or for no reason at all.

But at the same time there is a certain
responsibility attaching to all actions, even to
so; trivial a one as stopping a paper because
the editor says something one doesn't agree
with. There is complaint that newspaper
editors lack fearlessness and honesty, that
newspapers are too generally mere partizan
organs that disregard the claims of truth and
justice when political interests are at stake.

There is too much truth in the charge! But let

us ask how it is possible for a fearless, honest,
outspoken journal to live if every man is to
cry, "Stop my paper!" whenever he reads
something that does not accord with his

views? The men who insist that the paper
they read shall never say anything contrary
to their vie\^,are the ones who are in large

measure responsible for the craven cowardli-
ness and the weather-cock propensities of
modern journalism. ^ In a community com-
liosed entirely of these "stop my paper!" true,

independent journalism would be an impossi-

bility. When you are convinced that a paper

is dishonest and deceitful, stop it. When con-

vinced that it is unclean, stop it. When it

lacks enterprise and fails to give you the

news, stop it. When some other paper gives

you more value, stop it. But don't stop a

paper that you believe to be honest, courage-

ous, enterprising and clean, simply because

Us editor has written his own sincere views
Instead of yours or somebody else's ; for if you
do, you are putting a premium on insincere

journalism, and serving notice on an editor

that the way to succeed is to write what he
thinks will best please his readers, instead of

what he honestly believes to be the truth.—

Spvingfleld Republican.

GIVE UP WORK, AND REST.

Are you Irritable, nervous, sleepless? Do
you feel often as If j'ou must scream? Do you
find yourself clutching your hands .at times

in an effort to keep from giving way to an at-

tack of hysterics? Look out. You are going

the pace that kills, the pace of high pressure,

which is so common with the modern Amer-
ican woman.
Now, why do work, worry, hurry, break

down people? It is not physical labor alone,

or professional men and women would be

exempt; it is not mental, or farmers' wives

would be exempt; while the combination of

physical and intellectual labor cannot be the

cause, else society women, who live almost

entirely for pleasure, would be exempt. In
all these classes, victims of nervous prostra-

tion and worse ills are found.

It is lack of nerve force that causes the

every-day physical and mental collapse.

Nerve force nowadays is extravagantly used
and insufficiently replenished. When you
find yourself overwrought, your nerves tense

and quivering, it is high time to stop and
relax.

Tension causes a woful waste of nerve force.

What are some of its signs? Holding the

arms close to body when seated, locking the

fingers tightly together, tapping the feet, jerk-

ing the head, grating the teeth, working the

lips, contracting and elevating the eyebrows,
holding every muscle in iron-like rigidity.

This unnatural and wasteful tension is antag-

onistic to nature's attempts to replenish the

nerve forces. It is most important that you
should rid yourself of this menace to your
health-perhaps to your reason.

Relax, then. Relaxation is of more value

than distraction, pleasure or holidays. Re-

laxation means the freedom of organs and
tissues from this hateful tension. How often

do we hear a hurrying woman say, "I haven't

time to rest. I've so much to do." Hurry and
worry are physical sins. When you feel most
hurried or worried, then is the time to relax.

What is relaxation? Simply doing nothing.

Give up; let go; surrender the nerve forces.

Here is the first step toward learning how to

relax. With your arms hanging at the sides,

forcibly agitate the hands until they feel

heavy, like dead weights. Shake them for-

ward and backward, laterally and in circle,

from and toward each other. Shake all the

stiffness out of these direct agents of the mind
that by their restlessness and tension report

mental strain. By continued practice of this

simple exercise, you will soon be able to with-

draw nerve from them at your -wiW.—Hall's

Journal of Health.

CHILD PHILOSOPHY.

It is said that the patient endurance shown
by the children of the London poor is some-
thing pathetic and wonderful. However hard
their lot, they seem never to question the
justice which decrees it. When we consider

their inevitable ignorance. It seems the more
marvelous that they should be able to accept

with patience riddles oVer which the wise and
learned are in constant perplexity.

"I once," said an English artist, "asked an
interesting little boy with a pale, careworn
face and an intelligent expression, if he had
ever wondered why it was that he had no
boots, and sometimes no bread to cat, while I

had plenty of everything. He looked at me
with a calm, patient expression, as much
to say, '1 have never wondered at such
things.'

"'Tell me,' I persisted, 'have you ever
thought about this difference?'

"'It's the Lord's will,' he replied; but he
seemed reluctant when I pressed him to ex-
plain what he understood by the Lord's will.

At last, he said in a timid, hurried voice

:

" 'It is all the Lord's doing, this way : You
are grand-like and dress nice, and lives in a
big house, and you have a planner, and—and—
he looked about the room, that he might
enumerate all our titles to consideration—'and
a sofy ; so the Lord sees as how you're gentle-
folks, and he thinks lots of such-like as you.
But we are very poor, we are; mother pawns
the blankets, and father beats mother and
swears awful. We ain't got no Sunday
things; we're all raggety, so the Lord don't
take much notice on us.' "

DIAMONDS OF THOUGHT IN SETTINGS
OF GOLD.

Diamonds are the most precious stones nnrl
gold the most precious metal. When a liook
contains the ^ery best and most precious
things found in the literature of the world,
and profusely illustrated by superb engr.-iv-
ings, It ra:iy Justly be called "Diamonds of
Thought in S. ttiiii;s of Gold." This is exnc( I v
what the book of 400 poems and illustra-
tions advertised on page 19 is. You can get
this magnificent work free. Its actual value
is ^.00. Read the advertisement on page 19.

CONTENTMENT.
We met the other day with a very short

sentence which contained within it a v^'vy

great deal of truth. It was this:

"Analysis is the death of sentiment."
"To analyze" is to break up anything into

its component parts and see of what it Is

made. It is to pry into all about it. You
can catch a sunbeam in a glass and analyze It,

spliting it up into the various colors of which
it is composed, but though wiser about it

than the man who, when t^e saw It reflected

in the wayside pool, remembered that it came
from the same sun that shone on the bosom
of the wide ocean, and said so, yet you may
know far less of the sentiment of light and
of sunbeam than he. Be content to enjoy
many things without knowing all about them.
Don't pick all the rosebuds and all the daisies

to pieces; don't want to know the "why" of

everything. There arc pleasures of ignorance
as well as pleasures of knowledge. When we
thijik of what man gained by eating of the
fruit of the knowledge of good and evil, let us

also think of what he lost. There are many
beautiful things in this world which will be
heart-food and fancy-food, which will sing to

you the poetry of life, if only you will take
them as they are, and not worry them by
asking too many questions about them.

—

The
Quicer.

DURABILITY OF WOODS.
Several years ago a farmer made a series of

experiments with different kinds of wood to

ascertain which would last longest when
exposed to all the vicissitudes of weather.
He took a number of stakes two feet long and
one inch thick, drove them into the ground
and left them there for four years. At the
end of that time he found that the elm, ash,

hickory, white pine, oak and flr wore entirely

rotten so that in some cases the stick could
not be drawn out of the ground, and in several

it left only a line of vegetable fiber. Yellow
pine and teak were decayed on the outside
only, the interior remaining firm and sound,
while the best cedar w:is as good as when put
into the ground. The experiment ought to be
of value to people who make fences, also to

builders, as showing what kind of wood will

best suit places where dampness and moisture
are the natural conditions.

THE MELANCHOLY JAPANESE WEDDING.

A Jajjanese wedding would appear to be a
melancholy affair. It is not good form for the
bride over there to admit that she is glad to

get married. When slie is told of the process
she is expected to howl loudly and long. Also
she must keep it up by day and by night until

the ceremony takes place. After she has been
richly dressed for the event she must renew
her shrieks and hang back until one of her
attendants throws a veil over her face. Then
an old woman takes her on the back and
carries her to a sedan-chair. When she arrives

at the bridegroom's house she is a wife, the
simple ride in the flowery chair being the
only legal ceremony required, though profuse
entertainments and congratulations from
assembled guests follow her arrival.

TO SET THE COLOR IN WASH FABRICS.

I learned from a retired dry-goods merchant
that If ginghams, lawn, dimities or other
delicately-colored summer fabrics were dipped
in a solution of hot salt-water in the propor-
tion of one pint of salt to one gallon of water,
the colors would never fade. This should be
done before the cloth Is cut, after which It
should be smoothly ironed. S. R. C.

^PU F^E«
FOR THE BAPY.

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.

Scrofula
is Disease Germs living in

tlie Blood and feeding upon

its Life. Overcome these

germs witli

Scott^s

Emulsion
the Cream of Cod-liver Oil,

andmakeyour bloodhealthy,
skin pure and system strong.

Physicians, the world over,

endorse it.

Don't be deceived by Substitule^i

Preparea by Scott & Bowne, N. Y. All Drnggists.

VERY ONE WHO WEARS THE

Owen Electric Belt
Says: "They are the Best." Get a cat-
alogue by writing

The Owen Electric Belt Co.

209 state Street, Chicago, III

SPEECHES WRITTEN
For Bust Hen and Women. Upccial Letters and CircitUrH, BiDquot
and Political Speeches, (jracluating Esaaya, Preaentntion Aililreflsei.

Lectures, Sermons and I'ampblots corcfullT. reaaonaUy and CON-
FIDENTIALLY prepiired by an experienced journalist. SenJ bIodk your
jdeaa and Iiavo them drcsaed up in \Tell-fittini; clothes. Time and patieoco
flRved. Addreaa, in confidence, "ESSEX," BOX 512, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

A TAJ,n OF A TAII,.
(Ip four chapters, complete In this issue.)

Elephant.—"Drat that monkey!

'

Filled

WATCH

ONIT TO ISTRODrCE TIIESI. REfiULAIi RETAIL PRICE $25.00. BUT FOB 60 DATS OHIT.
THE SOLID aOLD FILLED WATCU AND 100 lO-CENT CIGARS FOB $5.95.

CUT THIS OUT aod send it to us with yonr name and address, (No floaey Reqalred in advance) and we
will send to you by express, same day we receive yonr order, 100 of our Finest Perfecto 10c. Cigars,
and in the same package a Solid Gold Filled Wateh, Ladles' or Sents* size, stem winder and setter,
fine extra jewelled nicliel movement, carefully adjnsled and timed, beautiful finish, enamel dial, Dnhreak-
able mainsprin|T, splendid timekeeper, elepant entrraved cases, warranted by Special Certificate 90 years.
Yoaciamraethe goods at the cipress office and if satisfactory, pay the express afrent $5.96 and express
charges, and the box of 100 Cicrars and Gold Filled Watch are yours. This offer is made solely to introduce
our famous cigars, and to protect ourselves against dealer? and speculators orderinfr jn large quantities,
we will not sell more than ,1 boxes and 3 watches to any one person. We prepay express and give free a
gold plated chain when cash, $5.95, is sent with order. Write to-day.

WESTERN UNION MFC. CO., 281 Wabash Ave., Chicago, ill.
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HOME TOPICS.

SUMMER Soups.—The heavy, rich

soups that are relished in cold

weather should be replaced in

the summer by light ones.

The length of time it takes to

make soup from a soup-bone is

one reason for not making it in hot

weather, when we do not wish to keep

the fire up longer than is necessary; but

if the bones from a roast and the trim-

mings from steak and chops be put over

the fire in cold water- and simmered while

there is a fire, then put in a cool place,

and the process repeated when the fire

is next lighted, good broth will result,

from which many kinds

of soup may be made by
the addition of different

kinds of vegetables.
Then there are ironing

and baking days when
the fire is kept up long

enough to make soup

stock, if wood or coal fires

are used; but when the

fuel is oil or gasolene, and

a fire must be kept bum-
ing for the soup-niaking

alone, some of the creams

and vegetable soups are

handier.

Put a tablespoon ful of

butter in -the saucepan

and let it brown slightly;

, then add a quart of water

and any vegetables you
desire, cut fine, or any
cooked vegetables left

from yesterday's dinner,

as onions, peas, string

beans, cabbnge, tomatoes,

asparagus or mashed po-

tatoes—any or all of these

are good. Season to taste

with salt and pepper, and

just before serving, rub

all through the colander

to reduce them to a pulp

;

then return the soup to

the fire, and add a tea-

spoonful of flour, either

browned or raw, mixed
with a little cold water.

This will prevent the

pulp p settling.

Where neither eaiTots nor

tomatoes are used, sorrel,

spinach or lettuce leaves

will impart a delicate

color and flavor to soup.

Asparagus, peas or

sweet corn, either one
makes a nice soup alone

with only the addition of

salt, pepper, butter and

cream or milk.

Care of Milk and
Butte r.—A cool

,
dry,

well-ventilated cellar or

milk-room is essential to

the best care of milk and

butter. To secure this,

the cellar windows should

be opened only after the

air has become cooled at

night, then closed before

sunrise- in the morning
and kept closed and
shaded during the day.

If air is admitted during

the day, it not only makes
the cellar less cool, but

the cooler air of the cellar

condenses the moisture

from the warmer air,

making the cellar damp,
and it will soon become
musty.
Besides whitewashing

boards, etc., of the cellar

market and reached there in prime con-

dition.

BuTTEHMiLK.—There are people who
cannot drink buttermilk, or, in fact, milk
of.'any kind, but many others find butter-

milk a very healthful drink, being food,

drink and medicine combined Cases are

reported where patients suffering from
fevers, malaria, indigestion, etc., havebeen
materially benefited by its use. I know
one gentleman who believes that butter-

milk has saved his life. He had suffered

from gastritis, and had hemorrhages of the

stomach, but by the daily use of -butter-

milk he is now a compatatively healthy

man.
Some people who cannot use sweet milk

find that buttermilk agrees with them per-

fectly. It is best to begin its use gradually.

lines, their possibilities, consequently their

profits, will increase.

We have in mind one family living fif-

teen miles from town who have for years

raised sweet-potato plants for sale. While
they cannot, of course, sell so many as the

the family previously mentioned, they do
well at it. A few dozen plants of extra

choice varieties of cabbage, tomato and
celery might also be sold to many a

customer, thus increasing one's income.

A notice put up in any frequented place

would advertise one's wares.

Poultry raising is always profitable if

carried on intelligently. If one is far from
market, probably the best plan to pursue
with chickens would be to raise as many
early ones as possible, selling the roosters

to shippers in the fall, as soon as tbe price

turkeys, if hatched fairly early, can hardly

help but average one dollar each by win-
ter, and sometimes bring almost two
dollars each when sold to shippers. But
they must be well cared for during the

first two or three months of their life, and
be kept growing right along; for one can-

not expect to make a success of money-
making with anything, if due attention is

not given.

Few women realize the possibilities of

money-making in dried corn, yet they
are great.

Grow some good variety of sweet corn,

and when it is at its best for table use, dry
it. The best way I have ever seen to dry
corn—a way in which it is hard to tell by
the taste that it is not fresh—is as follows:

Instead of cutting the whole grain from
the cob, as is usually done,

shave it off in thin slices,

without cooking. Put in

moderately thin layers

in dripping-pans and set

in a warm oven for a few
hours until the milk is

set, stirring and watching
to prevent scorching.

Finish drying in sun and
air. Of course, an evapor-

ator would be easier and
one could dry much more
at a time, and in the corn

season, when two or three

days will render it too

hard to use, "time is

money."
I have in mind a lady

who sells all she can dry
at fifty cents a gallon.

If one could sell to pri-

vate customers—and al-

though remote from
town it may be done—it

ought to bring seventy-

five cents a gallon, and
then be cheaper for the

purchaser than canned
corn,beside beingso much
better.

Last winter, visiting in

the country, I ate acme
old-fashioned pumpkin-
butter that was delicious.

1 am confident that if a !

housekeeper would make
up a lot of pumpkin-but-
ter that was "just as good
as it could be," she could

get one or more grocers to

sell many gallons of it for

her on commission. If I

were going to sell it, I

should take a gallon jar

of it to the grocer's to give

away in small quantities

as samples. That intend-

ed for sale, unless he
should advise differently,

I would put into large,

stone jars holding about
five gallons each, and let

the grocer sell it by the

pound, and I think there

would be no question

about selling large quan-
tities of it ata good profit.

Claha S. Everts.

The above engraving and poem is ONE of the 400 Poems and Illustrations advertised on page 19. As mentioned in the
advertisement, the book contains a great many different kinds of pictures and poems. Many of the poems are long ones,
occupying from one to two pages, while a great number of the pictures cover a whole page. To get this book Free, see our offer
on page 19.

the walls, cup-
in the spring, if

there is any tendency to dampness, a peck
of fresh, unslaked lime should be put in

the cellar in an open vessel. This will ab-

sorb the moisture and cqnseq^iently dry
the air.

Where one lives several miles from the

market it is no easy matter to get butter to

customers in good condition during hot

weather without ice. If one has much
butter to market, it will pay to have a zinc-

lined box made with a tightly-fitting

cover. Just before starting to market,

make a strong brine in the box with water

just from the well or spring, set the jars of

butter in it, shut the cover and put a flan-

nel blanket ot^er the top, or some fresh-

mown grass. Do not have the brine deep

enough to get into the jars. In this way
butter has been carried eighteen miles to

and use

churned.
it always the same day it is advances, and keeping the pullets for win-

Maida McL.

MONeV-MAKING FOR FARMERS' WIVES.

Fourth Paper.

The preceding articles have been mainly
for the benefit of those who are situated

conveniently to market, or only a few
miles from town, where they can drive in

quickly and frequently. Now we shall

consider the possibilities for those who live

in remote districts, far from trade centers,

with perhaps only a post-office and small

general store within easy reach of them.
To such the possibilities are not so great,

yet they have many chances, that if

rightly used may bring many dollars dur-

ing the course of twelve months, with the

added assurance that as the years advance,

and they obtain more experience and
knowledge along these money-making

ter layers.

Of course, one would want to raise large

chickens—Plymouth Rocks or Cochins are

good. Set most of the eggs up until June,

raising all the chickens possible, then let

the hens take a rest if they want to while

eggs are cheap, and be ready to go at the

business of laying in good earnest by Sep-

tember. With a good, comfortable poultry-

house, which need not be expensive, and
early-hatched pullets one can easily have
an abundance of eggs when they command
the best price of the year. Surplus
chickens should, as a rule, be sold Ijetween

August and the holidays. But there is

more money in raising turkeys than in

chickens, provided one raises good ones.

But at the present day one does not get

pay for time spent in raising the little old-

fashioned varieties. Well cared-for Bronze

DIRECTIONS FOR WASHING
LACE.

Lace is easily spoiled,

both in washing and get-

ting up, if not carefully

managed. If washed in

the manner given below,

it will look equal to new
after several washings:

Into a quart or more of

rain-water dissolve shav-

ings of Ivory soap (or

some pure, white soap)

I and a little soda. Put in a jar, and when
dissolved, put in the work and shake

good. Set the jar in a cool oven and

let stay until morning. Then take out

the lace, put it in clear water and let

remain several hours. Then pat it be-

tween clean clothes to absorb the water;

shake it out, pull in shape, and care-
fully pin it out on a board or cloth to

dry. If a little stiffening is desired, dis-

solve in the rinsing-water a little white
sugar—never use starch. M. E. Smith.

You can obtain a geographically correct map
of the United States, showing counties and
standards of time, by sending 15 cents for

postage, to D. O. Ives, G. P. & T. A., Burling-

ton Route, G04 Pine St., St, Louis^Mo.

A GOLD DOLLAR FOR TEN CENTS.

If gold dollars could be purcliased for ten
rents each, it would not >)p us hig a bargain as
thf Pf-ople's Atlas at the price asked for it on
page IX.
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IDEAL WOMANHOOD.

A few authors are so great that the mere
mention of their names conveys universal

^recognition. It is doubtful whether so

wide an acquaintanceship can soon be ex-

pected for artists, but as the art of engrav-

ing becomes every day more generally

used, it is not too much to hope that some-

time the pictures of artists may become as

familiar as tlie process of printing has

made the thoughts of authors. Our recent

Columbian exposition has done much to

widen the popular knowledge of painters.

Many readers will remember in Great

Britain's department two pictures by G.

F. Watts. The titles were "Love and Life"

and "Love and Death." These were pecu^

liarly striking because they were very

large, upright panels, and on account of

the treatment where nude figures sug-

gested ideal refinement without a sensuous

thought. Other pictures from the same
artist were "Pavlo and Francesca," "The
Genius of Greek Poetry," and portraits of

Robert Browning and Walter Crane.

Mr. Watts is gettingto be an old man, for

he was born in 1818. He was a native of

London, where at twenty he made his first

exhibit as an artist. His success began
five years later, when he obtained a three-

hundred-pound prize in a competition for

designs to decorate the Houses of Parlia-

ment. Larger prizes and greater honors

soon followed. He has compelled admira-

tion in many diflerent phases of his pro-

fession. As an historical painter in

portraits, and with ideal subjects, he is

equally successful. It is the last, how-
ever, for which he shows greatest love.

Now, at seventy-five, ripe in mind and
polished in skill, he loves to speak in pic-

torial parables. One of his admirers says,

"He paints not scenes, but principalities

and powers that rule the true realism of

life." Among his latest pictures is orie of

woman ; not of a woman, but the ideal of

womanhood.
The figure is nude, but of the chaste type

always chosen by this artist. Over life

size, it receives the chief light on the upper
portion. A tall, pure lily rises to the

thighs and mingles with a modest cloud to

clothe this part of the body. The lower

part of the figure is associated with the

best of earthly things. She treads on a

crocus-bed ; there are other flowers and
birds. And there among them, is it a rain-

bow or a serpent that twines and mingles
with the sweet things of the world? That

press the idea that woman's power is not

so much of the will and brain as of the

heart and its affections?

But how can words describe the grace of

line, and the luminosity of color which,

apart from all expression of poetic thought,

make this picture a delight to the senses?

Words cannot do it, but they convey a

faint dream of the reality which will be

clearest to those readers who remember
that ideal group, "Love and Life."

K. K.

SHOE-POCKET.

This little convenience can be make of

heavy duck, such as is used for awnings,

and the embroidery,

which is done in cross-

stitch and Holbein-
stitch, can be done by
basting embroidery can-

vas over the material to

give regularity to the

stitches. After it is

finished the canvas-
threads should be drawn
out. L. C.

pail containing my lunch by itself—there

wasn't much in it, either, except humble
pie.

Another time that the dinner-pail played

an important part was on a very ditferent

occasion. We had been to the woods at

noon, and some big boy told us that Indian

turnip was splendid to eat. Another
"Innocence Abroad" and I put ourselves

into possession of some of this highly

recommended vegetation, but for some
forgotten reason failed at the time to test

its merits, but instead, safely stored our

treasure in our own desks, out of sight.

Along in the afternoon a strong desire

«1I()E-1'0CKET.

is part of the parable. The earthly joys
may be rainbows to cheer or serpents to

ruin. Read 'It otherwise if you can.

Every onlooker has a right to interpret a

picture.

The upper portion of the picture is prop-
erly spiritual and intellectual. Near it

hovers a butterfly, symbol of the soul.

But the face is drooping and half veiled in

shadow. The chei f light falls on the chest.

Why is this? Is it merely the love of

physical loveliness which leads every
artist to paint these most beautiful curves
of woman's form ? Is it not rather to ex-

RECOLLECTIONS OF MY
DINNER-PAIL.

.

Away back in' the

school-days, out of a

ponderous volume
which bore the title,

"Hamilton's Met-
aphysics," we used to

study about the laws of

association. This law

must have been in effect

the other day at the

table, for upon tasting a

certain article of food

my mind involuntarily

was opened upon the

interior of the little old frame school-house,

where we learned to add six and seven and
"carry one."

"Oh!" I cried out.

"Well, what?," came the response from

the other end of the table.

"Did you ever take to school bread

spread first with butter, then with apple-

butter, in your dinner-basket?"

"Yes, and I can't endure apple-butter to

this day."

What a host there was of us at that old

school-house—full to overflowing with big

boys and little boys—girls who wore their

hair in shining braids on top of their

heads, and girls who wore two pig-

tail braids, tied securely at the bot-

tom with carpet-warp, or, perchance,

if the braids were a little unruly, the

warp was braided in with the hair

for a short distance from the bot-

tom.

At dinner-time what a rush there

was for the dinner-baskets ! The big

sisters who "parsed," and the big

brothers who wrestled with intricate

pi-oblems, and the little sisters and
lirothers who sang the fives or made
awkward, scrawling letters on their

slates, gathered around their respec-

tive dinner-buckets with a very
businesslike air. I remember two
girls who iised to "swap" pie, because
one's basket contained mince and
the other's custard, and each found
her favorite in the other's basket.

And then I remember—oh, l(ow

painfully vivid some recollections

are!—one time when I fell into deep
disgrace, which came about in this

wise : Whether our little stomachs
actually grew gaunt with hunger, or

whether it was all habit, I cannot
say ; at any rate, vie little ones were
allowed, at recess-time, to visit the

dinner-basket and take a piece of

bread and butter (accompanied by
the never-failing apple-butter), or

an apple. So far and no farther did

the law allow us to raid. Tlie school-

teacher boarded with us, and my
older sisters were always particular

to have the lunch neat and attrac-

tive. One morning—unlucky morn-
ing it was—I had every reason to

suppose that cheese was put into the

basket. I, like some other mites, had

Detail of Shoe-pocket.

took possession of me to taste my Indian

turnip, and ferthwith I popped my head
under the desk and took a generous bite.

Oh, ye gods and little fishes! Talk of

tortures inflicted upon the unfortunate

ones in days of old! Talk of the martyr-
dom of saints, and compare them to a

thousand tiny needles thrusting their

sharp points simultaneously into every
possible portion of tongue and mouth and
throat, and if there is credit due on either

side, give it to me for refraining to scream
aloud. But the tears did flow copiously,

and the teacher, through pity and fright,

sent me to my dinner-bucket with the

command to eat some bread and butter.

Right welcome it was, too.

Mary D. Sibley.

UNDERSUNG.
'Tis said that joy doth most iUujnc the heart,

Yet sometimes sorrow sings. A bruised rose

Is sweet; the nightingale, piei-ced with thorn-
dart,

Pours forth divinest warblings of her woes.
That clave the list'ning air, arid swelling,

floats

To blend faint harmony with angels' notes.

As the far ocefin's moans, on sullen stones,
Die with faint music In their undertones,
So In the soul, the after-time of pain
Makes a soft undersong like dropping rain.

Late, soon or late, the pendulum of fate

Swings from despair to hope—thou must but
wait;

Soon, late or soon, is given the flnal boon,
The glorious radiance of eternal noon.
How know we but that heaven's sweetest

tones
Are transformed echoes of earth's saddest

moans?
—Mary Cornelia Francis, in Godey's.

AMUSING CHILDREN.

Have any of the mothers ever tried a

sand-box for the children, asks a writer in

The Housekeeper? A box three or four

inches deep, full of clean sand, will attbrd

amusement for many an hour. Put in a

shady ct>rner of the back porch in summer,
or under a tree, or a sunny corner of the

porch in winter. My little boy has played

by the hour, alone, just out of niy window,
with his sand in a large tin tray which was
originally made to hold my flower-pots in

the house in winter. Sometimes he would
have a tiny tin scoop or cup, and fill his

iron cars with coal, ore or building mate-
a very strong love for cheese, and when

j

rial, according to his imagination, and
reoess-time came, it seemed an endless

1
draw them on a track he would lay with

while to wait until noon for that coveted

bit of the dinner, consequently my
naughty fingers began to investigate, and
they found at the very bottom the object

of their search. I remember to this day
the stern look that was bestowed upon me
at dinner-time, when my sister beheld in

dismay the confused mass of dinner, and
easily divined the cause. I also remem-
ber that the next day I carried a little tin

wooden toothpicks. Again, a little bucket
and some shells, and he was a summer vis-

itor to the sea-shore.

When old enough, a little water in the

sand allowed me to show him about the

mountains, lakes and rivers, and he would
make bridges and tunnels, and build

cities of blocks and chips. His little

dresses were not much harmed by the

contact with the sand.

A LITTLE GIRL'S ESCAPE.

HOW SHE WAS KESCUED FROM A LIFE
OF TOKTURE—ALMOST BEYOND THE
HOPE OF RECOVERY—A LOVING

FATHER'S GRATITUDE.

{From the Kansas City, Mo., Journal.)

Perhaps no disease with which a young
person can be afflicted is so terrible and
blighting in its nature as a nervous dis-

order, which gradually saps the strength
of its victim and haunts him or her day
and night.

This was the melancholy prospect which
confronted Mr. L. L. Barber's young
daughter, of Edgerton, Kansas, and the
gratitude of her parents when a complete
and lasting cure was brought about may
be imagined. Learning of the case, for it

is one which has created a great deal of

interest throughout the county, a Journal
reporter sought Mr. Barbor to get the full

particulars in the belief that much good
could be done other sufierers by the pub-
lication of the facts of the case. The
reporter found Mr. Barbor in his shop
busily engaged on a piece of work. He
at once narrated briefly the particulars of

the cure which had been effected in the

case of his daughter. The facts are set

forth in the following affidavit which Mr.
Barbor voluntarily and cheerfully made:
L. L. Barbor being duly sworn, on oath

deposes and says

:

During the spring of the current year,

189S, my daughter Bertie, aged thirteen

years, became afflicted with a nervous
disease which grew nijon her to such an
extent that it seriously interfered with
her studies, and aroused the gravest fears

that it would develop into St. Vitijs' dance.

My'daughter became so nervous tliat she

would drop her knife and fork while
eating, and would at times be seized with
nervous twitchings which excited the

alarin of myself and wife. About this

time my wife read in a newspaper of a

wonderful cure of the same disease elfecteii

by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.

So strongly was I impressed with the facts

set forth in the testimonial that I wrote to

ascertain the authenticity of the case.

Receiving a reply which completely sat-

isfied me, I sent for a box of the pills.

From the very first dose a marked im-
provement in my daughter's condition

was noticed. She had become thin and
excessively pale, as is common to sufferers

from nervous diseases, and her weight had
decreased to an alarming extent. After a

careful and thorough trial of the pills, she

not only began to grow less nervous, but

also began to gain flesh.

It is needless to say that I was both sur-

prised and delighted with the wonderful

change brought about by the first box of

the pills. She is a new girl, and all the

symptoms of her disease have disappeared.

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have certainly

wrought a wonderful and complete cure,

and I can say nothing too good in their

favor. But now she is away on a visit,

something she would not have thought of

being able to do three months ago. From
being shrinking, morbid and timid she

has become a strong, healthy girl with no

aijpearance of ever having been afilicted

with any nervous troubles. The pills have

done wonders, and I take great pleasui-c

in recommending the pills to all who are

afflicted with a similar disease.

(Signed) L. L. Barbor.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

14th day of' August, 1893.

[seal] W. H. Kelly, Notary Public.

Mrs. Barljor, who was present, cordially

assented to all that her husband said

regai-ding the remarkable cure brought

a)j)Out l)y the pills, and declared that they

owed their daughter's life to them.

Di-. Williams' Pink Pills contain in a

condensed form all the elements necessary

to give new life and richness to the blood,

and restore shattered nerves. They are an

unfailing specific for sucli diseases as

locf)motor ataxia, partial paralysis, St.

Vitus' dance, neuralgia, rheumatism,

nervous headache, the after effects of la

grippe, palpitation of the heart, and that

tired feeling resulting from nervous pros-

tration ; all diseases resulting from vitiated

humors in the blood, such as scrofula,

chronic erysipelas, etc. They are also a

specific for troubles peculiar to females,

such as suppressions, irregularities and all

forms of weakness. In men they effect a

radical cui-e in all cases arising from

mental worry, overwork or excesses of

whatever nature.

Tlios(! Pills are manufactured by the Dr.

Williams' Mediciiio Company, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., and Brockville, Ont., and are

sold only in V)oxes bearing the firm's

trade-mark and wrapper at fifty cents a

box, or six boxes for §2.50, and are never
sold in bulk or by the dozen or hundred.
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HELP THAT COMES TOO LATE.

'Tis a wearisome world, this world of ours,

With Its tangles small and great.

Its weeds that smother the springing flowers

And its hapless strifes with fate;

And the darkest day of its desolate days

, Sees the help that comes too late.

Ah ! woe for the word that is never said

Till the ear is deaf to hear,

And woe for the lack to the fainting head

Of the ringing shout of cheer;

Ah ! woe for the laggard feet that tread

In the mournful wake of the bier.

"What booteth help, when the heart is numb?
What booteth a broken spar

Of love thrown out when the lips are dumb
And life's barque drifteth far.

Oh ! far and fast from the alien past,

Over the moaning bar?

A pitiful thing the gift to-day

That is dross and nothing worth,

Though if it had come but yesterday

It had brimmed with sweet the earth—

A fading rose in a death-cold hand,
That perished in want and dearth.

Who fain would help in this world of ours,

Where sorrowful steps must fall,

Bring help in time to the waning powers

Ere the bier is spread with the pall

;

Nor send reserves when the flags are furled

And the dead beyond your call.

For baflling most In tbis dreary world.

With its tangles small and great.

Its lonesome nights and its weary days

And its struggles forlorn with fate

Is that bitterest grief, too deep for tears,

Of the help that comes too late.

, —Margaret. E. gangster.

HOW TO AVOID INTERMITTENT FEVERS.

THE Italian investigators are lay-

ing the whole world under
obligations, by their patient

and thorough studying into the

cause of common fever and
ague, and all the other types

of intermittent fevers. For many years

experiments have been made with the

soil of the Roman campagna, and lately

Thomassi Crudelli has published a book
that has a valuable chapter on how to

preserve life in malarious climates. We
give a short condensation of his conclu-

sions. He says

:

"We must be content to admit, for the

present, that we have no precise knowl-
edge of the nature of the malarious poison

or of the means whereby it can be extir-

pated from an infected locality ; that the

through the air breathed; and second, to

prevent a lengthened abode of the same in

the system.

In Italy it is thought unwise to work in

the fields at the hours when the malarious

poison is most active; namely, about sun-

rise and sunset; and a point of great

importance is to avoid breathing the air in

close contact with the soil, for the mala-

rious poison rises only a short distance in

a vertical direction. Thus, on the Pontic

marshes people sleep on platforms four or

five meters high, with perfect impunity.

The day is shorter -to him who goes late

a-field, but if he escapes the ague, he has

more of them, and is happier meantime.

TOILET TRAY PINCUSHION.

Very often while dressing it becomes

necessary to do a little repairing before

one can go on with the toilet. A small

rent, a button gone or going, which can

readily be attended to, but if left is likely

to become worse by another day's wear.

For this purpose a tiny convenience for

one's dresser is nice to have. Your work-
basket may be down-stairs. Who wants to

run down for it?

Take convenient-sized box-lid, cover the

inside with velvet sewed over a stiif paper

to fit the bottom, putting cream lace over

the corners. Draw a ribbon around inside

and out, fastening it at the corners. A

Positively you
have the genuine

De LfOng' patent

Hook and Eye if you

see on the face and

back of every card

the words:

See that

hump?
TRADE'^AflK REQ. APR.

Richardson
& De Long Bros.,

Philadelphia.

too SEA SHELLS AND CORALS
From So. Florida shore and the West Indies. Sent free
for SI.No two alike. FloridaCurioCo.,JackBonTiIle,Fla.

CHRISTY E^CftD KNIFE

Can You Afford
to Work for

$3,ooo a year?
If so. Address Christy Kni£a
Co., Fremont, O., Box Vi
and obtain employme&t at

Sixty
Dollars
per week.

Oor book entitled
"A FORTnNE IN
A ITEAR," tclU all
about it. Sent frea
on request.

Toilet Tray Pincushion.

There has been, along the borders of the

Charles river, near Boston, a notable

reappearance of fever and ague, in the last

six or eight years, and the Cambridge
Society for Medical Improvement has set

itself to find the explanation of this reap-

pearance of an ancient enemy that it had
been fondlyhoped was effectually banished
years ago.

Dr. Robert W. Greenleal read a paper

before the society lately in which he
summed up his conclusions thus

:

"In the blood of an intermittent-fever

patient is a micro-organism which attacks

the red corpuscles. Intermittent fever

always originates locally, and is always
found to have associated with its origin

some conditions of local dampness. The
micro-organism in the blood of intermit-

tent-fever patients belongs to a group of

animalculse, many of which are known to

live in damp soil. Such micro-organisms

may be readily taken into the system by
drinking water contaminated with mois-

ture from damp, decaying soil, or by
entering on food which is contaminated

from dirty hands."
He calls attention to the fact that in all

the region adjacent to Boston, for the last

five or six years, there has been a constant

upturning of the earth, in consequence of

the building of many suburban homes,
the digging of the metropolitan sewers,

the laying of gas-pipes and water-pipes,

and the construction of electric railways.

He says:
"It seems to me quite probable that the

uncleanly habits of laborers, who sit down
to their dinner-pails without a thought of

washing their toil-stained hands, may
quite sufficiently account for the fact that

relatively far more cases occur among
hearty laborers than among other classes."

In the New Testament we are told that

the "traditions of the elders" required that

a man should not eat with unwashen
hands, and nothing is more interesting to

the student of Jewish history than the

discovery that many of their obligatory

ceremonials were strictly sanitary reg-

ulations. Mrs. H. M. Plunkett.

lace insertion around the outside is a

dainty finish.

A small, round box is covered and a

small pincushion fastened on top. At the

side arrange a band to hold apair of scissoi's,

which are almost a toilet necessity. With
this always ready one could keep pretty

well mended up. L. L. C.

GiKL's Dress.

poison inheres in the soil ; that it is under

the influence of season, temperature and
rainfall. It is excited to fresh activity by
all measures involving the disturbance of

soil, long left quiescent, but its ravages

have been much reduced by drainage, and

by the conversion of naked soil into

meadow land, and by the erection of

houses and the laying down of paved

streets."

Professor Crudelli shows that precau-

tionary measures have become traditional

in malarious countries, and resolve them-

selves into two aims. First, to reduce as

much as possible the quantity of malarial

ferment which enters into the system

GIRL'S DRESS.

For a young girl the skirt should be for

a wash dress a plain, full skirt. Of ging-

ham allow four and one halt breadths.

For thin wool goods, if gored, make the

outside separate from the lining, as it

hangs much better. The underskirt can

be of soft crinoline faced up with the ma-
terial. Even the China silks are much
prettier made in this way. All the style

of the dress is put into the waist and
sleeves. Butter lace used for yoke and
shoulder ruffles is very stylish, and it is

used with good effect on all materials.
For challis, the addition of a few bows or

ribbons makes it much rdore dressy.
L. L. C.

THE ONLY BOOK OF ITS KIND.
The only book containing 400 of the best

poems and illustrations is offered yon on page
18 of this paper. It is the most wonderful
premium oflfer of the century. Read the ad-
vertisement on page 18.

FASHION NOTES.

Linen and duck dresses are to be popular

again this year. They are made in the

coat and skirt style and worn with vests

and shirts.

Capes and loose wraps are a necessity

not to be ignored while large sleeves are

in style, so they are sure to be worn more
than jackets. --

f-

New craped zephyr goods come in stripes,

chine and dotted effects, some of the fab-

rics showing a crape-colored stripe alter-

nating with one in cream or ivory-white,

likewise crinklfed.

Besides the leagues of fancy lace of every

imaginable design, and of every width,

from one inch to one yard, in cream, ecru,

white, black and butter color, are more
novel garnitures of frilled tulle hung
with sparkling spangles and sequins.

These will be alike popular for bodice

trimming and decorations in millinery.

Very pretty vine-embroidered, brier-

stitched or tuck and insertion, all-over

fabrics in lawn, French muslin and India

linen are shown this season, designed for

yokes, waists and borderings for summer
dresses.

.

The custom of wearing natural flowers

is increasing. Not very long ago it was
consideredbad tasteto wear natural flowers,

but some gracious lover of their beauty
and fragrance has originated the pretty

idea of being known by a special favorite

flower. ' ^

Skirts are slightly stiffened in the back

by an interlining of stiff muslin or grass-

cloth which comes for this purpose. It is

more pliable than hair-cloth and not so

heavy.

A pretty idea for a skirt trimming is

black and white ribbon sewed togetlier,

gathered on one edge like a ruffle and
finished at each side of the front breadth
with a rosette.
A new idea for the coming summer is to

have skirts and sunshades to match.

Newcomb Fly-Shuttle

Rag CarpM

LOOM
Weaves 100 yards per
day. Catalogue free.

C. N. NEWGQMB,
311 W. St. navenport, Iowa.

DO WOMEN KNOW?

That a great deal of the unpleasant odor
from boiling vegetables may be avoided by
putting a bit of bread into the water with
the vegetables.
That when you put bed blankets away

for the summer they should be carefully
washed and dried, and cloves should be
distributed plentifully among the folds.

That spirits of camphor, applied with a
flannel cloth, will remove unsightly white
spots from furniture.
That if grease or oil is spilled on a car

pet, flour or meal should be sprinkled over
it as soon as possible. Let it remain for

several hours and it will absorb the grease.
That dress skirts will wrinkle less if

folded right side out.
That asparagus is said to be a capital

cure for rheumatism.

Alaska Stove Lifter.
NICKEL PLATED.

COLD J^^^^i^i
Price 15c.,

at all Stove,
Hardware, and House Furnishing

Dealers, or mailed postpaid for 30 eta.

TROY'NICKEL WORKS. Troy, N.Y.

BOYS AND GIRLS
AND STUDENTS

Are winning a year's school-
ing during the summer months.

m-m OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME.

1,000

to

A Honthlj Record of Wbatever is Worth
Bememliering.

A Winnower of Wheat from Chaff,

Springrfield, O., Chicago, III.

52.00 a Yew. Single Copies 20 CentaCenU.
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Each number contains the Monthly Round-
up (a resume of all the notable happenings
during the month), a Character Sketch (of

some great and good man), the Cream of Other
Reviews and Ma^zines, the Best from All the
Weeklies, Every Important Event of the Year.
Able Contributions on Movements for Good,

^ , Stories in a Nutshell, etc., etc.
WE Give ng circulation Is world-wide.

FREE
With 3 months'
subscription

For only

25 Cts.
Or for

30 Cts.

Fonr Books.
Spurgeon's "John Ploughman's

Pictures."
"An American Girl in London."
"Bread and Cheese and KisaeB."
Short Stories for Boys and Girls.

Post-paid, one copy of the
Modern Cook Book, worth 50c.

Post-paid, one copy complete
People's Atlas of the World,
120 pacres, lIxH inches, worth $1.00.

A sot of 6 .*>ilTCr-pIated Tea-
spoonsjwith beautifully engraved
handles, worth $1.25.

Or for

35 Cts.
Or for

50 Cts.
Or for "The AmeriOa" Watch and

Chain. The Wonder of the Age.

Address THE ALTRUISTIC KEVIEW,
Sprlng^eld, Ohio, or Chicago, Illinois.

JSarMention it you want circulars how to help stu-

dents to obtain an education.

The publisliers of this paper want

5,000 active, hustling agrents. Onr terms

for 1894 are more liberal than ever

before. Write at once for onr special

terms. Clrcolars free. Address FARM
AKD FIKESH>E, Springfield, Ohio. ^
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SUMMER STYLES FOR DRESS-LATEST NEW
YORK FASHION NOTES.

ladies' basque and ladies' skirt.

Fawn cashmere is thus trimmed with

brown moire ribbon. The dressy basque

has a full front of changeable tatieta in

corresponding shades, on which three rows

of the ribbon is sewed, the closing being

etfected under the center one. The ripple

bretelles form stylish caps over the putted

sleeves, and finish in points in front.

The skirt, which fits smoothly over the

hips, has the fullness confined to small space

at tlie waist line in the back^

ladies' dress.

This costume consists of a skirt and a

11 waist made over a fitted lining, wliiili

n be omitted if desired. The material is

of figured wool cliallis, green on a wliito

ground. It is trimmed with cream gui-

pure insertion over green satin ribbon.

Windmill bows of the small, green satin

ribbon complete the decoration. This is a

simple and very stylish design for gowns
made of wash material, or of India or China

silk. The trimming may be of broad

gimp, ribbon or passementerie, or any
preferred gai-niture may be adopted.

girls' guimpes, with full and sim-

ulated YOKES.

No. 1 is make of fine, white lawn, the

ijLmulated yoke being of fancy tucking in

oups of three, separated by bands of

ne Hamburg insertion. The full sleeves

gre gathered top and bottom, and finished

the wrists with a band of insertion and

ill of embroidery to match the neck.

No. 2 is of fine dotted Swiss, the gathered

oka being disposed in equal fullness and
uare shape. The sleeves are shirred at

e wrists, the frill of Swiss being finished

ith fine Valenciennes edging. The neck
finished to match.

These guimpes are suitable to wear with

y low-necked dress cut square, round or

-shaped. The guimpes can be finished

sho'vvn, or the lower part can be omitted

preferred, and gathered into a band iit

e "Waist line. Lawn, crape, mull, cain-

iric, silk, tafieta, etc., are all used to make
guimpes of this kind, and the yokes can be

ade of the same material, tucked, or of

,
net, or all-over embroidery and lace.

Ski^i- * MIBSEB' WRAPPER.

This useful gown is decidedly becoming
to a young miss. Figured crepon in blue

and white is the material used in this

model. The pretty round yoke is covered

with successive rows of narrow blue satin

ribbon. A girdle of ribbon of wider width
is worn at the waist, tied in front in fong
loops and ends.

misses' costume.

The stylish-looking waist has the pom-
padour neck filled in with gathered lace,

the lining being cut away from under, in
this instance. Stylish sleeve-caps of lace
fall gracefully over the Empire putts. The
pretty waist decoration of ribbon can Ije

easily copied from tlie illustration, the belt
of ribbon being carried around the waist
and finished with a bow and ends in center
back. Many pretty combinations can be
effected by the mode; taffeta, moire or
China silk may take the place of the lace
here shown.
The skirt fits smoothly in front and on

the sides, the fullness being confined to
the back.

misses' street toilet.

Mixed cheviot in oak and green is the
material shown, trimmed with green
goffered braid. A blouse waist, or full

front of changeable taffeta, is worn under
the jacket. Stylish lapels turn back from
the loose-fitting fronts, which meet the
rolling collar in notches. A ripple cape
collar flares from under its edges, giving
new style to this popular garment. The
smooth-fitting back falls in graceful ripple-
like folds below tlie waist line.

The skirt also presents the ripple mode
in its graceful folds, the fullness at the
waist line being confined to thecenter back.
The trimming can be omitted in favor of a
plain tailor finish, the edges being stitched
with a double row of machine stitching.

To. 6147.—Ladies' Vests. All for 10 cents.
'(Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 inelies bust measure.

40 GENT PATTEHHS FOH 10 GEHTS.
Any THREE Patterns and tbc Farm and Fireside lor the remainder ol this year to ]^EW TRIAKi snbscribers, 35 cents.

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for twenty-five to forty cents each, but
in order to increase tlie demajid for our paper
among strangers,and to malte it more valuable
tli.'in ever to our old friends, we decided to
ofTcr tliem to the readers of tbc Farm and
Fireside for the remarkably low price of only
ID Cents Each.
Tens of tliousands of orders have been re-

ceived from ladies all over thaXJnlted States,
yet we liave not bad a single complaint—in-
stead, many letters of praise. "I paid 40 cents
for a wrapper pattern last spring, exactly like
the one I got of you for 10 cents," writes one
lady. Another writes, "I find them perfect,
and am able to do my own dressmaking by
using them." Another, "1 cut the dress by
j'our pattern without making a single change
and got a perfect fit." Another, "the patterns

are so complete and Instructions so clear that
they give perfect satisfaction." Another, "I
don't see how you do it. You deserve the
thanks and patronage of every lady reader of
your paper." Another, "It does make your
paper even more valaabic than ever to your
old friends. I saved enoiigli to pay my next
year's subscription, on the two patterns or-
dered from you."
The patterns are all of the very latest spring

styles, and are nnequaled for style, accuracy of
fit, simplicity and economy. For twenty-four
years these Patterns have been used the coun-
try over. Full descriptions .and directions how
to cut and put the garment together are sent
with each piittcrn, with ,a picture of the gar-
ment to go l)y. These patterns are complete in
every particular, there being a separate pat-
tern for every single piece of the dress. Your

order will be filled the same day it is received.
For convenience in ordering we have in-
serted a coupon below, which can be cut out
and filled in as indicated, and returned to us
with a silver dime, or 10 cents in new, clean
postage-stamps, for e.ach pattern wanted.
You can order any of tlie patterns which

have been ofTered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the number.
Do not fail to give BUST measure it for

ladles, and WAIST measure If for .skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.
We guarantee every pattern to be perfect

and exactly as represented. To get BUST
measure, put the tapet measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress close
under the arms. •
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

No. 6144.—Misses' Wrapper. 10 cents.

Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6130.—Ladies' Waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust measure.

No. 4090.—Ladies' Skirt. 10 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

No. 6117.—Misses' Jacket. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10,12, 14 and 16.

No. 4039.—Misses' Skirt. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16.

No. 6140.—Misses' Costume. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6142.—Ladies' Cress. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6143.—Girls' Guimpes. 10 cents for both.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6145.—Three Ladies' Sleeves.
Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 Inches bust measure.

All three patterns for 10 cents.

No. 6124.—Boy's Suit. 10 cents.
Sizes, 2, 4 and 6 years.

IF PATTERN COUPON. (
Cut this coupon out

and mail
)upon out\
it to us. /

Send lo cents for each pattern wanted; or if you do not want to cut your paper
or want more than three patterns, send your order in a letter, but give BUST measure
if for ladies, and WAIST measure if for skirt pattern, and AGE if for misses, boys,
girls and children.

PATTERN No. BUST MEASURE. WAIST MEASURE. AGE IN YEARS.

No age.

No inches.

No inches.

Name.

Post-0ffice.

County, or St. and No /State

Address FARM ANB FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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COMING BACK AGAIN.

Thou art coming, blessed Jesus,

Back to thiG old earth again.

Not a homeless one to wander,

But the King of kings to reign.

Saints with thee in regal splendor,

Jew and Gentile, ne'er to part

;

Reigning with thee in thy kingdom.

Every subject pure in heart.

Thoughts like these bring inspiration

To the worn and homesick soul,

So we ponder while we're looking

Past the darkness to the goal.

Cruel waves would sweep and swamp us

As we sail o'er life's rough sea.

We should simply sink and perish,
* But for hope of meeting thee.

Blessed hope ! Thine, blessed Savior,

We would have thee come to-night.

For we know that at thy coming
Crooked things will be made right.

Earth again will bloom like Eden,

Birds forget their minor key,

Savage beasts will play with children,

All thy creatui-es glad and free.

Hasten then thy blessed coming,
Usher in the day of peace,

For creation groans and travails,

Yearning for a quick release.

Then we'll see and be like Jesus,

Thus the saints will all be blest,

So we praj' and so we're waiting

For this deep, unfathomed rest.

—G. Tabor Thompson.

TO GROW OLD SLOWLY.

EAT
moderatelyiof healthful, nutri-

tious food. Dress warmly, but
lightly. Work moderately, and
take gentle exercise and abundant
sleep. Avoid carking care and
anxiety. Do not strain, or lift, or

run, or exercise violently. Do not try to

show how smart an old man can be. Wash
all over with hot water quickly twice a

week. Treat young people so they will be

glad to have you around. Make friends

with all the children. Do not scowl, scold

or fret. Give liberally before you get so

stingy that you cannot.

Avoid stimulants and condiments, salt,

pepper and spices. Do not carry big loads,

do big day's work or eat big dinners. You
may buy new teeth to grind food, but you
cannot buy a new stomach to digest it. Do
not smoke, chew or suuff tobacco, and so

make yourself offensive, and subject your-

self to heart disease and sudden death.

Leave alone tea and coffee—drink milk and
hot water, and so have a clear complexion,

steady nerves, and be free from aches and
quakes and shakes. Make yourself so

pleasant, useful and agreeable that no one
will think you a burden. Beware of cold

rooms and cold weather ; most old people

die in the winter; do not get chilled.

Avoid stimulants, excitement, passion,

anger and worldliness. Do not try to build

—there is little comfort in being buried

from a new house.

Do not undertake great enterprises
;
give

the boys a chance. Do not hang onto every
office and position till you drop dead in

your tracks. Learn to retire in good order,

so people will be sorry rather than glad

that you are gone. Use your money and
do good with it. Do not give it all to your
children, so that they will be in a hurry to

get rid of you because they have got it;

and do not keep it so close that they will

want you to die so that they can get it. Do
not sit in the chimney corner. Go to

meeting, sing, pray, serve God, bring forth

fruit in old age, and let your hoary head
be a "crown of glory, being found in the

way of righteousness."

—

The Christian.

SALVATION NOT COMPULSION.

"Well, then," said a skeptic to me on
one occasion, "why is the world not

saved?"
"My friend," said I, "you misconceive

the power required to convert souls."

There was a little boy in the room, and I

illustrated my meaning by saying, "Sup-
pose I will that that little boy leave the
room. There are two ways in which I

could give effect to that will : I could take
him in my arms, and by my superior

muscular force remove him; or I could
take him on my knee, speak lovingly and
persuasively to him, in order to induce

him to leave the room himself. If I

adopted the former, I should have merely
removed his body; his volition would be

against me, and he would feel that I had
done him violence. If I succeed in the

latter, I should have influenced his mind;
and he himself would use his own limbs,

and with a happy smile depart."—-D?-.

Thomas,

A VERY ANCIENT STATUE.

This was mentioned as "most rare and
authentic," representing Caligula in Greek
marble, and may be seen in a noted mu-
seum in Naples.

So intense was the hatred of the Roman
people against the fourth emperor, that at

his death they endeavored to utterly de-

stroy every memorial of him ; this statue

was discovered and broken into fragments.
The head was used by the ferryman of the

Garigliano to steady the wheels of carriages

crossing the river in a boat. Here and
there, lying loose in the yard of a small

osteria near by, were other fragments;

these were gathered by Brunelli, who re-

stored the legs, left hand, right arm, neck,

beard and left ear; the countenance tells

the story of low cunning and cruelty ; the

armor is fine and embelliihed witli a

spirited bas-relief, representing a horse

(it may be the one the emperor made a

senator), pounced upon by a griffon, while

a soldier endeavors to hold him by the

bridle.
*

The traveler giving this account adds

that the chief interest attached to the

statue is that it has been preserved to

present times in spite of all the eflforts of

the Romans to blot out the memory of

this detested tyrant.

A WORD TO MOTHERS.

Do not always be a drudge to your own
household. Rest a little whenever you
can, and allow some of the younger mem-
bers to do some of the work. Have a

chair by the stove, and when you peep
into the oven, sit while you look, yea,

even a moment after; you will work all

the faster for the short change of posture.

While mending have your chair in the

coziest corner, where good light will come
in, and let the sun strike upon you, if

possible, so that you may get the strengtli-

ening, health-giving influence of it. Drop
your hands occasionally and let them rest.

Let your eyes wander out through the

window-glass as far as possible, and rest

your eyes by looking at something inter-

esting out of doors. Drop the reins of

household government for a little while,

unbend yourself and sit down on the rug
and play with the children, and, as it were,

become again a child. ISconomize your
strength. Sit when you can. Do not hold

the baby when it can rest and grow just

as well in its crib. By resting when you
can, by planning the work to be done, and
by being systematic and orderly in all

things, a woman's work at home is more
easily done.

—

Neiv York Weekly.

EXCUSES.

Christian people, as a rule, admit that

they ought to go to church at least once

every Sunday. Tet in fact a very large

proportion of church members do not

attend one service each Lord's day. There

is a very general impression that this

shortcoming has its root in love of ease,

self-indulgence and simple selfishness.

Not by any such excuses, however, does

the failing member justify himself. Not
feeling well, the weather with its varied

moods, unexpected company—these things

are. made to do duty. How little there is

in these reasons, often so confidently put
forth, we had good opportunity to see the

other evening. There was much sickness

in the place, the weather bad, walking
difiicult, the night dark and cold ; but a

popular bal masque filled the streets with
thousands, and an admission fee of half a

dollar did not seem to remind people that

we are in the midst of hard times. What
people want to do they evidently can do.

—

Reformed Church Messengei-.

In Reach of All.

Best Education
Christian,

Non-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati..

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses,

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-

ition free. Incidentals ^.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

GOOD WORDS COST LITTLE AND ARE WORTH
^ MUCH.

It was said of Edward the Confessor

that he could deny a request so sweetly

that his "No" was pleasanter than the "Yes"
of other people. "The love and admira-

tion," says Canon Kingsley, "which that

truely brave and loving man, Sir Sidney
Smith, won from everyone, rich and poor,

with whom he came in contact, seems to

have arisen from the fact that, without
perhaps having any such conscious inten-

tion, he treated rich and poor, his own
servants and the noblemen, his guests,

alike, and alike courteously, considerably,

cheerfully, afiectionately—so leaving a

blessing wherever he went." "Sir Walter
[Scott] speaks to every man as if he were
their blood relation," said a Scotch peasant,
seventy years ago, of the great story-teller.

— The Quiver.

Famous Poets of the "World. See our
great offer on page 19 of this issue.

No Saloons.

Find Ont About Berea College.

flJO Bnys our $9 Natural Flnisli Baby Carriage
yti I J complete with plated steel wheels, azle,

' Bprin^s, and one piece Btenmbeot handle. Made of baatmate-
rial.finely finis he a,re liable,and guaranteed for 3 years. Shipped
' onlOdaya'trial. FREIGHT PAID; no monoT roquircdio

advance, TS.UjU in use. VTe are the oldest ana best known
concern of our kind, reliable and responsible. Reference

Xfomishedatany time. Make and sell nothiog but ivhat ve
^guarantee to be asrepresented, sold at the lowest factory
'prices. WRITE TO-DAY for our large FREE illuatrated
catalogue of latest designs and stylea published.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

fn PFR RAY »T ^OHl. The work is easy,
*0 lU Will rCn UHI pleasant, anil adapted to botli
young and old of either sex. Any one can do the work.
George Stimond Co., Box 1-198, Portland, Maine.

« . The AfricanKolaPlant,
CKCtI||T|51 discovered in Congo, West

fcl• H»t Africa, is Nature's Sure
Cure for Asthma. Cure Quaranteed or Sfo
Faj. Export Office, 116-1 Broadway, New York.
For liarge Trial Case, FKEE by Hail, address
SOLA IMFOBTme CO.. 132 Vine St. .Clnciimati.Obio.

MOTHERS SEE HERE,
I will Cure yonr Girl or Boy of Bed-wetting

in two weeks. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine
or Prescription, either one. Particulars free,

DR. S. C. CLARK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

The Great Eye Restorer.
All forms of Diseased Eyes jmsllivelycured by

"ACTINA.*' Huy Fever, Catarrh. Asthma.,
cure giiaranlepd. "ACTINA** is a perfect Pocket
Eatterv, usable at all times by voung and old.

A yaluable book free. NEW YORK & LONDON
ELECTRIC ASS'N, No. 10 >Vgst Uayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

PRINTING OFFICE IS^"
A large font of Tjpo (0Ter4A) irith FigurcB,

Holder, Indelible Ink, Pad, Tweezers, Corkscrew,
etc., as Bhovn in cut, complete iu ncut case. Best
Linen Marker, Card Printer, et<. llegtilar Price &Oo
Sample postpaid for 15o. to introduce, with CtV
ftlofrue of 1000 new articlea. CAT- FREE.
INGEESOLL& Bro.65 CortlandtStN.V.Clty

WALL PAPER
money. 100
VViUiam

rtewnesisms*
Artistic effect;
Harmonious col.
orings. Great
valae tor little

) samples, CeiUnga and Borders to match, 1 Oc
WaUace. 1625 Pine St.. Philada.. Pa.

«80 TO «60 SAVED ON NEW

8125 high grade Safety
850; 8100 pneu. 860; 8i0
cush. ball $20 etc. Larg--
est and oldest dealers in
\U.S. Easy payments. We
sell everywhere. Cata.
free. Rouse, Hazard & Co.*

^- Mfrs., 32,:E St.,Peoria,lll.

Ueation this paper when yon write.

rCAl CQUinMCIU ^^^^ original.legiti inate,S

pOHLCOVy UltlCn much-needed article t^hichC
Nsell3 best during hardtinies, because it saves money andf
Csutfering. Women and men witliout any experience/
C whatever are now making from §15 to SCO per weeic with-

J

rout neglecting their home duties; no capital required;

5

Jtull particulars, free samples, and references in your\
l^own State and ours by mail. Address Box I>, C
N1692, Boston, Mass. Only those seeking respectable, pro-j
^Stable, and permanent home employment need apply, r

Mention this paper when you write.

V. 8, CENSUS, 1880, REPORTS

35.0 OO DEATHS

The lOLA SANITARIUM
ie an inetitution thoroughly equipped for the treat-
ment of Cancer, Tumors and all malignant growth
without the use of the knife, and effects a permanent
cure where the circumBtances are at all favorablo
for treatment. References on application.

Address DB. GEO. DALE, lola, WiBconsln,
Mention this paper when you write.

rCMTP Havliigfeeentlyptirclitffled t!is«ifc

luL.ll I U •took of watches from a finn,
JLf W jflMBSk t| ^'^^^'^''''KO* Bolid gold, siWer, ana

\\9hWv.// gold-ailed citsei, ws sball offer »
rC^^ A. Wtyt K mr*r% portion of tbe entire lot atprioii

V/Ox <£=^r L'ALj tS never before heard ©t In the Watch
• .^11 ta^witaw Among the Btock are 8,76a

AMERICAN STYLE WATCHE3.
in SOLID GOLD-FILLE CASE8»
whioh we Bh&U oil einglj or th*
dozen to private parties, or thft

trade, at the unheard-of LOW
PKICE of 83.98 EACH. Each aoA
every watcn ie gaaranteed a ptrfeoi
timeKeepsr and each watch is ao*
comp&nied with our writtoa guar-
antee for five yeara. Think of it I

A genuine America Btjie Move*
tnent watch, in solid, gold fillel
cases, and guaraatood f«r FIVB
YEARS, for 93.98. Those vanting
a first-oIasBf reliable time-keeper,
at about cue third retail price,
should order at once. Watch epecu-

.Jig by the dozen to sell again. SOLID
^ Xheae Tratches must be Bold, and as an in-

ducement for you to OPier quickly, we ft'ill send to each of the flrit ono
hundred, ordering from this advertiBement, A SOLID GOLD WATCH
worth 825. provided 83.98 ia sent with the order. Elegant, SOLID
KOLLED GOLD CHAIN, of the latest patterns, free to thcree who senJ
lull amount with order. Be one of the first and get a Solid Gold Watch
for $3.98. All are elegantly finished, and guaranteed perfectly Batis-

factory in overy respect. Cut this ont and aend to U8 with 10 ots.,

eilver, postal noto or stamps, as a guarantee that watch ia ordered in good
faith, and wo will aend a watch to you C. 0. D., subject to Mamination,
by express. If found perfectly satisfactory, and exactly as represented,

you can pay the balance of ?3.88 and take the watch, otherwise you d»
not pay one cent. Can wo make you a fairer offer ? Bo euro to mention
whether you want ladies' or geota' watch. Price per dozen, $45.00.

DEPOSIT >VAXCB CO^ 9Mnrray St., IVow Yorlu

latora cui make money by boyiiig

GOLD WATCHES at |3.93. Thesi

"Hold on! I believe I feel his tail hanging down behind/'

THOUSANDS SOLD.

This is the exact size of the Watch.

The Case is strongly
made of nickel metal
and carefully fitted. It
is open-face, with heavy
polished bevel crystal.

The Slovenient is the
simplest and most dura-
ble of any watch move-
ment known. It Is wound up with-
out a key. Four or five turns of
the patent winding attachment
winds it up for from 24 to 36 hours.
This is a genuine American

waitch, made for service, and with
ordinary usage ought to wear for
ten years, and even longer.

ONE OF MANY TESTIMONIALS

I want to say to yon that I am delight-
ed with your watch received some time

ago. It ig a little gem. I keep it upon my typewriter desk during week-days right before my
eyes, and it keeps splendid time. I then use it on my pulpit on Lord's Days.

Faithfully yours, Kev. Stephen A. Noetheop,
Pastor First Baptist Church, Fort Wayne, Ind.

This watch and chain given as a premium for six yearly subscribers to
the Farm and Fireside at 50 cents each ; or for two yearly subscribers

^and $1 additional; or for one yearly subscriber and $1.25 additional.
PRICE, when purchased. $1.50 ; or with the Farm and Fireside onej

year. $1.75, postage paid.
NOTICE.—Each member of the club who paps 50 centsfor a year's subscription may

choose FREE any OJVE of the followinc/ premiums: iVb. 80.3, iVU S02, No. 21,S, No. 101,

No. 210, No. 591, No. .590. If the subxrrihcr pays 60 eotts, he can rhnoxc FREE,
.Premium No. 26, the Book of 400 Foem.s and Il/ustraticms, or No. 11, t!ir J'l-itph 's Atlas of the World.

Address FARM AXD FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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B®=-KEAD THIS NOTI0E.-=53a

iJUHBtions from le^'iiliii' siibscriboiB of I'"arm and
F'l lU'.snn-', and ^elatin^^ to matterH of gfeueral iutoreHt^

will bu ant^wei'cd in tlieee cohnnns free of charge,
liiu'iirtts dt'sifiriii iiiiMiudiate replies, or asking infor-
iiinlion npoii Miatterrt of pei'sonal in'toreat only, uhould
itirlosc staninrt for I'ctin n postage. Tlie full name and
post-oflice aildresrf of the itiriuirer alioulit accompany
each query in order that \ve may answer by mail if

necesyarj'. (iueries must be received at leawt 'I'wo

WEKKS before tliedatoof the issue in which tlic answer
ise.xpected. t^neries sliuuld not lie written on paper

J

containing matters of t>usiiie.ss, and sUotild bo written
' on one side of the paper only.

Nnrsery Book Wanted.—G. 11. H., Wise,

Kan. One of tlie late.st and best books ou the

subject is Prof. Bailey's "The Nursery Book."

Price, 81. Published by the Rural Publishing

Company, New York.

Bow to Kill <tnack-grass.—W. D., Flint,

Mich. To kill quack-grass, first plow it in late

in the autumn, then early iu the spring begin

with a good cultivator and thoroughly stir the

ground. Repeat the cultivation every few
days. Cultivate so frequently and thoroughly

that not a leaf is allowed to show itself. No
plant Can endure sucli treatment during its

growing .season. If the work is done thor-

oughly, the quack-grass will di-sappear before

midsummer.

Whitewash.—C. T., Ellcrslie, Fla. Take
nice, fresh-burned, unslaked lime, one half

bushel; slake it with boiling rain-water, keep-<

Ing it covered closely during the process. Add
to this one peck of salt dissolved in soft water,

'^hen add five gallons more of hot water, and
stir the mixture well. Cover it up and let it

stand a few days. Apply it hot. The secret of

making it stick well is to have good lime,

properly slaked, well mixed with the salt and
applied hot.

Planting Navy Beaiis.—Mrs. T. O.,Nettle-

ion. Mo., writes: "Will navy beans get ripe if

pianted on wheat stubble after the ^ wheat is

cut, or Is it too late for them?"
Reply hy .Iosepii :—Here we can plant navy

beans about the middle of June, with a fair
prospect of getting them, ripe before frost
comes, late in September or early in October.
Possibly you might succeed with them if

planted as late as July 1st. I am not suf-
ficiently acquainted with your climate to bo
sure of it. A trial will tell the story.

lioaa of Mannre.—C. L. N., Hurlock, Md.,
writes: "Several years ago a field was heavily
manured, but no crop was planted. Since
then it has grown up to weeds, which have
died down, the field not even having been pas-
tured. Has this manure been wasted, or is it

still all in the soil, having been taken up by
the weeds and again restored to the soil when
they died down in the fall?"
Repi^y:-Some of the manure has been

wasted, but undoubtedly the soil in the field
Is richer than it was before the manure was
applied.

German Silver^Falton's Steamboat.—
W. F. H., GlenviUe, Md. German silver is an
alloy of copper, zinc and nickel. It is used as
a cheap substitute for silver. The other kind
you mention Is probably a new alloy or a new
name for an old alloy. In 1803, Fulton
launched a steamboat on the Seine river,
which, owing to faulty construction, imme-
diately sank. Another boat was soon built,
with the old machinery, and a trial trip made,
but no great speed was attained. August II,

1S07, the "Clermont" steamed up the Hudson
from New York to Albany, and successful
steamboating dates from this event.

Remedy for Asparagus-beetle.-W. C,
Mount Joy, Pa., asks for a remedy for the as-
paragus beetle.
Reply by Joseph :—Fresh slaked lime (in

powder) and insect-powder are the means
usually employed. Put the lime on when the
plants are wet with dew. Clarence M. Weed,
in "Insects and Insecticides," says : "The plan
most successfully adopted by Long Islan'd gar-
deners to prevent the -injuries of this insect is
tliat of destroying by hoeing or other cultiva-
tion all volunteer growth of asparagus, leav-
ing only the shoots designed for market for
the beetles to lay their eggs upon. These
shoots are cut and.removert so often that there
is no opportunity for the eggs to hatch in the
field, and thus the -increase of the pest is effec-
tually preventedl The beetles are greedily
devoured by domestic fowls, and in kitchen
gardens these can sometimes be advanta-
geously used against them. Of the artificial
Insecticides, pyrethrum (insect-powder, bu-
haeh) will probably give the best results. In
small patches it has been found practicable to
rub off the eggs from growing shoots."

Manure <tnestions.—W. A. P., Mizpah,
N.C., writes: "Last year I put one hundred
bushels of manure mixed with an equal quan-
tity of vegetable mold from the \voods, also
eight hundred pounds of cotton-seed meal
and four hundred pounds of commercial fer-
tilizer, on an acre of sandy land that would
have produced about twelve bushels of corn
without the application. It made a rank
growth of blade and stalk, but did not ear
well in consequence of a severe drought. This
spring I sowed the land to oats. (1) Is the land
rich enough to produce a good crop of field
peas and crimson clover, without any further
applications of manure? Peas and clover-seed
are to be sown just as soon as the oats are har-
vested. Will not the peas be an advantage to
shade the young clover, and also the de.ad
vines to protect it fi-om the cold during the
winter? My desire is to get a good, rank
growth of the clover to- turn under next
spring to improve the land. (2) Is crimson
clover of any value as a manurial crop on
sandy land? How much seed should be sown
to the acre, and when should it be sown?
Where can I get the seed, and what is the
probable price? (3) Is spurry of any value as
a orage plant on sandy land?"
Reply BY Joseph:—(1) Possibly you might

have had better results in ears by. using less
cotton-seed meal, which Is a highly nitro-
genous fertilizer, and liable to stimulate
growth of leaf and stalk at the expense of ear.
I should think you have made the land fully
rich enough for a Crop of corn, and the suc-
ceeding one of peas, clover, etc. (2) I have
not had much experience with crimson
clover; but this is undoubtedly one of the most
valuable forage plants that we have. Exper-
iments with It are in order. It should be
sown In July or August, and will be ready for
fodder or turning under early in spring. No
doubt it would be a good manure crop, espec-
ially if fed and the manure put on the land.
Any large dealer in seeds keeps the seed. It
costs about 812 per one hundred pounds. (3)
Have not tried spurry. *

VETERINARY.
^Condusted by Dp. H- tl- Dettncfs.*!^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery iu Ohio State
University.

To rceular eiibscribers of Faiim and Fireside, an-
swers will lie given through these columns tree , of
char^'c. Where an immediate reply by mail ia desired,
the api.il leant shouhl inclose a foe of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such a request. In-
quiries siiould always contain the writer's full address.
tiuerii'S must be received at least two wkf.ks before tbo
date of the issue iu which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary (luories directly to
l)n. 11 . ,1 . De'I'meus, i:Jir» Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

No'i'E.— Parties who desire au answer to their in-
quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publieaton, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
tinder auy circumstances.

Stringhalt.—R. E. H., San Angelo, Texas.
Stringhalt once fully developed is, as a rule,
incurable.

Don't l.et Down the Milk.—R. T. R.,
Pocaliontas, Mo. If your cow don't let the
milk down to save it for her calf, she can,
fiom her standpoint, hardly be blamed. She
will, very likely, yield it if you millc crosswise;
that is, left fore and right hind teat, and left

hind and right fore teat at the same time.

g.ost an Eye.-J. C. O. C, Paulton, Pa. If

your liorse lost an eye, that eye, of course,
cannot be restored. If the same is entirely
gone, and the empty socket has healed, the
.apponrnnce may be improved by an artificial

eye (rubber), provided it is tiot too much
tfouiile to you to remove, clean and replace
the eye at least once or twice a day, and you
are willing to run the risk of the horse los-

ing it.

l^ongbing and Stltf.- 1. T., Kinderhook,
N.Y., writes: "I have a breedi ng mare eigh-
teen years old. She had a dry cough nearly ail

winter. When that left her she became stiff

in all her limbs. After she stands still awhile
she can liardly move."
Answer:—Have your mare examined by a

veterinarian, and then follow iiis advice.
Your Inforn-ation is insufficient for a definite
diagnosis.

Possibly Spavin.—W. F. M., Swanton,
Neb., writes: "I have a three-year-old mare
colt that is lame on the left hind log. She has
a swelling in hock-joint on the inside of the
leg."
Answei!:—It may be spavin, but upon such

a meager description as you give, no definite
diagnosis can be based. Have your mare ex-
amined by somebody familiar with the pecu-
liarities of spavin.

Coughing- Sheep.—A. A. M., Linville, Ark.
Your sheep probably have lung-worms
(Strongylus filaria), and if badly affected will
die, because there is no way of removing
them without doing more injury to the sheep
than to the worms. To prevent the disease it

will be necessary to keep the next generation
away from low and wet places. But after all,

it will matter very little how'many sheep will
die, because the prospect is that sheep will
be worthless anyhow. Prospective free wool
will remove more sheep than all the sheep
diseases combined. ^
Probably a Fibroid.—P. J., Griswold,

Conn., writes : "I have a pair of three-year-
old steei'S. On the off side of one, about two
inches in front of the shoulder, near the
centet- of the neck (exterior), there is a
bunch large enough to fill the hand. It is

about as hard as a muscle. It does not appear
to be sore. What remedy would you suggest?"
Answer:—What you describe is probably a

fibroid tumor. If .so, it will not yield to any
external application, but can only be removed
by excision or by caustics; hence, requires a
surgical operation.

Internal Hemorrhage. -J. A. D., Rowles-
burg, W. Va., writes: "I had a two-year-old
heifer which I found complaining. She did
not appear to suffer any great pain. Breathed
naturally until the last day. She breathed
rather quick and short, and on investigation I

found from three to five gallons of water in-
side of her around the intestines, and on her
kidneys was black, clotted blood about the
size of her liver. The water around lier lungs
was frothy and her lungs wei-e T/hite."
Answer:—Your heifer, it seems, died of

Internal hemorrhage.
So-called Swcen.y.—M. C. S., South Au-

burn, Neb., writes : "I have a fine three-year-
old mare that is badly sweenied In one
shoulder, caused by farm work. Please tell

me how to cure her."
Answer:—What you complain of may be

radial paralysis. Exempt the animal from
work ; give tiie same from six to nine months'
time, good, nutritious food, and voluntary
exercise, and everything will turn out all

right. Avoid all kinds of external applica-
tions and other hocus-pocus, which only serve
to prevent a perfect recovery.

Umbilical Hernia—Thoroughpin.—L.
A. W., Celina, Ohio, writes: "I have a year-
ling colt, ruptured at the navel about the size
of a turkey egg. Would you advise clamping?

It has a thoroughpin."
Answer:—Have the umbilical hernia oper-

ated upon (sewed off) by a competent veterina-
rian. Tlie clf^mping you probably refer to is
not a good method, because it too much
incommodes the animal. A thoroughpin
may be temporarily decreased by judiciously
appliedartificia! pressure, and also by repeated
applications of Iodine preparations (tincture
of iodine, for instance), but a permanent cure
is exceedingly seldom effected.

Dineased l^nngs.-E. K., North Branch,
Minn., writes: "I have a horse,about seven
j'ears old, which I bought a year ago. He is
said to have liad distemper in the spring of
l.sy:j. I,ast summer he had trouble inbreath-
ing. When I drive him to trotting speed he
bends his tail n little to one side and makes a
hog-like noise in breathing."
Answer:—Your horse is aff'eetod with so-

called heaves, or chronic and incurable dlf-
fioult.v of breathing, probably caused by
diseased lungs. Some improvement may be
effected if you follow the advice so often
given in these columns in cases of heaves.

An Abscess in tlie Foot—Ringbone.—
J. M.S., Rattigan, Pa., writes: "My horse is
lame in left front foot. I can find no one who
can tell what made him lame. One examined
his foot. He found a little matter in the frog,
and told me how to treat it. That wag three
weeks ago. Now the frog seems all right; still

the horse is quite lame. Would matter gather
in the frog if there was no bruise, or nothing
wrong with it? Is the horse too old to have
ringbone? He is seven this spring."
Answer:—If an abscess was found in the

foot (above the frog), there must have been a
sore or a wound, caused, perhaps, by stepping
on a nail or something similar, or by bruisine.

A horse seven 5'earsoldi3 not too old for
ringbone. If both questions are about the
same horse, it is possil>le that the nail, or
whatever it was that caused the wound and
the subsequent abscess, penetrated into the
flexor tendon, or even injured the joint, and
thus caused the yet existing lameness.

Deformed Feet.-4-W. R. McQ., Cool Spring,
writes: "I have a pony that is soie in the
front feet. His feet are smaller at the heel;
tliatis, tliey are contracted at the heel and flat
in front."
AN.SWER:—Your pony. It seems, has badly

degenerated hoofs—contracted quarters, corns
and flat hoot, conditions which are seldom
found united. If you can spare the animal
and keep the same in pasture all the summer,
I would advise you to remove the shoes and
cut out the corns, and then keep the animal
in the pasture until fall. If you cannot, you
have to go to a good liorseshoer to get the
pony shod in a proper and judicious manner,
and then have the shoes reset at least once
every four weeks.

Paralysis and Atrophy.—C. A. C, Six
Points, Wood Co., Ohio, writes : "What must
I do for my seven-year-old mare? In March
she was very sick with paralysis iu the hind
parts. She is as well as ever as far as sickness,
but she is lame in the right hind leg and
swollen in the muscle."
Answer:—If your animal was paralyzed,

and now shows lameness, paralytic lameness
probably, and atrophy, or shrinking in the
crural muscles. Inserted at the knee-pan, the
original seat of the paralysis is probably in
the crural nerve, or its roots the lumbal
nerves. The vastus extern us muscle is one of
the crural muscles, but it is not likely that
one of the group alone should be affected.
The case may be considered incurable. Time,
possibly, may effect some improvement.

Skin Disease.-M. E. H., Yelverton, Ohio,
writes: "I have a fine Jersey cow which will
have a calf in August; she is very fat and is

giving milk. She has some kind of an itcli-

ing or breaking out. It commenced on her
neck and shoulders, and now there are patches
on her sides. Would It injure.her to give her
sulphur or poke-root in her present condi-
tion? I have used sulphur and grease on her
skin, but as the warm weather comes it seems
to be getting worse."
Answer:—Poke-root and sulphur can do no

good. Although your description leaves one
in doubt as to the exact nature of the skin
disease you complain of, I would advise you
to give your cow first a good, thorough wash
with soap and warm water, and then, before
she is perfectly dry, to give her a good wash
witli a twO-per-cent solution of creolin (Pear-
son's) in warm water. The last wash to be
repeated in five days, and according to cir-
cumstances, once more after another five days.
If the cow is kept in the stable, the latter
must be cleaned and disinfected at each wash-
ing. This win not be necessary if the cow is

in the pasture.

«argct—Farcy.-M. C, East Springfield,
Ohio, writes: "I have a cow that was fresh
the Hrst of February. She gave good milk
until about the middle of April, then she
gave bloody milk out of the near hind teat for
a week. She got all right. The milk was
good. About a week ago the milk looked a
little bloody, and kept getting worse, and now
it is all clotted and bloody. What is the
cause? 1 have a colt, three years old, that
has farcy. What will I do for him?"
Answer:—Concerning the case of garget, a

cure can be effected only If all the clots are
removed by frequent milking (once every two
hours), and If this is done, nothing further
will be necessary, whereas, on the other hand,
no cure can be effected as long as any clots,
and with them the source of further coagula-
tion, remain in the udder. If your colt has
real farcy, or external glanders, you will have
to notify the live-stock commission, but be-
fore you do so, it may be well to have the
animal examined by a competent veteri-
narian, because what you cull farcy may be
something entirely different and not danger-
ous at all.

A Fistnle in the Jaw-bone.—G. H. H.,
Lone Elm, Kan., -writes: "A colt has a I'uu-
ning sore on the under jaw, supposed to be
caused from a bruise. It has run for several
.years. There seems to be no prospect of its
healing. It is just a small aperture in the
flesh, and a very small one In the bone."
Answer:—A fistule in the jaw-bone of a

horse, as a rule, leads to the diseased root of a
molar. If such is the ease, the molar must be
extracted, an operation which, at least in a
young horse, is by no means easy, and can be
performed only by a veterinarian who has
not only the proper instruments (forceps,
etc.,) but also the necessary experience. If
this is done, the healing seldom offers any dif-
ficulty. If no tooth is diseased or connected
with the fistule, of course, it will not be neces-
sary to extract one, and a healing may be
effected by the proper use of caustics—pure
carbolic acid, or lunar caustic, for instance

—

after the external fistulous opening ha^ first
been enlarged, and the direction and depth of
the fistule has been ascertained by careful
probing. At all events, however, it is best to

intrust the treatment to a competent veteri-
narian, because a great deal of disappoint-
ment will thereby be avoided.
Orub in the Head.-F. S. T., Holston Val-

ley, Sullivan Co., Tenn., writes: "Please state
how sheep are affected which have grub In
the head. I have lost several valuable ones,
which were fat, and seemed to be in perfect
health until a short time before they died.
One had diarrhea a day and a half before it
died."
Answer:—The symptoms caused by the

larvse of CEstrus ovis in the frontal and max-
illary sinuses, etc., of sheep are as follows:
A mucous, sometimes one-sided discharge
from the nose; frequent sneezing and snort-
ing, by which sometimes larva; are thrown
out; throwing up and shaking of the head;
rubbing the nose on convenient objects, or
with the feet; a catarrhal condition of the
conjunctiva; wateringof theeyes; uneasiness
and distress, shown by tripping and tumbling
from one side to another, but not by moving
in a circle; high stepping with the forefeet,
as If wading through water, an. at the same
time drooping the head; difficulty of breath-
ing in consequence of the swollen and par-
tially closed respii-atory passages. In some
comparatively rare cases the larvie are re-
moved by the frequent sneezing and snorting,
and then the sheep rnay recover; otherwise
the same lose their appetite, emaciate, com-
mence grating their teeth, turn or roll their
eyes, and foam from the mouth. At the same
time, respiration becomes more difficult and
more accelerated, and the animals die, some-
times within six to eight days after the first
appearance of severe symptoms.

A WONDERFUL MARE.

Through the courtesy of W. B. Oaks, breed-
er of fine Roadsters, we reproduce from a
photograph his 27-year-old mare that had

been barren foryears
and her 7 day colt,
sired by Harrymont
7024, but got by the
use of The Perfect
Imprcgnator with-
out the horse. This
imprcgnator is sold
only by the Specialty
M'f'g Co., Carrollton,
Mo., who send free
an illustrated book

on Sterility to all who write for It. The price
of The Perfect Imprcgnator is 85.

MyELECTRIC BELT sent on TRIALTPU -PXI
Givesize.Dr .fudd, Detroit, Mich.Want agts.J- JCWXiXi

$ft7 KnFora FIRST-CUSS
PNEUMATIC

SAFETY B8CYCLE.

J.E.Poorman,5w.5th,Cin.O.

ELECTRICITY AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss Electro-Galvaoic Horse Band.

^Will cure
"you rhoree
of SpHntB,
Weak

Joints,
Bog-

Spavin,
Side-Dones, Curbe. Ring-bonc3, Kidney Troubles, Filled Tendons, Wind Oalls, &c
WhcroTcr used iia succesa has been tnarvelous. £ach band Is made to last, and
contains a compltto battery. Price S^icnch. ^5 per pair. Oorreapondcnoe eoJicitfid

Address B. B. BUSS ELECTRIC CO., IOWA FALLS. IOWA.

14 EOLD PLATE
CVr THI8 OCT and send it to us

with your name and address,and
we will send you thlH watch by
express for examination. A GCAK.
ANTEEfor5 YEARS and Chain and
Chai-in tree with tvery watoh.
You examine it and if you think
it a barjrain pay our sample price
82.76 and it is yours. It is beii uti-

fully engraved and equal in ap-
pearance to a genuine solid gold
watch. Write to-day and men-
tion in you letter whether you
want Ladies' or Gent's size.

Address,
THE NATIONAL M*F*Q !

& IMPORTING CO.,
dS^SdarliorsSt., Chicago, Illinois.

SOLID GOLD Weddlns,
SncnfToinenC and Birth*
day RINGS ior ©l.SO by

expresB C-O.D, ; receiver to
pay exi:resa charpea or eend
cash with order and we send
by mail postpaid. Ketall price,
85.00. Our price only
$l.f>0. Initials engraved

wltbontextracharpe. No. 1 ia solid gold, sat with gennine
Montana rubles and pearla. No. 2 1b a mnsafve i^'olid
gold wedding rluf:. Mention size and style wanted.
Watch and Jewelry Catalogue with each order. Address,
Klrtland Bros. A Co., Ofd Fulton St., AT. T*

Free Scholarship

Education Free
TO ALL AMBITIOUS AND ENERGETIC

Young fAEii and Young Women,
IN THEIR OWN

CHOICE OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES IN AMERICA

The publishers of the Farm and Fireside and the Ladies Home Companion
are giving free scholarships in schools and colleges to young men and women for

taking subscriptions for their papers. Free tuition, free board and free books, for

a year in a GREAT university, are given in exchange for 300 subscriptions, or ten

subscriptions a day for one short mont,h. Course in shorthand, bookkeeping,
journalism, law, etc., by mail, furnished in exchange for a few days' pleasant work.

Many young men and women are getting their education this way. Why not
you ? Send for the full particulars to-day.

This is the opportunity of a lifetime to get your education free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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One reason why some people belong to a

church is because they haven't been put out

yet.

The man who loves his farm too well to

neglect her, will win her smiling favor in

laughing harvests.

The domestic pets of the world are believed

to carry thirty per cent of the common con-

tagious diseases from house to house.

In Florida the cucumber is regarded as an
excellent bee plant. It Is said bees favor it,

and that the honey i^repared from cucumber
Howers is of first-class quality. Cucumber
pollen is also said to be a favorite with the

honey-bee.

A COCK-FOWL on the farm of James N.
Lenow, at Little Rock, Ark., has not only
intelligently expressed a decided preference

for the companionship o^ English sparrows,

but appears inseparable from them. The fowl

is also great friends with a cat, and at night-
time the bird and the cat roost together.

"Are you not ashamed not to do any work
all the year round?"
"Oh, I would rather be ashamed than work."

—Fliegende Blatter.

In some of the Hindu temples of South In-

dia the collection is taken up by an elephant
that goes around with a basket. Everybodj'
contri butes.

Somebody has figured it out that the reason
the "industrials" are all heading for Washing-
ton is that there is less work done there than
anywhere in the conntry.—Milwaukee Neivs.

Wife—"What do yon men have at the club

that you haven't at home which makes the
club so much more attractive?"

Husband—"My dear, it is what we haven't
at the club that we have at home which con-
stitutes all the attraction."—.4«an«a Conslitu-

tim.

The coupon business in the country news-
papers, aping metropolitan airs, has become
so universal that the Tidings, of Mllford, N.
Y., has concluded to start in on this line, and
makes the following liberal offer:

Clip along line of border.

TIBINGS COUPON.

This coupon, accompanied by fifteen

cents in cash, will enable the editor to

purchase one pound of beefsteak.

Colonel Ingersoll humorously relates an
interview he had with a certain individual.

Now, it is apart of Ingersoll's religion to be

sociable and enjoy life as he goes along. Get
what good he can out of the present and allow

the hereafter to take care of itself. He tried

to engage the party in friendly conversation,

but with ill success. He then invited him to

lunch, but met with a refusal.

"Would he drink?"
"No; didn't indulge."

"Smoke?"
"No." i

"Chew?"
"No."
Finally says the colonel

:

"Let's eat hay," and when the party declined
to join him even in that innocent amuse-
ment, he bid him good-day with the parting
remark that he was not fit society for either

man or beast.

Of the value of work as a factor in the
achievement of worldly success, Dr. Depew
furnishes a chapter from his own life. It is

this:

"The only thing that succeeds in this world
is work. Nobody is ever pushed along by any
one else, or by circumstances. I remember
when I started in life in a little village on the
Hudson river, with some fifty other boys of

about my own age, with much the same op-
portunities and the same schooling. None of

us had any money. Some of us worked, and
worked hard and cheerfully; others did not
work. Some lounged about taverns, some
played while others worked. I look back and
I count up those who took to the taverns;
everyone of them are dead ; they led miserable
lives; they made their wives miserable, and
their children paupers, and they sank into

drunkards' graves. Then those who were al-

ways looking for something to turn up, and
never used a spade to turn something up for

themselves—everyone are sitting holding a
chair down in some corner grocery

;
holding it

down hard, and talking about this man and
that one who in the village or out of it has
been "successful. 'That man has got to be a
great preacher,' and 'that man has got to be a
judge,' and 'that man has got to be a million-
aire—well, there's nothing like luck in this

world.' Every time I go to my native town
and go around among those fellows, they say
to me: 'Oh, Chauncey! Well, there's noth-
inglike luck in this world, and you've got it."

GOING BACKWARD.
It Is said that so much farm land In Eng-

land has lately been allowed to lapse from
cultivation that wild animals, which ten
years ago were in danger of extinction, are

now flourishing and increasing. The badger
and the otter, for instance, are reported to be
thriving greatly on agricultural depression.

EVERY TOWN HAS
A liar.

A sponger.

A smart alec.

A blatherskite.

Its richest man.
Some pretty girls.

A girl who giggles.

A weather-prophet.
A neighborhood feud.

Half a dozen lunatics.

A woman who tattles.

A justice of the peace.

A man-who-knows-it-all.
One Jacksonian Democrat.
More loafers than it needs.

Men who see every dog-fight.

A boy who cuts up in church.

A few meddlesome old women.
A "thing" that stares at women.
A stock law that is not enforced.

A widower who is too gay for his age.

Some men who make remarks about
women.
A preacher who thinks he ought to run the

town.
A few who know how to run the affairs of

the country.

A grown young man who laughs every time
he says anything.
A girl who goes to the post-office every time

the mail comes in.

A legion of smart alecs who can tell the
editor how to run his paper.

Scores of men with the caboose of their

trousers worn smooth as glass.

A man who grins when you talk and laughs
out loud after he has said something.— TFes^-

ern Paper.

SOMETHING THEY COULDN'T COUNT.

A shrewd old farmer, full of fun and mis-
chief, once overreached a jeweler in some
transaction, and the jeweler complained of

the way in which he had been treated.

"Well, I'll tell you what I'll do with you,"
said the farmer, "I'll sell you all my live

stock at half a crown a head, and I'll let you
come and count them yourself."

The bargain was struck. The day was
appointed to count and hand over the stock.

The grasping jeweler and his assistants in
due course arrived at the farm. They totaled

up horses, cattle, sheep, hogs and the rest.

The jeweler then asked when he would
remove the stock.

"Bide a wee, bide a wee," said the keen old

farmer. "You haven't seen them all yet."

He then led the party close up to a dozen
bee-hives, overturned one of the hives with
his feet, and amid the yells of the flying party
the farmer was heard shouting

:

"Count now, you rascals !"—ioncton Til-Bits.

EGYPTIAN STYLES OF WRITING.

The Egyptians had four separate and dis-

tinct styles or forms of writing—the hiero-

glyphic, the hieratic, the enchorial and the
Coptic. The hieroglyphic was probably in use
as early as the year 4000 B. C, and at first was
made up entirely of pictures. About the year
2000 B. C. the hieratic form or style was intro-
duced. In this the picture hieroglyphics
were greatly simplified, finally developing
into forms purely linear. The enchorial form
of writing was in use among the Egyptians
from about the year 700 B. C. until about the
year 200 A. D., and was still a further simpli-
fication of the earlier forms, which finally

developed into the alphabetic form known as
the Coptic.

HE GOT HIS RECEIPT.

"What are you waiting for?" said a Cher-
okee lawyer to an Indian who had paid him
money.
"Receipt," said the Indian.
"A receipt! What do you know about a re-

ceipt? Can you understand the nature of a
receipt? Tell me the nature of one and I will
give it to you," replied the lawyer.
"S'pose maybe media; megotoheben; me

find the gates locked; me see 'Postle Peter; he
say, 'Jim, what you want?' Me say, 'Want to
get in.' 'You pay A that money?' AVhat me
do ? I hab no receipt ; hab to hunt all over hell
to find you."
He got his receipt.

A MISFIT APPELLATION.
Every workingman in the country ought to

protest against the prostitution of the word
"industrials" by applying it to the aggrega-
tions composed largely of loafers and profes-
sional tramps that are roaming over the
country. This term of honor should never
again be applied to the conglomeration of
vagrant and vagabonds who are now menac-
ing life and property and the preservation of
public order, and costing this country thou-
sands of dollars every day to prevent the over-
throw of government by law.—iS. Paul Pioneer.

CLOVER HEADS.

Every head of clover consists of about sixty
flower tubes, each of which contains an
infinitesimal quantity of sugar. Bees will
often visit a hundred different heads of clover
before retiring to the hive, and in order to
obtain the sugar necessary for a load must,
therefore, thrust their tongues into about six
thousand different flowers. A bee will make
twenty trips a day when the clover-patch is

convenient to the hive, and thus will draw
sugar from one hundred and twenty thousand
different flowers in a single day's work.

BALING
PRESSES
" ALL KINDS.
HORSEand

ISTEAM POWER.
. .^f^' Address Manuf 'ra,

FCOLLINS PLOW CO
Box 10 QUINCY, ILL.

Tbe pnblisbers of tbls paper -want
5,000 active, hustling: agents. Our terms
for 1894 are more liberal than ever
before. Write at once for oor special
terms. Circulars free. Address FARMAND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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"1^
FINE BICYCLE
Ifyoowuitone.eitlierEex, wiit« to
DBOtonce. Tlieiebicyclei arc full
warraotcd and Trouldco£tati-et»i^

ilStogS*. Weglveth,mV
i^RBB to introduce onr paperwewiU rivt yononewith-elT* yon one with
out a cent of moDty from
your poeket. At thu time

' olthe year everybody wants
a bicTcIe, *nQ we offer yoi

one FREK. Ton TAXB Kl
. , . ^ „ CllASCKS If you oomplT,
Jwith onr offer. Write today. With your letter send oi 60c. illver
ior postal note for our family and story paper one year an

"

^wiUsend the_offer atonce— all chorcea prepaid on every bic
CU8HJUS, Pub., 63 State St., Bolton

-lAddress 1

Famous Poets of the World. See our
great oflfer on page 19 of this issue.

100,000 PRIZES
Valued at from $2.00 to $2,000.00, including

$25,000 IN CASH
And Everybody Gets a Prize. This We Guarantee.

THE WEEKLY RECORDER
contains more reading matter and illustration^ than any paper in the world. All the
Latest News, Illustrated ; Humorous Cartoons ; Latest Fashions, with Cut Paper Pat-

terns; Stories; Children's Page; Sports and Pastimes; Farm and Garden; Wit and
Humor; Howard's Letter; The Recorder's Fool Killer; all that Is going on In the world
in short paragraphs. This large 16*page paper, with 7 columns of reading matter on
each page, Is

THE GREATEST FAMILY WEEKLY.
CAN YOU SUPPLY THE fllSSINQ WORD?

THE NEWSPAPER IS THE GREATEST OF.

The sentence, a portion of which is piven above, appears complete in this paper.
The first one sending the correct answer will receive the first cash prize of £:i,o00; the seoona. $1,500;

the third. $1,U00; the fonrth, S5iX); the fifth, $300: the sixth, $200; the seventh, $100; the next one hnn-
dred will receive $10 each; the next one thousand $3 each; the next two thonsand $2 each, and the nezfc
six thousand four hundred $1 each, making a total of 10,507 cash prizes, amonnting to $25,000,
AH. of the other t9,493 peopleentering the contest will receive a handsome prize, amost beatl-

tifnl and valuable article which every one wants and which is sold in the stores for $2, making a total of
100,000 prizes. Under thu plan every one wiU receive a valuable prize^ whether the anjtwer sent is corr€Ct

or Tiot. The date of the letter, together with the postmark on the envelope, will be used to show the tim*
the correct replies were mailed. To prevent deception, th© time the letters are received at our ofi&ce will

also be taken into consideration. * ^
The sole object of the competition is to amnse and instruct our readers and to increase our list Ol

yearly subscribers, and the contest will be closed as soon as one hundred thousand answers have been
received, when the offer will be withdrawn. .

In order to enter the contest you must bo a yearly subscriber to The Weekly Recorder at $1 a year.
Everybody can have at least one prize and thousands will receive real treasures-
Our prize contests are always interestin g, instructive, ftmnsing and entertaining, and a great amount

ot pleasure will be derived by trying to solve the problems. Besides this, by sending in your subscription
now. you will be entitled, to enter all prize contests offered by The Weekly Recorder during the time you
are a subscriber, and there will be many contests. We take this way of distributing splendid gifts to our
readers, and The Weekly Recorder is the delight of the whole family wherever it is taken-

The privilege of using the coupons which appear every week for books and patterns is alone worth the
small subscription price of The Weekly Recorder.

We are constantly on the alert for new ideas and plans for benefitine our subscribers, and we mvite
you to join our great family of readers and to receive one prize at least by so doinc, besides all the other
advantages to be gained by taking The Weeklv Recorder, the greatest weekly paper published.

You cannot afford to be without The Weekly Recorder m yotir homo. Your wife will appreciate ana
enjoy our colunins given up to matters that concern women; your children will delight in the colunins
allotted for their entertainment. The Weekly Recorder's humor will appeal to your own lov© of restful

nonsense. The newspaper is tbe greatest of educators.
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REALISM.

Oh, writers realistic,

Won't you, just to please a friend,

Be not so pessimistic

In the way your stories end?
And can't you now and then contrive

To let the lovers wed;
• Nor have the heroine arrive

To find the hero dead?

The fair appearing things of life

Are not forever bad

;

And even in this vale of strife

Are moments that are glad.

Oh, can't you to your world of doubt
Admit a little flash

Of sunshine now and then, without
It's going all to smash?

,

Quit blasting every happy bud.

Quit clouding every hour,

Quit plastering our gods with mud.
Quit making sweet things sour.

We're tired of repiners who
Embitter every cup.

Ring oflT! ye bilious Whlners, do
For pity's sake let up!

GOVERNMENT SEEDS.

HATHER a funny letter was read to the
House by Representative Pickler, of

South Dakota, while the agricultural

bill was under consideration, says
the Washington Post. Mr. Pickler

has a constituent named James
Wells living at Britton, South Da-

kota, and Mr. Wells, or rather Mr. Wells'

wife, wants some garden seeds. So he made
his appeal in the following words

:

"I would like some seventy-day corn, and if

the new administration has any new silver

seed that will produce standard silver dollars,

or even Mexican dollars, in about sixty days,

I would like some of that. Our land Is well

adapted to the raising of silver. We would
like something that would yield 1,000 bushels

to the acre and sell for one dollar a bushel.

We have not farmed much, but are looking
for anything now or profitable. Some of our
friends say German carp is a good crop. We
Will put in a few acres of carp for a starter if

we can get the seed. Some of our kind friends

recommend ostriches^ but they grow so few in

a hill that we will not venture to try them.
There is a small lake near our farm, and my
wife is anxious to raise some gondolas. They
are an Italian bird, I believe. Tho climate
here is severe, but she thinks she could raise

them
. by keeping' them near a bard-coal

burner in the winter season. If Mr. Morton
could be prevailed upon to send us a pair of

young ones, we would esteem it a great favor.

We could vise some canvasback-duck seed to

good advantage. We want to try some hard-
coal seed this year, as we have paid ten dol-

lars a ton for coal about as long as we care to.

One of my young sons has a desire to raise a
pair of elephants to break our land with. Do
you think Mr. Morton would be willing to

send us a coupls of elephant eggs to try the
experiment? Some of our advanced thinkers
advise me to raise a crop of plug tobacco. In
selecting seed, I wish you would send 'Spear
Head,' 'Climax,' or 'Star.' The climate is too
dry for fir>e cut. If the department has any-
thing new in jack-rabbits, I would like a few
vines that would bear the second year."

IN THE ORGAN-LOFT,

The choir was singing a new arrangement
of the beautiful anthem, "Consider the Lilies."

The pure, sweet voice of the soprano rose

clearly and distinctly in the solo:

They toi-oi-oil not,
They toll not.
They toil not,
Ny-y-y-ther do they spin.

She paused, and the tenor took up the strain

:

Nee-ee-ee-ther do they spin.
They tol-oi-oi-oil not,
They toil not.
They toil not,
Nee-ee-ee-ther do they spin.

The tehor ceased, and the basso, a solemn,
red-haired young man, with a somewhat
worldly-looking eye and a voice like a fog-

horn, broke in

:

Nay-ay-ay-ther do they spin.
They toi-oi-oi-oil not.
They toil not.
They toil not,
Nay-ay-ay-ther do they spin.

Then the voices of the three were lifted up
m semi-chorus:

Ny-y-y-ther )
Nee-ee-ee-ther V-do they spin.
Nay-ay-ay-ther j
They tol-oi-oi-oil not.
They toil not.
They toil not,
Ny-y-y-ther ~|

Nee-ee-ee-ther >do they spin.
Nay-ay-ay-ther )

"Brethren," said the gray-haired, old-fash-

^ ioned pastor, when the choir had finished,

"we will begin the service of the morning by
singing the familiar hymn, 'And am I yet
alive?' "—Chicnr/o Tribune.

The "Western Trail" is published quarter-
ly by the Chicago,

. Rock Island & Pacific
Railway. It tells liow to get a farm in the
West, and it will be sent to you gratis for one

I

year. Send name and address to "Editor
. Western Trail, Chicago," and receive it one

ACCEPTED ON THE SPOT.

She—"You look disturbed."

He—"I am. While I was on my way here, I

lost a valuable ring."

She—"Gracious ! how did tljat happen?"
He—"I don't know. I put it In my pocket

l)cfore I started out, and when I got here it

was gone."

She—"Was it a diamond?"
He—"Oh, yes. A solitaire, three and a half

carats, and a perfect stone in every way."
She—"Oh, well, I wouldn't regret it. You

may find it, you know. But If you don't,

there's no ustf crying over it."

He—"That's true. But I needed that ring,

and I may have hard trouble to replace it."

She (smiling)—"Nonsense. If she Is a sen-

sible girl, she will tell you she can get along

without it."

He—"Do you really mean that?"

She—"Why, of course."

Ho—"Then, darling, will you be mine?
[Suddenly displaying the ring.] I did not lose

it. It was only to test you."

She (falling in his arms)—"Yes, dea!r. [Aside.]

As if I didn't know what he kept his left

hand in his pocket for!"

ALMOST A NATIVE.

Another instance of uncertainty about the

ego is given in JPearson's Weekly.

"Are you a native of this parish?" asked a

Scotch sheriff of a witness who was sum-
moned to testify in a case of illicit (Jistilllng 7"

"Maistly, yer honor," was the reply. .

"I mean, were you born in this parish?"

"Na, yer honor. I wasna born in this parish
;

but I'm maist a native for a' that." »

"You came here when you were a child, I

suppose you mean?" said the sheriiof.

"No, sir; I'm jist here about sax year noo."

"Then how do you come to be nearly a

native of the parish?"
"Weel, ye see, when I cam' here, sax year

sin', I jist weighed eight stane, and I'm seven-

teen stane noo, sae ye see that about nine

stane o' me belongs to this parish, an' the

ithelr eight comes frae Camealhie."

A MASHER MASHED.

A judge, riding in the cars recently, from a

single glance at the countenance of a lady by

his side, imagined he knew her, and ventured

to remark that the day was pleasant. She
only answered:
"Yes!"
"Why do you wear a veil?"

"Ijcst I attract attention."

"It is the province of gentlemen to admire,"

replied the gallant man of law.

"Not when they are married."

"But I am not."

"Indeed !"

"Oh, no! I'm a bachelor."

The lady quietly removed her veil, dis-

closing to the astonished magistrate the face

of his mother-in-law. The judge has been a

raving maniac ever since.—Boston Courier,

FAMILY HISTORY.

Here is a scene from an oral examination at

school

:

"Can you tell me anything about the family

of George Washington?"
"Yes'm."
"What is it?"

"He was the husband of Mrs. Washington,
and, and—"
"And what?"
"And the father of his country!"

THE PERVERSE PARENT.

"How did you get along when you told

your father of our engagement?" asked the

timid young man.
"Oh, dear!" she answered, "it was dreadful.

I'm so ashamed of papa."

"Was he unfavorable?"

"That is no name for it. When I talked to

him about our living on love in a cottage on
seven dollars a week, I couldn't make him
listen to reason at all."

Of uniform quality with elements of strength
and durability are the characteristics of the
Sedgwick Bros. Co.'s make of Woven Wire
Fencing. Note their adv. in this paper.

Fungi and Fungicides. A practical man-
ual concerning the fungous diseases of culti-

vated plants and the means of preventing
their ravages. By Clarence M. Weed, D.S.C.,

pi-ofessor of zoology and botany. New Hamp-
shire agricultural college. New York, Orange
Judd Company; 222 pages, 90 illustrations,

12rao. ; cloth 81, paper 50 cents. Prof. Weed's
new book describes plainly and accurately the
various smuts, mildews, blights, scabs, rusts

and rots that injure crops, and shows how
they are propagated and how they may be
destroyed. It gives correct formulas for all

helpful spraying mixtures and exact direc-

tions for applying them. It is a practical

manua,! for farmers, gardeners and fruit

growers.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A lady who suffered for years with iiterino troubleB,

dipplacementfi, leucorrhea and other irregularities,
finally found a safe and simple home treatment that
completely cured her without the aid of medical at-
tendance. She will send it free with full instructions
how to use it to any Buffering woman who will send her
name and address to fflrs. D. L. Urme,South Beud,Ind.

^oooooooooo<
A world of misery is

implied in the words

"Sick Headache."
A world of relief is

wrapped up in a twen-

^ ty-five cent box of ^
Beecham's

i GENTS WANTED ON SALARY
A(or COMHIISSION, tu luindle UioNew Patent

Chemical Ink JBrasine Pencil. Agents mak-
ing S50 per week. Monroo Eraser M^g Co., X 98, LaCrosse, Wis

Pills
(Tasteless)

#000000000 s
RUBBER STAMPS. Beat made. Immense Catalogue Free
•*to agents. The Gr. A. Harper Mfq. Co., Cleveland, O.

ACTED TUC Rill I ^li^BF^inious Song and Onb HdmdrbdMr 1 Cn I nC dull and Fiftv-Si:^ OrnER Latest BotiGa
^^^i^^mmmmi^m^mmeM OFTnE7>Ar.incluilinE"TA.RA.B001iI-
DE-AY," "COMRADES," LITTLE FISHERMAIDEN/'ETC. Wordaand
MuBio, poBtpaid, only Ten Oontg. GEM NOV. CO. B 10, Frankfort, Ind,

$60.00!
trtdODthtodlttrlbuto eIroaUre. WK VflLL SSKD
'ORK AT ONCE. BdcIoio l-ceot stamp nLth i afor-
irio. Nai'l Uwlril>ut[nijA»aocinli<.i>, Chio»jo. Ill,

WE
WANT TOD'to dlBlrlbolo olrcnlnm, (amoiBB; oio., in yuor hjdhhv;

dicatoofhiRmirflrtiiieM. lo ...t IhoiiKand. CAiJll I'AID. N,

EnotosoBlwnp. DlSTUlBOTlNGilUUEAU - "
(amplssi olo.. In yoorloaallty fbroor eyiv

,.i,„„^„,id. CAiJHI'AlD. Nocnnvaasing.
P.O.Box 1U2&. He'n VorkCilr.

wanted in eTery town. Something
new. 175 a month. Write quick.
Sherman A Batlcr, Lake St. Chicago

LADIES WANTED TO WRITE AT HOME.
Sl5 weekly; no canvassing. Reply with stamp.

Miss Fannio Felknor, 8outli Bend. Indiana*

SALESMEN WANTED
on Slight to every business man or firm ; liberal salary, money

adviincecl for advertising and expen-es, Permanen position.

Address .with stamp. KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, HI.

Indepeniient living for ^ood live AGENTS
liuy ilirect from manufacturer. Send
stump for illustrated catalosiie. North
UiUTiHH Lacb Mtllb, 115 Worth St., N.T

WIFE'
$14'

CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO
IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

ys our 2 drawer walnut or oak Im-
Tproved High Arm Sineereewiog machint

.
.finely tiniahed, nickel plaled

, adapted to light

I

and heavy'worlt; punrantued for 10 learB- with
Antumatifl Bobbin Winder, Seir-ThreadiDe'Cylla-

.
der Shultic, Soir-Seltlng Nc^dlo and a complete

^set of Ste<«l Attnebmcnta; shipped any whereon
80 Day's Trial. No money required In advance.

75,OOOnow In U8e, World'o Fair Medal awarded Hiachlne and attach-
ments. Buy from factory and flave dealer's ami agenda profits.

Cat This Ont and send to-day for machine or Jarce free
cataloEuejteatimonlalsand GlImpseBof the World's Fair,free:

OXFORD MFG. GO. 312Wam Ats. GHICAGO.ILL.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

LACE CURTAINS

ARrNT^ WANTED For Ladies' and Gents'Comfort Ciiff
nu«»I1 1 O Holder. BiKproftt.(Oneeold3Gro. one day.)
Sample Pr. 15o. S. P. & S. H. WILICOX, Man'f'rs, Falrhaven, Mass.

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo N. Y

mm mn rni |/0 reduced, 15 lbs.L 1b I « Ul.l\a a month, any oner B can make remedy at home." MissM. Ainley, Supply,Arkj,
Bays, "I lost f.SlbB. and feel splendid." No
starving.No sickness. Particular8(8ealed)
2c. HALL & CO.,B.,Box 404,St.Louis,Mo.

"Now, you vermin, come here!

CONSUMPTI
SURELY CURED.

To THE Editoe—tlease inform your readers
that I have a positive remedy for the above
named disease. By its timely use thousandfi

of hopeless cases have been permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me theii

express and post of6.ce address. Eespectfully,

T. A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New York;

SMAWEEK
^0^0noman*b Co-t

guaranteed Iidles who write for as at
home. No eanvBssing, Enclose stamp.
Operatlre Toilet Co, (lne)BUlwaii]iee,Wis

^ M CA lAflfl (^ASS fbr distributing olronlara. enoloM

mull stamp. U.S.Distributing Bureau, Chicago

WORK
FOK ALIi. $75 a month salary and ex-

penses paid. If you want employmeat write

at once to P. O. VICKERY, AuguBta.Maine.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS r:^i^^
at Home. Instructions FREE to lady readers. Send stamp,

(fio humbug), QIRS. J. A. SUNNINU, Boxl5- Anna, Ohio.

OUR RODS
«»«'•• mineri

SpanisliNeedles and Dip Needles
t are the best Instruments for hunting

minerals. B.(j.Stauffer,Box33, Harrisburg.Pa.

HARVF^T.HAHn^ SIO.OO a day easilynHni i;a l 'nHnllia made sellingTIie"Eli" Binder
and Mower Ttingiie-Siipport. Every farmer wants one.
Sells for 85. Prnjlt and sale itnmeime. lUus. circular and
terms free. Write Quick. Orflffay k Co., 101 E. St., Peoria, 111.

A U AnyCOT FOR AGENTS. We are now offer-

nHn f uO I ing agents the greatest harvest of the
season. The wages are big and the work is easy.
.Send for full particulars immediately. Address
LADIES HOME COMPANION, SPKINGFIEIiD, U.

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can be made working for U8. Of special intorent and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. S. I. Bell «feCo.? Philadelphia, Pa,

DO YOU WANT WORK ?;We can put you in the way of making- from $20,
to S50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at,
once; no peadlinsr, women succeed as well as"
men. No burabaK*, we mean just what we'
say. Address at once for full particulars, (

Mtlnn^rrs,'* Box Ronton, Tfass.l

PAINLESS CHILDBIRTH.
^iSimmmJmtmSmStmim Sealed information free.

J. H. DYE, M. D., BufTalo, N. Y

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs. per
month by a harmless
treattnent administered

by practicing physician of 17 years' experience. I^o/^'
bad efl'erts; no detention trom business; no starv-J \
ing; no wrinkles or flabblness follow this treatment. It improves
the general health, clears the skin, and beautlties the complexion.
Endorsed by phyaicians and leading soc iety ladies. Thousands cured.

PATIENTS TI^EAT3E:i> BY MiAXHj
Ooafidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in Btamps,

O. W. F. SSTYIJER,, M. !>.,
260 M'VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING. CHICAGa

DRUNKENNESS!
I. a DISEASE!
It can be Cured

. _ _ by administer-
ing Dr. Haines' Oolden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, If
aesired, in coffee, tea or articles o£ food. Cures
§uaranteed. Send for circulars: OOtDEJf
PECICIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, O.

B<jj"T7»e Only Cure. Betoare of Imitators,

RUPTURE
positive radical Curo at bom.

(Sealed.) Bookgivine full particulara

SeolFiee. Addieis DR. W.S.RICE

Boi F, Smithville, Jeff. Co., N.T

PILES posiTivEi.T CURED.
Mail in cents to A. McKINSTRY & SON, Hudson,
N.Y., for sample of Rossman's Celebrated Cure
for all forms of Piles and Skin Diseases.
All Druggists. Large Box 50 cents.

mB f^™ Electrohole gives Instant
relief, final care in a fewB%^ days, and never returns

;

no porge : no salve ; no suppository. Mailed free.
Address J. H. Keeves, Box 695, NewYork City, N.Y.

PILES
Successfully treatea oy a new method.
For particulars write to ]l,akeside
Hospital, 41'" Lake Aie., Chicago.

OPIUM
or norpblne Habit Cteretf aS
Home. Trial Free. Ho Psiiio
Comp'dOxygeD^s'o,ft.Wa;seiI]M|.

OPIUM
morphine Habit Cared in 10
to 20 4laiyN. No pr&y till cnrcd.
Dr. J.Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

CANCER
CURED Without the use

of the Icnife and
with little or no pain, by
Dr. M. G. PINGREE,

126 State Street, Cliicaeo. BOOK FREE.

CANCER
Its care by Bclentiflc local treat-
ment. 20 Tears Experience.
Book Free. Drs. McLcish and

Weber, 123 John Street, Oincinnatl.Ohio.

AVrRV IIQmil Invention for man or woman.
VLI\T user U&. Sample sent (sealed) 25 cts. 2

for 4»cts. Rudder Specialty Co. ,Box 104,Oswego,N.Y

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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CONDUCTED BY KATHEEINE B. JOHNSON.

ARTISTIC TABLE-COVERS.

HERE are embroidered table-

covers and embroidered
table-covers, and the appar-
ent conceit of the woman
who declared that she would
"copy none of them, but in-

vent a new mode of decora-

tion," was, to say the least,

amusing to her more con-

servative listeners. But as

ever, "They laugh best
who laugh last." She knew her own
resources, the effort was a decided success,

and we ate our humble pie and gave
honor where honer was due.

Two fabrics, plain silk plush and Agra
linen, both in a medium shade of soft

olive-green, were combined in a novel and
wonderfully effective manner. A piece of

linen one yard square, had an all-around

border of conventionalized chrysanthe-
mums, open, half open and in bud, with
an artistic mingling of foliage and stems.

The embroidery was done with filo floss,

twisted silk and Japanese gold cord, in a

combination of long-and-short button-
hole, outline and satin stitch, and couch-
ing. The floral design was first embroi-
dered with floss, the blossoms and buds in

various shades of dull pink, the foliage in

deep tjints of olive-green, and the stems in

brown. The chrysanthemum border com-
pleted, a line of shallow, rather small
scallops was stamped at an equal distance

each side of it, the outer line arranged to

form an edge finish, while the scallops of

the inner line turned in the opposite

direction to form another edge finish, the

use of which will soon be apparent.

A piece of muslin one yard square had
its center placed exactly under the center

of a section of plain silk plush twenty
inches square, and the latter was securely

basted to the muslin lining.

A section eighteen inches square was
then cut from the center of the embroi-
dered cever; the latter was laid accurately

over the plush and carefully secured to

position. The inner line of scallops was
then embroidered in long-and-short but-

tonhole stitch with pink twisted em-
broidery silk, and the linen carefully

trimmed away close to the scallop.

Following the outline of this edge
closely, a pretty scroll design one and one
half inches wide was made of gold cord

couched on with silk of the same color.

The outer edge finish was embroidered in

long-and-short buttonhole stitch with
olive-green siljs, and a handsome silk

fringe of the same tint was attached to

the wrong side along the scalloped edge.

through; fasten it firmly but neatly on
the wrong side and catch it to position
along its edges with invisible stitches.

The edge was simply but very handsomely
finished, as shown at Fig. 1. Satin ribbon
the exact tint of the cloth, and the same
width as that used in embroidering the
vines, was drawn together at regular inter-

vals by looping tassel-tipped loops of silk

cord of the same tint around it, and then
sewing it close to the edge of the cover—
or rather, close enough to conceal the
edge of it.

This kind of embroidery may be

done of narrower ribbon and gros-

grain, moire, or, in fact, any variety of

ribbon may be employed, and more
than one width is sometimes eflfective-

ly used in one design. Japanese gold
cord couched on with silk of the same
color is very artistic for stems, and the

leaves may be caught down with a row
of outline-stitch placed just inside the

edge. So-called "roses" often resemble
a rosette far more than a flower, but for-

get-me-nots and other similar shap'ed

blossoms are exceptionally pretty.

A larger and washable table-cover made
of natural-tinted art linen, was simply and
handsomely ornamented in the corner

scroll design shown at Fig. 4, which was
placed inside a two-inch-wide, hemstitched
hem. The center scroll is made of Japanese
gold cord couched on with silk of the

same color. The other scrolls are done

Two yards of vivid yellow silkoline with
bright rosebud clusters, made lambrequins
by using a breadth and a half to each,

a broad hem at the bottom, and a narrower
one at the top, into which are run bass-
wood rods. In the center, the short cur-

tain is tied up around the rod with a
yellow satin ribbon. These rods are

"sprung in" just above the shade roller,

and hold themselves without any fixtures

at the ends. Practically, they keep out
very little light, and the clear daylight

and takes ofi' the cold of a straw matting
when taking one's morning bath behind
the screen.

The bookcase drapery of India silk

blends its greenish-gold tints well with
the silkoline and old gold and green
canton flannel. Harmony is possible with
the cheapest of furnishings if one seeks it.

The cane-seated, straight-backed, oak
chairs are made comfortable with chair-
back cushions made from the remnants of
the silkoline. The expense of these sun-

PiG. 4.

in two parallel rows of chain-stitch,

with two shades of old red, twisted, wash
embroidery silk, and the fancy stitch-

ing, the foundation of which is also in

chain-stitch, and plainly shown at Fig. 3,

is in the darker shade of red silk. Flax-

colored, heavy, knotted linen fringe ap-

propriately and handsomely finishes the

edge. K. B. J.

MAKING SUNLIGHT.

It is woman's mission to make sunlight

in the home, and there are many of us
who find our lives; as it were, set in a

sunless, northern atmosphere that requires

all our tact to tint with sunny hues.

The homeless find themselves in the

A less elaborate and novel, but very
effective table-cover was ornamented with
ribbon embroidery. It was made of fine

broadcloth of a delicate shade of old blue,

and had an all-around border of smilax-
vines, the leaves made of cream satin

ribbon, a trifle wider than that shown
in Fig. 1, and the stems of gold-colored,

twisted embroidery silk in outline-stitch.

The work is easily and quickly done, and
the exact method is plainly shown at Fig.

2. Make a small hole with a stiletto at

each end of the leaf and draw the ribbon

Fig. 2.

northern rooms of boarding-houses, where
the sun never peeps except at sunset to

say good-night on a few of the longest

days. Here tact and ingenuity must create

sunny efifects. Mine is such a room, with
small windows set in the sloping roof, so

that at the top they are recessed eighteen

inches. The holland shades, if drawn down
halfway so as to look well from the outside,

darken the room too much. To help the
outside efiect when they are rolled to the

top, also to let in a golden light to simulate
sun, I conceived the following idea:

Fig. 1.

shines through with all the appearance of

sunlight.

The furniture is antique oak, for which
I was thankful, as my own antique oak
bookcase and writing-desk combined fitted

in completely; so also did my mottled
bamboo bookcase andbamboo candle-stand.

But alas! although the room was large,

there were no clothes-closets. Ingenuity
must make them, .even though it is the
fashion to deride home-made conveniences.
A recess at one side proved as wide as

the bqdstead and long enough to permit
the bed to be drawn down two feet from
the partition. A dozen dress-hooks were
soon screwed into the tall ^ead-board;
then a strip of pine was nailed to the wall
on its two sides, and hooks put into them.
A screw-eye was put into the end of the
head-board, another into the end of the
pine piece, and two more yards of the
same silkoline as at the windows draped

the entrance. Be-
hind this place was
plenty of room on
the floor for shoe-box
and piece-box, and
the hooks hold all

common wearing ap-

parel. To be sure,

this improvised
closet is more open
to the dust than a

closed room would
be, but trying to look
on the bright side

of things one says,

"Well, anyhow it at

least is better venti-

lated than a window-
less closet." In the

morning when both
windows are open to

air the room, the

silkoline is pushed
one side on its bass-

wood rod, and the

fresh air has free

access to it, as to

all the other parts of the room.

Across the southeast corner of the room
is fltted in a large, three-cornered shelf

;

around the two sides are strips of pine

with dress-hooks, and drop-hooks are

screwed into the under side of this shelf,

thus giving two dozen hooks in all. Above
this first shelf, and about two feet higher,

is a second corner shelf same size. The
upper shelf protects from dust all that is

packed on the lower. Here go muff and
bonnet box, folded mackintosh, umbrellas,

work-basket and all "cut-out" pieces of

work. A drapery of two widths of figured

canton flannel, green sprays on an old

gold ground, falls from the upper shelf to

the floor, and it is a cozy corner to look at,

and quite satisfactory as a clothes-

closet and neat stowaway, even if it is

after all but a "makeshift."

Set diagonally across the other cor-

ner is the oak commode. At one
side of it a portable cupboard on cas-

ters, and on the top of this cupboard
a two-burner, astral oil-stove ready
to give hot water for medicines or

bath. At the other side of the com-
mode stands towel-rack and slop-jar.

To shut ofl" from view these corner

articles when not in use, two parts of

an old-fashioned clothes-horse have

been covered with silkoline (like the

others) shirred on top and bottom. The
"horse" is five feet high, and each part a

yard wide, taking three lengths of silkoline

;

that is, a breadth and a half for each part.

The horse was simply pine, and it took

about half an hour to stain it, and about six

cents' worth of mahogany "stain." It gives

an air of symmetry to the room, having
the two corners of the same end shut off,

an air that was not planned; but our acci-

dental effects are often our best ones.

A round rug with scalloped edge, a sim-

ple Japanese rug, lies before the commode

light efiects to lighten up the boarding-
house north room has been less than six
dollars

;
for, of course, I do not count my

bookcase, stand and easy-chair, which go
with me wherever I go. These others are
the temporary extras which might or
might not fit in at the next caravansary
that chances to be my temporary home.
Still, the chances are that until dimmed by
time and dust they will be made useful

wheresoever I pitch my tent.

Straw mattings, or dingy, thin carpets
are so often to be found in one's temporary
homes that I never expect to find my six
by nine rug a superfluity. It adds warmth
to my floor, even if the carpet chances to
be "quite decent." It is large enough so
that I can roll my easy-chair into quite
different positions on my own rug, and
unless one has boarded where the land-
lady, if she does not openly object to such
movings about, yet hints "that heavy
things must have a place and stay there;
moving them does wear a carpet so." Yes,
unless one has experienced such things,
one cannot fully understand the sunshine
in the heart that one obtains from the
possession of the dullest-hued Japanese
rug, all their very own.
A dark spot on my wall is brightened by

having tacked against it a square of Jap-
anese embroidery in gold on black ground.
It was a grotesque intention for a sofa-
pillow—as such it would have been an
abomination—but it fills a place with bird-
like brightness, where a steel engraving
would have had "no show." Is not my
"made sunlight" better than to have
accepted a dreary content?

Keziah Shelton.

REQUESTED INFORMATION.
S. V.—Painted woodwork can be repainted

in any color or tint desired, by applj'ing coats
enough to conceal the original color, but
several coats of paint are liable to flake oS, it
is safer to remove the most of the old finish
before adding the new. Professionals burn
olf old paint, but the amateur must use sand-
paper, alkaline or soda and plenty of patience,
perseverance and "elbow grease." If, as I
infer, the woodwork of your room has only
been painted once and is smooth, you neeh
not hesitate to paint over it. I am not an
adept in mixing paints from the foundation

(though I have had an immense
amount of enjoyment from mix-
ing several colors,) and would not
like to advise on this point. Then,
too, prepared paints can be pur-
chased so cheaply, and come In

every conceivable tint, that I

doubt if you would effect the least

saving by mixing them yourself.

What color scheme would be most
desirable depends greatly upon the
situation of the room. Tans or
golden olive are perfect colors for

a living-room, and one can com-
bine old blue, old red, terra-cotla

and other bright colors to pro-

duce perfect effects. But whatever
color you use, be sure to have the
floor darker than the woodwork,
and the latter no darker than the

i

deepest tint in the wall-paper.

A ceiling of creamy white will

harmonize well with almost any
tint upon the walls.

M. J.—You say that the "walls of

Fig 3 your handsomely furnished parlor

are decorated with paper having
a cream ground and scroll design in bronze,
that the moldings are black and gold, and
the woodwork painted bright cherry." You
like the moldings, but not the color of the
woodwork, and ask if j-ou could leave the
former as they are and repaint the wood-
work light cream. Or would some other
delicate tint be preferable for the latter, and
if so, will I name several that would be suit-
able? Most assuredly I would—if I could, but
if I fully understood your description of the
finish of the room I could not answer either
question definitely without knowing what
the predominant color or colors of the fur-
nishings and other decorations are. But I am
at a loss to know whether by "moldings"
you mean the more ornamented finish of the
woodwork, or merely the picture-molding,
or rail. If the latter, light cream, old ivory
or ca/e-au-lail would harmonize perfectly with
the wall decorations, though some other
neutral tint might combine better with the
colors used in the furnishings. But if all the
wood moldings are black and gold, they
might be even less aggressive and showy
combined with cherry than they would with
a more delicate tint. This depends upon
details which you did not give. If you will
write again, setting me right on these points,
I will gladly advise, or suggest. Meantime, if

there is an agency for prepared paints in your
town, get a color card and you can better
judge what colors will please you. If there is

none, write to the Chilton Stain and Paint
Company, Fulton ptreet. New York, or t" F.
Aspinall, 98 and IW) Beekman street. New
York, for one.
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AUTHOR or "economjcal housekeeping.'

THE USE OF INDIAN CORN.

is a well-known fact

that there Is a certain

something in human
nature, without a

name, without form,

yet possessing a most
wonderful potential-

ity. It has been a

considerable factor in

the good of mankind ; it is a power in his

progress, and yet its harmful influence is

demonstrated every day. When it is nec-

essary to express this subtle something in

words, it is said, "The highest pear on the

tree is always the finest." Without hope,

without the looking forward to a better

state or condition of things, there would be

no growth. Life would become a mere ex-

istence and barbarism would prevail, not

civilization. But it often happens that in

the eagerness of the race, when the end in-

stead of the means is kept in view, power
is lost. To aim high is the motto of all

education, but fails in its purpose if hit-

ting the mark be not part of the training.

The wonderful natural resources of this

country have been such that the trend of

the times has been a too general grasping

for the "highest pear on the tree." Some
few well-balanced minds have kept steadily

at work gathering the material right at

hand, quietly increasing their wealth and

Ijojver by hitting the mark at which they

aimed; while the masses have been grow-

ing more aiid more dissatisfied as the

crowding and jostling increased, and the

aim of all at the proverbial pear more
wild. This despising of material at hand
cannot long continue, for immigration has

steadily consumed the natural resources of

the country until the need for special de-

velopment is strongly felt.

The time of wonderful "finds" is passed.

There is an old stoi y of a man who, when
dying, told his sons they would find gold

in a certain place; on the land. Unceas-

ingly they toiled, digging for the buried

treasure. After having well tilled the entire

tract of laud, no glittering pile of gold was
found to reward their labors; but the thor-

oughly-cared-for ground yielded wonder-
ful crops, and at last the sons discovered

the meaning of the dying father's buried

legacy. Labor had given them its returns.

Hundreds have sought the gold-fields

of this great continent to dig for buried

treasure. Could they but be convinced
that it lies nearer tlie surface, and that for

ne grain of gold dropped in the fertile

round, a plant bearing a hundred grains,

aeh one possessing most wonderful re-

productive powers, would grow, would
they not cease the weary strife for the un-
attainable hi^est pear? Unattainable

only so long as they attempt to take it by
force, or lazily sit and wait for it to drop
into their mouths. Economy in food is

the wealth of nations. When instead of

burning corn for fuel on our western
prairies, a market has been made for it, it

will be a saving in health and pocket for

both producer and consumer. Mr. Charles

J. Murphy, agent of the United States

agricultural department, is doing a most
wonderful work in Europe, teaching and
reaching the use of our national product.

But at home, right here in America, far

more is known of its abuse than of its

best use. There are at least five distinct

species of corn, but the number of vari-

eties is almost unlimited. In the agricul-

tural building at the world's fair, every
state of the corn belt displayed a bewilder-

ing variety of colors and kinds, differing

froni the bordering states in a wonderful
manner. The Indians in their native
quibkness in such pursuits, have succeeded
in growing a, corn to order, so to speak.
They raise marked corn of precise and ex-
act mixtures of diflerent colored grains on

the same ear. Each band of color has its

own peculiar mi5cture,and the various dis-

tinctions are made the means of identify-

ing the products of the different bands of

Indians.

But the color or the kind of corn is not

of interest to the housekeeper unless

it means to her a certain standard of ex-

cellence, or a means of determining the

value of the corn. Indian corn-meal, corn-

starch, hominy, pop and sweet corn, loaves

of Boston brown bread, Indian pones,

golden Johnny-cakes, corn-mush, Indian

pudding, corn griddle-cakes, corn-meal

crumpets, corn-wafldes, croquettes, corn-

fritters, canned corn, succotash, samp,

corn grits, cerealine flakes and numer-
ous other corn preparations are familiar by
name to the inhabitants of North America,

but the food value of these different dishes

remains an unknown quantity to many
consumers. Delicious recollections of the

ears of corn roasted before the flre in the

open field, or by the water's edge, are a

part of the boyhood memories of many
men. . Small wonder that angel-cake pales

into insignificance when a spark from that

old-time fire lights the train of memories
of coon hunts and trout fishing.

The history of the use of Indian corn

from the days of ancient Greece and Rome
to the present time, as well as its inherent

qualities, affirm its nutritious character.

It not only contains an average amount of

nitrogenous material, but its characteris-

tic is the large amount of fatty matter

present. Properly prepared, it furnishes a

wholesome, digestible and nutritious food.

Yet because it is the "lazy man's crop," be-

cause with but an invitation it will grow

I
July Bill of Fape.

J BREAKFAST.

Sugared Currants.

Graham Bread. Broiled Chicken.

Griddlo-cakes. Fried Tomatoes.

Coffee. Tea.

-:o:

DINNER.

Cherry-ice.

Boiled Beef Tongue, Eoast Duck,
Egg Sauce. Onion Sauce.

Currant Jelly.

Mixed Pickles. Sorrel Salad.

Cauliflower. Corn in Husks.

Sinilins. Sliced Cucumbers.

Wafers . Cheese.

Currant Pie. Cream Pie.

-:o:-

SOPPER.

Cold Bread.

Thinly-sliced Tongue.

Toast. Tomato Salad.

Compote of Kaspberries.

Lemon Jumbles. Ice Tea.^^
almost on barren soil, and follow man
everywhere from the tropical sun to the

realms of the ice king, it has ceased to be

a fashionable dish. There is a prevalent

opinion that southern-grown corn is of a

superior quality to that raised farther

north. This may or may not be so, but
the reason for the belief is perhaps found
in an old saying, "The proof of the pud-
ding is in the eating."

Under the spur of necessity, with the ex-

tensive use of corn as a cheap food in the

days of slavery, the negro cooks became
famous in inventing and practicing

methods tending to make it palatable.

The circumstances of growth and prepara-

tion sent the hot bread to the table in its

perfection. It is to a certain extent a tra-

dition not something like "mother's cook-

ing," yet northerners have much to learn

of the South in relation to quality and
carefulness in detail, when dealing with
this abundant product. Nature never
makes mistakes, and the grain grown in

the northern states has the qualities

necessary for its use as food there as dis-

tinctly as has the southern grain special

adaptation for its use in the South. That
produced in the North is rich in oil, while

the kinds that grow in the South have
starch in their composition. The northern-

ers use yellow grain, southerners the white,

and the qualities of each are needed in

their place. No fact should be more con-

vincing of the value of Indian corn than
the very one which cheapens it; that in

'the United States there is no other staple
' crop which can be produced abundantly
and profitably in every state and territory

j

in the Union.
' As our national emblem, it should be-

come our national food, that this great

country may prosper by using, not abus-

ing its glorious opportunities. Indian
corn has a special right to be our national

food and emblem, because it has been iden-

tified with every stage of our conquest of

nature, It has borne its share of the na-
tional burdens ; it has aided the republic in

every epoch of her growth.
,

Helen Louise JoticNsoN.

BILL OF FARE FOR JULY.

Sugared Currants.—Select large, per-

fect clusters of ripe, red currants, wash
them by dipping ir( and out of cold water;

lay on a sieve to drain. Arrange in a glass

dish, and serve in glass fruit-saucers

around a pyramid of powdered sugar.

Griddle-cakes.—Put a pint of meal into

a bowl, and pour over a small teacupful of

boiling water. Mix and cool with a pint

of sweet milk; beat three eggs and add
with a pint of flour and a teaspoon ful of

salt; beat well, add two teaspoonfuls of

baking-powder and bake in a well-greased,

hot griddle.

Broiled Spring Chicken.—Split yoXing,

spring chickens down the back, wipe out
with a damp cloth ; break the breast-bones,

dust the chickens well with salt and
pepper, lay on a broiler with the inside

down, and sete over a moderate fire, turn

and brown on both sides. When done,

take up on a heated dish, pour over melted
butter, dredge with pepper and salt and
serve with fried tomatoes.

Fried Tomatoes.—Take large, ripe to-

matoes, cut into thick, round"slices'. Place

in a frying-pan, put bits of butter over tlie

slices, dust with salt and pepper, and set

over a moderate fire ; when the tomatoes

are tender, take up very carefully and
slide off onto a heated dish; brown the

butter in the pan, add a little grated

cracker, stir and pour over the tomatoes.

Cherey-icb.—Stone half a gallon of ripe,

tart cherries, mash and stand aside for one
hour. Boil a pound of sugar and a pint of

water together. Let cool, strain in the

cherry-juice, turn into a freezer and freeze.

Boiled Beep Tongue.—Wash a fresh

beef tongue well, put in a kettle and fill

with water,' stand over a slow flre, add a

teaspoonful of salt, half a dozen pepper-

corns and four whole cloves to the water;

let simmer gently until the tongue is per-

fectly tender, take up, skin, place on a

heated dish, garnish with parslejf and cur-

rant jelly. Serve with egg sauce.

Egg Sauce.—Melt a tablespoonful of

batter in a frying-pan, add a tablespoon-

ful of flour, and stir until smooth, thin

with half a pint of cream, stir until boil-

ing; season with salt and pepper. Mash
the yolks of two hard-boiled eggs and
chop the whites, stir into the sauce and
serve.

Roast Ducks.—Draw and singe a pair of

young, fdit ducks, wipe inside and out
with a damp towel. Make a dressing of

one cupful of stale bread crumbs, a tea-

spoonful of powdered sage, a slice of onion,

chopped fine, a tablespoonful of butter, a

teaspoonful of salt and half a teaspoonful

of black pepper. Mix all and fill the

bodies of the ducks with it. Place them
in a baking-pan, cover the breasts with

thin slices of bacon, add a cupful of hot

water and a teaspoonful of salt to the pan

;

set in a quick oven and let cook for an hour
and a quarter; baste every fifteen minutes

;

when done, take up on a heated dish and
serve with onion sauce.

Onion Sauce.—Peel half a dozen small,

white onions, put them in a saucepan,

cover with boiling water, add a teaspoonful

of salt, and let boil half an hour; take up,

drain, and press through a fine sieve.

Make a pint of cream sauce, add the

onions, let boil up once and serve,.

Sorrel Salad.—Pick over carefully a

half gallon measure of sorrel, wash and
shake dry, put in a sala;d-bowl with half

as much cress, sprinkle the top with a

little minced onion and salad herbs. Pour
over a plain salad dressing. Set on ice until

very cold and serve.

Cauliflower.—Pick off the outer leaves

and cut off the stems close to the bottom of

the fiowerets. Wash well in cold water and
let soak for half an hour. Put in a kettle

of boiling water, add a teaspoonful of salt

and let boil for twenty minutes. When
done, take up with a skimmer, put in a

dish and pour over allemande sauce.

Green Corn in Husks.—Remove the

outside husks from ears of tender corn.

Throw into a kettle of boiling water, and
let boil rapidly for five minutes; set on the
back of the range and let simmer slowly
for ten minutes longer. Take up, drain,

pull the silk from the end of the cob, and
send to the table in the husks.

SiMLiNs.—Peel and slice six tender, well-

grown simlins, put into a saucepan with
very little water, set over the fire and let

simmer until cooked low; take up, mash,
return to saucepan with a tablespoonful of

butter, two tablespoonfuls of cream,

pepper and salt to taste. Let cook slowly
for half an hour.

Sliced Cucumbers.—Pare two large cu-

cumbers, slice very thin, sprinkle with
salt and set on ice for half an hour. Drain,

wash and put in a deep dish, lay over thin

slices of raw onion, dredge with caj'eime

and pour over strong vinegar.

Currant Pie.—Pick currants from the

stem, put into a saucepan with equal

measure of sugar, set over the fire until

the sugar is dissolved. Line pie-pans with
rich puflf paste, fill with the currants,

cover with a top crust and bake in a very
hot oven.

Cream Pie.—Put a pint of milk on to

boil; moisten a tablespoonful of corn-

starch with a little cold milk and stir into

the boiling milk, add half a teacupful of

sugar. Beat the whites of four eggs and
stir . carefully into the boiling mixture,

take from the fire and flavor with vanilla.

Line pie-pans with puff paste, set in the

oven to bake; when done, fill with the

mixture, and set in a very hot oven to

brown.
Tomato Salad.—Peel three large toma-

toes, slice and lay in a salad-bowl, set on
ice for one hour; pour over half a pint of

plain salad dressing and serve.

Compote of Raspberries.—Select a

quart of large, firm raspberries, not too

ripe; boil half a pound of sugar until a

thick syrup, drop the raspberries in and
remove from the fire; let stand five min-
utes and return to the range, let come to a

boil ; take the berries up carefully with a

skimmer, lay on a dish; boil the syrup
until thick, skimming it until clear, and
pour over the berries.

Lemon Jumbles.—Beat one cupful of

sugar and half a cupful of butter together,

add two eggs, half a cupful of milk, the

juice and ' rind of two lemons, one tea-

spoonful of baking-powder, with flour to

make stifl" dough; roll thin, cut in rings,

bake in a hot oven; when done, roll in

sugar. Eliza R. Parker.

MATTING FOR SUMMER USE.

Prom a sanitary point of view, no cover-

ing for the floors in summer is so health-

ful as matting, to say nothing of tlie great

economy of its use in the household. It

now comes in so many and such pretty

colors and patterns, as well as at such very
low priees, that the housekeeper has a wide
range from which to select. Where money
is net the consideration in furnishing the

house for summer, beautiful matting,

heavy in texture, rich in bright tones, or

delicate in light tints, may be had at

seventy-five cents and one dollar a yard,

while for those who wish a cheaper article,

pretty mattings are now sold for from ten

(^onts to twenty-five cents a yard. This
elieapness need not make one afraid of the
lasting qualities, for a low-priced matting
lasts much longer than a cheap carpet.

The labor of keeping the house clean in

summer is greatly lessened by the use of

matting; it is much easier to sweep than
Brussels or woolen carpets, as the dirt and
dust lies on top, and can be readily brushed
ofl'instead of being ground into the threads.

As it loses its freshness, it may be re-

stored by wiping off with a flannel cloth

dipped in salt-water. If one side is faded
and dingy after a summer's use, it may be

turned for the next season, when it will

present the appearance of being new.
Like everything else about the house,

matting needs to have the proper care if it

is expected to look well. If heavy chairs

are pushed back and forth over the floor,

marks will bo left on the matting, and it

will most likely wear in places, or where
the gentlemen of the house come in the

rooms with muddy feet, and the children

play roughly over the floors, matting will

soon lose its freshness.

In sweeping, many housekeepers insist

that a straw broom injures matting, tear-

ing and breaking the strands, and that it

should be swept with a long-handled bris-

tle brush. In sweeping matting, whether
with a brush or broom, it should always
be done lengthwise of the grain, as it will

not wear out as quickly as when swept
across.

The variety of rugs from which one may
now choose even in very cheap grades,

puts them in the reach of every house-

keeper, and several laid over the floor cov-

ered with matting gives an air of comfort
and luxury to the plainest room.

E. R. P.
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Perfection Wire fencing.

We have the most artistic line of Lawn Fencing in
existence. As well as the Cheareet and Strongest
Steel Wiro Farm Fence. A special fence for Hogs,
Sheep and Poultry. Lawn, Cemetory and Park Fenc-
ing a specialty. Write us for full description and
Sricefl on Fencing, Lion Fodder Cutters and CrusherP,
hio Feed and Ensilage Cutters, CORN-SPLITTING

MACHINES, Horse Powers, 1 to 6 Horse, Pumping
Jacks for farm use.

POINDEXTER M'F'Q. CO.
DEFARTHEST B. 25 Eddy St., Indianapolis, Ind., V. S. 1.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS
An; size yon want. 20
to 56 in. high. Tires 1
to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Saves
Cost many times in
a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
er&m^ fodder, manure,
bogs, ^c. No resetting of

tires, Oatl'g free. Address

EUOPIKE IVIFG. CO.»
Qulncy^ 111.

Quick Haying.
###########
#

#

#
#

#
#

#

Worls Crowds the Farmer
when haying, com cultivation and harvest
come close together. Clover and grass
must be cut at just the ripht time and
quickly handled to malie prime hay. Must
not lay in swath to sunburn; must not be
threshed in loadinpr. For quick and good
work, light draft and durability, the

Keystone Hay Loader
is positively unequalled.

Get our free pamphlet, "Quick Haying."

KEYSTOHE MFG. CO., Sterling, lU.
Branch houses well located. Mention this

paper.

##########

DROP A POSTAL IN THE SLOT
of the mail box and draw an answer that will

be of great advantage. Write on the card
—where you live, how many acres of land you
own, how much live stock, what kind offence
you have, what it cost per rod and how much
new fence you need to make your crops safe
against unruly stock from within or without.
Address card to

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

HAVE YOU FIVE

OR MORE COWS?

If so a " Baby" Cream Separator will earn its cost for
you every year. Why continue an inferior system
another year at so great a loss ? Dairyii;fj is now the
only profitable feature of Agriculture. Properly con-
ducted it always pays well, and must pay you. You
need a Separator, and you need the BEST,—the
"Baby." All styles and capacities. Prices, glOO.
upward. Send for new 1894 Catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,
GENERAL OFFICES:

74 Cortlandt St., New York.

STEEL WEB PICKET LAWN FENCE.
Steel PoatB, Steel Kails and Steel Gates; Steel Tree,
Flower and Tomato guards; Cabled Field aad Hog
Fence; Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

DeKAlB FENCE CO., 38 HigliSt.,DeKalb,ni.

[STEILPRESSS]

'

~-=aa£i^__y,SElF FEEDER «

1 ^DEDEmClCS WORKs/ALBAin&Ny.

^WELL DRILLINC MACHINERY
MANUFACTUReO BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

I
MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
iDEEfiOP SMAUOW WELLS, WITH
ISTEAM.'OR HORSe'pOWER
jv SEND. FOR' iC ATA1.0GUe
'ADOflESS.WtLUAMS BR0&ITHACA.H-\1

'Tjte mtsfL anand rke^aiUl vfFanxm
jheivs turn tJuftnee u^mcute.

ECONOMY
In farm fencing ie an important part of the farmer's
duty. The "Keystone Herald," publislied by ub,
gives lots of information on the "fence qucBtiou."
Send for FREE sample copies.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

NO. 30 LOCUST ST. TREMONT, ILL.

V4heu s\\e dees '\X

WA^niHG
POWDCK*

IVwork^wonders inAvcHom^
Sold in 4 lb. packages. Price 25 cents.

Made only by

The N. K. Fairbank Company,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York,

Boston, Philadelphia.

PIANOS AND ORGANS
CATALOCUE FREE. Write for It.

The Celebrated COKNINH Pianos and
Orenns. VVarraiitoi! (or 25 year.s.
Rcr.t, Clioapest, iHost Durable.
Pianos from S 1 50. Organs from «S 25,
CORNISH & CO., WASHINGTON. N. J.
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1,700 Strokes per Mile

OVEII S.OOO STROKES
PER MILS.

THE CAUSE
always exists for buying a

Rock Island

Hay Rake and Loader
with any farmer having twentv-Uve ormoreacres of hay to harvest

THE EFFECT
of purchasing la to be put In pos-
session of a machine that win
reduce the cost of haying more
than one half and save most of
the hard work and which, if kept
at worn, will pay for itself in a
eeason. Send for "Son(?s of Praise
from the Meadows'* and be con-
vinced of its merits.

THE ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO.,
ISenUonthlspapcr. ROCK IStAJiD,lit

RUCKEYEM

I». I». MAST efts C0.482 TO SOORIVER

DRILL.
With Cbain Gctarinf and Ratchet

Drive WbeeU, Entirely
New Force Feed. OurNew
Iiirter Bar raises the Hoes
eaaier tlian any other
liCTer ever fnTented.
New Single Shifting Bar
with New Kievcr for shift-
ing Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854.
.Also manufacturers of Buck-
leye Fertilizer Drills, Buck-
eye Riding and Walking Cul-
tivators, Buckeye Seeders,
Buckeye Cider Mills and
Hay Rakes.
Branch Bonses: F. P.

mast& Co..PhUadelphla,
Pa.; Mast, Bnford &. Bnr-
well Co., St. Paul, 9Unn,
Send for Catalogue to either

Si of the above firms, or to

ST.. sx>ringfie:x.d, o.
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— Murder!"

WinchesterCartridges

ALL. SIZES FROM .SS TO .SO CAL.

The Best in the World.
Be sure your dealer gives you WINCHESTER MAKE.

TAKE NO OTHER. -1^*.=*.,—1»—

ifles.
. ^ - Repeating

variety of \
Send for 100 page Illustrated Catalogno. FREE.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARIMS CO.
Munson Street. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

THE STAR CHURN,
Best churn in the world. A

child can work it. No chum
cleaned so easy. No Dasli or rad-
dles. No inside Fixtures. Will
make 10 per cent more butter.
One or two churns at wholesale
prices, where we have no agents.
Write for catalogue 25 and prices.
Mention this paper. AGENTS WANTED

JOHN McDERMAID,
Rockford, III,

Bnckeyo Wrought Iron Ponched Rail Fence.
Also manufaciurerfi of Iron Crentlng, Iron Tnrblne and

Bnokeye Wind KnelnCK, ISuckeye Forte Pumps,
Buckeye. Globe and Champion Liawn Mowers. Sead
for lUustrated Catalogue and PriccB to

MAST. FOGS & CO. SPRINCFIELD, O.
mention this paper when writing.

fistabd] JACKSON BROS. [1851

N. T. STATE DRAIK TILE AND PIPE W0KK8,
34 Third Avenue, ALBANY. N. Y.

ROUND
AND SOLE

Abo aeenta for Akron
Salt Glazed Pipe. Fiir
Brick and Cement.

Best Fences and Gates for all
pHrposes. Free catalogue gfiving^
particulars and prides. Write
THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND. IKD.
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THE PULLMAN BOYCOTT.

In these days, while the country is pass-
ing through the slough of despond, one
great strike follows another in rapid suc-
cession. No sooner was the coal strike

ended than another great strike was begun.
The Pullman boycott ordered, by the
American Railway Union is on.

It had its origin in the shops of the Pull-
man Car Co., Pullman, 111. The employees
demanded the restoration of the rates , of

wages paid in prosperous times. The comr
pany refused to comply wiifa their demand,
claiming that it would involve a daily loss

in its business under present dbnditions.

The employees quit work. Whoever are

in the right in this controversy, it is a
matter between the employees and the
company, and should be settled by them.
To compel the Pullman Company to pay
the higher wages demanded, the trainmen
belonging to the American Railway Union
were ordered by their officials not to handle
Pullman cars. The boycott has gone into

general effect, and railway traffic on many
lines has been paralyzed. The object of

tlie strikers is to force the Pullman Com-
pany to accede to the demand of their shop
workmen by injuring its transportation
business. That this object could not be
accomplished without injury to many
other lines of business and to the general
public, received no consideration from
those ordering the strike. In action, the
strike is seriously injuring not only all

kinds of railway business, but also other
interests. The railroads being under con-
tract with the Pullman Company to run
its cars, cannot refuse without violating
the contract, and are forced on the defen-
sive against their own employees about a
controversy with which neither have any-
thing to do.

Transportation and business interests

are suffering serious losses and inconve-
niences over a matter beyond the reach of

railroad companies and business men. The
boycott is working more injury to the
public than to the Pullman Company, and
public opinion is against the railway
strikers, whatever it may be in regard to
the car-shop strikers. While conceding

the right of every man to quit work when
he does not violate a contract by so doing,

the public cannot regard this boycott as

other than a conspiracy.
One feature of this great .strike is receiv-

ing special attention. Some of the rail-

roads affected are in the hands of receivers

and in tlie custody of the courts of the

United States. Strikers who interfere with
the running of trains on such roads are in

contempt of court, and in conflict with the

United States government. Judge Cald-

well, of the United States circuit court, has

given a warning to the employees of one
such railroad, in which their privileges

and duties are clearly defined. His state-

ment in part is as follows:
"Any or all the employees can quit the

service of the court if they desire to do so,

but when they do quit they must not
interfere in any manner with the property
or the operation of the road or men em-
ployed to take their places. Any such
interference will be promptly dealt with
as a contempt of court. The men who
wish to continue in the service of the court

must discharge all the duties appropri-
ately and properly belonging to the ser-

vice. A refusal to perform any ^art of

these duties will compel their discharge
and the employment of other men to take
their places. All the powersand authority
of the court will be vigorously exercised
to enforce these reasonable rules. I can-
not believe the boycott order was intended
to be put in operation on roads in the cus-
tody of United States courts and operated
by receivers appointed by these courts;
but if such is the case, the authors of the
boycott order and the men to whom it is

addressed must understand that the court
will not tolerate any interference with the
operation of the road from any quarter."

Efforts to enforce the boycott order on
railroads in charge of the federal govern-
ment cannot but result disastrously to the
strikers.

MUNICIPAL REFORM.

The Lexow committee from the state

legislature has been making a thorough
investigation of the municipal govern-
ment of New York City. For weeks they
have been taking testimony on the work-
ings of the police department, and the dis-

closure of corrupt practices far exceeds
the wor.st that has ever been charged.
The protection to life and property given by
the New York police appears to be merely
incidental. The principal work of the
department has been the collection of
revenue by blackmail. Not only is every
form of vice and crime made to pay
tribute, but also many forms of legitimate
business. Even special forms of vice
were imported or cultivated for the sake
of the blackmail they would produce. To
the police, and through them to Tammany,
its real ruler. New York has been paying
untold millions of revenue. The money
loss, however, is trifling compared with
the degradation of morals caused by cor-
rupt practices. Tammany is the municipal
cancer that must be removed, and its

extent and character are being laid bare by
the investigating committee.
In a less degree all cities have the same

things to deal with. That a complete ex-
posure of official corruption in the greatest
city in the country will be followed by a
wave of municipal reform can be expected.
On the problems of municipal govern-

ment. Editor Godkin forcibly says:
"The evils with which reformers have

to contend in New York are very much
the same as those with which they have to
contend everywhere. When we are dis-

cussing the municipal problem in New
York, therefore, we are discussing the

municipal problem of all our large cities.

Each is trying experiments in the best

manner of meeting these evils, but New
York has been trying these experiments
longer than any of them, and has tried

more experiments. That city is governed
to-day by three or four men of foreign

birth, who are very illiterate, are sprung
from the dregs of the foreign population,

have never pursued any regular calling,

were entirely unknown to the bulk of the

residents only five years ago, and who now
set the criticism of the intelligent and
educated classes at defiance. I might mul-
tiply illustrations of ostentatious indiffer-

ence 'of this ruling class to the opinions

and feelings of the better informed. The
point to which I wish to draw your atten-

tion is, however, that these rulers, such as

you see them, enjoy their power through
the votes of a minority of the population,

and in order to secure and maintain it,

have never had to resort to any .species of

violence. ,

"The only fundamental remedy lean see

is the formation and growth of what I may
call the municipal spirit. This spirit, if it

ever existed, has gone clean out of Amer-
ican political manners. The idea that the

city should be set apart from state and fed-

eral politics and governed wholly without
reference to them, is now as foreign to the

popular mind as the idea of a civil service

filled by merit was twenty-five years ago.

But the administration of a city, like a

bank or an insurance company or a rail-

road company, in complete independence
of party, is a novelty which must be em-
braced if we are to have anything like per-

manent reform in city government. At
present, very few people have any other
idea of reform in city affairs than putting
their own party in power. The citizen

must get out of his head the idea that each
of the two parties must make a nomina-
tion at every election ; that a sound condi-
tion of public opinion in a city would
make the renomination of a good mayor a
certainty, and prevent a contest at any
election, except over the question of the
candidate's character or business standing.
That there is a reasonable prospect of it, I

judge from the increasing interest in

questions of municipal government, which
is just now greater than I have ever seen
it. There is, I think, a growing perception
that the present condition of city govern-
ments in the United States is bringing
democratic institutions into contempt the

world over, and imperiling some of the
best things in our civilization."

ANNIHILATE ANARCHY.
Sunday, June 24th, the president of the

republic of France was assassinated by an
anarchist. President Carnot was the hon-
ored guest of the city of Lyons. The
occasion of his visit was the international

exhibition of the arts, sciences and indus-
tries, which represent the products and
achievements of peace, Tafv and order.

While the president was riding in an open
carriage along the street, through crowds
of happy peopleexpressing their welcome
in enthusiastic plaudits, a young anarchist

sprang upon the carriage step and stabbed
him to death. The only motive for the
commission of this base crime was the
destruction of the existing form of social

order by murdering its representatives.

As chief executive of one of the leading
nations of civilization, President Carnot
stood as a conspicuous representative of

law and order. For that reason, and no
other, he was singled out for assassination.

Were anarchy to prevail, civilization first

would be destroyed, and finally humanity
itself. For self-pi-otection and self-preser-

vation, humanity must annihilate anarchy.
In the July number of the North Amer-

ican Review, the superintendent of the

New York police department says:

"Within the past few years Europe has
sent to us the most dangerous kind of

criminal that exists at the present time

—

the anarchist. It would surprise the

American public very greatly if the num-
ber of anarchists now in this country were
published. When these men are hounded
from their own lands they seem to grav-
itate here by a natural attraction, and most
of them display a fondness for taking up
residence in New York City. * « « #

Among those I have talked with I have
observed a religious, perhaps I would
better say fanatical, spirit. They have
dedicated themselves heart and soul to

their peculiar beliefs; and they—that is,

the leaders among them—stop at nothing,

not even death itself, in their efforts to put
these beliefs in practice in terrorizing the

community. * * * It would be a mis-
take to suppose that when they leave the

monarchial countries and come here they
do not carry their revolutionary princi-

ples with them. They are opposed not
merely to old forms of government, but
to, all forms of government, as we under-
stand the term, and they would gladly

destroy oyr republican government if they
had an opportunity to do so."

Anarchists are in our midst, but that is

not the only fact that demands the atten-

tion of our people. Agitators, political

demagogues, so-called social reformers and
others are, and have been, busy sowing the

seeds and cultivating the noxious weeds
of anarchy in American soil. The New
York Evening Post forcibly remarks:
"As the world now stands, we hold it to

be the solemn duty of all writers, preach-

ers, professors, who are engaged in the

work of reform, to refrain from denunci-
ations of the existing society and social

arrangements. Reform is possible with-

out this, by simply acting on the lines of

human nature. The common practice

among Christian and other socialists and
Utopians of abusing nearly everybody who
succeeds in life as an enemy of the human
race, and the existing constitution of soci-

ety as an engine of fraud and oppression,

has undoubtedly done much to produce
the 'militant anarchist' and give a sort of

moral justification to his attacks on life

and property.

"The 'thinker' who first gave out that all

laboring, and indeed all poor men, were
the victims of injustice, was the first man
to sow the seeds of the frightful insanity

with which we are now called on to con-

tend. The injustice of one man can be
righted by law or opinion, but the injus-

tice to which all well-to-do people owe
their comforts, naturally seems to a half-

crazy ignoramus to require sterner and
more sweeping measures. Probably thou-

sands of weak brains in both Europe and
America are waiting to-day to have their

murderous passions lighted up by a word
or two of 'social evolution' by some light-

headed professor, or half-baked minister
who has been overcome by the spectacle

of human misery.
"The doctrine that no man should be

content, that all should try to rise, has
been converted into a proposition that all

can rise, and that if anybody does not rise,

it is because somebody is keeping him
down. Herein lies the source of all our
woes. Anybody who goes about spread-
ing this view is an accessory before the
fact to all anarchist crimes."
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Grain
'^^^ Hatch antioption bill

against gambling in farm
Gambling-. products passed the House

by the decisive vote of 150 to 87. The bill

is too mild. It merely levies a small tax

oil produce gambling transactions, and
shrewd speculators may be able to evade
even that.

* « *

The office of secretary
A. G. C. C.

treasurer of the

American Guernsey Cattle Club has been
moved from Farmington, Connecticut, to

Peterboro, New Hampshire. Wm. H.
Caldwell, the secretary, will be pleased to

answer any questions or give information
regarding the breed to any who may
address him.

Crimson Clover.
Crimson or scarlet

clover, Trifolium in-

carnatum, is an annual variety of special

value as a stolen crop, both for feed and for

improving the soil. Sown the latter part

of summer, in the corn, cotton or tobacco

fields or in cultivated orchards, it blooms
early the following season, and its heavy
growth can be turned under as green
manure for a summer crop.

* » *

^ „ ^ The special report onFarm Mortgage . .farm mortgages in
Indebtedness. the census of 1890,

ought to silence the calamity croakers.

The census returns show that about 70 per
cent of all the farms in the United States

have no mortgage or other liens upon
them. Three farms out of every ten are

mortgaged, but for less than half their

value. The total value of the farms is

more than $13,000,000,000 ; the total mortgage
indebtedness is about §1,300,000,000, or one
tenth the value of the farms. The
preachers of the gospel of discontent must
drop this text.

Good Roads.
Hon. Roy Stone, special

agent and engineer in

charge of road inquiry, makes the follow-

ing announcement:
"Among the early fruits of the inquiry

directed by Congress to be made through

the department of agriculture into the

'systems of road management in the

United States' and the 'best methods of

road-making,' is the welcome knowledge
that in many sections of the country

decided progress has already been made in

the construction of improved highways,

that this result has been reached in more
ways than one, and that in whatever way
it may have been reached it has been
found eminently satisfactory and profit-

able to all concerned. It is, therefore, no
longer necessary to discuss the abstract

questions of the necessity and economy of

good roads, nor to attempt to devise new
ways of obtaining them. The practical

experience of one community in making,
using and paying for a new and superior

road is worth more to others in like cir-

cumstances and conditions than any
amount of argument or theory; and the

greatest service the department can render

the public in this regard is to furnish the

facts in each important case of road im-
provement, and to compare the respective

advantages and disadvantages of the

methods followed in different portions of

the Union. Modifications of these meth-
ods, or even new methods, may be devel-

oped by further experience, but for the

present a clear knowledge of what has

been done and is being done is the one
thing needful. It has been suggested by
friends of the road movement that such
information can be much more promptly
and widely disseminated through the
newspapers interested in the work than
tlu'ough the usual methods of gov-
ernment publication; recognizing this

fact, the department will avail itself of

all such facilities as may be accorded by
the press for the purpose, and will furnish
a series of articles of the character indi-

cated, to all papers publishing this an-
nouncement and forwarding a copy of the

paper containing the same to this office."

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

ARTIFICIAL FRUIT-SUGAR.

In one of the latest consular reports I

find an item that seems to be of more Ifcan

usual interest. It relates to the recent dis-

covery of a chemical process in Germany
by which fruit-sugar may be manufac-
tured from beet-juice. The process has
been patented in Germany and some other
European countries, but apparently not
yet in the United States. By some sort of

chemical manipulation, the beet-sugar is

converted into a substance chemically
identical with the natural fruit-sugar

developed, in greater or less degree, in

most kinds of fruit. The product is a
limpid, white syrup of great density, con-
taining 75 to 76 per cent of sugar, and pos-
sessing, among other valuable qualities, a
rich, fruity fiavor, as of natural fruit-

sugar, and the capacity to remain fluid and
free from granulation for an indefinite

period, notwithstanding its high degree of

density. Ordinary white syrup contain-

ing 65 per cent or more of sugar, crystal-

lizes and forms granular deposits, and
when used for preserving fruits, often

"candies" to such a degree that the pre-

serves have to be recooked to restore the
desired smoothness and fluidity. The new
artificial fruit-sugar, on the contrary,

remains smooth and fluid under all con-
ditions.

But the quality for which the house-
keeper will value it most highly is its

power to assimilate, develop and preserve
the natural aromatic flavor of the fruit to

which it is applied as a preserving material.

For preserving cherries, strawberries,

peaches and various other fruits, it has
been tested quite extensively. The users

pronounce it far superior for such pur-
poses to any other known form of sugar.

Prominent among its advantages stands
the fact that it is always ready for use, and
that it corrects the tendency, so common
in fruits preserved in ordinary sugar, to

soften and assume a crude, sugary flavor,

which not only injures the color and
appearance of the preserves, but renders
them cloying and disagreeable to the
taste. It is also found far superior to or-

dinary sugar for making lemonade or any
preparation in which the saccharin prin-
ciple is brought in contact with the acid

juices of fruits.

There is no record of any experiments
having been made with this new fruit-

sugar in this country. Before we become
too enthusiastic over it, it seems we
should ascertain the real value of the
article by actual trial. But surely it is an
important matter. If one half of what is

told about it is true, we will find in it a
great help and convenience in the house-
hold. The price at the factory at Hamburg,
Germany, to the trade, is equivalent to

S]4 cents per American pound.
Frank H. Mason, consul-genei-al at

Fi'ankfort, Germany, who gives this infor-

mation, offers to any trustworthy Amer-
ican firm or person who is inclined to

make the experiment, a sample of artificial

fruit-sugar, free of cost except for trans-

portation, for the purposes of trial. Should
the tests prove successful, the necessary
facilities for obtaining a regular supply, or

for establishing its manufacture in some
beet-growing district of our country, could
be readily arranged.

AMERICAN MUSHROOMS.

Since the introduction, last year, of the
new summer mushroom, Agaricus subru-
fescens, and especially since I have had
decidedly good success in its culture and
have learned to like and appreciate
mushrooms as an article of food, I have
become quite interested in the subject
of mushrooms generally. The fact is

that there are a vast number of mush-
rooms growing spontaneously in this

country which are very good to eat, and
which are hy no means used to the
extent that people might use them,
simply because there happens to be a good
many poisonous species among them.
Last summer the daily papers told of

numerous instances of mushroom poison-
ing. Sometimes very innocent-looking
mushrooms contain deadly poison, while
others of a decidedly suspicious appear-
ance and color belong to the edible class.

It is a good and the only safe rule for all

people never to eat a mushroom unless
they know them, and have learned all

their distinguishing characteristics. And
to learn these, in sections where wild
mushrooms abound, is certainly worth all

the trouble.

From the department of agriculture I

have just received a number of bulletins
on our wild mushrooms, and I believe

these bulletins ("Report of the Microscop-
ist for 1892," by Thomas Taylor, M.D.;
"Food Products," I., II. and HI., by the
same author), with their splendid colored

plateswhich show our principal mushroom
species, both edible and poisonous, in

natural color, as if we had them bodily
before our eyes, are among the most inter-

esting of the official publications issued
during many years. As they can be had
without money and without price, simply
for the asking, there is no excuse for any-
body who likes mushrooms to remain
ignorant of the character of the mush-
rooms he may find in his vicinity. So
many of them that are good to eat are

produced in abundance in various parts of

the country, that the knowledge of their

character should be extended until it has
become common property, and a good,

natural food product—the "rich man's del-

icacy" and "the poor man's meat"—is

utilized to a more reasonable extent than
it is at present. The food value of mush-
rooms can hardly be overestimated.

In regard to the detection of poisonous
mushrooms by the tests so often recom-
mended, it must be stated that none of

these tests can be considered infallible. A
French author says on this subject

:

"We will not dispute the fact that a
silver spoon or article of brass, or onions,

may become discolored on contact with
the poisonous principle, but this discolor-

ation is not reliable as a test for deciding
the good or bad quality of mushrooms.
In fact, we know that in the decomposition
of albuminoids sulphureted hydrogen is

liberated, which of itself discolors silver,

brass or onions."

"Mushrooms that change color when
cut," says Dr. Taylor, "are not always poi-

sonous; on the contrary, we know that

several of the non-edible Amanitas do not
change color when they are cut. Mush-
rooms of Vivid colors and viscid caps are

not always poisonous. It is by some sup-
po.sed that high colors and viscidity are

indications of non-edible species, but
there are numerous exceptions here. The
method of deciding the character of mush-
rooms by their odor and flavor is not to be
relied upon. Edible mushrooms are

usually characterized by an odor like that

of fresh meal, and a flavor of hazelnuts;

non-edible varieties have sometimes an
unpleasant odor, and produce a biting,

burning sensation on the tongue and
throat, even in very small quantities, but
several of the poisonous Amanitas have
only a slight odor and taste, and certain

species of mushrooms, acrid otherwise,

become edible when cooked."
Much more might be said on this impor-

tant subject, but I will content myself
with calling the reader's attention to one
of the most common, most valuable and
yet' most shamefully neglected mu.sh-
rooms, the giant puff-ball. I take it Sot

granted that the great majority of *he

readers of Farm and Fireside are well

acquainted with it. They do not make use •

of it, simply because they are not aware of

its great "food value, many people consid-

ering it poisonous. The giant pufl'-ball is

readily distinguished from other puff-balls

and allied mushrooms by its large size, it

being from ten to twenty inches in diam-
eter, and by its form easily separated from
all other mushrooms. It is somewhat
roundish in forai, whitish or pale yellow-
ish-brown in color, filled with a soft, wiiite

flesh when immature, which changes to

an elastic, yellowish-brown, cottony but
dusty mass of filaments and spores when
mature. All the mushroom experts agree

as to its edibility and tender character. The
smooth-skinned varieties are the most
palatable. Says an Italian mycologist:
"When the giant puff-ball is conveniently

situated, you should only take one slice at

a time, cutting it horizontally and using
great care not to disturb its growth, to

prevent decay, and thus one may have a
fritter every day for a week."
The puff'-balls must be gathered when

young. If the substance within is white
and pulpy, it is in good condition for

dressing ; but if marked with yellow stains,

it should be rejected. When fried in egg
batter, the slices make a delightful break-

fast dish. An English authority gives the

following recipe for puff-ball omelet:

"First remove the outer skin ; out in

slices half an inch thick. Have ready some
chopped herbs, peppers and salt; dip the

slices in the yolk of an egg and sprinkle

the herbs upon them. Fry in fresh butter

and eat immediately." -.
•

An appendix to "Food Products, I."

(1894), and "Food Products, II.," also gives

quite full and plain instructions, with
various illustrations, of the artificial cul-

ture of mushrooms, hoth of the common
Agaricus campestris and the new summer
mushroom, A. subrufes(}ens,-with several

pages of recipes for cooking all kinds of

mushrooms. T. Greiner.

THE FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

I would be pleased to have you call the

attention of the readers of your paper to

the fact that it is now time for those young
men who intend to secure the free scholar-

ship in the short course in agriculture at

the Ohio state university, to attend to the

matter.

This free scholarship is open to one per-

son annually from each county in tlve

state, and covers all college dues. It, i^,

good for twp years, and hence there may
be two persons enjoying this privilege

from each county. The appointments are

made by the covinty boards agriculture.

All persons who wish to secure this schol-

arship should apply at once to the pres-

ident and secretary of the county society,

in case the address of any of the officers of

the society is not known, I can generally

supply it.

These scholarships are the free gifts of a

public institution for the purpose of pro-

moting a kind of education not given by
any other institution of learning within
the state of Ohio. The character of the
education given in the school of agricul-
ture of the university cannot be adequate-
ly set forth in brief space. Suffice it to

say that no youngman who intends to enter
any one of wie several branches ofiarming,
including stock raising, dairying, garden-
ing, fruit growing, etc., can afford to be
without tnis instruction. A handsome,
illustrated circular will be sent upon
application to those who desire further
information. The i nstruction in the science
and art of making butter and cheese,
which the board of trustees has recently
provided for by an appropriation of $2,500,

is a part of the courses in agriculture.
It should give all persons in the state

who are interested in education—as all are
—great satisfaction to know that a public
institution, which they willingly tax
themselves to support, is making rapid
growth and is being liberally 'patronized.

The following table shows the number of

students in the school of agriculture and
in the university as a whole :

,

School of Total in
agriculture. university.

1889-90 26 425

1890-91 30 493
1891-92 40 664

1892-93 47 770

189:5-91 72 800

Intelligent people everywhere under-,
stand that a public institution is what the
public make it. In the same way, the
character of the school of agriculture must
be what those who are interested in agri-

culture and agricultural improvement
make it. This fact has been exemplified
by the history of the school of agriculture
during the past three years. The agricul-

tural press of the state and intelligent

farmers everywhere have given the school
their heartiest support. The result has
been increased attendance, greatly in-

creased interest on the part of the students,
and much better and increasing facilities

of instruction. There have been already
many inquiries with regard to the fre6

scholarship for the coming year, and there
is every reason to expect an increased
attendance over that of last year.

Thomas F. Hunt.
Ohio iState JJniversiiy, Columbus, Ohio.
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THE PASTEURIZING APPARATUS.

HE sterilizing, or pasteurizing

machine is named after ttie

celebrated French chemist,

Pasteur, who, about 1857, dis-

covered that fermentation of

milk-sugar was caused by
bacteria, and shortly after

pronounced that all fermentations and

|PUtrifactions have their origin in presence

of other species of such.
The object with this apparatus is to kill

these bacteria, which are very dangerous

to health, and to make milk keep for

almost an indefinite period. These bac-

teria, or ferment spores, thrive best at

a temperature between 59° and 104°

Fahrenheit. If lowered, they develop only

in a trifling degree, and at 43° to 48°

become dormant. But as soon as the heat

rises they are quickened to life. When
the milk is heated up to 120° to 140° for

ten minutes, the majority die; and at a

higher temperature, say 158° to 160°, one

might consider them killed. Their seed,

or spores, retain vitality to a much higher

degree. It is not desirable, however, to

exceed these, for the milk assumes a

boiled taste, and its fitness for cheese-

making is impaired. When one desires to

annihilate these spores, the simplest way
is to subject the milk, immediately after

being heated to the temperature named,

to a speedy reduction below
' 100°. Then expose it to the

air, and reheat it to the same
degree—160°—then repeat the

cooling.

The agency recommended as

the handiest and most effective

is indirect steam, which can be

regulated to a nicety, put on or

cut off in an instant, though
the ordinary kettle cannot be

said to be entirely unfit for the

object, if handled with greatest

care.

Like many other implements,
its construction depends upon
the extended use for which it is

intended, whether to heat a

limited quantity all at once, or

foif a continued run of a larger

vSiume. A continuation can
hardly be in question, unless

in a factory engaged in the
special object, or a creamery.
Hence, this drawing omits to

show the contrivance necessary
for a perpetual flow, which,
however, is merely the question
of applying a separate outlet for

the flowing milk at the proper
place.

The cut exhibits a strong,

wooden tank (I), within which,
at a suitable distance, is placed *

a strong tinned iron cylinder having a

collar on the upper end, covering the
space between, and by which the tank
is supported, as well as by two pieces of

wood under its bottom, raising it up about
six inches. There is a close-fitting block
of wood under its center, which bears to

some extent the weight of the axle working
in its bearing above, to which the wings
(KK), for agitation of the milk during
the heating, are attached, and which are

moved by the gearing above the cylinder
marked A. The cylinder has a protection

on its side opposite the entry of the steam-
pipe (E) through the tank, preventing
singeing of the milk on that spot. The
wooden tank is provided in its bottom
with an outflow-pipe (G), which carries

away steam used and condensed. The
second pipe (M), entering at and going
through the tank bottom, passes the
empty space and meets the cylinder bot-

tom, to which it is fixed as an in-and-out-
flow milk-conveyer. There is a stop-

cock on the knee of this pipe immediately
under the tank bottom, and at the further
end on the right a screw-cap (P).

Let us now imagine the existence of a
milk reservoir outside of the wooden tank

. described, and at such a iieight that the
milk in it, when at its highest, is on a level

with the highest level of the milk in the
linder, and to which pipe M is fixed,

nd the flow into it or through, it is reg-

ulated by a valve.

Before the milk enters the cylinder the
wings are set into motion, and when
they have attained one hundred and fifty

rounds per minute, the milk is let in and
rises to D, or above, when the steam is

I

gently admitted until it has risen to C;
then the heating and stirring continues
u

be exceeded, for the milk gets a boiled

taste and becomes unfit for cheese-making.

The steam is then cut off, and after ten

minutes the milk discharged for immediate

cooling to a low temperature. The dis-

charge goes through the same pipe where
the milk was let in, by unscrewing cap (P)

and opening the cock under the tank.

The raw milk that stood in pipe M, after

the cylinder was filled, had been emptied

through the screw-cap (P) into the cyl-

inder.

Some improvements are said to have

been made upon this simple and practical

system, which only fails in its complete-

ness by not being constructed for a per-

petual flow of milk through it. But that

is very simple, and will be explained

hereafter.
>

It is proposed to use, instead of an iron

cylinder, one of tinned copper—with a lid

—which sets in a galvanized-iron tank,

which again is lined on its outside with

wood. Through a pipe in the side of this

iron tank the steam enters between the

two, the copper and the iron, and is given

vent through the bottom as before. The
copper cylinder stands about six inches

above the bottom of the iron tank, and in

this space is fixed to the copper a pipe

carrying away the heated milk. The milk-

supply pipe enters elsewhere, close at the

bottom of the copper cylinder, through

the various sides. In the upper side of

the milk outflow-pipe is a hole plugged

with a cork holding a thermometer, by

until the 160° is reached, which must not

MiLK-STERILIZER.

which the exact heat can be read of the

outflowing milk, and its temperature reg-

ulated by a stronger or slower flow.

To prevent scum from the raw milk
entering the copper, there is an interme-
diate reservoir holding about twenty-five

quarts, having a regulator so arranged

that the milk in it stands at the same
height with that in the copper cylinder.

A. B.

THE PERSISTENT MAN.

At an agricultural institute held lately,

a speaker declared that the farmers of the

present day were not persistent enough;
that they lacked push and energy. And
then he added, "The persistent man, the

man of push, is always successful."

That is a great mistake. Other things

equal, persistence is necessary; but per-

sistence, merely blind persistence, is a

dangerous possession. The persistent man
gets somewhere, always. But where? He
never hits the markij—the mark he is aim-
ing at. The "persistent man" of "push"
without a balance-wheel is his own and
others' enemy; always pushing, always
doing something, but not always, if ever,

accomplishing anything satisfactory.

A and B, spending the summer at a sea-

side resort, went to the wharf to see a band
of music and excursionists .depart. As
soon as the wharf was full-packed with
people, B, the persistent man, discovered

that he had seen enough and wanted to get

off the wharf. "No," said A, "the boat is

coming. We might as well stay here."

But B must go. His dander was up. Like
all persistent nien, opposition made him
more persistent. They pushed through
the crowd, to the great annoyance of some
members of it, but instead of getting off

the wharf, they came out on another side

of the wharf. At that moment the crowd
swayed, and over went B into the water,

but the by-standers caught A and saved

him from a ducking. The water was only
waist-deep, and B calmly waded out,, and
on a bluff near sat down to take off his

shoes, shouting to A, "I told you I'd get

off that wharf."

Again, at a battle, an officer who had
command of a small force proposed to

take one of the enemy's batteries. Other

officers told him that he had not force

enough ; that he would only sacrifice his

men. But he led the attack, and returned

to the place he started from, leaving a

third of his men dead or wounded. But
he was not satisfied. In vain other officers

of his command argued and pleaded.

Again he led the attack, and was shot dead

and another third of his men was killed or

wounded.
A young man, after spending four years

in college, announced that he had been
called to preach. His friends "labored"

with him to convince him that he could

not preach with any success. He spent

three years at a theological seminary, and
then preached, or attempted to when he
had a chance; but never had a regular

pastorate, for sufficient reason. He died

at the age of twenty-nine of a broken
heart, it is said, of disappointment that he

had failed in life. And yet this man was
a brilliant mathematician, and he might
have done some good in the world, but he
persisted in doing what he could not do

—

in trying to do what he knew, after trial,

he could not do, and threw away his life.

Thus always with the persistent man
without sense—always running into error

or disaster. And that is not the worst of

it; he leads others to their overthrow. In

every profession, in every walk of life

are these unwise, persistent men, and like

the officer, they are continually marching
up to batteries they cannot take.

And among the farmers are men of this

class. They place before themselves cer-

tain tasks, and map out their course in

advance, and are determined to cling to it

at all hazards. A young farmer, ambitious,

energetic, decides to conduct a dairy, a

poultry farm or a market garden. He does

not know, cannot know, all the factors

that may appear; and if he could know
them, they may change. He may begin

under a protective tariff and at last (some-

time this year, perhaps) have free trade,

practically, to contend with. The soil may
prove to be not adapted to the business;

his own knowledge may be insufficient;

the markets change with tariff or no tariff;

health fails. Indeed, obstacles may appear
at every turn. But he is persistent; he
will not yield a jot from the original plan

;

he will do or die; be continues to court

defeat until death ends. It is not always
the coward who shrinks before a superior

foe and turns back. It is oftener the

braver, wiser man.
George Appleton.

THE TRAVELING AGENT.

The fine weather has brought the travel-

ing agent out of his shell, and he abounds.
His natural feeding-ground is in the coun-
try, and the farmer is his meat and drink
and salad. Day after day he passes by;
one day with a steel range, and the next
with a two-pointed needle warranted to

sew going and coming. Nothing is too

large, and nothing is too small for his use.

All are just his size, if its market value is

an unknown quantity to consumers. He
lets the old algebraic symbol, x, stand for

the price, and he works out the answer in

plain figures after determining the would-
be purchaser's value. His price runs the

scale like an opera singer, but runs up
more easily than down. It is usually too

high, and often much higher. It always
includes the freight.

The agent says he is glad to see you. This
is quite natural. Then he says that he has

heard of you, and that he wants a man of

your prominence and known business

ability to examine this article be is offer-

ing for sale. That old trick never wears
out. Then he draws one long breath and
turns loose upon you a flow of conversa-

tion that reminds one of the time he sat in

the gallery of our national House of Rep-
resentatives. In time, or after time, he

closes with a personal indorsement of all

he has said, and a guarantee that the article

is as represented. He acts as if this clinched

the whole matter, and is wondering if,

after all, you lack business sense and can-

not tell a good thing when you see it.

Then he speaks his piece over again, em-
phasizes his indorsement of it, repeats his

guarantee and anxiously watches for the

ringing of the dinner-bell.

So much for the average traveling mer-
chant, who pays no rents and wants you to
save merchants' profits by buying at man-
ufacturers' prices from him.
As to the goods offered for sale, who ever

heard of a peddler selling an old and stan-
dard brand of goods? Why not? Because
consumers have a fair idea of the usual
price. He must have an article of whose
quality and value the people cannot judge.
Which is safer—to buy such goods of a reli-

able dealer who wants our continued
patronage, or to buy of a man we may
never seen again? Why should farmers
be the prey of these fellows? Simply be-
cause many of us are ready to accept the
unsupported word of a stranger who is

financially interested. These goods are
sold largely upon the representation of

one who has adopted the traveling business
because he has the gift for talking, wheed-
ling and making an impression upon
people who do obey the common laws of

the business world.

A few weeks ago the peddler was selling

ranges. He had them with him. He
guaranteed everything, and wanted only
my note for the price asked. I tried in
vain to head him off, but finally told him
that if he merely wanted to practice on me,
and rehearse his "piece" that had been
lying unused since the roads became
muddy last fall, to go ahead and I would
listen. He spoke well—that was why he
was on the road. But the questions with
me were, Who pays for this talk? Who
pays for the feed of his mules? Who pays
for wet days ? The man who buys the range.

It is better to buy of men who spend time
talking only to those who want to buy
ranges, and who have them hauled by
steam instead of mule-power. It may be
a good range, but if it is, it deserves to be
put into the channels of trade so that the.

masses can get hold of it. If sales of it are

made only by hauling it through land by
mule-power, most people will die before

they ever hear of it. Large sales and fair

profits are better for consumers than few
sales at large profits. Then, to whom can
one turn for relief when the range comes
shortof the expectations?

Yesterday the peddler had spectacles.

Could he show his goods? I supposed so.

But how could I know whether the pricp

was fair?

"Why, I guarantee those frames to be
solid gold. I guarantee my goods."

Ah, yes, that settles it. Spectacles worth
tliree dollars a dozen wholesale, he sold for

two and one half dollars a pair. And yet,

such fellows are taking in the dollars of

farmers all over this country.

The drug man stopped for a drink of water
—concluded that he would not try to sell.

Who knows what baneful effects those

drugs may have upon the system, and yet
farmers are taking these secret concoctions

of quacks, and listening to the wordy as-

surances of strangers.
'

Wheat is too low, cattle and wool are too

low, to waste money upon the goods of

strangers whose tongues are their chief

capital. We have to buy some supplies of

which we are poor judges as to quality;

but let us buy well-known brands, or else

of rnen we will have frequent opportunity
of seeing afterward.

These agents flock to the country; it is

clothed in green. Then they meet and
laugh at our greenness. For the sake of

reputation and pocket-book, let us cease

giving any weight to the guarantees of

total strangers. David.

THE OTAHEITE ORANGE-TREE.

Every lover of flowers should have an

Otaheite orange-tree. It blossoms and
fruits the second year, may be planted out
of doors during the summer, and potted in

autumn for winter use. The blossoms are

delicate pink and white, and the little fruit

hangs to the branches until perfectly ripe.

It is a dwarf shrub, and very q^namental
for house growth.

I FEEL IT A DUTY
To tell the world that Hood's Sarsaparilla
has saved my life. I had dizzy spells,

nausea and pains in my side, caused by

^ Sarsa'
parilla

Cures

Mood
bad condition of my
liver and kidneys.
Soon after I com-
menced to take r^^^^^t
Hood's Sarsaparilla I began to feel better. 1

took four bottles and I now consider my-
self a well woman." Mrs. Pauline Ruby,
Buffalo, Iowa. Get Hood's, and only Hood's.

Hood's Pills are purely vegetable. 26o.
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IN GARDEN AND FIELD.

ILLET AND OTHER FODDERS.
—I have not much land to

spare for pasture and for

meadow. Sometimes I hire

the use of a few acres of a

neighbor, who is more for-

tunate in this respect than I am. But I am
always face to face with the problem how
to secure the needed supply of fodder in the

most economical way. I aiM a good feeder

and provider, and like to see a horse in

good order, and a cow give a reasonably

large quantity of rich milk. Green rye

helps me nicely over about three months of

the twelve. In August, September and
October, whenever a piece of land is cleared

from an early crop—peas, oats and peas,

early beans, corn, potatoes, etc.—and I

have no particular use for it until some
time in June, it is plowed and sowed to

rye, and the crop is cut in June, and either

fed green or cured for hay. As already

stated in an earlier issue, I am trying Crim-

son clover this year, as it may possibly be

superior to rye for this purpose. If the

rye is cut early—sometimes I have a cow
staked out in the field and the stuff eaten

down—there will be a second growth ready

to cut or pasture a few weeks later. A por-

tion of these patches I may have seeded

downi to clover in early spring, and the

clover will give a good crop for cutting to

feed green in the fall. Pieces not in clover,

and not needed for planting beans, potatoes,

late cabbage, etc., are plowed in July and
sown to millet. This, on good soil, gives

an immense growth of green fodder. If I

can sow in June or by July 1st, I usually

use the German millet; while for later

sowing I prefer the quicker-growing, but
coarser Hungarian-grass. Either of it

comes quite handy in the fall, and if prop-

erly cured, can be fed as hay, at any time

later. I am also trying Russian millet this

year, and will report about it later on. We
usually cut all the green stuffwe feed, fine

grass excepted, in a regulation fodder-cut-

ter, and when feeding it, mix a little bran
or other suitable ground feed with it.

Let me say, incidentally, that millet seed

is a most excellent feed for young chicks.

We plant seeds heavily, and the seed is not
difficult to harvest. We always try to let a

part of the crop get ripe, and then gather,

thresh and clean it. I know of nothing

that comes handier to feed to the little

chicks when yet very young. Of course,

they soon learn to eat whole wheat, but
they seem to like millet seeds from the

start, and for a change at any time, and they
thrive wonderfully on such a diet. Small
seeds seem to be a most natural food for lit-

tle chicks. When left to themselves, and
the care of the mother hen, they live

mostly on weed seeds, bugs, worms and
tender grasses. Millet seed is the most nat-

ural thing to take the place of weed seeds.

But to return to my subject. Between
green rye and millet, right in the heat of

the season, when pastures are short and
dry, and fresh green stuffs would be

especially relished by horses and cows,

there is usually a scarcity. To help me
over this, and also to furnish some most
excellent substitute for hay during other

times, especially winter, I am in the habit

of planting an acre or two (or more)
in oats and peas. The crop is cut when
the oat kernels are just beginning to

form, a part fed green, and another part

cured like hay. This is another kind of

fodder which is greatly relished by stock,

and which makes the horse fat and sleek

and fills the milk-pail. Rye, possibly Crim-

son clover, can follow the oats and pea

crop.

Then we have the sweet-corn crop. I

like to plant as large a piece, or as many
patches, as we can spare for the ptirpose.

We find plenty of demand at wholesale

and retail prices for good roasting-ears.

It would be folly to plant common field

corn, while we can buy all we want for

fifty cents or less a bushel, and when we
can plant sweet corn more thickly than

field corn, grow more ears to the acre, and
sell good ears at ten cents a dozen. The
sweet-corn patches give us plenty of fodder.

Part of it is fed green. It contains plenty

of nubbins, and is cut up in the fodder-

cutter, nubbins and all. Horse and cow
seem to like it about as well as anything

that is ever given them. Not a particle is

left in the manger, and the milk comes es-

pecially freely and rich.

Thus we have green rye between hay and

grass oats, and peas between grass and fall

pasture (during the usual dry time), millet

in early fall, sweet-corn fodder in late fall.

and rye hay, cured oats and peas, millet

hay and cured corn fodder during winter.

So we can manage to get along with very

little meadow hay, and we have the very

best of fodder right along. With oats and
peas, as also with sweet-corn fodder, we
seldom give additional rations of bran or

meal.

The garden also furnishes plenty of food

for the cow. Spinach that is going to seed,

stumps and culls of cauliflowers and cab-

bages, beet and carrot tops, tomatoes, pea-

vines, pumpkins, squashes and many other

things are among the waste products of

the garden, and the cow furnishes a good
market for them.

Green Lice on Cucumber Leaves.—J.

C. Reed, of St. Clere, Kansas, recommends
the following : "Use fresh, dry wood ashes

or air-slaked lime. Apply with a common
fire-shovel, throwing ashes or lime with

considerable force in a slanting direction, so

the ashes will rebound from the ground

and rise to the under side of leaves. Apply
early in the morning when damp ; but be

careful not to get too much on upper sur-

face of leaves."

I think that this remedy will prove ef-

fective. But as I am using tobacco-dust on
and around the plants, anyway, for the

sake of keeping the striped bugs and other

insects, flea-beetle among them, away, I

can speak in favor of the use of ashes only

for people who have no tobacco-dust on
hand, or cannot procure it conveniently.

The tobacco-dust is safer to apply than

ashes.

Turnip-rooted Celery.—An Ohioreader
asks me about root celery ; how to raise it,

and how to use it. The turnip-rooted cel-

ery is quite easily grown. It is a favorite

among the Germans, who boil the peeled

bulbous root, usually in soups, when it

acts as a seasoning, in the same way as the

leaves (soup celery) of common celery are

often used ; then cut it in slices and eat it

as a salad, alone or with cold cabbage. It

deserves more general attention by kitchen
gardeners than it ordinarily receives. Start

seed in flats under glass, or in a well-pre-

pared bed outdoors in early spring, and
manage the plants in about the same way
as you would handle other celery-plants.

Set out in rows a foot or more apart, four

or five inches apart in the rows, and give

thorough cultivation. The roots may be

taken up in the fall and stored like turnips.

Sweet Potatoes trom Cuttings.—H. S.

Taylor, of California, writes me: "In the

southern states the first crop of slips taken

from the hotbed soon produce vines long

enough to plant. Such cuttings are by
many preferred to the second and third

crops of slips frorn the bed. Make the cut-

tings twelve to sixteen inches long
;
wrap

it twice around your index and middle fin-

gers, and make a hole large enough to

insert the coil and about four to six inches

deep, pressing the dirt firmly around the

slip to within one inch of the surface. Then
fill with loose soil to prevent the soil from
baking. If the ground is wet, the vines

will take root at each leaf, and form roots

more rapidly than slips will. Where the

seasons are long and rains come between
August 20tb and September 15th, they will

make a fine crop." Joseph.

Orchard and Small Fruits.
CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GKEEN.

BUDDING.

In a general way, budding may be done
at any time when the bark will peel, pro-

viding the buds are sufficiently matured on
the new growth of the season. The proper

time will be influenced by the kind of stock

used, the season, and sometimes by attacks

of insects and diseases. For instance, the

native plum is generally budded to best

advantage about the tenth of August, but
should the stocks be attacked by some
insect or disease that seriously injures

the foliage in the latter part of July, the

growth of the stocks will soon be checked,

and the work must be performed at once

or not at all. A period of severe drought
may check growth, and in a similar way
make early budding necessary. If the

stocks are growing very fast, it is often

best to delay the operation until the wood
has become somewhat hardened, or else its

rapid growth may cover up the inserted

bud. If considerable pruning of the stocks

is necessary to make a place for the bud, it

should be done at least two weeks before

budding is commenced, for the heavy prun-
ing of any plant when it is in active growth
results in serious check to tlie growth, and
if done just when the buds are inserted it

may prevent the success of the operation.

The ordinary season for budding in the

northern states is from the middle of July

to the first of September, and the earliness

or lateness at which a variety is most suc-

cessfully budded depends on the condition

of growth. The stocks, that stop growing
early in the season are budded early, and
those that grow until autumn are budded
late. The conditions for success are:

(1) The stock and scion must be per-

fectly healthy and free from insects. If

either of them are weak or sickly, unsat-

isfactory results may be expected. To this

end, everything necessary should be done
to keep off insects and diseases.

(2) The buds should be well developed
in the axils of the leaves on the young
shoots from which the buds are to be
taken. It seldom happens that they are in

this condition until the bud in the end is

formed, but sometimes the buds in the

center of the twigs will be large enough to

grow, while those at the base and at the ex-

treme tip are still quite small. If the buds
are thought to be too immature, they may
readily be developed by pinching off the

tips of the twigs. In ten or twelve days
after such pinching, of even a very soft

shoot, its buds will be fit for working.

(3) The bark must separate easily from
the wood on the stocks to be budded. This
will take place only when they are grow-
ing rapidly.

(4) A sharp, thin knife is absolutely

necessary. i

(5) The work must be done rapidly, and
the buds firmly and evenly tied into place.

No wax is needed.

Basswood bark is perhaps the best tying
material, since it is but little affected by
moisture, and if put on wet remains tight

and close. But corn husks, cotton warp
or woolen yarn answers very well, and a
tying material called raphia is largely used
for this purpose, but it should be put on
dry, while basswood bark should be used
wet.

the process of budding

Will be found illustrated in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5, which show the successive stages in

shield budding, which is the form gener-

ally used in this country. When every-
thing is ready for the work, prepare a lot

of bud-sticks by cutting ofl' all but one half

inch of the leaf stalks. These sticks should
be carefully protected from wilting, and it

is customary to carry them in the field

wrapped up in moist cloth or oiled paper.

FiG.l. FiG.2. Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 1, the way the cuts are made in the stock.
Fig. 2, the bud when cut off; seen from under side.

Fig. 3, the bark raised for the insertion of the bud.
Fig. 4, the bud inserted. Fig. 5, the bud tied in place.

If it is necessary to stftre them after they

are cut, they should be kept in a cool,

moist place in moss or sawdust, or cloths,

but not in water. They are often kept for

a week before using, but should be used as

soon as may be after they are cut.

to insert the bud,

A smooth place should be selected (on

small stocks this should be about two
inches from the ground), and on the north

side if practicable, since buds are less liable

to be injured by freezing on that side than

on any other. A cross-cut should be made
at this point, and from it a cut about one

and one half inches long, as shown in Fig.

1; at the same time the bark should be

raised, as shown in Fig. 3. A bud-stick is

then taken and a bud cut oS" with the bark

and a thin piece of wood (Fig. 6) extending

about one half inch above and below the

bud, as shown in Fig. 2. The lower point

of the bud (by which is meant the bark

and wood cut off as well as the bud) is now
inserted under the bark at the cross-cut,

and is gently pushed down by the leaf

stock and knife-blade. If the bark of the

stock will not raise when the bud is thus

pushed down, the stock is not in the best

condition for budding, and it will be nec-

essary to raise the bark with the back of

the knife-blade or with the finger-nail, in

order to let the bud come into its place.

The sides of the bud should come under
the bark, but if the wound is not large

enough to admit quite all the bud, any

S
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small part that may project a^ove the

cross-cut should be cut off by again draw-
ing the knife through the cross-cut. The
bud must now be securely and firmly tied

in place, taking care to draw it down
evenly and firmly, and to cover all the
wounds with the tying material (Fig. 51,

but not to draw the string over the bud
itself. The buds will generally unite in

about two weeks, but sometimes they will

require a longer time, and it is often desir-

able to leave the ties on for some little

Fig. 6.

Showing the way in wliich the bud ie cut off and its
relative size. The line around the bud represents the
bark taken off with the bud.

time after this period. It is a bad practice

to neglect the bands and allow them to

severely cut the stock.

The inserted buds should not start at all

until the following spring. If they start

into growth the season they are inserted,

they are almost certain to be killed the

following winter. If the bark of the in-

serted bud shrivels, or if it remains fresh

and the bud falls off, the work is entirely

lost, though the stocks that have missed
one year may be budded the next, and
even while loosening the bands it may not
be too late to again bud those that have
missed. To make the work more certain,

two buds are oftefn inserted in each stock,

although only one is allowed to grow.

JUNE budding.

Many nurserymen offer what they call

"June-budded" trees at low prices. They
are small trees that can be easily sent by
mail, and are made by an operation similar

to common budding, as described here-

with, except that the work is done in June,

and the inserted buds are forced into

growth as soon as they adhere to the stock

by cutting off the latter. They make only

a small growth the season they are

budded. The buds for this purpose may
be hastened in maturing by pinching

in the ends of the shoots to be used

for the bud-sticks. For ordinary pur-

poses, nothing is gained by budding in

June, for a plant budded in August will

make as large, if not a larger, growth by
the end of the following year than a June-

budded tree of the same age will make la

its two years of growth, and will make a

straighter tree.

RECIPE FOR MAKING BORDEAUX MIXTURE.

Prof. Beach advises to dissolve four

pounds of copper sulphate in water, nearly

filling a forty-five-gallon cask. Next
make a whitewash or cream of freshly-

slaked lime. Have on hand a small bottle

containing a saturated solution of yellow

prussiate of potash (ferro-cyanide of potas-

sium) in water. As you add the lime to

the copper sulphate water, apply the test

from time to time by adding a drop from
the small bottle. As long as you notice a

change of color in the mixture, more lime

must be added. When further addition of

the drug ceases to change the color, the

mixture contains lime enough. The neces-

sity of straining can be avoided by using

only the clear milk of lime, not the set-

tlings. Freshly-slaked lime is always to

be preferred. It sticks better, and it does

not take so much lime. Its object is sim-

ply to neutralize the acid in the sulphate.

The mixture must be constantly stirred

while being applied. For close work there

is no better spraying-nozzle than the

Vermorel. A bamboo extension may be

used with which to get the nozzle into the

tree.

A weak mixture put on thoroughly is

better than a strong mixture applied in

a haphazard way. Experiments have
shown the Bordeaux mixture to be the

best fungicide yet tested.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To Kill Trees.—To kill all kinds of trees,

such as willow, locust, walnut, persimmon,
etc., peel them in July or just before the bark

sets, when the wood has made its season's

growth, and let them stand until they die.

Peel two or three feet above ground.

Maryland. N. E.

[The above treatment is very satisfactory.

It kills the trees because while the roots can

feed the leaves with crude sap, the roots can-

not get the refined sap, which is only produced

in the leaves and green parts, and which is

necessary for them to endure the winter. The
sap circulates very largely from the roots up
through the sapwood to the leaves, where It

is refined and fitted for plant-food. It then

returns almost entirely between the bark and
wood, where It forms the season's growth.

On the same principle, if a grape-cane is

girdled for half an inch or more in June, the

sap which would naturally go to the rootSj
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where it would store up nourishment, is pre-

vented from so doing, and feeds the grapes,

thus ripening them from ten days to two
weeks earlier than they would naturally

ripen. June and July are good months in

which to try this treatment at the North. If

the girdling is confined entirely to the smaller

canes, no great harm is done ; but if the whole
vine is girdled, it would be seriously weak-
ened.—Ed.]

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GKEEN.

Injared Frnit-trees.—J. C. M., Carver, 111.

The twig received from you was much in-

jured on one side, most of the wounds being

roundish. I think the injury is the direct

result of some hail-storm. I have seen many
similar injuries in various sections of the

country from this cause. After such a visita-

tion, the trees had better not be disturbed

until the following autumn, when the wood
most injured should be removed or shortened

back, so as to encourage growth from the

healthiest branches.

Oall-mite.—C. H. P., Herman, Minn.,
writes: "I inclose some leaves from my plum-
trees. You will notice that they have little,

pointed swellings on the under side."

Reply:—The swellings were on the under
side of the leaf, and from one half to one inch

long and pointed, and each one contained a

minute mite. This insect, called a gall-mite,

is what did the damage. It winters over in

the egg form under the scales of the buds.

From these the perfect ihite appears in the

spring to lay the eggs which develop in the

galls. At this season nothing can be done to

destroy them without destroying the foliage,

but if the twigs are sprayed very early in the

spring with a rather strong potash lye orsoap,

the eggs will be killed. Of course, this should

be done before growth starts.

Huckleberries C. S. H., St. Louis, Mich.

I have never seen the huckleberry planted

and cultivated except on a very small scale.

I have now five or six blueberry-bushes that

are doing pretty well, although they do not

produce enough fruit to be profitable. How-
ever, they are on a clayey loam, and I think

they would do better on light, sandy soil. I

know, however, of some very successful cases

where the natural blueberry and huckleberry
fields have bjen made much more productive

by cutting out the brush that would crowd
out the berry-bushes, were the latter to be left

to nature. If you wish to try the cultivation

of huckleberries, I would suggest that you
look over the huckleberry sections of your
state, and then take up productive wild kinds
that you find growing on land similar to your
land. Plant them in rows, and trust to heavy
njjulching for cultivation. I think this

method of obtaining plants would be much
superior to sending to any nursery for them.
The blueberry and huckleberry grow from
seed, and near my house are a lot of seedlings

coming up on the gravelly knoll, where the

seed has been sown; but they grow very
slowly, and I doubt the practicability of grow-
ing them for profit from the seed.

PLENTY OF FRUIT IN MICHIGAN.

A- one of your many thousand subscrib-

ers in the Wolverine state, I have carefully

read every number of Farm and Fireside,

but failed to see any special report of the

present fruit outlook in this section of the

Union. I send a few facts, which are the

more interesting and gratifying to me be-

cause of a recent visit to the fruit regions

of central and southern Illinois, and of

portions of Missouri and Tennessee. Pre-

vious to my southern trip, I had read tel-

egraphic reports from those states that the

fruit crop was entirely ruined, but past

experience had taught me to accept very
suspiciously these sensational press re-

ports, which ordinarily merely represent

our American love of sensation, and which
are tending to make us all very skeptical

of the contents of our daily papers.

It was an exceptional spring, however,

and, I found much real damage to the

growing fruit crops wherever I visited.

Fruit growers were inclined to feel very

downhearted over the situation. The un-

certainties of the business, or rather, the

weather problem was the main cause of

complaint. It was conceded that in gen-

eral a halt crop would, during most sea-

sons, net, by reason of higher price,

almost, it not quite, as good results as a

very large crop ; but owing to the depressed

condition of general business, this year will

represent small crops and low prices.

While absent I had seen many reports of

what was called the total failure of the

peach crop in Michigan, yet upon return-

ing home, 1 found that the professional

pessimist, or liar, had ignored truth very
completely in his statements.

I cannot speak intelligently for my whole
state, but am conversant with the "peach
belt," which lies along the shores of Lake
Michigan, from a point a little south of St.

Joseph to Muskegon, a section of about
sixty_miles long by ten to fifteen miles
wide. Peaches on all sandy soils will be a

full crop except in a few instances, directly

on the lake front and on very heavy clay

lands, where the drainage was defective.

Til ere the crop will be more or less limited

by reason of the "curled leaf," which has

caused the fruit to drop to some extent.

It is a fact, that in this favored locality we
have had but one total peach failure in

twenty-five years. The uncertainty of the

crop increases as you go northward in the

belt, since for every twenty miles of lat-

itude, peaches ripen about ten days later.

While the peach is classed among the tender

fruits, it is only relatively so, as if in good
condition, the fruit-buds of the best com-
mercial varieties can withstand a temper-
ature of twelve or fifteen degrees below
zero, and a fair crop has been obtained

even where the trees have been subject to

eighteen or twenty degrees.

The influence of Lake Michigan is not
well understood, even by many of our

growers. Opposite "Van Buren county, the

lake is unusually deep, and the west winds
are much tempered before reaching the

shore of our state. The temperature upon
the Michigan side of the lake will average

twelve and fifteen degrees warmer than on
the opposite shores of Wisconsin. The
lake also serves to delay* the frosts of

autumn, and in September and October

this locality is subject to few sudden
changes of temperature. In 1839 the first

peaches were shipped from Berrien county

to the Chicago market, and until 1874 the

commercial value of the peach crop in-

creased rapidly, aided by low freights and
the ability to deliver goods in perfect con-

dition by water. In the year last named,
the scourge called the "yellows" destroyed

most of the orchards in Berrien and adjoin-

ing counties. It took several years to suc-

cessfully check the ravages of this plague,

and indeed, for a time it was thought im-
possible to stamp out the disease. This

drove'many of the growers into cultivating

small fruits, which have proven almost as

profitable as peach growing.

In my own county the "yellows" were
more quickly suppressed, and I am of

the opinion that peach culture here is

more certain than in any other county.

Several large steamers, which run daily to

Chicago, are supposed to have been paid

for within a few years by the profits of fruit

carrying, and the beautiful little town at

the mouth of the Black river, known as

South Haven, has now nearly three thou-

sand people, as against a population of 1,924

shown by the census of 1890. Most of the

fruit farms hereabouts range from ten to

thirty acres, and are falling largely into the

hands of retired merchants, professional

men and farmers from other states, giving

us delightful society.

Strawberries are being marketed, and
although the crop is not quite as large as

in some former years, it is extra fine in

quality, and growers are getting four to

six dollars a bushel. On account of the

excessively hot weather the crop of apples

will be less than was anticipated, but prom-
ise to be unusually prime in quality. With
the exception of pears, which will not

prove over a half crop, we are expecting to

gather fully as large crops of fruit as usual.

Gi-apes near the lake and river look well,

while at Lawton, which is usually the

most promising section, the outlook is not

quite equal to last year.

Property in this county is still low com-
pared with the counties south of us. Im-
proved fruit farms can be had at from $50

to $200 an acre. This fact is partly because

our territory has never been advertised,

while the summer resorts, steamboat lines,

railroads and factories have given St.

Joseph and Benton Harbor a national

reputation. At South Haven the harbor
is quite good, the bathing superb, and the

town enjoys immunity from the rowdy
element by reason of local option. We
have had no boom, nor do we want it. I

believe I live in the finest fruit country in

America, and I know our facilities for

marketing and the comforts of living are

equal to the best. If this seems like brag-

gadocia, come and see for yourselves. I

have no land for sale, but I do take a pride

in my county and state. Stuart.
Van Buren county, Mich.

FERTILIZING MATERIAL.

At the winter farmers' meeting, held

under the auspices of the board of agricul-

ture of the state of Connecticut, the ques-

tion was asked, "Does it pay the farmer to

purchase and apply commercial superphos-
phates to the soil?" And from the assem-
blage of the representative farmers from all

over the state the answers "yes" and "no"
were pretty nearly divided. This is no
suirprising expression of opinion, for it is

a fact, that ever since the first introduction

of commercial fertilizers (and by that term

is meant the various manufactured com-
pounds that are placed upon the market)
the expression of opinion upon the ques-
tion of benefit has ever been contra-

dictory. While some have been willing to

admit that some advantages have resulted

from their use, others have strongly in-

sisted that they received no benefit what-
ever.

Perhaps some of the differences have
arisen from a difference of meaning in-

tended to be conveyed, and that might
have been the case at the meeting referred

to ; while one would answer the question

of advantage in its relations to the ques-

tion of net gain, another would do so from
a standpoint of effects and gain in crops as

related to cost of fertilizer, so that while
from the different standpoints the answers
might conflict when received in the same
light, there would be no essential differ-

ence.
In one instance a farmer used a quantity

of phosphate in planting potatoes side by
side with others where no phosphate was
used, and declared that there was no differ-

ence whatever in the yield, and considered

that he received no benefit whatever. The
results as stated by him would certainly

lead him to such a conclusion. In another

instance a careful farmer made use of

superphosphates in large quantities, and
expressed the decided opinion that he
never received a cent's benefit ; but in this

case it was a question of ultimate net profit.

He admitted that he secured an increase of

crop to the extent of very nearly or quite

remunerating him for the expenditure of

fertilizer, but no further. In either case,

in fact, in any case where the values of

crops were not augmented to an amount
greater than that expended for the ferti-

lizer, a dual construction would be that the

fertilizer did not pay anything for the

reason that only the money expended has

been returned in increased crops, while
there is a possibility that an increased ex-

haustion of soil may have resulted.

Taking this view of the case, the only
question to be considered ^is whether the

increase of crop is an advantage to the

farmer even at a cost of its full value.

Taking a, general view of the case : Sup-
pose more food material is required upon
the farm, the question may arise whether
it ia not better to secure it by an applica-

tion to the soil, and thus secure its tillage,

than to depend upon the market for it.

Take the case of corn, and besides the grain

obtained there is a good quantity of coarse

fodder; the consumption of both grain

and fodder adds to the manure pile, and so

becomes a source of fertility. While it is

true that manure is also obtained from the

feeding of purchased gr^in, then another
question arises regarding the relative value

of food material produced by cultivation

from a definite amount expended on the

purchase of fertilizer or an expenditure of

the same amount for the grain itself. Tliese

are questions that can only be determined
by trial, but would depend upon the

value of grain, which varies in price some-
what.

It is becoming an important question to

farmers regarding the best and most eco-

nomical m^ans of securing some of the

more costly fertilizing elements.

. The great importance of nitrogen as an
element of fertility cannot be overesti-

mated, and yet in a soluble and available

form it is the most expensive of any
element of the nutrition of plants; it can

be obtained in cheap forms, but it is cheap
simply because in the condition sold it is

largely unavailable, and will therefore go
but a little way toward producing the de-

sired results. In the shape of sulphate of

ammonia or nitrate of soda, nitrogen can

be obtained in tlie most available form in

the commercial article, but in this form it

is quite expen.sive, which naturally deters

the average farmer from investing very
heavily.

The question then arises, how is the av-

erage farmer of limited means to apply
nitrogen to his soil? It is a well-known
fact that clover, soja beans and some other

similar crops can be grown upon average

soils by a moderate application of sulphate
of lime or ashes; it also accumulates a

quantity of nitrogen,which by its own pecu-

liar alchemy it procures from the atmos-
phere. Is it not a fact, then, that herein lies

a secret of enriching the soil on that subtle

element, nitrogen, in a manner that re-

quires but little expenditure in money, but
makes a demand upon the inexhaustible

supply of nature?
Thisbringsinto exercise a system known

as green manuring, some of the effects of

which are produced by a system of rota-

tion of crops, where clover forms a part of

the rotation. By the application of some
ashes or plaster, or both, and a suitable

preparation of the soil, and seeding to

clover, a good crop can be secured, which,
being plowed in when fairly well devel-

oped, will afford a good supply of nitrogen,

and by its decomposition will produce a

very beneficial effect uponXthe soil in a
mechanical way. \
When farmers will exercise, sufficient

courage to plow under a good crisp of clo-

ver as a fertilizer, they will have\entered
upon the dawn of a new era as regards
maintaining the fertility of the soil.\

It becomes more and more evident eVery
day that some means must be takenVto
secure fertilizing material in the most
economical manner. The general depresA
sion in business reaches to the farmer,
and retrenchment becomes a watchword
with him; it is therefore for his interest

to employ those means that will secure the
desired end by the least possible expen-
diture. Wm. H. Yeomans.

Connecticut.

THE SOIL-SAVER.

Whether the farmer sow wheat or wild
oats, whether he build up reputation or
barns, he does all by accumulating the lit-

tle things. Everything comes by littles,

and the most successful farmer is the man
who heeds, studies and saves.

The object of the farmer ought to be not
only to enrich soil, but also to keep his

soil—to weight it down so that it will not
blow away. For example, here is a corn-

field stripped bare in the fall. If snows
come and stay, the soil must remain; it

cannot get away ; but we have often open
winters in snow regions where the surface

freezes and thaws, and the wind blows
away for weeks at a time.

,

Does the farmer realize how much soil he
loses in a winter from fieldsplowed the sea-

son before and left "desolate" all winter?
If the fields are on the windward of grass

land or other fields, pastures, for example,
then he does not lose this fertility that is

transferred by the wind, if the fields ad-

joining belong to him, but even in this

case the fertility is carried from one field

to another. The farmer, however, wishes
to distribute his own material, and wants
it to stay where he puts it.

But if his plowed land is on the road-

side, or adjoins the fields of his neighbor,

then the neighbor's land, if to the leeward,

gets the benefit. Some farmer may say,

"That's too small to bother with." It is

not too small to bother with; nothing on
the farm that saves is too small to bother
with.

Make this experiment: Make rich a piece

of land to the windward, west of a less fer-

tile piece. If you wait long enough you
will see the fertility of one transferred to

the other. Immediately the weeds and
the clog-grass will begin to grow ranker
and to put on better color. In some places

in the West, where the winds tug at the set-

tler four days in the week, the black earth

has drifted over and made fertile many
barren places, and the reverse has hap-
pened, too—fertile places made barren by
the same means.
There is an economical method to weight

the soil down, or more properly, tie it

down. When the corn is cultivated the

last time, sow rye. The results are, first,

rye gathers up a good deal of manure that

otherwise would be lost; second, it pro-

vides green fodder for the cows when they

are turned into the field to clear it up;
third, it prevents the soil from blowing
away, and fourth, when it is plowed in the

spring, it adds fertility to the soil. There-

fore, by saving the soil by employing rye

to hold it down we accomplish three other

objects, all useful and economical.

George Appleton.

EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From Nebraska.—Western Nebraska is

being redeemed by good rains. More rain

fell in one rain in April (nearly twelve inches)

than during the whole of last season. Good
crops are now practically assured. Our wheat,

corn and millet and other crops look as well

as any under the irrigation ditches.

Oering, Neb. A. V. F.

From Illinois.—This is a good country for

a poor man. Hardin county borders on the

Ohio river. "We have a healthful county,

though there are few hills. Land yields from
30 to 60 bushels of corn to the acre, 20 to 30

bushels of wheat, and 75 to 200 bushels of pota-

toes. Our schools are good. We need others to

move in here and help us improve our society.

We have no railroads; we ship our market
stuff by steamboat. Land ranges In price

from $5 to $50 an acre. We have iron, silver

and spar. The iron mines have bern worked.

Zamb, 111. T. F. M.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton, New Jersey.

POULTRY AND PROFIT.

N a farm where there is ample
range, poultry should include

not only hens, but turkeys,

geese, ducks and even guineas.

The turkeys aud guineas are

disposed to wander over large

areas, while geese and ducks will thrive

on a, small pasture lot. It must not
be ybverlooked that the largest propor-
tioii of meat sold off the farm, in the

s^ape of turkeys, geese and ducks, cost

he farmer little or nothing, and if some
knowledge could be gained in regard to the
actual cost, it would be shown that the
receipts are nearly all profit, and this

should encourage farmers to increase their

stock. The hens pay best as producers of

eggs, and ducks are also excellent layers;

but the largest profits in poultry are

secured from turkeys and geese, as they
can support themselves during the larger

portion of the year unaided.

While it must be admitted, however,
that whatever is consumed by poultry
really comes from the farm, whether the

birds secure it or receive it, the profit will

not appear so large, but the fact is that

turkeys are insect-destroying birds, and
the larger share of their food is composed
of insects and seeds, while geese are partial

to young and tender weeds, purslaine

being one of its delicacies. These dififerent

kinds of poultry utilize materials that

would be of no service to the farmer at all,

and in that respect they serve as valuable

scavengers to not only keep down many
pests that annoy the farmer, but also

enable him to send the undesirable sub-
stances to market in the form of meat.

The most successful farmers met by us,

with poultry, were those who did not con-
fine themselves to one kind. They not
only had large flocks of hens, but also

found room somewhere for turkeys, geese,

ducks and guineas, the latter being inten-

ded for home use, as they are of but little

demand in market. They look upon a
variety as better enabling them to produce
the most at the least cost, and they were
particular to use good breeds as well. No
enterprising poultryman will attempt to

make poultry pay unless he uses the pure
breeds. There is a wonderful difference in

the Bronze turkey, Embden goose and
Pekin duck as compared with the common
breeds, as the weight is also a very impor-

tant matter in assisting to derive a profit

on meat. It costs no more to keep the best

to be had than to give up the space to those

kinds which are inferior. Quality brings

the best prices, but feed will not give qual-

ity unless the breed is used to utilize the

food to the best advantage. There is noth-

ing to prevent every farmer from making
a profit on poultry, and the way to do so is

to take advantage of every method for so

doing, using all varieties of poultry for

that purpose.

POULTRY AND WHEAT RAISING.

As'wheat is very low, and farmers are

objecting to growing it at a loss, they can

Fig. 1.

convert it into pork and poultry. Land
which produces twenty bushels of wheat
per acre will not give a profit of ten dollars

at present prices. If an acre of land is

given up to a flock of twenty-five hens
(which is a small number on an acre), the
farmer can secure a larger profit than from
wheat.

It is not inferred that farmers will dot

their fields with poulti-y-houses, but the

fact remains that if farmers will take hold

of poultry as a business, and not look upon
it as something intended solely for women,
they will find themselves amply repaid at

the end of the year for all the care and
labor that they may bestow in that direc-

tion, with the advantage in favor of poul-

try that the returns from the sales of meat

and eggs will come in daily, instead of hav-
ing the long interval bttween seed-time

and harvest.
If wheat is cheap, buy it and feed it and

devote some of the land intended for wheat
to poultry. Compare the labor usually
required in growing wheat with that neces-

sary for managing a flock, and it will be
easily seen that the farmer, instead of

turning over the care of the fowls to his

wife, can largely increase the number, and
make poultry one of the most important
sources of revenue on the farm. Land that

will not produce any crop at all may be

used for poultry, and during the greater

portion of the year the hens can take good
care of themselves and supply their own
wants, with little or no help from their

owner, and will also pay a large profi.t at

the same time.

WATER-CAN FOR LITTLE CHICKS.

A water-can for little chicks, which is

easily made and very handy, is the design

Fig. 2.

of Mr. M. H. Douglass, Wisconsin. Take
a three-pound lard-pail and solder the

cover on air tight. Then punch six or

more quarter-inch holes as near the bottom
of the pail as possible (see Fig. 1), and take

the cover of a five-pound pail and set the

three-pound pail in the center, soldering

the two together in two or three places, so

as to leave a space of three quarters of an
inch all around the bottom of the pail for

water (see Fig. 2). The water will come to

about three fourths of the distance to the

top of the rim, but will not run over. It

can be filled by putting it in a pail of water,

upside down. The chicks can drink, but

cannot get wet. The same may be made
of a tomato-can and a small, deep tin plate,

or even with a tin cup and plate. The
whole thing need not cost more than five

or ten cents, according to its size, and if it

is too light, it may be held in place by using
a piece of brick on the top of the can. Fig.

1 shows a three-pound lard-pail with the

holes cut near the bottom. Fig. 2 shows
the top of a five-pound pail soldered to the

bottom of a three-pound pail—the arrange-

ment ready for use.

POULTRY AND EGGS IN THE UNITED STATES.

The census report for 1890 shows the

value of eggs produced annually to be over

1100,000,000, while the value of poultry

(chickens, turkeys, ducks and geese)

amount to about the same. Or, to make it

plain, the total annual production of poul-

try and eggs amounts to |200,000,000. At
the present prices of wheat, the poultry

and eggs are the more valuable, and the

market is here at home. It is safe to say

that the report does not include all, as a

large number of persons were not visited

during the enumeration of poultry and
eggs, but the figures are sufficient to

enable those interested to arrive at a partial

knowledge of the poultry and egg produc-

tion. In a single decade the poultry and
eggs of the United States amount to

enough to pay off' our national debt, and
the money invested in that direction finds

its way into all other business channels.

DIPPING HENS FOR LICE.

It is not pleasant work to dip a lot of

hens in order to rid them of lice. The best

substances to use are some of the well-

known sheep dips. The hens should be
held by the legs, heads down, with one
hand holding the head. Dip them with
the head under first, and let the solution

cover every portion of the body, not even
the toes excepted. Pull them to and fro

in the tub two or three times and set them
free. It should be done only on warm,
clear days.

SMALL POTATOES.

Save the small potatoes for the hens.

After they are cooked they will require no
preparation, as the hens can easily pick

them to pieces. In the winter season they
will serve greatly to assist in keeping the

hens in good condition, andas such pota-

toes are unsalable, they can be made just

as valuable as the large ones if converted
into eggs and sent to market.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Another Way to Kili, Lice.—In the Fakm

AND Fireside of May loth I notice' Mr. J. R.

Little's discussion of the lice problem. I

agree with blm that fire Is sure death to

the insects. Several of our neighbors ex-

perimented with it, aud it proved an entire

success so far as the lice were concerned, but
their chickens had to roost on trees and fences

until a new house coyild be built. My way of

keeping the mites in subjection is to white-
wash two or three times a year. The house Is

built of dressed boxing, and the roosts put in

so as to be easily remov,ed. I have tried

fish-oil strong enough to have been made from
the whale that swallowed Jonah, also ker-

osene, but good, strong lime will clean them up
quicker, and gives the house a healthy look
and smell. I scatter sawdust on the floor,

and scoop up the droppings once each week.
"Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," ap-

plies in this case also. J. S. Y. ,

Needy, Oreg.

To Keep Hawks Away.—Take a bunch of

new scrap tins, such as is generally thrown
away from the tin-shop. Tie a string around
them and suspend them four or five feet above
the ground, near the poultry-yard, on a limb
of a tree or stake, so that the tin will dangle
in the sunshine, which will cause a dazzling
reflection that can be seen for a mile away,
and It will be sure to frighten the hawk away.
I have tried this for several years with success.

Sand/ord, Ind. N. E.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Hating Docks.— B. L., Cleveland, Ohio,

writes: "How many drakes and females
should be together?"
Reply:—The proportion of the sexes is

usually one drake with five females.

Bed-bngs in Pohltry-hoase.—B. S. G.,
Panhandle, Texas, writes : "How can I rid my
poultry-house of bed-bugs? The lumber is
full of them."
Reply :—Saturate the poultry-house once a

week for a month with a mixture of one quart
of spirits turpentine and five gallons of crude
petroleum. •

Roostingr and liameness.—S. E. E., Elk-
hart, Indiana, writes : "My young turkeys are
lame, but the old ones are not affected. They
roost on the limbs of trees near the house."

Reply:—It is caused by jumping to the
ground when they come off the limbs In the
morning, the legs of the young turkeys not
being able to stand the daily jar.

Deformed Chicks.—Mrs. N. N., Hog Sta-
tion, Wash., writes: "I have a lot of chicks
that are deformed when hatched. They throw
their heads backward, and are unable to sup-
port themselves In a natural position."

Reply :—Such occurrences are not unusual,
and is due to the chicks being hatched from
eggs that were layed by very fat hens. It is

most common with Plymouth Rocks.

Raising: Goslings.—Mrs. J. J., Menlo, Iowa,
writes: "For some years past I have been
trying to raise geese. "When my goslings get
to be from one month old until they are
feathered, they seem to take weak spells, are
unable to walk, and die."

Reply:—Do not allow them on ponds until

well feathered, and give them a dry place at

night. They should not be fed too heavily on
grain.

Paralysis, or Apoplexy.—Mrs. A. J.
writes: "What is the cause of chickens being
paralyzed. They fall over when running, but
eat to the last." _
Reply:—The age of the chickens should

have been given. It is probably due to over-

feeding on grain during the warm season. If
they are hens, the male must be removed. _ It
is pressure of blood on the brain (apoplexy).

Tonng Turkeys.-Mrs. E. W., Peosta,
Iowa, writes: "My young turkeys seem will-
ing to eat, but it is diflicult for them to swal-
low. They linger several days and die. They
have a good, dry place."

Reply:—They probably have the canker
roup. Sprinkle a pinch of chlorate of potash
down their throats in the morning, and at
night swab with peroxide of hydrogen, one
part to three parts water.

Probably X.arge Liice.—W. M. H., Mount
Morris, Pa., writes : "I have 250 little chicks
which run at large during the day, except in
wet weather. They have plenty of ventilation
at niglit, pure water, mixed food, condition
powder, and are as free of lice as possible.
They are from one week to two months old.
They eat, but the first thing noticed is that
they stand with their wings drooped and eyes
shut."

Reply ;^The cause is probably the large lice

on the skin of their heads and necks. Anoint
heads with a few drops of sweet-oil. Be care-

ful of top ventilation. Dust them well with
insect-powder also. Whenever a chick is

sleepy, the cause Is nearly always the large
head-lice.

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE

To spend your holidays is Hot Springs, South
Dakota.
Health and pleasure seekers find in this

lovely spot the full realization of their antic-

ipations.

The Burlington's local agent will gladly give

you full information about Hot Springs, and
also—if you ask for it—a beautifully illus-

trated folder. D. O. Ives,

G. P. & T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

MILK

and Cream will soar
and cause loss unless yon
use PKE.SEKVALINE,
It's cheap and harmless, keeps \
milk and cream freehand sweet

]

five to seven days, without ice.
Successfully used for 17 years.
Sample Free. Preservaline
Mffir. Co., 10 Cedar St.,

Kew York

Davis International Hand Cream Sepa-
rator, 250ibs to 300ft)S capacity. Every
Separator guaranteed first class, send for
circular. Agents wanted. Address,

Davis & Rankin Bldg. & Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, Illinois.

FRUIT PICKER
H. M. CRIDEB, York, Pa.,
makes the best. Send for
Illustrated Circular.

SUBKYSIDE POULTRY FARI*. B. Minorcas, Leghorns,
Wyandottes, B. P. Rocks and Bed Caps. Eggs $2 aud SI
per 13. Circulars. H. T. Anderson & Co., Katrona, Pa.

YAIf|lJA~Snnny8ide Valley. Irrigated Lands and
I NMmH Lots. Sure Crops and Profits.Write for Fold-
er, Maps, Prices. F. H. HaeertT, Sunnyside.Wash.

RIPVPI rfi Before Yon Bay A Wheel sendDIUIULCO stamp for our bargain list of bigb-
grade second-hands. Good wheels glO to 875.
EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO., Baltimore, Md.

]YTedal and Diploma at
World's Fair. Get circulars.
Webster t& Hannnm.
Cazenovia, New Vork.Bone Gutter

MUNK'S "S?™ ??™ CUTTER
will make ]Jlj'lJQ T AV Catalog free.

F. W. MANN CO. nijnij Liili Milford, - Mass.

\ r rl I W n tft I square Head. New Red Wonder,W L.k WWinter Fife.EarlyRed Clawson and improTad
Fnltz Wheat, Mammoth White Polish and Finland Rye.
Send stamp for Samples and Catalogue of Seed Wheat,
Trees. Plants. Potatoes and Seeds for fall Planting.
Sam'l Wilson, Se'd Grotper, I>lecbanicsTille, Pa.

Rr9CC Ronfl iQStrnments, Drums, Umformsuid
UluOO DullU all Equipments. Send stamp for
catalogue, 400 Illustrations. Lyon & Healy, Chicago.

Anywhere to anyone 1 ?25 Bicycle for$12.60
All styles and prices. $75 " <87.60
'8»Tedexler's profits I»125 " 962.&«

^ Send for large illustrated Cataloffne Pre«
CASH fiUYXBSi C1II0K,162 W.TuBaren SU,Bll. Chiaic«iaL

WORLD'S
FAIR

'•^ s^.^^. ^r.i^ TWO MEDALS
I and one Diploma for Beauty,
Strengtb and Ctieapne8a.0ver

50,000 of these vehicles have
been Bold direct to the people.
iSend at once for our complete
/catalogue (D i of every kind of
Teliiole& liarne»s,also book
of testimonials, tbej' are free.flnde, $iao.

ALLIANCE CARRIAGE CO., CINCINNATI. O.

Nervous
Are you, can't sleep, can't eat, tired,

thirsty ? Blood poor ?

It's a tonic you want

—

Hires' Rootheer*
This sparkling, exhilarating, and re-

freshing drink, while being far more
agreeable in bouquet and flavor than . ,

the finest wine or champagne, is at
the same time unlike them, being free

from alcohol.
A temperance drink for temperance

people,deliciousand wholesome as well.
Purifies the blood, tickles the palate.

Package makes five gallons.

Ask your storekeeper for it.

Take no substitutes.

Send a-cent stamp to Cbas. E. Sires
Co., Philadelphia, for beaatifal pic-
tnxe earda.

ELECTRICITY AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss Elettro-GahaDic Horse Band.

fcWil! cure
"yourliorse
of Splints,
Weak

Jointfl,
Bog-

Spavin,
Sido-Bones. Curbs. Rmg-bones, KJdaej Troubles, Filled Tendoni, Wind Galls. Jto

WhereTcr uaed its sucoeu has been marvelous. Each band is made to last, and
conUini a complete batterj. Price >3eaeli, 95 per pair. Correspondenc* solicited

Address B. B. BLISS ELECTgIC CO.. IOWA F*LIS. IttWA.

"THE ROAD TO WEALTH LEADS
THROUGH the SOUTH. SOLID FACTS
FROM SETTLERS ALONG tlie LINE"
is a Book of 200 pages, "Worth its Weight in
Gold" to everyone interested in the SOUTH. "Crea-
tion's Garden Spot." Nature's Most Favored Land.
Send 25 cents to pay postage and printing and get
the Greatest Book of the Day on the Southland.
IT TELLS THE TRUE TALE. Address
E.C.RoberUon &Co., Keave Bldg.Cincinnall, O.

"FLY-FIEND"
will positively protect HotBSB and Oattla from any
annoyance from Flies, Gnats and Insects of every kind,

improves appearance of the coat, dispensmg with fly

nets. Hecommendtdbi/ thousands. Tryitandbeconvinc d.

Price of "Fly-Fiend." including brush, quart cans.

Sl.OO; half-gallon, SI.7 5; one gallon, S2.oO. One
gallon will last 3 head of horses or cattle an entire

season 'Pewar* of imitations. Addreaa

CrescentMfg. Co., 2109 Indiana Ave. Phila-

Will $500 Help You Out? nf
so. you

h.ive
W e

ofTer yon the Sole Aeency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELLS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Double
the Price, though not answering the pnrjiose
half so well. You can make from 8.500 to 8700
in three months, introducing it. after which it wlil
bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't .Hiss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, iUanaeer, Springfield, Ohio.

If afHicted with
ore ejea use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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Build a little fence oftrust

Aroiindto-da}j ;

Fill the space with loving works

And thcirin slay

;

Look not through the sheltering bars

Upon the inorrow^

God vnll Art'p thee, bear what comes

Of joy or sorrow.

MY NEIGHBOR.

My neighbor met me on the street.

She dropped a word of greeting gay,

Her look so briglit, Ijer tone so sweet,

I stepped to mneic all that day.

The cares that tugged at heart and brain.

The worl; too heavy for niy hand,
The ceaseless iniderbeat of pain,

Tiie tasks I could not understand.

Grew lighter as T walked along
With air and step of liberty.

Freed by the sudden lift of song.

That filled the world with cheer for me.

Yet was tftis all. A woman wise.

Her life enriched by many a year.

Had faced me with her brave, true eyee.

Passed on, ami said, "Good morning, dear."
—Margaret E. Sangster.

"MON REVE."

ABABEL of conversation, smiling faces,

striking costumes; a subdued mur-
mur of music, and the heavy scent
of roses. The rustle of skirts, the
clink of ice in the puncb-glasses;
beautiful faces above clouds of price-

less lace; mustaches, bald heads and
eye-glasses above immaculate shirt fronts.

How natural itall seems, yet how distinctively
New York.
There may be certain features of social life

which are the same everywhere, but the minor
ones stamp each locality with an individual-
ity of its own. The Viennese women are

charming, pretty and bright; the Parislennes,
witty and audacious; the Londoners, stately,

beautiful, reserved ; but it is in our New York
drawlng-rocftns that one sees all these qual-
ities combined In a dream of fair women.
Ah, how good it seems to be back ! The

same old town, the same old crowd—some a
little older, some grayer, most of them about
the same. After all, ten years makes but
little difiference, though when we came up the
bay on Saturday they seemed like a century.
Bless my soul, if there isn't old Perry Brad-
shaw talking to one of the Thornton girls!

Stop, though, she can't be one Of the Thorn-
ton girls still—didn't I hear of her marrying
Bellamy, the lawyer—yes, of course. And
there's John Morton's wife-fifty if she's a
day, but scarcely a trace of silver in her hair.

Ye Gods! what a beauty she is still. Hello!
There's little Kitty Meredith—big Kitty now.
Cresar's ghost, how the little thing has grown !-

Pretty as a picture, too, in that gown—used to

be a skinny young thing, great big eyes,

always chasing around after a pug dog, or
something. And there's "Jimmy" Fitch, of

the Union League, and Ffollett Paget, and
Rheinderman; well, well, well! It's almost
like a resurrection.

I wonder If Marian is still In the city! She
must be—Satterlee would be as uneasy away
from Wall street as a fish out of water. Won-
der how they get on together. Always
thought he would be a good deal of a brute
with women—but then you never can tell

what a man will do when he's married—I sup-
pose she thinks him a saint, anyhow. Yet
she must have married him for his money-
nothing else could have come between us.

Ah, Marian; 1 thought better of you than
that, once!
Now, I wonder who this can be, he's push-

ing through the crowd straight for this corner,

grinning like a Cheshire cat. Jove! Can't be!
Yes 'tis, too! Jack Stilwell, by all that's good!
"Jack, I'm delighted!"

"Same here, Thorne! Why man, it's a life-

time since I saw you last! I've been watch-
ing you from the other sidex)f the room for

several minutes—talking to an old friend of

ours—we couldn't believe our eyes. Come
ver and see her. Where've you been all this

Ime?"
"England, mostly. Got some cousins, and a

little property there—doing the country gen-
tleman—and—er—that, you know. Inter-
ested in colonial trade somewhat, besides.

But I say. Jack ; who's the lady ? Perhaps she
won't remember me."
"Won't she, though! She knew you in a

minute! However, I'll present you formally
and you can begin all over if you like-Mrs.
Satterlee, allow me to present Mr. Thorne—
Mr. Thorne, Mrs. Satterlee."

"What! Ma—Mrs. Satterlee! This is in-

deed a pleasant surprise—do you know I was
Just wondering if you were still in New
York."
"The pleasure is mutual, I assure you, Mr.

Thorne. When did you return ?"

"Last Saturday. I had to run over to Chi-
cago at once on a business matter, or I should
have looked you up. Got in at seven o'clock

on the limited, and found Mrs. Ten Brock's
invitation when I reached my hotel—she
must have seen the name on the Campania's
list—so thought I'd drop in and see if any of
the old set were here."

"Well, you weren't disappointed on that

score, old man. We're mostly here—those of

us who are not in Greenwood. Eva Tre-
maine's gone, poor girl—consumption. And
Mrs. Archer, too—lovely woman, she was.
But aside from them, and George Gray—lost

all his money, and shot himself, poor chap—
we're all flourishing. For further particulars
ask Mrs. Satterlee. I'm engaged to pilot

Kitty Meredith, that was—Lady Carnehaugh
that is—around that stuffy little dancing-
room for the next fifteen minutes. I'm a de-

voted admirer of the British aristocracy,

when the B. A. happens to be our 'Our Kitty'
—see you later—excuse me, please, Mrs. Satter-

lee. Apropos, there's a delightful nook back
of the palms in Ten Brock's study. Take
Thorne in there and pump him about his

life abroad, for the benefit of his friends."

As Still well's laughing face disappears in the
crowd they follow his suggestion, and are

presently comfortably seated In the palm-
shaded corner he has indicated. The flood of

old memories which their unexpected meet-
ing has aroused keeps them silent for several

moments. Then, as the first soft notes of

Mon Reve float through the rooms, their eyes

meet.

"Do you remember, Marian?"
"Yes, J Harry; perfectly. It was our last

waltz at Newport, before—before—

"

"Before that unlucky telegram called me
away to Denver. And when I returned—"
"And when you returned, you found your

ring and letters, with a note from me releas-

ing you—God knows it nearly broke my heart

to send them, but I thought I was right then.

It was not until years afterward that I found
how I had misjudged you."
"Misjudged me ! How? What do you mean,

Marian? I always thought it was because
your courage was not equal to the life in

straightened circumstances with me until I

had worked my way up to a better position."

"Then your injustice was greater than mifae,

Harry. Did you never know that Josie Pel-

ham was seen to take the same night train

upon which you left Newport, and was after-

wards traced further west, still upon the same
train with yourself; and that after that noth-
ing was heard of her?"
"Never, upon my word! I was so busy talk-

ing to my lawyer that I paid little attention

to my fellow-passengers. I see it all now ! I

took a hundred mile ride In the saddle after

leaving Denver, and the only two letters I

had a chance to send you must have miscar-

ried. You thought—naturally enough, too—
but Mr. Satterlee?"

"He was a friend'of papa's. He had always
wished me to marry him—the family talked

to me from morning till night of his wealth
and position-1 thought our romance was
dead—and so—I became his wife. It was only
four years ago that Josle died in Rio Janeiro,

writing home, with the last strength she had,

the particulars of her elopement wjth a Bra-
zilian. Then I realized the cruel injustice I

had done you, but you were abroad, and I—
was Mrs. Satterlee."

As she speaks, Thorne is thinking, thinking
of all that had happened in the old days—of
his life since then. He had left her a charm-
ing girl of eighteen just changing from girl to

woman. How well he remembered the vein
of cynicism that succeeded his bitter disap-

pointment when their dream of happiness
ended. With what worldly coldness and cal-

culation he had ,charged her when, as he
thought, she preferred the glitter of wealth to

the love of a struggling mining engineer. He
had heard of her casually, from time to time,
as the mistress of a luxurious city home and a
leader In metropolitan society. Once a rumor
came that her home life was an unhappy one,
and his feelings wavered between a desire to
thrash her husband, and a half belief that she
deserved whatever trouble came to her. But
how he found a gloriously beautiful woman
of twenty-eight, dressed with a taste so per-

fect that one was unconscious of her cos-

tume; cultivated, brilliant and with a certain

indefinable charm which suggested power In
every feature, every line of her superb figure.

As he looked into her eyes they softened won-
derfully. His arm lay carelessly upon the
back of the divan, and scarcely thinking of

what he did, his fingers caressingly touched
one of the roses on her shoulder. She gently
detached it from the rest-half extended it

toward him—stopped—beat a reflective tattoo

with it against her lips—glanced up at him for

a moment and then let her eyes fall

:

"You knew—Harry—did you not, that—"
"Knew what? Haven't I told you that I've

been a stranger to my own country for ten
years?"

"Why, that I am—that Mr. Satterlee died

—

three years ago."

"What! Marian! You—I—and yon are

now—?"
"Still Marian Satterlee, of course. Was not

one mistake enough?"
"And you never told me! I never knew!

Oh, Marian! Marian! Why didn't you write
me—why didn't you try to find me !"

"Would you really have cared to know-
after all these years, Harry? And you haven't
forgotten?"

"Forgotten ! Ah, Marian ; ask yourself that
question! But—your freedom was something
I could not foresee—for the sake of my better

nature, I hope I never counted upon it. I

never guessed the wretched mistake that
parted us. I thought you never really cared
forme. Marian, I have a sweet, little wife—
my English ward, entrusted to my care by her
father when he died. You were Irrevocably

lost to me, and I had seen in the affection she
showed me something far stronger than a
mere fondness for her guardian, so—we were
married. She went to the opera with Mrs.
Brainard this evening, and they are to meet
me here after the performance."
Mrs. Satterlee has grown a trifle paler while

he is speaking. As he finishes their eyes meet
and she places her hand in his. There Is

much In that glance. For several moments
they are silent, while she slowly picks the
rose to pieces. One by one the creamy petals

flutter gently to the floor. The last notes of

Mon Reve softly die away—
"I think I shall love your wife, Harry.

Come, let us go back to the world again. You
haven't paid your respects to Mrs. Ten Brock
yet, you know."— Vogue.

A PATHETIC D:^BUT.

AKECENT issue of the i^Vee Press con-
tained an article on "Two Famous
Violins," now in the possesion of

Prof. Watson, of New York City.

One of them was the favorite in-

strument of the great Norwegian
violinist, Ole Bull, having been used by the
artist for forty-seven years. It recalls the very
pathetic story of the debut of the virtuoso

from Norway, which may serve as an en-

couragement to' the embryo genius of any
nationality, whom obscurity has sheltered

under one of her numerous old blankets, pov-
erty, with her own hands kindly assisting In

tucking him in good and tight.

The steamer had just reached the port of

Genoa, and the passengers were scrambling
impatiently to reach the shore. Among a few
loiterers in the rear was a young man with a
spirited, interesting face, at whose side was a
lady in an elegant black traveling-suit. A
carriage was waiting at the dock to receive

them, and after giving his servant the neces-

sary instructions in French about the disposal

of the baggage, the gentleman assisted his

companion into the equipage, aud then en-

tered himself. As they were being rapidly

driven away, the young man sank back into

the cushions with a sigh of fatigue and closed

his eyes in utter exhaustion. With an air of

anxious solicitude the lady bent over him.
"My dear Charles," she said In low, sweet

tones, "you are really very ill. The journey
has been too much for you."
The gentleman sat up and attempted a faint

smile.

"Be calm, Felicitas," he replied, "it will

soon pass away. When once we reach our
hotel I shall be all right."

He had just finished speaking, when the

horse halted before a magnificent hotel. The
porters appeared instantly, opened the car-

riage door and proceeded to conduct the dis-

tinguished visitors to the elegant apartments
that had been selected for them.
"You are more miserable than you are will-

ing to admit, Charles," said Felicitas. "I

must send for the physician immediately."
The man felt that his condition warranted

such a step, and a skilled medical man was
summoned.
"The condition of the Invalid Is still doubt-

ful," he said. "Above all things, he must
eschew all excitement and unrest."

Upon his departure, Felicitas accompanied
the doctor into the ante-room.

"Do you think, doctor, that Beriot will be
unable to appear at the concert to-morrow?"
she asked beseechingly, fastening her anxious
gaze upon the physician.

"We shall see what the morrow brings

forth," he replied; "but I fea;r it will be a
negation to his desire."

The following day affirmed the doctor's

fears. The invalid had grown worse, and must
keep his bed and absolute quiet for several

days. *

"But what can I do about this evening?" he
groaned, despairingly. "The whole city of

Genoa is eagerly expecting to hear the sweet
voice of Malibran and the tones of my violin.

The manager has just sent for my decision,

and here I lie utterly desperate. The Italians,

those enthusiastic devotees of music, will

never forgive such a disappointment."
Felicitas stood with bowed head at the bed-

side of her husband, and in a disconsolate

voice she whispered:
"I cannot sing in such a sad mood, Charles.

Nor will I leave you for a single moment in

your present condition."

"If you could only find some kind of a sub-

stitute," suggested the physician, after some
moments of meditation.

"Possibly I could offer asuggestion, sir,"put

in Bastiau, Beriot's servant, who had just

entered the room and heard the physician's

last remark.
"You, Bastian?" said Beriot, surprised.

"Have you friends in Genoa, or will you be
my substitute?"

"Not exactly, sir," replied Bastian, smiling,

"but I know of somebody in Genoa who could
be, though I don't know his name. Yesterday
evening, signora, as I was walking through a

narrow by-street, I heard the sweet musical
notes of a violin. 1 listened, spellbound, until

the last tone had died away. Only you, sir,

could have played as beautifully as that."

Charles Beriot listened attentively to the
servant. He knew that the musical judg-
ment of the latter was subtle and correct, and
his opinion was of the greatest importance In

the pending crisis.

"But why do you not know who it was that i

played so divinely ?" he askedi '

"I made an attempt to find out from several
people who were lounging in front of their

houses, who the artist .was that inbalMted
yonder dilapidated lodging. But they could
not tell me any more than that he was a
stranger from the far north, a recluse, in very
hard circumstances."
"I should think one might find out his

name," said the physician impatiently, as he
left the room.
In a few minutes he returned with the por-

ter, who asserted that he knew something
about the mysterious violinist; that the latter

had been pursued by one misfortune after
another, and having tried several times, in
vain, to gain the protection of influential
families, he had become discouraged, because
he was poor and unknown, and was at pres-
ent eking out an exiguous livelihood. The
porter did not remember the name of the
artist, but he knew where he could be found.
The patient at once gave orders to have the

violinist appear without delay, so that he \
could convince himself of his capability to

^

perform in his stead. Bastian started out
with the porter, and after meandering through
various devious, narrow alleys they finally

arrived at the ruinous old domicile where a
few evenings before the old servant had
heard the inspired strains wafted to his en-
chanted ears. With diflSculty they ascended
an old, rickety stairway and rapped at a door
that had already entered upon a process of
resolution into its constituent parts.

There was no reply to this knock, so they
removed the barrier of their own accord. A
beggarly apartment greeted them in return.

At the window sat a young man, pale and
emaciate, with long, flowing looks that almost
hid his delicate features. His face was buried
in his hands. In front of him lay his violin—
a beautiful, comely instrument. Not a fleck

of dust could be detected upon Its smooth
face. Its immaculate condition, so strangely

at variance with the other surroundings,
betoken the loving care bestowed upon it by
its master.
Suddenly waking from his gloomy reverie,

he sprang up, shook his long, disheveled
locks from his pale, haggard face, and gazed
at the strangers with his great, bright eyes.
They told him their mission, in French,
which he seemed to understand more readily
than Italian, told him the name of their mas-
ter and asked him to accompany them. The
young man stood for a moment wrapped in
mute astonishment and ecstasy; then, with
feverish excitement, he seized his violin and
rushed down the old stairway and into the
street, in such wild haste that the servants
could barely keep pace with him.
But when they reached the hotel, they

found that Beriot had succumbed to violent
delirium. Poor Felicitas stood at his bedside,
tenderly watching his every movement. But
he mistook her for a wild fury, who was keep-
ing him fettered against his will. Of course it

was Impossible to give the new violinist a
rehearsal, and Felicitas, in her excited condi-
tion, was not even willing to see him, but
simply wrote a note to- the manager, telling
of their inability to appear and recommended
the bearer as Beriot's substitute.
In the meantime evening had arrived, and

the spacious theater at Genoa was filled to
overfiowing with music lovers, who for weeks
past had been feasting upon the anticipation
of hearing the renowned virtuoso, Charles
Beriot, and his beautiful wife, the noted
Felicitas Malibran. Everybody was gazing
with strained eyes at the stage upon which
Beriot was to appear with his violin. Sud-
denly the expectation was disturbed by the
appearance of the manager, who announced
that Beriot was unable to appear on account
of severe illness, but that he had personally
selected a substitute, who would doubtless
satisfy the audience. Thetumult of astonish- ,

ment was waxing high, when the pale young
artist appeared, bowed, cast a sad, nervous
glance over the spectators and adjusted his
violin. Not one of all the noble, wealthy
people knew his name. But hark. The bow
glided over the strings of his instrument, and
the first notes were wafted softly and plain-
tively through the hall. The reverberations
hushed every whisper, every doubt disap-
peared, every foreign thought was banished—
there was nothing but a strained listening, a
perfect concentration of all the senses Into
the one of hearing in order to catch every
tone of the divine music. Breathless silence
prevailed, and tears stole out from many a
beautiful eye and dropped like shimmering
pearls; when suddenly a touching cry of pain
arose, the artist fell to the floor and the violin
dropped from his hand. He had told his sad
life's story in music, and his strength was at
an end.
"Bread," he moaned in exhausted tones;

"give me bread !"

He was carried out, and the greatest conster-
nation prevailed among the audience. The
transition from the most inspired rapture to
the direst necessity of life had been too sud-
den and abrupt to be soon forgotten. Every-
body was perplexed to explain how such a
gifted genius could be so cruelly exposed to
want and misery, and a universal inquiry
arose as to the name of the strange artist.

The general confusion was hushed in a trice,

however, when the young violinist reap-
peared upon the stage. He had been provided
with essential nourishment, and his un-
nerved powers had been resuscitated. He
stood erect, glowing with the full conscious-
ness of his genius.
Again he pressed to his cheek the faithful

companion of his sorrow and woe, his violin,
and struck the strings with the bow. As the
full, clear tones danced through the hall, it

seemed as though a thousand sprightly foun-
tains were gurgling and gushing in the morn-
ing sun, as though a cool zephyr were
roguishly taunting the buds and flowers, as
though a breath of an eternal God were
touching with life the whole wide universe.
An endless storm of applause greeted the

artist as the last tones died away, and a
shower of flowers almost covered him with
its fragrant stream. Mute, with an earnest
smile of bliss, he stood fettered In the midst
of the fitful demonstrations.
On the following day there was scarcely a

soul in Genoa that did not know the name of
the magic Norwegian violinist, and tell the
story of his triumph.
At the bedside of her sick husband sat

Felicitas Malibran, and related to her Charles
the wonderful success of the Norwegian.
"When you are well again," she said, "he

shall play for us together, and shall transport
us with hi? magic bow, as he did all Genoa.
And posterity will ever praise the name of
the great northern violinist, Ole Bull."
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A WOMAN'S PERSISTENCE.

Miss West, the parloi' lecturer, tells how she
managed to witness the church ceremonies at

the funeral of Kaiser William. She had
reached Berlin in company with an older

woman friend while the emperor was lying in

state previous to the funeral, and she at once
determined to be present, if possible, with her
friend at the great ceremonies in the chnrch.
Admission, of course, was only by ticket, and
so she set off post haste to the American min-
ister's to see what could be done. All the

tickets ^ere gone. Minister Phelps was not

in, but/ his private secretary or some attache

was there, and like the true American cavalier

that/lie was, wanted to do something to help

his iiandsome—for she is hand.some—compa-
trjtot. For a time they racked their brains in

^lence.

/ "Well," said Miss West, finally, "can you
give me one of Mr. Phelps' visiting-cards?"

The young man flew to execute her request.

Miss West turned it over and studied it.

"Could you affix the seal of the legation to

it?" she asked.

The young man hastened to put on a seal

worthy of an Indian prince, and Miss West
thanked hiiu and departed.

Now, there were three entrances to the

ehuYch where the ceremonies were to take
place. One was reserved for the royal family,

and even American enterprise did not care to

attempt to enter there. The front doors were
for the general public who held tickets. To
go in there meant to be crushed in a mass of

struggling humanity, and to be unable either

to see or hear. The third entrance was re-

served for foreign royalty and diplomats and
was approached by a bridge.

"We will go in with the visiting royalty,"

said Miss West to her companion.
On the morning set for the obsequies Miss

West and her friend had an impressively

luxurious carriage come for them, and directed

the driver to go to the church by way of the

bridge. He sent the horses along at a rattling

gait, and all went well until they had ap-

proached within.a block of the bridge, when a
gorgeous soldier commanded them to halt,

while a second one opened the carriage door
and asked to see their tickets. Miss West
drew out Mr. Phelp's visiting-card, with the
seal of the legation. The soldier was puzzled.

He consulted his brother officer. He tried to

consult Miss West, but she professed an abso-

lute ignorance of German, and the soldiers

had a real ignorance of English. She talked,

gesticulated and pointed to the visiting-card

with such an air of respect that the officers

finally told them to drive on.

Miss West sank back with a sigh of relief,

but had scarcely got her breath when at the
bridge a second officer halted them, and they
Were again asked for their tickets. The pro-

ceedings were the same. The result was the
same. Again they drove on, butat the church
door a third and still more gorgeous officer

stopped them, and on being confronted with
Mr. Phelps' card, asked in excellent English
what that had to do with it. Then Miss West
played her last card—not Mr. Phelps'.

"We are two American women," she said to

the officer, "and we are in your power. You
can turn us back after we have got this far, or

you can let us go in. We have made this effort

to witness a spectacle which we will never
forget, and now it depends on you whether we
shall succeed or fail. We throw ourselves on
your mercy."
The officer hesitated a moment, then

straightened himself up.

"Pass on," he said.

And that is how Miss West went to Kaiser
Wilhelm's funeral.

A BAPTIST VIEW OF THE CHRISTIAN
AMENDMENT.

A brother desires us to express our views as
to the so-called Christian amendment for in-

serting the name of God and of Jesus Christ
in the United States constitution. Religion
is something with which the constitution of
the United States has nothing to do, except
to guarantee to all citizens liberty in the exer-
cise of their non-religious sentiments. If we
put into the constitution a recognition of God
and of Jesus Christ, we disfranchise all who
cannot subscribe to these sentiments. It is

an approach toward the union of state and
church, which has been one of the mo.st mis-
chievous and baleful things existing on earth.
There would be just as much reason for put-
ting the name of God and of Christ into the
charter of every town and village, and the in-

corporating act of every bank or insurance
company. If it is said that the laws of God
lie at the foundation of all government, it is

also true that they lie at the foundation of
every contract and of every corporation. Civil
government is a secular institution intended
to promote the temporal welfare. In making
laws it recognizes certain acts as harmful to
civil society.

Again, the amendment is futile. It accom-
plishes nothing. It will not change the senti-

ments of any one; it will not prevent the
most wicked and unchristian legislation or
action. No one would propose to carry out
the amendment to its logical result and to dis-

franchise Hon. Oscar S. Strauss, or Mayor
Sulzberger, or any other of our fellow-citizens

because they are Jews, or Prof. Felix Adler
or his associates, who, it is generally supposed,
do not believe in a personal God. We object
to the amendment, because it is futile if not

carried out; it is despotic and contrary to re-

ligious liberty if it is carried out.

The position which we take does nbt involve

the granting of all the demands of the secular-

ists, some of which seem reasonable and some
unieasonable. Their demand for the non-
exemption of ecclesiastical property we think
just. Their protest against the employment
of chaplains in the army and navy and in

asylums and prisons we think unjust and un-

reasonable, although we should not object to

these being called "moral instructors" rather

than chaplains. We would not maintain the

compulsory use of the Bible in schools, neither

would we advocate the compulsoi-y exclusion

of it. The protest against the appointment
bj' the executive of days.of thanksgiving and
special prayer is unreasonable. The demand
that laws requiring the observance of Sunday
should be repealed is ambiguous. The law
should not compel any one to observe the Sun-
day; on the other hand, it should protect

everyone in the observance of the Sunday, so

he does not interfere with the religious rights

of his neighbor.

Good men, very good men, are prone to lack

confidence in the power of God. We have
seen Christianity make its way in spite of ob-

stacles and menaces and persecution; now we
are afraid that it cannot continue to exist

without a great deal of legal help. Christian-

ity has asserted itself against the dominion of

Nero, of Louis XIV., of the inquisition. It

will still conquer, and it will not allow itself

to be indebted to the legal power for the tri-

umphs which it will win.

—

JS^aiional Baptist.

A BACKWARD PEOPLE.

"The inhabitants of Mexico do not make
one year's progress in a hundred," said a gen-
tleman who had recently returned from a
visit into the interior of the country. "They
still retain primitive ways and cling to an-
cient customs which were old when Abraham
was alive. A person does not have to go out
of this continent to see strange life and man-
ners. Mexico furnishes a field for the study of

such things that will stand comparison with
that of any other country.

"In traveling down there recently, some
distance from our objective point we came
upon a place called San Cedro, a beautiful
sti-etch of country, where a Scotch syndicate
had put one million dollars into purchasing
several hundred thousand acres and develop-

ing it. Although the Scotchmen had one of

their number, a Mr. Ross, as superintendent,
they utilize the natives for laborers. In
going around I noticed a large number of

primitive wooden plows, single-handled
affairs, having a beam fully ten or twelve
feet long. Knowing that European capital

was backing the enterprise, I expressed my
surprise that the modern steel plow was
not used instead of the clumsy, awkward
wooden ones I saw. Mr. Ross then told me
that he was disgusted in his attempts to

convert the Mexicans over to the civilized

methods of plowing. He said he had fur-

nished them with steel plows, such as are

used in other countries, but would invariably

have them returned to him with one of the
handles cut off. He told me it was impossible
to get a Mexican to use a double-handled plow,
and that his attempts had been so futile and
unsatisfactory, he had concluded to let them
do plowing in their own way. The single-

handled plow is used exclusively in Mexico,
and it is the one, notwithstanding its awkward
appearance, that the government utilizes in

its agricultural schools. I visited one of these

schools in the City of Blexico, and there in a
field saw a number of students being taught
how to handle two of these long, single-

handled wooden plows. There were eight

men to each plow, and the awkward manner
in which the instructors themselves turned
the Implement about did not augur well for

the skill of the students after their course

was finished. The modern steel plow is sold

in Mexico, but is never used without having
one of the handles removed.
"With all these primitive methods, Mex-

icans have no trouble in raising their crops.

Nature, evidentlj' appreciating their lack of
progressiveness, has been kind to them, or
perhaps the generosity of that all-kind
mother is accountable for their peculiar
natures; at least, on ground which is culti-

vated and irrigated, Mexicans can raise from
two to three crops a year."—Pittsburg Dispatch.

HEROIC LIVES AT HOME.
The heroism of private life, the slow, un-

chronicled martyrdoms of the heart, who
shall remember? Greater than any knightly
dragon-slayer of old is the man who overcomes
an unholy passion, sets his foot upon it, and
stands serene and strong in virtue. Grander
than Zenobia is the woman who struggles
with a love that would wrong another or de-
grade her own soul and conquers. The young
man, ardent and tender, who turns from the
dear love of women and buries deep in his

heart the sweet instinct of paternity to de-

vote himself to the care and support of aged
parents or an unfortunate sister, and whose
life is a long sacrifice in manly cheerfulness
and majestic spirit, is a hero of the purest
type—the type of Charles Lamb. I have
known but two such.

The young woman who resolutely stays
with father and mother at the old home,
while brothers and sisters go forth to happy
homes of their own; who cheerfully lays on
the altar of filial duty that costliest of human

sacrifices, the joy of loving and being loved—
she is a heroine. I have known many such.

The husband who goes home from every-day
routine and the perplexing cares of business

with a cheerful smile and a loving word to his

invalid wife; who brings not against her the
grevious sin of a long sickness, and reproaches
her not for the cost and discomfort thereof;

who sees in her languid eyes something dearer

than girlish laughter, in the sad face and
faded cheeks that blo.ssom into smiles and
even blushes at his coming, something love-

lier than the old-time spring roses—he is a
hero. I think I know of one such.

The wife who bears her part in the burden
of life—even though it be the larger part

—

bravely, cheerfully, never dreaming that she
is a heroine, much less a martyr; who bears

with the faults of a husband not altogether

congenial, with loving patience and a large

charity, and with noble decision hiding
them from the world; who makes no con-
fidants and asks no confidence; who refrains

from brooding over shortcomings in sj'mpathy
and sentiment, and in seeking perilous "in-

finities;" who does not build high-tragedy
sorrows on the inevitable, nor feel an earth-

quake in every family jar; who .sees her hus-
band united with herself indissoUibly and
eternally in their children—she, the wife in

very truth, in the inward as in the outward,
is a heroine, though of rather an unfashion-
able type.

—

Grace Greenuood.

NO FLAG SAVE STARS AND STRIPES.

It is more than gratifying to know that at

least one state has had the good sense to ac-

cept ' the oft-repeated suggestion in these

columns, that no flags should be permitted on
municipal buildings save those of the nation,

the state and municipality. That state is

New York.- A bill prohibiting the exposing
of flags other than state, national and munic-
ipaf, upon state and municipal buildings,

has been passed by two houses, and will, un-
doubtedly, receive the governor's signature

and become a law. All other states should
follow suit.

It is about time to cry halt to the demands
of those citizens who, while casting the ballot

with one hand, point across the sea with the
other and cry: "There is my home!" Aliens
have no right to demand the lifting of their

flags over our national and state buildings,

and naturalized citizens, in forsaking their

allegiance to the land of their birth, "have still

less right to demand foreign flags to wave in

American breezes.

Our politicians have done enough pandering
to the "foreign vote," and the country has
had enough of the recognition of foreign

sentiments. Indeed, it is a significant sign of

our times that certain alleged movements are

formed about a principle wholly and totally

European. Thousands of misguided men
have an idea that the federal, state and mu-
nicipal governments embrace a certain pa-

ternal power, and in the bitter hours of want,
when despair crouches in the human heart,

and poverty distresses them beyond the de-

scription of pen, they turn their faces to these

governments and demand labor and relief.

Government has seen fit to take upon itself

the gentle and kindly offices of charity in

order to relieve distress and ameliorate suffer-

ing, but it has no legal province, in theory or

statute, to create labor for any purpose other

than in supplying its own necessities.

The exposing of foreign flags seems to the
uneducated and un-Americanized alien not
merely a compliment, but in part a recogni-

tion of the conditions of the foreign power
from which the alien has fled—conditions

which embrace in the transplanting of the

flag all that is good, and rejecting all that is

oppressive. It is well, therefore, that erro-

neous ideas be eradicated, and the best way
to Implant in the people the truth of the sit-

uation, is to exclude from public buildings the

flags of foreign nations.—JHu-stcaied American.

SOME FACTS ABOUT TEA.

We Americans can hardly be called a tea-

drinking people; but of late years afternoon

teas have become very popular, and as the

oriental leaf has become a social factor, a few
facts in regard to it may be of use. The tea-

tree is a little evergreen shrub, which flour-

ishes in its perfection in eastern Asia. It is

unnecessary to say that the leaves are picked

at certain seasons and dried, being known to

commerce under the general names of "black"

and "green" teas. As a drink, tea has been
used in Japan and China from the earliest

times. Tea was introduced into Persia and
Russia about the middle of the seventeenth

century. Toward the end of the eighteenth

century it began to be cultivated in Java,

Ceylon and India. Within the last twenty
years an attempt has been made to grow tea

in Europe, without success. The Dutch were
the first to introduce tea into Europe, and for

a time they had complete control of the trade.

It was first sold in Amsterdam, and brought
its weight in gold, but it should be said that it

was at first regarded not as a beverage of

daily use, but as a very valuable medicine.

From Holland, Lord Arlington introduced It

into England, about the close of the seven-

teenth century, when it was sold for about S16

per pound. Early in the eighteenth century
England began importing tea direct from
China, and its use spread so rapidly that in a
very short time it became the chief domestic
beverage of the people.

Although drank in a few artistic houses in

France, the use of tea had not become pop-

ular in that country until after the fall of the
first Napoleon; now it is the popular after-

noon beverage in the most aristocratic

houses in Paris. The virtues of tea have been
sung in almost every living language. The
Chinese and Japanese doctors believe that
tea is a panacea for nearly all diseases of the
mind and body. European and American
doctors, who regard the matter from a more
scientific standpoint, are now generally agreed
that the use of tea in moderate quantities has
a soothing effect upon the nerves, and that
its effect upon brain-workers is most* ben-
eficial.

Five o'clock teas, which are indulged in only
by the idle or wealthy classes in America,
were introduced into England and Germany
for the purpose of resting and reviying the
brain after work; but no matter the original

purpose, these five o'clock teas have become
an important social feature, for tea drinking
and gossip seem to go hand in hand the world
over. In Russia and Germany liquors are

often mixed with the tea, and both handed
around together. In Holland, as in China,
tea is drunk from tiny cups not much larger

than a thimble, and without sugar or milk;
knowing this we can understand why a Dutch
doctor should have advised one of his patients

to drink one hundred cupfulsof tea a day. The
best tea^ grown in China and Japan are re-

served for the royal family and the man-
darins; but the best tea sent out of China goes

to Russia. The reason for the exqui.site qual-

ity of Russian tea is said to be because it

travels by land instead of by sea. The best

tea used in St. Petersburg sells for as much as

S20 a pound-and the worst tea comes to the

United States.

MINIATURE REPUBLICS.

A study of the small republics of the world
presents many items of remarkable interest.

Some of them are so diminutive as to seem
scarcely able to sustain any kind of separate

government, and yet they are really forging

ahead on entirely independent lines.

Savolara, the smallest on record, an island

northeast of Sardinia, numbers, it is saU,
only fifty-five inhabitants, has a bona fide

constitution, elects a president, and strangest

of all, grants equal suffrage to women.
Goust, situated on one of th# Pyrenees

mountains, is much smaller in area than Sav-

olara, measuring only a little over a mile
square, but it has a population of almost 130.

It has maintained a separate government
since the middle of the seventeenth century,

at the head of which is a council of twelve
who remain In power for seven years. . ; ;^

On one of the Hebrides islands is another
miniature republic containing about opp.men^
bers, ruled by a pre.sident. .it

Besides San Marino, in Italy, and Andorra,
in Spain, two republics generally well known,
one other deserving special mention is Mau-
suet, between Belgium and Aix-la-Chapelle,

which has an area of about four square miles

and has been Independent since 1688. It is

described as being in a flourishing condition,

flnancially, politically and in every way.-«

Chaidauquan.

ORIGIN OF "WE WON'T GO HOME TILJ.

MORNING."

An interesting history of an old and well-

known comic tune has been given by Prof.

Ensel, music teacher. He said that when the

army of the first Napolean was in Egpyt In

1799, the camp for awhile was near the pyr-

amids. One afternoon about sunset the band
was playing. The inhabitants of the desert

had collected near and were listening to the

music. Nothing unusual happened until the

band struck up a tune which we now hear

under the name of "We Won't Go Home Till

Morning." Instantly there were the wildest

demonstrations of joy among the Bedouins.

They embraced each other, and shouted and
danced in the delirium of their pleasure. The
reason was that they were listening to the

favorite and oldest tune of their people. Prof.

Ensel stales that the tune had been taken to

Europe from Africa, in the eleventh centurj-,

by the Crusaders, and had lived separately

in both countries for over seven hundred
years. This is cfirtainly enough to make "We
Won't Go Home Till Morning" a classic. Its

origin is more of a mystery thain the source

of the Nile.—Scottis^t JS^gMs.

INTRODUCE THE CHILDREN.

It is a common oversight in ' too many
households not to introduce the children to

visitors. Guests are formally presented to

the adult members of the family, but the

younger boys and girls are either ignored en-

tirely, or else introduced in a general way
without giving their individual names. This

course is almost certain to result in awkward-

ness and constraint on their part, when
grown. There is a difference between putting

children forward unduly and giving them

their just meed of recognition.

And pray, take pains in making introduc-

tions to speak the names distinctly; and

above all things else, do not omit their men-

tion. How many of us have been annoyed to

have -a hostess greet an intimate friend, to

whom we were entire strangers, with some
such salutation as, "Oh, Henry, so pleased to

have you meet Miss Blank," leaving us to dis-

cover his surname as best we may.

It is not a bad plan for the family to re-

hearse by themselves some of these little social

ioimalities.—Conffr^gaiionalist.
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THE EIBLE AND MODERN SCHOLARSHIP.

TLie Biblt ij- 110 longer a book of lonely

records. Fifty years ago it seemed as if tlie

only voice tliat came to us out of the ancient

East was that of the Old Testament. Babylon
and Nineveh had perished irretrievably;

nothing could be gathered of their history

except what Biblical authors told or what
Greek writers, to whom the rest of the world

were barbarians, had happened to gather of

the story of these nations that had gone
before them. The key had been found to the

Egyptian hieroglyphics, but not much of

value had been discovered; some names of

- kings and multiplifd copies of one burial-

book. It then seemed hopeless to expfect that

any of the many questions which scholars

were asking about tlie possibility of the truth

of the Scripture records which bear upon the

histories of the countries about them could
' ever be answered.
How different is the case now. The annals

of kings of Babylon, Assyria and Persia,

written by their own orders and in their own
times, have been-discovered and the forgotten

languages have been reconstructed and read.

It is something amazing when one king of

Assyria makes mention of five kings of Israel

and Judah, mentioned in the Bible, and
recounts his dealings with them. The king
of Egypt, who was probably the Pharaoh of

the oppression, lias been found buried In his

tomb, and any tourist that goes to Cairo can
see his mummitied features. Nebuchadnezzar
tells us in his own lanL'uageof the great Baby-
lon which he had huikled; Cyrus records for

our instructiotv his own story of how he
captured Babylon, and Belshazzar tells us
such little things as how much he paid to the
boatman to carry an ofiferjng to the temple of

the sun-god. Nor have the hidden libraries
' of the East been less fruitful. A whole mine
of historical material has been discovered

which opens to us the constitution of the
primitive Christian church, and brings just

the needed evidence of the early composition
of all four of the gospels. Meanwhile the
labor of scholars in studying the literary

problems cojinected with the composition of

the Biblical books has gone on with increased

zeal, and archaeology adds its aid to critical

investigation.—iVew York Independent (Evan-
gelical).

BULLET-PROOF GARMENTS.

Science is making rapid progress in the
matter of bullet-proof articles of wearing
apparel, and the indications are that one will

soon be able to don an attire of the most
approved style and be impregnable to the
ijrojectiles of either rifle or revolver. Some
time ago it was announced in the columns of
the press throughout the country that a
German inventor had discovered a method of
manufacturing a garment which was, accord-
ing to claims, bullet-proof. Considerable
interest was caused by the announcement, as
it was further reported that after due inves-
tigation the German government proposed
equipping its soldiers in a uniform made
from this wonderful material. According to
reports from England, the German inventor
will now be obliged to take a backseat, and
his invention will appear very insignificant

in comparison to the discovery of an English
rifle expert, Mr. Manard Hubner, who claims
to have discovered a method of manufacturing
a bullet-proof material so light in texture
that it can be utilized for manufacturing
garments for women. Mr. Hubner in pre-
senting his claims proves his assertion by
exhibiting a young woman who is attired in
an apparently fashionable tailor-made gown

;

after firing at a number of gage-rolled plates to
show the velocity of the bullets, he stands
about ten j'ards from her and fires, and while
the plates yere each penetrated by the rifle

projectiles, the only indication that the
woman _b,ad been hit was a dull thud. A
second test being required, an ofReer present
held a card in front of the woman while the
inventor flred at her. At the discharge of the
rifle the card was penetrated and the bullet

afterward found imbedded in the material of

the dress. The invention is patented, and
Mr. IJiibner says that were he to tell the
secret of his discovery he would be lauglied

at. But, nevertheless, he claims that his

material can be m.ade strong enough to resist

the riddling of a Gatling gun. It is Mr.
Hubner's intention to present his secret to
the British government. The bullet-proof
material, he states, can be manufactured
cheaply, as the article on which he bases his

discovery is very plentiful in India.

take any interest in himself, even though he

may have k«en instrumental in doing an
enormous amount of good to his neighbor.

Mr. Hewitt quoted the case of Sir Henry
Bessemer. "One man," said the ex-mayor,

"by a single invention, has contributed to the

aggregate wealth of the world more value

than existed fifty years before his birth.

Now he has got ten millions of dollars. It is a

great sum. He will leave it to his children,

who have done nothing, have contributed

nothing, to the acquisition of this money.
Whom has he robbed? Whom will his chil-

dren rob? Who would be the gainer if he

had never received one penny for his great

discovery? How much would the distribu-

tion of his ten million dollars over the face of

society add to the fortune of any single

individual, and how much has his invention

added to the fortunes of all mankind?"
According to the socialist. Sir Henry has no

right to his property at all; no more have the

people to the millions they have deposited in

the savings banks. But the very essence of

American spirit is rivalry, which means the

acquisition of property. And so long as that

spirit lasts, property in America will be safe,

though it may be necessary to teach the

politicians some hard lessons before it is

secured.

—

Illustrated Amtrican.

FARMS AND MACHINERY.

Thinking men are seriously considering

machinery in its relation to labor, and in

every direction we find evidences of their

thought. The question arises as to the natural

result of the existing depression. Manufac-
turers declare that, in spite of the tremendous
reduction made in the output of their mills

and factories, the product on hand remains
far in excess of the consumption.
Mr. E. V. Smalley, in the Forum, contributes

an article entitled "Has Farm Machinery
Destroyed Farm Life?" We quote a few
statements

:

"He (the farmer) and his machine are as

good as a platoon of men slowly moving
across the harvest-field half a century ago."

"All inventions seek to eliminate, as far as

possible, the man from the work of the farm."
"At a very moderate estimate, the farmer of

our day, with the help of machinery, exerts a

productive force equal to that of three men in

the days of his grandfather."

"Now, this enormous change must have
produced effects upon farm life and on the
character of the farming population."

"A farmer can now till one hundred and
sixty acres with about the same amount of

labor that was formerly required to till forty

or fifty."

"The low price of wheat and the higher price

of land have changed the whole aspect of

'large farming. There is no bonanza in the
big farm now; it makes but a moderate profit

on the capital it represents in average crop
years, and with a bad crop it barely pays
running expenses."

"The influence of large farms on country
life is unquestionably deplorable. The sum-
mer population of the big wheat farm is

composed, mainly, of a drifting class of

laborers with no attachment to the soil, and
with no interest in their work beyond getting

their pay. In the winter they go to the
pineries, or hang about the cities looking for

odd jobs."
"I believe that we are now in a transition

period in agriculture. The influence of ma-
chinery has been fully exerted. It is doubtful
whether the next century will see any im-

I

portant new inventions that will further
eliminate the man from the land and do his

work with cog-wheels, levers and knives."

MAN'S RIGHT TO WEALTH.
Ex-mayor Abram S. Hewitt, of New York,

never makes a speech that is not worth
listening to or fails to contain remarks that
should be inwardly digested. A few days ago
headdressed the General Society of Mechanics
and Tradesmen of New York, in which he
told them what the first rightof an individual
is. "It is," he said, "to work in any direction
to which he may see fit to direct his energies,

and if he worlcs, he works for the purpose of
producing something, and that something is

property. Therefore, the essence of individ-
• ual liberty is the right of property." There
has been, as he says, a disposition on the part
of public men to overlook this fundamental
principle and yield to clamor.
Altruism has become such a fad that many

persons, in preaching devotion to the interests

of ot-hers, forget that a man has any right to

CYCLING PROVERBS.

Politeness is like a pneumatic tire; there
isn't much In it, but it eases many a jolt in

the journey of life.

A pleasant disposition, like oil in a bicycle

bearing, reduces friction and prevents a world
of wear and tear.

Ambition is like a bicycle saddle; though
much sat upon, it generally manages to be
on top.

The world, like a bicycle, would soon come
to a stop were it not for the cranks.

Like a link in a bicycle chain, we may not
amount to much individually, but collectively

we make the wheels go around.
Like balls in a bearing, the lives of many of

us must be one continued grind that others
may enjoy themselves.
Grit makes a man, but mars a bearing.

Neither men nor bicycles steer well with
tight'beads.

Like a friend in need, the handle-bar is only
appreciated when the road is rough.

Life is like a bicycle run; some worry, fret

and scorch along, and soon reach the end,
while others take it easy and enjoy them-
selves as they go.

—

Dr. W. F. Pralher.

DON'T BE BABYISH.

If you have a backache or a headache, don't

often complain about it. If a lesson is to be
learned, a journey to be taken or a piece of

work to be done, don't grumble, but do it

bravely.

"Don't you dread to do it?" said one person
to another in our hearing recently.

^"If I have a duty to peform, I go ahead and
never stop to think about it," was the reply,

j

The boy or girl who cannot overcome
]
obstacles does not deserve success. Easy

j

pathways, as a general thing, make very weak

oo/©99i

FOR THE BAPT.
THE PROCTER 8i GAMBLE CO., CIN'Tf.

Do Not Decide
Now but send a postal card to-day to

BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION,
Spokane,Wash.for printed information
about the opportunities and special of-
fers givenCJIPMCDC^ythis great
and pros-rHllHICIawperous state.

Mention this paper when you write.

DAIN

SAFETY CORN-CUTTER.
Best,

Cheapest,

Strongest,

Most

Durable.

Pays for

Itself

In Gutting

Twenty

Acres of Corn

RUPTURE
Cured by mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress Capt. W. A. Collinge Co.. Box
142, Smithville, Jeff. Co., New York.

APPRECIATED.

Ifind your patterns a perfect fii. ITope you will

still continue to keep them.

Mrs. Ella Kbklijst, Walcott, Ind.

See new patterns on page 13.

THE DAIN SAFETY is a practical Harvester,
and perfectly sale for operator and boree. Tiie shafts
guide the movement of the leaning stalks, and prevent
the horse from getting against the knives in tur ning a
square corner. It will cut one or two rows at once,
leaving the stubble of uniform height. One horse can
pull it, It is simple in construction, costs practically
notliing for repairs, and will last a lifetime if properly
cared for. For illuRtrated circular, price-list, etc..
Address DAIN AI'F'O. CO., Carrollton. Bfo.

MICHIGAN LANDST
FERTILE—CHEAP—HEALTHY

And not too far from good markets.

The MICHIGAN CENTRAL will run Special
Home-Seekers' Excursions on

JULY 10. these dates to points north
of Lansing, Saginaw and Bay

AUG. 14. City at one fare for the round
trip. Tickets good twenty

SEPT. 18. days and to stop over.

For particulars address,

O. M. BARNES, or O. W. RUGGLES,
Land CommiBSioner, Gen'l Pa^j'r i Ticket Agent,

LANSING, MICH. CHICAGO, ILL

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
THIS OCT and send it to ua

, our name and address and we
send you this watch by expreia
for examination. AQaaranUa
For 6 Years and chain and
charm sunt with It, You ex-
amine it and it you think it

a bargain pay our sample
price, 62.75. and it is yours.
It Is beautifully engraved
and warranted the best time-
Keeper in the World for the
money and equal In appear-
ance to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch. Write to-day,
this offer will not appeal
again.

THE NATIONAL MFG.

& IMPORTING CO.,

334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago. III.

Wise People Watch for Bargains.
•

Good Readin' is I^ike Good Eatin', and You Must Have
Both to be Happy.

Everybody (and that includes the great men of America and Europe) agree that

THE AliTRTTISTIC REVIEW is the best.

NOW THE BARGAIN..
THE AIjTRXTISTIC REVIEW is 82.00 a year, or 20 cents a number. But we are going

GIVE AWAY, during the next 30 DAYS,

5,000 PRESENTS.
Send in your name early.

(1.) The Altkuistic Review, including the August number, up to January 1, 1895,
regular price, -

A Magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations (for full description see page 18),
Both the Review and the magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations,

mailed Free for only -

(2.) The Altruistic Review, regular price to January 1, 1895, . - - -

People's Atlas, 124 Pages, 200 Maps and Illustrations (for full particulars see page 19),
worth -

Both the Review and the superb Atlas mailed Free for only . . . -

(3.) The Altruistic Review, regular pric'e to January 1, 1895, - - - -

Choice of any 5 excellent Books (for full particulars see page 19), worth
Both the Review and the 5 excellent Books mailed Free for only ...

81.00
1,00

50c.
$1.00

1.00

50c.
$1.00
1.00

60c.

ONLY 5,000 TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE NEXT 30 DAYS.
TAKE THE BEST MAGAZINE, THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD.

A RAREJ OPPORTUNITY.Americans iire notably the busiest people on earth
;

life is too short to do and learn half one wishes, hence

muUnm in parvo is what is needed, and the times call

for 3ust such a magazine as

The Altruistic Review.
It is meeting with great success, because it gives

just wliat a mail wants witliout obliging him to wade
througli a great deal he don't want, and thus it fills a

need of the whole English-speaking world, and is

bound to grow in circulation rapidly.

*'A wonderful record. Just the magazine for busy

people."

"It gives one the cream from all, and if I took no
other paper, the Altruistic would keep me. well

posted."

"Not a dull paragraph in it."

Prof. David Swiifcj { Chicago):

To me it is delightful.

Bev. Dr. Bolton (Chicago):

It has the right ring.

Rev. 0. P. Giffi.rd, D.D. (Chicago):

I am delighted with it.

Kansas City Gazette:

It is well worth any one's subscription.

Mev. P. S. Henson, D.D. (.Chicago):

I am greatly pleased with your Eeview.

C. J. Peer (London):

Indeed a most refreshing mouthful of good things.

Prof. H. B. Adams (Johns BopTiinsUniversity):

The spirit of your Review is excellent.

WE WANT AGENTS AND PAY WELL.
Address all letters to the Springfield Office.

'axxxjexxxxxxxxcoxoxooxa

A Montlily Record of Whatever is Wortli

Remembering. h3

S3

H
03^ A Winnower of "Wheat from Chaff.

I
Springfield, C, Chicago, III.

8 82.00 a Tear. Single Copies 20 CenH.

Each number contains the Monthly Kound-up (a re-
sume of all the notable liappenings during the morith'j,

a Character Sketch (of some great and good man), ilie

Cream of Other Reviews and Blagazines. the Best
from All the Weeklies, Able Contributions from Gieat
Writers, Stories in a Nutshell, etc. , etc. Its circu-
lation is world-wide.

persons. TH:e AI^TRUISTIC RE;Vi:eW, Springfield, Ohio.

X
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HOME TOPICS.

KiTCHEX Comforts.—The most
essential article of kitchen

comfort in hot weather is a

good gasolene or oil stove.

They are not expensive, and

add so much to the comfort

of the one who must do the cooking that

the purchase of one is a paying investment.

They not only heat the kitchen less, but it

is not nearly so much work to cook by one

of these stoves as by a coal or wood stove.

No ashes to take up and no replenishing of

fuel after the fire is started; then, as soon

as one is through using the fire it can be

turned off and no fuel be wasted.

An oiled floor is another kitchen com-
fort, and saves all scrubbing, only needing

to be mopped off with cold water to keep
it nice and clean. If you have no oil-cloth

cover for the kitchen-table, keep a clean

newspaper on it, burning it up when soiled,

and you will not need to scrub your
kitchen table very often.

Every kitchen should have a big cup-

board with a good many shelves and
drawers, both big and little. In one

drawer keep old newspapers, wrapping-

paper and strings. There are so many uses

to which old newspapers may he put; for

cleaning windows, mirrors and lamp-chim-

neys, for covering tables and shelves, for

rubbing stoves, etc., they are excellent.

When dressing a chicken, after pulling

off the most of the feathers, I lay a ncAvs^

paper in my lap and sit down to finish

picking it, then when ready to draw it, I

lay a paper on the table, draw the chicken

on it, and roll paper and all together and
bury it in the garden, or by a grape-vine.

A kitchen clothes-bag in which to keep
soiled table-linen is convenient, and fold-

ing tables, which may be let down against

the wall when not in use, are a great help

in a small kitchen. One or two horse-shoes

are handy to set hot kettles on, and a roll

of old linen with a bottle of carbolized

vaseline, kept in one corner of a drahver, is

just the thing for the burns, scalds and
cuts that are apt to occur in even the best

regulated kitchen.

A generous supply of kitchen-aprons is a

kitchen comfort. They should be long and
broad, with a bib and a pair of sleeves of

the same material, which reach above the

elbows, with elastic in top and bottom, or

they may button at the wrist and be kept

in place with a simple rubber band. An
apron made of white muslin or light calico

is best to wear when baking, and keep it

for that use alone. For the other kitchen-

aprons I like indigo-blue calico. A good
supply of holders is desirable, and if you

hot, and make the tea the attractive meal,

not by the richness and variety of its

viands, but by a dainty prettiness of serv-

ing. Use the prettiest dishes, and] let a

vase of flowers decorate the table at that

meal if at no other. Sometimes during

the hot weather serve the tea under the

trees, or on a shady piazza. At these teas

use just as few dishes as possible. Butter

the bread, pile the slices

on a plate, brown and
white together, slice the

cake, and with iced tea,

milk or lemonade put
them on a small table and
let the family be served

sitting on rugs, chairs,

hammocks or where they

will. The children will

take great delight in serv-

ing these outdoor teas and
waiting on papa and
mama.

I knowone family where
the little daughters of ten

and twelve years have
served the Sunday teas for

more than a year, which
they do with much cere-

mony, calling papa and
mama their guests. In

this way mother gets a

little rest, and the little

maids are learning lessons

in housewifely skill and
the art of being graceful

hostesses. Maida McL.

to make it neat and firm. Cut the braid

as little as possible, as the ends are hard to

dispose of neatly. A good way to fasten

off a thread: Make a loose buttonhole

stitch and then run the thread through it

and the braid for half an inch and cut it ofif.

Then bring your new needleful through
the braid at the point where you left ofif,

leaving the knot at the back of the braid.

yielded almost as much profit as the rest

of the eighty-acre farm.

Many a person has said, "I would like to

raise fruit, but am too far from town to

sell it." I don't know about that. I have
known farmers to drive ten miles for ber-

ries, picking them themselves, and then
paying six and one half cents a quart for

them. So if one's neighbors do not raise

LACE-MAKING.

The manufacture of lace

by hand is an operation

of exceeding nicety, and
requires both skill and patience. There is

good reason to believe that point lace, the
oldest variety known, was the work of nuns
during the latter part of the fourteenth
century. The art is supposed to have been
lost about the sixteenth century, a cheaper
style and one more easily made taking its

place. At present it holds quite a prom-
inent place in needlecraft, its stitches

being used very effectively in conventional
embroidery, and skilled needle-women
look with pride upon a handkerchief,
collar or doily in this delicate, strong and
beautiful work. We give for the benefit

of lovers of this kind of art some of the

most popular stitches, as they are applied

in the handsome handkei:chief given in

this number.
In making this lace, the pattern is first

traced upon pink or blue cambric, as it is

more durable than paper. Then baste this

upon a piece of paper to make it firmer

for working. Outline this design with the

lace braid, basting it securely to the form
of the pattern; then with the fine lace

Lace-making.

and finish the stitch. After the design is

finished in numerous fancy stitches, the

body part of the lace is made in Brussels

stitch, simply buttonhole stitch caught in

stitch forming a network. Be sure and
draw each stitch firm and tight, so that

there will be no flabbiness about it, but a

firm article that will stand pulling and
washing. To give a finish to the edge,

purling is sewed on the edge with over-

cast stitch carefully, so as not to draw it.

This is done after the lace is loosened from
the pattern. M. E. Smith.
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Lace-making.

have one with a yard of tape attached and
pinned to your apron-band with a safety-

pin, it will be at your hand in every emer-

gency, and be quite apt to, save burnt

fingers.

Sunday Teas.—Instead of cooking an
unusually elaborate dinner on Sunday, as

is the custom in many homes, have it un-

usually simple, with cold meat iustead of

thread used in the stitches, overcast the

inner edge of the braid, drawing it into

the shape of the curves and corners.

Without catching the cambric, fasten the

ends securely to the braid, so as when
completed the basting can be cut and th^

article lifted off the pattern. When you
come to a corner where the braid folds

over, a few extra stitches will he required

MONEY-MAKING FOR FARMERS' WIVES.

Fifth Paper.
' That there is much mony in small fruit,

I know, as I have helped to pick and carry

to town hundreds of bushels of strawber-
ries, raspberries and blackberries, as well

as currants, cherries and apples; and I

would add parenthetically, that we never
sold a berry for less than eight cents a

quart, and from that up to twenty-five

cents, while some were glad to dispose of

theirs for half that rather than
have it spoil on their hands.
The reason: Two or three

members of our own family
were always among the pick-

ers, and saw that the picking
was properly done. Not a

green berry, leaf, twig, stick,

spear of grass or bug was ever
allowed in the fruit. We
picked directly into whatever
the fruit was to be marketed,
thus avoiding bruising it.

Usually we sold .in berry-

boxes, which being always
emptied and returned, were
not expensive; although we
did sometimes use bright,

four-quart tin pails, into

which fruit was picked for

customers whom we knew
wanted that much or more.

The boxes set in open crates

in the buggy, were covered

with clean, white cloths, old

sheets or table-cloths being

used. If it was very hot and
dusty, a rubber blanket was
thrown over all until town
was reached, but always re-

moved before customers were

reached.

One who began fruit raising

on a large scale about the time

we did, marketed his fruit in

peck and half-bushel meas-

ures, stained and black, set-

ting them in the wagon without a cover,

and in a short time he quit the business,

declaring it did not pay. Nor did it pay
him, as he was compelled to sell his badly-

mashed, dusty fruit for one half or l^s
what first-class fruit brought, or else have

it spoil on his hands, as it sometimes did,

anyway. But we never could supply the

demand from our acre of small fruit, which

an abundance of fruit, surely one could

sell a good deal to them and perhaps not

have to deliver it. As I write I recall

many neighborhoods of which I know
where one could sell all the fruit raised on
a half acre of ground.

Country people do not realize how de-

pendent town people are on "canned
goods," and have little idea of the sale

there might be for home-canned things.

While canning and preserving fruit is not

tiresome work, yet if one is not so situated

as to be able to sell fresh fruit, they will

find a good profit in selling it canned, pre-

served, jellied or jammed, or in butterff

and marmalade. Cherries, gooseberries,

raspberries and blackberries usually sell

better th'an any other canned fruit except-

ing peaches, and bring about thirty cents

for a quart jar, ten cents to be deducted if

the jar is returned. If raspberries are to be

made into jam or jelly, there should be one

half or more as many currants as raspber-

ries added, as it gives it a better flavor. Cur-

rant jam also sells pretty well. So does

CuEBANT Catchup.—To make it, to four

pounds of fully ripe currants add one and
one half pounds of sugar, one tablespoon-

ful of ground cinnamon, one teaspoonful

each of salt, ground cloves and pepper and
one pint of vinegar. Cook all together

until fine and of the consistency of jam.

Seal for use.

Gooseberry Catchup made from ripe

gooseberries is also excellent, and may be

made like currant catchup, only a little

more sugar should be used. Almost one

half as much sugar as fruit. Tbe berries

should be first cooked and rubbed through

a colander to remove the skins before the

other ingredients are added.

Grape Catchup is another most excel-

lent spiced fruit, and is made like currant

catchup, but does not acquire qq^te so

much sugar. The grapes must, of course,

be put through a colander to remove skins

and seeds.

Cherries picked with the steins' on, and

grapes in small bunches, make nice, sweet

spiced pickles that should sell well, but

one could probably sell them better to pri-

vate customers than to the grocery. All

such things are especially adapted for sell-

ing at woman's exchanges.

Apple-butter always sells readily at

from fifty to sixty cents a gallon.

Smalk Sweet Apples, whole, or larger

ones cut in quarters, and made into s^ve(t

pickles, should also sell well, but the sales

might at first have to be solicited until the

merit of the pickles become known. In-

deed, it is possible to create a demand for

anything eatable, if one goes about it in

the right way. It is well to advertise a

new or unusual thing by first giving away
very small samples, for many persons are

a little shy about trying a new thing, or

one with which they are not acquainted,
until they have tested it. Having once
created a demand, one must exert them-
selves to keep up the standard of their

goods, remembering that none but the best

is good enough.
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NEW DEFINITION FOR WOMAN'S SPHERE.

The graud campaign for woman's suff-

rage that has been so energetically con-

ducted by Miss Anthony and her helpers

throughout the state of New York, may
bring about the desired result, and it may
not; but there is one vote that everywoman
can give, and if she follows it up with en-

ergetic action, her candidate will surely

win. She can resolutely determine that

she will have a heaUhfnl house, no matter

whether the site has been unwisely se-

lected or not. Placing a house on a certain

street is often thought of more conse-

quence than the question of the dryness of

soil.

The most accornplished physiologist can-

not explain the subtle influence that

emanates from a damp soil, and influen(^es

the growing human body for evil; but he

is perfectly familiar with the fact that a

person who has grown up in the damp
bath that always exists above such soil,

will, when the seeds of tuberculosis are

blown in his direction, afford a niore fer-

tile field than a perso'n whose tissues have

been compacted in a dry atmosphere. An
observant farmer of Massachusetts i-e-

ported at a grange meeting, that the

apples grown from the same species of

tree, on the top of a gravelly hill, "kept"

far better than those grown on a tree that

stood in a moist hollow. The thing that

makes an apple "rot" is some vafiety of

the ubiquitous bacteria, and a certain con-

stitution of one apple enables it to resist

the onset, while the other succumbs. It is

just the same with Ijodies of different

men—in one the blood is sound, consti-

tuted just is it should pe, to be called

physiologically perfect. That type of

blood is deadly to bacteria.

When a house has been built on a moist

soil, which perhaps the house-mother

thought nothing about at the time, there is

a remedy. It was applied so thoroughly to

two houses successively occupied by M.
French, father of the famous sculptor, that

the Massachusetts slate board of health in-

duced him to write out an accurate ac-

count of what he did, with an exact

statement as to the cost. The latest tri-

umph of his draining was a Ixouse in

Concord, Mass., that it was thought could

not have a furnace, because the cellar was

low, and the water came up every sisring

so that it would put out the fire. M.
French accomplished the perfect drying of

the cellar at a cost less than $25, and set his

furnace with the fire-box on the cellar

bottom. His article was published in the

Massachusetts state board reports for 1873,

and has been reprinted in a separate pam-
phlet given away on demand, and as it was
more than twenty years ago, there is no
reckoning how many young lives have
been spared in consequence.

If a new house is to be built, the wife

and mother can have a most important in-

fluence on the future health of her house-

hold, if she will study the subject in any
one of the many wise books now extant

upon the theme. Women are too apt to

fancy that all dealings with Mother Earth

should be given over to the hands of men,
save perhaps the culture of a flower-

taken to prevent it, exhalations from the

ground will still rise and make their way
upward through the house, for the air in

the upper part of the house being warmed,
will rise and "draw up" the cellar air. If

any one doubts this, let him cause a bottle

of ether to be opened in the cellar, and a

little of it poured out, say on a handker-

chief. If he is stationed in the attic, a min-

ute will show him that his experiment is

a success; and if an ether bottle is not at

hand, a small kettle of boiling onions will

do as well.

Woman's sphere begins at the bottom of

the excavation that is to become the cellar

of her house (good architectural books are

now to be had that give minute details as

to .every point in house building, whether

for city or country), and it ends at the top

of the highest chimney or ventilating-pipe

that projects from its roof. She must stay

in the house most of the time;' the husband

is away much of the time. Mothers, will

you have healthful homes? And we hear

from all parts of the land an increasing

vocal swell, "Yes."
Mrs. H. M. Plunkett.

A PRETTY EVENING DRESS.

Dora is the youngest member of the

family. She is only seventeen ; and while

she is not a beauty, she has a pretty, round,

piquant face, with sparkling gray eyes,

brown, fluffy hair, and a complexion of

loseg. Dora is a bit of a coquette, too, and

she likes to look sweet and saucy, and

have lots of admirers hanging after her.

Her vanity "is so innocent, and sha so

winning, that I'm afraid we humor her

too much, maybe. But the other day

when she came dancing into the sitting-

room holding a letter in her hand, and

laughing and dimpling and blushing in

her prettiest manner, and we found out

that she had been invited to a garden

party, and did want to go so bad, not a

word was said against it.

"What shall I wear, though?" she wailed

when we had finished discussing the party

and the probable guests.

"Yes, what shall she wear?" we queried,

and then Nell said:

"Why, Dora, I know. Aunt Mary always

has so many old dresses that she never

uses. She'll give us something, I'm sure;

for we really can't afford anything new."
Dora's face brightened, and I immedi-

ately sat down and wrote a letter to Aunt
Mary, telling her of the affair and asking

if she had any dresses two or three years

old that she couldn't use.

Aunt Mary isn't rich, but she is extrav-

agant about clothes, and if she will be

extravagant we may as well have the

benefit of her cast-aside dresses as the

other nieces in the family.

The very next day an answer came.

There was a box of dresses—all of them
two or three years old, to be sure, but what
did we care for that. There was a pale

green crape that struck our fancy exactly.

It was a little faded, but we ripped it apart,

and after careful planning we turned the

skirt, made it full and plain, and trimmed
it with three rows of narrow velvet ribbon.

The skirt fitted closely and smoothly at

line them, and one yard and a half of

lovely black silk veiling.

The sleeves we made Bishop style, and
finished them with cuffs of the green satin.

The veiling we cut in two and sewed in a

full ruffle around the yoke. Falling over

the black velvet sleeves and green waist

almost to the belt, and finished by its own
lovely satin edge, you can imagine the

effect.

An old hat of Aunt Mary's supplied an

almost unlimited amount of pretty creamy

She did not let it brown until the rice

began to thicken, then she let it brown on
top. About an hour and a half was
allowed it to cook. When she lifted it

from the oven and set it in the spring-
house to cool, it was delicious, and seemed
filled with cream.

Tomato Pie.—This was another delicacy
she treated us to. I ate it several times
for peach pie before I even thought to

inquire what it was. It was made of

yellow tomatoes. She sprinkled the bot-

IjAOe Handkerchief Cornee.

forget-me-nots,'which we carefully sewed
j
torn of a rich paste with sugar, then the

around the yoke where the black veiling

ruffle joined, and also around the throat

which had no collar, so that the delicate,

creamy flowers rested on the soft, round,

white throat. From the scraps we con-

structed a pretty belt of green, which was
trimmed with three rows of black velvet

ribbon, and when our Dora arrayed herself

in this gown she was prettier, more win-
some and coquettish than ever. And all

the visitors and guests at the garden party

said that her dress was the most stylish

one present, which was saying a great

deal.

Now, all girls haven't an Aunt Mary,
whose old dresses could be used, but any
girl could have an exact counterpart of

this frock if she could make it herself, for

a trifling sum. Instead of using black

velvet she could use Nile green, or she

might make the entire costume in cream
or pink. You can get lovely cotton crapes

now for a mere song, and by wearing it

only in the evenings, because you couldn't

wear it any other time, you know, it would
last for an entire summer's gaiety. You

!

will not be disappointed

if you try it.
|

Julia R. Ripley.
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garden; but in this day of colleges for

women, let them not imagine that the ge-

ological formation of the sites of their

houses, or their condition as to wetness or

dryness, is beyond their comprehension.
The site of the house having been Judic-

iously chosen, there is much that the
mother can insist on having done to make
it pure and sweet and safe before it gets

up to the first floor. Unless measures are

Lace-making.
#

the waist, and we succeeded in getting out
of the old sleeves and waist enough
material for a round yoke and pretty
shirred waist. At the last minute we con-
cluded to be prodigal about expenses, so

Nell was dispatched to the store. She
returned in triumph. And no wonder.
She brought with her enough pale green
satin for the round yoke, two yards of

black velveteen, vs^ith enough crinoline to

low
fire.

AT GRANDMAMMA'S.

ii It was years ago, and
ii whether it was because

Fi she made things so good,

ii or beeuuse our youthful

ii
appetites relished every-

il thing, I cannot say, but

I
true it is that the ro-

il membrance of many
I things she cooked have

imHMiuili stayed with us, and no
one we have met yet

could quite compete
with her.

Rice Pudding.—Her
rice pudding was unsur-

passed. The messes we
have since eaten under

the same head never

seemed like rice pud-

ding. She baked it in an

earthen dish—these yel-

ware bakers—with not too hot a

Into the baker she put a quart of

tomatoes sliced, then more sugar, and to

each pie a tablespoonful of vinegar. Put
on a top crust and bake the same as peach

pie.

Sweet Potato Pie.—This was made of

boiled sweet potatoes thoroughly mashed
and slightly salted, using two good-sized

ones for a pie. To this amount use one
cupful of milk, a tablespoonful of butter,

one beaten egg, five tablespoonfuls of

sugar, a pinch of salt ; beat well and put

into the pie-crust. Bake about thirty

minutes.
Oh, it seems so long ago when, the work

all done, we sat out on the porch and
enjoyed the outlook. All seemed so peace-

ful those summer afternoons; the tall,

pink hollyhocks nodding in the sun, so

stately they seemed against the white-

washed fence; the odor of the tall, white

lilies came around the corner of the house,

and as grandma wended her way down
into the garden to look among her flowers

that g«ew as borders to her vegetables, she

would say

:

"Now, if you'll catch some fish for

supper, I'll cook them for you."

And off we ran for bait and fishing-poles,

and were soon seated on the bank of the

cool little creek, anxiously watching the

bob to see how soon we would get a bite.

ii. L. C.

A DELICIOUS CAKE.

If you expect cornpany and desire a

delicate and delicious cake, just try this

recipe and see if you are not pleased.

To give perfect satisfaction the cake should

be baked at least four days before it is

used; then it will be rich enough to melt

in your mouth. One and one half cupfuls

of sugar, two thirds of a cupful of butter.

Now work these together until they

form a cream. Add the whites of five

eggs beaten to a stiff froth. Stir and beat

until light as foam; then add one half

of a cupful of corn-starch, which has been

dissolved in a little sweet milk. Stir in

not quite two thirds of a cupful of sweet
milk and two and one half cupfuls of

sifted flour. Two teaspoon fuls of baking-
powder and one of vanilla complete the

cake part of the most delicious cake that

you ever tasted.
If you take one half cupful of water and

stir in one and one half cupfuls of sugar,

new milk, a scant half cupful of rice, granulated preferred, and let it boil a few
minutes until it drops thick and heavy
and forms threads, then pour it on an egg
which has been beaten stiff, and add a
spoonful of orange extract or lemon, and
then beat it until almost cold, you will

have tlie finest icing yon ever tasted.

But be sure to put different flavors in

your cake and icing. You will like it so
much better. Makqaeet M. Mooee.

two tablespoonfuls of sugar, a quarter of

a teaspoonful of salt, a half cupful of

large layer raisins. After stirring well

to dissolve the sugar, she grated some
nutmeg on top. When a scum began

to form upon the milk she stirred it in,

and as fast as it formed, did so again.
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PROFIT IN CANNED FRUIT.

THERE is probably less work and
more profit making pickles for

sale than in canning or preserv-

ing fruit. Or there is a good
profit in raising and selling any
and all things that can be made

into pickles. Not only cucumbers, but
cauliflower, red cabbage, peppers, green or

half-ripe tomatoes—the latter should al-

ways be marked "for pickles," if sold at

the grocer's—and many other things. As
to the profit there is in making and selling

the pickles, I will quote from the letter of a
western woman living near a town of

about twenty-four hundred inhabitants.

She says:

than in the pickles, but as the demand for
the pickles is three times that for the
catchup, the pickles pay best in the end."
So much for the testimony of one whb

is "in the business." She says there is
more profit in tomato catchup than in
cucumber pickles, but the demand is less.
Then the thing to do is to create a demand
for catchup. As more tomatoes can be
grown on the same space than can cucum-
bers, if one has not much room they
would better grow tomatoes.
Cucumber pickles are not the only ones

that sell well. Next to these come chow-
chow, then green tomatoes, sliced—either
sweet or sour, with the preference for the
former, or half-ripe sweet tomato pickles;
cauliflower, either sweet or sour, with
possibly the preference for the latter;
large peppers stufffed with cabbage and
tomatoes chopped finely; green musls-
melons cut in halves, pared, seeds taken
out, soaked forty-eight hours in brine,
then filled with chopped cabbage, green
tomatoes, red pepper, etc., and made into
sweet pickle. Also, ripe cucumbers and

Alphabet for Mabkino Linen.

"I have sold all my pickles, and could

have sold many more if I had them. I

sell to private customers, and from about
one fifth of an acre of very rich ground
planted to cucumbers, I sold over one
hundred dollars' worth of pickles. I pick
the cucumbers every day and sort into
three sizes. Large ones (those that have
been missed) are sold to slice; small ones
(the size of one's finger or less) are made
into sweet, spiced pickles, and sold in
quart glass jars at twenty-five cents a jar.
If the jar is returned we allow five cents
for it, as that is about the cost of them in
large quantities, and this makes the pickles
twenty cents a quar.t. The medium-sized
cucumbers are sold to those wanting them
fresh from the vine, and bring from twenty
to twenty-five cents a hundred. If they
are not all sold out I make them up into
plain, sour pickles, which sell at forty
cents a gallon.

"My recipe for sweet pickles is as fol-

lows: Wash small pickles fresh from the
vine, and pack. Allow one small cupful of
salt to each gallon of pickles; then add
boiling water until they are well covered,
and let stand twenty-four or forty-eight
hours. Then take out, rinse off with clear
water, and drain carefully. Place in cold
vinegar two weeks; take up, drain and
pack closely in glass jars, with one tea-
spoonful of white mustard-seed and
twenty cloves to each quart. I then make
a sweet vinegar by taking two measures
of sugar to three of vinegar, in which I
boil mixed spices, closely tied in a thin
cloth, for twenty minutes. I pour this,
boiling hot, over the pickles and seal up.
In very warm weather it might be neces-
sary to heat the pickles through, but I did
not find it necessary, putting them up in
the fall. I usually take a tablespoonful of
mixed spices to a gallon of sugar and
vinegar, but one will have to use their
own judgment as to the amount, as their
strength varies.
"In making tomato catchup, I wash the

tomatoes and grind through an Enterprise
fruit-press, which separates pulp and juice
from seeds and skin. I then boil down
until quite thick, and to one gallon so
boiled I add a teaspoonful of cayenne
pepper, one half teacupful of salt, three
pints of vinegar, three heaping teacupfuls
of sugar, and boil until thick as wanted.
Any spice desired may be added if tied in
a thin cloth and boiled with the tomatoes.
I usually use allspice and cloves. I put
the catchup in pint cans and sell it for
twenty-five cents, including the glass can,
or twenty cents if the can is returned.
There is more clear money in the catchup

watermelon rinds, as well as mixed
pickles of all kinds. For all these latter a
demand may have to be created, but it can
be easily done.
Watermelon ' and Ripe Cucumber

Pickles.—These are made by taking the
green part of the former or the fleshy part
of the latter, remove seeds of cucumber or
all the red part of the melon, then care-
fully remove the rind, cut in strips a half
inch square and four or five inches long
and soak over night in strong brine. In
the morning rinse and drain, and steam
until they can be pierced with a straw.
Pack in jars "and cover with sweetened
and spiced vinegar, boiling hot, and seal.
These are delicious.

If one makes their own vinegar, there
will be all the more profit in pickle or
catchup making. If one has not apples to
make cider vinegar, the following rule
will be found to be most excellent:
Home-made Vinegar.—To thirty gal-

lons of soft water use six gallons of good
molasses

;
put in a forty-gallon barrel

;

set in a warm place in the sun if possible;
leave bung out to admit air; cover with
cloth to keep out insects, etc. Draw out a
few gallons every day and pour back,
holding high and pouring slowly to admit
all the oxygen possible. In a very few
weeks one will have good vinegar that
will improve with age, at a cost of about
six cents a gallon. If one cannot get
molasses, sorghum sugar may be used
instead, but will take a little longer to
make. If one does not care to make so
much at a time, any desired quantity may
be made, following the proportion of one
fifth as much sorghum as water.
As the vinegar will readily sell for

twenty-five cents a gallon, or more, ac-
cording to locality, there is quite a profit
in making it for sale.

Clara Sensibauqh Everts.

WHY LETTERS ARE LOST.

It may seem strange that any one should
write a letter and mail it, forgetting the
most important part of the writing, the
address on the envelop, but in this one
year past one hundred and seventy-five
thousand, seven hundred and ten letters
were put into the mail with no address at
all on the envelop. Some years there are
a greater number. Beside these blank
envelops, many hundred more Ijave only
part of the address, perhaps just the
person's name, or the street and number
of the house.
Now, what do you suppose is done with

these letters? Well, in Washington City
is a large building called the dead-letter
office, and when these letters are received

in your city, or any other town in the
United States, the postmaster in that place
sends them to the dead-letter office. This
is a large building, where many men and
women are employed just to take care of
these letters and packages. >j

Visitors cannot go into the work-room,
but may look into it through a door made
of screen wire. Standing there one sees a
very large room, high and light, with rows
of desks an^ tables, before which are seated
men and women ; some are sorting letters
and others are looking over newspapers
and packages. These people are working
quite rapidly, never looking up to talk or
to see who is watching them, though
sometimes they may be seen to smile, or
to look sad as they read, for if the envelop
cannot tell them where the letter ought to
go, they have a right to open it and see if

there is any name or address inside; if

there is, the letter is sealed in an envelop
and sent to the place mentioned. This is

why it is not only polite, but wise to write
inside of the letter the full name and
address of the person to w^om one is

writing. But if neither envelop nor
letter gives anyideawho ought to have the
letter, it is cast on the floor in a pile of
nameless letters and very soon gathered
up by the men who are all the time passing
about the room with large bags, into which
these letters are put and finally taken to
the paper-mill to be made over into paper.
Sometimes these letters contain money,
either "cash money" or money-orders, and
when it is impossible to know to whom
this money belongs, it is sent to the
treasury building, which is also in Wash-
ington. Last year ten millions of dollars
were collected from these letters, but only
nine thousand had to be sent to the
treasury. These workers at the dead-
letter office try very hard to find where
they ought to send these letters.- and
money, and each clerk has a number of
books and maps giving the names of all

the towns large enough to have a post-
oflice, and the city guide-books' give the
names of all streets, so even if only the
name of the street is given, the letter may
be sent to its proper place.
There are a great many gifts sent through

the mail, and many of them by persons
who do not take the trouble to find out
whether their article is even allowed in
the mail. Nothing that can injure letters
or parcels is allowed, and nothing weigh-
ing more than four pounds. When these
things are sent they are kept at the dead-
letter office, and if the owner's address can
be found, notice is sent that he must
arrange some other way for his parcel to
go. If the owner cannot be found, all the
articles are made into small parcels and
once a year (about Christmas) they are all

sold at auction.
The smaller room, in which one stands

to see the workers, is called the museum,
because there in glass cases are kept many
things which have been received through
the rnail. It is very amusing, and rather
sad, too, to see the collection, for it seems
strange that any one should think of
sending a saw or an umbrella in this way,
and yet these two things were really found
in the mail. And then there are false
teeth and medicines, and once twelve live
rattlesnakes were found in a box and
quickly killed, and are now stuffed and in
the museum. The sad feeling comes when
one sees the dainty and beautiful articles
that some loving heart has wished an
absent one to have, and perhaps will
always wonderwhy the friend never sends
thanks, when all the time the pretty gift
is shut up in a glass case to be stared at by
visitors.

If you .ever visit Washington, you will
enjoy seeing for yourself this office, but I
hope you will learn and remember now
what articles you can never send by mail,
and also that it is very important to
address the envelop plainly with the
person's name, town and state, with street
and number, if the place of residence is a
large town or city. It is also well to put
in one corner your own name and address,
so that if,'for any reason, the letter fails of
reaching the person for whom it is in-
tended, it may be promptly returned to
you.

—

O. It. Bush, in Housewife.

AN UNDEPBODY.

This comfortable article surpasses the
usual underbody to wear in very warm
weather.'
Being sleeveless, it is cooler, and yet it

protects the dress from perspiration at the

An Underbody.

back of the neck, where so many dresses
are ruined.
Take your ordinary dress pattern and cut

it to fit only on the shoulders, and gather
into a belt to fit the waist. Join at the
dotted shoulder lines. L. L. C.

A HOT-WEATHER BEVERAGE.

The hot weather is coming, and with it

a desire for a beverage that is at once
pleasant and cooling. "The following drink
possesses these qualities, besides satisfying
the thirst better than water:
Take one half gallon of cold water, one

half teacupful of sugar, one third teacup-
ful of vinegar, one teaspoonful of ginger
and a little nutmeg. Stir well and serve.
Excellent for harvest-hands. S. E. M.
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AutomallcBobbIn Winder, Self-ThreadiDg Cylin-
der Sbatlle, 8cir-Se(tItig Needle and a completo

^set of Steel Altaehmetito; shipped aDy where oa
80 Day's Trial. No money required in advance,

75,000 now In use. World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach-

taentB. Buy from factory and save dealer's and agent's profits.

CDCC ThUOat and send to-day for machine or large fret

r KLk catalogue, testimonials and Glimpses of the World's Fair.

OXFORD MFG. CO. 342 WaHash Avs. GHICAGO.ILL

PIANOS flRCANS
Sl&Uto S1500U$lS5to}600.

Absoktdy Perfect'

I Sent for trial ' in your
Mown home before you

buy. Local Afjents
' mupt sell Inferior instruments or

charge double what we ask. Catalogue free
JUL^aoiIAL & SMITH PIANO CO.,

£65 East iSlot Bt., M.Y,

Mention this paper when you write.

I EWIS' 98 % LYE
I WWDEEED AMD PESTOISD

(PATENTED)

The Bfrongest and pnreat T/ja

made. Unlllie other Lya It being

a flue powder and packed In a can
with removable lid, the contents

are always ready for use.
J\

in

make the hest perfumed Hard Soap
In 20 minutes tvillioiit bolllna.
It IB the best for cleansing waste
pipes, dislufecting sinks, closeta,

washing bottles, paints, trees, etc

PENNA. SALT M'F'G CO.

, Gen. Agts., PhUa., Pa,

Mention this paper when you write.

FREE!
The following remarkable

statement to which we direct
special attention, is from a
Tenn. farmer.

My age is 63. I suffered in-
tensely from catarrh 10 years,
dry scabs'formed in nostrils,
one or both sides stopped up
continuUy, dryness and sore-
ness of tliroat, hoarseness,
intense headaclie, took cold

easily, and had continual roaring, cracking,
buzzing, and singing in my ears. My hearing
began to fail, and for three years I was almost
entirely deaf, and continually grew worse.
Everything I had tried failed. In despair I
commenced to use the Aerial Medication In
18S8, and the pfTect of the first application was
simply wonderful. In less than five minutes
my hearing was fully restored, and has been
perfect ever since, and in a few months was
entirely cured of catarrh.

ELI BROWX, .lacksboro, Tenn.
Medicines for Three Months' Treatment Free.

To introduce this treatment and prove be-
yond doubt tliat It is a positive cure for Deaf-
ness, Catarrh, Throat and Lung Diseases, I
will, for a short time, send Medicines for three
months' treatment free. Address,

J. H. JIooRE, M. D., Cincinnati, O.

Mention this paper when you write.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thomnson's Eye-Water
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SUMMER STYLES FOR LADIES-LATEST NEW
YORK FASHION NOTES.

boy's negligee shirt.

No. 6131. The negligee or outing shirt is

the supreme garment ot the summer boy's

outfit, and here we give one of the latest

and most popular designs.

A neiiktie of navy blue is bowed at the

throat and a belt of tiie same color is worn
around the waist.

^

Various fancy shirtings are now shown
for making these comfortable summer
garments.

boy's suit.

No. 6146. This stylish suit is intended

for " little men " when first promoted to

the dignity of knee trousers.

The new feature of this stylish jacket is

the lapels that turn back from the fronts;

these are interlined with grass-cloth and

faced with tlie material, being finished on

the edges with machine-stitching in tailor

styled Tlie trousers are close-fitting and

extend just to the knee.

Suits in this style are made from cloth,

serge, hopsack and flannel, also of duck,

twill, canvas and other seasonable cotton

fabrics. Fine white lawn or cambric is the

most popular material for the blouse.

boy's suit.

No. 6128. This suit is three distinct gar-

ments, kilt, blouse and jacket, and is given

as one pattern.

The style is very becoming to small boys,

and for warm weather the jacket can be

dispensed with altogether.
Suits in this style are made from drill,

duck and canvas, in white and colors, or of

cheviot, cloth, tweed or fancy suitings.
For the blouse, batiste, cambric, nain-

sook, chambray and washable silks, in
white and colors, are desirable materials.

ladies' toilet.

No. €129 and No. 4050. The skirt is in the
latest mode, with front and sides fitted

closely to the figure, the back falling in
full, fan-like folds to the bottom. The
tablier drapery falls in pretty wrinkled
fullness across the front, from forward
turning plaits at the top, the short exten-
sion fornaing a pretty basque in the back.
The stylish basque has a vest front, the

broad revers, collar and lower portions of

sleeves being made to match.
Three bright steel buttons decorate each

jacket front.
Double puffs are gracefully arranged

over fitted sleeve linings, the lower por-
tions of which are faced with satin and
trimmed at the wrists with lace. This
mode is suitable for the pretty soft cotton
fabrics that drape prettily and always look
dainty and sweet.
The charming silk and wool mixtures,

crepons, taffeta, etamine and cashmere all

develop stylishly by the mode.

ladies' summer toilet.

No. 6132 and No. 6133. This very attractive
basque is one that is generally becoming,
the simulated, short, round yoke being
formed by successive rows of shirrings
at the top, which are arranged over a lin-

ing, fitted to the form by the custornary
seams and darts. The pretty fullness over
the bust which results from this shirring
is arranged in small space at the points
below the waistline in front and back, the
outline being decorated with twisted satin
ribbon ; a bow finishes this at the side.

Full puffs are beautifully disposed over
fitted sleeves, finished with ribbon at the
wrists.
The skirt is full at the top, being spec-

ially adapted to thin fabrics. A flounce of
lace trims the bottom, finished on the top
by a band of ribbon. Crepon, cashmere,
challis, India and taffeta silks, chiffon,
crepe de chine, swiss, lawn or any of the
pretty cottons now worn will make up
charmingly by this mode.

shirt-waists.

No. 4088 and No. 4084. The shirt-waist is

one of the most popular garments for sum-
mer because it is the coolest and most com-
fortable ; besides, they are easy to wash and
iron. They are pretty and becoming for
young or old, large or small. No. 4088 is the
most desirable for shirt-waists this season
(No. 4084 is the same as No. 4088, except
misses' sizes).

The pattern consists of eight pieces;
front, back, sleeve, lap, cuflE, collar, collar-
baud and belt.

ladies' sleeves.

No. 6145. Five different styles of sleeves
can be made from these patterns.
No. 1 shows a double puffed sleeve ar-

ranged over coat-shaped linings. Various
modes can be effected by this pattern. The
large puff can be used singly, either as a
short Empii'e puff or with the lining faced
to second line of perforations. In place of
a pufi", the lower part can be used as a frill

by doubling and gathering the lower edge
in with the lower portion of the lai'ge puff.
No. 2 is the circular or "pear" shaped

puff. It is arranged over fitted linings
same as No. 1. All these styles are suit-
able for basques, waists, tea-gowns, wrap-
pers, etc., and will be found ot value in
modernizing garments. Any preferred
material can be used that will harmonize.
No. 3 is intended for outdoor garments,

but can be made to do duty for basques,
by omitting the seam allowance. It is the
improved "Gigot" sleeve, with full top,
which is disposed in side plaits, turning on
each side from broad box-plaits on the
shoulders. These are gracefully disposed
over the upper portions of the fitted lin-
ings, the under portions being covered
-with the material.

40 GENT PftTTERHS FOR 10 GEHTS.
Any THREE Patterns and tlie Farm and Fireside for the remainder of this year to ]VEW TRIAL subscribers, 35 cents.

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
.stores for twenly-ftve to forty centu each, but
in order to increase the demand for our paper
among .strangers.and to make it more valuable
than ever to our old friends, we decided to
offer tliem to tlie lady readcre of the FArm and
Fireside for tlie remarkably low price of only
ID Cents Eacli.
These Patterns are cut for us by the oldest,

and we believe, the best Pattern Manufactur-
ers of New Yorli City.
Tens of thousands of orders have been re-

ceived from ladies all over the United States,
yet we have not had a single complaint—in-
stead, many letters of praise. "I paid 40 cents
for a wrapper pattern last spring, exactly like
the one I got of you for 10 cents," writes one
lady. Another writes, "I find them perfect,
and am able to do my own dressmaking by
using them." Another, "I cut the dress by
your pattern without making a single change

and got a perfect fit." Another, "the patterns
are so complete and instructions so clear that
they give perfect satisfaction." Another, "I
don't see how you do tt. You deserve the
thanks and patronage of every lady reader of
your paper." Another, "It does make your
paper even more valuable than ever to your
old fi'iends. I saved enough to pay my next
year's subscription, on the two patterns or-
dered from you."
The patterns are all of the very latest New

York summer styles, and are unequaled for
style, accuracy of fit, simplicity and economy.
For twenty-four years these Patterns have
been used the country over. Full descrip-
tions and directions—as the number of yards
of material required.the number and narries of
the differet pieces in the pattern, how to cut
and fit and put the garment together—arc sent
with each pattern, wU?i a picture of tlie (/arment
to go by. These patterns are complete in

No. 61-Sl.—Boy's Outing Shirt. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6128.—Boy's Suit. 10 cents.
Sizes, 2, 4 and 6 years.

No. 6132.—Ladies' Shikeed "Waist. 10 cents.
No. 6133.—Ladies' Skikt. 10 cents.

No. 6129.—Ladies' Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4050.—Ladies' Skirt. 10 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 Inches waist measure.

No. 6145.—Three Ladies' Sleeves.
Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 inches bust measure.

All three patterns for 10 cents.

No. 4075.—Ladies' Tea-gown. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.
This pattern is so large and heavy that it

requires 1 cent extra to cover the additional
postage. Send 11 cents for this pattern.

every particular, there being a separate pat-
tern for every single piece of the dress. Your
orderwill be filled the same day it Is received.
For convenience in ordering we have in-
serted a coupon below, which can be cut out
and filled in as indicated, and returned to us
with a silver dime, or 10 cents in new, clean
postage-stamps, for each pattern wanted.
You can order any of the patterns which

have been offered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the numbei'.
Do not fail to give BUST measure if for

ladies, and WAIST measure if for skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.
We guarantee every pattern/ to be perfect

and exactly as represented. To get BUS'T
measure, put the tape measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress close
under the arms. Postage paid by us.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

No. 4088.—Ladies' Shirt-waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4084.—Misses' Shirt-waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years. Same as No. 4088.

No. 6146,—Boy's Suit. 10 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6 and 8 years.

WF PATTERN COUPON. C:^^^
Send 10 cents for each pattern wanted; or if you do not want to cut your paper or want moro

than three Patterns, Bend your order in a letter, but give BUST measure if for ladies, and WAIST
measure if for skirt pattern, and A GK if for misses, boye, girls and children.

PATTERN No. BUST MEASURE. WAIST MEASURE. AGE IN YEARS.

No

No inphfiK.

County, or St. and No State

Address rARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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THE SABBATH DAY.

Blest Sabbath day, the gift of heaven,

Which brings our souls refreshing peace—

The day our God to us has given.

And bids us from our labors cease.

For six long days in arts well skilled

Have sons of toil their strength applied.

The seventh comes; the wheels are stilled,

The gates of rest are opened wide.

Athwart yon field no plowshare keen
In furrows cuts the fertile soil.

For lo, the farmers' steeds are seen

0n pastures cool, at rest from toil.

No Sabbath rest the brooklets take.

But ever onward murm'ring flow

Through wood and glade, to join the lake,

Nestling In yon green valley low.

How sweetly through the still night air,

The vesper bells ring soft and clear,

Calling the worshipers to prayer

From farm and village, far and near.

This restful day to all should bring

Fresh force for every coming task,

Assistance from our Heavenly King
"We ne'er in vain from Him shall ask.

This sweet reprieve from toil is given

To bid us free our worldly ties.

And draw our thoughts more close to heaven,

That blissful home beyond the skies.

Within our sinful hearts enshrine

Thy sacred love of right, O Lord,

That we may through this gift divine

Follow the teachings of thy word.

Dear Father, for this blest respite

We humbly thank thee; and we pray

That we may ever in thy sight

Grow nobler, purer, day by day.

Victoria, B. C. A. M.

MISPRINTS IN THE BIBLE.

MANY lists of misprints in the

Bible have been printed, but the

following, compiled by the

Brooklyn Eagle, is probably the

best in existence

:

The Breeches Bible is so named because

it contains the phrase, "They sevfed figge

tree leaves together, and made themselves

breeches." Genesis iii. 7. Printed in 1506.

The Bug Bible: "So that thou shalt not

needeto be afraid for any Bugges by night,

nor for the arrow that flyeth by day."

Psalms xci. 5. Printed in 1561.

The Treacle Bible: "Is there not treacle

inGilead?" Jeremiah viii. 22. Printed in

1568.

The Rosin Bible, printed in 1609, trans-

lates the same verse : "Is there no rosin in

Gilead?"

The Placemaker's Bible: "Blessed are

the placemakers." Matthew v. 9. 1561-2.

The Vinegar Bible : "The Parable of the

Vinegar" appears instead of "The Parable

of the Vineyard," as a chapter lieading to

Luke XX. in, an Oxford edition, published

in 1717.

The Ear-to-Ear Bible : "Who hath ears

to ear, let him hear." Matthew xiii. 43.

1810.

The Standing Fishes Bible: "And it shall

come to pass that the fishes will stand upon
it." Ezekiel xlvii. 10. 1806.

The Discharge Bible: "I discharge thee

before God." I. Timothy v. 21. 1806.

The Wife-hater Bible: "If anymancome
to me and hate not his father, * * * yea,

and his own wife also," etc. Luke xiv. 26.

1810.

Rebekah's Camels Bible: "And Rebekah
arose and her camels." Genesis xxiv. 61.

1823.

To Remain Bible: "Persecuted him that

was born after the spirit to remain, even

so it is now." Galatiansv. 29. When this

Bible was in the press at Cambridge the

proof-reader, in doubt whether he should

remove a comma, applied to his superior,

who penciled on the margin the words "to

remain." This reply was thus transferred

to the body of the text.

The Wicked Bible, printed in London in

1631, was so called because the negation

was omitted in the seventh commandment,
thus placing an awful injunction on the

faithful.

The Printers' Bible makes David pathet-

ically complain that printers (instead of

princes) have persecuted without a cause.

The He and She Bibles: From the re-

spective readings of Ruth iii. 15, one read-

ing that "she went into the city," and the

other has it "he went." 1611.

The Thumb Bible, being one inch square

and half an inch thick, was published in

Aberdeen, 1670.

The Murderers' Bible, so called from an

error in Jude, verse 16, the word "murder-
ers" being used for "murmurers." 1801.

Wierix's Bible: The edition of this Bible

contains a plate by John Wierix, repre-

senting the feast of Dives, with Lazarus at

his door. In the rich man's banqueting-
room there is a dwarf playing with a

monkey to contribute to the merriment of

the company, according to the custom
among people of rank in the sixteenth

century.

HOT WEATHER DIET.

• "I suppose you would like to know how
to keep cool these hot days," said a well-

known newspaper man. "Well, I have an
unfailing recipe which can be guaranteed
to effect the desired result. I use it myself,

and Itnow the system is a specific for the

woes which mankind suSers in such dog-

days weather as we are'now experiencing.

It is simple and easy—don't eat meat till

the sun goes down. I have made this an
inviolable rule during hot weather, and as

a consequence I am never bothered about

or by the condition of the atmosphere, no
matter how high the thermometer may
soar. This morning for my breakfast I ate

a piece of strawberry short-cake and drank
a cup of coffee. For luncheon I partook

of some lettuce and tomato salad and a cup
of tea. I will go in to dinner in a few
moments, and very probably will order a

thick, rare steak, and pay pretty generous
attention to it. Then I will come out, and
for an hour or two will be probably un-
comfortably warm for the first time dur-

ing the day. I was led to adopt this system
from observing the immunity from sufifer-

ing on account of the heat which the
workmen in hot countries enjoy. This
was particularly the case in Spain and
Italy, and when I inquired the reason, I

was told that a Spanish or Italian work-
man would rather eat kerosene with a
wick in it than meat of any kind during
the hot weather. I am not a vegetarian in

any sense of the word, but I have proven
to my own satisfaction that a diet such as

I have suggested during the summer will

preserve any one who follows it from suf-

fering in hot weather."— Louis Globe-

Democrat.

THE HOPE OF CREATION.

He who has gone into a f^r country to

receive for himself the sovereignty must
return to take it (Luke xix: 11-27); then at

last peace and righteousness will follow

in his train—He whose approach to our
benighted earth will be as the morning,
when the sun is risen, as a morning with-

out clouds; he whose presence will clothe

the sad earth with joy, e%'en as the verdure

that springs out of her bosom from the

clear shining after rain; he at the light of

whose countenance not only his saints and
all they that fear God, both great and small,

shall rejoice, but even the sick and groan-

ing creation shall be loosed from her

bonds; her restless fever shall be rebuked,

and shall flee away ; the whole earth shall

be quiet and at rest, and break forth into

singing(II.Sam. xxiii. 3,4; Psa. xcvi. 10-13;

Rom. viii. 18-23). "Even so, come. Lord
Jesus."

—

G. H. Pemher.

CRUSHING.

A young college student, who had taken
up Ingersollism because it appealed to his

overwhelming sense of self-importance.

Game home full of the ambition to en-

lighten his less progressive relatives.

"What would you say," he questioned

his brother, "if I should tell you that

before the lapse of twenty years this liberal

movement will liave utterly crushed out

the religion of Jesus Christ?"

"About the same thing," was the ready
response, "that I should say if I were to

see a gnat crawling up the side of Mount
Washington threatening to smash the

whole thing in with its weight."

Such instances as this give us a clearer

insiglit into the Psalmist's ineaning when
he says, "He that sitteth in the heavens
shall laugh."

—

The Lookout.

FINDING YOUR MISSION.

To find your mission you have but to be
faithful wherever God puts you for the

present. The humbler things he gives in

the earlier years are for your training, that

you may be ready at length for the larger

and particular service for which you were
born. Do these smaller, humbler things

well
;
they will prove steps in the stairs up

to the loftier height where your "mission"
waits. To spurn these plainer duties and
tasks and to neglect them is to miss your
mission itself in the end, for there is no
way to it but by these ladder-rounds of

commonplace things which you disdain.

You must build your own ladder day by
day in the common fidelities.

THE MOTHER.

As we go on in life, we find more and
more that there is no love so perfect, so

unchanging as a mother's—the love that

abides fast where all else wavers. But
often we see sons and daughters who seem
to be careless of this treasure. They fail

to realize how precious it is. They try

to "do right," to be kind, but they omit
many little offices of love which would
brighten the sunset hours of the dear
mother.

They love her, of course they do; but the

outward tokens are withheld. Often she

sits lonely, missing her early friends, per-

haps her husband, gone to the heavenly
home; and her children, immersed in care

or pleasure, are apparently oblivious of the

fact that the one to whom they owe most
whom they love most, is left to desolation

of spirit, yearning for a word of tenderness
from her own children.

Show your mother that you love her.

Let your affection wrap her around like a

garment. Speak the kind, reverent, cheer-

ful word now ; see that she has every com-
fort now; soon it will be too late.

In the evening twilight sit close beside

her. Clasp the pale hands. Touch the

white hair gently. Remember that soon

the white locks will be brushed smooth for

the last sleep ; the brow will be cold; the

tender mother-eyes will be closed; the dear

lips speechless. Then the words and acts

of affection, which are now possible, can-

not reach her, Never more can you speak
one syllable of love to her, or perform one
act of kindness for your mother. How
you will then need such blessed memories

!

They will be as a benison of peace.

In Reacb of All.

Best Education
Christian,

Non-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Inci^dentals |4.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

No Saloons.

Find Out About Berea College.

$07 RnForaPmST-CLASSM PNEUMATIC

SAFETY BICYCLE.

J.E.Poorinan,5w.5th,Cln.O.

PATENTS
LEHHAim, FATTISOS « HESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

CTUOY SHORTHAND AT HOME and make yourself a succesB-
0 ful stenograplier. No word as fail. Success
guaranteed

. DICKSON SCHOOl OF SHORTHAND. KANSAS CITY.
HO. l^essons by mail our specialty. Terms reasonable.

Asthma
The African Kolariant,
discovered in Congo, W'est
Africa, is Nature's Sure

Cure for Asthma. Cure Ciuaranteed or No
ray. Export OfiBce. 1164 Broadway. New York.
For L,arge Trial Case. FREE by Nail, address
KOLA IMFOEIINO CO.. 132 VineSt..Cinciluiati,0hlO.

BENTS:

THE RIGHT ATMOSPHERE.

The Bible is not an iron safe, to be
opened by those who are keen enough to
discover the combination; it is rather a
rare and delicate flower that must have a
certain atmosphere beiore it can be induced
to unfold its petals and disclose its honey-
cup and share with you its sweet perfume.
The atmosphere of the book is the at-

mosphere of prayer. When you have
entered your closet and opened the win-
dow toward Jerusalem, and felt the
heavenly breeze fan your cheeks, then
the dull pages are transformed into a liv-

ing voice, and the book becomes indeed
the word of God.— The Bible Header,

tlr« ilock of WfttcbcB from » firm,

jlM II jOliN ' oonBisiiBzof solid gold, liWer, »nd
CTZ^ \Viilir>^' ^R goM-SUed ouei, «e Bb»ll offer ft

A^k „ W^t nr\\r-r^ portign of tb« entire lot at pricesW RQX (LssT LAU tS never before heard of In tho WatchT Mrlll Among the stock ure 8,780
AMERICAN STYLE WATCHES,
in SOLID GULD-tlLLE CASES,
vbiob wo ib^l ell finglj or bj tbo
dosea to prirate p&rtiea, or tfatt

trade, at tbe ui<beard-of LOW
FRICS of fi3.9b EACH. Each and
evcrr waton is guaranteed a perfect
timelceeper and each watch is ae-
oompanied with our irrittea guar^
aniee for five jeara. Think of It I

A genuine America Btjle More-
menC watch, In aolid, gold filled

oasee. and guaranteed f«r FIVS
YEARS, for $3.98. Those wanting
» first-class, reliable time-keeper,

at about one third retail price,

Bbould order at once. Watch speco-

latorB can make money by buricg by the doien to sell again. SOLID
GOLD WATCHES at $3.93. TbcBe w&tchea must bo sold, and as an in-

ducement for jou to order quickly, we will send to each of the first ons
huDdred, ordering from this advertisement, A BOLID GOLD WATCH
worth 82a. provided 83.99 Is seat with the order. Elegant, SOLID
ROLLED GOLD CHAIN, of the latest pattcroB, freo to thoso who send
full umount with order. Se one of the first and get a Solid Gold Watcti

for 9.J.i.8. All are elegantly finished, and guaranteed perfectly eatis-'

fuctory in every respect. Cut this out and send to ua with 10 ot«^
silver, postal note or Btaiope, as a guarantee that wutcb is ordered in good
faith, and we will send a watch to you C. 0. D., subject ^o aiaminatioa,
by cxprc^iR If found perfectly eatiafactory. and eiactly as represented,

you can pny the baUnce of f '{.88 and take the watch, otberwise you d«
not pay one cent. Can we make yon a fairer offer ? Be sure to mentiott

whether TOU want ladicB" or genca' watch. Price per doien, $45.00.

DEI'O'SIT WA.T'CaCO.,9IIXarra7 St., New'Vorlu

FAMOUS POETS OF THE WORLD.
The most famous poets of the world are

those whose works endure from century to
|

century, and even for all time. Their writings
deal with tlie various phases of human ex-
perience from the cradle to the grave. We
offer you free, on page 18 of this paper, a book
of over 400 poems and illustrations, which
contains the very best things written by the
famous poets of the world. Read the adver-
tisement on page 18.

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARL!
RlOSrOS FREE 1

1

^ Girls,do you want one? Ifso^seTid
us your adb/ess and take youp
choice, it don't cost you a cent.
Will you agree to do a few boura
work showing our new goods to
your friends! That is all we ask.
State which ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, set with genuine
diamond;No.2,with genuine pearl:

ITo. S, richly engraved band ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over
15,000 rings in past two years. State size. Address
I. M. ASSOCIATION, 269 Oearborn8t.Chle*co.Ub

If afQicted with
sore eyes us© Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

FREE!
Our large 24-page catalogue of Or-
gans, also our new and elegant cat-
alogue of Fianos, containing 16 pp.
We have the largest manufactoiy
in tbe world, from wliicli we sell

direct to the consumer at whole-
sale prices, thus saving the profits
of the dealer and tlie commissions
of the agents. We fuj-nish a first-
class Organ , war-
ranted 20 years, O 9 5Owith stool and j5l|, ^ /
book, tor on\y %IJ M.
No money required until instru-

ment has been thoroughly tested in
your own house. Sold on instal-
ments. Easv payment.
"6 positively guarantee every

Organ and Piano twenty years.
Send for catalogue at once if you want to obtain the greatest bargain ever

(

offered on earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send
by mail same day letter is received.

As an advertisement, we gfi j ^ ^ OO Stool, Book and Cover ,

will sell the first Piano of ^ 1 / ^ Free.
ourmake inaplace foronly l/ijj 1 £ %J Eegular price, $350.00. i

Beethoven Piano a"*^ Organ Co.,
p. O. Box 628 Washington, N. J.

Free Scholarship
gg^ Education Free
TO ALL AMBITIOUS AND ENERGETIC

YOUriG IVlEfl flflD Youno WolWEfl,
IN THEIR OWN

CHOICE OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES IN AMERICA

The publishers of the Farm and Fireside and the Ladies Home Companion
are giving free scholarships in schools and colleges to young men and women for

taking subscriptions for their papers. Free tuition, free board and free books, for

a year in a GREAT university, are given in exchange for 300 subscriptions, or ten

subscriptions a day for one short month. Course in shorthand, bookkeeping,
journalism, law, etc., by mail, furnished in exchange for a few days' pleasant work.

Many young men and -women are getting their education this way. Why not

you ? Send for the full particulars to-day.
This is the opportunity of a lifetime to get your education free.

Address FAEM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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B®-KEAD THIS NOTICE.-nSa

Questions from regular subscribers of Farm and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,
will be answered in tliene ((ihiiiins free of cliarge.
Querists desiring inmifiihitu ri-|ili(.'s, or asking- infor-
mation upon matters of tn-i r^niKil interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of tlie imiuirer should accompany
each query in order that we may answer Ity mail if

necessary. Queries must be receiveii at least two
WEEKS before the date of the issue in which the answer
ie expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

BrooiU'Corn Onltiire.—H. L. W., Mary-
vine, Wis. Send 50 cents to Orange Judd Co.,

New York, for book on raising broom-corn
and making brooms.
Where to Get Tobacco-dust.—L. M. J.,

Johnson, Vt., writes: "Wiiere can tobacco-
dust be obtained?"
Reply by Joseph:—A number of leading

seedsmen catalogue it. I bouglit ibine of Peter
Henderson & Co., New York, at three dollars
per barrel. Possibly you can get some refuse,
sweepings, etc., from some cigar manufacturer
near you.

Oats for Hay.—N. Z., Dayton, Ohio, writes

:

"I have six acres in oats. The crop does not
promise to turn out well. If I should cut it

before it is ripe and cure it, would it be a good
substitute for hay to feed to cattle?"
Reply by Joseph :—Elsewhere in these col-

umns I am telling about various fodder crops,
oats and peas among them. This oat and pea
hay is very superior, and all kinds of stock
relish it greatly and do well on it. Clear oats,
cut while just beginning to develop seed, give
also a most excellent fodder, both green and
cured like hay. Don't be afraid to feed it to
horses or cattle. '

Celery in Close Beds C. H. S., Cleveland,
Tenn., writes: "I have celery-plants in beds
about five inches apart each way. Can it be
blanched where it is, or should it be trans-
planted again to make celery for market?"
Reply by Joseph :—The distance given is

too close. The plants will most likely grow
up spindling. If of self-blanching varieties,
they would bleach all right. I plant "White
Plume five by ten inches, using half as many
Flants as you have on the same area, and then
find that the crop needs very rich soil and

an abundance of water. Better pull up every
other plant, mulch heavily with manure or
straw and apply plenty of water in a dry
time.

Starting an Asparaprus Bed.—Mrs. H. H.,
Pennsylvania, asks for Information on start-

ing an asparagus bed from seed or otherwise.
Reply by Joseph :—For this season it is too

late to start plants from seed, and to save
time, I would advise to buy strong, one-year
plants next spring and set them in a well-
drained, well-prepared spot, sandy loam pre-
ferred, in rows four or five feet apart, with
about two feet of space between the plants in
the row. Most home gardeners crowd a great
many plants in a little spot. This is a mis-
take. If you do so, you may get reasonably
good stalks for a few years, and then the
crowded plants will speedily degenerate and
give you undersized, weakly shoots. Set the
plants from four to seven inches deep, each
plant on a little mound of soil in the bottom
of a deep furrow. Gradually cover up level
with fine soil.

Seeding "Weedy I^and to Grass.-15. H.,
Randolph, N. Y., writes : "I have a piece of
land that is rather moist, which Jias been
used for a hog pasture. It has a great many
Canada thistles and docks growing on it. 1
would like to know if I plow it and dig the
docks out if it would be suitable to sow to
orchard-grass and alsike clover? Or would it

be too late in the season?"
Reply:—The first thing to do with your

land is to get rid of the noxious weeds by
Slimmer fallowing. Plow the land now, turn-
ing the weeds all under. Every few days for
about six weeks run the cultivator over it.

Do not allow a green leaf to show itself. Then
about the first of September, or as soon as fall
rains begin, sow the orchard-grass. The fol-
lowing spring sow the alsike. If you desire to
use the land for pasture, it would be advis-
able to sow some blue-grass and red-top also
in the fall.

Fertilizers for Tomatoes.—C. F. P., Sher-
man, 111., writes: "1 have a field of tomatoes,
and wish to apply fertilizers around the
plants in hill. Which would give the best and
quickest results, bone-dust or nitrate of soda?
How much should I anply to the hill, and
how close to the plant should it be put?"
Reply by Joseph :—It is too late in the sea-

son for nitrate of soda applications. This is a
quick-acting, nitrogenous fertilizer, and stim-
ulates the growth of plant and foliage. We
want such an effect early in the season. If
nitrate is applied late, it will stimulate
growth of stalk, etc., at a time when we want
the plant to set and ripen fruit. Early appli-
cations make the crop earlier, late applica-
tions retard it. Bone-dust is hardly quick
enough in its action for late applications. I
would prefer to use dissolved bone (super-
phosphate), an excess of which usually hast-
ens the ripening of fruits and seeds.

Thinningr Onion-plants.—E. B., Kurtz,
Minn., writes: "Please tell me how close I
should let the onions grow in the rows in
order to get large onions. 1 planted the Ited
Wethersfleld. Soil black loam."
Reply by Joseph:—I doubt that anybody

could give a rule applicable to all cases regard-
ing the distance onions should stand in the
rows for best results. It depends on the con-
dition of the soil. I have seen enormous crops
grown where the onions stood crowded in the
rows and less than an inch apart. We now
plant our Prizetakers twoand one half to three
Inches apart, while in former years we used to
set them four inches apart. Onions on rich
soil and under good cultivation can stand con-
siderable crowding without harm. Prize-
takers are very large

;
indeed, the largest of all

varieties with which I am acquainted. Red
Wethersflelds are larger than most of our
ordinary older sorts, and on good soil I think
I would thin them to about two inches apart
in the rows. I do not claim this to be an arbi-
trary rule, however, or that this distance will
always be the best. When you aim for large
individual bulbs, you have to thin more thor-
oughly, of course, than when the heaviest
crop, irrespective of size of specimens, is
aimed for.

Keepingr Grannlar Butter in Brine.—
W. P., Tomlinson, and Mrs. J. B. C, Isaca,
Tex. The following method of keeping butter
has been highly recommended: Stop churn-
ing when the butter comes in small granules
the size of wheat grains. Add cold water
equal in quantity to the cream in the churn.
A little salt added will facilitate the separa-
tion of the buttermilk from the butter.
Agitate the churn a little. Draw off the
buttermilk and water, pour in more cold
water slightly salted, turn the churn a few
times and draw it off. The third washing may
be with brine. After the water is drawn off.

let the butter drain awhile. For a package,
take an oak cask or butter-tub, previously
cleansed and scalded out with the brine. Put
a layer of salt in the bottom of the cask and
cover with muslin cloth over it. Fill up the
cask with the granular butter. Put a cloth
over it and then a layer of salt. Head up the
cask and drive the hoops down tight. Bore a
small hole in the head of the cask, and
through it pour in all the brine the cask will
hold. Store it in a cool place. Occasionally
add brine until it will take no more, then
plug the hole tight, and let the cask remain in
a cool place until you want to sell the butter.
It is then taken out and packed in ordinary
tubs for market. If it is desired, it may be
churned a little in fresh buttermilk to freshen
the flavor. But that is unnecessary, as the
brine surrounding each butter granule has
excluded the air and retained the original
aroma. From dealers in dairy supplies you
can get casks or tubs in sizes from ten pounds
upward, to suit the size of your dairy.

VETERINARY.
-^Condueted by Di«. H- «!• Detnnei»s.^^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
tlie applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention will be paid to such ii reqtiest. In-
quiries should always con tain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Du. H. J. Detmers, 1315 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this coiumn, must give their name tfnd
address, not necessarily for publicaton, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Probably a Fibroid C. H. D., China, La.
What you describe is probably a collar-boil or
a fibroid, and must be removed (excised) by
means of a surgical knife. It will require a
surgeon to do it.

Contracted and Degenerated Hoofs.-
J. H. B., Wautoma, Wis. Have the hoofs put
into proper shape by judicious paring, where
that is necessary, and then send the horse to
pasture, and keep him there all summer.
Milte Too Thick O. P., Patriot, Ind. If

the milk of your cow is too thick, you either
milk her too long—that is, do not give her suf-
ficient time to be dry before calving again—or
there is something wrong in the food you give
her.

Periods of Heat in a Cow.—A. S. B.,
Lioamous, B. C, writes: '^How soon does a
cow come in heat after having calved? I
understand that a cow comes in heat every
three weeks."
Answer:—In three to four weeks, and then

about every three weeks thereafter.

An Abdominal Hernia.—F.. S., Dafter,
Mich. It is very doubtful whether much can
be done with an abdominal hernia, or as you
call it, "a flank bowel rupture," of the size of a
bucket. If you desire to do something, liave
the animal examined by a veterinarian, and
ask his advice, because very much depends
upon the size, exact situation and direction of
tlie hernial opening; and besides that, if any-
thing at all is to be done, it must be done by
somebody who is perfectly familiar with the
anatomy of all the parts, and also knows
what can be ,^one with comparative safety,
and what cannot be done.
Pigs Coughing.—L. A. P. C. Nobody Is

able to base a diagnosis upon one symptom
common to_ numerous diseases. There is
hardly a respiratory disorder that is not at-
tended with more or less cougbing. The latter,
indeed, is caused by anything that irritates
the larynx. If you will give other symptoms,
or inform me what causes the coughing, 1
may be able to comply with your request, but
I have neither space nor time to dwell at
length upon all the numerous possibilities. I
therefore can only say the most frequent
causes of severe coughing in pigs are either
lung-worms (Strongylus paradoxus) or swine-
plague (so-called hog-cholera).

So-called Scratches.—C. L., Halifax
county, Va. If the so-called ^cratches have
been brought to healing, nothing is needed
but good care and good grooming. If the .sores
do reappear, it is due to filth allowed to
accumulate on the skin of the legs, and
bacteritic infection through small, yet exist-
ing sores. Liberal applications, twice a day,
of a mixture of liquid subacetate of lead, one
part, and olive-oil, three parts, will bring to
healing almost any case of so-called scratches,
provided the animal is kept out of water,
mud and filth, and the affected parts of the
feet, when needing cleaning, are not cleaned
with water, but are rubbed clean with a dry
rag and a liberal application of the above
mixture. There is no blood-disease about it,
and nothing for the blood is needed.
Sore Teats.—W. D. R., Waco, Ky., writes

:

"Will you be kind enough to give me a remedy,
through your paper, for tetter on a cow's bag
and teats. ' I have a valuable Jersey cow that
is perfectly sound and all right except her bag
and teats. Her bag has srball, red pimples on
it, and her teats get sore and frequently crack,
and sometimes bleed during milking. She
has been in this condition for two years.
While suckling a calf they get in the same
fix."
Answer :—Apply to the sores after each

milking a mixture of equal parts of lime-
water and olive-oil, and see to it that the
milker never milks the animal except with
clean and dry hands. If one accustoms him-
self to it, it is just as easy as milking with wet
hands, and then there is no danger of crack-
ing, if once a healing has been effected.

I.ung Disease—M. A., Waverly, W. Va.,
writes: "My heifer is about a year old. She
has had a cough for some time. When she
coughs, her tongue hangs out. She breathes
hard, and at times when she coughs her sides
thump, and you can hear her breathing for
some distance. Some of the time she has the
scours. She has agood appetite, but is thin in
flesh ; is on good pasture, but will not pick
up."
Answer:-Your heifer is evidently affected

witli a severe lung disease, which, very likely,
will become fatal, but whether the disease is
a pneumonia caused by lung-worms (Strongy-
lus micrusus), croupous pneumonia, tuber-
culosis, or even pleuropneumonia, does not
proceed from your communication, because
the symptoms given more or less apply to all
four diseases named. In any event, however,
the prognosis is unfavorable, because accord-
ing to your statement, the animal has
diarrhea, is emaciated, and "thesides (flanks)
are thumping" at times when she coughs. A
treatment, therefore, will hardly have any
effect, even if a diagnosis could be secured
from your description.

Inflamed Eyes.^Mrs. T. C, Jenkins
Bridge, Va., writes: "1 have a horse that has
inflamed eyes. They are inflamed in the in-
side corner. The lids turn out at times, and
are very red and discharge stringy matter.

Tlie balls look all right. I discovered in the
early part of the year that hair grew in the
corners of his eyes, and I lieep them pulled
out the best I can, but his eyes are as bad as
they were last year when I did not pull the
hair out at all."
Answer:—What you describe, if I under-

stand you correctly, is a degeneration of the
third eyelid, or Membrana nictitans, which
prevents the closing of the eyelids, and thus
causes an exposure of the mucous membrane,
and gives the eyelids an appearance similar
to that caused by ectropium. The remedy
consists in first allaying the irritability by the
use of an eye-water composed of acetate of
morphium, two grains, to one ounce of dis-
tilled water, to be applied three times a day by
means of a so-called dropper (a glass pipette
capped with a rubber bulb), and then by re-
moving (cutting away) the Membrana nicti-
tans, or as mucu of it as is necessary, with
sharp, curved scissors. If you have no compe-
tent veterinarian, ask your family physician
to do it for you.

Dysentery.—E. S., Bloomingville, Obio,
writes: "I have a colt, five weeks old, which
has a kind of diarrhea. I first noticed it

about four days ago. She has a yellow,
watery discharge which has a very offensive
smell. She does notseem to have any pain;
in fact, does notseem to mind it."
Answer:—You ought to have consulted a

veterinarian at once, because when this
reaches you, it may be too late, especially
since the discharges are already very offensive,
which indicates that destruction of tissue and
decomposition are going on. If it is not too
late, and the animal yet alive when this
reaches you—the probability, though, is that
the same is either dead or has recovered—the
first thing necessary will be to put both mare
and cold under the very best sanitary condi-
tions, and then to give the colt a few large
doses of opium—say eight to ten grains at a
dose, combined, perhaps, with rhubarb (Bad.
rhei), twenty grains, and carbonate of mag-
nesia, half a dram. These substances should
be mixed with some powdered marsh-mallow
root and water, so as to make a mass of the
proper consistency to form into several small
pills. The same dose may be repeated in
about eight or ten hours. For a young colt, of
course, the dose must be smaller.

A Chronic Discharge—About Pigeons.
—J. B. A., Port Valley, Ga., writes: "Will
you please tell me what is the matter with
my horse? Sometimes he has white mucus
discharges from hisnose, mostly from his right
nostril, sometimes from both. When I put
my ear on his nose it sounds like it is some-
what stopped up. The discharges seem to
bother him only when he is eating grass or
drinking water. That is the only time I see
any of it. It is worse at times than others.
Sometimes it runs more than at others, and
then again it gets thicker, and then thin and
watery, but mostly thick and white.^ Will
you also please tell hie what I can do to at-
tract pigeons? I get pigeons, and as soon as
they can fly they leave. Some come and go.
SometimeSj they stay a day or so, but soon
leave. I have tin on the sides of the pigeon-
house so neither cats nor rats can get up there.
I keep plenty of fresh water where they can
get as much as they want. There are no lice
or nits in the house. I keep asafedita in the
house all the time. I have raised pigeons be-
fore, but never had them to leave their nest
before. I have looked closely and can find
nothing up there. My pigeons go to my

neighbors. Is there any drug I can put in the
house to draw them?"
Answer:—The chronic discharge you com-

plain of is either caused by a chronic
catarrhal inflammation somewhere in the
respiratory passages, including the frontal or
maxillary sinuses, by the presence of a mor-
bid growth (tumor or polyp) in the same
places, or by glanders. If there is a morbid
growth, its presence may be ascertained by a
careful examination of the nasal cavities and
respiratory passages, as far as accessible. If it
is a chronic catarrhal inflammation that
causes the discharge, the condition of the
visible mucous membranes will indicate its
existence, and if the seat of the same is in one
or more of the sinuses, the percussion sound
at the affected sinus or sinuses will be dull,
some swelling possibly will be observed, and
trepanation will reveal the true state of af-
fairs. If, finally, the discharge is due to
glanders, some more symptoms of that
disease, such as a hard, knotty swelling of the
submaxillary lymphatic glands, especially on
the affected side, and ulcers on the septum
will be formed. To see the latter, it is usually
necessary to illuminate the nasal cavity by
the rays of the sun thrown into it by means of
a mirror. You ask me what to do. The first
thing necessary is to ascertain the source of
the discharge, which in all cases in which
such a dangerous disease as glanders is to be
suspected, must be left to a competent veteri-
narian. Therefore, if none is accessible, and
unless by those hints I have given you, you
can assure yourself that it is not glanders, I
would advise you to inform your state veteri-
narian, if such an ofiicial is existing in your
state. If the disease is not glanders, very
likely a surgical operation will be required to
effect a cure, provided the cause of the dis-
chage is accessible and a cure possible. Con-
cerning your pigeons, it may be that the bad
smell of the asafetida drives them away.
Remove it, clean and ventilate your pigeon-
house, and try a drop or two of anis-seed oil,
which, at any rate, is not objectionable to
pigeons.

HAVHY" Cobbler shoe and Harness Kit
J-I^r^^r^ for home use. Can do alldo all

your own repairing. Best
outfit ever sold for the price.
More aud better toola than

sll^ any other. 4 best quality
'-' iron lasts. No. 1, 36 articles,

l£^$3. No. 2, 26 articles, $2.
Low express rate and safe

ll^Uellvery guaranfd. Cutthia
out and send with order and

,=1,20 addresses of parties who
1? might buy , and get a present

5£J worth 50 cts. fkek. Liberal
terms to agts. Send for cat.

KTJHN <fe CO.
Sta. X Mollne, 111*

MEETAFiNE BICYCLeIfFDEEIA
] K ISyoa want one, either sei, write to

rl II ^ us at once. These bicyclcB are fullykm ai it «, warranted and would cost atrelaif~
f!l£Et!if;

f'etvethan.'
t tihiS, to Introduce our paper
VVe will give you one with
out a cent of money from
your pocket. At this time
olthe year ererybody wants
a bicvcle, and we offer you
one FftEE. You TAKE NOl
CHANCES !f you comply,

. . Wilb your letter send us 50c. silver
'or postal note fnr our family and story paper one year and we
willaend the offer at once — allchartres prepaid on every bicycle.
Addresai L. N, CtSHMAM* Pnb., 63 State St., Boston, Dlass.

rwithoor offer. Write today.

100,000 PRIZES
Valued at from $2.00 to $2,000.00, including

25,000 IN CASH
And Everybody Gets a Prize. This We Guarantee.

THE WEEKLY RECORDER
eontalas more reading matter and illustrations tlian any paper in the world. All the

Latest News, Illustrated; Humorous Cartoons; Latest Fashions, with Cut Paper Pat-

terns; Stories; Children's Page; Sports and Pastimes; Farm and Garden; Wit and
Humor; Howard's Letter; The Recorder's Fool Killer; all that is going on in the world

in short paragraphs. This large 16-page paper, with 7 columns of reading matter on
each page, is

THE GREATEST FAMILY WEEKLY.
CAN YOU SUPPLY THE fllSSINQ WORD?

0THE NEWSPAPER IS THE GREATEST OF.

The sentence a portion of which is ftiven above, appears complete in this ^aoer.
The iirst one eeudinfj the correct answer will receive the iirst cash prize or $2,000x the second. $1,500;

the third, SI, uiiO; the fourth. S50U; the Sfth. $300; the sixth, $^00; the seventh, $100; tiie neit one nun-
dred willreceive $10 each: the next one thousand $3 each; the next two thousand $2 each, and the next
six thousand four hundred $1 each, making a total of 10,507 cash prizes, amounting to $25,000.

Alili of the other t>9. 493 people entering the contest will receive a handsome prize, amost beaa-
tiful and valuable article which every one wants and which is sold in the stores for $2, making a total of
luO,000 prizes. Under thit plan every one will receive a valuable prize, whether the answer sent iB correct

or not. The date of the letter, together with the postmark on the envelope, will be used to show the tima
the correct replies were mailed. To prevent deception, the time the letters are received at our orttce will

also be taken into consideration.
^

The sole object of the competition is to amnse and instruct our readers and to increase our list of
yearly subscribers, and the contest will be closed as soon as one hundred thousand answers have beea
received, when the offer will be withdrawn. .

In order to enter the contest you must be a yearly subscriber to The Weekly Recorder at $1 a year.

Hverybody can have at least one prize and thousands will receive real treasures.
Our prize contests are always interesting, instructive, amusing and entertaining, and a great amounfi

of pleasure will be derived by trying to solve the problems. Besides this, by sending in your subscription
now. you will be entitled to enter all prize contests offered by The Weekly Recorder during the time you
are a subscriber, and there will be many oont?st3. We take this way of distributing splendid gifts to our
readers, and The Weekly Recorder is the dolight of the whole family wherever it is taken.

The privilege of using the couoons which appear every week for books and patterns is alone worth the
small subscription price of The Weekly Recorder. . j •

We are constantly on the alert for new ideas and plans for benefiting our snbsoribera, and we invite

you to join our great family of readers and to receive one prize at least by so doing, besides all the other
advantagestobe gained by taking The Weekly Recorder, the greatest weekly paper published.

You cannot afford to be without The Weekly Recorder in your home. Your wife will appreciate ana
enjoy our columns given up to matters that concern women: your children will delight m the columns
allotted for their entertainment The Weekly Recorder's humor will appeal to your own love of restful

nonsense. The newspaper is the greatest of educators.

THE WEEKLY RECORDER, NEW YORK:
Inclosed find Sl.OO for one year's subscription to The Weekly Recorder,

the complete sentence is as follows;

" Tffl? NEWSPAPER IS THE GREATEST OF

I think

Date

Street and No.

Ni\me.

PostOfHce.

P. O. Box. State.

Money sent by postof&ce or express money order or registered letter is SURF to reach us safely.

lou can benefit your friends by marking tliis offer and sending a copy of this paper to them.

THE WEEKLY RECORDER, NEW YORK.
DAXXfT BXICOKDXIB, 1 year, $6.SO. i SUNSAT B£COBB£K, 1 year, St.SOt
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Molasses is better than vinegar, and polite-

ness is the grease of the human axle.—Joe

Howard.

Women will find their place, and it will

neither be that which they have held, nor

that to which some of them aspire. Nature's

old Salic law will not be repealed, and no

change of dynasty will be effected.—

How about the prudence of allowing a

Cough to run on, rasping the Pulmonary and

Bronchial organs, when that approved and

speedy remedy, Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant,

can be obtained from any Apothecary?

So FAR as the public is concerned in this

impossible crusade, the members of the Amer-
ican Railway Union have been led by the

unprincipled and senseless chiefs who have

gained their confidence, into an attitude

which' bluntly and without compromise says,

"Let the public be damned York Sun.

How I do love the earth! I feel it thrill

under my feet! I feel, .somehow, as if it were
conscious of my love, as if something passed

into my dancing blood from it, and I get rid

of that dreadful duty feeling, "What right

have I to be?" and not a goldenrod of them
all soaks in the sunshine or feels the blue cur-

rents of the air eddy about him more thought-

lessly than I. 1 think nature grows more and
more beautiful and more companionable as

one grows older, and the earth more mother-

ly tender to one who will ask to sleep in her lap

so soon.—Jajnes Russell Lowell.

RAILROADS IN AMERICA.

In a speech delivered in the United States

Senate a few days ago, Senator Call, of Florida,

drew attention to the fact that not less than
five million men, women and children were
dependent for their livelihood upon continued
employment in the service of railroad corpo-

rations of the United States. No European
government, however despotic, he declared,

had control of an army of one million men,
the total number of railroad employees being
put by the Florida senator at one million.

Railroad investments, it is popularly sup-

posed, yield a very large return, but the fact is,

that taking the country through and adopt-
ing the figures of an ordinary year, it is found
that money invested in railroads does not
yield a sum so great as to inspire the cupidity

of an investor seeking very large returns. The
total fund of debt of all American railroads in

the year of 1892 amounted to .«-5,463,000,000. Four
and one half per cent on this figure of gross

bonded indebtedness would amount to 824.5,-

006,000, whereas these railroads paid collec-

tively in that year $232,000,000 on their bonded
indebtedness, or an average of four and one
fourth per cent, taking a favorable year for

such comparisons, and not one like the past

year, during which bj^ default upon bonded
interest so many American railways have
been thrown into receivers' hands.

During the year 1893 seventy-five American
railroads, operating 25,000 miles, and having a
gross bonded indebtedness of 81,212,000,000, went
into receivers' hands and have defaulted on
their principal payments, so that this year's

net returns from railroads to bondholders will

fall short of four and one half per cent, and
,
will not attain a higher average than three
and one half. It is also to be remembered
that those bonds which regularly pay interest

as it accrues, sell at a premium beyond the
nominal value, a thoroughly guaranteed,
"gilt-edged" four-per-cent bond selling at a
premium of twenty-five per cent.

The gross amount of capital stock of all

American railroads has more than doubled
during the past twelve years, and now
amounts to 85,000,000,000. The total dividends
paid on the capital stock of American .rail-

roads amounted in 1891 to 890,000,000, and in 1892

to 383,000,000. Two per cent on the total cap-
italization would be 8100,000,000, and it is

therefore evident that the holders of stock in

American railways receive even in favorable
years little more than one and two thirds of

one per cent ftiterest on their holdings. The
field for investment is better in American
than in English railway companies, the es-

tablished rate of interest on bonds being
higher, and the fluctuation in railroad stocks
being greater.

DESTRUCTION OF NATIVE FORESTS.

It will not be many years before the last

lone pine-tree in northern Minnesota, Wis-
consin and Michigan will have fallen before

the ax of the lumberman. Representative
Baldwin proposes to hurry up the destruction

of our pine forests by a bill which he has suc-

cessfully pressed to a passage in the House,
and which is expected to go througli the Sen-
ate. This bill provides for the sale of all the
pine timber in the White Earth and Red
Lake reservations. It is estimated that there

are at least 500,000 acres of this timber. The
bill proposes to dispo.se of it, as fast as 100,000

j

acres are surveyed, in forty-acre lots at pub- >

lie auction to the highest bidder, but for not
less than 3,000,000 feet. It would be a great

deal wiser and better for the government to

take measures to preserve tnis timber, by
placing it under forestry regulations which
would provide for cutting out the old pine-

trees and letting the young grow, and thus
perpetuate the forests for the benefit of future

,

generations. There is enough wholesale de-
j

struction of oar forests by the private owners 1

whose armies of axmen are gradually denud-
ing the whole country of its native woods.
This ought long ago to have been prevented
by such reforms in the administration of our
land laws as would have protected our forests

from such wasteful devastation. But there is

no need and no excuse for the government
hastening within its own domain, or in the

territory where it holds pine lands in trust

for the Indians, to carry on this work of de-

struction. If Baldwin's bill should pass, ten

years will scarcely pass before the entire

region around the head waters of the Missis-

sippi will be denuded of its forests, and when
that happens, if the climatologists are not at

fault, it is quite likely to be followed by seri-

ous consequences affecting the climate and
hydography of the state.—SZ. Paul Pioneer

Press.

COUNTING COINS BY MACHINERY.

The featof countingtwothousan^silverdol-
lars per minute is now being performed at the

mint by a little machine invented by Sebas-

tian Heines, the chief carpenter of the insti-

tution, and by its aid the work of counting

the coin and weighing the silver bars can, it

is thought, be completed by the middle of

next month. The slow progress made in

counting by hand led Mr. Heines to exper-

iment, with the result, after the expenditure
of much thought and time, of turning out a

very successful machine.
Mr. Morgan, of Mint-director Preston's oflice,

was greatly interested in the experiments, and
after witnessing the final successful test of

the invention, he gave permission for its use

in counting the great mass of silver dollars.

The machine was put into regular operation,

and when worked to its limit was easily able

to dispose of two bags of coin containing

$2,000 in a minute.
The machine consists of a hopper, into

which the coins are dropped. A cog-wheel,

the teeth of which resemble those of a circu-

lar saw, carries the coins to tubes, and from
there they are forced out upon a little table

containing twenty grooves, each of which
holds just fifty coins. A turn of the crank
counts one thousand coins, which are imme-
diately put into a bag, and a second thousand
follows before the expiration of the minute.—
Philadelphia Pecord.

A FAMOUS RIDE FOR KOSSUTH'S SAKE.

None of the obituary writers on the late

Louis Kossuth seem to have referred to an
incident in his career which must always
have a special interest for Englishmen. This
was one of the most famous rec9rd rides of

ancient or modern times, performed by Capt.

Charles Townley, a queen's messenger, in the

interest of the Hungarian liberator. After

the collapse of his cause in 18-19, Kossuth and a

cro*d of his compatriots had fled to Turkey,

from which Austria and Russia were menac-
ingly demanding their extradition. But the

"great Eltchi," who was then our representa-

tive on the Golden Horn, made bold upon his

own responsibility to back up the sultan in

his refusal to deliver up the fugitives, believ-

ing that Palmerston, who was then at the

foreign oflice, would bear him out in his firm

attitude of opposition.

Knowing that life and death depended on
the speedy arrival of hia approving dispatch

at Stamboul, "Pam" selected Capt. Townley
to be its bearer, with instructions "not to

spare himself or others" in getting to his des-

tination as soon as possible. Reaching Bel-

grade on Oct. 20th, Capt. Townley there took
horse, and on the morning of the 26th he rode,

6r rather, reeled, into Parma, having covered
the distance of 820 miles in 131 hours—a feat

which elicited loud applause when mention
was made of it in the House of Commous.

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

DOGS CAN FOLLOW A CONVERSATION.

The creation of something like a language
j

among our civilized dogs has natually been
accompanied by the development of an under-
standing of human speech. Although we can-

not attach much importance to the mass of

anecdote on this point, there is enough which
is well attested—sufficient, indeed, which has
come within the limits of my own observa-

tion—to make it clear that dogs, even without
deliberate teaching, frequently acquire a tolr

erably clear understanding of a number of

words and even of short phrases. They will

catch these not only when given in distinct

command, but when uttered in an ordinary
tone without any sign that they relate to

their affairs. It is true that these understood
words generally relate "to some action which
the dog is accustomed to perform, j-et there

are instances so well attested that they
deserve credit, which seems to show that the
creatures can get some sense of the drift of

conversation even when it is carried on by
persons with whom they are not familiar, and
does not clearly relate to their own affairs.—

Scribner's Monthly.

Every Man Should Read This.

If any young, old or middle-aged man, snf-
feriug from nervous debility, lack of vigor,
or weakness from errors or excesses, will in-
close stamp tome, I will send him the pre-
Boriptiou of a genuine, certain cure, free of
cost, no humbug, no deception. It is cheap,
simple and perfectly safe and harmless. I
will send you the correct perscription and
you can buy the remedy ol me or prepare
it yourself, just as you choose. The prescrip-
tion 1 sendfree.justaslagrefetodo. Address,
Mr. Thomas Babnes, lock box 1 13 Marshall.
Uicb.

TUSKAGEE IS THRIVING.

The normal and industrial institute for the
negroes at Tuskagee, Ala., has just closed its

thirteenth year, and the reports published
show wonderful growth and development.
The institution began with just nothing

except an appropriation of 82,000 from the
state for tuition. During its existence it has
handled 8121,955.12, of which 837,000 have come
from the state. During the thirteen years the
students have performed labor for the insti-

tution valued at 8187,612.52. It begail: in a little

church and shanty, which it ^id not own,
with one teacher and thirty scholars. It now
holds property to the amount of 8200,000 free,

including land, buildings, live stock, appa-
ratus, etc. It has 791 pupils and forty-eight
teachers in the various departments. It has
graduated 166 students, who . are doing good
work in various departments of life, as teach-
ers, farmers, mechanics, etc., and its influence
is felt among the negroes all over the South.
A good part of the endowment, which it has
permanently, lias been contributed by kind
friends of negro progress in the North.—iVeiw

Orleans Picayune.

THE ARAB AND THE JEW.

A Jewish professor, who is versed in the
oriental languages, looked over two weekly
papers printed in this city, one bf them in the
Hebrew language, with Hebrew characters,
and the other in the Arabic language, with
Arabic characters.

"Look," he said, as he held the two pretty
sheets together, "at the peculiarities of the
type used in each of them. Take notice of
power, breadth, depth, rectangularity and
solidarity of the Hebrew type. Take notice
of the Saracenic delicacy, the ornateness, the
subtlety, ingenuity and curvedness of the
Arabic type. The contrast between them is

very suggestive. Again, the reader who
studies the style of the literary composition
in the two papers will notice that the Hebrew
thought is broad, strong and upright, like the
Hebrew characters, while the Arabic thought
is sinuous, tenuous and ornate, as the Arabic
characters. The differentiation of the Hebrew
from the Arabic, both in the forms of the
type and in the expressions of the mind, will

strike every critic who places the two papers
together, looks at them closely and makes a
study of their contents. Yet both the Hebrews
and the Arabs belong to the Semitic race, and
are monotheists. History and circumstances
must be taken into account when tracing the
characteristic differences between the two
branches of the family.—iVeu; York Sun.

Don't fail to read Dr. Hair's Asthma and
Hay Fever cure advt. in this issue.

HOW TIMES HAVE CHANGED.

When Edmund Yates was in this country
he wrote an accountof a presidential inau-
guration for the New York fieraid. Seated at

a table, he was asl^ed what he wanted. He
answered

:

"A bottle of brandy and a few facts."

That was the old way. The story illustrates

very fairly journalistic methods of twenty-
five years ago. All is changed now. Time
was when a man.was deemed disqualified for
journalism by temperance and morality. To
be regarded as an ideal reporter or a merito-
rious editor one had to get drunk regularly
and owe his grocer and his tailor. That was
the halcyon time when the foreman of the
composing-room had practical charge of the
paper.

The drunkard nowadays has no more chance
in a newspaper-oflSce than a cat without claws
would have >n the hottest corner of the hot
yi)a.ce.—Eugene Pield, in Chicago Pecord.

ASTHMA
THE GREATEST

MEDICAL DISCOVERY
OF THE CENTURY.

DR. HAIR'S Fkv^^^^
Why suffer wheni will '—' *—' -t-L-tlj.

send you Free, a full size $1.00 bottle of my
Asthma Cure, if you will simply pay express
charges on delivery. A valuable Treatise on
Asthma. Bronchitis and Hay Fever mailed free.
Dr. B.W.HAIR. 233 W.4tli St. CincInnati.O.

MyEI^ECTRIC BELT sent on TRlAL-pp pT'
Give size. Dr. Judd, Detroit, Mich. Want agts.-"- AvXiXj

LAGE CURTAINS

agt8

Independent lirinp for good lite AGENTS.
Buy direct from manufacturer. Send
9taiDp for illustrAt^d Cfctalog^c. North
BaiTuB Laci yia±a, \\b Worth 8L,N.Y.

E

VERY ONE WHO WEARS THE

Owen Electric Belt
Says: "They are the Best." Get a cat-
alogue by writing

The Owen Electric Belt Co.

209 State Street, Chicago, 111.

BALING
PRESSES

ALL KINDS.
HORSE AND

STEAM POWER.^ Address Manuf'rs.

COLLINS PLOW CO
Box 10 QUINCY, ILL.

|C. MENTAL HEALING
Instruction book. Cures at home, ot
hopeless cases, astonish the world.
Used in daily practice at our Sanitar-

ium. C. W. Post, Metaphysician. Instantan-
eous cures are made by readers frequently before
fairly started in the study and before they can ex-
plain the seeming miracle. Book "The Second
Man." Postpaid lOcts.
LA VITA INN CO.. 35 » Battle Creek, flich.

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
EDrCATIOjr ISr AGRIClII>TrRE.

Instruction in Soils, Tillage, Stock-raisin£c,Teterinary Medicine, Agricultural Chemistry,Botany,Horticulture,
Entomology, and the general sciences relating to Agriculture. Expenses low. Every county in Ohio is entitled
yearly to one free scholarship in Agriculture, Horticulture or Veterinary Medicine. Catalogue sent free.

A HEALTHY MAN
In the accoiupanying illustration is seen the picture of a healthy man.—Every facial

feature indicates a sound physical condition. Dissipation holds no place here. With
sparkling eyes, ruddy complexion and rotund cheeks, this man betrays no evidence of
ever being wheedled and charmed by unholy pleasures. Many a "wild oat" has be sown,
however, but his present healthy condition was ret^tored Ihiough the aid of a remarkable
and mo.st effective prescription which I send absolutely free of charge. There is no hum-

bug or advertising catch about Ibis. Any good druggist or physician can put it up for
you. as everything is plain and simple. I cannot afford to advertise and give away this
splendid remedy unless you do me the favor of buying a small quantity iro^ me direct
or advise your friend8.to do so. But you may do as you please about this. You

J.''
will never regret having written me. as this remedy restored me to the condition
shown in illustration after everything else had failed. Correspondence strictly con-

all letters eeut in plain sealed envelope. Enclose stamp if convenient. Address
E. H. HUNGERFORD, Box Albion, Mich.

THOUSANDS SOLD.

fidentia!, and

ONLY

Premium
No. 38.

THE WONDER OF THE AGE
A Genuine American Watch.

Warranted to Cive Ferrect Satisfaction.

We Gnarantee that
this watch will keep ac-
curate time.'wlU not get
our of order, and will In
every way give entire
satisfaction, or money
refunded.

This is the exact size of the Watch.

Tbe Case Is strongly
made of nickel metal
and carefully fitted. • It
is open-face, with heavy

1 polished bevel crystal.

The Movement is the
' simplest and most dura-
ble of any watch move-
ment known. Itis wound up with-
out a key. Four or five turns of
the patent winding attachment
winds it up for from 24 to 36 hours.
This is a genuine American

watch, made for service, and with
ordinary usage ought to wear for
ten years, and even longer.

ONE OF MANY TESTIMONIALS

I want to eay to you that I am delight-
ed with your watch received eome time

ago. It is a little gem. I keep it upon my typewriter deak during week-daye right before my
3ye8. and it lieepa splendid time. I then use it on my pulpit on Lord's Days.

Faithfully yours, Kkv. Stephen A. Northrop,
Pastor First Baptist Church, Fort Wayne, Ind.

This watch and chain given as a premium for six yearly subscribers to'
the Farm and Fireside at 50 cents each ; or for two yearly sub-

,

soribers and $1 additional; or for one yearly subscriber and $1.25 addi-
tional.
PRICE, when purchased. $1.50. Postage paid.
NOTICE.—Each member of the club who pays 50 centsfor a year's subscription may

choose FREE any OXB of the foUounng premiums: No. 80.3, No. 802, No. 101,

No. 210, No. .591, No. 905. If the subscriber pays 60 cents, he can chnn.<ie FREE,
Premium No. 26, the Book of 400 Poems and Illustrations, or No. 11, the People's Atlas of the World.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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WHEN THE GOOSE HONKS HIGH. ^

We allers know that winter's done an' spring

is on the track,

When flying high up In the sky the geese is

conain' back.

We know 'at snow-time's over, an' 'at cold an'

frost is done,

When list'nin' to a flock o' geese a-honkin' in

the sun.

I tell ye life is jest the same. I calls my chil-

dren geese,

An' when they're gone away I find I don't

enjoy much peace.

But all my woes fade right away, my spring

an' summer's come.
When I've my tribe o' geeses back a-bonkin'

here to hum.

PRIVATE THEATRICALS.

He was the villain! standing there

Darkjy handsome and debonair.

And she bade him begone with a lofty air;

But that was part of the play.

The heroine she! and a gown from France
Her tearful beauty did much enhance;
But I think she gave him one swift, sweet

glance.

And that was not in the play.

He roughly seized her delicate wrist,

And grimly eyed her and fiercely hissed,

"You are mine, and my prey I have never
missed !"

But that was part of the play.

Her voice rang out like a clear-toned bell,

And his loathed advances she did repel

;

But he kissed her after the curtain fell,

And that was not in the play.

—Judge.

mm

A CHANGE OF TIME.

>f board a Baltimore train pull-

ing into Parkersburg was a
book agent, whose demeanor
conveyed the impression that
he was matter-of-fact all the

way through. No foolishness,

no trifling with or in the every-

day alTairs of this busy old life.

"Mr. Conductor, what time do we get into

Parkersburg?"
""Ten-twenty," replied the ofiicial politely.

"Yes. Well, what time can I get a train on
West?"
"Nine-twenty."
"To-morrow?"
"To-night."

"Conductor, don't take me for a fool because
my beard grows the wrong way and my clo'es

suggest the whip-poor-wills and penny-royal.
I'm serious."

"So am I, good friend. You can make it all

right."

"W-a-U, now, how?"
"Just keep your seat."

"And leave town an hour before I get into

it?"

"That's the idea, my friend—
"Look h'yer. You may be a good conductor,

an' know all the stations an' the spotters, an'

how to knock down forty per cent o' the
receipts, but when you claim to have a
reversin' lever on the sun, you're off, decidedly

off."

"But the time changes an hour at the river."

"Then, at this rate, if I go on to San Fran-
cisco, I'll get there some time last week. I

guess I'll get offand wait until I catch up with
myse\f."—Agents' Herald.

A PRACTICAL TURN OF MIND.

The AfedicaZ -Record tells of a woman in Ohio
who utilized the high temperature of her
phthisical husband for eight weeks before his

death, by using him as an incubator for hen's

eggs. She took a number of eggs, and wrap-
ping each one in cotton batting, laid them
alongside the body of her husband in the bed,

he being unable to resist or move a limb.

Fifty was the number of the eggs first used as

an experiment, and after three weeks she was
rewarded with forty-six lively youngchickens.
The happy result of the first trial prompted
her to try it again, and this time she doubled
the quantity, and was again rewarded for her
ingenuity with another brood of chickens.
Another hundred eggs were placed in the bed,
but this time her husband was so near the end
that the necessary heat was lacking, and he
passed away, leaving behind one hundred
half-hatched chicks. The scheming wife, not
to be outdone in her plans by grim death,
placed the eggs in the oven, thinking to finish

the work her husband had failed to complete.
During the hustle and excitement of the
funeral, however, she allowed the- fire to get
too hot, and the eggs were all cooked.
The editor says he hopes there is no incuba-

tor awaiting this woman, in this world, at

least!

AN ADEPT.

"I understand," said the handsome young
woman, entering the printing-office, "that you
employ only girls, and that you are in need of

a forewoman."
"Yes," replied the printer. "Can you make

up a form ?"

"Just look at me and see," she answered,
turning herself around.
She was eaga,ged.—Boston Courier.

THEY WERE MEN.

Here is a conversation between two men
that I heard yesterday morning. If they had
been women I wonder what would have hap-

I

pened:
"Have you.met the new partner In that firm

yet?"
"Yes."
"Is he a young man?"
"No; not very young. About your age I

should think."

"Do you think I am old?"
"Oh, not very old, but you are considerably

older than I am."
"I doubt that, but how old are you?"
"I'm thirty-six. How old are you?"
"Thirty-seven."

"Then I am younger, but I tl;iought you were
even older than that. You look older."

"Oh, you think so?"

"Yes. Maybe it's the bald spot that makes
you look older. Then you have an old figure,

too."

All this was said in perfect earnestness, and
yet the men parted friends.— TTa^/iinfl'ton Fast.

GETTING ALONG.

Richard—"By the way, how do you and Miss

Smart get along?"
William—"Oh ! that affair is all over."

Richard—"You don't mean it?"

Williatfi—"You see, I'd made up my mind
about a w^ek ago to bring matters to a crisis.

So I began by saying that I had a question I

wanted to ask her."

Richard—"Yes."
William—"She tossed her head and said any

fool could ask questions."

Richard—"And you?"
William—"I merely told her perhaps it

would be just as well, then, to let some fool

ask my question."

—

Boston Transcript.

UNTRUE, OF COURSE.

A good story, which is, of course, untrue, is

told on Judge Durham. The incident is said

to have happened while he was Controller of

the Currency. One Sunday, so the story goes,

the judge, who is a devout man, went to

church in Washington. The audience was an
inspiring one, and the sermon a good one.

When the minister had quit speaking he said

:

"Now let us return thanks to the Great Con-
troller of the Universe."

No sooner had the words been uttered than
the judge, who is a gentleman of the old

school, arose and publicly thanked the
preacher for the distinguished honor he liad

paid him.

HIS BOARD WAS GOOD.

The gentleman from Boston was stopping
with a farmer, and a new guest arriving, he
was much impressed by the conversation of

the Bostonian. Later, in talking with the
landlord, he remarked:
"By the way, that gentleman has an exten-

sive vocabulary, hasn't he?"
The landlord was greatly pleased.

"Well," he responded, "you'd ought to 'a'

seen it when he first come; twan't nothing to

speak of; he's only been boarding with me
two weeks, and he's had to let his waist-ban'

out four times."—Detroit Free Ih-ess.

A FULL STOP.

Chicago councilman—"I can stand a good
deal, but this is too much."
Friend-"What's the matter?"
Chicago councilman—"I didn't mind voting

to make St. Patrick's day a legal holiday, and
I didn't object when it came to adding Emperor
William's birthday to the legal holidays, but
when these Chicago Chinese laundrymen
come forth and demand that we decorate the
city hall and suspend business because it's the
anniversary of the day that the great Con-
fucius caught the measles, I think it's time to

draw the line."—Life..

PART OF THE BIRD.

The young housewife—"Have you any nice
chickens?"
The poulterer—"Yes, ma'am."
The young housewife—"Well, send me a

couple in time for dinner, and I want them
with the croquettes left in, do you under-
stand?"

SHE DIDN'T SCARE.

Marshall—"What the mischief is the matter
with you, Raymond; been held up by some
highwaymen, or have you been in a railway
disaster?"

Raymond—"Well, I can't say I have done
either. Last night I just hid under the bed to
scare my wife."

THE SERENADE.
Lover (singing [?])—"'Come where my love

lies dre-a-ming,'" etc.

Old man—"If you're addressin' my darter,
Hannah, you'll find her dreamin' down to the
dance with Si Perkins. Come 'round 'bout
half-past one. She an' Si orter git back by
that time."

HER VIEW OF IT.

She—"I don't see how anybody can like
caviare. It's a depraved taste."
He—"No, It's a cultivated taste."
She—"Well, that's the same thing."—ii/e.

FREE TO INVALID LADIE>$.
A lady who suffered tor years witli uterine troubles,

iliKplacements, leucorrhea and other irregularities,
finally found a safe and simple home treatment that
completely cured her without the aid of medical at-
tendance. She will send it free with full instrnctiona
how to use it to any suffering woman who will send her
name and address to Mrs. D.L.Orme. South iJeod,lnd.
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fOOOOOOOOOO!
A Clock out of
order shows it on the

face. When the hu-

man machine -goes

wrong, the physiogno-

my tells tales. If you
do not look well, take

$5 to $20 PER DAY *T """E. The work is easy,
gj lU <P^U rtn UHI pleasant, and adapted to l.oth
young and old of either sex. Any one can do the wm k.
George 8tiD8on<itCo.,Box I4'Ji<, Portland, Maine.

ACTFR TUF RAI I romousSoneudOm hundred
I fall I nfc UHLifci AND FiPTr-Six Otheb laTBsT Sowaa

or TUB DAY.including"TA.RA-BOOM-
DE-AY ," ••COMRADES," LITTLE FISHER MAIDEN," ETC. Words anil
MuBlo, postpaid, oDly Ten CentB. GEM NOV. CO. B 10, Franltfort, Ind.
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Beecham's
(a Guinea") W^X i I ^>
a Box. / m.M.M.^

Soo

8

Worth
a Guinea

j

a Box.
(TasteiessJ

25 cents a hox

0000000
RUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
••to agents. The G. A. Harfeb Mfq. Co., Cleveland, 0.

moatlitidtrtriboUelTonlm. WE WILL SEKD^B^SQ Ijri^OSil AT 0HCE7'E»l^^<uaId.aIp.illl,•br^^ ^^.na*. N«l'l Difctrlbatln^AmociBlion, CUJc«ri. 111.

WILL
YOU ^''^'^^ CtrQaI»n uraplM Tor ZTs »M>
^^^hC TftMiof;. S^urj anil extmuM to tr»T«l. Send sUia^
•ADVKATiaaas BoaKAU.447«-th, AT«,«aw ro«KOiTT.

AGENTS
wanted in eTery town. Something
new. 175 a month. Write quick,
ihermuik Bntler, 26\T.Like St.Chlugo

AnCMTQ for this paper make money fast. The work
HULll 1 0 is easy, pleasant and profitable. Circulars
free, ^ddress LAOIES HOME COMPAHIOH. 5PRIH6FIELD, Q.

a jrg^ fltf FOR ALL. t75 II month stUry md ex-

Utf 1 1 Ik wL peniea paid. It you want employment write

, at oDce toP. O. VICKERT, Angaflta.Maine.

SALESMEN WANTED \°^!LTe\°f/»ar" on sight to every business man or firm; hheral salary, money
advanced for advertising i.nd expenses, Permanen position.

Address witli stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

• UirCV Euarinteed ladles who write for as at

A If CCiV home. No eanvaaslnB, Enclose stamp.
Woman's Co-OperatlTeToilet Co, ( lnc)Blll waokee.Wis

LADIES WANTED TO WRITE AT HOME.
$!.'> weekly; no canvassing. Keply witli stamp.

Miss Fannie Felknor, South Bend. Indiana.

$30

AWOMAN'SSUCCESSCira
at Home. Instructions FREE to lady readers. Send stamp,

(Ho humbug). HIES. J. A. JUNNIKU, BoilS. Anna, Ohio.

nun RnnC SpanlshNeedles and Dip Needles
I IIIK nUUO) are the best Instruments for hunting
UUII minerals. B.G.Stauffer,Box33, Harrisburg.Pa.

MIICT UAUC AGENTS AT ONCE. Sam-
InUOl nAVCple Sashlock free by maU for 2a
stamp. Immense. Unrivalled. Only good one ever
invented. Beats weielitiK. Sales unparalleled. $12
a. day. Write quick. BKOHARD, Box 87 , Phila.

I

$80 A IVIO NTHactive persoD^osellgooi

$40 a moQth to distribute circulars, salary paid monthly. Sai

of our goods and contract free. Send 10 cts. for postage, pac'

letc. Wb Mean Bu.'^iNEsa. UNION SUPPLY CO,Csicago.

AUApwrOT FOR AGENTS. We arenow offer-

nHn V E.U i ing agents the greatestharvest of the
season. The wages are big and the work is easy.
Send for full particulars immediately. Address
LADIES HOME COMPANION. SPKINGFIELD. O.

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can be made working for us. Of special interest and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. 8. I. Bell Co.? Philadelphia, JPa.

We have an original, le;jcitimate, much-needed article

which sells best during hard tinie3,becau8c it saves money
and Bufferiiis; men and women without any experience
whatever are now making from S15 to §00 per week

reii^°rt"h'=crrHOME SALESMEN .'1°=";^

capital required; full particulars, free samples, andrefer-
encea in your own State and oura by mail. Address,

Box I>, 1692, Boston. Only those seeking respectable,

profitable, andpermanent home employment need apply.

DO YOU WANT WORK T\
,

We can put you in the way of making: from $2om
to $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply atj
once; no peddling", women succeed as well asSk
men. Wo humbug'* we mean just what we5
'say. Address at once for full particnlars, &
IWanTrs,** Box 5308, Boston, Mass.

a

^^^^

!

GIRLS
STOP A MINUTE -^lf^t';ear'^
giving away a lot of fine premiums for

a club of subscribers to our paper, and each subscriber
gets a free premium, too. Some of the premiums
are just what you want. Write at once and see.

Address LAniES Home Companion, Springfield, Ohio.

(From U. S. Journal ofMedicine.)

Prof.W. n.Peeke,who makes a specialty of Epilepsy,

flaa without doubt treated and cured more cases than
any liYing Physician

;
hiseuccessisastonishing. We

have heard ofcases of20 years' standing cured by him.
He pnblishesavaluablework on this disease which lie

sends with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to

any sufferer who may send their P. O. and Express ad-
dress. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address,

Prof. W. H. PEEKE, F. D., 4 Cedar St., New Yorte

WORK AND MONEY
FOR ALIj* Newest and most successful plan. Light
and pleasant work and Big Wages. Men, Women,
Boys and Girls can work for us, either part time or
all the time ; in your own neighborhood or over your
own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing
big business now, because of the novelty of the plau
and great value given for the money ; and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-
cess sure. Don't be idle! Here is your chance to

Get into Paying: BnsincHS ! Write to-day for
special terms to agents, which are mailed free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE,
Springfield, Ohio.

' TREATED FREE,
Fo^ltively CUUEU with Veg-
etable K«oieiiieii. Have cared
nacy thuusand cases called

~ ~ hopeless. From first doao
Bymptoma rapidly dlaappear, and In ten days at I^-ast two-thirds
of all aymptoma are removed. BOOK o'f testimonials of ml-
rwaiouscureagent FREE. JODAYS TREATMENT FREE by

DROPSY!

WOITOEaCABINET FREE. Pwk Trlofc
Carda, 2 Magic KejB, pevD'a Bottle, Pocket
CMOCt», Latest Wire Puiil«, Book of Sleight of
H*ad, Total Valao 60o. Sent free with immonBo
catalogue of 1000 Bargaina for lOo. for poatfurfl.

IMGESSOLI. & BBO.« C& CortUodt Street mTt.

MOTHERS SEE HERL
I will Cure your Girl or Boy of Bed-wettinir

In two weeks. Send me $1.00 for the Medicine
or Prescription, either one. Particulars free,

DK. S. C. CLiAKK, 15 Court Sq., Boston, Mass.

HYPNOTISM NUTSHELLED. Greatest book out.nil I1U I lom Tells all about this wonderful subject.
Published price, 50 cents. Sent free, transportation pre-
paid, if yon remit ZSceiits for suhKCription to our paper.
Address HOMES AND HEARTHS PUBUSHIS6 CO., Hew York.

The Great Eye Restorer.
AH forma of Diseased E^ea posKIvi-lycurcdby
-ACTINA." Hay Kevur, Caiarrh, Asthma,

riire Kuaraiiteed. "ACTINA" is a perfect Pocket
Battery, usable at all times by young and old.
A valiiiible book n*ee. NEWVOllK & LONDON

EtECTKlC ASS'N, Ho. 10 West Wayne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

SOLID GOLD Weddlnff^
KnRneromeucand Birth-

RINGS SI.GO by
eipresa C>O.D. ; receiver to
pay express charges or send
casb with order and we send
by mail postpaid. Retail prlco»
S5.00. Our price only
$1.50. Initials engraved

wlthont extra charge. No. 1 is solid gold, set with geoaiDe
Montana rubles and pearls. No. 2 is a massive solid
irold wedding riu^. Mention size and stylo wantad.
Watch and Jewelry Catalogae with each order. Addreus,
Klrtland Bros. «t Co., 63 Fulton St.. HI. T*

V* 9. CENSUS, 1880, REPORTS
35.000 DEATHS

The lOLA SANITARIUM
1b an institution thoroughly equipped for the treat-
ment of Cancer, Tumors and all malignant growth
"Without the use of the knife, and effects a permanent
cure where the circumstancee are at all favorablo
Cor treatment. References on application.

Address DE. GEO. DALE, lola. Wiaconain,

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain it."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only,
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Kiagara Square,

Buffalo N. Y

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs. per
month by a harmless
treatment admiiiisiered

by practicing physiciau of 17 years' experience. Noy^^
bad effects; no detention from business; no starv-J \
Ing; no wrinkles or flabbloeES follow this treatment. It imprt

the general health, clears the skin, and beautifies the complexion.

Endorsed by phyaiciane and leading society ladies. Thousands cured,

PATIENTS TItEA.TE:i> BY MA^IXj
Oonfidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in atamps^

O. W. ii^. S]VYI>EIi, M. I>.,
260 M'VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGa

pg^lJg reduced, 15 lbs.

BnMi I a month, any one
I nfi I make remedy at home.

D Miss M. Ainley, Supply. Ark.,
eiiys. "I lost 43lb8. and feel splendid." No
starving.No sickness. Particulars(Bealed)
.2c. HALL &CO.,B.,Box 404, St.Louis,Mo.

DRUNKENNESSIvi;
„ DISEASE,
can be Cured

by administer-
ing Dr. Haines' tiolden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, if

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
§uaranteed. Send for circulars. GOIiDEN
PECIFIC CO., 185 Bace St., Cinelnnatl, O.

eS^'Xfte Only Cure. Uetcare of Imitators,

FOR LADIES ONLY J.ISaTS
Valuable Secret that cost me $5.00 and a Rubber Shield for 30 eta
fllQ!3. J.4,KINSMAK&COm26 fiiver St..CHICAGO. ILliI

RUPTURE
A positive radic&l Cure at home
(Sealed.) Boole giriog full particulars

Sent Free. Address DR. W.S.RICE
Box F, Smithville, Jeff. Co., N. Y

PILES
OPIUM

Electrobole gives Instant
relief, final cure in a few
days, and never returns

;

no purge : no salve ; no suppository. IVIailed free-
Address J. H. Beeves, Box 695, NewYork City. N.Y.

or norptalne Rablt Cterea at
Home. Trial Free. Mo Pain.
Comp'd Oxygenaio'o, Ct.Wayse,Ia4i

OPIUM

PILES

Morphine Habit Cared in V>
to 20 days. No pay till cnred.
Dr. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

Cured by a new method. Sure cure
guaranteed. Particulars free. Add.
OR.BEAl'nONT, 1147 LAEE ATE. CHICAGO.

CANCER
Its cure by scientific local treat-
ment. 20 Tears Experience.
Book Free. Drs. McLelBh and

.Weber, 123 John Street, Olncinnatl.OMo.

GANGER CURED Without the upe
of the knife ami

with little or no pain, i.y

Dr. M. G. PINGREK,
136 State Street, Chicaeo. BOOK FBEB.

AUCDV llCrnil InTention for man or woman.Vtni UOtrUU Sample sent (scaled) 25 cts. 2

for 10 cts. EUBBEB Specialty Co.,Box 104,Oswego,N. Y
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TATTING DOILY AND BORDER.

UMBLER Doily.—This design

(Fig. 1) may be worked with

white wash silk, or fine,

linen thread, as preferred.

Commence with one thread

only and work the tiny ring

at the center. Ids (double

stitch), lOpicots with 2d s be-

tween each, then Ids, draw
tlie stitches together, fasten

threads neatly and cut off.

Work the next round with 2 threads,

join to one of the picots of the ring just

made, * 4 d s, 1 picot, 4 d s, 1 picot, 4 d s,

miss 1 picot of the ring, join to next and
repeat from * all around, fasten threads in

first picot and cut off.

Work the nest round with 2 threads

also. Join to first picot of one of the scal-

lops of preceding round, * 2 d s, 7 picots,

with 2 d s between each, then 2 d s, join to

next picot of same scallop, 2 d s, 3 picots,

with 2 d s between each, then 2 d s, join to

first picot of next scallop, repeat from *

all around, fasten threads at beginning of

round and cut off.

Next round is worked alternately with

one and with two threads. *With 1 thread

work a ring of 2 d s, 4 picots, with 2 d s be-

tween each, j:in to middle picot. of one of

the larger scallops of preceding round, 2

d s, 4 picots, with 2 d s between each, then

2 d s, draw the stitches together and turn

the work, and work with both threads a

scallop of 2 d s, 13 picots, with 2 ds between
each, 2 d s, turn work again, and with one
thread work the three-leaved figure, 4 d s,

9 picots, with 2 d s between each, 4 d s,

work another ring close to this of 4 d s,

join to last picot of first ring, 2 d s,3 picots,

with 2 d s between each, join to middle
picot of small scallop of last round, 2 d s, 4

picots, with 2 d s between each, 4 d s.

Work the third ring like first one, but in-

stead of forming first picot,join to last one
of preceding ring, turn the work and with
both threads a scallop as before. Repeat
from * all around.

Commence next round with one thread

and work a * ring of 2 d s, 7 picots, with 2

d s between each, 2 d s, turn the ring

downward and still with one thread work
another ring of 2 d s, 3 picots, with 2 d s

between each, join to middle picot of one
of the scallops of preceding round, 2 d s, 3

picots, with 2 d s between each, 2 d s; fas-

ten the rings securely together where the

stitches are closed, but do not cut thread,

with 2 threads without turning the work,
a scallop of 2 d s, 7 picots, with 2 d s be-

tween each, 2 d s; join the fourth follow-

ing picot of same scallop, work a small

scallop of 2 d s, 3 picots, with 2 d s between
each, 2 d s

;
join to third picot of next seal-

ing second picot, join to middle picot of

one of larger scallops, and instead of form-
ing sixth picot, join to middle picot of op-
posite scallop, fasten securely where the

stitches are closed, cut threads as closely

as possible. Continue thus all around.
The outside round is worked with both

threads. Join to the middle picot of one of

the rings, 2 d s, 5 picots, with 2 d s between
each, 2 d s ; join to the middle picot of first

scallop, 2 d s, 5 picots, with 2 ds between
each, 2 d s; join to the middle picot of next
ring, 2 d s, 5 picots, with 2 d s between
each, 2 d s; join to next scallop; so con-

tinue all around.

The border illustrated at Fig. 2 is de-

signed especially for a table centerpiece

or tea-cloth, and may be made of fine linen

or cotton thread, as preferred. It consists

of two rows of rosettes connected by small
figures, and each rosette is composed of

four four-leaved figures worked with one
thread, andsurrounded by a row of scallops

DECORATIVE NOTES.

It is entirely a matter of individual taste

whether delicately-tinted ribbons or cords
and tassels are most desirable for looping
back summer curtains.

,

Curtain-poles one inch in diameter are
more in favor for windows than larger
ones, and brass or enameled ones are pret-

tier than hard wood for summer.
Curtains are looped back higher than

formerly.

Dotted Swiss curtains come with a tucked
border, as well as with a rufQed one.
One of the most exquisite and appropri-

ately named summer draperies is called

"sunshiny," and seems to embody the
very sunshine which its name suggests.
It is a silken fabric fifty inches wide, and
costs §3 a yard.

If one admires white curtains, those
made of Colonial net and edged with lace

which comes on purpose, are among the
prettier lace onea

Fig. 2.

lop, and still with both threads a scallop of

2 d s, 7 picots, with 2 d s between each, 2

d s. Repeat from * all around.

The next round is worked throughout
with one thread, and consists of double

rings like those of the preceding round.

In working the second ring after turning

tlie first one downward, instead of form-

worked with two threads, and are joined

together as made, by the picots.

Work the four-leaved figures with one
thread as follows: 5ds (double stitches),

5 picots, each separated by 2 d s, then 5 d s;

close the stitches in a ring and work three

more similar rings, but in making the last

ring, leave the middle picot twice as long

as the others, as the last ring of each four-

leaved figure is joined to this picot instead

of forming the middle picot of ring. Tie

the ends of thread securely and neatly

together, and cut off.

Work three more of the four-leaved fig-

ures, joining them as described above, then
with two threads work the scallops.

Join to the middle picot of a ring of one
of the four-leaved figures, 2 d s, 11 picots,

each separated by 2 d s, then 2 d s; * join

to the middle picot of next ring of same
figure and to the middle picot of opposite

ring of next figure, 2 d s, 11 picots, each
separated by 2 d s, then 2 d s

;
join to mid-

dle picot of next ring of same figure. Re-
peat from * all around. Tie the ends of

thread in picot at starting-point and cut off.

This completes the

rosette. They are

jojned to each other
in working the scal-

lops, as shown in the

illustration. The open
spaces between the

rosettes are filled in

with four-leaved fig-

ures worked with one
thread, 6 d s, 1 picot,

2 d s; join to fourth

picot of a scallop, 2

d s, join to second
picot of the connect-

ing scallop, 2 d s, 1

picot, 6*d s ; draw the

stitches together and
work three more
rings, joining the
scallops in the same
manner. When the
border is complete,
baste it neatly onto
the centerand button-
hole-stitch the two
together around the

inner edge of the border, taking up each

J

Linen fabrics divide favor with Calcutta

net and other varieties of lace over silesia

forsummer bedspreads and bolster-shams.

Waban netting is woven in fish-net style

of soft, colored flax thread. It is so light

and pliable that it makes delightfully

picturesque summer drapings, especially

for pictures and across the top of doors and
windows.
The Chinese lantern, always charming,

was never so artistic as now. Beside the
more common kind, it hasbeen arranged so

it may be hung from the ceiling around a
gas-jet. Long strands of beadshang below,
semi-transparent "biscuit" decorations are

placed in the middle of each of the fodr
sides, and the rest is all an openwork of

beads.

Use bric-a-brac sparingly outside of a
cabinet. A crowded mantel or table

destroys the repose of a room.
The selection of the beautiful, placing it

wliere it will give pleasure, is the artistic

side of home life.

Good taste can be illustrated in cheap
material as surely as in expensive ones.

Take the matter of curtain materials and
fabrics at twenty-five cents a yard, if well
selected, will give as good color effect as

that at ten times that price. The differ-

ence shows in the wear, and in th^ beauty
of texture. K. B. J.

SUMMER FURNISHINGS AND DECORA-
TIONS.

Natural-tinted linen embroidered in

shades of willow green with a little old

pink, is not as dainty a color combination
for summer decorations as cream and soft,

pale blue, green or old pink, but as re-

cently used in the parlor, reception-hall

and roomy piazza of a summer cottage,

where artistic effects were subordinate to

comfort, no material or color combination
could have been better adapted. The
woodwork of both rooms was willow
green, the side walls decorated with plain

ingrain paper in a lighter tone, with ceil-

ings in a greenish cream, dado of natural-

tinted matting, with frieze the tone of the

side-wall decorations, with conventional-

ized design in clover blossoms in old pink.

The new sardine-dish is lovely in de-

sign. It is a deep plate, blue or sea-foam
in color, with a fish-net in relief, among the
folds of which are places for holding the
sardines.

picot. Cut the fabric carefully from be- and masses of soft, green foliage. The floor,
neath the border. J. R, W. , . , , ^ ,over which was spread jute rugs, showing

only soft greens and old pale pinks on a
|

creamy ground, was stained in green of a i

deeper tone than the other wood finish. I

The furniture was mainly of rattan or
I

bamboo, and not a piece upholstered. In-
j

deed, everything looked cool, summery
and comfortable. There was no artistically-

draped divan that is sure to be disar-
ranged by an after-dinner nap; no useless
"throws" and ribbon bows; or cushions
too ornamental for use. But every rocker,
as well as a rattan settee in the hall, and
lounge in the parlor, had luxurious loose
cushions, either box-shaped or plain ; and
cushions with plain, frilled or embroi-
dered covers lay everywhere ready for use,
and were plainly made for service, for not
one among them all would be the worse
for a visit to the laundry. The greater
number were covered with natural-tinted
old pink, pale bltie or cream linen, em-
broidered with Bargarren art thread, but
enough were covered with such figured
goods as Liberty chintz, Persian prints and
Chester cottons to aflbrd a pleasing variety.
The two pairs of portieres were made of
brown linen, one pair being lined with
the same, and the other with dull green
silesia. The former had a dado consisting
of a six-inch-wide band of willow-green
linen in a dull, deep tone; and rising fif-

teen or more inches above it a convention-
alized design of chrysanthemums was
embroidered in shades of old pink with
foliage and stems in green. The top of the
portiere was turned over for a valance and
edged with handsome netted fringe in flax

color. The other pair were embroidered
with similar colors in an all-over geomet-
rical design, and finished along the inner
edges and bottom with heavy knotted
linen fringe.

Sage-green holland shades were at the
windows, and over these snow-flake cur-
tains (cross-striped silk and cotton) were
suspended from rather small, brass poles
and allowed to hang in straight folds to
the floor.

Green bamboo shades protected the
piazza, and a pair of bead and bamboo por-
tieres were in the arch connecting the hall

and (lining-room.
There are few pictures and no fancy

work of any sort upon the walls. Indeed,
here as elsewhere the' tasteful, wise house-
wife evidently appreciated the attractive-
ness of space. There were a few etchings
in dainty but cheap frames, three or four
cuscus fans with their sweet, herby
odor, and on the stair-landing and one
rather dark side of the hall were grouped a
pleasing collection (at least as to color) of
prints and water-colors without frames.
The large fireplace in the hall had facing

and hearth of unglazed terra-cottatile, and
wrought-iron andirons, shovel and tongs.
There were lamps of the same metal and
candlesticks in variety; both ornainehted
with shades of green or pink crape paper.
There may be homes that indicate as

great culture and refinement as this, whose
inmates are not fond of reading and study,
but it surely was not here, for books,
magazines and papers were everywhere.

K. B. J.

SUMMER COMFORTS.

Inexpensive, convenient and well-look-
ing piazza-shades can be made of striped
awning-cloth, or fancy ticking. If one
cannot afford strong fixtures, such as are
used for shades in shop-windows, a strong
wire, a few brass rings (such as are used to
crochet over) and two screw-eyes will
answer every purpose. Hem the curtain
at top and bottom ; sew the rings along the
former hem, spacing them evenly, insert
the w^ire and fasten the ends to position
with the screw-eyes.
One wire window-screen is not expen-

sive, but to fit out all the windows of a
house necessitates quite an outlay. If
j'ou cannot compass this expense, buy a
piece of black mosquito-netting (eight
yards only costs fifty cents, and it is more
than a yard and a half wide) and use it in
the following way: Cut a piece to fit the
window opening, allowing for a narrow
hem on all four sides. Working ffom the
inside, fasten the netting witli small tacks
just inside the outer edge of the window-
frame (if there are outside blinds, just be-
tween them and the window itself). If

black netting is used they are scarcely
noticeable from the outside, and will re-
main in position all the season. If remov-
able screens are used in the lower half,
make the netting half length, and fasten it

as above. If kitchen windows open onto a
piazza, such a full-length screen admits of
their being removed entirely on washing,
ironing and baking days.
A portiere made of mosquito-netting,

with weights in the hem at the bottom,
will prove a surprising protection against
flies when hung in a doorway between
rooms. Make it long and full.

K. B. ^.

REQUESTED INFORMATION.

H. Ij. M.—I liavc never seen the new kind of
curtains you refer to as "novelties," but if

they are full size and trimmed with deep
fringe at top and Iiottoin, and cost only 82 per
pair, they must he made of some of the cheap
cotton stuflfs thiit come under the general
head of "art muslins." I do not like to ex-
press an opinion in tlie dark, butshould tbink
a fiill of the same or lace would be a prettier
finish than fringe, and should prefer to have
it on the inner edge and bottom. No, jute
portieres will not retain their coloring If ex-
posed to the direct rays of the sun in summer.
Hut for all ordinary use the colors are fast,
and the new weave called "gour-gonr.and,"
wliich is woven in stripesof oriental coloring,
is by far tlic most desirable of all cheap
fabrics for tliis purpose. It is fifty inches
wide, and costs ninety-five cents per yard.
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Conducted by HflTTIE WlUUflRO WETlflO^E.

ABBEEVIATI0N8.—Ch means chain or

cliains ; st, stitch or stitches ; s c, sin-

gle crochet ; d c, double crochet : tr,

treble or trebles ;
h-tr, half treble; 1-tr.

long treble; s-tr, short treble; si, sliff;

k, knit ; n, narrow ; p, purl or seam ; tog,

tfcgother ; tto, throw thread over; *, re-

peat ; o. over ; sh, shell or shells; d sh,

. double shell.

EMBROIDERED TRAY-CLOTHS.

^HE tray-cloth at the extreme

left of the illustration is

fourteen inches long and

ten inches wide after an

inch hem is hemstitched

down. The embroidery is

done with B. & A.'s Roman
floss, brown and red. Out-

line, French knot, satin

and long leaf stitches are

all used. Around the edge is crocheted a

row of picots directly through the edge of

the hem. 2 d c are crocheted, 5 ch, 1 d c

back in first ch for picot, 2 d c in edge of

cloth.

The middle cloth, oval shaped, is twelve

and one halt inches long and eight and

one half inches wide, including

the fringe, which is shortened at

the rounded corners. The em-

broidery is done with twisted em-

broidery silk, B. & A. make, in

light and dark olives and red.

The foundation is buttonholed

over at the edge with light olive,

securing at the same time the

fringe. The inner part of border

is worked in red in heavy outline-

stitch, and inclose round dots of

light olive, worked in satin-stitch,

united by dark olive Italian

stitches and red knot-stitches.

Dots of red are worked in satin-

stitch united to form trefoil

leaves at the top of red curves.

fpue' third one is fifteen inches

loHg and eleven inches wide,

w*orked on rather coarse linen.

The outlines are edged with cord,

buttonholed down with yellow

silk, Avhile between these corded

outlines the edge is worked with
blue close buttonhole-stitch, and
the spaces between being darned in with
blue ; the effect is of two cloths, one above
the other, and is very handsome.

WIDE TORCHON LACE.

Make a ch*3f 65 st.

First row—Miss 3 ch, 1 tr in each of

next 2 ch ; 5 ch, miss 5, 1 tr in next; « 1 ch,

miss 1, 1 tr in next; repeat from * ten

times (making 12 tr with 1 ch between each

tr); 5 ch, miss 6, 1 d c in next; miss 2, sh

of 5 tr in next; miss 2, 1 d c in next; 5 ch,

miss 5, 1 tr in next; «'* 1 ch, miss 1, 1 tr in

next; repeat from ** three times (making
5 tr with 1 oh between each tr); 5 ch, miss

5, 1 tr in next; 1 ch, 1 tr in last st of foun-

dation ; turn.

Second row—G ch, 2 tr separated by 1 ch

under tiist 1 ch ; 1 ch, 1 tr in first of 5 ch

;

1 ch, miss 1 ch, 1 tr in next; 5 ch, miss 2 tr,

1 tr under next 1 ch ; * 1 ch, 1 tr under next
Ich; repeat from * three times, the last

,2 tr being worked in the first and third of

5 ch ; 5 ch, 1 d c in center of sh ; 5 ch, 1 tr

in third of 5 ch;.** 1 ch, miss 1, 1 tr under

next; repeat from * three times; 5 ch, miss

2tr, 1 tr under next 1 ch; «»* 1 ch, 1 tr

under next 1 ch
;
repeat from *-**six times,

working the last in tr before 5 ch of last

row; 5 ch, 1 tr in each of 3 tr; turn.
Third row—3 ch, 1 tr on each of 2 tr ; 2 ch,

1 d c under the two 5 ch loops; 2 ch, 1 tr

under first 1 ch; * 1 ch, 1 tr under next
1 ch; repeat from * four times; 5 ch, 1 d c

under 5 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr, 1 tr under next
1 ch ; ** 1 ch, miss 1 st, 1 tr in next ;, repeat
from «* four times more ; 5 ch, 1 tr in third
of next 5 ch; 1 ch, miss 1 st, 1 tr in

next; repeat from *** three times more;
5 ch, miss 2 tr, 1 tr in third of 5 ch

;
(a) 1 ch,

miss 1 ch, 1 tr in next; repoat from (a)

twice more ; 2 tr separated by 1 ch under
1 ch between 2 tr in last row ; turn.
Fourth row—6 ch, 2 tr separated by 1 ch

under first 1 ch ; 6 tr each separated by 1 ch

;

5 ch, miss 3 of 5 ch and 2 tr, 8 tr each sep-

Wide Tokchon Lace,

SILK DRESS TRIMMINGS.

We give three dress trimmings—one in
hair-pin work, one in knitting and one in
crochet. These are worked in Brainerd &

I
4 ch, a bead picot, and repeat from * on
each side. This crocheted heading is very
pretty used on wash dresses, when it

should be made of cream crochet thread,

No. 50, and no beads used, the picots being
made as follows: 8 ch, 1 d c back into

fifth ch, 4 ch.

Embkoidered Tray-cloths,

INITIAL LETTER DESIGN.

The bow-knot letter design given in the

"lustration is seven inches in height, and
admirably adapted for stamping table-

I'oths, sheets, shams, etc. A smaller bow-

iNiTiAL Letter Design.

knot letter, three inches in height, should
be used for napkins.

These designs, together with a complete
alphabet of floral, Japanese, rustic and old

English designs, may be had in our pre-

mium No. 337, price 40 cents for the six

designs, which is remarkably cheap.

xOder irom the office at Springfield, Ohio.

arated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, 1 d c under 5 ch ; a sh
of 5 tr in d c of last row ; 1 d c under next
5 ch; 5 eh, miss 2 tr, 5 tr separated by 1 ch
(the last tr work on tr before 5 ch of last
row); 5 ch, 1 tr in each of 3 tr ; turn.
Fifth row—3 ch, 2 tr; 5 ch, 3 tr; 5 ch, 1

d c under 5 ch ; 5 ch, 1 d c in centej: of sh

;

5 ch, 1 d c under 5 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr, 5 tr
each separated by 1 eh ; 5 ch, 10 tr each sep-
arated by 1 ch (always 2 tr on 5 ch, and
ending the row with 2 tr separated by
1 ch); turn.
Sixth row—6 ch, 2 tr separated by 1 ch

under first 1 ch ; 10 tr separated by 1 ch

;

5 ch, miss 2 tr 2 tr separated by 1 ch ; 5 ch,
1 d e under 6 ch ; sh of 5 tr in next d c ; 1 d c
under 5 ch ; 5 ch, 1 d c under next 5 ch ; sh
in next d c ; 1 d c under next 5 ch ; 5 ch,
miss 2 tr, 2 tr separated by 1 ch ; '2 ch, 1 d c
under two 5 ch loops ; 2 ch, 1 tr on each of
3 tr ; turn.

Seventh row—3 ch, 1 tr on 2 tr; 5 ch, 1 tr
under 1 ch between tr, 1 tr on each of first
and third of 5 ch ; 5 ch,»l d c in center of

sh; 5 ch, 1 d c

^ %£h/^k^J^^^ under 5 ch

;

--^Hsv 5 ch, 1 d c in
center of next
sh; 5 ch, 2 tr on
5 ch, 1 under
1 ch between tr,

2 tr on next 5
ch, each sep-
2 tr, 10 tr sep-

FiG. 3.—Silk Dbbss
Trimmings.

arated by 1 ch; 5 ch, miss
arated by 1 ch; turn.
Eighth row—6 ch, 8 tr separated by 1 ch

;

5ch, 8 tr separated by 1 ch; 5 ch, 1 d c
under 5 ch; sh in next d c; 5 ch, 5 tr sep-
arated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, 1 tr in last 3 tr ; turn.
Ninth row—3 ch, 1 tr on each of 2 tr;

2 ch, 1 d c under two 5 ch loops ; 2 ch, 6 tr
separated by 1 ch; 5 ch, 1 d c in center of
sh ; 5 ch, 5 tr separated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, miss
2 tr, 5 tr separated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr,

6 tr separated by 1 ch ; turn.
Tenth row—6 ch, 4 tr separated by 1 ch;

5 ch, 5 tr separated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr,

1 d c under 5 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr, 5 tr sep-
arated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, 8 tr separated by 1 ch

;

5 ch, 1 tr in each of 3 tr ; turn.
Eleventh row—3 ch, 1 tr in each of 2 tr ; 5

ch, 12 tr separated by 1 ch ; 5 ch, 1 d c under
5 ch; sh of 5 tr in next d c; 1 d c under
next 5 ch ; 5 ch, miss 2 tr, 5 tr separated by
1 ch ; 5 ch, 1 tr, 1 ch, 1 tr under next 1 ch

;

turn.
Repeat from second row.
This lace may be made as much wider as

desired by continuing the pattern and
alternating the diamonds. An insertion
can be made as wide as desired by making
both edges like the upper one.

Armstrong's purse silk, upon which beads
have been strung, and are used on the

i

edges of revers of waists and coats, or are
used for tlie heading of lace and other
trimming. They are easily and quickly
made, and greatly lessen the expense of
trimming.
Fig. 1 is the hair-pin work. The purse

silk should be strung with small gilt or jet
beads before beginning the work. Use a
narrow hair-pin, and slip up a bead at each
turn of the work.

Fig. 2 is in knitting. Thread the purse
silk with beads, and with fine, steel needles
cast on 4 st and work as follows : Slip up a
bead, silk over needle, 2 tog at the back, o,

k 2 tog at the back. Repeat this for the
length desired, slipping up a bead only at
the beginning of each row.

Fig. 3 is in crochet. Use the purse silk
and a fine, steel hook. Make 4 ch and join
in a ring.

First round—14 tr in the ring, making
3 ch for first tr and making 1 d c in top of
3 ch to end the round; fasten securely and
break off.

In making second and succeeding circles,
make 7 tr and join to preceding circle. In

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Silk Dress Trimmings.

the center of each circle sew a bead, and on
each side of circles make an edge thus:
String beads on silk, * 1 d c in second tr of
a circle, 4 ch, slip up a bead and make 1 d c

back into the last or fourth ch st, 4 ch, miss
3 tr, 1 d c in next tr; 4 ch, a bead nicot as
before, 4 ch, 1 d c in fourth tr of next circle

;

SILK CROCHETED SLIPPERS.

Three balls of Brainerd & Armstrong's
crochet silk, one pair of No. 4 lamb's-wool

soles, a fine, steel hook, elastic cord and
ribbon for bows are the materials necessary

to make these slippers.

Crochet a firm, tight stitch, in order to

prevent the slippers from stretching all

out of shape when worn.
Make a ch of 24 st.

First row—Miss 3 ch, 1 tr in each 10 ch,

S tr in next ch, 1 tr in each of next 10 ch;

turn.

Second row—3 ch, 1 tr in each of 11 tr,

working in the back horizontal loop of

each tr; 3 tr in next tr; 1 tr in each of 11 tr;

turn

.

Each succeeding row is made like this

last one, increasing 1 tr on each side of the

middle tr in each row, by making 3 tr in

second of 3 tr of preceding row. Continue

until there are twenty-four rows. Then
begin the sides thus: 3 eh, 1 tr in each of

24 tr; turn. 3 ch, 1 tr in 24 tr, taking up
the back horizontal loop of each tr, until

there are seventy-eight rows. Join the

last row to the twenty-fourth row on the

other side of foot, with a row of d c on the

wrong side. Around the top of ankle

make one row of 1 tr, 1 ch, 1 tr at equal

distances in which to run the elastic cord.

On top of this work a row of scallops ; 5 tr

under 1 ch, 1 d c under next 1 ch. Sew on

the sole and place a bow of ribbon at the

instep.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.

Lizzie G., Amsterdam, N. Y.—The correc-

tions for Koyal lace are as follows: Ninth
row—Slip 1, k 1, o twice, p 2 tog, n, o twice, n,

o twice, p 2 tog, k 1, n, o twice, n, n, o twice,

n, k 4, n, o twice, n, n, o twice, n, k 1, o twice,

p 2 tog, n, o twice, n, o twice, p 2 tog,

k 2, o 3 times, k 2, o, n, k 1. In the fifteenth

row, after k 22 it should read, o twice, p 2, k 4,

o twice, p 2 tog, k 10.

Mrs. Jas. T. B., Wichita, Kan.—Your idea

for the decoration of your little daughter's

bedroom is excellent. Dress the bed in white,

outline the design, "Brownie's In bed," on the

pillow-shams in the brown wash silk. On the

splasher use the design of "Brownie's swim-

ming in the bowl," and on the ends of stand

and dresser covers have other designs of

Brownies. One of the best "Brownie" stamp-

ing outfits that I harve yet seen is premium
No. 4-12, Companion premium list. Price

10 cents for five sheets of twenty-six different

patterns, together with pad, powder and In-

struction book.

Mrs. Estelle M. P., Wheatlands, Pa.—Send

to the oflice of the Ladies Home Companion,
Springfield, Ohio, for premium No. 421, price

15 cents, which will give you the stamping

patterns, seventeen in number, for your crazy

quilt, and also .six dififerent scallops suitable

for your little one's fiannel skirt. B. & A.'s

twisted silk at 10 cents a spool would be good

to work on flannel. Would judge that four

spools would be ample for a simple scallop.

All questions pertaining to this department
cheerfully answered by addressing (with

stamp for reply by mail) Hattle WlUard Wet-
more, Waverly, Ohio, Box 287.
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SEND FOR
Sample copy ol

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
AHandsomeljIllnstrated nrr Clinoi iro
Magazine and Oatalog. of DLL OUrrLllIO
Fil££:. A. I. ROOT. Medina. O.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S
AND AGENT'S PROFITS.

_tbuy our Oxford Boss Bicycle, Buit-

Jable for either sex, made of best ma-
_ ' terial, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and luUy warrantod. ^^ rite to-diy for our
large complete catalotrue of bicycles, parts, repairs, eta,
tree. oXIi^ORI* MFO. CO.

SS8 Wabash Avenue, - CHICAQO, II>L.

G eo.e: R/T e l& g oixau in g.y.

LWELL DRILLING MACHINERY
MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

I
MOUNTED OR ON SIUS.FOR
j|DEEP OP SHALLOW WELLS, WITH

1 STEAM OB HORSE POWER
SEND ron CATAI_OGue

'address WILLIAMS BR0S.ITHACAiN.V9

Mention this paper when you write.

5 HORSE POWER (^lOr
Engine and Boiler OlDu

SA.W ItfllvL ENGINE AND
BOILER, 8450.00.

OtherSizesiii Proportion,
ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM 2 TO 500 H. P.

For Circulars address
ARMSTRONE BROS., SPRINGIIELD.O

CABLED FIELD AND HOC FENCE;
Steel Web Picket Lawn Fence : Steel Gates, Steel
Posts and Steel Rails; Tree, Flower and Tomato
Guards: Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

DeEALB FENCE CO., 38 HighSt.,DeKalb,Ill.
Mention this paper when yon write.

COLUMBIA
New in Principle.

Beautiful in

Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.
OtDtaioscovcred Internal Gear*

TTnequaled in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit the closest investiea-
tioD. Also Columbia Pteel Derrtcka,

Iron Turbine Wind Eve^ncs*
Buckeye Force & Lift Pumps,

Tank anrl Spray Pumpn, Buckeye
aodGlol^eljawn Mowcr»i,Iron Feno-
Ins. Creatine, Htc. Write for circulari.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

BEST TAKM FENCE, made of GALVAN-
IZED STEEI. WIKE. FENCES and GATES
for all purposes. Write for free catalogs©
giving particulars and prices. Address

THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMONO, IND.
Be sure to mention Farm and rireside.

CIDER PRESS
The only press awarded medal
and diploma at World's Fair.

HYDRAULIC
Send for free catalogue
and full particulars.

HYDRAULIC PRESS
MFG.CO. Mt. Gilead.Ohio

Patent LEVEL-TREAD
lORSE-POWER.

With SPEED RECULATOR^^^^^^ $9
For I. 2 and 3 Horses. ^^sssh^^^ -

HEEBNER^^:

It will pay you to buy a Saw
with "DISSTON"on it. It will
lioki tbe set longer, and do more
work without filing than other
saw.s, thereby saving in labor
and cost of file.«. They are made
of the best quality crucible cast
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Bealers.

Send for Pamphlet, "Tlie Saw," mailed free. HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mention where yoa law this advertisement.

PIANOS AND ORCANS
catalogue free. Write for It.

The Celebrated CORNISH Pianos and I

Orcans. Warranted for 25 years. I

Bc-it, Cheapest, Moat Durable. I

Pi.anos from S 1 50. Organs from $23.

1

CORNISH & CO., WASHINGTON, N. J.

LITTLE GlANI Threshing MachTTSe.
Threabea Grain, Bice, Flax, Millet and Grass Seed. Fnlly
Warranted, Feed and Ensilage Outters,Feed Grindeie.Ao
BJS1MBN£1J& & SOUS, Lanaaale, l-a., V, S. Am

BUCKEYE
GRAINS"
FERTILIZER

All the World Loves a Lovgr"
no matter how unworthy he may be, but all

the world HATES a wire fence unless it is

good, AWFUIiliK good. This accounts for

the great popularity of the PAGE. Its "an-

gelic features" are too numerous to mention.

You can't afford to miss its acg.uaiutance.

Send card.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich. *.P.Ba/kST 49tC0.4B2TO 500 RIVER

DRILL:
With the Celebrated Gloaa Dlac

Fertilizer Distributor and
Entirely New Force Feed
6rain Feed.CtaainGearing
and Ratchet Drive WbeeLs.
Our Kew Lifter Bar raises

the Hoes easier than any
otber liCTer ever invented.
New Single Shifter Bar

with New IiCTer for ahirtlngr
Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854.

.-^Iso Manufacturers of BFCK-
EYE Riding and Walking Cul-
tivators. Broadcast Seeders,
Cider Mills and Hay Balces.

Branch Honses : P.P.Mast
&: Co., Philadelphia, Pa. ;

IWast, Baford &. Barwell
Co., St. Panl, Minn. Send
for catalogue to either of the
above firms, or to

ST.. SPRINGF-ZEZ.13, 0.

up,Mrs. Dbogan—"Wake
house."
Mr. Drogan—(Snore—snore—snore.)
Mrs. Drogan—"Fur th' love av hivin, Moike, wake

We'll all be murthered in our beds."
Mr. Drogan—(Snore—snore—snore.)

They's burglars in th'

up!
Mrs. Drogan—"Moike, will yez hov a dhrap av whisky?"
Mb. Dbogan—"Who said whisky?"

BICYCLES
iA Styles

^i^4U in Stock.

/VIS ELEGANT LINE.
Why pay fall retail price when yon can

buy of as ""t*

SAVE MONEY.
CATALOGUE FREE. SEND FOR A COPY.

E.C. MEACHAMARMS CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

mimiluliiiiiiiiiiiiiniHiiiiiiiiiminni

BACK UP your scrubbing brush
with Gold Dust Washing Powder,

the great modem cleaner. It

will keep your floors and
paint white and bright

with very little labor,

i
There is no branch of

I house cleaning in

i which Gold Dust

I

cannot be used

i
to greatest

jadvan

tage

It costs

much less,

goes much far-

ther, and does much
better work than any

other washing material.

Your grocer will sell you a

4 lb. pkg. for 25c.

Made only by

The N. K. Fairbank
Company,

Chicago, St. Louis, New York,
Boston, Philadelphia.

PORTER IRON ROOFING AND CORRUGATING GO.
Cor. Front and Tine Streets, Cincinnati, O.

maktjfacturers of all kinds op

IRON AND STEEL ROOFING AND SIDING
The Pioneers of tbe Roofing business in tbe

United Stales. Wben writing for onr Priees and
Illustrated Catalogae, mention Farm and Fireside

-^=«aA»ii»ag^«-<.t»^-^—>-^--
I

- .-.-^— —

—

jutum

Diagram Showing

[ Motion of Rakot on Rock Island,

1,700 Strokes per Mile.

OVER S.OOO STROIEt

/Must wear tbe MacliIiesqON
\ tai brut Ue htj. tt)

OTHER
LOADERS

can be bought cheaper than the
KOCK ISLAND but it is no saving
to buy them at half the price.
The KOCK iSL/VND will save yoa

the difference in cost on repairs
alone, again in g'leaning' tons of
hay every year that others leave
in the lleia, thirdly in lasting
twice as long- ascheapermachinea
and fourthly in doing moreworlc
with less help.
The difference in cost between

the BEST and the CHEAPEST Is

only about a dollar a year for the
life of the loader. Is It worth try-
ing to save wben there is no
question about the merit and su-
perior value of the

"ROCK ISLAND."
THE ROCK ISLAND PLOV; CO..

Uentlon tills paper. ROCL ISLAND, ILL.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS
Any size yon want. 20

to 56 in. high. Tires 1
to 8 in.wide—hnbs to

fit any axle. Saves
Cost many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
grain, fodder, mannre,
bogs, No resetting of

tires. Catrgfree. Address

fiMPIRC: MFG. CO.,
^oluLcyf 111.

Mention this paper.

I \ /\ /\ n I \li
iy/y/yni~\
I \ / \ / V / \ 7 \

\ 7 \ 7 WW \

( > 7 > 7 > 7 } }

The mesh aroujtd. thxpajutl oT^nc*
4hows nonthe^nctit mailt.

GOOD SENSE in buying farm fencing makei
its decision on quality rather than on price. How-
ever, eave your
GOOD CENTS and buy the KEYSTONE. W.
compete in price with any that compete with U8 in
qnality. Write for catalogue and prices.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

NO. 30 LOCUST ST. TREMONT, ILL.
M.ntion thli caver.
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SENATORIAL VIEWS ON THE STRIKE.

The great strike was the occasion of a
memorable debate in the United States

Senate. Representatives from three sec-

tions—the West, Northv^fest and South

—

and of three parties—Populist, Republican
and Democratic—took leading parts, and
put speeches on record which will not
soon be forgotten.

The remarkable part of the speech of the
Populist senator from Kansas, Mr. Peflfer,

reads as follows:

I do not wonder sometimes that there is a
growing feeling against the condition of
things at Washington ; I do not wonder some-
times tliat men write me and say, "Would to
God that the Senate was abolished." I wrote
to a friend the other day that I was ready for
its abolition, and would be willing to vote for
it, and I would go still further and vote for
the abolition of the House of Representatives,
and I would favor that the personnel oi the
government should be confined to a few men,
not to exceed one from each state, and let

t'lem select a presiding officer from their own
i>'nnber. The fewer governors we have in
this country the better, Mr. President, as it

seems to me; at any rate a few men could do
no worse than a few hundred men have done.
Now, this strike of the American Railway
Union means a solution of the problem. It is

not a strike of lawbreakers, of men going out
affirmatively and positively and as an original
proposition to destroy property. Such is not
the object of the union. But the Pullman
company lays down the rule, "No matter what
we are doing, this is our own private concern.
Neither the city, the state, not the nation has
any right to interfere with our business."
Yet there is not an incorporated village, town
or city in the country which does not have
ordinances restricting in many ways the
liberty of its citizens in regard to their own
private business. It is time that this military
idea, the idea of quelling every little dis-

turbance by force, should cease.

To this proposal to abolish Congress,
and to the objections raised against
the use of federal troops for the purpose
of quelling insurrection. Senator Davis,

Republican, from Minnesota, replied as

follows

:

I have listened to a great part of the
remarks of the senator from Kansas with
amazement and pain. I had supposed that
by common consent it was deemed to be the

better course in these troublous times not to

inflame the controversy by speeches on either

side. At a time when, in the second city of

the United States, and the fourth or fifth city

in the world, order is suspended. Law is power-
less, violence is supreme, life is in danger, and
property in the very arms of destruction, I

am appalled to hear tlie trumpet of sedition

blown in this chamber to marshal the hosts

of misrule to further devastation. This ques-

tion does not concern the issue between the
Pullman company and its employees. It has
got beyond that. It does not concern the
sympathetic strike of the American Railway
Union. It hi^s got beyond that. It does not
concern any strike wliich may be ordered. It

has gone far be.\ oiul that. A simple strike as

to a local organization not directly connected
with the transportation instrumentalities of

this country grew into another strike of far

more comprehensive proportions. That grew
into a boycott. That boycott took the liberty

of the American people by the throat, and
then grew into a riot, and from thence into

an insurrection which confronts this govern-
ment to-day with all the dormant and latent

powei's of revolution, and speaks here in the

voice of its advocate, threatening and advis-

ing the dismemberment of the government
by the abolition of its executive and legisla-

tive departments. I speak for society entire.

But I tell you, Mr. President, that the words
I shall utter will six months from now be
received as the words of a better friend to the
laboring man than those of the senator from
Kansas. The senator from Kansas talks aboi^t

putting this matter in the hands of the people.

The people have taken this matter into their

hands, through the constituted authorities,

in order to take it away from what he calls

the people, who are acting in violation to law
and in rebellion against the constituted

authorities and the government of the United
States. This matter has been taken by, and it

will remain in the hands of the people in the
highe.st sense—the people of a free country
who, having secured to themselves the enjoy-

ment of a liberty regulated by law, which
guarantees to each man the same rights that
another has, and no more, propose to per-

petuate that liberty to their children. Who
has conferred this authority upon Mr. Debs?
Where is his patent of right to say to the city

of Chicago that it shall not be fed; to say to

the people of the Northwest that they shall

not leave their homes, or that they shall not
be able to get to their homes if they are away?
No, Mr. President, this Massaniello of a day,

drunk with power, has unloosed agencies
which he cannot chain, has set at work
destructive forces which he cannot recall; his

own disciplined men have gone beyond his

control, and it is a notorious fact that their

violent action has called from the caves and
dens of Chicago the professed criminal, the
idly vicious; the anarchist. Everybody who
is conspiring to put down modern civilization

is now moving under the mask of this strike

and taking life and destroying property in

its name.

Senator Gordon, Democrat, from Georgia,

voiced the sentiments of- the people of the

South as follows:

The senator from Kansas [Mr. PefTer] closed
his somewhat extraordinary speech by an
assault upon the two leading political parties

of the country as responsible for the present
unhappy conditions and by an appeal in the
interests of another party. Sir, at a time like

this, when the peace of great communities
is not only threatened, but broken; when the
law is openly defied; when our very civiliza-

tion, not to say the form of government under
which we live, is heaving under the mighty
groundswell of a great agitation, it seems to
me that any representative on this fioor has
descended very far from the lofty plane of
statesmanship and of patriotism when he
stands at such an hour to appeal for pai ty.

Sir, what matters it now whether we be Re-
publicans or Democrats or Populists; what
matters it to any lover of his country, and of

his whole country, at such an hour whether
this or that party be in power; what matters
it on which side we stood in the mighty and
bloody conflict of the past? If we would save

our country from anarchy we must stand now
shoulder to shoulder for the enforcement of

its laws, for the preservation of its peace, the
support of its dignity and the perpetuity of

its freedom. I do not wish to speak on a sub-

ject like thisj from a southern standpoint. I

shall not. It matters not whether these
calamities threaten western or eastern, north-
ern or southern cities. The situation which
confronts us involves not only labor and law
and personal liberty, but the life of the
republic itself.. Our system is to govern
through representatives chosen by the people,

who make the laws which are declared and
enforced through the orderly processes of

courts of justice, and whenever the people
fail to support the law the government fails.

The distinguished senator from Minnesota
[Mr. Davis] said truly that among the strong-

est and most conservative classes of our people
were the farmers. I belong to that class; I

am a farmer, and as one of their representa-
tives, I wish to say tliat south of the Potomac
river you will not find one farmer, be he
white or black, who will not rally to the
cause of law and of order and to the support
of the government in all its constitutional

rights and powers, upheld by the constitu-

tional authorities whom the people have
elected. My deepest sympathies are enlisted

for the suftering masses of this '/hole land. I

heartily wish that these labor troubles could
be peaceably settled and that bloodshed could
have been avoided; but I feel imi^elled to add
that the blood which has been shed or may
yet be shed is nothing as compared to the
value of this republic, and that the sons of

the men who established it will save it, what-
ever may be the cost.

THE RIGHTS OF LABOR.

Among the unalienable rights of man
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-
ness. The right to work without interfer-

ence or fear of molestation is one of the

sacred rights of every American free man,
guaranteed by the supreme law of the
land. In his charge to the special federal

grand jury summoned to try strikers

charged with violation of federal laws,

Jitdge Grosscup clearly defines the rights

of labor, and points out the means of re-

dress for whatever wrongs exist. The fol-

lowing is an abstract of his charge, and can
be studied with profit by every citizen :

"You doubtless feel as I do, that the op-

portunities of life under present conditions

are not entirely equal, and that changes are

needed to forestall some of the dangerous
tendencies of current industrial life. But
neither the torch of the incendiary nor the

weapon of the insurrectionist, nor the in-

flamed tongue of him who incites to the
Are and sword, is the instrument to bring
about reforrr^s. With the question behind
present occurrences, therefore, we have, as

ministers of the law and citizens of the re-

public, nothing to do. The law as it is

must first be vindicated before we turn
aside to inquire how law or practice as it

ought to be can be effectually brought
about. The government of the United
States has enacted that 'every person who
entices, sets on foot, assists or engages in

any rebellion or insurrection against the

authority of the United States or the laws
thereof, or gives aid or comfort thereto;'

and 'any two or more persons in any state

or territory who conspire to overthrow,
put down or destroy by force the govern-
ment of the United States,' 'or to levy war
against them, or to oppose by force the

authority thereof, or by force to prevent,

hinder or delay the execution of any law
of the United States, or by force to seize,

take or possess any property of the United
States contrary to the authority thereof,'

shall be visited with certain penalties

therein named. 'Insurrection is a rising

against civil or political authority; the

open, active opposition of a number of

persons to the execution of law in a city or

state.' And he who, by speech, writing,

promises, or other inducements, assists in

setting it on foot, or carrying it along, or
gives it aid or comfort, is guilty of a viola-

tion of law. It is not necessary that

there should be bloodshed. It is not neces-
sary that its dimensions should be so por-

tentous as to insure probable success to

constitute an insurrection.

"If it shall appear to you that any two or
more persons corruptly or wrongfully
agreed with each other that the trains car-

rying the mails and interstate commerce
should be forcibly arrested, obstructed and
restrained, such would clearly constitute a
conspiracy. If it shall appear to you that

two or more persons corruptly or wrong-
fully agreed with each other that the em-
ployees of the several railroads carrying the
mails and interstate commerce should quit,

and that successors should, by threats, in-

timidation or violence, be,prevented from
taking their pl.aces, such would constitute

a conspiracy. I recognize, however, the
right of labor to organize. The individual
option to work or to quit is the imperish-
able right of a free man. He is entitled to

the highest wage that the strategy of work
or cessation of work may bring, and the
limitations upon his intelligence and op-
portunities may be such that he does not
choose to atand upon his own perception
of strategic or other conditions. His right
to choose a leader, one who observes,

thinks and wills for him—a brain skilled

to observe his interest—is no greater pre-

tension than that! which is recognized in

every other department of industry. So
far, and within reasonable limits, associ-

ations of this character are not only not
unlawful, but are, in my judgment, ben-
eficial, when they do not restrain indi-

vidual liberty and are under enlightened
and conscientious leadership. But they
are subject to the same laws as other asso-

ciations. The leaders to whom are given
the vast power of judging and acting for

the members are simply, in that respect,

their trustees; their conduct must be
judged like that of other trustees by the

extent of their lawful authority and the
good faith with which they have executed
it. «- * « » You may inquire whether
their acts and conduct in that respect were
in faithful and conscientious execution of

their supposed authority, or were simply a

use of that authority as a guise to advance
personal ambition or satisfy private

malice.

"I confess that the problems which are

made the occasion or pretext for the pres-

ent disturbances have not received the

consideration they deserve. It is our duty
as citizens to take them up, and by candid
and courageous discussion ascertain what
wrongs exist and what remedies can be
applied. But neither the existence of such
problems nor the neglect of the public

hitherto to adequately consider them jus-

tifies the violation of law or the bringing
on of general lawlessness. Let us first re-

store peace and punish the offenders of the

law, and then the atmosphere will be clear

to think over the claims of those who have
real grievances."

TARIFF LEGISLATION.

With the Senate and house dead-locked,
a most extraordinary letter from the pres-
ident, an open rupture between the major-
ity leaders in the Senate and the president,
and gigantic trust scandals overshadowing
all, the present situation of tariff legisla-

tion is unparalleled in congressional his-
tory.
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_ Of 1894 IS the lowest in a
The Hay . , . „

period of five years.
Crop Droughts and winter-kill-

ing were the principal causes of the excep-

tionally low yield. Generally, the crop is of

fair quality and was harvested in good con-

dition. Undoubtedly, good prices will be
realized for all that can be spared from the

farm for market. With the present pros-

pect of fair prices for this crop, fore-

sighted farmers will make arrangements
for sparing a good part of the crop by
substituting other forage, for use on the

farm.

Silage Com
and

Sugar-beets.

The Pennsylvania ex-

periment station reports

results of a comparison
of yields of digestible

matter produced by mangels, sugar-beets

and silage corn grown under similar con-

ditions. The yield of corn per acre in

green substance was 18,591 pounds, con-

taining 3,589 pounds of digestible organic

matter. The yield of beets per acre was
13,806 pounds, containing 1,829 pounds of

digestible organic matter. The food value

of an acre of silage corn was equal to that

from almost two acres of beets.

~ For Green Manuring
.%egrmnmous

Feeding," is
Plants

tiie title of farmers'

btdletin No. 16, issued by the Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. A copy
of this bulletin can be obtained on appli-

cation. It ought to be read by every pro-

gressive farmer in the land. It contains

the latest results of scientific investiga-

tions and practical experiments with

leguminous plants for the assimilation of

nitrogen of the air for the purpose of

maintaining and increasing the fertility of

our soils and providing live stock with
well-balanced rations. The subject is

treated from the standpoint of advanced
theory and practice. The following con-

clusions from the summary of the bulletin

indicate its bearing:

(3) Green manuring with clovers, peas,

beans, lupines, etc. (leguminous crops),

actually enriches the soil in nitrogen

drawn from the air. These plants can

grow with very little soil nitrogen. They
store up the nitrogen of the air as they
grow, and when plowed under, give it up
to the soil and to future crops. It is the

cheapest source of manuring the soil with
nitrogen.

(4) But animals, as well as plants^ re-

quire nitrogen for food. By feeding the

crops of clover, cow-pea, etc., only about

one fourth of the fertilizing materials of

the crop is lost if the manure is properly

cared for. As the nitrogen of the air is

the cheajsest source of nitrogen for plants,

so it is the cheapest source of protein

(nitrogen) for animals. The leguminous
crop is best utilized when it is fed out on
the farm and the manure saved and applied

to the soil. The greatest profit is thus

secured, and nearly the same fertility is

maintained as in green manuring.

(10) Grow more leguminous crops. They
furnish the cheapest food for stock and the

cheapest manure for the soil. They do
this because they obtain from the air a

substance necessary for plants and animals

alike, which costs in the form of fertilizers

and feeding stuffs from 15 cents to 25 cents

a pound.
^ ^

Is the available substitute

for hay on the farm. Every
Fodder

j^gj.g coxn fodder saved for

feeding on the farm will release an acre of

hay for market. With wheat so close to

the cost of production, farmers are forced

to look for a better ready-money crop.

This year it is good hay. Millions of acres

of corn fodder which could be substituted

for hay for feeding on the farm are allowed

to go to waste every year. Save the fodder

and turn the hay into cash. Bright corn

fodder is better and cheaper food for cattle

and horses than hay. Fully one half the

food value of the corn-plant is in the

fodder. It is one of the most valuable by-
products of the farm. The corn fodder

from one acre contains as much digestible

matter as two tons of timothy hay. The
market value of two tons of timothy hay
is therefore the money value of the acre

of corn fodder that can and ought to be
substituted for the hay for feeding on the

farm.
» « iis

The enormous annual
waste of corn fodder can

Harvesters.
]jg partially accounted

for by the hand labor required to cut and
shock the corn. Cutting corn is one of the

hardest jobs on the farm, and in many of

the principal corn regions there is usually

a scarcity of labor available for this pur-

pose. Machine labor must be substituted

for hand labor. For a number of years in-

ventors have been at work on machinery
for cutting corn, and manufacturers are

now turning out corn harvesters that do
very satisfactory work. With one of these

latest-improved corn harvesters, drawn by
a steady horse, two men can cut from two
hundred to three hundred shocks of corn

a day, and the cost of cutting an acre of

corn is less than one fourth that by the

old way. A greater advantage than the

saving of labor and reducing the cost is

that the work can be done in short time.

To secure' the full food value of corn

fodder, the corn should be cut, like wheat,

just when it is ready. If allowed to stand

until it is too ripe, or frost-bitten, there is

a great loss of digestible matter. Corn
harvesting should proceed as rapidly as

wheat harvesting. That the advantages

of corn harvesters are appreciated is at-

tested by their large and yearly increasing

use. The use of the present style will

increase until inventors produce a machine
of moderate cost that will cut and shock

corn without the assistance of hand labor

at all.

«• -» »

. The third National Irriga-

gation Congress will be
Congress. jigi^ September 3-10 at

Denver, Col. The official call says

:

"To the people of the western half of the

United States, this congress presents both

an urgent duty and supreme opportunity.

In this moment of extraordinary polit-

ical, social and industrial unrest, the

nation may well recall Macaulay's predic-

tion that the real test of our institutions

would come with the exhaustion of our

public domain. The nation faces that sit-

uation to-day, with all its perilous possi-

bilities, unless the arid publi(! lands are to

be made fit for the homes of men. To
suggest the means whereby this may be

done, so that idle energies shall find em-
ployment and landless citizens find homes
and industrial independence, is the duty
and the opportunity of western men.
D-rigation commissions in seventeen states

and territories, created by the last irriga-

tion congress, will render reports to the

convention at Denver. Upon these studies

of existing conditions and future needs in

all parts of the arid region, it is proposed

to construct a national policy and code of

local laws to be submitted to the federal

Congress and the legislatures of the western
states."

Irrigation of western arid lands is clearly

an interstate matter, and uniformity in

state legislation is the first thing neces-

sary in the development of a comprehen-
sive and enduring system of irrigation.

One of the main objects of the coming
congress is to lay a broad, safe foundation
for such a system. Full information about
the congress can be obtained from the sec-

retary, Mr. T. L. Smith, Denver, Col.

EXPERIMENTAL FARMING.

CKIMSON CLOVEK ONCE MOBE.

When years ago I saw for the first time
in a southern city the loads of a peculiar,

rich-looking green clover which farmers

brought to the city market in early spring,

and sold by the bushel to owners of

horses and cows, my attention was at

once attracted, and on my inquiry I was
told that the rank, green stuff, with its long,

crimson clover heads, was "Italian clover."

Right there and then I became impressed
with the great value of the plant as a for-

age crop ; for it was too early in the season

for any other green fodder except rye, and
the city people who owned horses and
cows seemed to be willing to pay what I

thought was a rather stiff price for an arm-
ful of green stuff that might act as a lax-

ative and furnish a pleasing change to the

hay and grain fed city animals. I did not

dream, however, that there might be

value in the plant for northern people

also, and occupied in horticultural lines, 1

forgot about the "Italian," or Crimson,

clover, until reminded of it again by the

various glowing accounts about this crop

which recently appeared in the agricul-

tural press.

Crimson clover is an annual of exceed-

ingly quick and thrifty growth. Sown in

the fall, it will give a heavy crop of forage

or hay early the following spring. The
only question about which we are anxious

is that of its hardiness. Doubt about this,

I think, is just what has been the stum-
bling-block in its path to popularity

among northern growers. But it now
seems that we have doubted without ju.st

reason. The New Jersey experiment sta-

tion (Professor Edward B. Voorhees,

director, New Brunswick, N. J.) has just

issued a bulletin (No. 100) treating on this

clover. From its summary I quote the

following important statements:

"Crimson clover is an annual plant,

hardy for the whole state ; it has been suc-

cessfully grown in every county from
Cape May to Sussex. Its best use is prob-

ably derived when seeded in the summer
or fall for an early spring crop, either for

pasture forage or green manure. The time

of seeding may extend from July 15th to

September 15th, depending upon the char-

acter of the season and the seed-bed. Good
results have been secured when seeded

later than September 15th. It is the ex-

perience of growers that the seed takes

better when lightly covered.

"Crimson clover may be seeded in or-

chards, berry patches, corn, tomatoes, etc.,

and upon new ground, following after po-

tatoes, tomatoes, melons or other crop

harvested before September. It is not

adapted for seeding with wheat or rye.

"The amount of seed may range within

wide limits—eight to sixteen pounds per

acre. On an average twelve pounds per

acre will doubtless be found sufficient. No
failures to stand the winter have been re-

ported when good American-grown seed

was used. It is more hardy than red

clover. Foreign seed has not proved satis-

factory.

"The crop, in common with all other

farm crops, requires good soils for its best

development, though it is well adapted for

light lands, catching readily and growing

well where red clover will not thrive, and

also making use of the mineral constit-

uents not available to the cereals. The
average yield secured from a full stand on

May 24th, and representing soils of a dif-

ferent character, was 15.75 tons of green

clover per acre, or equivalent to 2.7 tons of

dry hay. Very much larger yields have

been reported.

"This plant provides a good pasture be-

fore other crops are available. An early

pasture is not only valuable for the food

contained in it, but also because it helps to

insure proper feeding, and to prevent too

early use of other and later pastures.

"Crimson clover in average seasons pro-

vides a soiling crop excellent both in yield

and quality of product. It is satisfactory

for the purpose for about twenty days,

yielding suflicient for ten cows in full

flow of milk for that length of time.
"The composition and digestibility of

this plant show it to be superior to red
clover, and when seasons are favorable for

early hay-making, the product thus se-

cured is not excelled by any of our farm
crops as a feed for all purposes.
"The advantages derived from the crop

when used solely as a green manure are
but slightly reduced when the crop is used
for food, provided the resulting manure is

properly saved and applied."
This is a strong indorsement of the

value of crimson clover. Possibly some of

these claims may yet have to be modified,
but I think the half has not yet been told.

If the plant is hardy, or wherever it is

found to be hardy, it will surely fill a
"long-felt want," a great gap for which we
have been trying for many years to find

just the right ffiler. I am frequently asked
to recommend a crop that can be planted
in orchards and will cover and protect the
land during winter, and improve the fer-

tility of the soil. Rye, which is so often
used, does not answer the purpose. It

does not draw nitrogen from the atmos-
pheric stores, and would add no fertility,

and but little humus. We have thought
of peas and vetches, ordinary clover being
of too slow growth. Now, if Crimson
clover can be seeded in orchards after cul-

tivation should cease, and then pastured
off, cut or plowed under in spring when
cultivation should begin again, we have
in it exactly the crop that we were looking
for. It covers the land sufficiently to give

some sort of winter protection. It fur-

nishes a valuable crop during a time when
the land would lie idle otherwise. It fur-

nishes vegetable matter, thus improving
the mechanical texture of the soil to a far

greater extent than could be done by
means of rye, ordinary peas or beans ; and
last, but not least, it furnishes to the soil

nitrogen derived from the atmosphere.

^

In proof of this I will quote another par-

agraph or two from the same bulletin

:

"A crop six inches high, April 24th,

showed an accumulation of nitrogen in

the whole plant at the rate of 104 pounds
per acre, an amount equivalent to that

contained in ten tons of city manure, or

(348 pounds of nitrate of soda, costing $15.

The crop secured at this date may be uti-

lized for early vegetables, potatoes, melons,

etc., crops usually benefited by liberal ap-

plications of nitrogenous manures.
"On May 12th, a crop averaging thirteen

inches high, which in many sections can

be utilized as a manure for late potatoes,

corn and orchards contained nitrogen at

the rate of 168 pounds per acre, worth
|25.50. The plant at maturity showed ni-

trogen at the rate of 200 pounds per acre,

or an amount equivalent to that contained

in twenty tons of city manure which
would cost in that form $30.

"Good crops of this clover can be obtained

on naturally poor or worn-out lands when
fertilized with the mineral constituents

only ; these soils are rapidly improved by
the addition of the nitrogen and accom-

panying organic matter contained in the

crop."

From all this, I think the great impor-

tance of this new fodder plant in farm
practice must have become plain to our
readers. Now is the time to make trials.

Seed is freely advertised in the papers, or
to be bad from any regular seedsman, and
it is not expensive. I think the price
usually asked is ^.50 or $5.50 by the bushel,
and twelve pounds is the usual rate of

seeding.

SOME SPECIAL FEETILIZEKS.

Since I penned my remarks on saltpeter,

I have made inquiry about the price at

which this substance can be procured. Thus
far I have not been able to find a source of

supply at the rate mentioned by a certain

party as the regular price ;
namely, three

and one half cents a pound. The very
coarsest and crudest nitrate of potash, pur-
chased by the ton in New York, through
the regular channels of trade, would cost

me about six cents a pound. Then the
material would need crushing or grind-
ing, and sifting, etc., to fit it for applica-

tion as a fertilizer.

Saltpeter waste from gunpowder works
becomes available for manure in some
instances. Such waste has often consider-
able fertilizing value. If it comes up to

the analysis given in my "Practical Farm
Chemistry"—namely, 2.45 per cent nitrogen
and 18 per cent potash—we might find it

profitable to use it at §26 to §27 per ton. But
saltpeter waste, unless accompanied by a
guaranteed analysis, is always an uncer-
tain quantity. A sample which one of my
friends had analyzed some time ago by the
Massachusetts agricultural experiment
station, gave only 1.56 per cent nitrogen
and 6.24 per cent potash, and therefore a
fertilizing value of only about §11. We
should not be too fast about purchasing
waste materials in the dark, and at a high
figure based on a supposedly high analy-
sis. Insist upon a guaranteed analysis,

anyway. T. Gbeiner.
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PRACTICAL MILK-COOLER.

THERE are many methods of cool-

ing liquids : Large surface ex-

posed to air
;
long coils of pipe,

or sets of horizontal pipes,

immersed in water and ice,

through which the liquid

flows; systems of horizontal pipes, over

which, from the one uppermost to those

beneath, the liquid drips, and through
which cold water flows; refrigeration

by liquids or gases, etc. With the ex-

ception of the last, not one of these suits

milk. Milk cannot be exposed to the out-

side air in thin volume without deteri-

oration. The long coil or pipe systems
offer considerable surface for the viscous

milk to adhere to without a chance of

thorough cleaning, unless by steam, and
thus there is risk of getting the milk
tainted.

The milk-cooler described here, seems to

the writer nearer perfection than any
that has come under his notice, for, as will

be further explained in the details, the
surface coming in contact with the milk is

very great, yet covered, the flow a kind of

alternate rise and gravitation, preventing
the cream from separating.

and twist them, and at the end make a

brush of bristles or some clean rags, and
push it up and down.
The beauty of the cooler is that it is com-

pact, easily cleaned, no intricate coi-ners,

the water not wasted, and of plainest

workmanship at least cost. It suits all

sizes of dairies ; there appear three sets of

cans, but the number and sizes of them
might be made to suit one's quantity of

milk. The flow can be regulated, and thus
one set with slow running will cool as low
as all three with faster.

As no scale is attached to the drawing,

the readers are informed that the trough is

two feet broad at the bottom, and eight

inches wider at the top, and two feet six

inches deep, all inside measures. The
outer cans are sixteen inches in diam-

eter, the inner ones two inches less. The
height of the lowest outer can, two feet

six inches; the height of the imier cans,

irrespective of their rising necks, one foot

nine inches. The outer can stands upon
two strips of wood two inches broad by six

inches high, laid apart on the bottom of

the trough. A. B.

AN EXPERIMENT IN TURNIP RAISING.

Here in central Illinois, corn is raised so

cheaply and so abundantly, and has been
regarded as so all-sutflcient for stock-

feeding purposes, that turnips, beets, etc.,

I once sowed eight acres of corn to

winter turnips. They grew deep into the
ground, like parsnips, and I turned the
hogs into the field to harvest them, and
they got everyone of them. It is hoped
that these experiences may lead young
farmers to make experiments of their own
in this important line of farming and
stock Raising. R. M. Bell.

SECOND-CROP POTATOES.

Every farmer who lives in sections

where the secoud-cfop potato can be
grown, should be interested in this sub-
ject, as it is certainly the cheapest and best

seed potato he can use.

This subject, of course, applies only to

early varieties and to sections where the

season will admit of the development of

two consecutive crops. The Rose and Rose
seedlings. Beauty of Hebron and Early
Triumph are the favorite varieties planted

in Tennessee. The Triumph is of recent

introduction, and has proved itself earlier

ar(d more productive than any of its com-
petitors, though it does not possess so

desirable shipping qualities. Its shape is

also objectionable, being a round potato,

and its color is too deep a red.

The methods of growing ,3econd-crop

potatoes are not generally known outside

of the potato districts, and the man who
has neither information nor experience

The surface coming in contact with the

milk can be easily cleaned—no more
trouble with it than the ordinary milk-

cans, requiring no steam.

B indicates the two troughs into which
ice and water are put. The one trough

stands higher than the other, and in it

is placed a tinned-iron tank, into which
the milk is emptied from the pail im-
mediately after milking. In the lower

trough are placed (in this extended system)
three open-mouthed tin cans (D E F) of

rising heights, at the upper end of which
are short pipe connections with three other

long-necked tin cans (I H G), which are

filled with ice and water, and through
which are carried pipes fixed at the bottom
of these cans. The inner cans are only
two inches in diameter less than the outer

cans, and by buttons on their bottoms,
raised one inch. Thus the volume of

inilk is nowhere thicker than one inch,

whereas tliere is ice and water all around
influencing theliquid to a depth of one half

an inch from either side.

The proceeding now becomes thus: The
milli in tank (A) flows through pipe
(a), regulated by a faucet down the per-

pendicular pipe passing through inner can
(G), and when reaching the bottom, spreads
out rising between the cans until reaching
next pipe (a), repeating the same process

through H and I, and finally discharges

into the railk-cau (K) outside the trough.
The necks of inner cans (I H G) have each a
short precautionary pipe (d) for overflow of

water from melted ice, discharging into

the trough.

As this simple apparatus must be made
by some professional manufacturer, it is

left to his ingenuity to arrange so that the
connecting pipes (a) can be easily and prac-
tically separated and fixed each time when
separated for being cleaned. A tight-

fitting, rubber tube may serve the purpose.
Anyhow, any one can judge that the inner
can might be emptied of its water by using
a rubber tube asa syphon and then lifted

out, and its outside washed for the next
operation. Then the outer can is lifted

up (an easy matter, the water assisting), and
the very small quantity of remaining
cooled milk emptied with the rest, and
then its inside -cleaned. The pipes are

all very short ; water can be poured through
them, but better still, take strong wires

Practical Milk-coolek.

have been neglected by the average stock

feeder and farmer.
In the early days, however, when the

prairie sod was turned over, the virgin

richness gave a certainty to turnip raising.

But as the lands were abused—butchered

—

the soil lost that fertility which was sup-
posed to be inexhaustible, and turnip
raising became so uncertain that no one
tried to raise more than a few bushels for

family "use. Many farmers believed that

the climate did not suit turnips aiid that

they must get along without them. When
told that turnips were necessary if stock
raising was to compare with England, that
sheep required turnips, the American
farmer was disposed to ignore the subject,

and more than ever put his faith in corn,

the great food crop of Illinois, and feigned
to believe he could hold his own against

all creation if he had full corn-cribs.

There came a timewhen something more
than corn, timothy hay, corn fodder and
straw was wanted, and remembering how
turnips used to grow on new land, and sus-
pecting that it was not the changes of

seasons so much as the depletion of the
soil that made the difference in results, we
concluded to try fertilizing the ground.
An acre of oat stubble was plowed and
twenty-five loads of barn-yard manure was
spread over the4and before the harrows
vvere used. The old rule of "sowing turnip-

seed on the twenty-fifth of July, wet or
dry," was followed, and the results Avere

satisfactory. An abundant crop of turnips

was raised. The conclusions were, and
future experience confirmed it, that

turnips can be grown on any land if thor-

oughly manured and put in proper con-
dition.

I once had a little over three quarters

of an acre of new land—an old pasture that

had never been plowed—in corn. I had
no reserved turnip land that year, so the
thought came that the turnip-seed might
be sown in the growing corn, and by cut-

ting the corn early the turnip-plants would
make a late growth and perhaps a fairly

good crop. This was done, and eighty
bushels of nice turnips were gathered in

the fall. If the land is rich, turnips may
be raised successfully by sowing the seed
in the corn, especially if the corn is re-

moved early. Where corn is to be siloed,

this is to be recommended.

to guide him usually makes a failure in

growing the second crop. Experimenting
in this line is costly, especially when sev-

eral acres are planted; the experience of

others is much cheaper. The slowness and
indifference of first-crop potatoes to germi-

nate when freshly dug, together with the

dry weather that prevails at time of plant-

ing—July and August—makes the obser-

vance of certain conditions absolutely

necessary.

1. Have the soil free from trash and
well pulverized.

2. Spread seed in some shaded place

where they will be exposed to the rain and
open air for a week or so before planting.

Or any time after the tubers are well

matured, they may be dug and planted at

once.

3. Cut every tuber, and cut it through
the blossom end, and plant immediately
after cutting. Leave enough of the potato

to give support to the young vine. If too

small to cut, split partially so it will bleed.

Cutting them causes them to germinate
more readily, and the blossom end is first

to sprout.

4. Di'op the potatoes from four to six

inches apart to be sure of a stand. Many
of them never germinate.

5. Plant when the soil is very moist and
cover before the sun dries the furrow.

This is of vital importance. Never plant
in dry dirt. Some open the rows before-

hand, and when it rains, plant before the
ground dries.

6. Cover shallow; one light furrow is

sufficient.

7. It is tnuch better to roll the ground
after planting, though this is very rarely

done.

Destroy injurious insects by the use of

one part Paris green to one hundred of

lime, ashes, flour, plaster or road dust; or

one pound of poison to two hundred gal-

lons of water; or a teaspoonful to two
gallons of water. This mixture will kill

the Colorado beetle and drive ofl^ the striped

blister-beetle. When used with water,

keep well stirred. This mixture may be
made weaker or stronger if the case de-
mands. Young plants will stand a stronger
solution tlian old orftes, and it requires
more poison to affect the blister-beetle

than it does the Colorado beetle.

Tennessee, Jno. C. Bbidgwater.

PEANUT CULTURE.

We are twelve in family. Each one of the
children had a "goober" patch of his very
own. For years we have given them all

due encouragement in this line. Each
also has a popcorn and melon patch. My
wife and I have a patch large enough for

our own use and for the benefit of com-
pany. We believe in peanuts. We like

them, our children like them, our hogs
never found anything they liked any
better; while the tops are greatly relished

by our milk cows. No part of the plant
goes to waste except the shell of the nut,
and even that makes good manure. I

have seen a few persons with whom they
disagree, but never found a single person
who did not like them.
With all ranks and conditions of men,

rich or poor, large or small, white, black,
red, yellow or gingercake, they are a gen-
eral favorite. I heartily wish every reader
of Paem and Fireside had a good-sized
patch of his own to go to next fall.

The Large Red is an upright grower, the
Spanish a semi-recumbent grower, while
the Large White and the Small White are

recumbent; that is, they lie flat on the
ground. This difference in the habit of

growth of the different varieties not only
necessitates different methods of culture,

but also requires a considerable difference

as to the > distance apart—at which the
plants may be allowed to stand—in hill or

drill. The Large Red, for instance, being
an upright grower, twelve to thirteen

inches apart—in drill—is amply sufficient

distance for that variety. The Large
White, on the contrary, is such a robust
grower that a single plant will easily cover

four feet square, or sixteen square feet.

In cultivation the main points are: (1)

To keep them clear of grass and weeds. (2)

In the case of the spreading varieties, to

permit them to lie flat on the ground;
hence they should never be hilled for the

purpose of making them grow erect. (3) In
the case of the upright varieties, to keep
the ground loose and mellow, so the roots

can readily extend themselves through the

ground in all directions, and in the case of

the creeping or recumbent varieties, to

keep throwing fresh dirt under the ends of

the vines as they grow outward, so the

young nuts can bury themselves.

By way of conclusion I would say that

the farmer, where latitude and climate

permit, who does not raise peanuts annu-
ally sufficient to supply the home demand,
is failing to live up to his privileges.

Mississippi. G. H. Turner.

A PNEUMATIC HORSE-COLLAR.

A pnetimatic horse-collar has been in-

vented in Canada. The part which comes
in contact with the horse is as smooth as

glass and sufficiently pliable to give with

every motion of the animal. The air-valves

are so constructed as to preclude the possi-

bility of any leakage even under the heav-

iest pressure, and are covered by neatly

laced leather flaps, leaving the surface

perfectly even. A high veterinary author-

ity says : "I expect it to be a valuable pre-

ventive of sore shoulders and muscular
strains, arising from badly-fitting and
sweat-hardened collars, especially during

hot weather, by fitting the neck and shoul-

ders accurately and rebounding from the

skin when the pressure ceases, thus allow-

ing the air to cool and soothe the skin.

—

Farmer's Home Weekly.

SALTING STOCK.

Letting beasts lick salt from the finger-

tips is a different thing from from "salting

stock." I do not drive the cows in from

pasture, even when they have no
young calves. They are glad to be let

through the gate at the proper time, for

they know that a few pinches of salt will

reward their punctuality.

Arkansas. 3. F. Moulton.

Sleepless Nights
Makeyou weak and weary,unfit forwork,
indisposed to exertion. They show that
your nerve strength is gone and that your
nervous system needs building up. The

Sarsa-
parilla

true remedy is /^<-g*«^c?
Hood's Sarsaparilla. U.A
It purifies the blood,
strengthens the <%i>%'^/%i^

nerves, creates an appetite and gives
sound, refreshing sleep. Get Hood's and
only Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Hood's Pills are especially prepared to be
taken with Hood's Sarsaparilla. 25c. per box.
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IN GARDEN AND FIELD.

OTASH AND Soda.—What fools we
mortals be! Here we have been

using nitrate of soda for years,

imagining that it was simply the

nitrogen we have been feeding to

our crops. We have been putting

large quantities of

soda into our soil,

and then, in order to supply the potash,

h ive spent our money (wisely, as we
t.iuught) for ashes, and sulphate and

m uriate of potash, etc.

Now comes a new apostle, proclaiming a

new agiricultural gospel, and bringing us

the glad tidings that soda can take the

phice of potash in plant nutrition, and that

hereafter we can save our hard-earned

sliekels, which we heretofore have simply

wasted on ashes and kainite, and muriate

aud sulphate of potash, while soda is cheap

and so much of it was left over anyway in

the nitrate of soda applications

Nothing new under the sun, however.

Tlie new gospel is an old story warmed
up. We bave heard of it before, but were

only lacking in faith. Possibly our new
apostle will not have better luck than

other apostles in speedily converting the

doubting Thomases, although he accuses

(iu weekly New York Tribune) all who do

not agree with him of "having little

knowledge of science and no practical

experience," he alone probably being in-

fallible.

But surely the science of agricultural

chemistry does not support the claim that

soda can be given in place of potash. It

may not be difficult to cheat people by
adulterations and imitations and substi-

tutes of less value. You cannot cheat

nature in that way. Trees and plants want

potash in one form or the other—they will

not accept "ammonia alkali" (carbonate of

soda) in place of the potash. Can you turn a

stone into bread? How could you expect a

tree to absorb soda and then give it back,

in its ashes, as potash? A fowl will eat

pebbles, and the pebbles are a benefit to it

as a necessary aid in its proper digestion

and nutrition. But it would be absurd to

claim that pebbles can take the place of

grain iu feeding poultry.

- It is not only science that is opposed

to the assumption, but practical experience

also. We surely have used nitrate of soda

long enough (experimentally for all crops)

to know that it would be folly to give it

in order to meet the wants of potatoes and

other crops that need potash. Let us not

be deceived in this respect. That it does

not furnish potash is just the reason why
nitrate of soda as manure finds so little

appreciation by the general farmer. If its

soda could take the place of potash, it

would take only the addition of a little

phosphate or superphosphate to make a

complete manure of it, and one which

would be extremely cheap. The "new
apostle" figures that with soda "at 5)4

cents per pound (the trade value of potash

in sulphate of potash), the nitrogen in

nitrate of soda would cost only half a cent

a pound."

It such figuring had one leg to stand on,

you may be sure the syndicate which

owns the nitrate supply and the importers

and dealers would quickly push these

claims and try to make a big boom for

their goods.

But the "new apostle" seems to have

little faith in his own gospel, for I see he

also recommends the much dearer nitrate

of potash (13 per cent nitrogen, 45 per cent

potash) as a cheap manure. He says:

"With nitrate of potash at S]4 cents a

pound (the present market price), and its

potash valued at 4>< cents a pound (the

price the stations allow for it in muriates),

the nitrogen cost 11.4 cents per pound; at

5)4 cents a pound for po^sh (the price the

station allows for in sulphates),the nitrogen

will cost 8 cents a pound."

But why in common sense should we
use saltpeter when the nitrate of soda is so

much cheaper, and just as good (as

claimed)?

The fact is, that no fruit grower, or

farmer, or gardener, who knows what he

is about, will depend on nitrate of soda to

supply his trees, his clover, his potatoes

and root crops with the potash which these

crops so urgently need.

As to saltpeter (nitrate of potash), I con-

. sider it a good enough source of potash and

nitrogen, and I have heretofore -not used

nor recommended it simply because

I thought it was too expensive.

If we want potash and nitrogen, and we
can get saltpeter at S}4 cents a pound, as

alleged, we have in it a cheap source of

these plant-foods indeed. Nitrate of soda
supplies, at station valuation, about §45

worth of nitrogen to the ton. Saltpeter,

nearly chemically pure, as indicated by the

mentioned percentages (13 per cent nitro-

gen, 45 potash KoO), at the same valuation
would be worth about §84. Nitrate of

soda, therefore, is cheap at 2 cents a pound,
and nitrate of potash (saltpeter) nearly as

cheap at 4 cents a pound. If we could get

the latter at 4 cents a pound, it becomes
available as a source of manure for general

purposes, and if, as alleged, the present

market price is only 3}4 cents a pound, it

would be folly to ignore so cheap a source

of nitrogen and potash. But can we get it

at such a rate? I greatly doubt it. We
may be able to find some waste saltpeter,

impure and of low grade, at 3K cents per
pound, but if there is any chance to buy
saltpeter that is almost chemically pure,

and ground fine enough for easy applica-

tion, I would like to know where, for I

would wish to use it and recommend it to

others for fertilizing purposes. Can any
one tell me the address of a party selling

it at this rate?

I have given so much space to this sub-

ject for the purpose of protecting the Faem
and Fireside circle of readers from being
misled by the articles from the pen of the

"new apostle," now appearing in a great

number of our agricultural journals.

There is one more thing I would wish to

say. Nobody, uot even the most experi-

enced agricultural chemist, can claim that

he fully understands all the chemical
actions and reactions which take place in

the soil and in plant nutrition. Some-
times the application of some substance,

salt, carbonate of soda, copperas, etc., may
have a decided stimulating effect on plant

growth, and yet who would be wise
enough to tell just exactly why this effect

was produced? Was it the soda or the
chlorin, or the moisture-absorbing faculty

of the salt, that was the active agent? Is

a certain effect of ashes due to its potash,

its phosphoric acid, its lime, or to other

mineral elements present in the ashes iu

smaller quantities? Is it due to the pro-

tection which ashes afford against drought
by absorbing moisture from air? Is it due
to the mechanical improvements of the

soil, which lets in the air and promotes
chemical decomposition? Or is it due to a

combination of some or all of these causes?

Nobody will be bold enough to venture a

definite reply to all these questions. The
wisest among us will say we don't know.
But if a test on a small scale proves to

us that a substance,may this be "ammonia"
alkali (carbonate of soda), or salt, or lime,

or ashes, or kainite, or any other that is

easily attainable, has such a good effect on
our crops that the increase of crop pays
back more than the cost of the application,

we will not hesitate to use the substance

generally, whether we are able to explain

the exact reason of the good effect or not.

Muriate or Sulphate of Potash.—
How far we are from having even quite

simple problems settled to the point of

general agreement, is plainly shown by
the different views held even by those

who claim to be experts in the practical

application of agricultural chemistry, con-

cerning the effects of muriate and sulphate

of potash on potatoes and other crops,

some claiming that muriate hinders the

development of starchy matter, and makes
potatoes waxy and soggy, while others

with equal faith claim muriate to do just

exactly as well as sulphate of potash, and
being the cheaper of the two, should
always be procured in preference to the

other. Who is right?

A Garden Fertilizer.—A New Jersey

gardener recommends the following for-

mula for most kinds of vegetables: 1,000

pounds cotton-seed meal or bone-meal,both
costing about §30 a ton; 500 pounds bone-

black, costing §25 a ton, and 500 pounds of

muriate of potash, costing §42 to .§45 a ton.

This makes one ton of first-class manure,
costing about §30. He says: "I have had
better results from this formula than from

§40 special manure from the manufacturer.

I used the above formula on two acres of

sweet potatoes last season, making a fine

crop of about 60 barrels to the acre. I put

1,200 pounds of the §30 fertilizer on each

acre, costing about §18 an acre."

Here we have it again—muriate of pot-

ash for potatoes with good results. These
reports are nothing new from New Jersey

When living there I often applied muriate
of potash to my potatoes, and it never
made them "waxy." At least there was

no ditierence between potatoes fed with
muriate of potash and those fed with sul-

phate of potash.

On the other hand, I must mention an
experiment recently made at the Mass-
achusetts station, at Amherst, to astertain

the effects upon potatoes of feeding with
534-cent sulphate or 4K-cent muriate of

potash per ijound. The varieties were
Clark, New Queen aud Beauty of Hebron.
The rate of fertilizer applied in each ease

was 400 pounds of potash and 600 pounds
of bone. The sulphate contained about 4

per cent more actual potash than did the

muriate. The yield was in every instance

larger when sulphate of potash furnished
the potash than when muriate furnished
it, the average increase being 10 bushels to

the acre.

I am this year making a comparative
trial with the two forms of potash on a

larger scale for potatoes, corn and other
crops. Possibly I may get some new
light. Joseph.

SOUTH ATLANTIC FARM AND GARDEN NOTES.

The key to success in home gardening is

the best paying succession of crops. It is

as indispensable as the proper manage-
ment of the soil and the best method of

manuring it. An excellent general order

for the commonweal or welfare of the

farming community would be this: "No
weed must be allowed to go to seed, either

on the farm or along the roadside."

I find that the Farm and Fireside is

quite popular here, because it contains in

each issue terse statements of experiences

and facts that have come under the obser-

vation of the writers. Such a timely

record of experiences is of great value to

the reading, thinking farmer. Record-pay-

ing experiences are what are most needed
in the make-up of a live agricultural paper.

The production of what is known as

second-crop Irish potato-seed is rapidly

increasing among the truckers and small

farmers, from the Chesapeake bay to the

Rio Grande. As a reader of the Farm and
Fireside, I should like the benefit of the

experience of one or more of the most suc-

cessful growers of second-crop potatoes, in

Virginia and North Carolina.

To the provident village or suburban
gardener, who is careful to let no fertilizing

material go to waste, the too common prac-

tice of constructing a drain from the kitch-

en to a ravine or open drain is one which he
does not approve. On the contrary, where
the soil is poor and thin, and where there

exists the most need of fertilizing material,

the water should be used in such a way as

to come into immediate contact with the

roots of the plants, or by some method of

subirrigation. Otherwise the water should

be promptly put upon the manure-heap.
The black-knot, which affects the plum

and cherry trees, is a much-dreaded dis-

ease in all localities especially adapted to

the growth of these desirable fruits. This

fungus, or parasitic growth, is the most
rapid in the spring, about the time the

buds are opening. Later, the swelling in-

creases; the bark cracks open and the

inner bark assumes a light brown color.

The common remedy is to cut off and burn
these knots, also the smaller twigs. Where
large knots are cut off, the wounds should
be painted with some kind of paint in

which boiled linseed-oil is used. As the

wild phi in is also affected with this disease,

trees should be promptly destroyed. In
this matter the co-operation of your neigh-

bors, whose trees may also be aftected, is

very desirable.

View from a practical standpoint, the

Scarlet or Crimson clover is by far the

most valuable crop for forage, green
manuring and seed that we have. It is

evidently destined to be of even more
value than the southern field or cow-pea
of the cotton-growing states. One of the

newest and most popular vai-ieties of the
latter is what is called the "Unknown pea."

Third in point of importance, perhaps, is

the Soja bean, which is not only prolific,

but almost indispensable as a nitrogen-

accumulating plant. As stated, the Crim-
son clover, which without protection has
withstood a winter temperature of six

degrees below zero, is Avhat nearly every
farmer south of Columbus, Ohio, and Co-
lumbia, Mo., should sow in July. The prin-

cipal source of the seed supply is in the
state of Delaware. The price charged by
the growers is usually five dollars per
bushel of sixty pounds. Fourteen to fifteen

pounds is sown to the acre. The seed
should be sown broadcast as early as July
loth, if possible. August seeding will

atiswer. It may be sown when the last

cultivation is given the corn, beans, toma-

toes or other midsummer or early matur-
ing crops.
• My nearest neighbor, who is somewhat
of an enthusiast on the subject of subirri-
gation, has shown me how he puts old
nail-kegs to most excellent use. He pre-
pares four or five at a time by boring half-

inch holes in each stave about five inches
below the top. He then puts into each
half a peck of hen manure, and on this the
same amount from the privy receiving-
cans, and then fills the keg with stable
manure, ramming it solid as the filling

proceeds. The kegs, are then set so that
the upper ends are about two inches above
the general surface. The soil about the
keg is made fine and rich. The cucumber
seed is planted about one keg, the squash,
or other seed about another, so that kinds
of vines that are liable to mix by crossing-

are kept as far from each other as possible.

He then keeps the kegs well supplied with
waste water from the house. He confi-

dently expects a liberal home supply, and
also to take some premiums this fall. It is

not yet too late for the readers of the Farm
and Fireside to give the plan a trial this

season. Taking a hint from this, I have
made some five-inch holes fourteen inches
deep, about nine inches from a few toma-
to-plants. I have put a little nitrate of

soda in the bottom of one. 1 keep them
well supplied with water during the pres-

ent dry spell. A small piece of board is

laid over each hole. The outlook is very
favorable at this date. J. W., Jr.

Orchard, and Small Fruits.
CONDtrCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

SOME DISEASES OF THE PLUM.

Plum-pockets.—This is.a name given to

certain peculiar, hollow deformities, which
occasionally take the place of the pluVns

(see Fig. 1). They consist merely of a thin

shell, with no evidence whatever of seed.

Some seasons this disease is very abundant,
and then for a number of years it may
scarcely appear at all. It is due to the

presence of a parasitic fungus {Taphrina

prum), which attacks the young fruit, and
by growing within it causes the peculiar

development which finally results in the

formation of the so-called pocket. The
only course of treatment which can b^
recommended is that of removing and
destroying the pockets before they reach

maturity. It will sometimes be found
that a single tree will be troubled with

this fungus for a series of year, and it wiU

Fig. I.

not spread much. When this is the case

such trees should be destroyed, as they are

likely to be centers of infection. Some
varieties are more subject to its attacks than

others.

Black-knot, oh Waht, of the Plum is

the common name of the fungous disease

of this tree, which manifests itself by knot-

like or wart-like growths appearing on the

smaller limbs, as well as on the larger

branches, and sometimes even on the

trunk (see Fig. 2). In sections of the coun-

try were Pi-umt.t domestica is grown, this is

one of the most seriious obstacles to suc-

cessful cultivation of the plum. Our
native plunas are not often destroyed by it,

but it sometimes causes serious injurj' to

them. This knot-like growth is spongy
and of a black color. Upon examining it

with a microscope, it is found that the sur-
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face has many little cavities whieli contain

the spores by whicli the disease spreads.

It is probable tliat the spores escape from
the knots during late winter or early

spring months.
Remedy.—Upon their first appearance

these swellings should be removed and
burned, if they are on the smaller

branches where it is practicable to cut

them off; if on the trunk or larger branches

where they cannot be cut out, they should
be painted with a

paste made of

yellow ocher and
linseed-oil, iising

care to keep the

oil away from the

healthy bark

;

where trees are

very badly in-

fested, they
should be re-

moved entirely.

This same disease

also grows in the

wild black and
choke cherries,

and if abundant
on them, their

removal will
make the exter-

mination of the

disease easier.

Other Dis-
eases.—There are

several other

fungous diseases

which occasion-

ally injure the

plum. One of
them {Monilia
fructigena) causes

the fruit to rot,

^ici- 2. while another
produces round, dry, scabby spots on the

skin. Probably the best treatment where
these are abundant is to spray the fruit

with Bordeaux mixture as soon as it is well

formed, and again when about half grown.

PLANTING TREES IN SINGLE ROWS.

A. M. Purdy, who has had quite a long
life of experience as a fruit grower, says he
would plant trees in separate rows, along
lanes, roadside fences and the boundaries
of fields, or in long rows with intervals of

cultivated fields. He believes the time is

coming when close planting of orchards in

solid blocks will be abandoned. In sup-
port of this he alludes to the fact that the
end trees in the outside rows of an orchard
are much the best.

lu the near future this will be the belief

of our thoughtful and observing orchard-

ists. The apple, pear, cherry, plum and
prune thrive best, are longest-lived, and
produce the most regular and full crops
when planted in rows running north and
south so closely that the tops will meet in

a few years. But the intervals between
the rows should be wide enough for unim-
peded air circulation. If ten rods apart,

and the space between, properly fertilized,

is used for crops, all the better. This
method of planting is old in east Europe,
where it has grown out of centuries of

experience. In our close, block orchards
we are finding the inner trees to be of few
days, and full of trouble. Is it not time to

try the new method?—Pro/. Budd, in Rural
Life.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

Strawberries in Sbade—Planting-
Gooseberries.—A. B. Linoleumville, N. Y.

Land that is a little shady will do all right for

strawberries. In fact, there seems to be less

danger from diseases in the shade than in full

sunlight. But if the roots of near-by trees are

abundant in the strawberry-bed, as they
would be around maples and many other trees

with surface roots, the land may be too dry for

best success. Plant gooseberries in autumn
or very early in the spring. Good, well-rotted

stable manure is all right for either of the
above. Bone-dust or tankage and kainite

make a good fertilizer. Any of the complete
fertilizers, especially those rich in potash, are
good for them.

Graftings and Budding Peactaes.—B.,

Hawkinsville, Ga. Peaches should be grafted

early In the spring, preferably below the
ground" in the case of small stocks. Peach-
trees should be budded in August or Septem-
ber. It does not matter about the size or age
of the stock, provided the bark is 7iot too
thick and peels easily. Buds will take freely

on branches about an inch In diameter or
smaller. It is customary to plant the peach
pits In the spring, and to bud on thenj. within
three or four inches of the ground the same
season. Grafting is seldom practiced on the
peach, and is generally unsuccessful at the
North. For rulfs for budding, see last issue of

Farm and Fireside.

neli^hts or Amateur Uardening'.—A.
L., Yardley, Pa., writes: "I want to know (1)

why my dwarf English walnut-trees, suven
years old and fine, cast all their nuts when they
are about the size of oblong peas. (2) Wby my
Marianna plum-tree, eight or ten years old,
and very thrifty, casts all its fruit, turning
yellow, before they are as large as small, black
cherries. Other plum-trees are within twenty
to fifty feet, one of which is Coe's Golden Drop,
which also drops its fruit annually, never
maturing a full-sized plum. (3) Why so many
of my strawberry-plants begin to wither and
die, loaded with fruit just beginning to ripen.
The roots are black and dead-looking. It is

not from dryness, for we have had continual
rains this season. (4) Why nurserymen can't
tell the truth about their stock. For exam-
ple, I bought a "bearing" Meech quince six
years ago, and after cultivating it five years I
got half a dozen. It is doing well now. I bought
a giant Japan chestnut-tree, 'branched, bear-
ing,' six years ago, and now it is in blossom
for the first time. It is a splendid dwarf tree.
I bought, seven years ago, two Kentish Cob
filberts, to bear in two years, and I've never
seen a nut yet, and never will, for they ai'e pis-
tillates, or males."

Answer :—(1) It is quite out of the question

to answer your query intelligently, without
knowing something of the season. The
English walnut is rather impatient of un-
favorable climatic conditions. It might be

that heavy rains at flowering-time washed all

the pollen off before the stigmas could be fer-

tilized. I have known this to be the case. It

was so two years ago, in the northern Missis-

sippi valley, and caused a failure of the plum
crop. (2) The above would also apply to the

Marianna or Coe's Golden Drop plum. Both
these plums are unreliable. The Marianna is

not worth growing, anyway, and you had far

better graft or bud it with a better kind. The
Coe's Golden Drop is quite susceptible to rot in

some sections, and to attacks of the curculio

wherever grown. (3) Your strawberry-plants
probably died from the attacks of the leaf-

rust {Sphaerellafragarice). It can be prevented
by spraying the new plants- twice in autumn
and once in spring with Bordeaux mixture,
made with five pounds lime, five pounds cop-

per sulphate and fifty gallons of water. Many
commercial strawberry growers are becoming
accustomed to spray for this disease as reg-

ularly as for the potato-bug. (4) 1 do not know
that there is more deceit practiced by nursery-
men than by any other business men. Per-
haps you have met a poor lot. There are
nurserymen who are thoroughly honest.

Much disappointment is caused by buying of

irresponsible nursery agents, who misrepre-
sent the goods they sell. It is far better to
deal directly with the growers.

PERMANENT PLANTING.

There are few places so well calculated

to be made permanently attractive as our
country homes ; and so far as the grounds
go, this may be done at small expense.
Usually, the space around country houses

is a liberal one, and the exercise of a mod-
erate amount of skill may result in a most
attractive home. Country people are not
devoid of taste, nor yet can they plead,

with all their work, lack of time, for there

are months when the farm~work is not
pressing, which may be devoted to arrang-

ing the home grounds. First of all is the
necessary grading. By this we mean an
evenness of slope. If there are decided
bumps and holes, the first must be cut

down and the latter filled up ; but an even
grade does not of necessity mean a level-

ing of the grounds. Any natural slopes

which are easy and gradual, should by all

means be left.

The next step, if the buildings are likely

to remain as they are for some time, is to

provide for a proper amount of tree shade.

Always retain any large, healthy trees you
may have which are not actually in your
way. It is better policy to curve the
walk several feet in order to pass a tree

than to cut down the tree in order to have
a walk just where you want it. In setting

shade-trees, two things are to be consid-

ered : First, will the tree, when it reaches
maturity, unduly shade or darkAi any
portion of the house? And second, will it

at maturity shut off any attractive view
from the house? Trees and gross-growing
shrubs should always be considered at

maturity. A tree may be only ten feet

high when set, but if its mature growth
will reach twenty-five or more feet, the

effect at maturity on its surroundings
must be considered at the time of planting.

Do not dot trees and shrubs over the

space like checkers on a board. Always
allow any abundance of room for a wide
and free expanse of lawn. In the best

class of landscape work on a large or small

scale, straight lines are, as a rule, avoided.

Sharp corners or curves are softened or

modified by a grouping of shrubbery, add-
ing to the attractiveness of the whole.

Select the varieties of trees and shrubs
suited to your soil and climate, and with
trees, see to it that the greater number are

of upright growth. Of a dozen trees,

eleven of them should be of the upright

growth and only one of the drooping or

weeping character, like Ejlmarnock wil-

low. Do not, as a rule, on small grounds,

have more than one tree with red or white

foliage. One purple-leaf beech or one cut-

leaf birch would be sufficient contrast to

eight or ten of the green-leaf types.

In the matter of color, the flowers of

summer will supply this; or if these are

for any reason limited, the variety of color

may be obtained by the use of low-grow-
ing shrubs with a variety of color in both
foliage and flower.

As we have suggested in regard to flow-

ering plants, the arrangement of trees and
shrubs should be such that the tallest at

all times form the background. This

applies not only to grouping or massing,

but to single plantings. So also with
borders of roses and the like ; the dwarfer
sorts should be nearest the front, and the

taller kinds in the background.
In previous issues we have named good

varieties of shrubs for general planting.

This could be extended according to the

portion of country where the varieties are

to be planted. Among the ground orna-

mentations of a country place nothing
will give greater satisfaction than roses,

planted either singly, in beds or borders.

In the colder sections of the country, the

class known as hybrid perpetuals will

be found most desirable for permanent
effects. They are almost entirely hardy,

and while not so profuse bloomers as the

varieties classed under the general name
of teas or ever-blooming, with proper
care they will give an abundance of bloom
for many years.- Among the best sorts

which have the merit of having been
severely tested in all parts of the country,

the following are of the best: General
Jacqueminot, a good, old sort, strong
growing and bearing a profusion of double,

dark scarlet blossoms of large size ; Louis
Van Houtte, very similar, but the bloom
is darker

;
Coquette des Alps and Coquette

des Blanches, both varieties of great merit,

white, blooming profusely and in clusters

;

Capt. Christy, blossoms of a delicate flesh-

color, darkest in the center, a free bloomer;
Prince Camille de Rohan, dark crimson,

almost black; Boule de Neige, a pure
white, profuse bloomer and strong grower.

La Prance is properly a hybrid tea, but its

strong growth renders it almost hardy in

the extreme North ; a slight winter protec-

tion will carry it through severe winters.

The flowers are large and of a beautiful

flesh-color, fragrant and a free bloomer.

Of the newer sorts, Dinsmore, scarlet,

American Beauty, crimson, Ulrich Brun-
ner, red. Dr. Reymont, crimson, and Mrs.

John Laing, pink, are all sorts of promise,

and will be additions to any collection.

All are entirely hardy.
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^ EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

'

]fROM PiiOEiDA.—No other state In the Union
equals Florida for truck farming. First, it is

near to coast and Interior markets; second,

the season for the best crops is winter and
spring, when all other states, except along the
gulf, are dead with the winter's chill; third,
Florida has the eastern states and many of
the middle and southern states for a winter
miirket. R. B.
San/ord, Fla.

From Virginia.—We have a very fine crop
of wheat; corn is looking well; grass is mod-
erately good; oats are good; fruit is scarce.

The dairy business is large in this county.
Milk and cream are sent to Washington,
which, is only fifty miles distant. Loudon
county will compare favorably with any
other in the state. It has fine farming and
grazing lands, is well timbered, and has as fine
water as ever came out of the ground. It has
several very enterprising towns. Paoeman
.Spring is a nice town, with the finest medic-
inal water in the East, and a lovely place for
homes. We have a fine country, cheap land,
and are close to good markets. S. M. J. H.
HilUboro, Va.

From Ohio.—Clermont county is a good
part of Ohio for farming. The present
wheat crop is good; corn is looking fine. I

have one fourth of an acre in onions this year,

and they are about ready to harvest. They
are the Red Wethersfield and Yellow Dan vers,

and many of them will not go in a pint cup

;

am also rai.sing Prizetaker from seed. Have
a fine patch of melons. I have ,ibout one
thousand tomatoes out, and they are doing
well. Have been trying some novelties, and
am like Joseph as regards the twenty-six-day
tomato, and pronounce it a humbug, or noth-
ing more than an ordinary tomato. I am
tr,ainiug about fifty to stakes and pruning the
surplus vine; expect fine fruit, but not so
much as if they were left on the ground.
Lerado, Ohio, t G. M. W.

From Michigan.-There never was a time
when a man could build a home cheaper than
now. Land can be bought in this or adjoin-,

ing counties cheaper than to homestead, con-
sidering the nearness to market, church and
schools. No one need go so far back that they
cannot hear the car-whistle or the church-
bell. Land is easily Improved, and the cheap
lands will raise vegetables if well worked.
^[uch of the land here will raise wheat. No
man from this part of Michigan has- gone into
the so-called industrial armies. The Farm
AND Fireside atlas shows that we are blessed

with plenty of water, and one can find plenty
of lakes, springs,creeks and ponds here that are
not on the maps. Good citizens who are tired
of town or city life are invited to come and
find homes among us. There are no saloons
in country places here; so bring your boys
along and get homes for all. H. H.
Montcalm county, Mich.

From Virginia.—In Halifax county, Vir-
ginia, will be found one of the finest climates
in the South. It is never too warm nor too
cold. Our winters are very short, with but
little snow and ice. No cyclones, no north-
ers, no earthquakes, no strikes, no Coxeyism.
Scottsburg is a thriving little town on the
R. & D. railroad, backed by a fine surrounding
country, thickly settled with good people. It
has had no saloons for fifteen years. There
are fifteen or twenty lithia wells within the
village, similar in quality of water to the
famous Buffalo lithia and the Wolf-trap lithia
waters. The whole country is abundantly
watered with springs, creeks and rivers.
Staunton river. Difficult and Piney creeks are
a few miles east; Daii river four miles south;
Banister river two miles west. All these
watercourses are bordered by fine bottom
lands, which are most excellent for corn, to-
bacco, clover and grasses of all kinds. The
uplands also grow clover, fine tobacco, corn,
oats, wheat and orchard-grass. Japan clover
in the past five years has spontaneously over-
spread this whole section of country, taking
hold of the poorest fields, old gulleys and
roadsides, improving the lands and making
the best pasturage for all kinds of stock. Hal-
ifax county was one of the richest counties in
Virginia before the war, and can be made so
again with proper farm culture. A larger per
cent of the lands have been cultivated by
white and colored tenants for many years,
and now nearly all the colored people have
gone North, and the lands are for sale and can
be bought for $4 or $5 an acre—some selling for
$1 and $2 and on up to $8 per acre. I have
known poor people to pay for their farms off
of the first crop of tobacco. H. C. B.
Scottsburg, Va.

From North CAROLiNA.—Rutherfordton is
situated among the foot-hills of the Blue Ridge
mountains. The .scenery is grand and the
climate delightful. The winters are mild, as
it is nearly surrounded by mountains. On
the east lie the Cherry mountains, on the
north the Black mountains and on the west
the Blue Ridge. The people are hospitable
and kind, always ready to give a hearty wel-
come to all good people who come among
them. Land is cheap, fertile and easily culti-
vated. Northern farmers who are energetift
and thrifty could do well here by raising hay,
as the greater part of it is brought here from
other places and sells high. The land here Is

well adapted to grass. Our farmers make a
great mistake in not raising more feed and
less cotton. Fruits of all kinds grow fo per-
fection here, If given the proper attention.
The country is well watered by clear, running
brooks fed by springs. There are no ponds,
slashes or sloughs around here ; no mosquitoes
or other insects to disturb the night's repose.
Any one desiring to live easy can do so here.
The farmers work their lands half way, and to
a great disadvantage in many ways, and yet
mother earth yields a living. I often look
around and think what an energetic northern
farmer could do here. Timber and wood are
cheap and plentiful. A real comfortable cot-
tage of five good rooms can be built for $500.

I have no farms to sell, therefore I am disin-
terested

;
yet I would like to see this lovely

country filled with energetic people.
Rutherfordton, N. C. J. W. S.

The Sturges Steel Churn, as shown on page

15, manufactured by the Chicago Stamping Co.,

Chicago, is the latest improvement in butter

making. It has many points of excellence

over the old style wooden churn, chief of

which is its perfectly smooth surface inside,

thereby requiring but little labor to keep it

clean. The cover being full size of inside

diameter of churn, and edges rolled over

leases no projections for the accumulation of

sour milk. The frame is also made of .steel

throughout. The bearings are frictionless,

making it easy running. All who have not
seen it would do well to write the manufac-
turers for descriptive booklet.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE, New AtheiiB.O. Board,
room and books, $2 per week. Catalogue free.

Potato Diggers ^^*PRTC'?^o^"c^'ove. n
Address

T.

CRUIT FARM FOR SALE. A twenty acre fruit
• farm two miles from South Haven, Mick., on shore of
LakeMich.l200peach trees,small vineyard,several acres
in small fruits. Fairhouse.Delightfulclimate andneigh- /

bors. Price low.Terms easy. A. S. Porter.Springfield, 0.

FARMERS WANTED
To use and sell the Hold
Fast Corn Binders. Thou-
sands being sold. Liberal
terms. Apply for right
in your own territory.
Complete outfit only
costs 5 cents.

TH]© TIE CO.,
TJnadilla, - New York.

POT-GROWN
is Strawberry Plants.
Best varieties. Large Plants. Perfectly
rooted. PRICE »3 FEB 100. 100,000

CURRANT C0TTINGS, ETC. Send for
Illustrated I,ist,

GREEN'S NURSERY CO., Rochester, N. Y.

FRUIT
PRESERVED

in its natural state for years, by using

FRUIT PRESERVALINE.
No Cooking. Cold Process.

PRESERVES, JAMS, JELLIES.
MARMALADES, PICKLES,

CATSUPS, CIDER, ETC.,

never mold, ferment nor spoil if

'^Frnit" Preservaline be used.

Simple, Tasteless, HaPmless and Cheap.

Sample box, enough for !.i gallons, with directions,

sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 50 cents.

THE PRESERVALINE MFG. CO.,

la Cedar St., New York.
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BREEDS AND THEIR USES.

WE are often at a loss to

determine which breed to

recommend, and yet the

question of "which is the

best breed" is a very fre-

quent one. The majority

of the inquirers desire to know which is

the best for both poultry and eggs. As

some of the breeds excel in certain respects

only, it is difficult to select any one of

them and make a claim in its favor as pos-

sessing all that could be desired.

We have no doubt that if one wished a

breed that excels as a market fowl, the

Dorking would come nearer answering the

purpose than anj' other, but unfortunately

the Dorking is a tender breed in this coun-

try, though considered superior to all

others in England. It is difficult to raise

the chicks, but after the chicks have passed

the period of feathering they are hardy.

In other words, it is about as easy to raise

a young Dorking as it is a young turkey.

Yet the Dorking is the best breed tor

market.
If we wished a breed that excels in egg

production, we would select the Hamburgs

or Leghorns, as they mature early, are non-

sitters, and lay a great many eggs, but the

Hamburgs cannot endure long and severe

winters, and are, like the Dorkings, tender

when young. The Leghorns, on the con-

trary, are hardy, but they have large combs,

which are liable to freeze in winter, and

when this happens they will not lay. Here

we have again to meet difficulties as well

as advantages.

Ttie "best" breed means a very small

difiference over the others. We doubt if

the "best" breed will lay as many as a

dozen eggs, during a whole year, more than

the breed that is at the foot of the list, and

this is not worth striving for when the

difficulties to be encountered ate consid-

ered. No matter which of the breeds may
,

be used, the "best" depends largely on the ^
feed and the management.

If we were compelled to select a breed, -

we would never aim for the best market

fowl, or the one that could lay the most

eggs in a year, but would first endeavor to

learn which is the most suitable for the

climate. In other words, which breed is

the hardiesL The first requisite is a healthy

flock, one that is

which will, if a large number is kept, have

fewer members on the sick-list. It does

not pay to have a hundred birds and only

one half of them on duty. The heus may
be of the best-known breed for laying, but

if they are not adapted for the farm, they

will cause a loss and disgust the farmer

with pure breeds.

the cross-bred Leghorn and Brahma pul-

lets, and the chicks will be one half Ply-
mouth Rock, one fourth Brahma and one
fourth Leghorn, but the pullets from the

cross should be sold. If other pullets are

wanted, let them be half Brahma and half

Leghorn.
The advantages of the above method are

that new blood will be the rule. While
the laying hens may be one half Leghorn,
the chicks for market should have not

more than one fourth Leghorn blood, for

the reason that Leghorn chicks show their

combs too early, and this is detrimental to

them in the markets. They also feather

too rapidly, and may droop from the great

drain on them in the production of feath-

ers. It is important to raise all chicks

hatched, and this can only be done when
they are from hardy and vigorous parents.

If the pullets of the second cross are

retained, they will contain only one fourth

Leghorn blood, and will be one half Ply-

mouth Rock. Mate a Wyandotte male
with them. Follow the order given, as

follows: First year use a Brahma male
with common hens, then a Leghorn male,

next a Plynioutli Rock and last a Wyan-
dotte, going back to the Brahma again.

NEST TO PREVENT EGG-EATING.

A novel contrivance, sent by Mr. G.,L.

Bateman, of California, for preventing

hens from eating their eggs, is given in

ourJUustration. Take a soap-box, remove
the top and place the hgs. on a board, or

leave it with the bottom on. Cut away
one half of the front, or an opening large

enough to permit of placing a small basket

or a pan of sawdust in the box. Now tack

a liour-sack over the box, and let it sag.

Cut a hole in the top of the sack. Close

the front of the box with a board. The
hen will go on the sack to lay, and the egg
will roll down and into the hole, and con-

tinue until it falls into the pan of sawdust

Nest to Peevent Egq-eating.

underneath. Instead of a flour-sack an old

piece of carpet, or anything that will serve

free from disease, and tlie purpose may be used. It will cost but

a few cents to give this method a trial.

SELLING EGGS AT HIGH PRICES.

After collecting the eggs for two or three

days from a large number of hens, place

them together and examine them closely.

They will appear of different sizes, colors

and shapes. Now assort them in different

lots, and note the great change that has

appeared. Each lot will be somewhat uni-

form, and will also be more attractive,
while before they were assorted they pos-
sessed no advantages in appearance over
eggs that may not be so fresh or desirable.
The way to secure high prices is to improve
the appearance. Attractiveness is an im-
portant feature in selling, and applies to
eggs as well as to anything else. Uniform-
ity of size and color may be secured by
assorting the eggs and selling each lot sep-
arately, which will induce a great deal
higher prices.

LARGE CHICKS.

Good prices are now paid for large chicks
weighing about two and one half pounds
each. It is useless to send them to market
unless they are fat and in good condition.
They may be sold either dressed or alive.

To fatten them, put not over twenty-five
together in a small yard (not in coops) and
feed them three times a day. A mixture
of boiled potatoes, skim-milk, corn-meal
and bran is excellent, but between the
meals they should have a light mess of

chopped grass or clover. They will become
fat in about ten days, provided they are free

from lice, as no amount of food will be of

3'^'ail if the lice persistently annoy and
torment them.

SELECTION OF BREEDS FOR CROSSING.

In selecting a breed, aim to have size,

activity and hardiness. One of the best

characteristics of the Brahmas is that they

have small pea-combs, which do not freeze

in winter, and their heavy feathering is a

protection. The Brahma, however, must

Ije fed with judgment, as it is a heavy

feeder, and may be throwu out of laying-

condition by too much grain in summer.

For confinement in yards it answers well,

as it is somewhat indolent in its habits.

The Plymouth Rock and the Wyandotte

are breeds that have become favorites,

because they are hardy, have fair size and

are active, j'et they are not the best table

fowls, nor do they equal the Legho4-ns.for

egg production.

We are not partial to crosses, not that

something may not be gained by crossing,

if judgment is exercised in selection,

but because when one begins to cross his

breeds he soon destroys the flock by omit-

ting to procure choice males every year.

A flock of common hens may be improved

by the use of a Plymouth Rock male,

but there will be a temptation to keep
some of the cross-bred males for use the

second year. Some advantages may be

secured by crossing when the object is to

secure both egg and choice market chicks.

For instance, to have good and hardy layers,

a Leghorn male (selecting one with a small

comb) may be used with Light Brahma
hens. The males from this cross should

be sold as soon as large enough, while the

pullets may be kept as layers. They will

be half Leghorn and half Brahma, and will

combine the activity of the Leghorn with

the hardiness of the Brahma. For market

chicks use a Plymouth Rock male with

FEEDING YOUNG TURKEYS.

While tiarkeys need no food but that
which they secure for themselves at this

season of the year, yet if a mess of wheat
and corn is given at night it will induce
them to come up regularly. They will

stray a long distance over fields during the
day in search of food, but can be made to
come up regularly at night, if given only
a light meal at a certain hour, which will
be an advantage in protecting them against
enemies in the field.

ADVANTAGES OF LINSEED-MEAL.

Linseed-meal should not be fed as a reg-
ular ration, for the reason that it contains
too much oil and fattening material; but
as it also contains about thirty-six per
cent of protein (flesh-forming substance),
and about seven per cent of ash (bone-form-

ing substance), it is one of the best materials
that can be selected for balancing the ration

,

when such is necessary. Grain is deficient
in lime, and excels in fat-producing sub-
stances. When it is fed steadily, and the
food is lacking in variety, a mess of linseed-
meal, twice aweek, will be found excellent.
The proper mode of using linseed-meal is

to mix it with some other substance, as it

is sticky. One pint of linseed-meal, two
pints of corn-meal and three pints of bran,
w^ell mixed with boiling water, and fed at
night, to twenty-five hens, is a fair mess,
and it will not only serve as a change, but
is a safeguard against bowel disease, as it

prevents constipation and promotes diges-
tion. Cotton-seed meal is fully its equal in
feeding value, but it is constipating, and
for that reason linseed-meal should be used
in preference.

SKIM-MILK AND BRAN.

While little chicks should have no milk
but that which is fresh, the hens may be
given all the skiui-iiiilk that they will con-
sume, and we will include whey, curds
or buttermilk. It should never be left in
the pans, however, but should be cleared
away as .soon as the hens have satisfied
themselves. The most satisfactory method
is to use the milk for mixing the ground
grain that may be used. One of the best
mixtures for producing eggs is to take a
pint of milk, stir into it a gill of linseed-
meal and then thicken with equal parts of
bran and corn-meal until a stiff', crumbly
dough results, which should be fed at night
and the residuum removed. Bran is rich in
mineral matter, and supplies substances
more largely than can be derived from
ground wheat or corn. It is not advisable
to feed the hens ground grain in the morn-
ing, as they should be compelled to seek
their food, and work, hence whole grains,
well scattered, should only be given. At
this season of the year one meal a day is

amply sufficient.
,

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE

To spend your holidays is Hot Springs, Soutli

Dakota.
Health and pleasure seekers find in this

lovely spot the full realization of their antic-

ipations.

The Burlington's local agent will gladly give

you full information about Hot Springs, and
also—if you ask for it—a beautifully illus-

trated folder. D. O. Ives,
G. P. & T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

Davis' Cream Separator Chum, power
hot water and feed cooker combined.
Agents wanted. Send for circular. All
sizes Hand Cream Separators.
Davis & Kankia B. & M. Co. Chicago

PRESERVING EGGS.

Although we have many times advised
how to preserve eggs, yet inquirers request
more advice. We can best give the most
satisfactory method in a few rules : 1. Use
only eggs from hens that are not with
males. 2. Place the eggs on racks or trays,
or in any manner so as to permit of turn-
ing them easily. 3. Turn them half around
twice a week, to prevent adhering of con-
tents to the shells. 4. Keep them in a cool
(or cold) place. The first rule is the most
important.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Sadden l,osses.—Mrs. G. W. S., East Onon-

daga, N. Y., writes: "My hens act dumpish,
remain humped up, and often die in a few
hours. They appear well at night, and are
sometimes found dead in the morning. They
are in' good condition, but not overfat."
Reply :—The difBiculty may be due to some

substance eaten, or to lice. Remove the male,
omit grain from their food, anoint heads with
a few drops of melted lard, and change their
location for awhile. They have no disease.

Buying Extra Fowls.—L. S. S., Indiana,
Pa., writes: "I am offered a lot of one hun-
dred fowls cheap, and as I have a large num-
ber myself, what should I do with them before
bringing them on my place?"
Reply:—Quarantine them on a separate

plot for awhilefas they may bring lice or dis-
ease into your flock. Even if but one fowl
among the one hundred is not well and free
from lice, there may be damage done by the
spread of disease or lice.

Probably Overfeeding.-Mrs. L. B. S.,

Buffalo, Mo.,- writes: "I have Plymouth
Bocks, and they have commenced to droop,
and some have died. On opening them we find
decomposed wheat in the crops. I fed wheat
of good quality, but fed none for a week, yet
it was found in their crops."
Reply:—It is due to indigestion, caused by

overfeeding of too much grain at this season.
Withhold all food, and add twenty drops of
tincture of nux vomica to each quart of the
drinkiug-watei'.

Exposnre of Chiclts.-Mrs. E. S., Reserve,
Kansas, writes: "After my chicks get from
one to two weeks old they become blind, stand
quietly, peep continually, and die. I feed a
variety, and have treated them for lice. I
keep them in a brooder."
Reply:—They have probably been exposed

to dampness' and drafts, and taken cold.
There is no remedy except to keep them dry
and free from drafts, although anointing
the faces with a few drops of crude petroleum
may be of assistance.

MICHIGAN LANDS.

FERTILE—CHEAP—HEALTHY

And not too far from good markets.

The MICHIGAN CENTRAL will run Special

Home-Seekers' Excursions on

JULY 10. these dates to points north
of Lansing, Saginaw and Bay

AUG. 14. City at one fare for the round
trip. Tickets good twenty

SEPT. 18. days and to stop over.

For particulars address,

O. M. BARNES, or O. W. RUG6LES,
Land Commiidioiier, Gcq'I Pass'r £fficket Agent,

LANSING, MICH. CHICAGO, ILL.

YlVllll-Snnnyside Valley. Irrigated Lands and
lAMIYIH Lots. SuicCrops and Profits. Write for Fold-
er, Maps, Prices. F. H. Hagerty, Suunyside.Wash.

2SC for a Poultry

MARKER
Bookon Caponizing free. Send forCat.

of Poultry Specialties. Capon sets $2 up
W.H.WrGMORE, 107 S. 8thSt.,Phila.,Pa.

Do yon want the best Woven Wire Fence?
If you,do, always buy the s. ilunviok make.
Ask Sedgwick Bros. Co., rjchmuiid, Ind., for
catalogue and name this paper.

^$2.75!
springs, and

' _ T at.finelvfir

Bnyi our $9 Natural Finisli Baby Carrlam
complete with plated steel wheels, aile,

and one piece steam b«Dt Luiille. Mad« of bcstmute-
r!aI,Snelr&mBhed.reliable.ftD'lin]&ta[itee4i for 3 years, iiliipped

OQlUdaya'trial. FREIQUT PAID; qo money required in
adTance. 75.<aXI ia use. We arc the oldest aod t>c9t Iedowd
concern ofour kind, rcliatio and reaponsible RcfcreDca
.furnished at any time. Make and eell nothing but vhat ira

J^uarinteo to be as rcpreBoDted, sold at the lowett factory
'prices. WRITE TO-DAY for our large FREE iUufltrated
catalogue of latest deai^s and styles published.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

SUHNYSIDE POULTRY FARM. B, Minorcas, Leghorne.
Wyandottes, B. P. Rocks and Red Caps. Eges$2aud$l
per 13. Circulars. H. T. Anderson & Co., Natrona, Pa.

Brass Band <

Instruments, Drams, tJnlforms and
_ I all i£<iuipnients. Send stamp for
catalogue, 400 iflustrations. Lyon & Healy, Cnicago

will make
JJjJJQ Ij]\YF.W. MANN CO. Milfordi - Mass.

SHOO-FLY
Saves Dairymen and Horsemen
millions S. No Flies or Sores.

H more milk. Agents i90 month.
Shoo-Fly Mfg. Co., 1Q03 Fairmont Ave., Phila., Pa.

RIPVPICC Before Yon Buy A Wheel send
DIUIULCO stamp for our bargain list of high-
grade second-hands. Good -wheels §110 to 875.
EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO., Baltimobe, Mo.

CrmilfUCIlTandFINLANORYE,Giant
Sr r I I WntA 1 square Head, New RedwonderO La kiUWinter Fife.EarlTRed Clawson and improved
Fultz Wheat. Mammoth White Polish and Finland Rye.
Send 2c stamp for Samples and Catalogue of Seed Wheat,
Trees. Plants, Potatoes ind Seeds tor Fall Planting.
Sain'l Wilson, .*e<2 Grotn.T. .Uechanicsville, Pa.

Dollars! Dollars!! Dollars!!! Dollars!!!!

Others are making them, Why not Yon ?
If jou are out of Work, or Wish U> Better your Finaudal Condition

Write to-day fur particularji and cuts of C'arjwl Sweeperj. Flour Cabinets,
Clocks, Syringes and other Fast Sellin? ,\nicIeB. Don't let tliia Grand
Business Opportuuitv for Ladies or GcuttL-ncn pa^J br. Addresii

HOMESPECIALTYWORKS, Castorland, N.Y.

ELECTRICITr AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss Electro-Galvanic liorse Band.

tWill cure,
yoiirliorse
of Splints,
Weak

Joints,
Bog-

Spavin,
SidL-Uones. Curbs. RiDg-loncs. Sidney Troublta, Filled Tindons. Wind Gidb. kc
WLerever uaed its Bucc«39 has been marvelous. Each band is made to la?t, and
contains a complete batters. Price $aeach. to per pair. Corespondenc* solicited

Address B. B. BUSS ELECTRIC CO., lOW'A FALLS. IOWA

1894 BICYCLES^'-"-"GRADE DIUIULCd C-O-P*
Anywhere to aDy.-Tic [$"J5 Bicyflcfor*l-.&0

lAlI&lyles and prices. "
f^VtR

^Save dealer's prolits |$ri5 " »6l..50

'ARU«TOtNi=>^ Send for large illustrated CaUloRue Free

CASH Bl UNION, 1G2 W.Van Baren St.,B 1 1, CMeato,Ul*

Will $500 Help You Out? n
SO, yon

can Lave
We

MILK

and Cream will sour

and cause loss unless you use

PRESERVALINE. It's cheap

and harmless- Keeps milk and cream

fresh and sweet five to seven da3'S,

without ice. Successfully used for

seventeen years. Sample free.

Preservaline Manufactur'g Co.,

12 Cedar St., New York.
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THE PRAIRIE.

Long, level sweeps of dull, flat land, and still

More dull with dreary drifts of snow, which fly

Across the bleak and helpless earth, nor try

To veil her nakedness, but seem to chill

The staring plains, which stretch and stretch until

At last they find the dull, gray rim of sky.

And lose themselves in mist. . . Ah! how the eye

Would gladden at the promise of a hill.

—Jesse Lynch Williams.

Will 0' the Wisps' Story
A TAI,B BY MARIS PETERSEN,

Authoress of "The Princess Use."

TRANSLATED BY MARY CHAPMAN.

IGNBS FATUr.

*OR many days the
tempest bad raged.

The heavy storm-
clouds could find no
outlet from the clefts

of the mountains.
Dark and threaten-

ing they wound up
their dizzy pathway
on the steep prec-

ipices—a pathway up which
neither beast nor bold

hunter could follow them—or
they sank deep down in the

ravines, calling out with rolling

thunder tones in every rocky cleft,

in every cave, and puffing their sultry

breath on the trees and plants, which
stood anxious and motionless. The

timid wild animals had sought the protection

of the woods and caves, and the mountain-
swallows, which build their nests on the rocky
walls, no longer ventured into the upper air.

Flying close to the ground, the dark tips of

their wings almost brushing the grasses, they
wheeled about in trembling circles.

The storm-wind had rushed through the

valleys in short, fierce gusts, as precursor of

the bewildering torrents of rain. Wild and
cruel as he is, it was nothing to him that the

fairest and proudest trees of the forest

stretched out their green arms to hira implor-

ingly. If here and there a slender, supple

birch-tree had escaped unharmed from his

fierce embrace, yet many noble oaks, many
evergreen firs, paid with broken limbs for his

wild greeting.

The sister of the tempest, the rain-torrent,

was hardly less wild and full of malice than
her brother. Born of the same clouds, she
rushed over mountains and meadows with
the same unrestrained force and fury. Dash-
ing over the precipices, pressed together in

the clefts, she dragged violently on with her
everything that came in her way, rolled trees

and heavy stones from the mountains, and
pitilessly tore great rents in the green velvet

mantl* which the spring hung tenderly on
the bare shoulders of the old crags. But woe
above all for the ripening grain, through
which the wild torrent cut its way ! The ten-

der stalks were cast down, never to rise again.

Covered with mud and stones, fettered with
rank weeds, they died a miserable death

—

they, to whom every sunbeam had prophesied
future triumphs; how in their golden ripe-

ness they should make their festal entry into

the village on lofty, gaily-decked wagons,
blessed by the pastor and welcomed by the
happy-peasants with song and dance.

But though so much rain had poured down,
the dark clouds would not withdraw their

heavy folds which curtained the sky. Casting
shadow on shadow, they shrouded every inch
of the blue heavens which usually looked
with such sunny smiles between the leafy

canopies and the rocky ledges down upon the
flowery mead.
To-day the howling voice of the storm-wind

had not been heard since early morning. The
wild torrent of rain had ceased to shake its

silver mane; only a gentle shower rippled
softly after them over mountain and valley.

i)n the broad mirror of the frog-pond on the

border of the woods—there the rain-elves

danced their merry rounds all the afternoon,
and skipped away only as the sun sank to

rest, and the evening wind, which rested In the
grass,weary with conflict, rose up, and here and
there tore rents in the clouds through which
the genial sunbeams gently dropped their
evening greeting down to the valley. Pursued
by sportive breezes, the rain-elves took refuge
among the tall sedges, swinging from their

plumes and from the narrow leaves of the
reeds, or in long, misty procession they
ascended the steep ladder of sunbeams to
their cloud-mother, to dream in her arms of

new carnivals.

A broad stream of bright sunlight fell

through the rent clouds and filled the green
clearing in the woods, where from the crag

which jutted out half way up the mountain
side, the eye could sweep unhindered over a
wide prospect. Two young travelers stood

there arm in arm, and looked with shining
eyes on the land which lay at their feet

wrapped in shadow by the clouds and ap-

proaching evening.
Falling off abruptly toward the south, the

mountains extended two giant arms far into

the plain, wresting some miles of territory

from the fruitful meadowswhich stretched out

to the banks of the distant river, and claiming
them for its own possession. It is a green and
lovely spot of earth, which, embraced by
these mighty arms, protected from the north

and east winds, nestles warm on the rocky
bosom of the old mountain. Fed by her

fountains, unfolding in ever-increasing

beauty, adorned with luxuriant fields and
meadows, with wooded hills and fruit gardens,

it looks up with grateful smiles to the moun-
tain, whose lofty head rises above it crowned
with light; its fresh greenery presses coax-

ingly into the wildest clefts; its bold, young
trees, its fragrant, shadowy woods climb
bravely up the steep heights, springing dar-

ingly over fearful gulfs and precipices to

place two dark fir-trees on a lonely clifr, and a

waving, light green veil of birches on the

solemn head; or it follows lovingly the

mountain side and lies down to rest where
sparkling mountain brooks leap to greet it.

It was not the setting sun alone which shed
such light over the two boys as they stood

together on the cliff; the bright sunshine of

the just-begun summer vacation shone out
from them and brightened their blooming
faces with that sparkling, youthful delight

which makes a few weeks out of the school

cage, with full freedom to bound unre-

strained through field and wood, seem like an
eternity of inexhaustible happiness. And
when to that is added the return to a distant

home, the meeting with parents, brothers and
sisters, revisiting all the dear nooks in house
and garden which are glorified by the earliest

associations of dawning consciousness—ah,
how the young heart leaps up in flames of

joy!

Both the boys, who were almost young men,
came from a large town on the other side of

the chain of mountains. The heavy post-

coach in which they traveled could advance
but slowly on the mountain roads, gullied by
the rain, and while it halted for its relay of

horses at the last station among the moun-
tains, one of the boys had left the close wait-

ing-room and climbed the height by the

well-known footpath. His friend, who has-

tened after him, had but just caught up with
him, and now stood by his side, drawing long
breaths and gazing into his heated face.

"How your face glows," he said, smiling.

"You climb like a chamois; it was all I could
do to keep you in sight."

"Oh, I am at home here," said the other joy-

fully. "I know every tree, every stone. I

could find my way at night; in fact, I often

clambered among these rocks after sunset in

search of night-moths. Our traveling com-
panions have annoyed me all day; I never
could endure the fellows, and down there in

that close room their senseless clatter utterly

disgusted me."
"They are good fellows, though," replied his

friend. "A little wild and rough, but well
meaning. I think they would have liked to
ask us to play with them, but you put on such
a grand air that they did not venture."
"Well, 1 am glad they did not. But look

around you, my boy. Can you regret that
you did not stay down there?"
"No, indeed," replied the first. "It is glori-.

ous up here; and the wide prospect richly
repays one for damp clothes and the steep
path. The rain has stopped now, too, and the
long rays of light pierce through the wooded
ravines and show the mountain brook spark-
ling in the depths below. See that old church
on the hill. The gold cross on the steeple
shines as though it were on fire."

"That is the church in Nordingen," he an-
swered in joyful tones. "On the left of the
wood, far below us, you can see the gable of

our hduse. The two windows which shine so
brightly are in our guest-room ; you will live

there when you visit me next year. Ah, if I

could only take you with me now! What a
pity tkat your sister is to be married in vaca-
tion-time."

"What an idea! It was very nice in her to
be married in vacation, when I can be there.

But I should have liked to visit you, too. How
delightful it will be next summer. Do the
little houses below us also belong to Nor-
dingen?"
"Yes; the huts of the peasants and the

weavers are scattered all around among gar-
dens and fields. The manor-house could also

be seen from here formerly, but the elms and
lindens in thfepark have grown and concealed
the desolate building."

"Does no one occupy it now?"
"The bailiff lives in one wing with his wife

and family, but the main building is empty,
and the blinds and curtains are seldom
opened. My father often goes over to see that
everything is well taken care of and nothing
is out of order."

"Is the young-heir to live in England?"
"Oh, no; he is only being educated there

among his father's relations, and is to come
back as soon as he is of age. Up there, close

by the church, where the tall fir-trees rise

above thf roof, are the graves of his grand-
parents. My father was deeply attached to

the family. As long as 1 lived at home, he
had me carry fresh flowers to their graves
every Sunday all through the summer, and
either he or old Bridget often accompanied
me. The churchyard lies on the other side of
the hill, and extends to the park. I have seen
many coffins lowered into the earth there."
"Is your mother buried there?" asked his

friend in a softer voice.

"Alas! no," replied the other sadly; "my
mother died far away, when I was very small.
She does not rest in German soil."

Had you, dear reader, sat all day in the

coach opposite the two boys and listened to

their gay talk, and could you then have heard
this simple answer and gazed in the sud-

denly-clouded face of the speaker, perhaps
you might have seen at once why this face

had attracted you so strongly ; why your eyes

could not turn away from these firm, finely-

molded features, the grave mouth and the

dark, dreamy eyes, whence shone a ray of

child-like purity which seemed to belong to

another world. As the shadow of the clouds

lies on a landscape in its fresh spring beauty,

so an expression of melancholy gravity rested

on these youthful features, and spoke of some-
thing else than the happy days of blooming
youth and the delights of the summer vaca-

tion which was just beginning; of something
else than the simple experiences of a scholar

who is bringing home good reports and even
a prize. When on a childish face we see that

transfiguring breath of a spiritual significance

which transcends that tender age, we are

wont to cast anxious, questioning glances

into the future and prophesy an early death.

But how often is It but the shadow of a sad

past which we see before us, projecting itself

far into the young life—the traces of the

countless bitter tears which fell hot upon the

babe in its cradle—the reflection of earnest,

sad faces, under whose gaze the poor little one
practiced his first smiles, his first lispings.

And now that one precious treasure of a sad

and desolate heart, a child, who is cherished

and cared for with greater love for the sake of

the dead, and because it must forever lack a

a mother's affection, on its face the Lord God
writes a passport into the loving kingdom of

all good and tender hearts; and with this

divine passport on brow and eyes, the strange

boy has now your sympathy also, dear reader,

and you will no longer need to ask why you
bestowed it on him, since you know that he
is a motherless orphan.
His young comrade seemed to feel some-

thing of this silent attraction, as he now threw
his arm around his friend, and with a loving
glance from his clear and honest eyes said

affectionately

:

"How pleased your father will be to see you
to-day ; a day earlier than he expected you."
"Oh, my father, my dear, dear father! God

grant 1 may never be anything but a joy to

him ! You have no idea, Albert, how much
the thought sometimes troubles me; I know
that all his hopes and his happiness depend
on me. What if I were not to be such as he
would have me—I, his only child!"

"But that is too absurd," cried the first, has-

tily withdrawing his arm. "There he is, a
model from the very outset, the delight of all

his teachers; even the strict director could
find nothing in him to criticise. And the fel-

low fears that his own loving father will fall

into utter despair over such a miserable good-
for-nothing ! You promised me to give up all

your gloomy fancies. All the time for the
last two days you were as gay as a lark—your
head was always out of the window, looking
for your beloved mountains, which the clouds
persistently hid until we were right among
them. All night you never once closed your
eyes; and as soon as the road began to ascend,
you begged and coaxed that fierce, stout old
man until he actually let you sit outside.

And now, here on the threshold of your home,
your dear Nordingen actually before your
eyes, you hang your head and are in the
dumps. Come, come! The shadows are grow-
ing longer; we must not miss the coach."
"Oho!" cried the other, quickly drawing

away the arm which his friend had grasped,

"don't fancy 1 shall climb up. again into that
hot box of a coach and go all the way to Wald-
schenk, when no one is expecting me and no
carriage will be waiting. If I go down here
right thi'ough these bushes, by the wheat-
fields and through the alder swamp, I shall be
at home in an hour. My baggage can be left

at the inn until I send for it to-morrow."
"No, no, Walter, I don't like that plan," said

his more prudent friend. "See how dark it is

already in the valley ; the mist is rising every-
where, and may make you trouble."

"What, our veiled spirit, that will not harm
one of the children of the land. If one were
a stranger and did not know the path, it

might be dangerous among the rocks. Do not
be troubled about me. Crawl back into your
coach and greet the stout old gentleman for
me. But to-morrow, when you reach home
and see your parents and sisters and comical
little brothers, do not quite forget me in your
happiness."

"Dear Walter," said the other, laying his
hands on his friend's shoulders and looking
sorrowfully into his face. "For four long
weeks I must do without you. But on the
way back, the last Monday in July, we will
meet again at Waldschenk."
"Yes ; or better still, yfe. will meet here. You

can leave the coach before you reach the vil-

lage, when you come to the waterfall of the
Weissbach, and follow the path that leads up
from the brook to the left; then you will get
here long before the coach, and here you will

find me with my father, who will come up
with me. And we will bring with us juicy
pears from our garden, and alinond-cakes,
such as nobody biit our old Bridget can
make." '

The cheerful tones of the po.st-horn had
accompanied the last words; now the neigh-
ing of horses and the rumbling of a heavy
vehicle were audible in the woods behind the
speakers. One more warm pressure of the
hand, a cheerful "Farewell, God keep you!"

and one hastened back into the fir forest to
meet the coach, while the other, forcing his
way through the bushes, sprang down the
undefined but well-known path, where the
huge steps of a natural rocky staircase led
down the mountain side. Passing between
precipitous, rocky walls, he soon became the
companion of a voluble mountain brook,
which, gleaming and shy as a little lizard,

crept out from under the stones, and quickly
gathered force and boldness as it ran on. The
heavy rains had made the little brook .so wild
and wanton that soon the boy no longer rec-

ognized in the tumultuous roar the voice of his
old i>laymate, and could no longer keep pace
with the wild rush of the swollen stream. Be-
low, where the fall of the Nixy waves its misty
veil from the lofty cliff as it leaps down into
the Scliwarzbach, the green margin of the
rocky basin was overflowed, and Walterfound
only a few wet stones on which to step and so
pass through the rocky gate.

Beyond this point the water had washed
away the path which led toward the meadows.
The brook was now swollen to such a torrent
that it could not be crossed by leaping from
stone to stone, as the boy bad often preferred
doing instead of going by the little wooden
bridge. He went along by the bank a little

way, looking for a place where he could cross,

but finally decided to keep to the woods on
the left, and not to cross the Schwarzbach
until he reached the stone bridge in Nor-
dingen.

The path he now chose was longer, and his
father had formerly forbidden him ever to
follow it alone In the evening, for the wood
had bottomless bogs which were very danger-
oixs for any one who was imprudent or un-
familiar with them. But to-day no other
choice was left; Walter knew the path per-
fectly, and was two years older than when the
prohibition was last made. His father him-
self could have made no objection had he
been there.

So he took the narrow pathway, which,
leaving the brook, turned into the woods. The
excitement of the last few days, which had
driven sleep from his eyes by night and had
urged iiim so quickly up the mountain and
down the narrow gorge, racing with the
Schwarzbach, gradually died away in the
deep, impressive silence of the twilight woods.
Walter was not conscious how tired he was;
he walked slowly under the trees, and thought
of his rambles here with his father and the
stories of all that had happened in this part
of the forest. A gray-haired huntsman, who
had belonged to the establishment of the old
family and still lived in the manor-house, had
told him tlie strangest tales. The boy remem-
bered suddenly that he was a Sunday-child;
that old Bridget had told him he was born on
Sunday morning when the church-bells were
ringing, and would therefore' see more and
stranger things in the world than other peo-
ple with only ordinary vision. He had asked
his father, then what there was different

about Sunday-children, who were born, like

him, while the church-bells were ringing;
and his father answered, that children were
peculiarly favored when the sweet church-
bells rang a blessing to them at their very
birth. When the Lord God calls his people
together by the voices of bells, he does it that
he may bestow grace and blessing upon them

;

and his dear mother had received the sacred
sounds as a token of benediction when she held
her little, new-born son in her arms, thank-
ing God in earnest prayer for the little child

that he had given her, and vowing to watch
over him with truth and faithfulness, and
bring him up according to God's will. His
dear mother was no longer with him, but he
was already old enough to understand God's

commands, and if he accustomed himself early

to obey that holy will and to be attentive and
consider the gracious gifts of God, he would
soon come to the time when he would see

more and more glorious things than other men
who slumbered fast, wakened by no voices of

bells.

Then his father took him up into his own
room, where hung the large, beautiful picture

of his dead mother, and there told him many
sweet things of her—how angelically good she

had been, the joy and delight of all who knew
her, and how tenderly she loved her little

Walter. Though she endured such bitter

pain—and his poor mother had suffered much
and deeply—she forgot all her griefs so soon

as her child was brought into her room. With
him she laughed and played and was herself a

child ; her last failing strength was devoted to

the guidance of his tottering steps as he first

learned to walk, and when she died in a foreign

land, when in the hour of death all earthly

sorrow fell away from her spirit and she had
overcome even the sharp pang of separation

from her child, she whispered with a happy
smile that she heard the church-bells as they

rang at Walter's birth—they were the matin
bells of the new day which dawned for her.

The young traveler had grown grave; his

thoughts had led him far back into the past,

and as often before, a thousand unanswered
questions hovered with anxious, gloomy fore-

bodings and conjectures about the unknown
grave of this early-lost mother, whose destiny

was wrapped in thick twilight for him. His

father and old Bridget, the only ones who
could enlighten him, had withheld all expla-

nations. When he questioned them impor-

tunately, they had told him to wait until he

was older and could understand better. They
had told him of various traits in her, of her

goodness and unselfishness, of her meek sim-
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plicity and tendur care for others, and while
by these accounts they had done their best to

fan the natural love in the heart of the ardent
boy to a glowing flame of enthusiastic devo-

tion, they had refrained, either intentionally

or accidentally, from giving any definite back-

ground for the sainted imaffe which' they
placed in the shrine of his heart. The search-

ing eyes of the orphaned sou strove in vain to

bring his lost mother from the shadowy
realms of misty fancy, and to see her former
earthly life in clear, plain outlines.

A long, hopeless illness bad laid the young
mother in her early grave; but when his

father thought of the great sorrows she had
endured—when at the same thought tears ran

silently down the furrowed cheeks of the

faithful Bridget and fell on her clasped

hands—then "Walter felt an absolute cer-

tainty that she must have suflfercd more
than the mere bodily pains of a fatal illness.

His mother had not been happy! She was
good and pure as an angel, beloved, and even
now reverenced by her family as though she

were a saint; yet in life she had been un-

happy. Unhappy? Yet she had his father,

who was a model of all possible perfections,

and her little Walter, whom she had loved so

tenderly?

This was the great puzzle in the life of the

poor boy—a puzzle for whose explanation he
would have given years of his youth. Once
when he assailed old Bi-idget with impor-
tunate questions, with tender entreaties, she

begged him with tears not to coax her to dis-

obey her good master and break her promise
to him. This entirelj' cutoff, once and for all,

»every investigation in that quarter. His
father's wish was sacred to Walter; he felt a

deep, respectful awe of the mystery of the

past which was so painful to his beloved

father. But how would it be now when he

had come home after a long absence, and was
so much older and graver? Would his father

now confide in him? Would he be thought
worthy to have the dark seal of the past

removed, and be granted a free view of the

earlier life of his parents?

Absorbed in his thoughts, Walter had wan-
dered on under the leafy canopy of the woods
and had not noticed that the darkness fell

rapidly. Suddenly, the path descended
sharply on one side, as though the mountain
had thrust out one last i-ocky step into the

valley. The trees were not so close here, and
Walter could look about him more freely.

Right before him, at the foot of the declivity,

was a luxuriant green meadow, surrounded
by forest trees, and in it lay a silent, reedy

pond, stretching out a long way and extend-

ing heyond the forest toward the west, and
there, where the alder swamp and the culti-

vated fields joined each other, giving outlet

through its quiet depths to the Schwarzbach.
Only a small part of the smooth, watery mir-

ror was agitated by the wild brook. The
waves which it cast up as it flowed swiftly

through broke on either bank against the

roots of the trees, or for a little distance

danced shyly in circles over the cool surface,

until the reeds, standing ready all about,

received them and sang them to sleep with
soft murmurs. Herein the wood, where the

seldom-trodden foot-path led down to the

pond, the water lay dark and still as death

;

little oak twigs, thrown down by the tempest,

rested on the surface as motionless as the

broad leaves and white, starry blossoms of

the water-lily. The weary evening breeze had
sunk to rest with the sun ; the scattered clouds

had drawn together again and sunk deeper;

the fading evening light showed but a few
pale lines of color on their edges. The air

was sultry; the only sound that broke the

profound silence was the melancholy cry of

the frogs, which had given the pond its name.
Walter knew the place, and had never ap-

proached it without a shudder. The green

meadow, a bog covered with luxuriant veg-

etation, was called by the peasants the "Phan-
toms' Meadow" and also the "Dead Man's
Garden," since the time, many years before,

when a learned botanist sank there, and soon
after a poor widow from the mountains, who
was gathering fagots in the forest, was swal-

lowed, with her son. All sorts of uncanny
apparitions were said to appear there. The
savant who there met his death was said to

have been a perfect heathen. He never en-

tered the house of God, but dealt with evil

spirits, who now held their nightly meetings
over his grave. The peasants in that region

carefully avoided the spot when they were
obliged to go through the woods alone, and
the narrow foot-path which led around the

edge of the bog was but little trodden. In
many places the quick-growing grass and
forest moss had obliterated all traces of it.

Walter felt no fear of the unknown wonders
of the forest; he loved the awe thej' produced.
The mysterious had always exercised a
powerful charm over him, and to-day the
lonely spot spun its magic threads about the
weaiT boy.

It occurred to him that in order to take his

father completely by surprise, he must wait
in the woods until it was quite dark. He did
not want to be seen far off as he was approach-
ing the house. It would be so nice to walk in

suddenly and unexpectedly. Old Bridget was
weak and timid; he would spare her. But his

father was in the habit of sitting up late in

his room, reading or writing. He would creep

through the garden and climb in at his father's

window, as he had often done when a little

child. And just here it was glorious. He
would wait here for the proper hour.

He lay down under a huge maple-tree on
the slope. The pond and the mirror lay in

one another's embrace at his feet; the forest

j
threw its green garland around both, and the

I

tall reeds which adorned the water lifted their

i heads here and there among the flowers in the
meadow, as a warning to the wanderer not to

trust the treacherous ground. Justin front of

the boy's resting-place the reeds divided and
left an open view. The water here came up into
a little cove made by the Phantoms' Meadow,
which thrust a narrow tongue of land out
into the pond. On one side framed in by-

meadow flowers and tender blades of grass,

while on the other wild blackberry-vines and
wreaths of moss drooped from the stones on
the steep bank into the water, this cove was
the little world where lived a water-lily,

which unfolded her buds to-day for the first

time under the gently-falling showers. The
young flower had never as yet passed a night
In the woods. She still rested on her green
stalk in the middle of the cove, and looked
out into the twilight with wonder and timid-

ity. Distant lightning shot across the heavens
in the open spaces between the tree-tops. At
the tip of the low-lying tongue of land stood an
oak-tree, blasted bj' the lightning. Stretching
his two remaining barren and half-consumed
branches out over the pond, his dark, strange

form resembled in the twilight a gigantic

magician, who walks with long, trailing gar-

ments over the water, and stretching far out
his gaunt arms, utters his magic spells in the

dark night. Solemn trains of misty figures

hovered over the moor behind him, some-
times seeming to stand still as if enchanted,
and again whirling about fantastically when-
ever the slumbering night-wind drew a long
breath, and the reeds sighed, shuddering. A
cricket sang her evening song; the cry of the
screech-owl sounded from the thicket.

Walter rested, his head leaning on his hand.
His glance dreamily followed the misty
figures on the rnoor; his thoughts fluttered

like the floating mist; the boy's eyelids fell;

the straw hat rolled from his curls, and his

weary, heavy head fell on the moss-covered
root of a tree.

Sadder and louder rose the lament of the
frogs in the pond; the screech-owl cried more
drearily through the wood. The night-wind
rose and shook the tree-tops violently; it

crept cold over the hot forehead of the
sleeper. But the boy neither heard nor felt

anything. He lay in a profound slumber,
and the night-wind sank to rest again, and
the trees were motionless as before.

The summer night spread her darkest veil

over the forest, over the Phantoms' Meadow
and the frog-pond. Now and then distant

sounds rose on the air—single, two together,

several in succession. The little church of

NordiSgen, the gray old warder of time,

counted from its tower the passing hours and
quarters, and day and night uttered to the
valley its monotonous sermon on the flight of

time. In daylight, in the rush of life, its

voice speaks to most men of earthly things

alone. With warning and exhortation it calls

to the industrious peasants and weavers in

the I'egion all about; it sends them to their

labor and calls them to their simple meals,

their evening repose. But at night, on the

silent couch, what does the old tower clock

say to them? Happy, healthy persons,

wrapped in deep and quiet sleep, do not hear

its voice. But those whose eyes cannot close

by reason of bodily or mental pain, in whose
weary limbs fever burns, whom care and sor-

row or a heavy conscience will grant no peace

of heart nor closing of the eyes in slumber,

what say the hours to these? Are they hard
mile-stones, by which they count with sighs

how short have been their joys and pleasures,

and long is their torture and rough the path,

through storms and over sharp rocks? Do
they feel that one of these mile-stones—per-

haps the very irext—willibe the boundary stone

of that unknown land which they must enter

when the joys and sorrows of earth are for-

ever ended? And do thej', poor souls, shudder
at that boundary ? Happy art thou to whom
the land beyond is not a dark and unknown
country, but the radiant land of promise!

Happy art thou, even though the pangs of

sickness rack thee, though care and sorrow

—

ah, though even the pain of sin gnaws at thy
heart! Still thou knowest thy hope! In

every hour that strikes thou feelest the finger

of God, which guides even thy poor little

human life, which counts thy pulses and can

still their throbbings and wipe away all tears

from thine eyes—the finger of God, which
rises in warning when thou dost stumble,

bidding thee, "Watch, be faithful, wait and
hope!"

[Jb be corUinued.]

HORACE MANN'S COUNTRY SCHOOL.

The country school, as it existed In the

thought of Horace Mann, had nothing in

common with the college or the university.

In his mind the education of the child of the

humblest laborer in the commonwealth was
of as much consequence as that of the child

born to an inheritance of millions. Of state

universities, of agricultural colleges, of sec-

ondary schools, of manual training, of uni-

versity extension, he had no occasion to

learn, and so was left free to concentrate the

powers of his mind upon his work in behalf

of the common district school.

He went from village to village, and from
hamlet to hamlet, preaching everywhere to

the common people - the saving gospel of

education ; and the common people heard
him gladly.

If we expect to rescue the common district

school from its present low estate, we must
catch the spirit of Horace Mann, and talk to

the people in plain, unmistakable language,
concerning the duty as well as the necessity

of providing for every child in the state the
best education possible at the public expense.
But in many country districts in every state

where population is scarce, and school-houses
far apart, apathy, ignorance and indiflerence

brood like a thick cloud over the entire com-
munity. There are two questions which claim
the attention of the public just now: The one
is how to obtain better results from the work
done in the elementary schools in our towns
and villages; the other Is hoy to raise the
character of the instruction given in the
common country school.

Horace Mann's teacher for the district

school must possess aptness to teach, as well
as knowledge, which he says embraces a
knowledge of methods and processes. But
Horace Mann's teacher must also possess the
power to govern and control her school, not
necessarily through fear, for love is far better

and more enduring. Yet when love fails,

force must be called in, for disobedience is

the open gate to all evil influences.

Horace Mann's idea was very far from
confining instruction in the country schools

to the three R's. Whatever has a tendency to

make the boy more useful on the farm, or to

make the life of the farm more attractive to

him; whatever will make the daughter more
useful in the home, or make the home a place

of supreme pleasure to her, may legitimately

be taught in the district school. It is not
desirable that the country school should keep
equal pace with city systems in the character

and kind of studies introduced in it. What
the city school ought to do in fitting boys for

the oflice or for professions, the country
.school must do in fitting boys and girls for

the farm.

Long and earnestly did Horace Mann labor

to reform the architecture of the country
•school-house. There will never be suitable

buildings until the state exerts its authority

and compels it, as a prerequisite of obtaining

a share of the public funds. Finally, the

district school-house must be the rallying

point for every influence which tends to

elevate or benefit mankind. Within its walls

should be kept the district library. Here may
be held the country lyceum, the debating

society, the singing school.

—

Henry SaMn, Des

ilmnes, Tmm.

TAME-SPIRITED AMERICANS.

No doubt every boy who has the spirit of

liberty in him has said to himself on reading

the stoi-y of Caligula or of Nero, "What fools

the Romans were to put up with the cruelties

and follies of their emperors! Why didn't

they rise in rebellion and turn out such
monsters?"
Truly they did display an astonishing

amount of patience. But if any of the boj-s

who grow sarcastic over the meekness of the

old Romans live in one of our largest cities,

let them ask their fathers what kind of men
fill the city offices.

Who are the aldermen? Liquor dealers,

perhaps, or prize-fighters, or gamblers, or

loafers.

The heads of departments are selected from
the ward and district bosses, whose only trade
is politics, and who never earn anything
unless it is by cheating at elections—and that

is paid for by the city.

Why do not the people turn them out?

Because they are the slaves of party, as much
as the Romans were the slaves of Nero. Their

rulers do not murder them, nor command
them to commit suicide, as the emperors did;

but they rob their subjects openly.

Yet there is not spirit enough in the Amer-
ican people to tear ofl' the party fetters and
unite to form a purely municipal party,

independent of national politics, to put good
men in office and keep them there.

Until they can do that, let them not sneer

at the ehicken-heartedness of the people of

Rome in the first century.— FoM/ft'« Companion.

OUR REMOTE ANCESTORS.

Dr. J. G. Garson, lecturing at the Royal
Institution on "Early British Races," endeav-

ored to sketch out the method by which
the British islands were originally peopled.

The information imparted by the lecturer

has been gathered up from river drift and
other deposits in various parts of the islands,

where occasionally evidences of the existence

of primitive man are found. Some of these

deposits go to show that man existed in the

pre-glacial era, though the evidence is some-

what doubtful. But, according to Dr. Garson,

when the ice cleared off from the northwest

of Europe, Great Britain and Ireland were

part of the mainland, and their territory

stretched a considerable way northSvard and
westw.ard into the Atlantic.

The Rhine and the Thames ran together up
the plain which is now the North sea, and
emptied themselves Into the ocean beyond
the Shetlands. Glacial man crossed the great

valley of the English channel and took up
his abode among the flints abounding in the

South. From the continent also came the

mammoth, the woollj' rhinocerous and other -

fauna now restricted to tropical regions, and
the.se were chased by m.an, as is proved by !

the remains of these animals which are found
side by side witb the human bones.

After the hunters came the cavemen, who
evidently possessed some Ingenuity and were
taking the flrst steps of humanity toward
civilization. In the caves with the fragments
of these ancient people are generally found
articles manufactured with more or less art,

and in some instances evincing considerable
skill, having regard to the rude tools and
implements with which they worked.
Dr. Garson showed his audience a large

number of skulls and other fragments of

paleolithic, neolithic and round barrow men
who were formerly inhabitants of Great
Britain. There was a marked distinction

between the formation of each of these, the
skulls of the first-named being conspicuous
for a remarkable frontal development and a
receding lower jaw; those of the second were
strongly dolichocephalous, with long, narrow
faces, and those of the third not differing

very much from the present generation.

From the bones of these ancient Britons it is

assumed that they were of very diminutive
stature, and when contrasted with corre-

sponding bones of people now existing, there

certainly appeared to be some justification

for the assumption.

BREAD WITHOUT WHEAT.
Research shows that so-called "bread" has

been made out of very many substances be-

sides wheat and other cereals. In remote an-

tiquity all kinds of almonds, nuts and grains
were used for this purpose. In South Amer-
ica an enormous quantity of earth nuts is

devoted to this object; they come from Vir-

ginia, South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee.
Tliere thej'also use poppy seeds, chestnuts and
rice. In ancient times the Inhabitant of

Thrace made a kind of flour out of the trian-

gular and thorny roots of the water-lily. In
Sj-ria they dried mulberries and made them
into flour, the chief objection to which arose

from the fact that it caused the hair to fall

off. Persons with large appetites became bald.

The Egyptians made bread out of a mixture of

wheat grains and flour. In Sweden, Lapland
Iceland and Tartary they made bread out of

powdered fish, dried and ground. In northern
countries they mix tomato fiour with pow-
dered meal. The Irish, in times of distress,

like the inhabitants of Russia, made bread
from a species of moss found in abundance on
their coasts. It is said that this bread is

nourishing and appetizing. The Indians dur-

ing their frequent famines made an imitation

bread of crushed white stones, bark of trees

and sawdust. They consider themselves

lucky when they can mix millet and its vari-

eties with it. Sorgho, dura, rice, roots rich in

starch, give up arrowroot, manioca and
tapioca.

AN EASY WAY TO MOVE.

A friend from California tells this story

illustrative of the comfort and excellence of

Chinese service on the Pacific coast. It was
moving day, and a new house had been rented

in a distant part of the city. The contract for

the removal of the furniture from the old

house to the new was given to Chines^ men.
On the morning of the day in question the

family went to a hotel, spent an agfeeable

day, ate a comfortable dinner, and in the eve-

ning went to their new house, which was in

l^erfect readiness to receive them. In,one day
the new house was thoroughly cleaned, car-

pets were taken up, shaken and relaid, the

library packed and all the books placed on
the new shelves in the order in which they

had been found in the old, and the furniture

arranged in its customary manner. Every-

thing was in perfect readiness for occupancy,

and the family resumed their home life that

evening as if nothing out of the ordinary had
occui-red. All this was done for the exact

cost of $2yt.— Christian Inquirer.

LINING OF A TEA-CHEST.

It is popularly supposed that tea-chests are

lined with tin-foil. This is, however, not the

case. It consists of lead, and the purest that

can be found. The lead. is placed in small

vessels, and then melted and poured out

while hot and pressed Into a sort of mold
before it has time to cool. When enough
squares have been produced, they are soldered

together, and the sheet is then placed in the

chest as a lining. Then the chest is filled

with tea, after which the lead lid is soldered

on, and the tea is ready to go to the end of the

world, for no matter how long the time since

it left the packers' hand, its strength is

unimpaired. The lining is worth more than

the chest itself, as the lead is so pure, and

only the finest solder is used. The supply of

lead is inexhaustible in China, and if properly

worked would yield millions annually.—Aew
York Spice Mills.

A SURE CURE.

It is told of Hannah Moore that she had a

good way of managing tale-bearers. It is said

that whenever she was told anything derog-

atory to another, her invariable reply was,

"Come, we will go and ask if this be true."

The effect was sometimes ludicrously painful.

The tale-bearer was taken aback, stammered

out a qualiflcatioD, or begged that no notice

might be taken of the statement. But the

good lady was inexorable; off she took the

scandalmonger to the scandalized, to make
inquiry and compare accounts. It Is not

likely that anybody ever a second time ven-

tured to repeat a gossipy story to Hannah
Moore. One would think her method of treat-

ment would be a sure cure for scandal.-fiotr-

prr\'i Bnznr.
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OUTDOORS IN THE COUNTRY.

I really don't 'xactly understan'

Where the comfort is fer any man
In walkin' hot brickB an' usiu' a fan.

An' enjoyin' himself as he saye he can,

Up thar in the city.

It's kinder lonesome, maybe you'll say ;

A-Iiviu' out here day after day,

In this kinder easy, careless way.

But an hour out here is better'n a day

Up thar in the city.

As fer that, jus' look at the flowers aroun',

A-peepin' their heads up all over the'groun'.

An' the fruit a-bendin' the trees way down.

You don't find such things as these in town,

Or ruther, in the city.

—Jatn&s Wliitcuvth Riley.

CARRYING GOLD AT SEA.

The specie locker on an ocean steamer is a

carefully-constructed vault, and Is located in

the stern immediately over the screw. It has

the shape of a half oval, following the con-

tour of the side of the vessel, and is generally

about six feet in its extreme from top to bot-

tom. Some vaults are fifteen or twenty feet

in length, fore and aft. The interior is

reached by a door or hatchway from the top,

simply large enough to give convenient access.

This door is of steel, and has a combination
lock, which is known only to the purser.

Over this hatch is also fastened three bars of

steel two and one half inches thick, which
swing atone end on hinges, and are locked

and also bolted at the other. The locker, it

will be seen, is in the most suitable location

in the ship away from the crew, and cannot be

tampered with, as on three sides of it is the

sea. The purser receives the gold, carefully

examines the seals, then checks off the

weights and assumes the responsibility for it.

Gold is shipped in bags holding $5,000 or in

kegs of $50,000. When in bars the size varies.

Silver generally weighs 125 pounds to the

ingot.

HARD TO EXPLAIN.

There are some things I cannot understand.

One is this, that the people can stand to lose

a large sum, and cannot stand to give the

same large sum. I once asked a man for

S2.3,000 for a college. He said it was utterly

impossible. Two weeks later he, by accident,

lost S-.50,000, a round quarter million. "When I

met him and offered him my sympathy, he
said, "Our house is a very strong one, and it

will not affect us." I asked another for 860,000,

and his wife said it would beggar them. He
told a friend one year afterward that he
wished that he had given it tome, for, as I

talked, he thought of the money it would
take if he did do it, and that he had put it

elsewhere, and lost it all, and more than an
equal sum to get out; but he would not feel

it much ! A farmer is shocked to be talked to

about giving $100, but his best horse will die,

and nobody sees that it makes any difference.

I cannot understand this thing. Will not
those people please give us their testimony
whether it does make anj' difference in' the

bank whether money is checked out to pay
gifts or pay losses?

CONVICTS AND GOOD ROADS.

Last year seventy-eight convicts of the
Clinton state prison (New York) were em-
ployed in the construction of a macadamized
road. About one mile was completed. The
work was reported well done, the men
worked well, eight hours a day, and only
three attempted escape. No complaints were
made by the citizens.

Every state is interested in good roads,

every township avoids the expense of road-

making, if possible, and oi-ganized labor does

not object to the employment of convicts in

this branch of labor.

Work Is essential to the moral and physical

health of the men who, suffering from their

transgressions, will some day re-enter the

community. It is well that they should learn

to labor in the open air and over the earth.

Tliere is always room for the farm-hand.

It would be well if the convicts in all the
state prisons were put at work in making
good roads, which benefit the state, the town
and the convict who builds them.—Illustrated

American.

THE BICYCLE.

Not many years ago the bicycle was looked
upon as a mere plaything which had no prac-

tical utility nor beneficent influence. It had
no rights which drivers of more ancient

styles of vehicles were bound to respect. Rid-

ing the bicycle was looked upon by the staid

portion of the community as a foolish

pastime.

But the "bike" has progressed in a number
of directions. Instead of a clumsily con-
structed machine, it has come to be as care-

fully made and adjusted as the highest skill

can do the work. Not many well-informed
people now deny the practical value of the

bicycle, and the law recognizes the machine as

a vehicle which has its rights on the road.

Even though the.bicycle had not made for

itself a place in the commercial world, which
nothing else could so well fill, its use would be

justified by reason of the health and pleasure

cyclins gives. To ride throusrh the city parks
in early morning, while the dew is still upon
the grass that fringes the romlway, or to skim
along the country roads in thr> cool of eve-

ning, is to enjoy siMisations the memory of

which makes the In'art glad.

After the sensible class of riders succeed in

shaming the monkey-back wheelmen out of

their foolish habits, the race will receive a

physical uplift through the use of the bicycle.

Tiiousands of men and women are better in

health as a result of their riding the wheel.

It is a cure for many ills, both of body and
mind.
In short, it may be said that the bicycle is a

great institution.

THE STRANGE AFFECTION OF ANIMALS.

At Bej'reuth was noticed for some time that

two goats always kept close together, one

being especially watched and guarded by the

other. On inspection it was shown that one

goat was blind, and its companion, evidentb'

knowing this, attached itself to its poor,

aftlieted friend and acted as its guide, show-

ing untiring watchfulness and care. If any
difficulties had to be overcome, or any prec-

ipices to be avoided, the faithful friend was
certain to be seen at the side of the blind goat,

tenderly guiding it. This went on for several

months. But one day it was noticed that the

blind goat was left to its own devices and

quite forsaken by its former companion. How
was this? Had the faithful friend in afflic-

tion grown wearj' of its self-imposed charge?

No, the blind goat had r.ecovered its sight,

and therefore aid was unnecessary.

In the same neighborhood trout were reared,

and they were transferred, according to their

age, from smaller reservoirs refreshed by a

running stream. A naturalist took great in-

terest in these fish and fed them from a long-

handled spoon. Soon all the trout regularly

waited his arrival and stormed the eagerly-

looked-for spoon. But there was one poor

fish which was either pushed aside or missed

its way to the point of attraction. It was
blind. At last one of its companions took

pity on it, led it up to the ladle, and saw that

it obtained a share of the fe&st.—Great

Thoughts. — * —
THE AGE OF TREES.

The general impression heretofore has been

that the age of 'a tree could be accurately

judged by the number of rings showing on

the trunk after the tree had been cut through.

Continuous observation has caused 'this idea

to be especially entertained by -scientific

foresters in Europe, but what has proved
acceptable there, does not seem to hold good
in tropical countries. We learn through re-

ports from Palinque, an Indian village in the

state of Chiapas, Mexico, that a certain tree

when cut down in 1871 was found to possess

no less than 1,700 rings. This, according to

undisputed theory, proved the tree to be 1,700

years old. Twenty-two years later, in 189.3, the

same tree had acquired considerable second

growth, with stems about ten inches in

diameter. Upon cutting a number of these, it

was found that in the course of twenty-two
years there were two hundred and thirty

so-called "annual" rings. Continued investi-

gation showed that in some specimens a new
ring was formed almost every month.

THE WORD "WIFE.*'

What do you think the beautiful word
"wife" comes from? It is the great word with
which the English and Latin languages con-

quered the French and Greeks. I hope the

French will some day get a word for it instead
of that of "femme." But what do you think
it comes from? The great value of the Saxon
words is that they mean something. Wife
means "weaver." You must either be house-
wives or house-moths, remember that. In
the deep sense, you must either weave men's
fortunes and embroider them, or feed upon
and bring them to decay. Wherever a true

wife comes, home is always around her. The
stars may be over her head, the glow-worm in

the night's cold grass may be the fire at her
feet; but home is where she is, and for a noble
woman, it stretches far around her, better

than houses ceiled with cedar, or painted with
vermilion, shedding its quiet life for those
who else are homeless. This, I believe, is

woman's true place and power.

—

Rufskin.

A KIND VOICE.

There is no power of love so hard to get and
keep as a kind voice. A kind hand is deaf
and dumb. It may be rough in flesh and
blood, yet do the work of a soft heart and do
it with a soft touch. But there is no one thing
that love so much needs as asweet voice to tell

what it means and feels; and it is hard to get
and keep it in the right tone. One must start

in j-outh, and be on the watch night and day,
at work and at play, to get and keep a voice
that shall speak at all times the thoughts of a
kind heart. It is often in youth that one gets

a voice or a tone that is sharp, and sticks to

him through life, and stirs up ill will and
grief, and falls like a drop of gall on the sweet
of home. Watch it day by day as a pearl of

great price, for it will be worth more to you
in days to come than the best pearl hid in the
seas. A kind voice is to the heart what light

is to the eye. It is a light that sings as well as

shines.

—

Elihu Burritt.

AMERICA FOR THE POOR MAN.
j

To begin with, the humbler kind of work is

better paid in America than with us, the

higher kind worse. The official, for instance,

gets less, his office-keeper gets more. The
public ways are abominably cut up by rails

and blocked with horse-cars; but the in-

convenience is for those who use private car-

riages and cabs, the convenience is for the

bulk of the community who, but for the

horse-cars, would have to walk. The ordinary

railway cars are not delightful, but they are

cheap, and they are better furnished, and in

winter are warmer than third-class carriages

in England. Luxuries are, as I have said, very

dear—above all, European luxuries; but a

workingman's clothing is nearly as cheap as

in England, and plain food is on the whole
cheaper. Even luxuries of a certain kind are

within a laboring man's easy reach. I have
mentioned ice, I will mention fruit also. The
abundance and cheapness of fruit is a great

boon to people of small incomes in America.
—Maltheiv Arnold.

SOLVING THE TRAMP PROBLEM.
The Dutch have worked out tlie tramp ques-

tion to what they consider a final conclusion.
The state maintains a farm of 5,0(XI acres, and
every man applying for relief is sent there to

earn his living. If the man won't work, he is

sent to a labor colony where he has to work;
but if he show.<> a disposition to get ahead and
learns how to cultivate t lie soil, the state rents

a small farm to him, wliore he is left to his

own resources.

A MINISTER FOR NINETY-NINE YEARS.

Probably the oldest clergyman in the world
was a Greek priest who lately died in Thes-

saly, Greece, after completing his one hun-
dred and twentieth year. He never left the

place in which he was born and where he died.

He was accustomed to begin his priestly

offices before sunrise, and to retire promptly
at nine. His sight and hearing were in excel-

lent condition to the day of his death, and he
never made use of glasses. He was in the

active ministry for ninety-nine years.

OREGON POTATOES.

Think of potatoes big enough that it only
takes twenty-seven to make a bushel. It

may he a little hard to believe, but you have
only to step into the JSnierprise office to have
it verified. They were grown by B. H. Butler.

The potatoes are a roundish, blue variety, but
Mr. Butler did not know the name. Come in

and see them. It will make you proud of

your country, even if it has been a rather

soggy old thing for several months.—Garfield

(Oregon) JSiHerprise.

CAVE-DWELLERS.

The cave-animals of North America, ac-

cording to Prof. A. S. Packard, of Brown
univei'sity, comprise one hundred and sev-

enty-two speciesiof blind creatures, nearly all

of which are mostly white in color.

WHEN THE PEACH WAS POISONOUS.

The peach was at one time a poisonous
almond. Its fruity parts were used to poison
arrows, and for that purpose was introduced
into Persia.

FECUNDITY OF THE HOP-VINE PEST.

The hop-vine insect is able to produce
6,000,000,000 young during its life of a month
or six weeks.

" DON'T TOBACCO SPIT OR SMOKE YOUR LIFE
AWAY."

The truthful, startling title of a book about
No-to-bac, the only harmless, guaranteed to-
bacco-habit cure. If you want to ciuit and
can't, use "No-to-bac." Braces up nicotinized
nerves, eliminates nicotine poisons, makes
weak men gain strength, weiglJt and vigor.
Positive cure or money refunded. Sold by all
druggists. Book at druggist, or mailed free.
Address The .Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago
office, 45 Randolph St. ; New York, 10 Spruce St.

WE TOLD YOU SO.

I wish to thank you for the patterns which
I have received, as I think them excellent and
equal in all respects to the ones we have paid
30 to 40 cents for in the stores.

Mrs. F. Fibldbe,
192 Grove Street, Worcester, Mass.

See new patterns on page 13.

FOR THE BAPY.
THE PROCTER Si GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.

All kinds of watches from ..88 .upwards, hmdaome cataloKue
HLL sent free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray St., N. Y.

etc. aeuiiornewliBta. G.HENHIT&C"'I CO., 235 Monroe 8t.,Chioftg9,IlL

THE LATEST PUZZLE FREE
How can a wire fence stand without posts?

We will send free to any address, a photo en-
graving of a long section of our Park fence,

confining live deer and elk, and not a sign

of a post to be seen. Everybody knows that
the Page has been "out of sight" of all com-
petitors for years, but did not realize that it

could pose as a "postless" fence.

Send for proof

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
Mention this paper when you write.

^ VERY ONE WHO WEARS THE

Owen Electric Belt
^ Says: "They are the Best." Get a cat-

alogue by writing

The Owen Electric Belt Co,
^ 209 State Street, Chicago, IlIi.

|do you want work ?|
V^Q can put you in the_ way.of making from S20,

i

|to $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at
2once; no peddlingr, women succeed as well as
men. No bumbaer-* we mean just what wc
say. Address at once for full particulars. '

"I*fafi*frs,'* Box 5308* Boston, IW3BS.1

•KIDNEYS^^oBLADDER*
Why suffer the misery and perhaps fatal result caused by
diseases of the above organs when I will send you full pa^
ticulars of a cheap, sure and permanent Home Cure FREB
of charge. Dr.D.A.WILUAMS, Eest Uampton, Conn.

SOLID GOLD WeddlngTr
Kneaeeineut and Birth-
day RINGS Sl.SO by

express C.O.D. ; receiver to

pay express charges oi; eend
cash with order and we eeud
by mall postpaid. Retail price.
8S.OO. Otir price only
$1.50. IiiUlKls engraved

wlthont extra charge. No.l is solid gold, set with genuine
JloDtana rubles and pearls. No. 2 U a lliussive NOlId
sold wedding riufr. Mention size and style wanted.
Watch and Jewelry Catalogue with each order. Address,
Hli'tland Bros. <fe Co., es Fulton St., IV. Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

Road Wa g- o n s
from i

Biig^^-ies from
Phaetons from
Surrpys from
Harness All

BUY OF

op.
All Goods Wappanted.

Satislaetion Guapanteed.

Catalogue E Mailed Fpee.

135.00
33.00
50.00
85.00

prices

THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE 25
PER CENT.

STAR CARRIAGE & HARNESS CO.,
Cincinnati, Obio.

Mention this paper when you write.

EXTRAORDINARY OFFEBI HO MONEY REQUIRED IM ADVAWCEI

FOR 60 DAYS ONLY.
FREE EXAMINATION.

Box of Cigars and Watch for $2.50.

100,000 TESTIMQNIAIS RECEIVED.
CUT THIS OUT and send It to us with your name and address, (no
money required In advance) and we will send you by express,
same day as we receive your order, one box of onr cele-
brated lOc Clears, and In the same paclcage a genuine
iiolid Nickel Plated Watch, stem winder and setter, enamel
dial, oil tempered, unhreakalilemalnspring, finely finished train,
jeweled balance, dust proof, finely polished case; a splendid
timelteeper and fully warranted for five years, a guarantee with
every watch. We will also send In same package a beautiful
Oold Plated Thain and Charm to go with the watch. You
examine the goods at the express ofHce and. If satisfactory, pay
the express agent $2.50 and express charges, and the box of
cigars, and watch, chain and charm are yours. As this offer 13

made solely to introduce our famous ibc cigar, and to protect
ourselves against dealers and speculators ordering In large
quantities, we will not sell more than three lioxe* and
three watches to anv one person. Write to-day. Address,

NATIONAL MFG. & IMPORTINBCO.,^^*c?i!.l^g^o°TMf*"
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GRAPE-VINE LACE.

ABBEEViATioNs.—S c, single cro-

chet; d c, double crochet; st,

stitch; ch, chain; ho,- hole;

sh, shell; tr, treble.

For the full size lace and
edging.—First repeat the in-

sertion to **.

For only the edging and border.—Of in-

sertion, repeat the first row of shells, join-

ing the border on together wifti the loops

the same as the insertion.

For the border to match the insertion.

—

Make a ch of 32 st. Turn.
First row—1 s c in sixth st. eh 3, 1 tr in

each of 3 next st, 2 ho, ch 2, miss 5 st, 1 sh
in the next st, ch 2, 1 s e under the third st

of 5 ch (the first loop of insertion and
edging), ch 2, turn.

Second row—1 sh in sh, 3 ho, 4 tr, * ch 12,

1 s c in eighth st of ch, eh 3, miss 3 st, 1 d c

in next st, turn ; 2 tr in the ring, besides

the 3 ch ; 1 picot, and 3 tr in ring, three

times. Repeat from * three times, mak-
ing three wheels. (When making the first

scallop—The first wheel, join the first in

picot of the first row (5 st) and the tliird

and first picot of each wheel, join together

twice. The third wheel, repeat 1 picot and
3 tr, four times more (seven times in all).

1 s c in d c, *3 tr, (1 picot and 3 tr) three

times in the ring of the next wheel, 1 s c

in d c. Repeat from * twice. Continue on
in the third row and repeat from"'*.) After

the first scallop, the pieots of the first

wheel, join the first in picot of the twelfth

row, join the second picot of each wheel, one
in the first, third and fifth loop of 3 eh, join

two, the first and third picots in the sec-

ond and fourth loops of 3 ch, ch 5, turn. 1

sh in last picot of third wheel ; * ch 2, 1 s c

under the third st of 5 ch of the first

scallop, ch 2, turn. 1 sh in sh, ch 5, turn.

Repeat from * five times. 1 sh, ch 2, 1 s c

in same loop the last s c is worked in, ch 2,

turn.

Third row—3 tr and 1 picot, twice (in 1 ch
of sh), and join the picots in the first and
second picot of the last scallop crocheted.

(The edge of the first scallop—The first

picot is joined to the fourth picot of the

third wheel, leaving the second picot

vacant, unless the edges are wanted to be
joined together. If so, omit making the

first scallop, joining the last scallop to the

shells and loops of the first scallop when
crochet.) * 3 tr, (1 picot and 3 tr) three

times, all in loop of 5 ch. Repeat from * six

Gkape-vine Lace.

times. This completes the first scallop. 1

s c in first tr of the third wheel, * 3 tr, (1

picot and 3 tr) three times in the ring of

the first wheel, 1 s c in d c. Repeat from
the last * 3 times, joining the first and
third picots of each wheel together twice.

1 s c in tr, ch 3, 1 tr in 3 next st, 2 ho, * ch

2, 1 sh in sh, ch 2, 1 s c under the third st of

5 ch (the next loop of insertion), ch 2,

turn.

Fourth row—1 sh, 2 ho, ch 2, 4 tr, eh 2, 1

s c in first picot of wheel, ch 2, turn. 1 s c

in first of 4 tr, ch 3, * 1 d c in next picot,

ch 3, 1 tr in the picots (where two are joined

together), ch 3. Repeat from * twice. 1 d c

in next picot, ch 3, 1 sh in the next picot,

ch 5, turn.

Fifth row—1 sh, eh 5, miss 3 ch and 1 d c

st, 1 tr in next st, ch 2, miss 2, 13 tr, ch 2,

1

tr on each of 4 tr, 2 ho. Repeat the third

row from the last *.

Sixth row—1 sh, 2 ho, 4 tr, ch 2, miss 2,

13 tr, 3 ho, ch 5, 1 sh, ch 5, turn.

Seventh row—1 sh, ch 2, 1 s c in third st

of 5 ch, ch 2, and 1 tr on tr five times (4 ho),

10 tr, 2 ho, 4 tr. Repeat the third row
from the last *.

Eighth row—1 sh, ch 2, 4 tr, ch 2, 16 tr,

3 ho, ch 2, 1 sh, ch 5, turn.

Ninth row—1 sh, ch 2, miss 2 ch
twice and 1 tr st, 1 tr in next tr, ch 2,

10 tr, ch 2, 7 tr, ch 2, 4 tr. Repeat the
third row from the last

Tenth row—1 sh, ch 2, 4 tr, 2 ho, 4 tr,

1 ho, 4 tr, 1 ho, 7 tr, ch 1, 1 sh, ch 5, turn.
Eleventh row—1 sh, ch 1, 1 tr in fourth

st of 7 tr, ch 2, turn. » 1 sh, ch 3, turn.

1 sh, ch 2, miss 2 st, 1 tr in next st, ch 2,

turn. Repeat from * six times (the

first time ch 5, turn, instead of 3), misg
2 st, 4 tr. Repeat the third row from
the last *.

Twelfth row—1 sh,2 ho, 4 tr, ch 2, 1 d c

in 1 ch of shell, ch 5, turn. 1 s c in d c,

ch 3, 1 tr in each of the 3 next st, 2 ho.

Repeat the third row from the last

Repeat from the second row for the
length reqxiired.

GRAPE-VIXE INSERTION.

First make a chain of 15 stitches. 1 sh
(3 tr, eh 1, 3 tr) in ninth stitch, ch 2, 1 tr in
last st of foundation chain, ch 5, turn. * 1

sh in sh, ch 5, turn. 1 sh in sh, ch 2, 1 tr in
third st of 5 ch, ch 5, turn. Repeat from *

for the length required. Having the loops
of 5 ch, opposite the straight edge, divis-
ible by 0, not counting the first loop of the
foundation chain (S ch). Then at the end,
when the length is finished, ch 8, 1 d c in 1

ch of sh.

For beginning of the center.—Make a ch
of 76 stitches. After the first row, when
called, 1 ho,',two or 3 holes, ch 2, miss 2 st, 1

tr in next st, and crochet l_sh in each sh,
and after the shells, 2 ch, wifl count as 1 ho,
also the same before the shells, joining
1 tr on tr every time.

First row—1 sh in ninth st of ch, ch 2,

miss 5 st, 7 tr, (ch 2, miss 2, 4 tr) twice, ch
2, miss 2, 1 tr, ch 2, miss 2, 4 tr, 6 ho, eh 2,

miss 5 st, 1 sh in next st, ch 2, Is c under
the third st of 5 ch. The first loop of the
first row of shells crocheted, ch 2, turn.

Second row—1 sh in sh,

2 ho, 13 tr, 1 ho, 4 tr, 9 ho,
1 sh in sh, ch 5, turn.

Third row—1 sh, S ho, 4 tr,

1 ho, 13 tr, 3 ho, « 1 sh, ch 2,

1 s c under the third st of 5
ch. The next loop of the
first row of shells crocheted,
ch 2 st, turn.

Fourth row—1 sh, 4 ho,
10 tr, 2 ho, 4 tr", 7 ho, 1 sh,

ch o, turn.

Fifth row—1 sh, 7 ho, 4 tr,

1 ho, 16 tr, 3 ho. Repeat the
third row from the :*.

Sixth row—1 sh, 2 ho, 10

tr, 1 ho, 7 tr, 1 ho, 4 tr, 7 ho,

1 sh, ch 5, turn.

Seventh row—1 sh, 7 ho,

4 tr,2 ho,4tr, 1 ho,4 tr, Iho,
7 tr, Iho. Repeat the third
roAv from the

Eighth row—1 sh, 9 ho,

4 tr, Iho, 13.tr, 2 ho, 1 sh,

ch 5, turn.

Ninth row—1 sh, 3 ho, 13

tr, 1 ho, 4 tr, 8 ho. Repeat
the third row from the *.

Tenth row—1 sh,7 ho, 4tr,

2 ho, 10 tr, 4 ho, 1 sh, ch 5,

turn.

Eleventh row—1 sh, 3 ho,

IGtr, lho,4tr, 7ho. Repeat
the third row from the *.

Twelfth row—1 sh, 7 ho,

4 tr, 1 ho, 7 tr, 1 ho, 10 tr,

2 ho, 1 sh, ch 5, turn.

Thirteenth row—1 sh, 1

ho, 7 tr, 1 ho, 4 tr, 1 ho, 4 tr.

Repeat the third row from

the first loop of the insertion, ch 2, turn.

1 sh in sh, ch 2, 1 tr in third st of ch, ch 5,

turn ; to make a straight edge, 1 sh in sh.

ilepeat from the last * for the length re-

quired. And at the end of the last row of
shells, ch 5, 1 s c in 1 ch of shell, ch 5, 1 tr

in third st of 5 ch. The insertion is all

finished. Ella McCowen.

UPON THE INCIVILITY OF MAKING LONG
CALLS.

"My husband," said the minister's wife,

'is breaking down, not from doing his

and I had a piece of work we were wild to

finish before Martha went away, and we
had just fairly started when Mrs. Von
Bloom and her sister appeared. I told

them frankly that we were very busy, and
they assured us they did not mean to stay
long. Of course they did not mean to, but
Fi-ailty, thy name is woman.' They stayed
and talked and talked, until it seemed as
if, like Tennyson's brook, they would go
on forever. Such lovely, charming, culti-

vated women they are, too. How we would
have admired them if they had gone at the

ho.2 ho, 4 tr,

'

the ».
,

Repeat from the second row for the length
required. Then at the end, after 1 s c

under loop of the foundation chain (8 ch),

ch .5, 1 d c in 1 ch of sh. (To make the edge
straight and even with the shell), repeat
the same as the next row, only omitting
the shells, and count 1 ho less at the begin-
ning and end of ttie row, ch 5, 1 d c in 1 ch
of shell, **, ch 19 st, turn. 1 sh in ninth st

of ch, * ch 2, 1 s c under the third st of 5 ch,

Coeonation Braid.

work, which is a delight to him, but from
the weariness of constantly receiving long
calls. When a man or woman comes to

him to speak of their soul's welfare, earn-

estly seeking after truth and light, that

does not tire him—it is a joy and an inspi-

ration—but oh, dear! the callers who spend
hours of precious time in petty gossip,

malicious scandals and inane nothings

—

the froth and tide wash of Babylon—they
leave him completely exhausted and un-
fitted to think of any duty to God or man.
What can we do?"
A young widow confided to me that she

felt not the least among her afflictions, the

long calls of condolence from well-mean-
ing friends, who wanted to know all the

particulars of her husband's death, and by
their endless and cruel questionings
opened her wounds afresh every day. One
evening, while enduring this tortuous in-

vquisition, she very nearly fainted away,
and for a long while afterward she would
see no one at all.

"Some friends," she said, "just leave
their cards or a handful of flowers. I love
them and appreciate their delicacy of

feeling."

It is almost incredible how selfish

women can be in this matter of calling.

Seeking to kill time themselves, they will

drop in and spend the best part of a morn-
ing or an afternoon without ever reflect-

ing that you may have to lay aside the
most pressing work to suit their pleasure
and convenience.

"I should just like to wring their necks,"
said a literary woman as she ushered some
friends of this sort out of her study. "I

told them that I must finish this article,

and they took it as a pleasing piece of

news and stayed and stayed and stayed,

until they have just as good as robbed me
of ten dollars."

"My husband's business calls him up
very early in the morning,"said Mrs. Coun-
tryfield, giving me her experience, "and we
are all tired enough at night to retire early,

but we have one neighbor who never comes
to call until about nine o'clock in the eve-
ning, and she stays until all hours of the
night. Such a nice, soft-spoken kind of a
woman she is, too, without a bit of life or
animation about her to keep any one
awake. It drives us nearly frantic some-
times. We call her 'the calamity,' and
members of the family who can escape
when they hear her voice at the door con-
sider themselves lucky." '

"I am driven from my home," said a
delicate woman, "by these everlasting

callers. I have tried having 'At Home'
days, but they come other days just the
same, and the more claims they have
upon my courtesy, the more tired and ex-
hausted they leave me. I go to the coun-
try, I go abroad, I go to sanatoriums,
anywhere to get the peace and quiet my
friends will not allow me to have at home."
"For pity's sake, don't make long calls

if you want your friends to love and re-

spect you," said bright, little Mrs. De-
Fleury. "I had sucJi an experience with
the Von Blooms the other day. Martha

end of the first half hour and left us un-
ruffled to return to our work; but they
told us about their children and their

grandchildren, and their neighbors, and
their cats and their kittens, and the new
books they had been reading, and their

'experiences.' At any other time, we
would havebeen well entertained, for they
are good talkers, both of them, but this

especial afternoon I kept thinking of

Martha's dress she needed to wear, and not
a stitch taken in it, and I twisted my
hands and looked at Martha, and Martha
twisted her hands and looked at me, and
we both looked at the clock, and the clock

twisted its hands—well, the clock had
nothing else to do—and the Von Blooms
talked complacently on relating their en^

tire family history back to the time of the

Mayflower, and the afternoon waned and
wasted away. We could have loved these

people if they had told only one kitten

story, or one experience, or gone back in

their family history only one generation.

We could have forgiven them if, when
they had risen to take their departure, they

had really gone, but they kept us stand-

ing on our feet fully half an hour, until we
were ready to drop with fatigue. I believe

they said good-by as many as six times,

and then began over again. Finally, when
they were outside the door, the stoutest

Mrs. Von Bloom turned back her rosy,

beaming face and said:

" 'We have enjoyed our call so mucH. It

has been such a treat to meet with people

who can talk.'

"Talk! Why, we had not had the slight-

est opportunity to talk. We had been

choked, suffocated, every feeling of cour-

tesy outraged. When the door at last

closed, Martha and I fell into each otker's

arms, with tears.

"How can a woman ever do anything, or

be anything, when no one respects her

time or considers that it has money
value?"

Frances Bennett Callaway.

WORK OR PLAY?

Lezbeth was tired of it all. Tired of get-

ting up with the robins; tired of the

ceaseless round of duties calling her from
kitchen to cellar, from milk-room to

garden, from the dish-pan to the needle.

Alas! even tired of the restless baby,

whom she knew she Iqved with all of her

being.

One morning when the gray dawn was
breaking into day, Lezbeth was awakened
by the twitter of birds just outside her

window. As her mind awakened, the

panorama of the day's duties spread

before her with a sickening sense, and she

questioned herself, "What is the use of it

all? Can I bear it any longer? Will it be

thus from day to day, year in and year out,

always through life so?" Wearily she

turned on her pillow and dreamed.

A machine, so strange in structure, was
within touch of her hand. A sort of a key-

board it was, with little buttons labeled

with words all over its surface. On ex:iiii-

ination, she found the words very familiar.
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one reading "breakfast," another "butter,"

another "chickens," another "patching;"

in short, all of her domestic duties were cov-

ered with these strange yet familiar words.

Instinctively she fingered the board and

pressed the buttons, wondering the while

what it all meant. Strange, strange ! Why,
here was one which bore her baby's name

!

With loving touch her finger lingered

over the dear child's name, and in her

sleep she murmured, "Bless him—bless
him!"

Then in her dream Lezbeth arose, donned

her blue calico dress and smoothed her

hair, then went to the well and bathed her

face in the clear, cold water; but it brought

no refreshing comfort to her depressed

soul. With lagging steps she went into

her kitchen, muttering, "Another day!"

A strange sight met her here. The fire was

crackling, tke kettle singing, and savory

odors greeted her ; and presto, a little bell

tingled in businesslike tones, "Breakfast,

breakfast! Walk out to breakfast !"

"How very fine!" thought Mrs. Lezbeth,

seating herself at the table in obedience

to a command which rang out from behind

the coftee-urn.

After breakfast she began her customary

round of picking up the dishes, when, as

if by magic, plates piled together, teacups

twisted- into each other, while spoon

sought spoon, and every knife needs have

a fork to comfort it. The dish-pan in

great glee bid them flounder and flurry

and splash in her deep sides, while near

by snowy tea-towels polished them like

silver. The whole house was in commo-
tion. Dust-pans rattled and brooms

waved in the air, while the dust-rag floated

over all. The milk-skimmer played a

lively tune over the milk-pans, and the

churn-dasher flopped up and down in a

creamy mass with unwavering thud;

loaves of bread tumbled out of the oven,

while on the shelves sat rows of sedate-

looking pies.

"What magic is this?" quoth Dame
Lezbeth, as she ran bewildered from place

to place, only to find everything moving
along as if by some unseen power. "Ah,
me! What a realization confronts me

—

nothing to do! What ecstasy, what joy!

At last I can read, and study, and dream."

Down she sank on a sofa, picked up a

magazine and was soon lost in its pages.

But habit was strong. She was not accus-

tomed to inactivity; she became restless,

and half reading, half thinking of her

work, she soon exclaimed, "Well, I must
go and let my chickens out; they need
exercise." Accordingly, she donned her

gingham sunbonnet and wended her way
to the poultry-yard. No need of her here.

The touch on those magic keys had
reached all places of her domain.
On entering the house, a merry laugh

rang out. "Baby is awake. How nice to

have plenty of time to care for him."
Eagerly she ran to him, but cried out in

amazement to see him dressed and with-

out need of her.

"What!" she cried almost fiercely, as her

baby resisted all her efforts to engage him.
"What! even this?"

A pain tugged at her h^art. She wan-
dered aimlessly about. The attraction of

her book had paled. She could at least

sew; that little dress could be finished,

those needed stitches should be taken in

Henry's coat.

Ah, Lezbeth, your work is done ! There
is absolutely nothing waiting for your
hands to perform ; yet not a day of the

"new dispensation" had passed away, and

A PRETTY TRIMMING FOR BABY'S GOWN.

Some bright little woman has devised

the prettiest and the neatest trimming for

baby's gown that you ever saw. And this

is the way you make it

:

Suppose baby's dress is swiss; for swiss

makes such lovely dresses. You will want
the hem at least an inch and a half, won't

you ? Well, then, cut a strip of swiss three

inches wide; cut another two inches wide,

and after lengthening the stitch and tight-

m

A PKJiTTY TKlMMlKCi FOli IjADi'S GOWN.

ening the tension, seam the two together.

After that, pull apart until the threads

show long, then turn the hem up and
catch it along as you do in hemstitching.

It looks precisely like drawn-work, is not

half the trouble, and makes a lovely trim-

ming. You can repeat the effect as often

as you care to, by as many strips as you
wish; though three, I think, is quite

enough to look pretty.

Margaret M. Moobe.

Feather-edge Braid Lace.

Lezbeth, who had thought so bitterly

of fate for filling her hands so full of

duties, now longed for work.

The baby by his mother's side stirred

uneasily. He awoke and laid his chubby
hand on her face, stroked it and cooed.

Lezbeth opened her eyes and clasped her
baby to her breast, and for very joy she
cried aloud, "Thank God for work!"

Mary D. Sibley.

THE PROFITS OF A SMALL NURSERY.

In a former article I mentioned the sale

of pansy and verbena plants at about
twenty-five cents a dozen, as one means of

increasing one's income. Since that article

was written, I received a letter from a lady
who has added not a little to her income
by the sale of plants, seeds and bulbs, and
I give her experience as stated.

She lives near a western town of twenty-
five or thirty thousand inhabitants. Her
first venture was to buy from a well-

known and rehable florist ten dollars'

worth of bulbs at wholesale prices. These
she sorted, deciding what to keep and
what to sell. Then she started to town to

sell what she had to dispose of, taking
orders for other bulbs and plants at the
same time. She soqu sold enough to repay
her for the ten dollars originally in-

vested, and to purchase the necessary pots
for the bulbs for herself, as well as clearing

the price of these—one hundred fine bulbs
for pot culture, besides a large number of

hyacinths, tulips, crocus and lilies-of-the-

valley for outdoor culture. In the late

winter, when her potted bulbs were ready
to bloom, she readily sold all of them at

an average price of twenty cents each.
When selling these plants, orders were
taken for flower and vegetable seed, thus
"killing two birds with one stone."

Now, let us anticipate a little, and add to

what she already has done many more
things that she can as well
do. Among her friends

she would take large orders

for flower and vegetable
seeds, as well as of farm
grains, potatoes, etc. ; also

small fruits. Until one
tries it, they do not know
how easy it is to get a per-

son to buy a thing when
once their attention is

called to it, if it is really a
good thing in its way.

The woman we now have

in mind also planted seeds

of pansy, verbena, prim-
rose, sweet alyssum, candytuft, petunias,

stock, cosmos, asters and chrysanthemums
in shallow boxes, transplanting if neces-

sary, and sold many hundred plants at from
twenty-five cents a dozen to twenty-five

cents each, according to the age of the

plants. Later, she took orders for roses,

selling hundreds of plants at a good profit.

Just before commencement, Memorial
day and at other times when cut flowers

were likely to be wanted, she sold large

numbers of bouquets, at from ten cents to

twenty-five cents each. These she consid-

ered clear profit. It soon came to be well

understood that orders for cut flowers or

bouquets left at the stationer's store

—

where all entertainment tickets were sold

—also at a certain grocer's, would be re-

ceived by her and promptly filled. She also

kept a few well-budded plants, or those

j ust beginning to bloom, at these two places

for sale, and as she was a regular customer,

they did not charge her any commission.

Great bunches of sweet-peas, nastur-

tiums and some other cut flowers were
left, during their season, at the stationer's,

where they were retailed in quantities to

suit the purchaser, the stationer charging

one per cent commission. In the fall, the

neighboring pastures and roadsides were
made to yield to her income, for from
them she gleaned brilliant masses of

goldenrod, which sold at three sprays for

five cents.

She thought of the old-fashioned ever-

lasting flowers that used to grow in her

grandmother's garden, and from a seed

catalogue selected several varieties of

these; among them white, lemon and deep
yellow, but mostly scarlet and crimson, as

these keep their colors better than any
others. All summer long she was caijeful

Initial, Letter.

to save all the pretty, plumey grasses she

found, as well as long, graceful sprays.

These were hung in the cellar, head down-
ward, to dry. The everlastings were cut

and hung up in a closet to dry before the

blossoms had completely unfolded, as they

kept both form and color better if not

allowed to ripen on the plant. Early in

December a number of small bouquets of

the everlasting flowers, grasses and sprays

of evergreen were put on sale at ten cents

each. A few tasteful holiday designs

—

among them, "Merry Christmas," "Happy
New-Year," "Peace and Good Will," etc.

—

brought a good price; also bunches of the

flowers, to be combined with evergreen

and worked into designs, added a little to

her income.

Thus we see that while the profit on no
one thing was great, the many little

things taken together made a neat sum
for the year's earnings, and while it all

took time and care, there was no really

hard work connected with it.

Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

FEATHER-EDGE BRAID LACE.

Abbreviations.—SI st, slip stitch; ch,

chain; s c, single crochet; tr, treble.

At the beginning, crochet 1 si st in a loop

of the braid; ch 2, 1 tr in next, * ch 5,

miss 1 loop, 1 s c, or gl st, in next loop.

Repeat from * nine times, ch 1 (1 s c in

next loop) four times, ch 1, * 1 s c in next,

ch 2, 1 s c in third st of 5 ch, ch 2, miss

1 loop. Repeat from the last * nine times,

1 tr in next loop, ch 3. Take back in the

first tr made, 1 si st, and 1 s c in each st of

the 3 ch, ch 2.

The braid is in shape of this outline

:

Be very careful to not let the braid get

twisted. Beginning at C and count off

(without the thread), putting the crochet-

hook in the eighteenth loop, drawing the

eighteenth loop on the opposite side from
C through the loop on the hook, through

the seventeenth loop first, on one side and
then on the other. And be careful to not
miss any of the loops from O. Then slip
the hook through the loop of A, drawing
it through the last loop of C. Now with
the thread, 1 s c in the loop of A. Repeat
from for the length required.

Ella MoCowen.

PROTECTION AGAINST INSECTS.

Many people do not know how easily
they can protect themselves and their
children against the bites of gnats and
other insects. Weak carbolic acid sponged
on the skin and hair, and in some cases
the clothing, will drive away the whole
tribe. The safest plan is to keep a sat-
urated solutifjn of the acid. The solution
cannot contain more than six or seven per
cent, and it may be added to water until
the latter smells strongly. This may
readily and with perfect safety be applied
with a sponge.

A MIRACLE OF TO-DAY.

A STORY THAT EQUALS THE MIRACLES OF OLD

—

A LITTLE GIRL SUFFERS TERRIBLE AGONY
FOR YEARS—PHYSICIANS SAID SHE
WOULD DIE—CURED AT LAST—HER
MOTHER SAYS IT IS A MIRACLE.

(From the Taunton, Mass., Gazette.)

The following story needs no comment
whatever. It is the town talk in Wren-
tham, Mass., and the child's mother tells it

as follows. Mrs. Fuller said: "My daugh-
ter is now eight years old. When she was
four years old she had rheumatic fever,

and at once she was stricken helpless; she
went from bad to worse, until we all de-

spaired of ever seeing her about again. I

employed at various times physicians of

Poxboro, Franklin and Attleboro, but all

to no practical benefit. I gave her all

sorts of medicines, and this spring I

buried over two bushels of empty bottles

which she had emptied from time to time.

One doctor who attended her said that she
had liver complaint and dropsy, and that

she was going to die. I had given up all

hope myself, when last March i happened
to get hold of an Albany, N. Y., paper,

and there I read of the wonderful cure of a

man up that way by a medicine known as

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, the patient hav-

ing been afilicted as my daughter was. At
that time her legs were drawn up behind
her, and her arms were almost helpless.

Her head was drawn down on her shoul-

der, and she was a pitiful sight, I tell you.

"I sent and got two boxes of Pink Pills,

and when she had used them up I thought
Icould sSejust a bit of improvement. Then
I got two more, and she began to lift herself

in bed, and to help herself in other ways.
She kept on taking the pills, and now she

is able to go over to the neighbors, and is

bright and smart. She was a living skel-

eton ; there was nothing to her but bones,

and they were all out of shape. When she

was first taken sick she was out of her

head, and for three years, if you will be-

lieve me, it was an utter impossibility for

me to catch more than five minutes' sleep

at a time, so much care was she, and such
constant attention did she require, and I

was the only one she would let wait upon
her. But I am glad I did so, and now I am
getting my reward." And the fond, patient,'

faithful little woman glanced with pride

and pleasure to the spot where the little girl

was playing with her sister in the shade,

just outside the window. "I have spent

more than $50(k)n her, and although I never

begrudged it, yet I did want to seemy child

improve faster than she did. To-day she

eats more at one meal than I do in two.

When I commenced to give her the Pink
Pills she was attlicted with a skin disease

which was very annoying. Now that has

all gone, and I think the pills are respon-

sible for that. Before I started on the Pink
Pills I wrote to a specialist in Buffalo, and
described her symptoms; he said she had
blood poisoning, due to bad milk, and
wanted me to bring herthere for treatment,

although he said that he didn't believe she

would ever get over it. She had been given

up by four doctors, who were certain that

they could not cure her. Why, she couldn't

open her mouth, and I actually had to force

the food into it. Her mouth was all sores,

and oh,' dear, what a looking child she was,

andsuchacare! Nobody but myself knows
what a trial we both have been through,

for she was too young to realize it. If my
statement will do anybody afay good I shall

be glad to have it published, and if those

who read it will only come to me, if they

are skeptical, I can convince them in very

little time that I know what I am talking

about. People around here say it was a

miracle, and I believe it was."

The neighbors bore witness to the condi-

tion of the child previous to the use of Dr.

Williams' PinkPills,and were enthusiastic

in their praises of the splendid work which
had been accomplished by them in this

case.

Pink Pills contain, in a condensed fornj,

all the elements necessary to give new life

and richness to the blood and restore shat-

tered nerves. They are an unfailing specific

for such diseases as locomotor ataxia, partial

paralysis, St. Vitus' dance, sciatica, neural-

gia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the

after effects of la grippe, palpitation of the

heart, pale and sallow complexions, all

forms of weakness either in male or

female, and all diseases resulting from

vitiated humors in the blood. Pink Pills

are sold y all dealers, or will be sent post-

paid or ;ceipt of price (50 cents a box, or

G boxes for |2.50—they are never sold in

bulk or by the 100) by addressing Dr.

Williams' Medicine Co., Schenectady,

N. Y., or Brockville, Ontario.
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HOME TOPICS.

Faem-house Hygiene.—The farm home,
with such an abundance of svinshine, pure

air and water as naturally belong to it,

ought to be the abode of health; at least

there would seem to be no excuse for such

diseases as diphtheria, typhoid fever, etc.,

which are caused by the presence of filth

germs, but the facts in the case are that the

ratio of these diseases is greater in the

country than in the city. This must be the

The best arrangement that I know of for

disposing of kitchen slops is to have a gal-

vanized or painted sheet-iron tank, with a

close cover, and every night let it be

wheeled to the garden and emptied.
This would take but a few minutes of

time, and the fertilizing value of the water
would pay for the trouble, to say nothing
of the sanitary value of this method. If

this tank is set in a frame with a wheel
like a wheelbarrow, the emptying will be
more convenient. It is wonderful what an
amount of fertilizing material can be

secured in this way, and the growth of veg-

away. Coronation braid, a material in use

many years ago, is being revived for trac-

ing a pattern on linen. It launders well,

and is more speedy than needlework upon
the linen.

The late summer sales will offer many
bargains, that,if one could grasp will be of

advantage in the coming year. L. L. C.

Late Summer Styles in Hats.

result of ignorance, or criminal careless-

ness, in neglect of sanitary measures.
It is no uncommon thing to see the dish-

water, soap-suds from washing, and vari-

ous other house slops, thrown on the

ground but a few feet from the kitchen

door, often standing in slimy pools, while

the ground all about is saturated with the

waste matter that has been thrown there

for years. It is plainly evident to the nos-

trils that the air is being poisoned, and if

the well is as near to the kitchen door as it

ought to be, nothing can hinder its supply

from being contaminated. An under-

ground drain from the kitchen sink, unless

it connects with a thoroughly constructed

system of house drainage, put in by com-
petent plumbers, is liable to be even more
dangerous.

etables to which it is applied will be sur-

prising to one who has never before

tried it.

Farm-house water-closets are another
fertile source of disease, as they are often

constructed with a vault which holds the

accumulation of years. Instead of a vault,

galvanized iron buckets should be used
and a good supply of road-dust or finely-

sifted coal ashes kept on hand for use in

them every day, and the buckets emptied
into the compost heap or buried in the
garden once a week. The waste from the

sleeping-rooms should not be emptied in

the closets, but taken at once to the com-
post heap, or poured around trees and
vines at a distance from the house, and a
little dry earth thrown over the top.

Every "nook and cranny," both indoors
and out, should be
watched, that no filth

can accumulate t o
poison the air.

Soiled clothing, old
shoes, musty closets

and even dirty dish-

cloths are disease
breeders. Let nothing
escape your scrutiny.

Do not say that all this

is "too much trouble,"

or that you "haven't
time."

Nothing is too much
trouble that will keep
the air pure and sweet
around the home and
lessen the danger of

the approach of dis-

ease. Leave something
else undone, if need
be, but anything that

pertains to the health

of the family must be
of paramount impor-
tance. Maida McL.

liATE SlTMMER STYLES IN DRESSES.

NOVELTIES.

The late .summer
styles always appear
in time to give one a

new idea for a late sea-

son dress. The one
illustrated is particu-

larly beautiful for the

end of the season. The
skirt is black silk. The
blouse can be of silk or

wool, with velvet or

silk sleeves. It is pe-

culiarly adapted for

young married ladies.

The array of hats

given will give a new
idea for retrimming
for the fall.

In the use of variotis

articles on linen, we
have before spoken of

cord used with a but-

ton hole-stitch. The
pattern given is a very

neat one. A good
quality piece lace
comes to baste under
the pattern, which ap-

pears when it is cut

TABLE NOTES.

The housekeeper's ingenuity in provid-

ing dainty Lenten dishes that will not pall

on the appetite from repetition is greatly

taxed. Fried eggs, boiled eggs and omelets
come •to be worse
than a thirty-days'
regimen of quail.

The following rec-

ipes are first-class,

and ring a wel-
come change on
the old monotony

:

Eggs and As-
paragus.—P u t a

good spoonful of

butter in a frying-

pan, and when
melted, break into

it six eggs; add a

pinch of salt, pepi

per and a dash ol

grated riutmeg.

]\Iix well while
cooking, and add
a teacupful of soft-

boiled asparagus

tops. The cooking should be done quickly,

taking about three minutes. When done,

turn into a hot dish
;
squeeze a little lemon-

juice over it, and send to the table piping

hot. Scrambled eggs may be made with

mushrooms, artichokes, chipped beef or

boiled salisfy.

Eggs au Geatin.—Put in a bowl a tea-

spoonful of bread crumbs, two teaspoon-

fuls of butter, three chopped anchovies, a

little chopped parsley, a shallot and thyme,
a teaspoonful of salt, a dash of black pep-

per and a dusting of nutmeg a'rrd the

yolk of three eggs. Mix well; butter a

baking-pan and cook on top of the stove

for about three minutes, then break over

it six eggs and set the pan in the stove and
bake for live minutes, or until the eggs set.

Sprinkle the egg, before it goes in the stove,

with salt. It must be served hot.

Fillets op Eggs.—Mix six raw eggs with

a pinch of salt and a spoonful of brandy.

Pour in a buttered baking-dish and cook

in the oven for four minutes. Let them
cool, cut into slices, dip into pancake

batter and fry in hot butter. Serve gar-

nished with parsley.

Eggs and Tomatoes.—Season and cook a

pint of canned or raw tomatoes. Add to it

a chopped pepper, and fry brown a couple

of chopped shallots, which add, with the

butter in which fried, to the tomato sauce.

Prepare and place six poached eggs on but-

tered toast, pour the sauce over them and
serve.

In poaching eggs, add a teaspoonful of

vinegar to the water ; it will prevent the

whites from spreading.

Cheese Omelet.—Beat six eggs in a

bowl, using a spoon ; add two tablespoon-

fuls of grated cheese, Parmesan preferred,

also a pinch of pepper, and then cook as an

ordinary omelet. Turn out on a hot dish,

sprinkle a little grated cheese on top, and

set in the oven for five minutes. This is

nice served with a sauce made of mush-
room liquor and soup stock, to which a

gill of Madeira wine has been added.

Eggs and Cream.—Put half a pint of

rich cream on to boil, then drop in it as

many eggs as you wish to poach. Season

with salt and pepper. Cook two minutes,

and then set the pan in the oven for two

minutes more, or until the eggs are quite

set. If preferred, the cream can be thick-

ened slightly with a teaspoonful of tlour

and flavored with a bit of butter before

the eggs are put in it.

Eggs and Anchovies.—This is a nice

luncheon dish. Take hard-boiled eggs, cut

in half, remove the yellow, which crush in

a bowl with salt, lemon-juice and anchovies,

allowing one to each egg. Then stiill the

whites with this mixture, and serve with

or without a little mayonnaise sauce.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A lady whu suffered for years with uterine troubles,

displacements. leiii-orrlie:i mid other irre^uliiritiee,

flnallv found a safe and simple home treatment that
completely eured her without the aid nf medical at-

tendance. She will send it free with full iustructions
how to use it to any suffering woman who will semi her
name and address to Mrs. D.L.Orme, South Beud.Iud.

A GRAND WORK.

Ara very much pleased with all the patterns
I have received. Think you are doitig a grand
thine for your old subscribers.

Mrs. Alberta Robbins, St. Joseph, Mo.
See new patterns on page 13.

Remember
the name:

The De Long
' Patent Hook and

Eye. Also notice on

face and back ofevery

card the words

:

See that

hump?
TRADE-MARK REG. APR. 19^92.

Richardson
&. De Long Bros.,

Philadelphia.

Alaska Stove Lifter.
NICKEL FLATJED.

ALWAYS,
COLD

PATENTS

Hardware, and House Furnishing
'Dealers, or mailed postpaid for 30 cts.

TROY'NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N.Y.

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARL!
RiaSTQS FREE 1

1

Girls.do you want one! Ifso.eend
us your address and take your
choice, it don't cost you a cent.
Will you agree to do a few hours
work showing our new goods to
your friends r That is all we ask.
State which ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,with genuine pearl

;

No. S richly engraved band ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over
16 000 rings in past two years. State size. Address

1, M. ASSOCIATION, 269 BearbomSt.Chle.go.lU.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER llllT^u^n^l
either Stationary or Kailroad, send $2.00 to JOHN
FORME y, Lock Box 53, Ft. Worth, Texas.

LEH1I.\NN, PATTISON & SESBIT.
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

CTUDY SHORTHSHD HT HDHE and make yourself a success-
O fnl steiioerarher. Iso such word as fail. Suceess
guaranteed. DICKSON SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND. KANSAS CITY.

MO. Lessons by mail our specialty. Terms reasonable.

The African Kola Plant,
discovered in Congo, West
Africa, is Nature's Sure

Cure for Asthma. Cure Ouaranteed or 5fo
Pay. Export Office, 1164 Broadway, New York.
For r.arge Trial Case, FKEE by Hail, address

'

KOLA IMPORTINa CO., 132 VineSt.,Cincinnati,OhJo.

CnPC'Afine 14k gold pls-r Bl ted watch «o every^B reader of ibis paper.

Cat this out and send it to us with
your full uame and address, and we
will send you one of these elegant,

richly jeweled, gold finished wstchea
by express for examinatioD, and if

you think it is equal in appearance to

any $25.00 goldwatch pay our sample
price, $3.50, anditia yours. Weaend
with the watch our guarantee that

you can return It at any time within

one year i£ not satisfactory^ aod i£

you sell or cause the sale or six we
will give you One Free. Write at

once, as we shall send out samples
for 60 days only. Addresfl

THE NATIONAL M'F»0
& IMPORTING CO.,

334 Siitliora St.. Ohlcan. UL

Asthma

SAVE H YOUR FUEL
By using our (stove pipe) RADIATOR.

It has 120 Cross Tubes where 4869

sq. in. of iron get intensely hot, thus

making ONE stove or furnace do the

work of TWO. Send postal for proofs

from proipinent men.
To introduce our Radiator, the first

order from each neighborhood filled

at WHOLESALE pried, thus eecuring

an agency. Write at once.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

Rochester, N. Y,

;GENTS
Havlog recently purchftsed tbe«a.

tire atocic of matches from a firm,

coasistiDg of solitl gold, oilver. kdJ
gold-lilled c&SBB, shall offer a

. — |M>— portion of the entire lot at pricoa

I'fifjIrS never before heard of in the WatcbL.r^U»IU.W
j^j^jp Among the stock are 8.780
AMKRR'AN STVLK WATCBES,
in SOLID GULD-FILLE CASES,
which wo shall eU sioglj or by the
doxea to private parlies, or tho
trade, at the ui>he&rd-of LOW
PRICE of EACH. Each and
cverv watcn is guaranteed a ptrf»ct

timeKeeper and each wat<:h is »o-

companied with our written guar-
antee for five jeara. Think of it I

A genuine America 6t>lo More*
ment watuh, in solid, gold tilled

cases, and guaranteed f«r FIVE
YEARS, for ^3.98. ThoBe wanUng
% fir3t-claad, reliable time-keeper,

at about ono third retail price,

Bbould order at once. Watch specu-

Ifttora can tnake moncT by buying by the dozen to aeU again. aOLID
GOLD -WATCHES at ?3.5e. these watchea must bo sold, and as mn m.

ducementforyouto order quickly, we
«''\«<'^VnTm rnin'witcH

hundred, ordering from Uiia adverOsemeut. A SOLID GOLD
worth 82a. provided $^.93 is ecnt with the order. Elegant. SOLID
^ROLLED GOLD CHAIN, of the latest patterns, free to ihwe who B«nd

fuU amount with order. Be one of tho first and get a Solid Gold Watctl

for $;f.»8. All are elegantiv finished, and guariiDteed perfectly •atU-

fivclory in every respect. Cut ihia out and send to us *itn 1*) oi«.,

fiilvor. postal note or stamps, as a fuarantee that watch is ordered in gooH

faith, and we will send a waioh to you C. 0. D., subject to «iamination»

bveipress. Iflotind perfectly satisfactory, and exactly a« reproBented,

you can pay the balance of fta.SS and lake the watch, otherwise you do

not pay one cent. Can wo make you a fairer offer ? Bo euro to nenliOQ

whether you want ladSee'or gents' wutch. Price per doien, t4a.TO.

DEPOSIT "^VATCHCO., aaHurray S«., New^orlc*

WORK AND MONEY
FOR ALl-«- Newest and most eucceseful plan. Light
and pleasant work and Big Wages. Mens Women,
Boys and Girls can work for ue, either part time or

all the time ; in your own neighborhood or over your
own and adjoining counties. Our agents are doing

big business now» because of the novelty of the plan

and great value given for the money : and agents like

it because we pay the Biggest Cash Commission. Suc-

cess sure. Don't be idle! Here is your chance to

Get into Paying Business ! Write to-day for

special terms to agents, which are mailed free.

Address FAKM AND FIRESIDE,
Springfield. Ohio.
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SUMMER STYLES FOR LADIES-LATEST NEW
YORK FASHION NOTES.

ladies' basque.

This stylish basque is simple in con-

struction and extremely attractive in

appearance, the fanciful lapels and bertha

giving fashionable breadth to the figure.

The full puffs trimmed with lengthwise

stripes of the gimp, droop gracefully over

fitted sleeves that are faced with the cloth,

and trimmed at the wrists with double

bands of this handsome trimming. Gimp
could be added to outline the lower edge

of the basque if preferred.

The mode admits of many styles of dec-

oration, and combinations of different

materials can be stylishly effected. The
simulated yoke could be of some bright

color covered with lace, insertion to match
being used in place of the gimp. Cash-

mere with moire, plain and brocaded silk,

flowered and plain crepon, challis, India

silk and many other charming materials,

making rich combinations by the mode.

ladies' princess gown.

This design is particularly-becoming to

ladies of generous proportions, especially

when made of striped material, with front,

sleeves and bertha of the darkest color.

The long, unbroken lines take away from
the breadth by apparently adding to the

height. The mode is suitable for almost

anj' kind of material, and can be made to

• do duty as a walking-dress, tea-gown or

wrapper, as well as on ceremonious occa-

sions. All depends on the materials used

and the style of trimming, the design being

just as available for silk of the finest grade

as for cotton fabrics.

A handsome dinner gown made from
this design was of brocaded taffeta in green

and tan shades. The front was of green
satin covered with lace, the points of the
lace meeting in the center. The lower
portions of the sleeves were decorated to

match, and the bertha frill of green satin
was covered with a frill of lace. A chou of
green satin ribbon was worn at the side, a
ruffle of lace over green satin finishing the
bottom of the skirt.

ladies' basque.

This cool-looking basque is in the latest
London style, being the favorite of the
season with our English sisters. Made of
white linen duck, double-breasted and
close-fitting, it is worn without a vest, the
choHiisette, collar and cuffs of white or
colored linen alone being necessary. This
makes it the coolest garment imaginable,
and very desirable for midsummer.
A stock bow of black satin is worn at the

neck. A double row of small, round pearl
buttons close the fronts. The shoulder
seams are fashionably long and the sleeves
full and drooping. Stylish hip pieces fit

smoothly, rippling at the lower edges, as is

the latest mode. This style is also suitable
for tweed, cheviot, hopsack or any of the
summer wool suitings, galatea, twill,
canvas, grass linen, pique and all styles of
summer outing fabrics.
A popular fancy is to face the collar,

lapels and cuffs with a darker color, either
in linen or velvet. White pique was thus
made with facings of olive-green velvet,
and worn with a white sailor hat with
olive velvet band.

ladies' coat basque.

"Various combinations will be suggested
by this mode, which is dressy enough to
be worn on the most ceremonious occa-
sions. The revers and cufi's can be made
of cloth the same as the jacket, and worn
with any style of vest preferred, omitting
the vest here given, and simply finishing
the edges with machine-stitching in tailor
style.
Hopsacking, serge, velours, plain and

mixed cheviots, cashmere, vigogene, etc.,

are combined with silk moire, bengaline,
armure, satin, taffeta and silk grenadine
to make stylish basques by the mode.
ladies' corsage with French figaro.

The Figaro of olive moire has full sleeve-
caps of point de Paris lace, the French
rolling collar being edged with iridescent
sequins. The fullness of the waist is be-
comingly disposed over fitted linings, the
full, drooping sleeves fitting the arm to the
elbow. Both waist and jacket can be worn
independently of the other, being given
complete in this pattern, to be made sep-
arately if so desired. The mode is available
for all styles of wash silks—taffeta, India
and surah—batiste, dotted and plain Swiss,
mull, lawn, grass linen, sateen, chambray
or other seasonable cotton fabrics.
The Figaro can be made entirely of lace

if preferred, or of satin, velvet or moire
and other rich materials, the trimming to
be in accordance with individual taste. A
wrinkled belt is worn at the waist, which
can be omitted in favor of the newer silk
or velvet bauds with silver buckles or
clasps.

ladles' visite cape.

Although a warm-looking garment/ for
midsummer, it is greatly in demand at
seaside and mountain resorts, as well as
for general wear on cool days anywhere.
Linings of bright changeable taffeta give
distinctive mode. This is not imperative
when the cape is made of ladies'-cloth or
broadcloth, and trimmed as here shown,
but very necessary when the cape is made
from moire, corded silk, bengaline or
velvet. Lace, insertion, gimp, ribbon,
hraid, satin folds, pipings and other fancy
trimmings are all fashionable for decora-
tion by the mode.

40 CEUT PflTTERUS FOR 10 GENTS.
Any THREE Patterns and tlie Farm and Fireside for the remainder of this year to S[£W TRIAI^ subscribers, 35 cents.

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for twenly-fice to forty t^tts each, but
In order to increase the demand for our paper
among strangers,and to make It more valuable
than ever to our old friends, we decided to
offer them to the lady readers of the Farm aad
Fireside for the remarkably low price of only
lo Cents Each.
These Patterns are cut for us by the oldest,

and we believe, the best Pattern Manufactur-
ers of New York City.
Tens of thousands of orders have been re-

ceived from ladles all over the United States,
yet we have not had a single complaint—in-
stead, many letters of praise. "I paid 40 cents
for a wrapper pattern last spring, exactly like
the one I got of you for 10 cents," writes one
lady. Another writes, "I find them perfect,
and am able to do my own dressmaking by
using them." Another, "I cut the di'ess by
your pattern without making a single change

No. 6156.—Ladies' Dkessing Sack. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust measure.
No. 6157.—Ladies' Yoke Petticoat. 10 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

No. 6159.—Ladies' Pkincess Gown. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 inches bust measure.
This pattern is so large and heavy that it re-

quires 1 cent extra to cover the additional
postage. Send 11 cents for this pattern.

and got a perfect fit." Another, "the patterns
are so complete and Instructions so clear that
they give perfect satisfaction." Another, "I
don't see how you do it. You deserve the
thanks and patronage of every lady reader of
your paper." Another, "It does make your
paper even more valuable than ever to your
old friends. I saved enough to pay my next
year's subscription, on the two patterns or-
dererl from you."
The patterns are all of the very latest New

York summer styles, and are unequaled for
style, accuracy of fit, simplicity and economy.
For twenty-four years these Patterns have
been used the country over. Full descrip-
tions and directions—as the number of yards
of material required, the number and names of
the differet pieces in the pattern, how to cut
and fit and put the garment together—are sent
with each pattern, W)'//;, a picture o/ the garinent
to go by. These patterns are complete in

No. 6161.—Ladies' Waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4093.—Ladies' Skirt. 10 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

No. 6125.—Ladies' Coat Basque. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust measure.

No. 6149.—Ladie^' Basque. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6154.—LADIB&' Waist. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

every particular, there being a separate pat-
tern for every single piece of the dress. Your
order will be filled tlie same day it is received.
For convenience in ordering we have in-
serted a coupon below, which can be cut out
anil tilled in ;is indicated, and returned to us
witli a silver dime, or 10 cents in new, clean
postage-stamps, for each pattern wanted.
You can order any of the patterns which

have been offered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the number.
Do not fail to give BUST measure if for

ladies, and WAIST measure if for skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.
We guarantee every pattern to be perfect

and exactly as represented. To get BUST
measure, put the tape measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress elbse
under the arms. Postage paid by us.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.

No. 6153.—Ladies' Basque. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6150.—Ladies' Visite Cape. 10 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6151.—Ladies' Corsage with Feench
Figaro. 10 cents.

Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

PATTERN COUPON. «^Zuurr)
Send 10 cents for each pattern wanted; or if j'ou do not want to cut your paper or want more

than three Patterns, send your order in a letter, but give BUST nieasiir« if for ladiee, and WAIST
measure if for skirt pattern, and A GK if for misses, boys, girls and children.

PATTERN No. BUST MEASURE. WAIST MEASURE. AGE IN YEARS.

No age.

No age.

No otge.

Name..

Post-Office. :..

County, or St. and No Slate

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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ANTICIPATION.

Oh, the glorious, happy time,

When in rapture all sublime,

Christ our Savior will appear,

"With our friends vre hold most dear.

Glad reunion to restore.

All united evermore.

Praise his name! let all rejoice

Who have made the Lord their choice;

Him who died upon the tree.

Making full salvation free;

Calling everyone to come.
And to share his glorious home.

Oh, dear Savior, may we be

Ever faithful unto thee;

Looking to thee for relief.

In our every time of grief.

Knowing that thy promise sure.

Is to all who shall endure.
'

Now uphold us by thy power.

In our every trying hour.

Waiting for our Lord to come
To conduct his children home.
Oh may we all ready be

Our dear blessed Lord to ^ee.

THE HASTY WORD.

TO
THINK before you speak is so

wise an axiom ttiat one would
hardly think it needful to em-
phasize it by repetition. And
yet in how many cases the

hasty temper flashes out in the

hasty word, and the latter does its work
with the precision and the pain of

the swift stiletto! Singularly enough,
the hasty word oftenest wounds those

who love one another dearly, and the

very closeness of their intimacy affords

them opportunity for the sudden thrust.

We know the weak points in the armor
of our kinsman and our friends; we are

aware of his caprices, and ordinarily are

tender and compassionate even of his van-

ities and his small fancies and whims; but
there dawns a day when it is written in the

book of fate that we shall be as cruel as we
are loving. We are cold, or tired, or hun-
gry. We are anxious over unpaid bills, or

our expected letters have not arrived, or

one of the children is ailing, and we dread

the outcome of the malady. Our polite-

ness fails us, fortitude is vanquished, phi-

losophy is an abeyance, and we say that

which we repent in sackcloth and ashes.

But though the hasty word may be for-

given, it is not at once forgotten. It has

flawed the crystal of our friendship; the

place may be cemented, but there is a

shadowy scar on the gleamingsurface. Oh,

if the word of haste had but been left

unspoken ; if the strong hand of patience

had but held back the sword as it was about

to strike

!

THREE KINDS.

It has been noted that there are three

stages of growth commonly discernable in

the Chi'istian consciousness concerning
prayer; namely, prayer as a refuge in

emergencies, prayer as a habit at appointed

times, and prayer as a state of continuous
living. This last stage—indicated in Scrip-

ture by such phrases as "Pray without
ceasing," "Praying always with all prayer

and supplication"—is realized by compar-
atively few. But it is our only safety, as

well as our highest delight and deepest

peace. Since we are in continual peril

from the manifold temptations on every

side, we should be in continual prayer.

Only this can correct the restlessness so

readily fostered by the present age. Only
this can bring power, for it gives us un-
broken contact with him who alone is

mighty. Tlie things which are done in a

spirit of prayer are very sure to prosper.

Both mental and moral health are insep-

arably linked with it. Let us pray more!
liCt us pray always !

—

Zioii's Herald.

HINDU HABITS.

The Hindu meal is a simple affair. Every
high-caste Hindu is a vegetarian. Your
vegetarians here include so many animal

substances that our people stand aghast
when they are mentioned. Your vegeta-

rians eat eggs, oftentimes fish, perhaps

grease and lard, perhaps soups and broths

of doubtful composition. In India the

touch of egg and lard and fish would be

almost as contaminating as beef itself.

Vegetarianism simply means butter, milk,

sugar, flour, rice, pulse and herbs. Every-
one has not the means to buy all this, so

the food that is generally eaten is some
unleavened white bread and stewed pulse,

or some rice with Curried vegetables. In

Bengal (I do not know iinder what prec-

edents), the people generally eat fish, but

in the upper provinces, or in Bombay and
Madras, where Hinduism is more strict,

fish is quite as forbidden as meat. During
the day the Hindu generally takes an
hour's siesta. He gets up at four o'clock

in the morning and goes to bed from nine

to ten o'clock. He works all the time that

he is awake, works on week-days and on
Sundays, week in and week out. He has
no Sabbath. And as a rest from his inces-

sant labor, he enjoys an hour's rest during
the hottest part of the day.

—

Mazoomdar^s
Lecture.

MAKE A BUSINESS OF IT.

"What church do you attend?" was
asked of a bright, attractive young fellow

doing business in one of our large cities.

"Oh, I just riin around," he answered,

gaily. "I don't understand the difference

between the churches; in fact, there is a

great deal in the Bible itself which I don't

understand, and until I do, of course, I

can't join any church."
"How many hours a day do you spend

studying this matter?" asked his ques-

tioner.

"Hours?" he repeated in surprise.

"Well, then, minutes?"
The young man was dumb.
"Ah," said his companion, with a patient

sadness, "not one! If you thought a

knowledge of geology necessary to your
success in life, or astronomy, or shorthand,

you would not think of spending less than
an hour a day in its study, perhaps two,

perhaps three ; and you would not expect

to know or understand it without that ex-

ertion. But the knowledge of God, of

Jesus Christ, of salvation—the highest and
deepest of knowledge—you sit around and
wait for, as if it would come like a flash of

lightning!"

Does any reader see a likeness to himself

in this young man of business?

CERTAINTY OF THE RESURRECTION.

The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the

great miracle which puts the divine seal of

approbation to the whole work of Christ.

It is the immovable foundation of the

Christian church and the pledge of the

future resurrection of believers. "I live,

ye shall live also." Nothing but a miracle

can account for the sudden elevation of

the disciples from the midnight gloom of

despondency, into which the crucifixion

had cast them, to the midday height of joy
and triumph with which they boldly de-

clared the resurrection at the risk of their

lives. Only this miracle can explain the

conversion of Paul, and the establishment

of the Christian church. Without it, the

church would be a stream without a foun-

tain, a temple without a base, an effect

without a cause; without it, the gospel

would be an idle dream, and Christ him-
self a cruel deceiver. I. Cor. XV : 17. But
the fact is the most certain in history. It

is distinctly asserted by our four evangel-

ists, whose testimony nowhere shows
greater independence of each other, and in

the Acts of the Apostles; it is preached
directly or assumed in all the epistles ; it

has been so believed for eighteen centuries

and commemorated on every Lord's day.

—

Schaff.

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN.

Governor Flower has not yet heard the

last of the popular disgust with his con-

duet in vetoing the bill prohibiting the

flying of foreign flags from public build-

ings. Thi-oughout the -length and breadth

of the country, press and public denounce
his conduct as an outrageous exhibition of

arrant demagogy. Even newspapers de-

voted to the interests of foreign residents

in the United States, and printed in the

vernacular of other nationalities than our

own, express amazement that an American
official of Flower's rank should thus ven-

ture to snap his fingei-s at the obvious

sentiment of his constituents in the mat-

ter. The more one ponders Flower's bold

truckling to what is at least a dubious

element of the community, the less inex-

cusable seems his offense. It bears such a

convincing resemblance to constructive

treason, and treason of any kind is the

unpardonable sin.

—

lllmirated American.

GOD'S WILL MY PLEASURE.

A good colored man down South in the

days that followed the war had saved by
hard work and careful economy enough to

build him a little cabin, and into it he had
received a poor paralytic having no other

claim upon him than that of humanity.
During his absence the cabin caught fire,

and as the neighbors had all they could do
to get out the paralytic, the house and con-

tents were totally consumed. When the
owner returned and surveyed the scene,
he thought upon it briefly, and then ex-
claimed, "Since it is Jlis will, it ought to

be my pleasure, and it shall be."

Nobly said! What could be better? This
little candle may well throw its beams
afar. This man's spirit we would all do
well to imitate. He was taught of the
spirit, and was wise above earthly sages.
Achurch in Boston, hearingof the incident,

readily raised for him the hundred dollars

needed to replace his cabin. And so his
faith was rewarded, even in temporalities,

over and above the rich spiritual feast

which it must have brought him.—Zion's
Hei-ald.

THE MOTHER A HISTORIAN.

Each mother is a historian. She writes
not the history of empires or nations on
paper, but she writes her own history on
the imperishable mind of her child. That
tablet and that history will remain indel-
ible when time shall be no more. This
thought should weigh on the mind of
every mother and render her deeply cir-

cumspect, prayerful and faithful in her
solemn work of training up her children
for heaven.

The minds of children are very suscep-
tible and easily impressed. A word, a
look, a frown, may engrave an impression
on the memory of a child no lapse of time
can efface. How careful, then, should
every mother be in her treatment of her
child ! How prayerful and how serious to
write the eternal truths which shall be his
guide and teacher when her voice shall be
silent in death and her lips no longer move
in prayer in his hehalf I—I'hrenological
Journal. ,

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CADTION.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.
The Perfection of Chewlne
Gam and a. Delicious Semedy
for Indigestion. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.
Send 5 cents for sample package,

THE BEEiVIAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.
Mention this paper when you write.

In Reach of All.

Best Education
Christian,

Non-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.
Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.
Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals SH.oO a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-
ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

Vo Saloons.

Find Out Aljout Berea College.

Uniiir STUOY thorough and practi-

Hllll/lr ^ * "^^a' instruction given
IIUIfIL .''J' Mail, at student's Home, in Book-

teepin^. Business Forms, Penmanship,
Arithmetic,Lett6r^\ riting.Grammar.Shorthand.etc.T
Years' Snccess. Students and references from evern
Stafe.AU ages taught. .-irrialiesKon andCatalogue for2c,
BRYANT & STRATTON, 449 Main SL, BufFalo, N. Y.

Mention this paper when you write.

Agts.
Want't SYLPH CrCLESiA^sV

Handsomest, easiest run-
ning cycles of the year.
Highest Award World's
J'air.Allweights& tirei.
'|125 and tl50. Cata. free.

ROUSE, HAZARD & C0.,

32 E St. Ptorh. Ill,

If afflicted with
eore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

A HEALTHY MAN
In the accompanying illustration is seen the picture of a healthy man.—Every

facial feature indicates a sound physical condition. Dissipation holds no place
here. With spsu-kling eyes, ruddy complexion and rotund cheeks, this man be-
trays no evidence of ever being wheedled and charmed by unholy pleasures.
Many a "wild oat" has he sown, however, but his present healthy condition was
restored through the aid of a remarkable and most effective prescription which I
send absolutely free of charge. There Is no humbug or advertising catch about
this. Any good druggist or physician cau put itnp for you, as everything is plain
and simple. I cannot afford to advertise and give away this splendid remedy un-

Sj,
less you do me the favor of buying a small quantity from me direct or advise your

;j^;friends to do so. But you may do as you please about this. Vou will never regret
p. having written me, as this remedy restored me to the condition shown in illustra-

tion after everything else had failed. Correspondence strictly confidential, and
all letters sent in plain sealed envelope. Enclose stamp if convenient. Address

E. 11. HUKGEKFOKD, Box A329,Albion, Mich.

100,000 PRIZES
Valued at from $2.00 to $2,000.00, including:

$25,000 IN CASH
And Everybody Gets a Prize. This We Guarantee.

THE WEEKLY RECORDER
contains more reading matter and iilustratlons than any paper in the world. All the
Latest News, Illustrated; Humorous Cartoons; Latest Fashions, with Cut Paper Pat-

terns; Stories; Children's Page; Sports and Pastimes; Farm and Garden; Wit and
Humor; Howard's Letter; The Recorder's Fool Killer; all that is going on in the world
in short paragraphs. This large 16-page paper, with 7 columns of reading matter oa
each page. Is

THE GREATEST FAMILY WEEKLY.
CAN YOU SUPPLY THE HISSING WORD?

THE NEWSPAPER IS THE GREATEST OF-

The sentence, a portion of which is ^iven above, appears complete in this paper.
The first ooe sending the correct answer will receive the first cash prize of SJ.iW; the eeeond. $1,500;

the third, $l,i>JO; the fourth, S500; the fifth. $3U0; the sixth. $^00; the seventh. $100; toe next one hun-
dred will receive $10 each; the next one thousand $3 eacli; the next two thousand $2 each, and the next
six thousand four hundred $1 each, making a total of 10,507 cash prizes, amounting to $ii3,00t>.

AI^L of the other «9,493 people entering the conteat will receive a handsome prize, a most beau-
tiful and valuable article which every one wants and which is sold in the stores for $2, making a total of
100,000 prizes. Under thit plan every one will receive a valuable prize, zrhether the answer sent is correct

or not. The date of the letter, together with the postmark on the envelope, will be used to show the time
the correct replies were mailed. To prevent deception, the time the letters are received at our office will

also be taken into consideration.
The sole object of the competition is to amuse and instruct our readers and to increase our list ol

yearly subscribers, and the contest will be closed as soon as one hundred thousand answers have been
received, when the offer will be withdrawn.

In order to enter the contest you must be a yearly subscriber to The "Weekly Recorder at $1 a year.

Everybody can have at least one prize and thousands will receive real treasures-
Our prize contests are always interesting, instructive, amusing and entertaining, and a great amount

of pleasure will be derived by trying to solve the problems. Besides this by sendmg in your subscription
now. you will be entitled to enter alt prize contests offereQ by The Weekly Recorder during the time yon
are a subscriber, and there will be many contests. "We take this way of distributing splendid gifts to our
readers, and The Weekly Recorder is the delight of the whole family wherever it is taken-

The privilege of using the counons which appear every week for books and patterns is alone worth the
small subscription price of The Weekly Recorder.

Wo are constantly on the alert for new ideas and plans for benefiting our subscribers, and we mvite
you to join our great family of readers and to receive one prize at least by so doing, besides all the other
advantages to be gained by taking The Weeklv Recorder, the greatest weekly paper published.

You cannot afford to be without The Weekly Recorder in your home. Your wife will appreciate and
enjoy ourcolumns given up to matters that concern women; your children will delight in the columns
allotted for their entertainment. The Weekly Recorder's humor will appeal to your own love of restful

nonsense* The newspaper is the greatest of educators.
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BGgTREAD THIS NOTICE.-SW

Questions from resuliir suliscribeie of Fakivi and
Fireside, iiud relating to Diiittors of irciH'i-al iiiti-'ri'st,

will tiB anBwtned in tlic'se coliuiins frcf uf chars;!'.

Querista (IfSirins iiniiuHliatc replies, or asking infor-

iination upon matters of persimal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return pustase. The full name and
post-oftice address of the inquirer should acconipfiuy
each (iiiery in order that we iiiiiy answer by mail if

necessary. Queries nnist he received at least I'Wo

WEEKS before theilatecif Hie issue in wliicli the answer
is expected, tjnei ies shonld not be written on paper
containing matters ut" Imsiness, and should bo written

. on one side of the paper only.

Sage-growing.—D. C. A., Illinois, aslcs a

number of question.s about sage.

Reply by Joseph :—Pick in dry weather. If

I did not want seed, I would cut close, or re-

move all seed stalks anyway. Plants will live

if set in the fall. I would like to have some
of our readers who grow sage for market tell

us something about the industry—how they

handle the plant, when they pick, how they

dry, where they sell the product and how
much it pays, etc. Let us hear from you,

please. In answer to another query, let nie

say that I usually reply to letters asking for

private advice, but I cannot agree to do that.

Briers and Stumps in Pasture—Orass
after Wheat.—M. R. W., Cambria,Va., writes

:

"I want to know the best and quickest way to

get rid of briers and stumps in grass land.

Is it profitable to sow grass seed with wheat
after a crop of corn, and what fertilizer is best

forgetting a good stand of grass?"

Reply :—To get rid of the stumps, use a good
stump-puller or blow them out with dyna-
mite. Mow off the briers and pasture the

land closely with sheep. They will take care

of the young sprouts. Timothy and blue-

grass can be sown with the wheat, and clover

the following spring. Drill in with the wheat
two hundred pounds of good superphosphate,

if you do not have enough good, well-com-

posted stable manure for a top-dressing.

Mnsbrooms Ontdoors W. H. E., Mich-
igan, writes: "Can you tell me how to grow
mushrooms, and where I can get seed? The
soil around this part of the country is almost

all red sand."
Reply by Joseph :—I suppose you want to

raise mushrooms in open ground, but it is

now too late "to sow the seed." Spawn (the

dormant mushroom-plant) can be bought
from any dealer in seeds and garden supplies.

In June or July take a supply along, and a

spade, and go into a rich old pasture lot or on a

rich lawn; cut down.with the spade and raise

up a corner of the sod; drop a piece of spawn
about as big as a hen's egg into the opening,

and let the sod tall back upon it. Do this in

different spots, and if the weather is favor-

able, you may expect mushrooms to spring

up in October. But the method of making a

manure bed in a cellar or other cool, dark
room where a uniform temperature of about

55 degrees can he maintained, gives surer re-

sults, of course with some trouble.

Rhubarb Queries—Maple-blight.—A. C.

C, Massachusetts, writes : "Does the large or

Wine rhubarb diminisli in size from year to

year when not properly cared for? If so, can
it be returned to its original condition to pro-

duce large stalks, and if so, how? What is

considered the best early variety of the wine-
plant, and what is the best time to set out
and reset rhubarb? Can you give the cause

and remedy for the leaves on a maple shade
tree, which has been set out four years, and
which, previous to this season, has looked
thrifty, rusting, decaying and dropping off In

large numbers?"
Reply by Joseph ;—See reply to Mrs. E. B.,

of Illinois, on the same ciuestion. Take up
your plants, divide, and reset in rich, well-

prepared soil at least four feet apart each way,
and give high feeding and high cultivation.

Rhubarb wants rich, loose, warm soil to do
its best. The best early variety that our seeds-
men catalogue, I suppose is Linmeus or
Myatt's. Your maple-tree is undoubtedly
affected with a bad case of the maple leaf-
spot disease. Since the tree is yet small, you
may try next spring the preventive virtues of
spraying with the IJordeaux mixture.
Growing Pie-plant for Market,—Mrs.

E. B., Illinois, writes : "Please tell me some-
thing about pie-plant. Will it hurt the plants
to pull the stalks rather close, especially in
dry weather? We want to set another patch.
Would it be best to take the whole plant up,
divide and set in new ground, or would it do
just as well to take jjart away and leave the
other stand where it is? We cover the patch
three or four inches deep with old compost
every winter. Would more do harm, or not?"
Reply by Jo.seph:—Pulling off one set of

stalks after another must necessarily be a
great drain on the plants' vitality. This ac-
counts for the tendency of plantations to run
down in a very few years. You have to keep
up the strength of the plant by heavy feeding.
In fact, it would be difHcult to overdo in this
respect with old compost. Nitrate of soda
may also be given at good rates in spring;
say 500 pounds to the acre. And even with
heavy feeding, the plantation should be taken
up and another patch started anew, from time
to time. In the position you are in, I think I
would just cut out, with a spade, almost one
half of each plant, leaving the rest and starting
a new patch with the roots taken up, of course
planting them in rich and well-prepared land.
Use plenty of manure and fertilizers, year
after year. Another year when you have a
new plantation in full bearing, you can take
up the old one and reset the plants, after
proper division, into a new place also.

The Dain Safety Corn Cutter claims to be
the best, cheapest, strongest and most dur-
able implement of its kind on the market.
It pays for itself in cutting twenty acres of

corn. It is manufactured by the Dain Man-
ufacturing Co., Carrollton, Mo. Address them
for full particulars, and mention this paper.

VETERINARY.
*^Conduetecl by Df. H- Detmei'8,>3^

Proteseor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
I University.

I

To regular subscribers of Far.m and Fireside, an-
swers will be given throngh these eoluniiis free of

I

charge. Wliere an immediate reply by iioiil is desired,
r the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
I
wise no attention wilt be paid to such a rciiuest. In-

: (in tries should al\va,\ s contain the writer's full address,
tjueries must be received at least rwo weeks before the
date of the issue in which tin' answ er is e.xpected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary iineries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detmers, 131.') Neil Avenue, (Johimbus. Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an anB\ver to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publicaton, l>ut for other
good reasons. Anonymous inciuiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Shoulder-boil.—F. T. B., Oman, Tex. If

the shoulder-boil does not^hurtyour mule,

relieve It from pressure and leave it alone.

Its removal requires a surgical operation, to

be performed by a competent surgeon.

A Kicliing Cow.—J. B. P., Attleboro Falls,

Mass., writes: "Please tell me the best rem-

edy to apply to a kicking cow."

Answeb:—If your cow kicks while being

milked, hobble her and then treat her gently,

and thus convince her of two things—first,

that kicking is useless; and second, that no-

body wants to hurt her.

Shoulder-joint Lameness.—L. G., Dan-

forth, 111., writes: "I have a mare with the

shoulder-joint lameness. What will effect

a cure?"
Answer:-I do not know what you call

shoulder-joint lameness, therefore cannot

answer your question. It will not be neces-

sary, either, because one who is able to make
such a definite diagnosis ought to have no dif-

ficulty In devising a suitable treatment.

Cartarrhal Pneumonia.—J. L. H.,Lowell,

writes : "I have a mule which a veterinarian

said has catarrh of the lungs. Can you tell me
what to do for it?"

Answer:—The veterinarian who made the

diagnosis will also know how to treat the case.

I at best would have to take his wo^d for the

correctness of the diagnosis; and not being

informed of the conditions, surroundings,

etc., would rather leave the treatment to one

who Is.

A Diseased Cow.—N. A. A., Elston, Ohio,

writes: "I have a cow that has wolf in the

tail, and as she has no horns, I think it is in

her head. She is stiff' all over, and can hardly

get up. She has run down in flesh. She had
garget in her udder some time ago."

Answer:—"Wolf in the tail" is an imag-

inary disease; or if you prefer, simply a term
intended to hide ignorance. Your cow un-

doubtedly suffers from some cachectic disease,

but the nature of the same does not appear
from your description.

Sore Neck in a Colt.—X. Y. Z., Michigan.

It seems you made two serious mistakes.

First, you used a collar that did not fit; and
secondly, when you foiind that the neck
(probably withers) of your colt was bruised,

you, instead of relieving the sore part, con-

centrated the pressure upon it by your "pat-

ent" pad, and thus made it worse. As it is

now, It may be that a surgical operation has

to be performed. I therefore advise you to

consult a competent veterinarian. At best

the treatment will be a tedious one, and unless

conducted by a good veterinarian, will be a
failure.

A Barren Mare—Heaves.—P. D., P. E. I.,

Canada. I cannot advise you in regard to

your barren mare, because there is more than
one anomaly, or abnormal condition produc-
tive of barrenness. Your other mare, it

seems, is affected with heaves, which may be

defined as a chronic, feverless and incurable

difficulty of breathing. If you feed consider-

able grain, no tame hay—especially no hay
that is dusty or musty—see to it that the an-
imal does not receive any bulky food, is never
constipated, and has always fresh air to

breathe, you can mitigate the conditions, but

not cure her.

Probably a Case of Osteomalacia.—P.
D. E., Winter Haven, Fla. What you describe

looks like a case of osteomalacia, and if the

water for drinking is destitute of lime salts,

and the vegetation in consequence also is

deficient, especially In phosphate of lime, it

is very likely possible that such cases occur in

your district. The remedy consists in making
up for the defect by feeding comparatively
large quantities of food which contains these
lime salts in abundance; for instance, wheat
bran and leguminous plants, or even admix-
tures of bone-meal to the food. Lime thrown
into the water for drinking supplies lime, but
not the phosphates needed, and therefore is

rejected and can do no good.

Calves Dying.—D. W. G., Pillar Point,

N.Y., writes: "What is the matter with my
calves? I have lost three, aged about six

weeks. They were feed on sweet milk from a
Cooley creamer, but always warmed. They
suddenly commenced to turn around, and kept
doing so until they fell down, all the while
frothing at the mouth, and seemed to be in

great agony. They died inside of twenty min-
utes, and immediately became very stiff. I do
not know of anything they coxild get that is

poisonous."
,

Answer:—What you describe looks most
decidedly like the effect of an acute poison

;

probably of a metallic poison. Still, the data
you give are not sufficient to make a definite

diagnosis. A careful investigation, including

a chemical analysis of the contents of the

stomachs of a dead calf, will probably reveal

the true cause of death.

Chronic Inflammation of the Vterus.—
A. M. S., Riceville, Tenn. If your mare has
been badly torn in the vagina and rectum,
there is probably no remedy. The nasty dis-
charges you speak of may come from the
vagina alone, but also from both vagina and
the uterus. A careful examination has to
reveal their source. If thfcy come from the
uterus, a chronic inflammation of that organ
will be found at the bottom of It. In that
case it will be advisable to first make a thor-
ough irrigation with warm water, so as to
remove the accumulated purulent exudates,
and then to make once or twice a da.v an
Injection with some mild antiseptic; for in-
.stance, with a one-per-cent solution of either
carbolic acid or creoline (Pearson) In warm
water, and to continue this treatment until
the discharges cease. Attempts to breed the
mare are not advisable, and may even be dan-
gerous to both male and female.

Probably Indigestion.—M. P. B., Smith-
land, Ind., writes: "I have a cow that has
what they call wolf in the tail. I would like
to know the proper name of the disease and
the cause of it. First, she commenced to fail

in her milk—as much as a quart at a milking;
then her appetite failed and she did not drink
as usual. I examined her and found a soft
place in her tail a few inches from the end of
the bone; it seems as if the bone was entirely
gone. I split her tall and put in pepper and
salt, according to the way I had seen others
do, and she seems all right and has gained her
milk again. She is almost fat enough for
beef."
Answer:—Your cow probably suffered from

indigestion, and recovered in spite of having
her tail split open. "Wolf in the tail" is only
an imaginary disease. See reply to N. A. A.
in present issue.

Something I>ike Pox.—E. M. Y. G., Otto,
Neb., writes: "I have a cow that has some-
thing like pOx. After the small pimples, with
a little sticky, watery matter in them, break,
they form a dry scab and itch considerably.
They were on the back of her bag and teats, but
now are on her body and neck only. Two
other cows had it a little, but are now well.
What is it? Is it contagious?"
Answer:—What you call "something like

pox" is probably a cutaneous eruption, prima-
rily caused by dirt and filth adhering to the
skin ; or in other words, something similar to
so-called scratches in horses. Apply to the
worst places, twice a day, a mixture of liquid
subacetate of lead, one paTt, and olive-oil,
three parts, and then see to It that the cow is

kept clean ; that is, kept out of mud and dirt,

and whenever necessary, is cleaned with a dry
brush or a dry rag.

Probably Foot-mange.—J. A. R., Dorn-
sife. Pa. What you describe is probably foot-
mange, or mange caused by Symbiotes equi,
Gerlach, Dermatophagus, Fuerstenburg, or
Chorioptes, Meguin. A creoline solution will
effect a cure, provided it is thoroughly applied
and used in sufficient strength—say a two or
three per cent solution ; but a solution of one
dram to a gallon of water can have no effect.

Internal medicines are useless. The mistake
you made in your treatment may be a twofold
one. First, the applications may have been
limited to just those places where the morbid
condition of the skin was conspicuous, which
is by no means sufficient; and secondly, it

seems, * thorough cleaning and disinfection
of the premises, stable 'utensils, harness, etc.,

was omitted, which of course would invari-
ably cause a reinfection. The treatment, and
the cleaning and disinfection, too, must be
repeated once in five days until a cure is

efl'ected.

Trouble with a Cow.—W. J. H., Chadwell,
Oregon, writes: "My cow was taken with
lameness in her left knee, which swelled to
twice its natural size. I applied two bottles
of liniment, with no effect. The swelling
went into her shoulder and foot; also into her
other knee. She was giving a good quantity
of milk, but has gone dry. She is a skeleton
of her former self, and when she lies down
she cannot get up without assistance. I am
sure that she has not been hurt. She does not
eat much, and drinks very little, but has the
scours; she has the hiccoughs nearly all the
time. Although I have not the least hopes
that she' will ever recover, I would like to
know what is the matter with her."
Answer:—I am not sufficiently familiar

with the conditions under .which cows are
kept in your part of Oregon. From your
description, it appears to be possible that
your cow suffers from tuberculosis in the
joints. If this is the case, tuberculosis prob-
ably will also be found in other parts—lungs,
peritoneum, pleura or lymphatic glands—at a
post-mortem examination when your cow
dies.

Calves Dying—A Vicious Sow.—C. W.,
Skandia, Mich., writes: "I would like to
know why all our spring calves have died,
apparently from a cramp In th« neck. In our
community of more than fifty families, not a
calf reached the age of two weeks for the la.st

four months. 1 would also like to know
why some sows will not tolerate their young.
I had a sow that had ten pigs, and it was all I
could do to get the pigs out of the peu before
she killed tljem."
Answer:—Not knowing the conditions

under which the calves are kept in your part
of Michigan, it is utterly impossible to deter-
mine the cause of their dying. If sows are
vicious toward their new-born pigs, dietetic
mistakes and too much confinement, or want
of exercise, are considered as the principal
causes. As far as the diet is concerned,
usually some essential constituents in the
food given are .lacking, and a craving of
nature for these constituents, it seems, pro-
duces the irresistible desire to kill and devour
the young pigs. At any rate, such a vieious-
ness toward their own offspring is exceedingly
rare in sows which are at liberty, can root as
much as they please, and thus provide them-
selves with animal food.

BlacUleg.—S. B., Kewanee, Neb., writes:
"Cattle in the herds about here are dying with
the blackleg. They seem well at nifiht,
usually, and are found dead in the morning.'
Yearling calves are affected the worst. Some
are bleeding the cattle and others giving tliora
sulphur and saltpeter—five pounds of salt-
peter to fifteen pounds of sulphur in an equal
quantity of salt. What is your opinion of
such remedies? What is the best course to
save the cattle?"
An.swer:—If the disease, so-called black-

leg, or symptomatic anthrax, has once devel-
oped, there is no remedy. Immunity, it is

true, can be produced by an intravenous inoc-
ulation, but it requires a bacteriologist to
apply it. If Billings is yet in Nebraska, he
would be the man. The most practical method
of prevention consists in changing the pas-
ture; that is, from an infected to a non-
infected one. The predisposition also can be
decreased by reducing the thriftiness and the
growth of the young animals, either by a
reduction in the quantity or quality of food,
or by a mild physic, because experience
teaches that the best and most thrifty young
animals are the very ones that succumb.

Degenerated Hoofs G. H. B., Hopewell,
N.Y., writes: "Will you be kind enough to
inform me how to roughen the hoofs on my
horse? They are very thin and shelly, and
seem to rot where the nails are driven
through. The hind feet are the worst. I keep
him up on the floor, and moisten them in the
morning, but my blacksmith says, 'Keep
them dry.' Is he right?"
Answer:—Your blacksmith is a sensible

man, who undoubtedly understands his busi-
ness. The best you can do is to follow his
advice; that Is, keep the hoofs dry and clean,
and if you are so situated that your horse
must be kept shod, have the shoes reset at
least once a month. As to thrush, let your
blacksmith cut away all horn that is rotten or
decayed, and then, while the hoof is held up
so that the toe is a little lower than the heel,
pour pure carbolic acid-a 95-per-cent solution
—on the diseased parts and into the clefts
of the frog; but take care that none of it
comes in contact with the skin. If you then
follow the advice of your blacksmith, and
also keep the floor of the stable dry and clean,
a cure will be efl'ected. May be that a second
application will be needed. The moisture
needed by the hoof must come from within
and not from without. Too much water, mud,
manure, frequent "stopping" and excessive
poulticing will ruin any hoof. Xenophon,
more than twenty-two centuries ago, was
aware of this fact.

©arget.—J. D. G., Faribault, Minn., writes:
"I bought a cow last January, which had cut
one of her teats with a barbed wire last sum-
mer. Now it is well healed, and only the scar
shows. In April, before calving, that quarter
became hard and swollen. 1 commenced
milking it often and bathing it with hot
water, byt without success. The milk was
watery and lumpy. I then went to a veteri-
narian and got something to put on it; after
awhile it disappeared. She gave good milk
out of that teat, but only about half as much
as out of the others, for about six weeks after
having calved. Then the milk became clotted
and dark colored ; sometimes it is bad in the
evening and good in the morning. She has a
good timothy pasture and well-water. I went
to the doctor again, and he said he could do
nothing for her, and that she might lose the
use of that quarter. It is swollen some now.
Do you think it was caused from the cut,
which is only on the teat? She is an extra
good cow, and I would like to cure her if I
can."
Answer:-The old scar undoitbtedly consti-

tutes an obstruction and makes the milking
more difficult. The remedy in your case, as
far as there is any, consists in overcoming the
obstruction by thorough, vigorous and fre-
quent milking. A restoration is possible only
if the clotted milk is removed, and there is no
other way of doing it except 'by frequent and
thorough milking. All other treatment is of
no avail, and injurious.

FAMOUS POETS OF THE WORLD.
The most famous poets of the world are

those whose works endure from century to

century, and even for all time. Their writings

deal with the various phases of human ex-

perience from the cradle to the grave. We
offer you free, on page 18 of this paper, a book
of over 400 poems and illustrations, whieii

contains the very best things written by tihe

famous poets of the world. Bead the adver-

tisement on page 18.

ARMERS 9
fSS UNEASY

V

Send a postal to the Bureau of Im-
migration, Spokane, Wash., for special
information upon a rare offer made you
by that great and naturally rich staite.

THE BEST
OF BUTTER

is made by the STVRGMe

Steel Churn.
Made entirely of metal, U will

last a lifetime. Has every good
point other Churns have, and a
freat many more. If your /dealer
oes not keep them send order to

us. Ask for booklet—free.
Dept. I , THE CIIIFAOO SQCA9LPING«0.
Congress and Green Sts., Chicago.

BALING
ALL mm.
HORStANO

I
STEAM POWE.B.

,, -is^ Address Jttanuf'is.

^COLLINS PLOW CO
Box 16 QUIIMCY, ILL.

STOP A DAJNUTE|_ I U
I ^ «JIIH" f» UMI»UH- yo,, ti]at we areU III LW giving away a lot of fine premiums for

a club of flubscrlbers toiour paper, and each subscriber
gets a free premium, too. Some of the .premiiuns
are just what you want. Write at once and see.

Address Ladies iHome (Jompanion, Springfield, Ohio.

cuakh
CUT THIS OUT and send It to us T^tthyourmame

and address, and we will send you this elegant watcht
by express for examination. You examine it and if you
consider it a bargain pay the express agent our sample
price, $1.98, and it is yours. Fine gold plate Chain
and Charm FREK with eaSh watch, also our written flnar-
anteo for 5 jears. Write to-day,this maynotappeoragain.
THE NATIONAL IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn Street, Chicago, I'll.

WANTS MORE.

I am nmch pleased with my first

order of cut-paper patterns, and wiJl

order from you whenever I need u

pattern.

Mrs. Chas. Carroll, Liberty, Miss.

See new patterns on page 13.
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Only a lock of auburn hair

Caught on the front of his vest;

He thoughtlessly touched the button,

His wife—she did the rest.

Man wants but little here below

He is not hard to please;

But woman—bless her little heart-

Wants everj'thing she sees.

Don't purchase friendship. It will forsake

you in adversity.

When I start business I will put out the

following placard : "I do not ask my custo-

mers to pay other people's debts."

Mankind will be a greater success when
they discover that they should appeal to their

own judgment instead of their neighbors'.

There are now 28,360 Societies of Christian

Endeavor in the world. Nearly 2,000 new
societies have been reported since the Mon-
treal international convention.

You Can Break Up a Bad CoiDby the time-
ly use of Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant, an old
and popular medicine for Sore Lungs and
Tliroats, and the best of all Cough remedies.

A man who was too poor to take a news-

paper, sent a dollar to a Yankee for a recipe to

stop a horse from .slobbering. He got the

recipe, and he'll never forget it. It read: "To
keep your horse from slobbering, teach him
to spit."

—

^Ves^e}n Advertiser.

Many women will regret to know that their

beauty depends on keeping the mouth shut.

The proper closing of the mouth seems to

enable one to retain the true facial lines of

beauty to a great age. The secret is that the

lower jaw should close inside the upper.

"I'VE been looking for my husband for the

last two hours," said an agitated woman to a
calm one.

"Don't be excited, madam," replied the

other; "I've been looking for a husband for

the past twenty-five years."

—

Harper's Bazar.

INEXPENSIVE PLEASURES.

The comparatively cheap pleasures seem to

be the best in life, generally, saj's Harper's

Weekly. There is so very little that the very
rich can buy for themselves that need stir

envy in people who are just comfortably off.

Warmth is such a, delightful thing in winter,

but you and I can get as much as we want of

it, and a millionaire can have no more. And
there are so many cheap, ordinary things to

eat that are just as good, or better than the

exjjensive things. An epicure who lives in

the western part of this state was saying the
otljer day that, having a particular dinner in

view, he sent to a judicious man in New York
for the best fish that the market offered.

They sent him a fresh cod, and he admitted
that no fish could be better, and moralized
(those are his remarks above) on the com-
parative cheapness of the fleshly gratifications

that were really best, such as potatoes and
chickens and fresh air, and tea and water
(warm and cold) and soap and sleep. When
one considers how good a big, five-cent sand-

wich tastes when he is really hungry, and how
little difference there is between good wine
and good water when it has once passed one's

gullet, and how much of that difference is in

favor of the water, it really lends a dangerous
charm to economy and simple living, and
makes one wonder that thrift is not more
catching and that the delights of avarice

should be so generally monopolized by the

aged.

One of the cases where a cheap article is

often at least as good as a dear one is in the

matter of sons-in-law. How often it happens
that the plain, cheap son-iii-law who exacts

no bonus, and even in some cases contributes

to his wife's support, turns out in the end to

be really more valuable and satisfactory than
the bankrupt loafer prince who costs a million

or two at the start, and all that he can laj' his

hands on afterward

!

"WELL ENOUGH."

The old injunction, "Let well enough
alone," brings comfort to lazy people and to

those who do not care to originate ideas. This
saying is a foe to development, and an insur-

mountable obstacle to progress. It is like a
stone wall bej'ond which a man, while he
stands upon the ground, cannot see. There
may be apples of gold in the orchard beyond

;

there may be diamonds in the sand over there;
there may be music in the valley, and sun-

shine, such as he knows nothing of, on the

mountain peaks; there may be limitless op-

portunity to do good beyond the wall.

But the shriveled berries are good enough
fruit for him, and the dull lead "will do" in

the place of diamonds; his own husky voice

is melody, iind he himself is "the poor" to

whom charity is first to be administered.
If the man who is willing to "let well

enough alone" were to move his lazy bones
and climb the wall, he would find beyond it

those things which are so much better than
the surroundings, and opportunities to which
he had been accustomed would not appear
"well enough" because not the best.

When the limitof accomplishment has been
reached, a man maj- say "let well enough
alone." Then "well enough" means his best.

Having done all he can, one may rest in his

assurance that G.od will take care of the
result.

—

Youny Men's Era.

THE POWER OF CONSCIENCE.

The proverb, "A guilty conscience needs no
accuser," has been discounted in one Maine
village by the effects of a general accusation

published in the local paper. A tradesman
had missed articles from his stock from time
to time, and at length the clerk saw a woman
take things she did not buy and pay for. This
furnished the desired opportunity. An adver-
tisment in the joaper over the merchant's
signature said he had positive proof that
"some of the best ladies" of the town had
taken articles from his store, and if matters
were not fixed up there would be a rumpus.
This was only last week, and so far four

women have been in to "settle up," with pos-

sibly more to follow. One woman came from
an adjoining town to admit that she took up
an article one day with the thought of steal-

ing it, but repented and put It back again. In
these cases the guilty conscience alone was
not enough to do the business; the accuser

was needed as well.

THE BERTILLON SYSTEM.

By the Bertillon sj-stem of identification,

the length and width of the head are taken;
also the length and width of the left middle
and little finger, the length of the left foot, of

the left fore-arm, of the right ear, the height
of the figure, the measurement of the out-

stretched arms and of the trunk when seated.

It is said that no instance of tliese measure-
ments coinciding in two persons has ever
been known.

COST OF FOOD IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

According to some recent statistics on the
cost of living, an Englishman spends, On an
average, $48 a year for food; a Frenchman, $t7;

a German, S42; a Spaniard, %SS>\ an Italian,

^nd a Russian, $23. Of meat, the Englishman
eats 109 pounds a year; the Frenchman, 87; the
German, 64; the Italian, 26; and the Russian,
51. Of bread, the Englishman consumes 380

pounds; the Frenchman, 540; the German,
.560; the iSpaniard, 480; the Italian, 400; and the
Russian, 63.5.

OH TO BE A PRINTER !

George was a printer, and Ethel—well, she

was only a girl. "Yes," said he, "a wonderful
thing, this power of the press," and Ethel
giggled and blushed" so invitingly that George
could do naught else but prove his assertion.

—

Soslon Courier.

THE COMPONENT PARTS OF A MAN.

Statistic-loving souls will be interested in

one of the exhibits of the National Museum,
Washington, showing the ingredients which
go to make up the average man, weighing one
hundred and fifty-four pounds. A large glass

jar holds the ninety-six pounds of water
which his body contains, while in other recep-

tacles are three pounds of "white of egg," a
little less than ten pounds of pure glue, thirty-

four and one half pounds of fat, eight and one
fourth pounds of phosphate of lime, one
pound carbonate of lime, three ounces of

sugar and starch, seven ounces fluorid of cal-

cium, six ounces phosphate of magnesia and
a little ordinary table-salt. The same man is

found to contain ninety-seven pounds of

oxygen, fifteen pounds of hj'drogen and three

pounds and thirteen ounces of nitrogen; and
the carbon in such an individual is repre-

sented by a foot cube of coal. A row of

bottles contain the other ingredients going
to make up the man ; these being four ounces
of chlorin, three and one half ounces fluorin,

eight ounces phosphorus, three and one half

ounces brimstone, two and one half ounces
each of sodium and potassium, one tenth of

an ounce of iron, two ounces magnesium and
three pounds and three ounces of calcium.

ENOUGH FOR ALL MARITAL WANTS.
Miss Loftye—"But why. Count Frederigo,

should you desire to marry me? Think-you
can hardly speak English so that I can under-
stand you."
^ount Frederigo di Francipanini—"Oh, my

lofe, vat Eenglls' do I neet to casha da cheek
for yo\xV'— Chicago Record.

THE PEOPLE'S ATLAS.

One of the most remarkable products of ma-
chinery is books. The People's Atlas is an
example of this. Think for a moment how
much labor and material there is in a book of

124 pages, each page 11 inches wide by 14 inches
long, and containing over 200 large illustra-

tions and full-page map.s. Yet we offer this

wonderful Atlas free to anyone sending one
subscriber for this paper for the remain-

der of this year at .35 cents. Both the new sub-
scriber and the one sending the new name
get a free premium. Never before in the his-

tory of the book publishing business has such
a grand bargain been offered our subscribers.

For full particulars see page 19.

Wise People Watch for Bargains.

Good Readin' is I/ike Good Eatin', and You Must Have
Both to be Happy.

Everybody (and that includes the great men of America and Europe) agree that
THE ALTRUISTIC REVIEW is the best.

NOW THE BARGAIN.
THE AIiTRTJISTIC REVIEW is S2.00 a year, or 20 cents a number. But we are going to

GIVE AWAY, during the next 30 DAYS,

5.000 PRESENTS.
Send in your name early.

(1.) The Altruistic Review, including the August number, up to January 1, 1895,
regular price,

A Magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations (for full description see page 16),
Both the Review and the magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations,

mailed Free for only - - - - - - ---
(2.) The Altruistic Review, regular price to January 1, 1895, ....
People's Atlas, 124 Pages, 200 Maps and Illustrations (for full particulars see third cover

page), worth - - -

Both the Review and the superb Atlas mailed Free for only . - . .

(3.) The Altruistic Review, regular price to January 1, 1895, - - . .

Choice of any 5 excellent Books (for full particulars see third cover page), worth
Both the Review and the 5 excellent Books mailed Free for only . . .

Sl.OO
1.00

50c.
$1.00

1.00

50c.
SI.00
1.00

50c.

ONLY 5,000 TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE NEXT 30 DAYS.
TAKE THE BEST MAGAZINE, THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD.

A RARB^ OPPORTUNITY.Americans are notably the busiest people on earth;

life iis too short to do and learn half one wishes, hence

maUnm in parco isythvii \& needed, and the times call

for just Buch a magaziue as .
,

The Altruistic Review.
It ie iiicetiii^ with great success, because it gives

just what a man wants without obliging him to wade

through a great deal he don't want, and thus it fills a

need of the whole English-spealTing -world, and is

bound to grow in circulation rapidly.

"A wonderful record. Just the magazine for busy

people."

**It gives one the cream from all, and if I took no

other paper, the Altruistic would keep me well

posted." _ .

"Not a dull paragraph in it."

Prof. David Stviiig ( C liiCQOo):

To me it is delightful.

Rev. I>r. Bolton (Chicago^: *

It has the right ring.

Rev. 0. P. Gifford, D.D. ( Chicaoo):

I am delighted with it.

Kansas City Gazette:

It is well worth any one's subscription.

Rev. P. S. Henson. D.D. (.Chicago):

I am greatly pleased with your Review.

C. J. Peer (Loudon):

Indeed a most refreshing mouthful of good things.

Pro/. H. B. Adams {Johns HopX-insUniversili/):

The spirit of your Review is excellent.

WE WANT AGENTS AND PAY WELL.
Address all letters to the Springfield Office.

A Monthly Record of Whatever is Worth
ReineinberiiiK.

: A "Winnower of Wheat from Chaff.

I Springfield, C, Chicago, III.

COOaYMT. single Copies 20 Cenla.

Each number contains the Monthly Round-up (a re-
sume of all the notable happenings during the month),
a Character Sketch (of some great and good man), the
Cream of Other Reviews and Magazines, the Best
from All the Weeklies. Able Contributions from Great
Writers, Stories in a Nutshell, etc., etc. Its circu-
lation 18 world-wide.

Can $35
Iqual

$100.00?

THE AI^TRUISTIC Ri^VIieW, Springfield, Ohio.

That depends. Those who put $25

into telephone stock found, by holding

on to their faith in it, how $25 could

become equal to $1000 and more. There

are numerous instances where faith,

rightly placed, has done as well.

Well , Suppose you could be told of

Now invention coming into

daily use. Suppose 5'ou could learn

all about it and find that it could be

easily and cheaply placed on the

market without the necessitj' of invest-

ing any money for machinery, build-

ings, etc. Suppose, too, you could be

shown that the market is already

created, and the demand for millions

—

literally—of these articles, which can

be made for less than two cents each,

is assured.

What Sa}', then, if told that j'ou

Would could obtain an interest

You such an invention at a

very low rate ? Push it aside as naught

because it comes at 5'ou in something

other than the ordinarj- channels ?

That would be foolish, because gen-

uine opportunities to make money can

be presented thus. Times too hard ?

That means it's just the time to look

around you and better y^our condition.

Don't know the parties? References

will establish that. There is a double

purpose in this way of presenting

matters.

Ea^er There is an eager de-

Dgffjand mand for the article

Assured. "^^'"^^

things being equal, those who show

the most interest at this stage will be

the ones to whom we will turn as the

first to make money and secure good

salaried pcsitions b3' interesting home

parties. Not as canvassers ; bless you,

no! We guarantee that the bankers

and the most conservative of local

capitalists will listen to }^ou. We have

quantities of letters, requests for terms,

samples, etc., to prove this.

Better now, since we assure

Than that we have some-

"J^gJjQf" thing of far greater

use and profit than the telephone, wh}'

isn't it worth your while, if you have

$25 or more to invest, to write for full

particulars ? Address

THE S. I. G. L. CO.,

Room 35, II Wall St.,

Nkw York.
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HER FIRST CAKE.

She measured out the butter with a very

solemn air;

The milk and sugar also; and she took the

greatest care

To count the eggs correctly and to add a little

' bit
/

Of baking-powder, which, you know, begin-

ners oft omit,

Then she stirred it all together and she baked
it full an hour—

But she never quite forgave herself for leav-

ing out the flour.

SOULFUL, BUT NOT WILLING.

I walked one day with PhylUth
,

Ovah in Bothton town.
I, in me long Pwynce Albert,

She in a new Worth gown.

I talked that day with Phyllith

Ovah in Bothton town,
Of things intenth and thoulful.

Begged her me love to cwown.

I pawted that da3' from Phyllith

Ovah in Bothton town ;

She'd be a bwothah to me, she said.

But wouldn't be Mltheth Brown.
— Wcsleyan Literary Monthly.

GETTING EVEN.

A young man, wearing a red necktie and a

new spring suit, boarded a yellow car at the

post-office last evening. He slid gracefully

into a seat, and had just buried his face in a

paper when the conductor touched him on
the shoulder, and held out his hand for the

fare.

The young man fumbled through his

pockets, while the conductor still held out
his hand expectantly. As he turned his last

pocket inside out he turned red as he re-

marked :

"I will have to walk, I guess; I cannot find

any money."
"Never mind," said a small man with a

rugged beard and rusty hat, "here's a nickel."

The conductor took the money, rang his

bell, and went out on the platform.

"It was very kind of you, I am sure," said

the young man. Where can I find you to-

morrow to repay your kindness?"
"You needn't mind bothering about that,"

said the little man. "I was actuated by a sel-

fish motive."
"A selfish motive. What was it, pray?"
"I wanted revenge upon the conductor.

Ttiat nickel was a lead nickel. When he
tuirns in his cash at the end of the run it will

be detected, and he will have to make it good.
He lives next door to mo and kicked my dog
last week."—Kansas City Times.

HE WANTED THE LATEST.

Yesterday morning aman went into a music-
store and asked for "Ave Maria."
"Which one do you want?" asked the clerk.

"Oh, 1 don't know whose it is," said he.

"Give me the best one."
"Well, we have one by Gounod, Liszt, Luzzi,

Mascagni, Millard, Cherubinl and Duclken

—

any one is good."
"Gosh," said the customer, "I didn't know

there was so many. Give me Jerry Beene's."
Cherubini's was handed him; but about

noon he came back dissatisfied.

"This is no good on earth," he said. "I can't
make head nor tail to the tune."
Gounod's "Ave Maria" was then given him

;

but three o'clock brought him back again.
"It wasn't 'Ave Maria' at all I wanted," he

explained. "It was 'Sweet Marie.'"—indi'ara-

apolis Sentinel.

THERE WERE TWO.
A gentleman was seen standing before a

grave-stone in a cemetery as if much en-
grossed. Another man approached and asked
him what it was that so interested him at
that particular spot. He replied

:

"I was attracted by the peculiarity of this
inscription."

The second man bent down and read

:

"Here lies the body of a lawyer and an hon-
est man."
"Well," said he, "what is there strange

about that?"

"I was just wondering how they came to
bury two men in the same grave."

IMPROVING.

One of the plainest men in Liverpool had a
daughter about five years old. The other day
ske was sitting on his lap with a hand-glass
before her. She looked at her father a
moment, then looked at herself, and turned to
her mother.
"Mama," she said, "did God make me?"
"Yes, dear."

"Did he make papa,too?"
"Yes."

Then she took another look at herself.

"Well," she said thoughtfully, "he's doing a
good deal better work lately, isn't he?"

A RECOMMENDATION—TO SOME.
Dealer—"This is the best parrot we have, liut

1 wouldn't sell him without letting you know
his one fault—he'll grumble terribly if his
food doesn't suit him."
Miss Prim—"I'll take him. It will seem

quite like having a man In the house."

DRAWING THE LINE.

"I'm sick," whined the tramp at the kitchen

door, "and will you please give me just a piece

of bread and butter?"

"Nothing mean about you. Is there?"

responded the charity-lined cook.

"No, ma'am, there ain't."

"Perhaps you would like to have some
sugar on your bread?" said the cook with
sarcasm.

The tramp drew back dignifiedly.

"Excuse me," he said; "I may have my
weaknesses, but I hardly think there is any-
thing In my manner to warrant you In think-

ing I am a United States senator."

And the intelligent cook apologized on the

spot.—Detroit Free Press.

A LUCKY MAN.

Cooney Einstein—"Meln sohn, who is dot

girl you vants to ged married mit?"
Young Einstein—"Rachel Raubelsheck, fa-

der. Ach, Bie ist wunderschon! Sie hat

golden hair, und teeth like bearls, unt eyes

dot shine like diaments—

"

Cooney Einstein (in ecstacy)—"Dake her,

mein sohn, dake her! She must be a berfect

dreasure !"

AVAILABLE ADVANTAGES.

Father (to son, just home from college)—

"Well, what did you learn at college?"

Son (proudly)—"Why, father, I was one of

the best all-around athletes in my class. For
instance, I can clear that four-rail fence.

Watch me !"

Father—"No; save your strength. I'll let

you clear that ten-acre lot to-morrow. It's

chock full of weeds."—PucA.

A MINISTER'S MISTAKE.

Mrs. Bingo-"You must take that parrot

away. Why, when the minister was here it

swore like a pirate !"

Bingo—"Ha! ha! What did the minister

say?"
Mrs. Bingo—"Oh, he didn't know It was a

parrot. He said, 'I hear Mr. Bingo; why
doesn't he come in and see me?' "—Puck.

THE WAY IT WILL BE.

"Pop, how are they going to collect the

income tax when it goes into force?"

"They are going to leave it to everybody's
honor, Bobby."
"Pop, will everybody that has an income

have honor?"
"Yes, Bobby, but in inverse ratio. The bigger

the income, the less honor they will have."
'

ECONOMICAL THOUGHTFULNESS.

Mrs. Isaacs—"Vake up, Isaac; a burglar is

tryin' to get in."

Mr. Isaacs-"Veil, vait till he opens der vin-

dow, undt den I shoot."

Mrs. Isaacs—"Vy don't you shoot now?"
Mr. Isaacs—Vat! undt break a pane of

glass?"

THE IRONY OF FATE.

"Why did you never marry, Tom?"
"Well, you see, old man, when I was quite

young I resolved I would never marry until I

found an ideal woman. After many years I

did find her—"
"Well, then?"
"She was looking for an ideal man."

A SERIOUS CASE.

Wife-"You must send me away for my
health at once. I am going into a decline."

Husband—"My! My! What makes yon
think so?"

Wife—"All my dresses are beginning to feel

comfortable."—iVei£) York Weekly.

WOULDN'T REPEAT.

"I am going to spend a week up at the
Barker's in Riverdale," said Borely.

"So Barker told me," said Cynious.
"What did he say?"
"Well, really, Borely, I don't like to say. I

never use profane language."—ii/e.

A SWEET THOUGHT.
Little Effie—"Do you love me very much,

mama?"
Mama (a widow)—"Yes, my darling.?'

Little Effie—"Then, why don't you marry
the man at the candy-store ?"— Fbsr"^.

FROM LIFE.

Uncle Treetop—"That heifer is two years

old."

City niece—"How do you know?"
"By her horns."
"Oh, to be sure ; she has only two."

TRUE TO NATURE.

"Whatever Daub paints is true to nature."
"Talking of such things. Brush made a

sketch of a youth suflTering from the colic,

and by Jove! it is so natural that every time I

see it I send for a doctor."

Every Man Should Read Tfa.i8.

If any young, old or middle-aged man, suf-
fering from nervous debility, lack of vigor,
or weakness from errors or excesses, will in-
close stamp tome, I will send him the pre-
scription of a genuine, certain cure, free of
cost, no humbug, no deception. It is cheap,
simple and perfectly safe and harmless. I
will send you the correct perscription and
you can huy the remedy of me or prepare
it yourself, just as you choose. The prescrip-
tion I send free, just as I agree to do. Address,
Mh. Thomas Baknes, lock box Its Marshall,
Uich.

ODDS AND ENDS.

Woman may be the weaker vessel, but it's

always the husband that's broke.—i'toin
Dealei-.

I hate to sit thirteen at table

—

Though least superstitious of men—
When noting my host is unable
To furnish provisions for ten.

She—"I don't like a man who snores in his

sleep."

He—"For heaven's sake, when would you
have him snore?"— Vogue.

Mrs. Joblots says that if she ever has a dog,

she will have one of those great Sarah Bern-
hardt dogs, that dig the dear, delightful

monks out of the snow in Switzerland.

Jinks—"They tell me that Wesley Bobbins
has been born again."

Filkins—"I'm glad of it. And If he's going
to remain in the choir I hope he has secured s,

voice this time."— Vogue.

The wish of a small boy at Orion will be
echoed by a number of persons who are not
very small, while the present hot spell lasts.

He was asked what he would like above
everything else. He replied that he would
like to be a piece of mosquito-netting—full of
holes, so the wind could blow through him.

The young man came rushing into the
house of his best girl as the rain came pouring
down.
"Wow!" exclaimed the small brother, meet-

ing him at the door, "sister don't know what
she's talking about."

"Why, what did she say ?"

"She said the other day when you was here
that you didn't know enough to come in out
of the V!Qt."—Detroit Free Press.

Amy-"Young Mr. DoUey has proposed to
me."
Mabel—"Of course you accepted him?"
Amy—"Well, no. I had expected to, but in

his proposal he used an irreconcilable figure
of speech, and I thought I could not risk my
life's happiness with him. He said, 'Amy,
will you walk with me down the stream of
life?' If he had even said wade down the
stream of life I could have accepted him; but
the idea of walking in the water!"

"Jimmie Smith is awful deceitful."
"In what way?"
"Well, sometimes he washes his face twice a

week."
"What has that to do with it?"
"Well, the teacher thinks he's sick an' lets

him go home."
Young parson (on visit to village)—"You go

to Sunday-school, little girl?"
"Yeth, thir."
"I hope the little girls there, when you meet,

never do or say anything naughty?"
"Well, thir, Mary Brown did thay that

Lizzie Thims wathafool; but then she ith,
you know, thit."—Drake's Magazine.
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Pimples, blotches

and eruptions com-
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CONSUMPTION
SURELY CURED.

To THE Editor—Please inform your readere
that I have a positive remedy for the above
named disease. By its timely use thousandfi
of hopeless cases have been permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me theii

express and post ofSce address. KespectfuUy,
T, A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New Yorfc

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
tor Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Kiagan Square,

Buffalo N. Y

The Great Eye Restorer.
AH forms of Disea.sed Eyea posilUelycur^Klby

"ACTINA." Hay Fever, Catarrh. Asthma,
ciiregiianinteert. "ACTINA** is a perfect Pocket
Battery, usable at all limes by young and old.

A \aliiiih!e book frt'c. NEW \0IIK & LOKDQil
ELECTKIC ASS'N, No. 10 >Vest >Vnyne St., Fort Wayne, Ind.

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs. per

xnoDtb by a harmless
traatmeDt admlaistared

Cy practicing physician of 17 years* experience. No y-s^"

bad effects; na detention from business; no starv-l \ ^ .

ing; no wrinliles or flabblness follow this treatment. It improvei

the general health, clears the skin, and beautifies the complexion.

Endorsed by physicians and leading so^-iety ladies. ThouBands cured.

PATIENTS TItEA.TJE:i> BY MA.IIj
Oonfidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in stamps,

O. W. S]N"Yr>Ert, M. I>.,

260 M'ViCKER'S THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.

DRUNKENNESSSS
ing Dr. Haines' dulden Specific It can be
given witliout the knowledge of the patient, if

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. Ol>U*EN
SPECU'IC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinji3.t1, O.
nS'The Only Ouvk. JBeicares of Itaitatara,

pa V rni |#C reduced, 15 lbs.L H I ruuna a m.mth, any oner W3k I can malie retierty at lioiue.
MiseM, Ainley. Supply Ark..,

says, **I loet 431bB. and feel eplendid." No
starving.No sickness. ParticuJarsCsealed)
2c. HALL & CO.,B.,Box 404,St.LouiS,Mo.

CANCER

RUPTURE

CURED Without the use
of the knife and

with little or no pnin. by
Dr. M. G. PliNGREE

126 State Street, Cliicaco. BOOK FREE.

A positive radical Cute »t home
(Sealed.) Bookgivin^uUiiiiticulftrs

Sent Free. AddrejJ BE. W.S.EICE.

Box F. SmUhviJle. Jeff. Co.,N. S

ma Electrobole gives Instant
relief, final core in a fewi days, and never returns

;

no purge ; no salve; no suppository. Mailed free.
Address J. H. BEBVES, Box 695. New York City, N.Y.

PAINLESS CHILDBIRTHI^M^ftjfcWW Sealed information free

J. ti. dVe, D.,

free.

Buffalo, N. r

OPIUM
or norplilne Rabit Cnred a{>

Home. Tri«lFree. No Pain.
Cemp'd. OxygenAsi'a,rt.Wa;B«.Il>di

Cured by a new method. Sure core
Ul I kV gnaranteed. Particulars free. Add.
IlkbW DR.BEAiaONT, 1147 LACE AVE.CHICl^.

IMorplilne Habit Cured in 10
to 20 days. 5(o pay till <-«ircd.

Dr.J. Stephens, Lebanon.Omo.OPIUM

CANCER
It! cnre by •cientlfic local tremt-

ment. 20 Yiars Eiporienoe.

I

v___Book Tree. Dr«. McLeUh and
'weber, 123 Jokn Street, Cincinnati, 0M».

RUPTURE
Cured by mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress Capt. W. A. Collings Co., Box
142, Smithville, Jeff. Co.. New York .

AUrOV llOrnil invention for man or woman.
VtflT UdtrUL Sample sent (sealed) 25 cts. 2

for40ct!. BcBBEE Specialty Co.,Box 401, Oswego,N.Y

II afflicted with
sore ejea use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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LITTLE LESSONS IN DRAWING.

STILL LIFE AND LANDSCAPES.

still life we mean a group of
inanimate objects. This is a
natural result of studying
single objects such as we sug-
gested in our last talk, and it

is a necessary prelude to more
iBiportant compositions. If
you now add the use of the
brush to your artistic exer-
cises, you will fiud this branch
of study very charming. A
shell, say a large conch, is one

of the prettiest things to draw and paint.
Invest in a box of water-color paints (you
will be surprised to see what a nice one you
can get for a dollar), buy some inexpensive,

. white paper suitable for the practice and
boldly go to work. .Suppose j'ou take the
shell for your first experiment. Set it on
a table covered with manila paper or a light
table-cloth. Let the light strike it from
one- side. Notice the shadow which the
shell casts on the table. Make a simple,
but correct outline of your picture with
a lead-pencil, and then use your common
sense in coloring it. The simplest com-
binations of colors, the union of certain
primaries to produce new hues, are cer-
tainly known to you. Yellow and blue
make green; red and blue, purple; red
and yellow, orange. These are the only
colors, but they admit of infinite variety,
from the most delicate tints to the intens-
est shades. In oil paints the degree of
delicacy depends on the quantity of white
in the mixture. In water-color the paint
is more diluted when a faint color is

wished. Have a piece of waste paper
whereon to give experimental strokes
before you apply them seriously to your
shell. There will be gray shadings, and
the shadow which the shell casts on the
cloth will be gray. You can make this
color by mixing your three primary colors,
but likely there will be a cake of black in
your box, and a little of it, with a touch of
yellow, will make a gray that will suit
very well.
The "Apples in a Basket" is a capital

arrangement. It is simple, but at the
same time contains enough to make the
study interesting. The dark corner to the
left and the gloom under the basket's
cover give those low notes which are neces-
sary in any picture, and in this sta-ike into
effective contrast the bright, high tones of
the apples in the foreground. When you
are arranging a group of objects to paint or
draw, have those of a light color in the
front—that is, nearest to you—and let the
dark-hued things recede into the back-
ground. They must necessarily do this in
art, to obtain the relief desired, and if

reality assists art, so much the better and
easier. But this may be considered the
mechanical arrangement. There is also
what may be called the poetical arrange-
ment. The latter means the story it tells.

Our basket with the apples is not of the
highest class of still life. Its mechanical
arrangement is good, but it has no poetry.
As an example of the better class, let me

describe a water-color which I saw last
autumn at an art school. Two magazines,
well fingered, and undoubtedly entertain-
ing, from the amount of usage they be-
trayed, lay on a table. One was closed, but
the other lay on top wide opened. The
top of the leaf had been "turned down."
Across the open page lay a rose, and at the
right side was a pretty confectioner's box
with some of the bright-hued candies
tipped out. Now, did not that tell a story of

book will begin to fill with landscapes
before you reason on the subject or have
many theories. With this class of sub-
jects particularly you must learn to omit
a great deal. Remember that the human
eye can see clearly only a very small space
at one time, only so much as can be covered
with the tip of your index finger when you
hold your hand at arm's length. There-
fore, you must have a central object, one
prominent feature (which may be a group
of things) on which to centralize interest.
This you will try to represent with as
high a degree of linish as you are capable
of. The rest may be neglected. When an
extensive view is before you, your embar-
rassment will be to know what limits to
select. A mechanical contrivance to assist
beginners in this is to have a sheet of
pasteboard with a square opening cut in
the middle. Hold this at a distance from
the eye and draw the little picture which
you see through the opening.
Do not allow your taste to settle upon

conventional types. A mountain, some
trees, a sheet of water, that is the ever-
lasting combination which is turned out
by the wholesale picture dealer. Go to
nature. There only will you find truth
and originality.
Boats, afloat or drawn up on the beach,

make a charming picture, of which we give
you a specimen.
For general interest I know no better

class of subjects than trees. In summer,
or when winter makes them bare, you
may become skilful in drawing an oak so
that it is unmistakably an oak; a beech
with its peculiarities ; an apple-tree ; an elm.
Although this is the age of photography,

the rapid hand sketch will never lose its
value, and I would not exchange twenty
moderately good sketches for a whole
bushel of views fi o:ii n Kmlnk.

An Akt Tkacher.

Apples in a Basket.

luxurious comfort? A good book to read,
a rose to smell, a sweetmeat to nibble!
Well, the man who said that his idea of
heaven was to lie on a sofa and read new
novels, would certainly think that this
little picture suggested paradise!

I myself pninted a still life of which I
thought well. It was a box of pink and
white ro^es; the lid was pushed aside, one
of tlie roses lay on the table, and with
them wns a hastily toi'n-open envelop with
the letter beside it. Certainly that might
suggest a sweet reminiscence to almost
any woman.

If you form the habit of sketching, your

SUMMER WORK FOR HOME DECORATION.

Tatting and crochet are well deserving of
their honors as "pick-up" summer work,
and yet in one respect at least, simple
embroidery on wash fabrics is preferable,
for in doing the latter one can work and
chat without fear of spoiling their work
by a few stitches, more or less.
We who are grounded in the old order of

things are sure to think of such fabrics as
white goods, and of the scope of work as
confined to bed and table linen and per-
sonal clothing ; but one peep at the pres-
ent season's display of linens and cottons,
in a multitude of weaves and soft colorings,
will effectually dispel such old-fashioned
ideas.
Among the more desirable are Gobelin-

cloth, pla it.ition-cloth, denim, duck, agra
linen, ;\rt liupn, moniie linen, plain satin
damask, butcher's linen, sateen, jean, etc.
The contempt whi<;h familiarity with blue
denim cause. I many of us to feel, is no ar-
gument against the newer tones, and no
fabric is at once so artistic, inexpensive
and durable. There are two grades, one
thirty-six inches wide and forty-five cents
a yard, the other six inches narrower and
thirty-five cents a yard. There is deep
blue with blue and red effect on one side,
pale olive, or rather, olive and white,
heliotrope, yellow and old pink, but none
are more artistic than the old-fashioned,
soft blue.
Embroidery stitches are many and

varied, but simple outline and long-and-
short stitch are oftenest employed. Just
now, however, much favor is shown Rus-
sian embroidery (cross-stitch). It is

easily executed, and charmingly old-fash-
ioned and "homey" looking, especially
when used as a border for linen towels,
bureau-scarfs and the like. Among the
season's novelties are towels with niomie-
cloth centers and bands of plain canvas
woven across the ends, which are designed
expressly for this purpose. This em-
broidery is also very effective done on
wool or silken fabrics for screens, chair-
seats, ottomans and the like, with a com-
bination of English crewels and silk. On
linen and cotton goods only reliable
makes of washable crewels, flosses, silks
and flax threads should be used. Bargarren
art thread is not only inexpensive and
durable, but has a beautiful lustrous fin-
ish, which makes it verj' effective.
The latest embroidery designs seldom

show bow-knot effects. Leaf, blossom and
other fanciful shaped doilies are less in
favor than simple square or round ones.
A plain, buttonhole-stitched edge is

the neatest finish for doilies that are to be
edged with tatting, hand-made or other
lace.
Batte nburg and other kinds of lace

braid and rings, baby ribbon
and coronation cord may be
effectively used in embroider-
ingportieres, table and cushion
covers, scarfs and bed and table
linen. Coronation cord is a
washable linen cord wound
thickly at regular intervals,
giving a raisfd appearance of
the work. It is couched on
with linen thread,and patterns
showing continuous lines
(such as are used for braiding)
are most desirable. It is very
effective on denim, and piazza
cushion covers, soiled clothes-
bag, portieres and the like are

easily and quickly ornamented in this
way.
An exquisite bedspread is being made of

cream linen for a room decorated in ivory-
white and old pink. A four-inch-wide
hemstitched hem finishes the edges, and
inside of this is a drawn-work border one
and one half inches wide. Trailing grace-
fully over the entire center are wonder-
fully natural morning-glory vines em-
broidered in long-and-shnrt stitch with
old pink buds and blossoms and olive-
green foliage. When complotefl, a frill of
four-inch-wide crochet linen lace will be
added.

Less dainty, but a cover that is sure to
delight the heart of the tasteful young
brother with a decided admiration for
strong colors, will be of heavy, brown
linen with an irregular design of poppies
wrought over the surface in long-and-
short stitch with shades of scarlet, and
soft, brown stems and foliage. A plain
hem and fluted frill of brown sateen will
finish the edges.
Curtains of lighter weight, natural-

tinted linen, will be suspended from a
canopy at the head of the bed, and will be
ornamented with a wide border of poppies
along the inner edge, and straggling over
the center, in quaint letters, the quotation;

"I brintr," said the poppy, yawning,
"Tbe gift man longs to possess;

That he racks the world In seeking—
I bring him forgetfulness."

The French tell us no room is complete
without a dash of red,and one could believe
it who saw the charming effect of long sash
curtains of cream-white India silk em-
broidered in a design of scarlet passion-
flower, in a gold and ivory-white parlor.
A beautiful pair of portieres are of denim

in olive-green, which has a soft, silvery-
gray effect on the side which shows the

brella hung a large globe-shaped f;hinese
lantern, and from the tips of the ribs
small lanterns of sim'ilar shape were sus-
pended—the latter for use when it was
desirable to illuminate.
Cuscus fans are made of a native grass

found in central India, and though they
do not add such a pleasing touch of color
as Japanese and other decorated fans, their
strong, brown fibers, arranged in a half
disk, are often a more artih tic ornament.
Then, too, they emit a pleasing perfume,
especially if a pair are used as sphishers, or
where they can be s;:rinkleu with water
occasionally.
Aluminium paint gives the effect of sil-

ver, and is said to never tarnish. Com-
bined with pale old blue, soft pink or Nile-
green enamel for picture or mirror frames,
or furniture, it is not only newer, but far
more dainty than gold paint.

REQUESTED INFORMATION.
Mrs. J. E. L.—The greater number of the

fabrics mentioned in the article on summer
cushions in the Companion issue for June
15th, can be found at any leading dealer in art

goods, or upholstery and drapery fabrics, and

Boats on the Beach.

most white. The latter side was embroi-
dered in a conventionalized design of pink
and white chrysanthemums, the petals
tinted faint pink with dyes, and outlined
with silk in deeper tone.
A quaint and cliarniingbag fora dusting-

cloth was made of blue and white Japan-
ese chintz and plain blue India silk. The
front and back are made to correspond, of
the chintz, and sliaped somewhat like an
inverted kite when closed with the draw-
string. Thej- are each cut in one piece,
have a deep heading, are edged with
white cord and joined atthe bottom. They
are connected at the sides with wide gus-
sets of .silk folded into plaits and ironed.
A cord is run in below the heading of both
front and hack, but the gussets ai-e not
drawn up at all

;
they stand out loosely at

the top, although in folds. K. B. "j.

ARTISTIC FURNISHINGS.

The housewife who is intending to pur-
chase new furniture, carpets, draperies
and the like the coming fall, cannot do a
more economical thing than to anticipate
the time by a few weeks and take advan-
tage of the present depression in trade
and the midsummer clearance sales; at
any rate she should not be deterred from
doing so through fear of any decided
changes in the styles of furnishing now in
vogue, for none is foreshadowed ; and even
if there were, it is no reason why one
should not secure the wonderful values
that can now be had, for "apiece of furni-
ture that is good in design, good in ma-
terial, good in workmanship, designed for
a purpose, and used for that purpose, is

always beautiful." Apropos of the latter
reasoning a few words of caution may not
be amiss. Don't go bargain hunting and
buy recklessly

;
study the needs of your

rooms, and instead of taking advantage of
the prevailing low prices to add to the
quantity of your purchases, let it be ev-
idenced in their quality. Good taste is too
scarce and too precious to be sacrificed to
quantity. One really good article of fur-
niture is better worth buying than a dozen
sh'owy, machine-carved pieces, and one
pair of portieres that are not only beauti-
ful in themselves, but exactly fit in with
the other decorations, are more satisfactory
than a profusion of draperies, however
beautiful, that are purchased without re-
gard to the latter requisite. , K. B. J.

DECORATIVE NOTES.

Decidedly summery-looking and really
pretty were the long window-curtains
made of white mosquito-netting, and fin-

ished with a plaited four-inch frill of the
same, which were recently seen in a sim-
ple country dining-room, and the cost for
the two pairs of curtains was only fifty

cents. Not as cheap or as airy, but pret-
tier were the double curtains of fine weave
cheese-cloth, yellow over cream, which
seemed to bring the very sunlight itself

into a dull, north-side sleeping-room.
Cream cotton ball fringe finished the
inner edges, and they were allowed to
hang in straight folds from brass-trimmed,
cream-enameled poles.

Still daintier and more arti.stie are cur-
tains made of point d'esprit net edged with
fluted rulfles of the same.
A novel and pretty conceit for looping

back these or other curtains which are
finished with fluted ruffles, is that of a
band of material holdinga fluted ruffle of
the same width as that on the curtains.
Not the least attractive feature of an

ideal summer veranda was a large Chinese
umbrella which was attached to the center
of the ceiling. From the center of the um-

the Bombay and Calcutta cloths of the Kur-
sbeidt ManufacturingiiCompany, 190 South
Fifth avenue, New York. The two fabrics
last mentioned are thirty-four inches wide,
and cost eighteen cents per yard. If you are
remote from a large city, resort to catalogues
and mail orders, or employ a professional
shopper to make your purchases for you. A.
A. Valentine & Company, 877 Broadway, New
York, are leading importers of oriental fabrics,

screens, bamboo and bead portieres, as well as
Cairo stands, Turkish tabourets, bamboo fur-
niture, china, etc. They jre very obliging
and entirely reliable, and will send illustrated

catalogue on application. .Send ten cents to
Peter Bender, 111 East Ninth street, New
York, and he will send you samples of any
cotton, linen, woolen or silk fabric that is

making ciii talns, cushions, table-covers and
other articles of household decoration. There
Is no more reliable dealer in carpets, rugs,

portieres and drapery fabrics than Shepard
Knapp. Sixth avenue and Thirteenth street.
New York. Inclo.se stamps for return pos-
tage, and state explicitly the color or color
combinations you prefer, and price, and they
will send you samples of either carpets or
drapery goods. Send to H. C. F., Koch & Com-
pany, \Vest 12oth street, New York, for illus-
trated catalogue of general dry-goods and
many house furnishings. I have always
found them reliable, prompt and obliging.
Esther M. D.—The Priscilla Publishing

Company, Lynn, Mass., publish a book on
crosi5-stitch embroidery (price, fifty cents) that
contains beautiful patterns and much useful
information. English crewels are said to
wash without fading, but I have never tested
this. I do know, however, that they will not
lose their color by long and hard usage in a
sunny sitting-room. It is impossible for me
to send samples, or purchase materials for
correspondents, however willing I might be
to oblige them; if you will send ten cents to
Peter Bender, 111 East Ninth street. New York,
he will send you samples and prices of any
fabric or material that is used in fancy work.
iNDrSTRY.—1 am not familiar with the

patchwork quilt called "rising sun," and so
cannot give "a pattern of it or say whether I
think it is pretty enough to pay for the
trouble and expense of making," but on gen-
eral principles I do not hesitate to say no to «

the latter. Very likely "some other reader
might furnish this and other fancy patch-
work patterns," but at the risk of ofiending, I
must be frank enough to say that I cannot
allow them to do so. for to my thinking such
work neither beautifies the home nor culti-
vates the good taste of the maker, and as
those are the aims of this department, I can-
not recommend it. If you are adept enough .

with the needle to hem bits of Turkey red, and
other coloi cd calico that has been cut out to
represent the sun, moon or stars, neatly onto
white 7nnslin. you surely can embroider in
simple Diitlinerir long-and-short sticch ; and
in this way, and at no greater expense, you
can make a far more artistic bedspread than
was ever made of patchwork. There never
has. and perhaps never will he, a more fasci-
nating method of teaching little girls to sew
overhand and rnnning stitch, than by mak-
ing patchwork blocks of pieces of calico,
gingham and the like; and if a housewife
must be rigidly economical, it is wise to uti-
lize the pieces left from making garments for
patchwork, by cutting them in squares, tri-

angular or other simple geometrical shapes,
and stitching them together on the sewing-
machine; but In point of beauty no patch-
work quilt is equal to one with a plain cover
made of pretty calico, percale, gingham,
batiste, challis or cheese-cloth, and tying the
cotton fast with knitting-cotton, worsted or
bal)y ribbon, is in every way superior to quilt-
ing.' If it is a great desideratum to have the
quilt in sections, so as to be convenient for
pick-up work, you can embroider eight or
ten inirh .square blocks in different designs,
and afterward join them together, and cover
the joining seam with feather or other fancy
stitching; or what is far prettier, embroider
the cloth in strips and join them together
with hand-made lace insertion, finishing the
edges with lace to correspond.
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FIREPLACES.

DEVOTED reader, who believes in

the potency of the advice ex-

tended by thia paper to those

who ask for it, wishes to

know how to transform the

unsightliness of a bare, old-

fashioned fireplace into some-

thing like harmony with its

pretty summersurroundinga.
Everyone knows the comfort of the

winter stove. We rail at its ugliness, but

we bless the comfort of it, and when in

course of the annual cleaning and over-

turning, it is well oiled to guard its black

sides from rust, and carried out to spend

the summer in the lumber-shed, we miss

it a little, even if we revel in the extra

space its absence gives us.

But sometimes its removal reveals an
unlovely, gaping fireplace that had its

merit once in usefulness, but in modern
times is only valuable in summer as a

ventilator. Certainly in rooms which are

constructed without any especial arrange-

ments for changing and renewing the air

of a living-room, the fireplace should

never be closed with a flreboard, or with

any decorative fancy which prevents the

air drawing through at least a part of its

space.

Our correspondent, who fortunately

lives in a climate where an open fire does

the heating successfully, says: "In my
quaint, old-fashioned, charming room in

the house our family have lived in for

three generations is a big, old fireplace

about six feet long and three feet high.

In winter, when piled high with glowing

hickory logs, the fireplace is a perfect

picture, the admiration of everyone who
sees it.' In summer, alas! the glory departs.

I have tried filling the black gap with

ferns, but to make them thrive they must
be kept so constantly deluged with water

that the dampness affects tlie whole room,

and injures the matting and rugs."

Such, in effect, is our correspondent's

statement. Then she goes on to suggest

that a screen, if the right kind of one

could be found, might solve the diiflculty,

and asks if there is still another scheme
that would veil the aching void.

With the help of a house carpenter, a

frame of pine wood can be made to stand

under the mantel. The upper part of this

is a shelf to be filled with books. This

fills the space directly under the mantel.

Upon each side of the structure, coming
within the side posts of the chimney-piece,

are upright niches, made of the pine and

furnished with backs of the same to conceal

the fireplace, which will be behind them.

These divisions can have short shelves

across them to support books or bric-a-brac.

The open place of the fireplace will have

been much narrowed by this frame, and

the center space may be filled by a rope

curtain set back in the recess, or by one of

the bamboo curtains, which can.be found

in short enough lengths at Japanese stores.

Or if a little outlay is allowable, the

prettiest covering for the central space of

the frame will be a door or panel of

Moorish grille or openwork wood-carving.

The frequently receiving of advertisements

of this grille quite fully explain its trellis-

like appearance to those who are not

famUiar with its reality. Very good
varietied of it are advertised at seventy-

five cents per square foot. The openings
in the grille allow perfect ventilation, and
the effect is pretty and decorative. The
middle panel may be arranged as a door,

and the space behind it used as a storage-

place for dust pan and brush. The whole
frame can be readily moved when the

season for fires comes around again, and
there is no need for its friendly conceal-

ment. It may, when not in its legitimate

use, be turned to good account by giving

it a position against the wall in dining-

room or hall, where it will be far from
being an unsightly piece of furniture. Of

course, in making the article the pine
wood must be stained or painted to look
like,the woodwork of the mantel.

There are many persons who enjoy the
ever-present possibility of a fire at pleasure,

and prefer to see at all seasons the logs

piled on the andirons. In the eastern

states, cold, gray days come even in sum-
mer, and the sight of a bit of fire is

cheering; at all events it is pleasant to

know that it can be had at any moment.
Among the miserable shams of the day

are base imitations of real logs, intended

to till summer fireplaces. It is hard

enough to bear with the gas logs which,
after all, have a certain dignity through
their undeniable usefulness, but good
taste revolts at the, idea of pasteboard

sticks, such as curbstone fakirs are selling

to witless purchasers.

Mks. M. C. Hungebford.

BILL OP FARE FOR AUGUST.

Beaten Biscuit.—Sift one quart of flour,

add a teaspoonful of salt and a table-

spoonful of lard, with sweet milk to make
a stiff dough ; beat well for twenty
minutes. Roll thin, cut into biscuit, and
bake in a quick oven.

Bhoiled Bbeakfast Bacon.—Cut break-

fast bacon into thin slices, trim off the

rind, lay on a broiling-iron and set over

live coals; turn, take up on a heated dish,

dredge with pepper, pour over melted
butter, and serve with fried apples.

Omelet.—Break six eggs into a bowl and
give them vigorous beats with a fork.

Put a teaspoonful of butter in an omelet-

pan (or smooth frying-pan), shake it over
the fire until melted, turn in the eggs.

Sprinkle with salt and pepper, roll and
turn out on a heated dish. Serve imme-
diately.

Fbied Apples.—Wash and wipe dry
tart, ripe apples, slice and fry in butter.

AUGUST

BILL ! ©Pi PRE.

Cantaloup.

Beaten Biscuit. Broiled Bacon.
Brown Bread. Omelet.

Fried Apples.

Coffee. Tea.

DIHHBI^.

Okra Soup.

Stuffed Breast of Veal, Brown Sauce.

Corn Pudding. Lima Beans.
Baked Tomatoes. Cucumber Salad.

Cheese. W.ifers.

Blackberry Roll.

SUPPEI?.

Blackberries, Sugar and Cream,
Cold Bread. Cold Veal.

Rusks. Tomato Salad.

Silver Cake. , Iced Tea.

turn and brown on both sides. Sprinkle
with sugar.

Okra Soup.—Slice one onion and put
into a frying-pan with a slice of fat ham

;

let brown; cut up two quarts of okra
and four tomatoes, put into a soup-kettle
with a bunch of parsley, turn in the fried

onion, add. half a gallon of water, and set

over the fire to simmer slowly for one
hour; add a pod of red pepper and a tea-

spoonful of salt, let cook one hour longer,
take up, strain and serve.

Stuffed Breast op Veal.—Wipe a
breast of veal with a damp cloth, make
gashes between the ribs. Chop a slice of

fat pork fine, mix it with a cupful of stale

bread crumbs, a tablespoonful of minced,
sweet herbs, a teaspoonful of salt and a
salt-spoonful of pepper ; till the gashes with
the mixture. Place the meat on a baking-
pan, dredge with pepper and salt, pour
over a teacupful of hot water, set in the
oven and let roast fifteen minutes to every
pound; baste every twenty minutes.
When done, take up and serve with brown
sauce.

Brown Sauce.—Melt a tablespoonful of

butter in a frying-pan ; when brown, add a
tablespoonful of flour, mix, and thin with
a teacupful of stock, stir until it bolLs, add
five drops of onion-juice, with salt and
pepper.

CoBN Pudding.—Score a dozen ears of

young corn down the center, press out the
pulp, and leave the corn on the cob. Beat
the yolks of four eggs, add to the corn,
with a tablespoonful of butter, a pint of
milk, salt and pepper, with the beaten
whitps of the eggs. Grease a pudding-dish
lightly with butter, and pour in the

mixture. Set in the oven and let bake
slowly for one hour.

Lima Beans.—Shell and throw into cold

water. Drain, put into a saucepan with
plenty of hot water,, add a teaspoonful of

salt, and set on the stove to boil until

tender. Take up in a heated dish, pour
over melted butter, dredge with pepper,
and serve.
Baked Tomatoes.—Select large, smooth,

ripe tomatoes. Cut a slice off the end and
take out the seeds. For six tomatoes, take

half a teacupful of chopped, cold, boiled

meat, two teaspoonfuls of stale bread

crumbs, a tablespoonful of butter, a tea-

spoonful of minced parsley, with salt and
pepper ; mix with the juice of the tomatoes,

and fill the centers with the dressing.

Sprinkle the tops with grated bread

crumbs
;
put the tomatoes in a baking-pan

and set on the stove for hiilf an hour;

baste with melted butter. When done,

take up carefully, and serve ht>t.

Cucumber Salad.—Pare and slice three

young cucumbers very thin, cover with
cold water and let stand one hour. Drain,

and put them in a salad-bowl. Sprinkle

with salt and pepper and a little minced
onion. Pour strong vinegar over; set on
ice half an hour before serving.

Blackberry Roll.—Roll rich puff paste

out thin. Spread with ripe berries sprin-

kled with sugar. Roll up, put in a lomg,

narrow pan, lay bits of butter over the

roll, dredge with sugar and flour, pour a

teacupful of boiling water in the bottom
of the pan. Set in a very hot oven for

twenty minutes. Serve with butter sauce.

Rusks.—Take a pint of light bread dougrh,

put into a bowl with two beaten eggs, half

a teacupful of sugar, a tablespoonful of

butter and a small cupful of sweet milk

;

mix well and set to rise. When light, add
flour to make dough, work well. Make
out in rusks, put into pans. When light,

set in a hot oven to bake.

Cold Sliced Veal.—Trim neat slices

from the breast of veal, lay on a dish, drop

a little French mustard and a fourth of a

teaspoonful of currant jelly on each slice.

Garnish with crisp lettuce leaves.

Tomato Salad.—Peel half a dozen to-

matoes and put on ice. Arrange fresh

lettuce leaves on a salad-dish. Slice the
tomatoes, lay on the lettuce, and pour
over mayonnaise dressing. Serve imme-
diately.

Blackberries.—Pick over fresh, ripe

blackberries, put a layer in the bottom of

a large bowl, sprinkle with powdered
sugar, put over more blackberries and
sugar until the bowl is full. Set on ice

until very cold. Serve with rich, thick

cream.
Silver Cake.—Beat three quarters of a

pound of butter to a cream and add a

pound of sugar, beat together until very
light. Sift ten ounces of flour ; beat the
whites of sixteen eggs, and stir into the
sugar and butter alternately with the
flour, beat the whole until very light.

Flavor with extract of almond, turn into

a greased cake-mold, and bake in a mod-
erate oven about one hour. When cold, ice.

Eliza R. Pabkee.

WHAT A CRATE OF PEACHES WILL DO.

For several years I have kept an account
of my preserving, the quantities and prices

of the fruits, the cost of the sugar, the
number and size of the packages, and
other helpful details to which I can refer

when needful,

I find that in every instance I have
used seven pounds of granulated sugar
with a crate of peaches. The record of one
year gives me eight quart jars of canned,
four quarts of preserved, six quarts of

marmalade and seven glasses of jelly,

besides a few that we ate raw and some
for a pudding.
The large peaches are by far the most

economical, and they should be perfectly
ripe, but very firm and solid. With the
point of a silver fruit-knife take up a
little piece of the skin at the stem end of

the peach and pull it off like a glove, so
that not one atom of the peach is wast;ed.

Then cut the peach in halves and remove
the stones. Eighteen halves will more
than fill a quart jar if the peaches are
large ; but I generally pare nine peaches at

a time, because some of the halves break.
I use only the perfect, unbroken halves
for canning; the largest and best of the
broken pieces I set aside for preserving,
the small bits for marmalade.
Nine large peaches will weigh four

pounds, and the rule for canning is one
quart of water and one pound of gran-
ulated sugar to four pounds of peaches,
weighed before paring. Dissolve the sugar
and water in a porcelain-lined kettle over
the fire, stirring constantly until the sugar

is dissolved. Put in the peaches, bring
them quickly to a boil, then stand them
back where they cannot possibly boil and
let them remain in the syrup until tender.
Roll your jars quickly in boiling water
and stand them on a folded, damp cloth.

With a large spoon lift each half peach
carefully from the syrup and place them
in the jars; fill the jar quickly to over-
flowing with syrup, screw on the top and
stand away to cool. Pour the syrup left

over into a pitcher, and make fresh syrup
for each four pounds of fruit.

After all the fruit i« canned, strain the
syrup left into a clean, porcelain-lined
kettle and boil it down to jelly. It must
boil very fast, and you will haye to keep
trying it by putting a teaspoonful into a
saucer and standing in a cold place for a
moment; scrape it with the spoon, and if

partly solid, it is done. Roll the tumblers
in boiling water and fill quickly. Stand
aside for a day or two, and if not perfectly

firm, put them in the sun for a few hours.
Pekseeved Peaches.—Allow one pound

of granulated sugar to each pound «f
peaches

;
put them in layers in a porcelain-

lined kettle, cover them and let them
stand all night. In the morning bring
them quickly to a boil, then simmer
gently until the peaches are clear and you
can run a straw through thejm, Wiaiem.

done, put thein,, one piece at a time, into

jars, and wheia .cold, ipo,iaar ow:er ttaem the
boiling syrup.

Peach Marmalade.—The «iiinaill ibits,

specked and bruised ((not decayed) peadies
can be used i£or marmailade. Allow hsM a

pound of sugar to each pound of .peaeihes;

bring them quickly to a boil, tilaen .siiaaiEker

slowly two lOi" rtteae toauis, iBtirriijag anfl

mashing the peaches oeeasioiBaiUy.. .Stand

the kettle where ittoe icnar«aiade icamaiot

burn. Put away in sitoine jsurs wheaa .dosne.

The day you do your ijeaehes you .eould

have for dessert a peach ouataajd.

Peach Custak®.—Pare, hailve:aiid;sprlin-

kle with sugar .enougih very ripe jpeaohes

to filiL a two-quart puddiiig-<diish. iBeat ifour

eggs with four tablespoonfuls of sugar;

add one quart of sweet, xicto maillk. Pour
over the peaches ^and hake half .an (hour in

a quick oven.

Or you could have a peach poitipde.

Peach Pot-pie.—Pare sopie hard (inot

quite ripe) peaches, and put ,them in ' a

kettle to stew, allowing half a pound ,bt

sugar to a dozen peaches. Make a crust

with one pint of ilour, one heaping itaa-

spoonful of baking-powder and a quarter of

a teaspoonful of salt sifted together dry.

Rub in a large teaspoonfuil of soft ibutter

or lard and moisten with ice-warter vintil

just stiff enough to roll easily. Hall .one

inch thick, cut in two-inch squares., i»nd

place over the top of the peaches. Cover

the kettle closely .and let them cook, with-

out lifting the cover, fifteen minutes.

Place the pieces of cruat around the edge-ol

a large, hot platter and the peaches in the

center with the syrup. Serve very hot.

The crust can be split open and buttered

at the table.

You might iSke tfor ,tea a tpeach ilayer

cake.

Peach Later Cake.—Rub to a cream

two large tablespoonfuls of butter and

one cupful of «ugar, «tir in one egg, one

cupi'ul of sweet milk, two cupfuls of silted

flour and two teaspoonfuls of baking-

powder; add half a grated .nutmeg. Bake

in two parts in shallow, square stins.

When done, cover the top bf one cake

with very ripe peaches, pared and cut very

fine. Sprinkle with ipcwdered sugar,

place the other cake on top, press lightly,

cover with peaches and sprinkle thickly

with sugar. To be eaten with cream.

One y ear my peaches were so small that

it took twenty-four peaches to weigh four

pounds. That year I had ten jars (quarts)

canned, seven pounds of marmalade, .no

preserves and only three or four glasses

of jelly. This proved conclusively ^that

small peaches, even at a lower price, wete

more costly than large ones.

Another year the peaohes were so very

tine that we canned them all. The result

was twenty quart jars, two two-quart ja.r8

and seven glasses of jelly. There was pos-

itively no waste at all. The cost of these

peaches, two dollars; sugar, thirty-five

cents. E. H. Baebington.

There is n othing more decoratively beau-

tiful than the following f;rees of spring—

the apple, cherry and dog-wood. Splendid

lines of trunk and stem, dark, sometimes

even grotesque, against masses of bloom

which melt into l^he tender sky, almastthe

same tone; so delicate, the shadow is not

shade, but only lioheor depfch'Otf .color.
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B KEEPERS Sample copy <A

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
AHand8omely Illustrated nrr CIIDDI ICC
Magazine and Catalog, of OCL OUrrLIIld
FKEE. A. I. ROOT, xUedina. O.

(BENNETT STUMP PULLER—9 Sizes
Horse and Hand Power,
Prices $25 to $150.

Three Days' Trial. Cat.
I& 1000 rec. free. H. L.

-Bennett, Westerville, 0.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S
*|0 AND AGENT'S PROFITS.
jTlLbuyourOxford BossBicycle.suit-

fable for either sex, made of best ma-
_ _ 'terial, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and luUv warranted. Write to-diy for oar
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc.,

fi-ee. oxrOF'ortX* HtlFQ. CO.
338 Wabasli Avenue, - CHICAGO. ILL.

estab'd] JACKSON BROS. pssi
K. T. STATE DRAIN TILE AND PIPE WORKS,

134 Third Avenue. ALBANY, W. Y.

ROUND
AND SOLE TILE

Also aeents for Airon
Salt Glazed Pipe, IW
Brick and Oement.

GEO.ERTE L & C O, aUIN CY, I UU .°

LWELL DRILLING MACHINERY,
MANUFACTURED BV

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA, N.Y.

I
MOUNTED OR ON SILLS, FOR
IDEEP OB SHAUOW WELLS, WITHi

1 STEAM OR HORSE POWER
3 SEND FOR CATAUOSue
'address WIUJAMS BROS.ITHACA.N..»i

(STEELPHESSE&l

J5ELF FEEDER"

1 DEDERICK'S WORKS,M3m»Hy,

Perfection Wii^e fencing.

We have the most artistic line of Lawn Fencing in
existence. As well as the Cheapest and Strongest
Steel 'Wire Farm Fence. A special fence for Hoge,
Sheep and Poultry, Lawn, Cemetery and Park Fenc-
ing a specialty. Write us for full description and
prices on Fencing, Lion Fodder Cutters and Crushers,
Ohio Feed and Ensilage Cutters, COKN-SPLITTISG
MACHINES, Horse Powers, 1 to 6 Horse, Pumping
Jacks for farm use.

POINDEXTER M'F'O. CO.
DEPART3EM B. 25 Eddy St., Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

••••########
"The

Great Leak
On The

Farm''
is a valuable pamphlet rela-

ting to corn fodder, and also

descriptive of that wonderful

machine, the

"Keystone" Corn Husker

and Fodder Cutter,

combined.

It is sent free.

KEYSTONE MFG. CO., Sterling. 111.

(Mention this paper.)

#

/ \ 7 \ / \7T
yZSITSXSXS

The mesft around. thepoTutt ofFenc*
shows how- theHivce it, madbt.

TURN YOUR ATTENTION

^°^"&^KEYSTONE
When in need of a good farm fence. We make the

right kind to give satisfaction. Send for catalogue.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

HO. ao iiOeutT sr. TBEMONTt ILL.

SB I C^YCLE
WRITE US AND SAVE $10 TO $50. SURE!
STOKES MFG. CO. CHICACO. ILL

UflFF CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO"•rC IT AND PAT FREIGHT.
Cl^ Bnys oar 2 drawer walnut or o&k Im-
tI iproved High Arm SiD^ersewin^ machioa
finely tiDisbed, nickel plated, adapted to tiebt

and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 Texrs; with
Automatic Bobbin ^Vindcr, Seir>Thr«adiD^ Cjllo-
ider SbultlcSeif-Selting Needle and a complete
^set of Sleol AttaehmeDta; shipped any where oa
30 Day's Trial. No money required ia advance,

75,000 cow fnuae* World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach-

menta. Boy from factory and eave dealer's and agent's profits.

CDCC ^'^^ Tbtt Ont and send to-day for machine or lar^e free

f KEC catalo^ae, testimonials and Glimpses of the World's Fair.

OXFORD MFC. CO. 342 Wabasli Avt.GHICAGO.ILU

BICYCLEirnEE! A FINE
,

I pi Ic Xfyou want one, either sex, write to^
' I I ^^fL ueatonce. These bicycles are fulIvL

I

I I ^ warrantL'd and -^ ould cost alretaii,!
!fl8 to$a4. "We give then

*

FK£.E to iutrodut e our paperi
\\ twill give jou one with
out a cont of money fromf

I your pocket. At this time!
olthe vear ererybody wants!
a bicvcle, and we offer vouf
one FREE. You TAKE KOl
CHANCE3 if you complyJ

LwitbouroffeT. Write today. With your letter send us 50c. silverf

lor postal note for our family and story paper one year and
Iwillsend the offeratonce — all charges* prepaid on every bicyc

EWIS* 98 % LYE
FOWDEBIS A»S FESnmiS

. (PATESTED)
The stronKCst and pnreat Lya

made. Unlike other Lye, It being

a fine powder and packed la s can
with removable lid, the contents

are always ready for use.
. JMD

make the best perfnmcd Hard Soap

In 20 minutes wilhont boillnc.
It Is the best forcleanslug waste
pipes, disinfecting sinks, closets,

washing bottles, paints, trees, etc

PEHNA. SALT M'FG CO
Gen. Agts., Phlla., Pa,

Mention this paper when yon write.

STEEL WEB PICKET LAWN FENCE,
Steel Posts. Steel Rails and Steel Gates: Steel Tree,
Flower and Tomato Guards ; Cabled Field and Hog
Fence; Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

OeEALB FENCE CO., 38 HighSt.,SeKalI),m.
mention this paper when you write.

COLUMBIA
^TEELWIND

miLL
AVzi" in Principle.

Beautiful in

Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.
Contains covered Internal Gear.

TTneqoaled in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit the closest investiea-
tioD.Also Columbia Steel Derricks

Iron Turbine Wind EiiElnce.
i Buckeye Force & Lift Pumps,

Tank and Sprar Pumpi^ Buckeye
and Globe LawnMowers,IroB Fenc-
Iniff, Creatine* VtC. Write for circulars.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0.

Best Fences and Gates for all
purposes. Free catalogue giving
particulars and prices. Write
THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOND, IND.

Mention Farm and Fireside.

DAIN

SAFETY CORN-GUTTER.
Best,

Cheapest,

Strongest,

Most

Durable.

Pays tor

Itselt

In Cutting

Twenty

AcresotCorn

THE BAIN SAFETY is tt practical Harrester,
and perfectly eafe for operator and horse. The shafts
guide the mpveinent of the leaning stalks, and prevent
the horse from getting against the knives in turning a
square corner. It will cut one or two rows at once,
leaving the stubble uf uniform height. One horse can
pull it. It is simple in construction, costs practically
nothing for repairs, and will last a lifetime if properly
cared for. For illufitrated circular, price-list, etc.,
Address DAIN Ifl'F'O. CO., Carrollton, 9Io.

Mention this paper.

METAL
WHEEL

for your

WAGONS
Any size yon want, 20
to 56 io. high. Tires 1
to S iQ.wide—hubs to
fit any axle. Saves
Vast many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
grain, fodder, manure,
hoge, &c. No resetting of

tires. Oatl'g free. Address

KiaPiRK MFG. CO.
^ulttcyi III*

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
EBrCATION IN AORlClJl.TURE.

Instruction in Soilp, Tillage,Stock-raising, Veterinary Medicine, Agricultural Chemistry. Botany. Horticulture,
Entomology, and the general sciences relating to Agriculture. Expenses low. Every county in Ohio is entitled
yearly to one free scholarship in Agriculture, Horticulture or Veterinary Medicine. Catalogue sent free.

Our Most
Popular Piano

I It is really hard to say which is our most popular piano.
'Our style MOOO B is the one ^ve sell most of. The price of it

is $300, and it is just such an instrument as you would
pay an agent or dealer S-160 for. Everybody knows that
there are enormous profits in the retail piano business.
We take these profits and give them to the aetual user of
the piano. AVe eliminate the middleman. We believe

that It is better for us, and we know Iha^ it is better for you. Every
time an article changes liands, somebod.v makes a profit. Somebody has to pay for
clerks and canvassers and rent and light in the dealer's store.' All these things cost
money and their cost all goes into the price yoii pa.v for your piano. Our system is merely
the application of'good hard common sense to the business. Our 30 years of success,
and our thousands of pleased patrons prove that the s.vstem is a good one. If you don't
know us, ask any bank or commercial agency about us—ask your own bank. And
remember this, you need not pay us one single cent till you have tried the piano in your
own home. If it isn't justexactly whatyou want, you may send it back atpur expense—
we pay freight both ways. That shows that we're in earnest, doesn't it? Send for our
handsome catalogue—it's free. Then look us up. Don't deal with us unless you find
that we are thoroughly reliable and honest in all our transactions. We can save you
money and we can prove it. Send at once for our Book on PIASOS and ORGANS.

\, J., U.S.A.
VRLV 30 YEARS.CORNISH & CO„Wfs»r»iU;

BUCKEYE
GRAIN «i»

FERTILIZER

p.p. XASV <Se C0.4-82TO 500RIVER

DRILL.
'With the Celebrated eiosB Disc

Fertilizer Distributor and
Entirely New Force Feed
Cirain Feed.ChainOearine
aud Ratchet Drive Wheels.
Our New Lifter Bar raises

the Hoes easier than any
other lieTer ever Invented.
New Single Shifter Bar

with New Iiever for shifting
Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854. .

Also Manufacturers of BUCK-
EYE Riding and Walking Cul-
tivators. Broadcast Seeders,
Cider Mills and Hay Bakes.
Branch Houses : P.P.SIast
& Co., Philadelphia. Pa.;
mast, Bnford A Bnrweli
Co., St. Paul, Slinn. Send
for catalogue to either of the
above firms, or to

SPRINGFIELD, O.

'Tis always a picture both quaint

and bewitchin'

That lurks in my mind, of my
grandmother's kitchen :

"White^ood-workTbright tin-ware, blue plates in a ro-w,

That great spotipss kitchen of long, long ago.

But
The things in my kitchen are many times brighter.

My floor, 'with less labor expended, is whiter,
'

Since GOLD DUST—the Powder for cleansing you know.

Improved on the methods of long, long ago.

Gold Dust Washing Powder
is used in thousands of homes to-day. Bright

women everywhere appreciate its usefulness.

MADE ONLY BY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Sew York, Boston, PhlladelphU.Chicago, St. lODis—

Free Scholarship
agd Education Free
TO ALL AMBITIOUS AND ENERGETIC

YOUnG |V[En flflD YOUflO WOlWEfl,
IN THEIR OWN

CHOICE or SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES IN AMERICA

The publishers of the Farm aud Fireside aud the Ladies Home Companion

are giving free scholarships iu schools aud colleges to young men and women for

taking subscriptious for their papers. Free tuition, free board and free books, for

a year in a GREAT university, are given in exchange for 300 subscriptions, or ten

subscriptions a day for one short mouth. Course in shorthand, bookkeeping,

journalism, law, etc., by mail, furnished in exchange for a few days' pleasant work.

Many young men and women are gettiug their education this way. AVhy not

you"? Send for the full particulars to-day.

This is the opportunity of a lifetime to get your education free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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^ INFORM_ATION FOR S

ADVERTISERS.
The average cir culatioii per issue of the
Farm and Fi reside for the year be-

ginning Au gust 15, 189.3, and end-
ing Augii.st 1, 1894, has been

283,700 COPIES

Th is issue will be

250,000 COPIES.

Estimating sX the usual average of five

readers t o each copy. Farm and
Fireside has

One and ii Half Million Readers

Farm and .Tireside has More Actual
Subscribe ns than any other Agricul-

tural J rourual in the World.

j^opi es of tl^e

' A/AR IN THE ORIENT.

Governm ,ent misrule in Corea brought
on a revol ution whicti has resulted in a
war betvkre< »n China and Japan. Speaking
of the can ses and probable result of this

war, Harp er\s Weekly says

:

"Twenty r years ago the question whether
Corea sho uld be an independent empire,
governed after the obsctire and confused
oriental f ashion, by authority resting on
Ihe mys terious sentiments of its people,
would nc (t have excited very much inter-

eat in t ,his country, and nothing like
anxiety even in Europe. To-day the re-

ports fr. om Corea are eagerly scanned in
every f' oreign office from London to St.

Petersbi irg, and the secretary of state at

Washin gton is drawn into negotiations,
the exa ct purpose and scope of which can-
not be jfuUy stated as yet, but which are
clearly important. This remarkable
change- in the relations of a far-away
eastern state to its neighbors is due to the
facttliat a serious conflict between Japan
and Cihina may set the spark to the explo-
sive material stored in the armies of
Eur< jpe, and plunge a half dozen nations
into tJiat general struggle which for a score
of j/^ears they have been straining every
nersna, first to defer ai],d avoid, and second
to r aeet if it should come.
" The exact nature or origin of the quar-

rel of Japan and China over Corea it is

nO(t easy to define. China possesses a
v; tgue right of suzerainty in Corea, which
b.as been acknowledged by the payment of

tribute, but China has never exercised
! uiy open control there. Both China and
Of'apan have trade relations with Corea and
^subjects living within its borders, of
^vhom the Japanese seem to be the more
"numerous, active and wealthy. Both gov-
•ernments claim, by treaty with each other
and with Corea, the right to land troops to

preserve order and protect the interests of

their own people.

"It is now alleged by .Japan that her sub-
jects in Corea have been wronged, and are
actually exposed to violence and maltreat-
ment. It is also claimed by Japan that
China was asked to join in sending troops
to Corea to protect the treaty rfghts of the

Japanese traders and residents and of her

own, and not only refused, but protested

against independent action by Japan. It

is further claimed that an insurgent leader

of Corea, having taken reftige in Japan,

was decoyed by Chinese agents to Cliinese

territory, and there betrayed to the Corean

government and slain—an act which Japan
counts not only a violation of good faith,

but a wilful affront on the part of both

the Chinese and Corean governments.
"lUythese claims there is nothing that

could not be settled peaceably if all parties

desired peace. Apparently, none of them
desires peace. China is friendly to the

actual Corean government, because it is

largely under|,her influence. Japan ia

friendly to £ne opposition faction in

Corea, because it desires at least the influ-

ence which China possesses in Corea, and
probably much greater. The Corean gov-
ernment, in peril from discontent and
insurrection, is not averse to foreign war
in which it will have so powerful an ally

as China. What will be the result of such
a war? Probably nothing very decided.

Two of the most powerful nations of

Europe have a distinct interest in repress-

ing any decisive conflict. They are Great
Britain and Russia.

NEW TEMPERANCE MOVEMENT.

Some months ago, Bishop Watterson, of

Columbus, OhiO; in a pastoral letter to the

priests in his diocese, promulgated a decree

that no one engaged either as principal or

agent in the manufacture or sale of intox-

icating liquors should be admitted to

membership in Catholic societies, and that

Catholic saloon-keepers who sell on Sun-

,
day or otherwise violate, openly or dis-

guisedly, the civil law, should be refused

the sacraments. One of the societies made
an appeal on this order to the papal del-

egate, Monsignor Satolli. Satolli sustained
Bishop Watterson. His decision, in part,

reads

:

"The liquor traffic, and especially as

conducted here in the United States, is the
source of much evil

;
hence, the bishop was

acting within his rights in seeking to

restrain it. Therefore, the delegate apos-
tolic sustains Bishop Watterson's action

and appz'oves of his circular letter and reg-

ulations concerning saloons and the expul-
sion of saloon-keepers from membership
in Catholic societies."

This decision of Mgr. Satolli has made
no small stir among the liquor dealers in
New York and other large cities. They
fear that the regulations in force in Bishop
Watterson's diocese may now be adopted
by other bishops, and that in due time
they will all be placed under the ban. The
Wine and Spirit Gazette, New 'York, the
principal organ of the liquor dealers in

this coTtntry, with the usual spirit of defi-

ance that characterizes the liquor business,

says:

"The decree in its terms is undoubtedly
mandatoi-y for the whole country. It

admonisl\es the bishops of other dioceses

to imitate the example of Bishop Watter-
son, who instructed the clergy to refuse
absolution to saloon-keepers of their par-

ishes who sell liquor on Sunday, and to

suspend from its 'work and privileges'

every Roman Catholic society that has a
liquor dealer or saloon-keeper at its head
or anywhere among its officers. We do
not hesitate to say that the effect of the
strict enforcement of this decree would be
a severer blow to the liquor trade than
anything the prohibition cranks and the
cold-water fanatics have accomplished
within the past forty years. Fully two

thirds, if not more, of the retail liquor

dealers of the country are Roman Catholics.

Some of these are liberal contributors to

church funds. We fully appreciate the

delicate position in which Archbishop
Corrigan and other bishops of the Catholic

chur,-h are placed by this decree of the

papal delegate. Yet we are inclined to

believe that it will be disregarded by a

majority of the prelates of the church."

To find out what action is to be taken in

the diocese of New York, the editor of this

liquor organ gives this challenge:

"We voice the sentiments of a large

majority of the liquor dealers of this city

and Brooklyn in saying: We dare Arch-
bishop Corrigan to enforce in letter and
spirit the decree against the liquor traffic

just issued by Mgr. Satolli, the papal
delegate. Let the archbishop do it and
watch the consequences."

To this the archbishop replied that he
loyally accepted the principles laid down
by Satolli, both in their spirit and to the let-

ter, that no Catholic can refuse to accept
them,and that he had yet to learn what fear

was in the discharge of his duty.

The decision at present is mandatory
only in the Columbus diocese, but it

encourages bishops in other dioceses to

make similar stringent liquor regulations.

By their defiant attitude, liquor dealers

are inviting its general application and
encouraging a temperance movement of

great force.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP OF INDUSTRIES.

In these days of social .unrest, it is fre-

quently urged that some form of national-

ization of industries, such as municipal
ownership of railways, gas-works, electric-

light plants, etc., would be a panacea for

all the ills that afflict the body politic.

Peace, plenty and prosperity are proph-
esied as the inevitable outcome of munic-
ipal management of all industries of a
public character. It is easy to imagine a

civilization of such high degree that

municipal ownership of all such industries

would produce good results, but that

municipal ownership of itself would pro-

duce a higher civilization is a proposition

for which sufficient proof has not been
furnished.

Experiments in municipal management
have been made. Sometimes they have
been successful ; sometimes not. Because
a municipality manages a waterworks
system sucbessfully, it does not follow that

it can do so with a street-railway. The
condition of afiairs in cities where munic-
ipal management has been applied to a

number of industries does not sustain the

claim that it will abolish poverty or give

full prosperity.

The following extract from "The Pre-

vailing Jealousy of Wealth," in the August
number of the Engineering Magazine, inci-

dentally furnishes an example of munic-
ipal ownership

:

"Except by inheritance, to which it

would be silly to object, or by transactions

which, in the evolution of jurisprudence,

make candidates for the penitentiary, no
man gets possession of more wealth than
he creates, and no man can create wealth
without contributing to the wealth or

income of many other men whom his

operations concern. The right, then, of a
man to possess all the wealth that he can
lawfully obtain cannot be successfully

assailed by even the most coherent of the
followers of the philosopher who taught
that all 'property is robbery.' Find the
cornm unity where there are the fewest
beggars, and you will always find the

community where the race for fortune is

most precipitate. Will there ho anything
anomalous in this discovery? The mys-
terious disappearance of the beggar can be
easily understood. You have found the
community where labor is most in demand,
for the law which prohibits the acquisition
of riches except through the employment of
labor is here in full force ; and hence, the
man who would be forced into beggary
elsewhere is here enabled to become an
honest, industrious and thrifty citizen.

Liverpool, in England, we are told, is

swarming with beggars. Apologists for
Liverpool will say that this is true only
because Liverpool is a seaport town. But
other seaport towns are not troubled with
a plethora of beggars. The cause of the
difference is right here: Liverpool is the
one city in the world where disguised but
practical socialism is rampant, and where
the battle of life seems to have been aban-
doned; or if not abandoned, where the
retreat from the field is most demoralized
and disastrous. From Liverpool we hear
of municipal docks, municipal warehouses,
municipal railways, municipal tenement-
houses, and heaven knows what of munic-
ipal humbuggery. The Liverpool capitalist

seems to have gone to Manchester, and
there is nothing left for a beggar to do but
to beg."

RESTRICTION OF IMMIGRATION.

Several governments in Europe have
recently made stringent laws against
anarchy. Others are now at work on leg-

islation against anarchy, intended to be as

effective as it is possible to make it. Some
of these countries have been driving
anarchists out of their territory.

For what haven embark these expatri-

ated conspirators for the destruction of

society by means of robbery, arson and
assassination? They have a notion that
America, the land of liberty, is a land of

license, where they can freely carry out
their conspiracies for the subversion of

law and order. Impelled by the common
motive of self-preservation, this country
has been impelled to take measures against
the incoming horde of alien anarchists.

The lower house of Congress recently
passed a bill providing for the inspection,

by United States consuls at foreign ports,

of all immigrants embarking for this

country. For this bill the feenate substi-

tuted and passed one more comprehensive
and stringent.

The Senate bill provides, first, that no
alien anarchist shall be permitted to land
at any port in the United States or be
admitted to the country. Second, that

aliens convicted before the board of special

inquiry of being anarchists, shall be

deported and sent back to the country
from which they emigrated. Third, that
in cases where, upon the trial and convic-
tion of any unnaturalized person of any
crime or misdemeanor, the presidingjudge
shall testify that from the evidence pro-
duced at the trial the court is satisfied that
such alien is an anarchist or that he is not
a man of good character, or that he is not
attached to the principles of the constitu-
tion of the United States, or is not well
disposed to the good order and happiness
of the same, and that his remaining in this

country will be a menace to the govern-
ment, or to the peace and well-being of
society in general, he shall, in addition to

the other punishments adjudged, be sent
back to the country from which he came.
Fourth, for the appointment at foreign
ports of departure of immigration inspec-
tors, who shall have power to erase from
the list of passengers, criminals, anar-
chi.sts, paupers, insane and other unde-
sirable immigrants.
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Apple, judging from the
iuc oiaii handsome specimen re-

ceived from the introducer, is a variety

worthy of special attention from apple i

growers. It is an early apple of large size

and excellent quality. The tree is said to

be -a. good grower and an abundant annual

bearei.

Reports from many local-
Smut n

.^.^g indicate that "stinking
Wheat. smut" in wheat and oats is

on the increase. There are no means of

making an accurate estimate of the annual

loss caused by it, but it is known to be

enormous. For illustration, the IMichigan

experiment station estimated the loss to

farmers of that state, in 1892, on smut of

oats alone at over §1,000,000. Not a bushel

of wheat or oats carrying the spores of

smut should be sown. The seed can and

should be subjected to a simple treatment

that will destroy the spores and prevent

loss in the future.

In answer to a number of inquiries about

smut in wheat, we republish, as timely and

important, the following from a former

number of Farm and Fireside:

Smut is caused by the growth within

the wheat-plant of a parasitic plant, and

the grains of smutty dust, which the

microscope shows to be as uniform in size

and shape as grtiins of wheat, are the seeds

of this parasite. When the smutted wheat-

grains are crushed, this dust is scattered

through the sound wheat and carried to

the soil by the seed-wheat, where it ger-

minates and sends its microscopic myce-

lium threads into and up the plant as it

grows, and appropriates the forming ear

to its use.

Farmers have known for many years

that smut may be prevented by soaking

the seed-wheat in a solution of sulphate of

copper (blue vitriol). The success of this

process evidently depends upon killing

the smut seeds (spores) on the seed-grain

without injuring the grain. Recently, it

has been demonstrated that the same
object may be obtained by scalding the

seed-wheat, this method having been pub-

"lished by Prof. .lensen, of Denmark.
Experiments made at the experiment

stations of Kansas, Indiana and Ohio have

shown that the hot-water treatment is

quite as effective as bluestoning, and is at

least no more liable to injure the vitality

of the seed-wheat. A convenient way of

scalding the wheat is to have two vessels,

in one of which the water is kept at a tem-

perature of about 128° Fahrenheit, and in

the other at about 135°. The grain is put

into a loose basket, which is not filled

quite full, and is covered to prevent the

wheat floating out. The basket is dipped

in the first vessel and turned and shaken
for two or three minutes, so as to get all

the grains wet and warm, and then it is

lifted out and dipped into the warmer
yater, and allowed to stay ten or fifteen

minutes, with frequent shaking to insure

the water reaching every grain. When
taken out, the basket should be immedi-
ately plunged into cold water, or the con-

tents spread out and sprinkled with cold

water.

Tlie most troublesome part of the treat-

ment of seed-wheat for smut consists in

drying the grain so that it may be sown
by the drill. By mixing it with land-

plaster, it may be dried so as to be readily

sown by hand, but it is difficult to sow
plastered wheat evenly through a drill. It

might possibly be dried in the sunshine
without plaster, but considerable time and
frequent stirring would be necessary. It

is probably this difficulty,, more than the

trouble and expen.se of bluestoning, which
has caused that process to be so little prac-

ticed; but with the present increase of

smut, it seems that we must be willing to

incur some trouble to prevent its ravages.

-* * »

J TTT^i. i In its daily market
Feed Wheat

reports the Chicago
*° Tribune, August 7th,

Farm Animals. said-

"Either corn is too high or wheat is too

low is the propo.sition which is being laid

down in all quarters, and the course of the

market yesterday further convinced the

people who feel that the cereals are at pres-

ent on an abnormal relative basis. Actual

sales were made of No. 3 white corn at a

premium of 2% cents over No. 3 red winter
wheat, and of No. 2 white oats at prices

uiiich represent 20 cents per one hundred
pounds more than the going price of No. 2

red winter wheat. * * * Saturday a

Toledo house quoted the two cereals in

open market as follows:

Wheat. Corn.

Liverpool 6234 62

Ne-w York : 55J^ 553^

New England 60 603^

Toledo 513^ 50%
Chicago 52% 51

St. Louis 485^ 49

Illinois 45 45

Iowa » 42 50

Nebraska „ ....40 , 50

"A Kansas City firm reports having sold

No. 3 hard winter wheat at 52)^ cents at the

ISIississippi river with a corresponding

grade of corn at 51 cents. If all grain is to

get down to a feeding basis, the extra four

pounds in a wheat bushel will cut no incon-
siderable figure. Corn, oats and wheat are

allnow selling on the market at prices which
represent about ?:l8a ton. To sell on exactly

this basis the respective quotations would
stand 51.2 cents, 28.8 cents and 54 cents

respectively. Wheat to-day is consider-

ably cheaper per ton than the coarse grains.

Just where the disparity between the corn

and wheat prices lie is, of course, where
the difference of opinion comes in. There
are any amount of people who still insist

that a good rain would break the back of

the corn market, who think that the

weather noted is not essentially different

from a year ago, and who look for a good
average crop in face of past reports. Those
who assume that serious corn damage has

been done and that the crop will be short

all around can scarcely give a logical rea-

son why wheat should be going at the

lowest prices ever known. Any general

use of wheat to make up for corn shortage

will introduce an element which will upset

all previous calculations as to demand and
supply. Wheat feeding has passed out of

the experimental stages in many sections.

A corn famine and consequent consump-
tion of lower grades of wheat might tem-
porarily take the United States out of the

list of wheat-exporting countries."

With wheat and corn at the same mar-
ket price- per ton, wheat is the cheaper
food for farm animals. With proper
care it can be fed to hogs, cattle and -work

horses. It will make good pork, beef or

milk, and is excellent food for work
animals.

Probably the best way to prepare it for

food for animals is to have it passed
through the "first break," or first pair of

rolls used in roller flouring "mills. In Cal-

ifornia barley is lafgely grown as a substi-

tute for corn and used as food for horses,

and it is prepared in that way. Wheat is

better for the purpose than barley. It is

only the high value of wheat as food for

man that forbids its use as food for farm
animals under ordinary circumstances.

But the circumstances now are extraordi-

nary, and the present market prices of

grains place wheat as much cheaper food

than corn. Throughout the corn belt,

corn is universally used on the farm as

food for work horses, but wheat and oats

are both better for them. Corn is a better

fattening food. The substitution of wheat
for corn on the farm will have the effect of

restoring market prices to their proper
balance.

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

EXAGGERATED CAPON ACCOUNTS.

The last issue of the Philadelphia Press

contains this paragraph

:

"It may not be difficult to learn the art

of caponizing fowls, but the majority of

farmers vv^ill not attempt it on the princi-

ple that 'it is hard to teach' an old dog new
tricks.' They have been used to letting

all the males run, and will keep on doing
so. Still, if some one who thoroughly
understood the business were at hand,
they would willingly pay good prices for

performing the operation. A capon, well

fed, will weigh twelve pounds, worth
twenty cents a pound, while the same bird,

left entire and given the same feed, will

weigh only eight pounds and bring hot to

exceed fifty cents. There is profit in cap-

onizing for some one who will make a

business of it, going through the country
and caponizing such birds as offered to

him at a specified price per head."

I am in favor of caponizing. I do cap-

onize my later cockerels, and .strongly ad-

vise all farmers to do the same. By so

doing we abate a nuisance and turn birds

of little value into something that is use-

ful, interesting, valuable. But why boom a

good practice by means of misstatements,
misrepresentations and exaggerations?
The gain in weight resrdilng from the

operation is slight, so slight, indeed, that

good autiorities and careful, disinterested

investigators declare there is none. "A
capon -well fed will weigh twelve pounds."
Will it? It depends. I find that it takes

fairly large breeds, such as Langshan or

crosses between Langshan and Plymouth
Rock, to make an early-hatched capon
weigh more than eight pounds (dressed). I

have had Brahmas hatched in May and
caponized in July weigh ten pounds
(dressed) ; but that is about the best I have
been enabled to do with any bird by keep-
ing them until spring (May), or until a

year old. I found, too, that roosters of the

same age weighed about as much. I am
quite sure that a rooster weighing eight

pounds would not have grown much
heavier had he been caponized.

Yet this difference in price and quality

cannot be disputed. I sold my capons for

sixteen cents a pound net, and might have
obtained more, possibly, although tw-enty

cents net is perhaps an outside figure for

the past season. If they had been allowed

to grow up as cockerels, and been sold as

old roosters, they would have brought
about five cents a pound, and probably less

than fifty cents apiece. Then, -who wants
old rooster to eat in the spring, anyway ?

The mere thought makes me have squeam-
ish emotions in my stomach. No m.atter

how you cook them, to me old roosters smell

bad and taste bad.' Now try a capon, and
find out how delicious he is when nicely

baked ! In short, while opposed to boom-
ing the capon industry by means Of exag-

gerated reports, I cannot be too emphatic
in stating the advantages of the practice,

and to advise all my friends to turn their

undesirable late cockerels into the very
useful and desirable capons. Only don't

expect that you will get rich in a year or

two by making capons on a wholesale

scale. If you have good instructions (for

instance, such as are given in my "Capons
for Profit")^ you will have no difiiculty in

learning the operations by a single trial

;

or if you prefer, come and see me perform

it some of these days.

ANOTHER BOOK ON PLANT DISEASE.S.

A copy of "Fungi and Fungicides," a

practical manual concerning the fungous
diseases of cultivated plants and tjae means
of preventing their ravages, has come to

my table. Its author, Clarence M. Weed,
is good authority on his chosen subject,

which he has divided in five parts ; namely,
fungi affecting larger fruits, fungi affect-

ing small fruits, fungi affecting shade

trees, ornamental plants and flowers,

fungi affecting vegetables, fungi affecting

cereal and forage crops. The book has

more than 220 pages, is well illustrated and
substantially bound. Ptiblished by Orange
Judd Co., New York; price, bound, SI;

papeis fifty cents. From its scope and
division of subjects one may reasonably

suppose it to be a complete treatise. By
accident, howev^er, I noted one omission.
At least I have not been able to find any
information in it on lettuce diseases. Let-
tuce mildew and j-ot give to every gardener
who tries to raise lettuce under glass a
good deal of trouble, and ^ page or t-wo

should be devoted to the treatment of these
fungous diseases in any such -w-ork claim-

i ing to be fairly complete. Undoubtedly
the omission is only an oversight, and will

be remedied in a Later edition. As I have
stated in earlier issu.es, we now overcome
the lettuce diseases liy growing the crop in

a lower temperatur^!,, and on subirrigated

benches.

The following is a quotation from Prof.

B. D. Halsted, foundin Prof. Weed's book:
"The day is not far distant when fun-

gicides, the means of applying them, will

be as much a part of the equipment of a

first-class farm—partitmlarly one devoted
to fruit or truck—as is the cultivator on
market-wagon." '

I think this day is itsre already. What
could we do without our sprayers and
spraying mixtures to-day? Might as well

abandon the business,
j

SPRAYING COMTPOUNDS.

For the purpose of killing insects and
fungous diseases in one operation, noth-
ing better has yet been discovered than
the Bordeaux mixture -.and Paris green
combination. I do not see any pros-

pect that any other (Ibetter) mixture
will soon take its place- It always re-

quires some effort to straiin the cream of

^ime properly, and I am not particularly

fond of the lime additiom for this reason.

And yet, even when I wish to apply
Paris green on potato-vinies, to kill the

potato-beetle broods, I pre fer to put lime
into the liqtiid. in order to meutralize what
free acids there may be in th.e Paris green,

and thus prevent injury as a result of the

caustic properties of the aisienite. Where
the sprayed liquid gathers in drops, it

would otherwise be liable to scorch the

foliage. Usually, however, -Mrhen we add
the lime anyway, I see no re.^on why we
should not use the copper sulphate also,

and make sure that we hit blight, etc., at

the same time. At any rate, the blue cop-

peras addition does not cost imuch, causes

no additional trouble in making the appli-

cation, and will surely do no h arm, even if

it should not do much good. 1-f the blight

does not come, all the better; if it dofes

come, we have made arrangenoi ents to take

the sting out of its tail. And ijf we have to

make a number of applications (as very

likely, in order to keep the viness free from

bugs), we might facilitate the p reparation

of the mixture by making it iteasonably

weak. Fifty, and perhaps more, gallons of

water may be used to every six pounds of

copper sulphate and the necess.ary quan-

tity of lime to neutralize the acid- Be sure

to use Paris green enough—sajr not less

than one ounce to ten gallons of tihe liquid.

I find that much of the Paris greenwe buy,

'

especially put up in small cans, does not

have the quick effect in ridding o nr vines

of potato-bugs that we used to see. I may
spray the -^dnes pretty thoroughly <[)ne day,

and the btigs will often keep on eaiing for

a week afterward. I like to see th.em give

up the ghost within not more than tVenty-

four hours after the application is made.

The great use and demand for Paris' green

has probably tempted imitators and', adul-

terators. At any rate the stuff now Sii the

market runs of uneven strength. I am
constantly making my mixtures stromger.

With lime in the combination, we can do

so with little risk.

Another omissibn (besides the one besfore

noted) which I find in Prof. Weed's btX)k,

is his failure to mention the latest test by
yellow prussiate of ^potassium, which re-

lieve* us of the necessity of weighing the

lime when adding it to the copper sulph.ftte

solution. I find this a most convenient

method; for it enables me to slack a qua n-

tity of lime, and keep it ready for us©
within a few days, mixing it with th e

compound as needed, in larger or smaller"

lots. First, we dissolve the required

amount of the sulphate, by suspending it

in a gunny-sack or basket near the top of

the water in the barrel or keg. When this

is all dissolved, the milk or cream of lime

(always made from fresh lime) is added

slowly, and the mixture kept stirred.

Prom time to time I pour in from a little

vial, a drop of a solution of yellow prus-

siate of potassium (ferrocyanide of potas-

sium). As long as this shows a brown
stain, more lime must be added. When
the mixture is right, the drop of prussiate

will not show the least discoloration of the

liquid. - T. Gkeinek.
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MAINTAINING THE FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.

THE great question in the agri-

cultural world is, "How can

we maintain or increase tlie fer-

tility of tlie soil most cheaply

and rapidly ?" Even with low
prices there is a little margin

In farming if the soil is rich enough. Fer-

tile fields require less tillage and give largeir

yields than others, and in the difference lies

the profit now. There has been so much
said in favor of commercial fertilizers that

other metljods are too much in the back-

ground, and when low-priced products fail

to give a profit after paying the fertilizer

bill, there is an idea that we are at the end
of the string. I believe that there has been
some false teaching in respect to fertiliza-

tion of the soil, or at least some wrong in-

ferences have been drawn. The idea has

been this : If P worth of fertilizers per
acre increases the products of an acre to the

extent of $3.50 or §4, it is good farming to

trust to the fertilizer. This conclusion does
not neecessarily follow, as I hope to prove.

Most soils have large amounts of un-
available mineral matter' in them—just

such inatter as is contained in the ferti-

lizers on our marliets, only not in available

form. Each year a minute portion becomes
available through chemical action. A field

may not be productive, and yet contain all

the elements of plant-food in sufficient

supply formany centuries of crop growing.
An application of available minerals may
increase the yield of crops to an extent that

gives a seeming profit, and yet some other

method of treating the soil be far more
profitable in the end. The objection to the

constant use of chemicals is that the soil is

kept growing crops that are removed, and
thus is robbed of its stock of humus. The
result is that the dependence upon chem-
icals grows greater, and the point is reached

that without a fertilizer no crop can be
gotten.

Knowing that most soils have a great

supply of unavailable mineral matter in

them, it would often be wiser to pursue a

method that would unlock a portion of it,

and at the same time furnish the mechan-
ical condition needed for the production of

good crops. This is done by the use of

green manures (so-called), by which is

usually meant the direct return to the soil

in green or dry state of the crop grown
upon it. A field might be cropped at a

slight present profit by repeated use of

chemicals, but the depletion of the store of

vegetable matter is ruinous in the end, and
not only that, but the present yield

might be increased over that given by the

use of chemicals, and at less cost. This is

nature's way of restoring fertility, and our
business is to aid nature by making the

conditions as favorable as possible.

The presence in the soil of a good amount
of vegetable matter aflfeets chemical iaction,
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the available mineri il manure. While
clover gets the potash and phosphoric acid

from the soil, yet tlce store of it is great,

and if it aids in rej idering it soluble, or

draws it up from the low subsoil, it accom-
plislies all that is i\eie ded. Tlie nitrogen it

can take from the :air. The strong advo-
cates of the use of chemicals say that,

nitrogen excepted, tjje clover and peas add
nothing to the soil. What of it? Nothing
is needed, usually. What we want is a

good mechanical condition of the soil, and
a slight portion of tlie minerals rendered
available. These tJiingsaro usually accom-
plished, efifectively and cheaply, by the use

of green manures..

"But clover wi] 1 not grow without the

use of fertilizers.," says one. If used to

gr<)w a manurial crop on land that is ex-

hausted, the fertilizers are a great aid.

This is a wise uso of tlie chemicals. But it

would have been better yet if the soil had
not been so roiijbed of its humus by re-

peated croppin;g that grass would not
catch. There iu some fertile land that is

not friendly to clover. In such cases we
can use rye, o;»ts, peas and other crops for

plowing undiar. These will furnish veg-

etable matter ;to the soil, and then comes
decomposition of the mineral matter, abil-

ity of the so il to hold moisture, and in-

creased prodv ictiveness.
'

I am not combatting the use of chem-
icals. They have their place. But the
average farm should not become depen-
dent upon their use. Sections that have
done so in. the past have become sterile.

Like stable> manure, their true function is

usually to make a manurial crop grow.
Let us filL our soils with vegetable mold.
Let the air enter them. Let nature's lab-

oratory biave a chance to be used. In nine

cases out, of ten, I am confident that former
fertility -would be restored under such
treatmenlt. Few of us can get stable ma-
nure in sufficient quantity to keep the soil

full of or ganic matter. The manurial crop

is the -xj.ext best thing. It should be the

base in any method of maintaining the

soil's fe'ftility. If it will not grow without
an appMcation of chemicals, they should
be freielly used, but let the trust be plaqfed

in the manurial crop. /

If an, old soil can be given a heavy growth
of clo-trer, rye and peas, its tillage will be-

come much more pleasant. The manurial
crop Ikills out much of the weed growth,
and ifchis cheapens the cost of production of

succf.jeding crops. It seems to me that in

t]|is era of low prices, those farmers will

rerutain on the safest ground and succeed
bes t who keep the soil full of organic mat-
ter , depending for fertility upon the cheap
mnnurial crops rather than costly chem-
icj lis. After free use of the former, having
thie ground in the vejy best mechanical
condition by reason of their use, we, can
3 Iso use the chernicals,'ff experiment shows
^that the use pays under such conditions:

We can use both aids in growing crops,

I)Ut the essential one is an abundance of

humus. David.
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^ Fig. 2.

our scientists say, hastens the disintegra-

tion of the soil, and controls the store of

moisture in it. The latter is highly im-
portant. Every practical farmer knows
that old and worn fields tend to pf»ck and
harden, and that they cannot stand drought
as they formerly did. They "run tof^ether,"
and the air cannot enter. The moisture
escapes, and the chemical action is brought
to a stop. The result is that the tender
plants wilt and become stunted. The soil

has been robbed of its originnl store of

humus, and while chemicals may force

some growth, they do not go to the root of

the evil and effect permanen t improve-
ment.
Stable manure rarely fails to give good

results, because it not only fee ds the plants,
as do chemicals, but affects th e mechanical
condition of the soil. So witli manurial
crops, such as clover, peas, r^fe, etc. They
furnish the needed vegetable matter and

DAIRYING IN THE SOUTH.

May 22, 1894, I left my cold, stormy
home in Ashtabula county, Ohio, to visit

a 1,350-acre dairy farm in Rockingham
county. North Carolina.

At the foot of the Blue Ridge mountains,
and upon the east side, is one of the best

sections for dairy farming I ever saw in

these United States. The mountain air is

pure and healthful for both man and beast.

The pasture grasses that grow now on the
uplands are sweet and succulent food of

the very best quality. The hillside springs

of clear, cold water, that form little brooks
of living water all over the large farm I

went to see, as well as many others in the
same vicinity, register from fifty-five to

fifty-eight degrees. The wells that are

sunk in solid rock twelve to sixteen feet

in numerous places here furnish a large

volume of pure, cold water, the sum of all

perfection for the creamery business.

At Spray, in Rockingham county. North
Carolina, the land is nearly 1,100 feet above
sea-level. Being so well supplied nat-

urally with all the necessary conditions
for the profitable manufacture of butter
and cheese, it is surprising that the people
should wait for so many years for the
kindly teaching of dairy writers in Farm
AND Fireside to even give the men a

push to learn how to milk a cow, and
much more, make golden granular butter

and full cream cheese.

This they are doing to-day upon several

dairy farms in this vicinity. They built

silos the past two years, and fed corn ensi-

lage when needed, and they have a good
grade of dairy cows, and the men folks

have at last learned the art of sitting down

upon a milking-stool at the proper side of

an old cow, holding the milk-pail securely

between the knees, and milking with both

hands quickly and cleanly, at the rate of

one cow every five minutes.
The one-haud-milking nonsense by a

woman, in a little tin cup, and then pour-

ing it into a pail, while her leige lord sits

upon the fence close by, smoking his pipe

of clay, has been dropped out of farm life

and farm work. Of course, my readers

must not think from this writing that the

conditions for doing good dairy work are

universal in the South, or that in every

locality it is possible to manufacture the

best quality of butter and cheese. You all

know that here in the North we have
many farms not well suited to the dairy

work or business. Then why should you
expect the entire South to be favored with
perfect conditions?

It is not my wish to write up the South
in false or misleading colors, or bring
upon any immigrant disastrous results.

Farmers should study well the best re-

quirements of any branch of farming they
may seek to follow, and then choose the

locatioif best adapted to the work. The
mild and healthful climate of the moun-
tain regions of the sunny South makes it

a very desirable place for dairy farmers to

live. The old cows do not shiver six

months of the year, as they always have

done upon my dairy farms up here in

Ohio. And I never could make better

butter here than I could in Tennessee

upon the west side of the Cumberland
mountains, or than is being made to-day

upon the east side of the Blue Ridge
mountains in North Carolina.

The city of Danville, Virginia, furnishes

an excellent market for all farm products.

It is a very rich, tobacco-industry city.

The millionaires there can be counted by
the scores, and the eighty-six immense
factories now in full blast pay a large

revenue in taxes into our government
treasury, far ahead of the bogus butter

income tax of the North—and both, so far

as my taste or patronage goes, would be-

come spdtedily less.

Our Yankee golden, granular butter,

made as directed by our dairy teaching in

this paper, sells here as rapidly as it is

possible to make it for thirty cents per

pound in summer-time and thirty-five to

forty cents per pound in fall and winter

time.

Good, full cream cheese is fifteen cents

per pound at wholesale here, while all the

stores sell it at twenty cents retail. The
Wellington and northern Ohio white-oak,

skim -cheese is not needed here because of

its stand-up quality in the hot sun, but
the average Danville citizen does enjoy a

good, mild, soft, full cream cheese that he
can swallow with comfort to his throat

and perfect bliss to the stomacih. They
are willing to pay for it, too, and they

have the cash in hand to do so.

Labor strikes and labor wars have not as

yet ruined these people. Their cotton-

mills, woolen-mills and tobacco-factories

enjoy the full freedom of business so

essential to both capital and labor. The
workmen are busy and happy in their

labor. The mills furnish the main sup-

plies of northern trade to-day, and it did

seem good to me to spend a few days in a

country where God and liberty could
abide in peace and quiet.

This dairy industry will be a bonanza in

the South for a time to come, and the

pioneers who migrate from the North
possessed of the necessary skill and vim to

push the work, will find a change of base
not only- desirable, but profitable, until

overproduction reduces prices to a com-
mon level with the North. To the timely

and sound advice of Dr. Galen Wilson, in

the June number of Farm and Fibeside,
I can say a hearty amen.
The 20th of May sheep-shearing com-

menced in Rockingham county, North
Carolina, and fat mutton sheep, as soon as

shorn, brought readily in market three

and one half cents per pound.
The stock laws of North Carolina are

almost a copy of our Ohio laws, and
probably no other state in the South has
better or more similar laws to Ohio than
this. I feel that Ohio is near perfection,

and I use it always for my standard, and
urge other states to emulate our virtues in

the way of good government and politics.

Thus far I have had the good fortune to

be politically on top three fourths of the
time since I first voted for John C.

Fremont in 1856.

The immense mountain water-powers of

the South now present a very inviting
field for manufacturing. The main work-
shops of America will soon be there ; labor

can accomplish far more and at a less cost.

The difference in latitude makes the
cotton-mills and woolen-mills of Spray
able to do a full ten hours' daily work, all

by daylight, in the short days of winter,
because they then have one hour and
twenty minutes longer daylight than in
Cleveland, Ohio, and perhaps an hour
more than the Springfield, Ohio, factories

have, while in June they have one hour
and twenty minutes longer night for

sleep, and the operatives can certainly

endure their factory work better under
such conditions as exist in the mountain
districts of the southern states.

Already is American protection for

American industry gaining friends and
advocates in the South. The ambitions
and successes of southern work-shops can

Fig. 1.—Tree Flowek-pot Stand.

in the near future have but one end,

logically. They must make us a more
united people—one in thought and inter-

ests. To-day's false position of free trade

to benefit Europe will speedily vanish in

the future glory and upbuilding of the

South. Their influential and brainy men
of the South see it and feel it, and I was
delighted in Danville, Virginia, to hear

them so express themselves to me freely.

This is a large and glorious nation, and
cannot nor will not long tolerate the

selfish ends of parties or men. There are

principles abpve the mere official salaries

of partyism of such colossal magnitude
which the voters in their might and
majesty will soon say must and shall be

law. Henry Talcott.

A TREE FLOWER-POT STAND.

I have devised what I think is a very

pretty and novel flower-pot stand. It

makes a pretty effect either on the lawn or

in the dooryard. It can be constructed by
the average farm boy of waste lumber, and
all the tools needed are a hand-saw, jack-

plane and hammer. It holds twenty-one
six-inch flower-pots. Four limbs radiate

one foot from the ground, and are two feet

long from center of post. The limbs radi-

ate four at a place at intervals of one foot.

Each set of limbs gets shorter as they

ascend, giving it the form of a pyramid.

The center post is 4x4 inches, 8 feet long,

set two feet in ihe ground. The limbs are

made of slats Mx3 inches, and the rests for

the flower-pots of %x8-inch boards cut off

square. A in Fig. 2 is the center post; B's

are the rests for pots, and C shows the way
the slats must be cut to halve together

where they lap at the corner of the post.

Construct it of good material and paint

it, and it will last for years.

Georgia. R. W. J. Stewart.

Weak All Over
Is the condition of thousands in hot
weather, especially if the blood is thin

and impure and the system poorly nour-
ished. By taking Hood's Sarsaparilla,

ood's
pariliaH

your blood will be "t |
purified and you will iLv^^
gain strength of
mind, nerves and
body. Be sure to get only Hood's.

Hood's Pills are especially prepared to be
taken with Hood's Sarsaparilla. 25c. per box.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

NioN Mildew and Smut.—
Although my onion crops have
only in rare instances been af-

fected by fungous diseases, and
then chiefly by "damping off"

in the .seed-bed, or by mildew
in open ground, I naturally looked for

the recommendation in Prof. Weed's
new book ("Fungi and Fungicides,"

already mentioned in these columns) con-

cerning all diseases liable to attack the

crop. There are three of these diseases;

namely, onion-mildew, onion-smut and
onion-spot disease, besides damping off.

Mildew appears upon the tops of onions

as a grayish, mold-like, velvety coating,

followed by more or less wilting of the

affected leaves. Low, damp ground favors

its development. Onions on high, dry
soil are less subject to its attacks. Under
favorable conditions the fungus spreads

quite rapidly, and I have had a patch of

fine-looking onions struck down by this

blight within a few days and long before

they had the full size they might have
reached otherwise. Mr. Weed recom-
mends the destruction by lire of all refuse

tops, in order to kill the winter spores, and
strict rotation of crops. The iise of fun-

gicides does not seem to have been tried.

Spraying with Bordeaux mixture, or solu-

tions of liver of sulphur or corrosive sub-
limate, may possibly afford some relief, but
this is by no means a settled thing. The
few trials I have made thus far did not

turn out to my full satisfaction. I find

that the best thing I can do with seriously-

affected onions is to pull them at once,

cure and market at the earliest possible

date. When we practice the "new onion
culture," and set our plants in open
ground as early in the season as we should,

we run little risk, as we can bring the crop

pretty much to full development before

the advent of the mildew (or rust).

I have no personal acquaintance with
the onion-smut which in some of our east-

ern onion districts is a destructive and
greatly-feared visitor. This disease affects

the first leaves of seedling onions, and
from there spreads over the whole plant,

often' proving fatal in a short time. The
stronger plants, especially if the ground is

moist, are able to resist the smut suffic-

iently to make considerable growth,

even . to survive until harvesting. The
characteristic sign by which the disease is

easily recognized as "smut," is the black,

sooty powder (the ripened fruit or spores

of the fungus), which shows through the

cracks in the affected parts. ^

I was especially interested in Mr. Weed's
suggestions concerning ways and means of

fighting the smut, as he strongly recom-
mends the "new onion culture," as a

method of prevention. Apparently the

infection by smut takes place before the

young plant appears above ground. This

is also the case with com and other grains

subject to the attacks of smut. Prof.

Weed, therefore, is led to suppose that if

young onions were started in soil free from
smut, and then transplanted to smutty
soil, they would escape the disease, because

the period of infection has been passed.

Consequently, in the practice of trans-

planting onions, there is a simple and effic-

ient remedy. I am thankful to Mr.
Weed for going out of his way, evidently,

to quote Prof. W. J. Green concerning the

practical value of transplanting, as follows

:

"The difference in cost of cultivation was
considerable, the ratio being about one to

two in favor of the bed of transplanted

onions. At the first weeding both beds
were weedy, but while the weeds were as

large as the onions in the bed where the

seed was sown, making weeding difficult

and slow, the task was comparatively easy
in the other bed. At the second weeding
it was necessary to remove many of the

small onions in the bed where the seed

was sown, an operation which is equiv-
alent to an extra weeding. The work of

weeding was but one halt on the bed of

transplanted onions that it was on the
other bed. Counting the extra trouble of

growing in the greenhouse and trans-

planting, the work on the two beds was
about the same for the whole season ; that

is, transplanting adds nothing to the cost

of growing the crop, aside from the neces-

sity of a greenhouse, hotbed or cold-frame,

in any of- which the plants can be started.

"The difference in the time of ripening

was about one month in faA'or of the trans-

planted onions, making it possible to use

them for bunching, and also to market the

crop at an earlier date than could be done

with those grown in open ground. The
yield of the transplanted onions was about
double that of the others."

This season's experience has impressed
the truth of all this more than ever upon
my mind. I have one fifth of an acre in

Prizetakers. The rows are one foot apart,

and the plants from two to four inches
apart in the rows. All told, there are at

least 30,000 plants. To set them has re-

quired ten days' work, mostly boy labor at

fifty cents a day, or an expense of about §G

(rate, §30 an acre). Cultivation, hoeing and
weeding, up to early in July, when the

plants were too large to permit further

work among them, has taken another six

days, causing further expense of $4—in all

§10 for one fifth acre, or at the rate of §50

per acre. Can anybody expect to cultivate,

weed, hoe and thin onions grown in the

old way for less than this amount? It

used to cost us a great deal more. About
yield and difference in yield, I will be able

to say more later on. At this time I will

only emphasize the fact that the new
method, besides other advantages, relieves

us of most of the danger from attacks of

fungous diseases.

The Onion-spot Disease.—This affects

white onion varieties in the bins, if the at-

mosphere of the storage-room is warm and
moist. It appears as black spots, often in

the form of circles, on the outer scales,

finally penetrating deeper and ending in

rot. To prevent this trouble, the onions

should be gathered 'when perfectly dry,

and stored in dry bins, and in dry and cool

store-i'ooms. Sprinkling bulbs and bins

with powdered lime may prevent the

spread of the disease.

Sweet Potato from Cuttings.—On this

subject I have received several letters from
southern subscribers, which show the ease

with which the sweet potato crop is grown
in a favorable climate. Here we have to

fuss with the plants, and coddle them in

every way, and then we cannot succeed in

raising a fair crop of good tubers, and
surely not in making the crop pay. A sub-

scriber in Louisiana writes:

"Here in "Louisiana the industrious

farmer plants one half or a whole bushel
in a small ridge; the sprouts soon appear
and "grow like weeds," and cover the

ridge. In the meantime more and larger

ridges fifteen to eighteen inches high are

made. When the runners from the mother
potatoes are two to four feet long, they are

cut, and being doubled up, they are pushed
with a blunt stick into the ridges about six

inches apart. When the runners of these

are again long enough—sometimes they
are ten feet long—they are proceeded with
like the first runners. That is all the cul-

tivation sweet potatoes here receive. In a

good season, pretty wet, they make a fine

crop." H. H.
C. C. L. Dill, of Alabama, has this to say

:

"I set out one or two thousand plants

early, and dejiended on them for cuttings

for the balance of my crop, which is several

hundred bushels. I set the cuttings out

the same as 1 do the plants and do not have
any trouble about their living, which they

will do quite as surely as plants, and they
certainly make the best potatoes and the

most of them. That is, cuttings set out in

July will make more potatoes and of better

size than plants set in the same month."
Second-crop Irish Potatoes.—I am

afraid I shall make a complete failure of

my attenapt to raise "second-crop" seed

potatoes. In June I ordered a barrel of

new Early Rose "seasoned for seed" from
a firm in North Carolina. I expected to

get it so that the planting could be done by
the middle of July. Now it is pretty well

toward the end of the month, and the bar-

rel has not yet arrived. Do not know even
whether it has been shipped or not. Of

course, it is too late to plant in open
ground. What I shall attempt to do, how-
ever, is to raise a few hills of second-crop

Early Ohio and Carman in the greenhouse.

All I care about is to get some tubers for

seed, no matter how small or immature.
Early in July, however, I did receive a

small box of small new potatoes from C. C.

L. Dill, of Alabama. He tells me that he
always plants small whole tubers for sec-

ond crop, and that he likes to plant as soon

as he digs the first crop and gets the tubers.

But* I cannot understand how he makes
potatoes freshly dug and planted at once,

start into growth the same season. We
can succeed in making new potatoes grow
only after they have become "seasoned"

by exposure to light and air. Mr. Dill

describes his method of planting as fol-

lows :

"I planted my second crop of Irish pota-

toes June 15th. I plant in every,other fur-

row, and drop small ijotatoes i^bout one

foot apart, and cover from four to six

inches deep with a plow. On this I put
pine straw a foot deerp. Have been doing

this for twenty-five years, and have not

had a single failure. The tubers are clean

and free from scab, and the ground is full

of them." Joseph.

Orchard and Small Fruits.

CONDUCTED BY SAMUEL B. GREEN.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAJIUEL B, -CltEEN.

Peach-borers.—N. N., Whitehall, Mich.
When the borers have once got into^the trees,

the only way to get them out is by the kuife,

or a flexible wire. Every peach-tree should
be looked over for borers in the spring and
autumn. Be.sides this, the trunks of the trees

should be covered with wire mosquito-netting
or other material to keep th<emout. The net-
ting, however, should not co me close against
the trunk, or the moth will be able to lay eggs
in it.

Blildew on Rose Ijeav«8.—W. E. M.,

Foss, West Va. If you spray your roses once
in two weeks with sulphide of potassium
(liver of sulphur) at the rate of one half o'unee

to a gallon of water, I think tlie trouble will

disappear. If your roses are much shut in, the
disease may perhaps be nearly prevented by
giving them a better circulation of air. But
the trouble may come from the warm, moist
weather. This same treatment will entirely

prevent mildew of gooseberries. Liver of sul-

phur costs about twenty cents a pound. It

dissolves most readily in hot water.

Fruit Dropping.—J. E., YonJiers, N. Y.,
writes: "I have an apple-tree tlixit loses its
fruit when half grown. It is in its second
blossom now. Last year it blossomed three
times, I also have a pear-tree that blossomed
last year, and also this j'ear, and bore no fruit."

Reply:—In the case of the app-le-tree, I

should think it had been injured Iby some
fungus which has Injured or destroyed the
leaves, causing a second or even third growth.
The remedy may be to spray foliage with Bor-
deaux mixture and so keep it healthy. But
the trouble may have had its cause in some
peculiarity of the season. In the ca!;e of the
pear-tree, the trouble might be due to some
fungous growth attacking the blossom, to late

frosts, or because there being no other kind of

pear near, the flowers were not fertilized^ or it

might be some constitutional weakness: iai the
variety, in which case the tree should be re-

grafted with some standard kind. . ;

Apples Dropping.—J. B. P., Lowell, Ark.,
writes: "I have some old apple-trees that
bear an abundance of fruit every yeai-, hut
shed most of it before it matures. Can. you
give me a remedy? Some say peel the bark
from the trunk ; others say, drive nails into
the tree."

Reply:—Such cases are difficult to man.age.
The trouble is often due to insects, or sudClA
climatic changes, or to weakness in "the

variety. Where any of these are evidently
not the cause, it might be well to girdle tihe

trees, taking out a strip of bark two inch.es

wide around the trunk of the tree. This js

not injury enough to.kill the tree, and wiil
sometimes have the desired effect. Often,,

however, it would be better to graft with some
standard reliable variety; where apple-trees

are isolated, or where there is only one variety
in a neighborhood, the fruit may fail to set on
account of proper pollen.

liCaf-hoppcr.—C. W., Albert Lea, Minn.,
writes: "I herewith mail you specimens of
my European birch. Two of them show
badly-diseased conditions, and one is only
slightly affected. The trees affected will grow
from now on, branch out at axil of almost
every leaf near the terminal, and become as
thick and bushy as a broom. Have had this
trouble five years at least. Used to be able to
grow smooth, fine nursery trees of this kind.
The singular thing is that only occasional
trees are affected."

Reply:—The specimens received are in-

jured by a little white leaf-hopper (tetti-

gonia) of which there were several on the
specimen sent me. If you look carefully, you
will find them. When you jar the trees they
fly a short distance. They suck the new wood,
checking its growth, and consequently caus-

ing new growth to start from the axillary buds
below. The same injury I have many times
seen on the Norway maple caused by the

same insect. A similar insect attacks the
leaves of grape-vines, and have troubled me
some last season and this in the vineyard.

Hardy Gooseberry —Propagating
Gooseberries.— C. B., Canton, 111. I do not
know what the variety of gooseberry is to

which you refer, but rather think it is the

old Pale Red, which is known by several other
names. I think, however, that the Houghton
Seedling is the most reliable gooseberry. It,

too, is pale red in color and very hardy and
productive. I believe the latter is the hardiest

of cultivated gooseberries. If it is pruned
back about one half its new growth each year,

the fruit will be much larger than If all the

wood Is left on. The best way to propagate
the gooseberry is by layering the branches at

some time previous to the middle of the sum-
mer. If this is done, all the small twigs will

be rooted by winter. In the spring these

rooted branches should be broken apart, and
be planted out close together in rows. The
following year they should be large enough to

transplant to permanent location. Goose-
berries, or currants, either, for that matter, are

not easily managed in the greenhouse. It is

far better to root them outdoors.

To Prevent I^iand in Orchard From
Washing.—H. C, French Lick, Ind., writes:
"1 have a young orchard on old land, partly
hillside, inclined to wash. Now, what is the
best plan to improve the soil and prevent it
from washing? My soil is clay." <

Reply :—Should prefer to sow orchard to

rye in August. Plow it under early In spring,

and seed down to medium red clover and
timothy, using an extra large amount, of

clover. Manure the sod the following au-
tumn, or the land before seeding, cut two
crops of hay and then break it up. Along on
each side of the trees, if they are small, I should
run the one-horse cultivator, and not allow
the grass seed to catch at all. If the trees are

of good bearing size and thrifty, the grass

around them will do no harm. If the orchard
is small, you might spade a circle around each
tree; or what Is a better plan, mulch each
tree so heavily that the grass cannot grow
near it. But whatever you do, bo careful

about permitting a very young orchard to be-

come grown up to grass near the trees. Per-
haps by ridging the iand in certain directions,

or by making occasional rows of corn stalks

or old straw, you can prevent wash, but of

course, old land washes badly where new land
would not wash at all. Applying strawy ma-
nure to old land adds the humus it lacks, and
so makes it bind together.

Pear Cnltare—Apple Curcnlio.—H. H.
E., AUentown, N. J., writes: "(1) Whatis the
best work on pear culture, and where can It

be obtained? ^2) In setting an orchard of
2,500 pear-trees in central Jersey, what vari-
eties would you recommend? (3) Can any-
thing be done to control the twig or fire

blight of pears and apples? How long do
you recommend spraying for apple curcullo,
which are even now carrying on their depre-
dations?"
Reply:—(1) There is no complete work on

pear growing. If Icontemplatedsettinga large

orchard of pears in New Jersey, I should visit

some of the most successful growers and look

their orchards over this summer. For reading

matter on this subject, I think you had better

get the recent western New York and the

New Jersey horticultural reports and "May-
nard's Practical Fruit Grower." The latter

for sale by Farji and Fireside. (2) I would
plant Bartlett, Anjou, Clairgeau, Duchess de
Angoaleme and Kleffer, and would mix the

rows of each kind in planting. (3) There is

really little that can be done after selecting

the best resistant varieties and avoiding much
nltrogeneous manure in the soil. Should use

largely of potash and the phosphates for ma-
nure. The blighted wood should be removed
and burned as soon as seen. Would spray
so long as serious damage was being done by
them, but I think three sprayings after the

flowers fall, at intervals of ten days, will be
sufficient for a general rule.

Fire-bligrht.—J. B. C, Isaca, Texas, writes;
"I have an orchard of thrifty apple-trees just
coming into bearing. This 'year the apple-
blight has struck them. The little limbs or
twigs are turning black and dying, the leaves
looking as if burnt or killed by frost. Is there
any simple way to save my trees? 1 have also
two fine pear-trees, a Kieffer and a Le Conte,
affected the same way."
Reply:—There is no remedy for the "twig"

or "fire blight" of apple and pear trees. The
best treatment is to remove and burn the

affected parts as soon as the disease is seen. I

do not think that disease and insects are to

take all the fruits of the farmers' labors. I

think that we must select those varieties the

least liable to the diseases, and must fight the

insects with more preslstency. The spray-

pump has come to stay, and is going to be of

much more general use than at present In

fighting diseases and insects. There are a few
varieties of the apple that are but little sub-

ject to fire-blight. It is pretty plainly proven

that a soil that is rich in organic matter is

very liable to produce a growth that is much
:more liable to blight than one that is espec-

ilally rich in potash and phosphoric acid. I

have cut back blighting Bartlett and other

ilnds of pears, and by manuring with potash

:salts and phosphates hSiVe renewed the trees so

that they have produced good crops. The
blight is very widespread this year, and doing

serious injury In many places, especially in

the Mississippi valley. It is always worse on
low land, and especially where there is a poor

circulation of air.

Marl as a Fertilizer for Trees.—J. A.
M., XJniontown. Pa., writes: "I am growing
English walnuts and chestnuts in North
Carolina, and am at a loss to know what kind
•of a fertilizer to use and where to obtain it.

A man in North Carolina is offering to fur-
nish marl for $1.50 per ton of 2,000 pounds.
What virtue is there in this marl as a ferti-

lizer? Would it suit my purpose, and how does
it compare in price to other fertilizers you
could name suitable for my purpose?"

Reply :—I do not think It very often pays

to use the cheap marls at any price, but it

would very likely be a good plan for you to

try this one, as the cost is so very little. Marls

vajry very much in value, according to their

composition. They are generally composed of

carbonate of lime and Insoluble matter. Some
marls contain a certain percentage of phos-

phoric acid and niCTogen, when they are very

good, cheap fertilizers, but the trouble in buy-

ing them is that they are so cheap that It isnot

considered necessary to have an analysis ac-

company them, and consequently thej' are

often valueless. I think you will find that an
application of about 300 pounds of cotton-seed

meal per acre will be as cheap and satisfac-

tory a fertilizer as you will be apt to get for

nuts. It might be well to apply 100 pounds
tainite and 100 pounds acid phosphate per

acre additional. These are all cheap ferti-

lizers in your section. Apply these materials

in spring or early snm-ner. They may be

bought of any large fertilizer comply.
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Fangous Diseases on Currant and
Berry Bushes.—C. E. T., Wisconsin. Ttie

branch of Wbite Grape currant received had
the leaves on it much spotted, and the most
of them nearly dead. The blackberry and
raspberry canes received with bark broken in

many cases on fruiting canes, and the new
wood of a dark color. Also with other
places where the bark was discolored, but not
broken through. The currants are afTected

with one of the common fungi, probably
(Septoria ribes), and also perhaps with mil-

dew. You will find Bordeaux mixture a very
sure preventive if applied early in the
spring, and then again when the crop is

gathered. The raspberi'ies and blackberries

are affected chiefly with anthracnose, but

.
probably with some other fungi, also. I sug-

gest that all the diseased wood be cut out and
burned, and that in the auturnn just before
they are laid down, the canes are sprayed with
a dilute solution of sulphate of copper, to be
repeated when they are raised in the spring.

Should also spray the new growth now with
Bordeaux mixture, taking special pains to get

it onto the canes. For this purpose use five

pounds of lime, five pounds of sulphate of cop-
per (blue vitriol) and fifty gallons of water in

making the Bordeaux mixture.

Cultivating- and lUnlcliing Raspber-
ries.—A. S. P., Fairgrove, Mich., writes: "(1)
Would you advise working In raspberries be-
tween blossoming-time and ripening? Our
soil is sand. Would the ground hold moisture
better to plow a furrow away from the bushes,
and fill it with rotted sawdust and then cover
with soil? Or would it be better to put the
sawdust on top of the ground? (2) Would
coal-tar, placed at the roots, keep away wire-
worms and other insects? If so, would it be
injurious to the bushes? (3) If the ends are
laid down, does it injure the bushes for bear-
ing the next year?"
Reply:—(1) I like to have the rows of rasp-

berries seven feet apart, mulch two feet on
each side of the rows, and then cultivate the
three-foot strip in the center so as to-keep it

loose. Generally put mulch on by middle of
June, and by spring of the following year it is

so rotted that it is worked readily into the
soil, which Is all cultivated until the mulch is

put on again, after which the three-foot path
only is cultivated. If I used rotted sawdust
for mulch, I should keep it on top of the
ground and never mix it with the soil, but
depend on its being thick enough to keep
down the weeds. (2) Coal-tar is very danger-
ous to use around the roots of trees or plants
of any kind. I do not think that wire-worms
Will Injure the roots under a mulch. (3) No; it

is a natural and not an exhaustive process. I

think canes that are tip-layered and left down
all winter are much less liable to winter in-
jury than if not layered, or if the layers are
cat off in the fall.

EXTRACTS '^^^

f(ci FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From Texas.—We have had a "bad crop"
time, o'n account of drought, and our prospects
are indeed slim, though most of Texas revels
in fine crop prospects at this time. Texas is

the best country in the United States for a
man who desires to be honestly successful in
any of life's callings, and Grimes county, even
with occasional local droughts, cannot be
excelled in Texas as to land, water, health,
society and climate. I do not invite any one
to come to Texas to live, but to pay the Lone
Star state a visit and decide for oneself as to
a change of residence. Times are surely hard
here now. M. H.

Xola,.Texas.

Prom Oregon.—Kent is situated midway
between t]xe John Day and Deschutes rivers,

about six miles north from the Sherman
county line. Sherman county is a great farm-
ing and stock-raising locality. The main crop
is wheat, though oats, rye and barley give
large yields. Rye grows from four to seven
feet tall, and makes one to three tons of hay
per acre, worth from 98 to 810 per ton. Rye is

used mostly for hay. Wheat yields from ten
to forty bushels per aci'e. The southern part
of Sherman county is level, with a few
canons leading off to the John Day or Des-
chutes rivers. There is much government
land here subject to. homestead entry, which
is good farming land. P. L. B.
Kent, Oregon.

From Arkansas.—Does small fruit growing
pay? That the demand for all kinds of small
fruit is growing is beyond dispute. Thirty
years ago, such a thing was scarcely thought
of except where the grower lived near cities.

Now the express-cars are loaded with berries
of all kinds, picked up from stations along
the railroad. Occasionally the grower is only
able to own five or possibly ten acres of land,
but he makes a living on it because he is en-
gaged in an industry that is rapidly growing.
Small fruit growing is getting to be quite pop-
ularin this section (Benton county, Arkansas).
People have found out that our land is admi-
rably adapted to growing small fruit, as well
as apples, pears, peaches, cherries, etc. I have
an orchard, set out three yeai-s ago ; of course, I

do not expect apples from that orchard for
three years more, but I grew my strawberries,
raspberries, blackberries, dewberries, etc., on
the same ground and reaped a reward from
the start. One to two hundred crates of berries
from one acre is not considered a large crop
here. This year prices rangedfrom $2 to So per
crate. We ship to Kansas City, Mo., Wichita,

Kan., Denver, Col., Omaha, Neb., and Dallas,

Texas. People are also finding out that we
have the finest water in the world, to say
nothing of the climate, which cannot be

excelled anywhere. Our county is filling up
with people from the North and East. Laud
here is cheap, ranging from $10 to $50 per acre,

improved. We have the best of laws. All

kinds of industries are here, such as mills,

ice-factories, woolen-mills, planing-mills, etc.

Lmuell, Ark. J. B. P.

Prom Alabama.—In northern Alabama It

is never too hot or too cold to work out of

doors. In winter there is but little weather
cold enough for snow. In January, 1893, we
had the biggest snow I ever saw, and it was
only nine or ten inches deep. We hardly ever
have more than three or four inches of snow
during the whole winter. We certainly have
a good climate. A farmer can raise nearly
everything here that he wants to. Wheat was
the best this year that we have had in a long
time. Corn is fine, and cotton and other crops
look well. Pine crops are reported from all

directions; some say that we will have the
best crops this year that have been made since

the war. A large immigration from the North
is expected this fall. A few northern people
have already come and made some improve-
ments. Land is cheap. S. C.

Diamond, Ala.

LANDS FOR SALE

AT LOW PRICES AND ON EASY TERMS.
The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices,
150,000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm
and grazing lands located in SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS. They are*also largely interested
in, and call especial attention to the 600,000
acres of land in the famous YAZOO DELTA of
Mississippi, lying along and owned by the
Yazoo&Mississippi Valley Railroad Company,
and which that Company offers at low prices
and on long terms. Special inducements and
facilities offered to go and examine these lands
both in Southern Illinois and in the "Yazoo
Delta," Miss. For further description, map and
any information, address or call upon E. P.
SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. IPark Row,
Chicago, 111.; or, G. W. McGINNIS, Ass'tLand
Commissioner, Memphis, Tenn.

NOTES ON PLUM CULTURE.

One of the first things the amateur in
plum growing needs to learn is the vary-
ing habit of growth of different varieties.

The tendency with many of the popular
sorts of plums under good cultivators—and
no other will pay with plums—is to grow
to straggling, long-limbed trees, running
up to an inordinate height. It is nothing
unusual for a well-fed Lombard tree to
send up leading shoots four feet in height
in a summer.
The Reine Claude de Bavey is another

straggling grower, while the Imperial Sage
is inclined to make a thicker top, with in-

terlacing branches; so the old-fashioned
Damson. The Yellow Egg will send its

rampant-growing shoots skyward, while
the Geuii makes a compromise, and is a
more shapely grower. Moore's Arctic plum
is a tree of quite regular growing propen-
sities, and will bear some thinning of the
inside branches, which interlace if left to
grow.
The mistake is very often made by the

novice of setting the trees just as received
from the nursery, without any shortening
or a thinning out of the branches. With the
Lombard, Reine Claude, Yellow Egg and
their ilk, the first thing to do is to trim off

half the branches the nurseryman leaves
on, or at most, leave but four or five, and
then trim all laterals from these, cutting
them back two thirds of the former year's
growth. And if the roots are scaly and
much mutilated, and in dry condition, it

will be a positive advantage to prune back
all the branches to three or four inches of
the main stem. The trees will start sooner
and recover from the shock of removal
more readily, when they might succumb
and die under less heroic treatment.
The second year, and every year subse-

quently, while the trees are getting estab-
lished and ready to bear, cut back the
leading shoots fully one half the previous
year's growth, doing it before the leaves
start in the spring. This neglected until
the trees are three or four years old gives
a lot of tall, unshapely trees, unhandy to
reach, both to trim away the black-knots,
which will surely infest thieni, and to
gather the fruit, With prosper care in
pruning from the first year of setting, these
uncouth, straggling-growing sorts of plum-
trees can be made shapely and easy of
access ; and more production, because more
fruit-bearing surface is created by the lat-

eral growth induced by cutti ng.

Some things we have learned about the
black-knot, and quite a nu:.Tnber of things
it is evident we do not yet Scnow regarding
it—we cannot prevent it. We know that
with the circulation of the sap in early sum-
mer, the incipient knots b«egin to swell and
burst the bark. Some pretend to say they
know that the seeds or afpores mature

knots are carried by the wind, and lodging
upon other trees take root, so to speak, and
form the incipient knots which increase

through the season. One thing I know, the

growth of this fungus is from beneath the

bark outward. How do these spores get

under the bark? Does anybody know?
Another thing I know in regard to these

knots, and this is knowledge of value, that

practically, the growing season of a single

year is the life of an individual knot, but
it goes to seed, and these are scattered to

the winds and by the winds for months
afterward. Last year's knots cut away
this spring show evident signs of decay
internally, and if left upon the tree, vitiate

the substance of the wood locally, and
prove as harmful as in the former stage of

its growth. Here, then, is the double

advantage of cutting away these excres-

cences in their incipient stages of growth
—the earlier the better.

Another thing I know, everyone who
cuts sparingly will have the perplexity of

going over his trees again to cut away
knots that sprout from the former cutting,

so cut deep—below discoloration of the

wood—and an inch above and below the

knot. Cover all these wounds with thick

oil paint, and you will have the satisfac-

tion of seeing the wounds heal entirely

over without apparent detriment to the

tree. If the knots are neglected through

the summer, as soon as the leaves fall cut

them away and paint the wounds. This

course will keep the knots in check and
enable the grower to harvest good crops of

fruit, dependent upon how well he feeds

his trees and the assiduity with which he
handles the knife in pruning and cutting

of knots.

The amateur is often at a loss to decide

what varieties of plums to plant, there are

so many sorts to select from in growers'

catalogues. If he wants but a few trees,

and these of several varieties, a dozen trees

made up of the following varieties will be

found satisfactory: Pour Reine Claude,

three Lombard, one Yellow Egg, two
Imperial Gage and one Washington ; the

latter an early plum and of very good
quality, and the tree a good grower.

Don't trust to arsenites to repel the cur-

culio. The mallet and sheet is the safer

way. Spray with Bordeaux mixture for

the "plum-rot" at least three times during

the season. L. F. Abbott.
Maine.

FUMA BISULPHID OF CARBON.

The mild winters in the cotton-growing

states afford so much protection to our

insect foes that constant warfare and dil-

igence are necessary for the protection of

plants and seeds. The old way of partially

protecting the seeds of corn and wheat
from the "fly-weevil" of the South is now
being largely superseded by the use of a

somewhat offensive, inflammable liquid

known as fuma bisulphid of carbon. No
light or flre should be brought into contact

with the fumes when it is being used, as

an explosion will be the result. The credit

for the introduction of this substance

should be given to Prof. C. V. Riley, who
has for many years been the entomologist

of the Department of Agriculture, but who
is now connected with the Smithsonian

Institute. He advised its use about

fifteen years ago. It serves to show how
little attention has been shown by the

farmers and planters to the care of their

harvested crops.

It has been estimated that over two mil-

lions of bushels of corn alone are annually

destroyed by the grain-weevil in the state

of Texas alone. The extensive use of the

fuma bisulphid of carbon will be sure to

prove a constant benefaction to southern

planters, farmers and owners of flourihg-

mills. Its use will drive away rats and

mice and other vermin. The amount re-

quired to destroy the grain-weevil in a bin

of wheat ten by ten feet need not exceed

one pound. Take four soup-plates, or

shallow vessels, such as tin pans, and put

one fourth of a pound into each and place

the dishes on the top of the wheat, and
close the bin as tightly as possible for

twenty-four hours. Then throw open the

door or cover and air the grain well. The
wholesale price in fifty-pound cans, at the
manufactory at Cleveland, Ohio, is fifteen

cents per pound. When not in use the
cans should be kept tightly closed, or it will
evaporate. For the protection of wheat
that has stood in the field some time before
being threshed, the fuma bisulphid of
carbon should be used as soon as the wheat
is stored in the bin or granary. W. M. K.

KILLING TREES WITH WATER.

At first thought it seems a little strange
to state that water will kill a tree that is

perishing from heat and drought, but such
is a fact. We are in the habit of saying,
"Every little helps." But a little consid-
eration will show that a bucket of water
around the collar of a tree does not reach
the roots at all.

When the soil is very dry a bucket of
water will not wet it more than an inch
deep, which only makes a cold ring around
the tree, as it evaporates. A neighbor of
mine once was watering a fine, newly-
planted hard maple. I told him that he
was killing that tree. He looked at me as
if I was not in earnest; but in a day or
two the leaves turned yellow and the
tree died.
Take away some of the soil, and water

plentifully, so that the tips of the roots
get it; then return the soil, so that there
will be little evaporation. Don't water
very often, but thoroughly when you do.
-Ohio. J. H. Ceeighton.

TWIN BROTHERS.

There are thousands and thousands of mer-
chants, mechanics, laboring men, farmers,
stock raisers, physicians, lawyers and others
located in cities, towns and points near the
post-office who want to keep posted about all
that is going on the world over. They are in-
terested in the political campaigns throughout
the country, the markets, the conditions of
labor, the Industries, society, dally happenings
and all that goes to make the news of the day.
They can get this news only through the col-
umns of a great metropolitan newspaper,
which costs .30 cents a week. Here is where
economy and wisdom combine. The Cincin-
nati Commercial Gazette is one of the greatest
newspapers in the world. Prom its daily
issues is taken the cream of the news for the
Cincinnati Gazette, which is now published
twice a week. It is a paper worth S14 a year
daily, but is now sent twice a week at only
one dollar a year. It Is the poor man's great
newspaper. It will reach you on the days of
publication, and serves the purpose of a daily.
Send for a sample copy free or remit a dollar
by draft, express or postal order, to The Ga-
zette Co., Cincinnati, O., and get it a whole
year. It is worth twice the price.

CRIMSON CLOVER SEED-'94crop. Clean and Bound. Beat
briglit Seed, Si.fjOper bu. Partially discolored from
rain, but good enough for anybody, $4.00 per bu.

Bags free. Cash with order. 5 bushels or more, .*) per
cent discount. E. H. Bancroft, Camden, Delaware.

CRIMSON GLOVER SEED
piire and new crop.
SL.AYMAKER «&

Delawar e

g r o w n »

warranted
$4.00 per bushel, 60 pounds.
SON, Doverj Delaware.

CRIMSON CLOVER.
Sow in July, August or September. It is unequaled

for a hay crop or as a fertilizer. Grows very rapidly,
makes splendid pasture and hay. Sow 10 pounds to
the acre. Price, 1 pound, post-paid, 30c.; ^ pounds, by
express, TOc; 10 pounds, SI.25; 100 pounds, $9.00.

VAVGHAN'S SEED STORE,
New Yokk: 26 Barclay St. Chicago: 88 State St.

Per Ton. C1,UB and GRANGE
FERTIIilZERS Delivered,, WE
PAY THE FREIGHT. Send for circular,"WHERE THE PROFITS GO."

Address CLUB AND GRANGE CO..
P. 0. Box Syracuse, New Yorlt.

$22.^

AfiFNTS WANTFD "striking foe life."HULniO IIHniLU Labor's side of the labor ques-
tion, by John Swinton, the Pillar of light of labor
movement. Send 10c. for agents' outfit. Quick, large
profits. Address HATIOHAL PUBLISHIRS CO., CHICA6D, ILL.

Allaboot TENNESSEE ??S.g.'V'K6.,¥..S:

FRUIT PICKER
H. M. CEIDEB, York, Pa.,
makes the best. Send for
Illustrated Circular.

FRUIT
PRESERVED

in its natural state for years, by using

FRUIT PRESERVALINE.
No Cooking. Cold Process.

PRESERVES, JAMS, JEtlilES,
MARMALADES, PICKLES,

CATSUPS, CIDER, ETC.,

never mold, ferment nor spoil if

"Fruit" Preseryaline be used.

Simple, Tasteless, HaPmless and Cheap.

Sample box, enough for 1.5 gallons, with directions,
sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 50 cents.

THE PRESERVALINE MFG. CO.,
VZ Cedar St., New York.

Do you want a PotatO DiggCr?
If so, see the

"New PLANET, JR."
and S]5E IT WORK.

Ask your dealer about it.

If not for sale by
dealers near your home,
send for circular.

S. L. ALLEN & CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
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RAPID GROWTH DESIRABLE.

WE have known chicks to

weigh two pounds when
ten weeks old. It is an
exception, however, to

have chicks reach such
weight, but the fact that

it can be done is evidence that there isroom
for improvement in the matter of raising

broilers for market. It is seldom that a

. brood of chicks, on the majority of farms,

will exceed two pounds when three months
old. The sooner the chicks reach a mark-
etable age the sooner the care, feeding and
labor ceases, and the greater the profit on
the brood. It may also be mentioned tliat

with early chicks the difference of a

mouth's growth is to have them reach the

market that much sooner, and, of course,

not only is the extra weight gained, but
the prices are higher earlier in the season.

A month means, for early broilers, some-
times as much as from ten to twenty cents

per pound more than is obtained later,

which is more than enough to pay for the

whole cost of the food.

The most careful experiments made
show that it costs not over six cents to feed

a chick until it weighs one ijound, and it is

seldom that any gain in weight, whether
of adults or chicks at any age, exceeds six

cents for each additional pound. The
profit, however, is in the rapidity of the

growth. A chick costs something more
than the food it consumes, such as shelter,

care, labor, the egg from which it is

hatched and the loss of time by the hen in

incubation. When time and labor are

saved it is so much taken from the cost

and added to the profit. Whether the chick

weighs two pounds in ten weeks or three

months the cost of food will be nearly the

therefore, is necessary, not only by tightly

closing the poult^-house, after driving

out the fowls, and burning sulphur there-

in freely, but also by the use of disinfectants

over the yards. Take a pound each of sul-

phate of copper and copperas, and dissolve

in six gallons of boiling water. Add a quart

of lime and stir well. The lime not only
assists, but shows on the ground, as it is

white, making the mixture bluish-white.

Use this twice a week for two weeks, then
spade up the yard and repeat several times.

Scatter air-slaked lime freely everywhere.
In this manner all disease may be destroyed,

but the fowls should be removed when
beginning the disinfection and not re-

turned until satisfied that the work is

thorough.

Disease does not show by direct illness.

When a hen or chick seems to have no
appetite, but is otherwise apparently well,

being what is kno^wn as "crow-headed,"

remove it at once to quarantine. Never
allow- disease to develop in the flock.

When the flock is attacked, or a large

portion, it is useless to attempt a cure.

Kill the whole lot and bury them four feet

under ground, covering the bodies with
quicklime. After the ground has been
thoroughly disinfected, procure other birds,

but be sure that they are from stock that is

healthy. As we have often stated before,

disease is brought into a flock from other

yards. Do not allow pigeons to alight in

your yards. They carry disease in many
ways, often on their feet. It should be a

rule to remove a hen from the flock on the

first appearance of being sick'.

HANDY CONTRIVANCE FOR WIRE FENCES.

One of the most annoying difficulties is

that of drawing out the little staples when
wire is to be removed from fences around
the poultry-yard. The design given is of a

handy contrivance wliich can be made by
any blacksmith from an old eight-inch

file, heated, bent, and drawn to a point, as

shown at A, having the upper part, for

Handy Contkivance for Wire Fences.

same, as it will consume more foocjwhen
growing rapidly.

. Late chicks do not gro'w as rapidly as

those hatched early. The reason is that

after the warm season sets in they are sub-

ject to insect pests, and lice torment them
night and day. If only two drops of lard

could be applied once a week to the heads

of late chicks until they are sent to market,

there would be less loss and greater

growth, as the large head-lice are seldom
seen, and gradually destroy chicks before

their presence is discovered. Young tur-

keys also droop and die from the same
cause. When chicks make no growth,

seeming to remain at about the same size,

although well cared for, it will be found

that the head-lice are at fault. It is then

that patience should cease and the chicks

sent to market as early as possible, in order

to avoid loss of feed and labor. %A'hen a

brood of chicks comes off, whether early

or late in the season, it will pay to get

them into market whenever they are old

enough, and any extra labor bestowed will

be more than gained by the short period

of growth from hatching to marketing.

TUBERCULOSIS IN POULTRY.

Tlie investigations that have been made
with cattle have induced a closer examina-
tion of diseased flocks of poultry, and it is

now an accepted fact that fowls are subject

to what we will term, in well-understood

language, as consumplion. The term roup

has heretofore covered all diseases of fowls

which include consumption, diphtheria,

scrofula, etc., but it must be stated that the

true roup is really scrofula. It is no sur-

prise that flocks are sick for months, grad-

ually dying off, and all remedies at fault,

as no remedy can be of service. It has long

been an old maxim that the best remedy
for roup is the hatchet, but such a recommen-
dation is usually very unsatisfactory to

readers, who prefer to make attempts at

cures.

If a single fowl is attacked, there is a

liability of all meeting the same misfor-

tune, owing to the whole having the one
water supply, and also by individuals pick-

ingup and swallowingsubstances thathave
been contaminated by the sick fowl, which,
being at liberty, renders every square foot of

ground more or less affected with the germs
of the disease. Thorough disinfection.

about .an inch from the point, somewhat
rounded, as shown at B, leaving the lower
edge flat, so as4o present a broad surface to

the wood. The trang is then inserted into

a wooden handle. With this implement
the staples can be drawn faster than they
can be driven in, and without injury to the

wire fencing. It is very useful in chang-
ing the position of the fence. Even whfen
the staple is driven in tight, a blow on the

handle with the hand is suflicient to get
the point under it, and then by pressing
down on the handle, up and out will come
the staple. It is not patented, but is given
as a design to any reader Tcho may desire

to use it.

WASTING REDUCES PROFIT.

Every fowl that receives food, and does
not lay or give some return for that which
it receives, reduces the profit from those
that are productive, as well as utilizes

room on the roost and in the poultry-
house that should be allowed to the other
fowls to render them more comfortable.
When immature pullets are retained and
fed for months beyond the time when they
should have completed their growth, they
become unprofitable and expensive. When
a lot of cockerels are kept that should have
been marketed long before they -were able
to crow, they simply consume food and
decrease in value every day, as the larger
they become the less they will bring in
market. Economy demands that every-
thing be made to contribute, and if there
is no return from the food, only the birds
that are profitable should be retained. Less
food, less labor and less space will be re-

quired when system and business methods
are practiced.

SEPARATE THE LAYERS.

If some of the hens are molting and
require food different from the others, it

is better to separate the molting hens
from the others, or remove the laying
hens. It will not answer to feed laying
hens too heavily during warm weather,
while molting hens should be fed as
much as they will eat, twice a day. When
some of the hens are very fat and do not
lay, it will be of no advantage to retain
them unless they are about to molt. All
hens that do not begin to molt before
August is over will not lay in the 'n-inter,

and should be sold.

BUYING IN THE FALL.

The fall of the year is the time to buy
pure breeds, whether of males only or

of both sexes. Breeders do not keep over
winter more than about enough to com-
plete their breeding-pens, and will readily

dispose of their surplus stock at a very
fair price. It is better to buy fowls in the

fall than to procure eggs of pure breeds in

the spring. A pair of hens will lay per-

haps 250 eggs, at least 100 of them being
early in the season, thus producing a
large number of chicks and avoiding the

shipment of eggs by express and the liabil-

ity of breakage. It will be still cheaper if

buying pure breeds, to procure half a
dozen—a male and five pullets—as they will

cost less proportionately, and give an op-
portunity for hatching chicks quite early

in the spring without being compelled to

wait too long to secure a sitting of eggs.

It will pay everyone interested in poultry

to use pure breeds, and the fall is the best

time to buy them.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS AND COLOR.

Plymouth Rocks are "supposed" to have
yellow beaks and legs, and are considered
as among the yellow-leg breeds, but it is

a common occurrence to have the pullets

grow up with dark beaks and dark stripe

down the front of the shank ; but the dark
stripe gradually passes away as the pullet

approaches maturity, and the shanks be-

come lighter, thougli the bright, clear,

yellow color never appears. This is no
indication of impurity, for the best strains

are subject to the same defect, and we
mention the matter here in order to

enlighten some of our readers who have
written us on the subject.

SELLING LIVE POULTRY.

During the warm season there is a large

loss of fowls that are sent to market in

coops. The coops should be light and
open, and the top covered with heavy
muslin as a protection against the sun.
Provide water-cups, not only at each cor-

ner, but also at the sides. Never ship so
as to allow the birds to reach the market
on Friday or Saturday, as it may compel
them to remain in tlie coops until Monday.

STIMULATING FOOD.

Seasoning the food with pepper, or using
tonics of any kind, are unnecessary for

fowls that are in perfect health. When fed

on highly-seasoned food, the hens become
sluggish and inactive. When the hens are

debilitated it is then well enough to allow
tonics, but as a rule the best tonic is a

variety of food and giving clean quarters

at night.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Iiinseed-meal.—J. L. B., Manchester, Va.,

writes: "How should linseed-meal be (ed to
heas, and in what quantity?"
Reply :—A gill of linseed-meal with a pint

of corn-meal, for ten bens, three timesaweek,
will answer. *

Young' Gnlneas.—M. R., Oxford, N. C,
writes: "I have a brood of young guineas
that are very wild. Can they be tamed and
made to remain near the house?"
Reply:—If they are caught and kept in a

house with open lattice or wire front, for a
week or two, and fed regularly, they will
remain near the house at night.

Docks.—A. J. F., Point Rock, Ohio, writes:
"At what age do ducks produce eggs most
suitable for hatching?"
Reply :—Ducks sometimes begin to lay when

only six months old, but their eggs are seldom
used for incubation until in spring, at which
time the eggs will hatch well, though not less
than eight months should be the age of the
ducks to insure good hatches.
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to the following remarkable
statement:
For many years I suffered

from Catarrh of the head and
throat, which destroyed my
hearing, and for twenty-five
years 1 was so deaf that I
could not understand con-
versation at all. Could not
hear a clock strike by hold-

ing my ear against it. I had tried every
known remedy, and nothing had given me the
slightest relief. I obtained Dr. Jloore's treat-
ment, and had not used it three weeks until
my hearing Ijegan to improve, and now 1 can
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closed, and I think I am entirelj- cured aijd my
hearing permanently restored.

Edwin Coleman, Maize, Kan.
Medicines for Three Months' Treatment Free.

To introduce this treatment and prove be-
yond doubt that it is a positive cure for Deaf-
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sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLMS, OHIO.
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(Bnx gwnU,
UNFINISHED MUSIC.

I Silt alone at the organ.

At tlie close of a troubled day,

When the sunset's crimson emberB
On the western altar lay.

I was weary with vain endeavor,

I\Iy heart was ill at ease,

And I sought to soothe my sadness

With the voice of the sweet-toned keys.

My hands were weak and trembling.
My fingers all unskilled

To render the grand old anthem
With which my soul was filled. .

Through the long day's cares and w<jrries,

I liad dreamed of that glorious strain.
And I longed to hear the organ
Repeat it to me again.

It fell from my untaught fingers

Discordant and incomplete, ^.

I knew not how to express it.

Or to make the discord sweet ;

So I toiled with patient labor

Till the last bright gleams were gone.
And the evening's purple sha(iowB
Were gathering one by one.

Then a master stood beside mie.

And touched the noisy keyis.

Audio! the discord vanished
And melted in perfect pea ee.

I heard the great organ pe iling

My tune that I could not; play.
The strains of the gloriou s anthem
Xliat had filled my soul .-lU day.

Down through the dim c:itbedral

The tide of music swep-t.

And through the shado'h'y arches
The lingering echoes f;rept;

And I stood in the pur] pie twilight

And heard my tune ag:^in,

Not my feeble, untaug;tit rendering.

But the master's perfect strain.
,

So I think, perchance 'the Master,
At the close of life's .Tveary day.

Will take from our trembling fingers

The tune that we can not play
;

He will hear through the jarring discord
The strain, althou,';).i half expressed ;

He will blend it in p erfect music.
And add to it all t'oe rest.

—Selected.

Will-o'-thfl-wisps' Story
A TAIiJSi BY SIARI:E PEJTERSIBN,

Authoress of "The Princess Use."

TEANSLAT ED BY MAEY CHAPMAN.

IGNES FATUI.

HE tower clock in

Nordingeu
speaks again,

twelve hollow
tones sound
slowly through
the night. As
the last one
died away a
strange rustle

and hum.abuzz
and whisper,

rose In the
wood.as though
countless
swarms of in-

sects flew hith-

er and thither, and the
wind wrestled with the

tops of the giant trees.

But the wind had not
awakened, the trees and
bushes stood motionless,

and of all the great host

of insects which camped
in the forest for the grand
muster on St. John's eve,

only a couple of belated

glow-worms were visible,

who to-night were not on
duty.

In brilliant gala uni-

form they were return-
ing from a ball which the bee-queen bad
given.; in one of the gardens in the valley.

Perhaps they drank too freely from the cups
of tlie lilac blossoms, and now, bewildered by
the fragrance, they wandered about in the
dar7p:ness, seeking their grfeen tent under the
bus hes on the bank.

new lives seemed to waken in

wondrously soft whispering
arid tingling rose like a confusing vapor from
ttie moi.st earth; the voices of the wood
uttered to delicate elfin ears, audible in every
country through warm summer nights. The
grasses and herbs poured out their hearts, one
to another, and mourned over their hard
'iay's work; from early morning they had
carried rain-drops to refresh the roots of old
trees and the thirsty little mosses, who are
always on hand when oak-trees and beeches
liave any dainty. Carrying water is a weary
day's work for gentle heath-pinks and fox-
gloves and fragile ey^bright.
"And even late at night we must stand here,

bowed down with heavy rain-dropfe," grum-
bled the wild thyme, "and not even the least

little breeze takes pity on us, shaking off the
water and relieving us of our burdens."
Three slender blades of grass stood by and

shook their delicate heads reprovingly. One
oi them said

:

A^thousand
th'* forest. A

"What do those stout little thyme-stalks
mean by using such big words, and making
an uproar as if they were treated with the
^reatust injustice, if all the winds do not fly

to their assistance? Look at us, how much
more ive have to carry !"

And the blade of grass stood up, and trem-
bling, held up in its weak hands a heavy
rain-drop, clear as crystal. Its comrades cried

meanwhile:
"See, see ! ours are still larger!"

And as they all strove to lift their burdens
high up, they trembled, and shook against

each other; three large rain-drops rolled into

one, and fell cold on the forehead of the

sleeping boy.

Startled by them, Walter rose up; he rubbed
his sleepy eyes, and sat up, leaning against

the trunk of the maple. The night no longer

seemed dark ; with strangely stimulated senses

he breathed in the mysterious life of the

midnight woods. The humming and whis-
pering around him had become a speech he
could undei'stand; the plants and insects were
like old friends; he listened with delight to

tlieir confidential talk, and felt refreshed and
invigoratedlikea thirsty pilgrim before whom
the welcome draught sparkles in the cool

fountain.

Walter's motions as he awoke and took

another position disturbed the comfortable
repose of a venerable frog, who was meditat-

ing between the broad leaves of a colt's-foot

on the bank. In anguish and terror the

harmless dreamer fled from the awful
presence of a man's boot, unseen till then,

and plunged head-first into the pond, so that

the water splashed high up as it closed above
him and sprinkled the white blossom all over
as she lay on the pond.
The wandering glow-worms had just dis-

covered the young water-lily, and flew around
her admiringly

;
they now approached her

obligingly, helped her to shake the bright

drops from her white petals, and so began
her acquaintance. A strange, half-suppressed

cough sounded from the thicket.

"Why, good-morning, professor! It is a

long time since I had the pleasure of seeing

you," cried a bat, which circled about the

charred oak in a,n irregular flight; and while
the water-lily and the glow-worms glanced
curiously about, the huge spectacles of an
ancient horn-owl gleamed' from the.thicket

on the bank.

"Did you come to the wood for the muster?"
continued the bat. "You have missed a great

deal already, professor! The parade of the
May-bugs is over; it was a very imposing
spectacle. It is well known that the beetles

have the best regimental music in the whole
army."
"I take no interest in musters and fleid-

manceuvei-s," snarled the owl scornfully. "I

came into the mountains purely forarchoe-

ologieal investigations. There are said to be

curious coins o.f Roman days buried here in

the mountain gorges; I should like to find

them. To tell the truth, I am on a prolonged
scientific tour in the company and for the

benefit of my niece, the young owl. The dear
child is entitled to a rich inheritance, but
her rights are contested because there is not
sufficient proof of her direct descent from tlie

owl of Minerva. Nevertheless, her descent is

no mere family tradition, and we are going !

now to Italy and Greece to collect old coins
j

and images as proof of it, and establish the

fact incontrovertibly. Only look at the

young lady yourself, my friend; see the proud
curve of her beak, and the intellectual shape
of her head. Oh, noble blood flows under the

plumage of this bird!"

The young o~wl flew over the thicket with
irreproachable grace, settled on the charred
brough, and saluted the bat with a gracious

nod.

"A real heiress, of a noble family !" whis-
pered one glow-worm to the other.

"Yes, yes; an heiress, and of high descent,

but may I be ingloriously strangled in the
next spider's web if she is not a perfectly

horrid blue-stocking. It runs in the blood,

depend upon it; see how she carries her
beak already."

And with a contemptuous shrug which
made his brilliant epaulets shine far

through the darkness, the glow-worm turned
away and paid his court again to the gentle

water-lily. He talked to her of the ball given
that day by the bee-queen; he told her the
names of all the beauties who were most
admired there: the damask rose and the

centifolia, the pale, melancholy tea-rose, the

moss-rose, the gay Burgundy rose and the

coquettish little rose of Dijon. It was delight-

ful to him to chatter to the innocent, young
flower, who was certainly no blue-stocking

and had never had a glimpse of the outer

world, of all the unknown glories of that

world, to see her child-like surprise and
answer her naive questions.

There can be no simpler bringing up than
one under the watery mirror of a quiet, reedy

pond, especially if the pond lies in the two-
fold solitude of a thick forest and a secluded
mountain valley. The flowers which grow
there from the cool soil are meek children of

nature ; they know nothing of the vain self-

consciousness of garden flowers. And when
the glow-worru said he could not understand
why the lovely water-lily was not invited to

the' bee-queen's ball, and declared that he
would see that the neglect was soon atoned
for, she shook her head deprecatlngly, and
answered that a colorless flower like herself,

witb no Sia,gx&ae», ,did.iiot belong iu a bloom-

ing rose-garden; she should die of fright if

she were placed like them on dizzy heights
between thorns, and if bees and rose-chafers
hovered about her with flattering speeches
and witty questions she could certainly make
no answer.

The glow-worm answered that color and
fragrance were of no consequence at court;
who could tell if the color were natural! At
court, the family was the only important
thing; all roses are entitled to appear there,
and she also belonged to the rose family. He
told her how two pale French roses, Madame
Hardi and Madame Plantier, had been feted
that day, and above all the lovely southerner,
the (Jentifolia unica, who was even paler than
herself.

The young owl on the oak-tree listened for
a time to the conversation between the glow-
worm and the water-lily, and thought it very
silly and trifling. The young owl generally
thought conversations uninteresting unless
she led them, and therefore she took pity, and
mixed in this. She laughed at the glow-
worm for being in such haste to count the
water-lily among the widespread rose family,
since she had unmistakable family features
which pointed to her relationship with the
mueh-fidmired Indian princess who had come
to Europe within a few years—the Victoria
regia.

Victoria' regia was a name new to the
water-lily. She called to mind all her rel-

atives, known and unknown, and coianted on
her leaves her eight aunts and twenty-seven
cousins, but the Victoria regia was not among
them. She questioned the little flowers on
the bank, but even the blue forget-me-not,

which has the best of memories, could not
remember having ever seen a flower with
such a pompous narne. Though the vanity of

the young water-lily was pot yet far developed,
she had all the more of that other feminine
failing, curiosity, and she overcame her
disgiist at the wise schoolmistress' airs of the
young owl, and begged her to tell more about
the Victoria regia.

The young owl then toli a very I'omantic

story about the Victoria regia; how from love
for a learned naturalist with whom she became
acquainted when he was traveling, she had
come to Europe; how the northern climate
did not agree with her very well, and only
the tenderest care made it possible for her to

live in our country. She usually dwelt in

carefully-built, glass palaces, and strength-

ened her constitution by lukewarm baths.

The young owl had not finished her Story

when all eyes turned to the Phantoms'
Meadow. In many places bright little flames
rose from the soft ground, skipped and flut-

tered over the moor, stood still and wavered'
as though dying down, flamed up brightly
again, danced nearer, and suddenly vanished
in the earth. Then springing up again in
another place they floated in circles over the
tips of the grasses, and came right upon the
pond and toward the little cove.

"Oh, what is it? Who are they?" cried the
terrified water-lily, wrapping her white petals
about her.

"Hallo, ballet-dancers!" cried the glow-
worm gaily; "excellent dancers in the dark
and mist, but not of the ballet-corps of the
forest operas. They have no grasshoppers or
locusts!" '

"They must be Hungarian ballet-dancers,"
said the other glow-worm. "They came into
the country with the gipsies, and dance under
the open sky in moonless night. 1 believe
they are called 'will-o'-the-wisp.'"

And as a slender, bright flame glided slowly
down to the edge of the water, the glow-worm
drew his glittering sword, and pointing it

toward the flame, he advanced, and cried in

a loud voice:
"Stand, will-o'-the-wisp! Give speech ^nd

answer! Who are you?"
A low laugh was audible, and with a mock-

ing hiss the flame sank into the groand.
"Oh, they are not living dancers !" whispered

the timid water-lily; "they are spirits."

And as a little flame again rose up and stood
on the edge of the moor, with one foot almost
touching the water, the white flower cried in
her terror:

"AH good spirits praise the Lord!"
"Forever and ever, amen!" replied the

flame, and stood there clear and steady, saying,

"I will willingly answer you, and tell you
who I am, if you ask me civilly."

"Tell what an Ignis fatuus is!" thought the
listening boy under the maple-tree, as he
crept nearer the bank. "Am I to learn here
what no teacher knows?"
The young owl on the gaunt oak had received

a first-class, modern education, and with a
scornfully-raised beak she hopped a little

lower, so as to hear better. Had she not passed
her examination as teacher only two weeks
before in the capital, and read a dissertation

two hours long on electricity and hydrogen
gas ? Would a stupid will-o'-the-wisp pretend
to know more than she? The glow-worms
took their places for listening on the broad,
green leaves which floated near the water-lily,

and encouraged by their presence the water-
lily took heart, and in a gentle, kindly voice
asked the will-o'-the-wisp:

"Tell me, then, I pray, who are you and your
compa^iions?"

"We are spirits of the dead, the souls of
extinguished lights. We served men a short
time upon the earth, and were torn away by
.'I violeut death, before we had time to burn
ont and fade away with the ashes of our
wicks. He whose life is lost by violence,

finds no rest in death, and the poor candles
which men carelessly throw down or hastily

blow out before their time has come, are

banned, and their spirits mu,st long wander
restlessly about, dazzling and misleading by
their deceitful, unearthly gleam. We are

such souls of candles, I and my companions."
"You have served men ?" said the water-lily.

"Oh, tell me what that is like! I have never
learned to serve, and have never seen men."
"You have never seen men ?" said the young

owl scornfully; "then you do not even know
what men are?"

"Oh, yes; I know what men are! I know
what the frogs have told me of the bones of a
drowned man, which have laid a hundred
years at the bottom of the pond—the stories

the frogs tell are very sad. And once, a long,

long time ago—1 think a week—when I was a
very little bud, and had not yet risen to the

surface, a dark, heavy shadow glided over the
pond. The water rippled about it, and the
frogs said the shadow was a boat, and there

were men in it. How I should have liked to

see it! I stretched up as high as I could, but
I was still too small. Once a smiling face

with clear, bright eyes bent over the water,

but the oar again struck the water and
destroyed the lovely image at the moment of

its appearance. The trembling water slid

away, but before it could again mirror the

image the boat had passed. Oh, tell me much
of men! I would so gladly learn something
new !"

"From me you will learn nothing," answered
the light, "neither could I tell you much of

a story, for my life was very short, and I can
relate only what I have myself experienced,

seen and heard. But that is not an instruc-

tive book story, all smoothly finished and
provided with a moral; it is only a fragment
of life, with no pi'op^r beginning or ending.

You could not make anything of it."

"Oh, only begin, dear will-o'-the-wisp!"

begged the water-lily, and the flame shook,

burned up more brightly, and began

:

"I was a Christmas candle! But did you
ever hear of Christmas candles?"

"Did we ever hear of them?" cried the young
owl scornfully. "One does not need to fly far;

in the very next gorge the young fir-trees

stand on every side, and at evening in the'

twilight they whisper of the future, of all the

glories that fir-trees can attain. I was aston-

ished yesterday to find how many young firs

had no more ardent wish than to become
Christmas trees, and be adorned with Christ-

mas candles and strips of gay-colored paper.

The young firs never reflect that their short

happiness must be dearly purchased, and will

be their death."

"But they die a beautiful death, those young
flrs, vvhen they have been Christmas trees, and
have borne Christmas candles," said the will-

o'-the-wisp. "We Christmas candles are an
ancient, pious brotherhood; our order was
founded on the bright star which the Lord
God kindled to lead the wise men of the East
to the birthplace of the Savior. Thus we also

shine out into the night, striving like that

star to point men to the place of salvation.

But what do you, nocturnal creatures of the

wood—pwls. bats, trees and plants—even you,

glow-worms, in your bright uniforms, what
do you know of the Eternal Light that shines

in the darkness, and of the star that heralds

it?"

"Oh, as to stars!" cried the little grasses on
the bank, "they often fall down into the

pond. On clear nights, when the curtain of

clouds is drawn away, they lie sparkling on
the water. But they are silent and mys-
terious—we cannot talk with them, and
understand nothing of their language, which
is shining."

On the slope stood a large, vigorous oak-tree

whose roots had struck deep into the rock,

and who lifted his glorious head even higher

and spread out his branches wider than the

old maple-tree under whose swadow the young
traveler rested. A luxuriant ivy had climbed

up his trunk, resting with confidence on the

strong tree, and throwing her slender, green

arms around his rough bark. With a gentle

hand she now touched the grass at her feet

and said softly

:

"Have you ever wished to understand the

stars, little grasses? An earnest desire helps

greatly. Do not look merely before you on

the ground, little grasses; rise up, and when
you see something sparkling and shining

below, which seems most glorious to you—like
the stars in the water—then raise your eyes,

look above to the bright light, of which the

gleam here below was but the reflection.

Desire to understand, and look above, little

grasses, that makes the eyes clear and unfolds

the gates of truth."

"Gates of truth!" growled professor owl.

"The creature talks and preaches, but is a

miserable philosopher."

But the will-o'-the-wisp cried, "God; keep

you, dear ivy ! Do not take ill what I said

just now about creatures of the woods. 1 had
not seen you."
"But your story, will-o'-the-wisp—what has

become of your story?" sighed the water-lily.

And the will-o'-the-wisp shook out a few

sparks and began his story again.

"As I said, I was a Christmas candle; my
life began on the branch of a fir-tree, in the

midst of a large hall."

"A fir-tree in a hall ?" whispered the weeds,

and shook their heads doubtfully.

"Certainly, in a hall, a green fir-tree! Out-
side it was cold winter, a frosty, starry night;

the valley was covered with snow and ice.
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"Tlie delicate lady who had decked the tree

so beautifully with ornamental caudles,

chaius ot raisins and almonds, and stars of

bright-colored paper, would certainly not
have gone out into the snowy forest."

"Was it dug up with all its roots?" asked a
little daisy on the bank.

"It was cut oil", torn away from the life-

giving roots; but though the tree may have
suffered miich, here he showed no sign of

pain. He rose on his proud throne as straight,

as graceful as though be grew there, and had
never stood in the cool forest earth, nor drunk
the sweet morning air. His gaping death-

wound was concealed by the mossy carpet of

his throne. On the steps at his feet lay the

vassals of his kingdom, honey-cakes and red

and golden apples. We brethren, the Christ-

mas candles, sat on his branches."

"That must have been a glorious sight if all

the others shone as brightly as you do," said

the glow-worm.
"Yes, later! but at first I was the only one

that burned. From the outstretched branch

I lighted the youthful wife as she went busily

about, spreading out on the table such presents

as people give each other at Christmas-time.

On the low table under me were boys' clothes

and playthings and picture-books. Here the

young housewife found the most to do. I see

her still, and I seem to hear her say, 'Here

above all it must look cheerful and home-
like.' So she spoke to the maid, who stood

looking on admiringly. Why did her bright

eyes grow dim as she half concealed a little

coat of some black, woolen stuff under a pile

of playthings and confectionery.
" 'I wanted to do some motherly work formy

new cTiild, but I could embroider his little

coat with nothing but solemn, black silk,'

she said, sighing.

"Uneasy and excited, she moved about from
table to table, often looking up at the clock

and reading again the letter already so often

perused.
" 'Tick-tack, tick-tack,' droned the old time-

piece on the wall, where it sat in self-satisfied

contentment on a wide console, planting its

short, golden feet firmly on the dark marble,

and its round, full-moon face looked out

composedly from under its old-fashioned

head-gear with quaint spiral ornaments, and
it swung the pendulum, hanging on its breast

like an order, as calmly as though it was not

of the slightest consequence what hour it

would soon announce in its snarling voice."

"Those same timepieces are tiresome old

nuisances," interjected the bat, which when
flying around men's houses in the evening
twilight had looked in at many windows and
collected much information. "They are

pedantic and supernaturally wise. It is

incredible what a fuss is made over them.
EverySrhere the advice of those old aunt
tick-tacks is asked, they are always at liberty

to speak, and that is said to be the best reg-

ulated household where everything is gov-
erned by them."
"The young woman," said the will-o'-the-

wisp, "must certainly have been one of those

who are willing to be so governed; she had no
authority over the obstinate old clock. Her
glances of entreaty neither stopped it nor
hastened its motions. I do not know precisely

what she wanted the clock to do. I heard her
talk some time with the maid, but what they
said was not cheerful, not appropriate to the
Christmas-tide. It was about severe fevers

and death, about parents who died suddenly,

and two orphan boys ; about the master of the
house, who had hastened to the death-bed of

his early friend, and was to return this

evening. Oh, then the sweet face of the
young wife grew happy again! How happy
he would be to reach his home after weeks of

absence! How happy he would be! As she
spoke of joy, of happiness, she smiled, and
her eyes turned to the corner of the hall,

where joy and ha-ppiness lay concealed. In a
heavily-curtained wicker cradle lay a sweet
little slumbering child."

"A human child?" asked the water-Illy.

"Certainly, a human child."

"Oh, tell me! What did it look like?"

"Oh, it was very lovely; I saw it from my
lofty bough* when the young mother went up
to it to listen, parted the curtains, and bent
over it. Its little head was turned toward me,
as it lay on the white pillow, with the small
mouth half opened; the cheeks were rosy
with slumber; long, dark eyelashes shadowed
them; pearly drops lay on the blonde hair,

moistened witli tlie dews of sleep, where it

had escaped from the little cap. One small
arm lay outside the coverlet; the other,

thrown back with close-shut hand, encircled

the head. It was a wonderfully lovely little

puppet. The mother's hand moved toward
the round face, but did not touch it. She only
let the child's warm breath play through her
fingers. She stroked the coverlet and the
curtains as she closed them again, and a low
'God bless it!' fell from her lips."

"Did you not se»jts eyes?" said the water-
lily. "The eyes are the most important thing."
"How wonderfully wise you are," said the

young owl. And the little flarhe answered

:

"The eyes were closed in sleep, and if the

young mother had looked at her child but
once, I could not have told you about them.
But she often returned, and at last, when she
wanted to show the maid how sweetly and
profoundly the little one slept, and carefully,

gently lifted the curtain, lo! two open, dark
blue stars shone on her, the little limbs
stretched out comfortably, and the mouth
smiled. I hoard a cry of delight from the

mother's lips. 'Isn't slie sweet ! Isn't she the

loveliest creature?' she cried, and tears of joy

stood in her eyes. Oh, what bliss for Christ-

mas candles to be reflected in happy, human
eyes! And if they are child's eyes, so inno-
cent, so joyfully beaming, and yet so deep
and earnest as those which the little child in

the cradle had just unclosed!"

The ivy said : "There is a soul that dwells in

human eyes and sheds light from them—

a

clearer, better radiance than candle-light.

That is whj' you Christmas candles delight to

gaze in them. Light attracts light. In chil-

dren's eyes tliere sliine the purest beams. It

is most glorious when child-like eyes gaze

from a face which white hairs crown, and
child-like joj' dwells in an old human heart."

The owl uttered a prolonged snarl, shook
his head disdainfully, and impatiently

scratched with his sharp claws on the stone

which he had chosen for Iiis seat.

The will-o'-the-wisp went on to tell how the

crack of whips, the rolling of wheels and the

loud baying of hounds resounded from the

,

courtyard, while the lady rushed to the

window and the maid to the door, crying,

"It is the master, the master; the master has
come!"
"The young wife," said the little flame,

"snatched her baby from the little cradle,

wrapped it carefully in a warm shawl, and
flew to the door. But on the threshold she

gave the child to the maid, and said quickly

:

'No, no, you may take her;. I must have both
arms free to receive my new child in them.'

She passed through the brightly-lighted ante-

room, down the stairs, the door closed, and
I—I was alone—alone in the great hall ! With
terror I saw how far down I had already

burned. I was scarcely half as tall as my
dark brothers around me. Must my life and
my joy so soon end? thought I, and held my
breath, and made my flame small, so as to

save the wax. I put on a dark cap of ashes
and charred wick, but it did not stay; it fell

on the floor. It would have burned a hole in

the carpet had not the maid returned and
tread it out. An old servant came In and
lighted the many candles in the chandeliers

and candelabra. They all sat up straight and
stiff, were dressed in white, and looked Sicorn-

fully down on us.

"But soon came the turn of my brothers on
the fir branches. In the great mirror I could
see the tree gleam and shine as though.it had
put on a garment of gold and sunlight. And
the servant and the maid spoke again of a
boy. 'The poor boy,' they said; 'but how
noble and elegant he is, and how good he
looks.' Yes, he must be good; or would not
the quiet woman who had JiacJ .the care of

him have preferred to go with the younger
brother, who needed her more. But she could

not part from this one, she said. And when
everything was lighted and ready, the servants

left the room. Steps sounded on the stair-

case and in the anteroom. In the next room
they sang a beautiful Christmas hymn, and
then the folding doors flew open."

"Ah, if one could only become a fir-tree!"

cried a little stock of thyme.

"Be quiet, and don't interrupt!" rose from
all sides, and the will-o'-the-wisp continued

:

"I saw the family in the doorway, sur-

rounded by all their retainers and domestics.

I saw the master of the house in his traveling-

dress; he held his little daughter in his arms;
she shouted with delight, and waving her
arms and legs, stretched out toward the
Christmas tree. The young matron led by
the hand a little boy dressed in mourning.
She looked at him tenderly. The child held

her hand in both his own. His head, with its

thick, brown curls, rested, against her arm,
while his eyes looked up to her with joyful

trust and hope.

"I flickered up, so that the wax rolled down
my wick in hot drops. I wanted to see every-

thing—everything at once—and I was already

so short. Just above me hung a long net of

gold paper which held a red apple. Oh, joy!

a golden ladder for little dying flames. I

mounted from mesh to mesh. The ladder
burned away under my fiery tread—the apple
fell to the floor, and as I sprang up, rejoicing,

and a splendid cloud of smoke circled about
my head, suddenly a hand siezed me and
tore me away. I was thrown on the floor and
my flame was trampled out. I have nothing
more to tell—my life was done."
"Oh, what a pity!" mourned the water-lily.

"If only you had not tried to climb up, your
story might have been a little longer."

"Every will-o'-the-wlsp can tell you some-
thing," answered the little flame. "Ask the
others for their stories." And so speaking, it

sprang to the right, and sprang to the left.

One of the glow-worms flew after it and asked
earnestly:

"Did not the honey-cakes tell you about the
bee-queen who gave a ball to-day, or about
her most gracious grandmother, the bee-queen
of most highly blessed memory? Honey-
cakes generally have quite intimate relations

with the noble family in the beehive."
But the little flame had vanished as com-

IDletely as though the night air had swallowed
it, and the little glow-worm was obliged to

return unanswered.

"Bpeak to the other wandering lights," said

the young owl. And as the water-lily longed
to hear more, the glow-worms flew hither and
thither, and invited the restless lights to

come close to the bank, and tell the story of

their lives.

[To be continued.] .

A DEAD LETTER.

I found it in an old chest In the attic of the
house that we had taken for the -summer, a

quaint old chest covered over with sheepskin,
from which the hair was worn off in patches;
its lock was rusty and broken, and wben I

raised the lid a faint odor of camphor and
dried rose leaves assailed my nostrils.

It was full of old letters and papers, yellow
with years and stained with long lying, queer
old letters; without envelops, large, rustling
sheets written and crossed, and crossed again,
with fine, cramped penmanship and sealed
with large, red seals and broken wafers.

I glanced them over hastily, reading here
and there a sentence clothed with the stately,

courteous diction of long ago. Then I turned
to the magazines and read here a little, and
there a little, with the same pleasure I had
felt in my early days, when I used to snatch
the books and rush away to my perch in the
cherry-tree, where no one could follow me,
and feast my eyes on the fashion-plates and
pore over the stories. I could not help laugh-
ing as I turned to them now. Although there
were tears in my eyes, too, as I remembered
how happy I was if I could Inveigle my
mother into giving me one of the plates for

paper dolls. They looked so very funny in
their Inflated skirts and short jackets and
their marvelous bonnets on the backs of their
heads, the brims filled with artificial fiowers
and huge feathers nodding on top. How odd
they looked now, and what a world of fashion
and beauty they represented in those days!

I laid them down with a sigh and took up
one of the letters. It was from a son to his

mother, telling her of his efforts to do his

duty in his college life, thanking her for her
unfailing goodness to him and commending
her to her Heavenly Father's care, as he bade
her a respectful and dutiful farewell, which
in itself was almost a benediction. I smiled as

I thought of my own boy's careless, free-and-

easy letters, full of love and slang, and de-

mands for cash, and graphic descriptions of

foot-ball triumphs.

Then there was one from a young mother,
overflowing with the first joys of mother-
hood, of trembling hopes for the future of her
boy, and prayers that she might be able to do
her duty by him faithfully.

Then in an ancient, yellow newspaper,
worn thin in the folds with many readings,
I read an obituary notice of the Reverend
Jeremiah Perkins. I could almost see the old

Puritan as he lay in his coflan in the meeting-
house on the common, his long, thin hands
folded on his brea,st, his stern, clearly-cut

features silent and cold in death ; the rare

white pulpit, with the sounding-board above,
the mourners ranged recently in the front

row of hard, uncushioned seats, in which one
would never be tempted to loll; I fancied I

could hear the long-drawn-out sermon
journey on from firstly to seventhly, and then
the hymn, "Why.Should We Mourn Departed
Friends?" sung religiously to the very last

stanza. Then I could imagine the solemn
procession of friends and neighbors to take a
last look at the "remains"—the poor, defense-

less body that would have hated nothing more
than to be stared at in life—up one bare aisle,

around the coffin, with now and then the

sound of a stifled sob to break the stillness,

then down the other aisle and out into the

sunshine. And then the slow journey up
the hill to the graveyard, .where, among the

tall grass and straggling wild rose-bushes,

they laid him down for his last, long sleep,

and then went back to their homes and left

him alone. I laid the paper down carefully,

as carefully as if I had been Jeremiah's own
grandchild, and went on with my explora-

tions.

I lifted out a heavy, little cedar box, and set

it aside for a little, and underneath it I saw
a letter. It was written on thin, blue

paper, the writing tremulous and irregular,

folded carelessly, and the wax seal splashed

and uneven. As I lifted it the ghost of a dead
rose fell from its folds, and fluttering down
touched the side of the trunk and fell a heap
of brown ashes at my feet.

I hesitated before opening this letter; it

gave me a strange, uncanny feeling, and little

shivers ran over me. I had felt no scruples

about the others, but it seemed to me now that

I was trespassing on forbidden ground ; that I

was about to steal the secrets of a dead life. I

left my seat on the floor and went over to the

window.
The drowsy sweetness of a July day, tem-

pered by a soft south wind, brushed the attic

cobwebs from my brain. The mowers were
busy in the fields, and the perfume of the

freshly-mown hay was refreshing after the

dust and ashes of those by-gone days. Far
down the dusty roads, bordered b.y drooping
willows, I could see the little pond, calm with
its midsummer quietness. A placid cow
standing among the lily ponds, knee deep in

its cool depths, while on its banks rows of

purple fleur-de-lis nodded at their own reflec-

tion in the water. It was a quiet and peaceful

view, with nothing in its savoring of trouble

or death.

It was some time before I could tear myself
from this picture of life and go back to my
ashes of roses. The attic was ^oomy and full

of shadows. I hastily thrust the things back
into the trunk, keeping only the one letter,

thinking I would run down into the garden
and the outer sunlight to read it, but a strange

compelling power restrained me. It seemed
so much more iu Iceeptag to sit down in the

shadow of the gable window, in the hot,

woody odors which the sun drew from its old

beams, with the dust and ashes of the past

about mn. I unfolded the rustling, yellow
sheet and began to read

:

I Bend yo« to-day, dear Richard, a rose from my
garden. I shall never pluck another, for this is the

last day of niy earthly life. Do you remember the

roee-tree wirioh stood by tho border of the south wall,

iu the long gra"BS ? Do you remember the faint, spicy

sweetness of its» red petals, and the half-opened one I

placed in your buttonhole that day ? Ah, well I

know that yotx xemeniber, for there are moments in

one's life that sltc immortal ! What a day it was ! I

like as well as I like any thing in this black world to

think of that day and hour. The clouds were so

thick, and soft.., and wliite, and lay motionless like

down upon the blue sky's breast, the pool in the

meadow was still and clear as glass. The day was so

quiet that not e'ven the willows
_
trembled as they

looked into its di'pths. Even the birds sang softly

and the insects in the grass at our feet chirped

quietly to each other. It did not seem to me that

day that heavenjitself could be sweeter, and now—ah,

me—I even doubt £f tlhere be a heaven !

Well, do you remember how beautiful you were

that day ? I pan close my eyes—so tired are they of

cruel deeds and ways—and see you still. Your eyes so

full of love and truth, your sunny hair, your tall,

straight form and stro ng, white hands, 1 can see the

sparkle of your signet j"ing as you reached above my
head to pluck a branch of blossoms. How we laughed

as you shook down a i\hower of rosy petals on niy

head and shoulders.

Alas, dear heart! it iamany a weary day since I

have laughed like that, for mirth and I have long

been strangers to each oAher. I fain would look on
your dear face once more, but that can never be in

this life, perhaps, who knows? From some other

world, freed from this weaity, sin-stained body, I may
look downupou you. I wonder—oh, I wonder !—if in

your heart I should see some remnants of the old love

which I so madly cast awiiy. I used to think that

life was one long holidayi I never dreamed, in my
light-hearted folly, that 8u«h direful times would

fallupon me. Do you remember, Dick, tho day we
parted? What a merry part^r we were when we went
t<i search for arbutus blooms '. I can smell their faint,

« oody perfume yet, and hear the rustle of the dead

leaves as we pushed them Aside to search for the

dainty blossoms. It was like a day set to slow, soft

music when we went into tlte woods—and then—we
quarreled—and since then m aeic and love, and all

that makes life beautiful have gone for me, and soon;

very soon, life itself will folio sv. For I have h'jrne

the burden of my days as long a 8 it is possible. Many
long nights have I lain listenini? to the rain upon the

roof, or looking out at the stats in the dark skies,

hearing the heavy breathing of the creature by my
side, for whom I gave up all thafJife holds dear, and
thinking on those days.

Ah, if you had h^n more patieni't and I less proud

and wilful, I had not known tJiese weary days.

For a long time I hoped you would return to jne, and
then—I married him

—

That was a sad, old song I use^ to sing before I

knew what sadness meant

:

"Alas ! how easily things go wiiong,

A sigh too deep or a kiss too lon€.

And then cojucs a mist and a weeding rain.

And life is never the same ag;un>"

I have a black bruise on my brcasit, Eichard, and
the marks of cruel fingers on my3thro«t—my throat,

which you used to think so white and pretty. 1 have

dressed to conceal thoee marks forra;»ny a day, and

now I have given up the struggle to hidte his sine.

I had a little babe once, a tiny, bTue-eyed girl. I

used to fancy the look in her eyes was Ifike yours, but

I only kept her a little, and when they took her from

me, and laid her down among the vioI<>4s, there was

nothing left for me in lite. But now—I am glad that

she is gone, for I am going, too.

I wonder if God will forgive me and Jet ine have

my child again; but if he will not, it I ha re sinned too

deeply for pardon, there is this comfort

:

"I have a mother, who long ago died,

I speak of her now with my tears all dSried,

She will know my p 'etty one come to Iker side.

Oh, she will take care of my baby !

Uear, Christ, born of a woman,
Uh, hear, thine angele seem far off.

She is aear.

Give thou my lamb to my mother dear.

And I'll weep no more for my baby."

And now good-by, my one, my only love% When
all the house is still and dark, I am going dpwn tho

poplar lane to the little pond, and lay me ilown to

sleep among the water-lilies, and when I close my
eyes and the cold waters come over me, my last

thought—in life and death—will be of you, my
Richard. Lilith.

And then in faint, irregular tracings at the

bottom of the page

:

"May God have mercy on my soul."

I dropped the dreadful letter from my lap

and covered my face with my hands. I could

see the poor, unhappy little creature, in. the

quaint dress of long ago, going down to her

death. It seemed as if this terrible thing bad
happened only yesterday, and that I mi.^bt

have prevented it. I could not bear to thinJi

of it.

A little cool wind came in through the gasr-

ret window and made me shiver. A dark

cloud covered the face of the sun. The crows

cawed loudly in the tree-tops, and men in the

fields began hastily to spread the hay; the

scent of the dying clover filled the air; the-

barefooted boys came hurrying through the

lane, driving home the cows. Everything

foretold a sudden storm, and soon it came.

The peals of thunder shook the house, the zig-

zag flashes of lightninj illumined the very

corners of the old garret and the white sheets

of rain dashed against the windows. I heard

the children calling, "Mama!" and I rose from
my seat, and carefully placing the poor, d«d
letter in the box, I turned the key upon it and
ran down-stairs into a more cheerful and
healthier atmosphere.
I asked my housekeeper the next da^ it she
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hart ever heard of Richard Marsden, as that

was the superscription on the letter.

"Oh, yes, ma'am," she said, "I have often

heard of him through my mother; he lived in

this house, ma'am."
"Did he ever marry?" I asked anxiously.
"Oh, no, ma'am, he was a bachelor, and a

very handsome man, as I've 'heard tell,"

answered the woman, "but a grave and stern

one. He died very sudden and unexpected.

He is buried up on the hill; I've often seen his

grave when I've been up of a Sunday."
That afternoon when the sun was low, I put

the little yellow letter in niy pocket and went
up the hUl alone to tlie old graveyard. The
grass was long and thick; strasS'ling arms of

untrained vines and bushes raught my skirts

and impeded my progress, but by and by, after

sitting down to rest on a broken head-stone, I

found the grave for which I was looking. It

was up in a lonely corner, marked by a plain,

gray stone, on wj^hich was cut:

Hie .Jacet

' Richard Marsden.
Hequiscat in pace.

Then kneeling down, I scraped away the

moss from the base and found the date. It

was as I thought. He died the very day that

he received his letter.

Poor Lilith had destroyed two lives instead

of one.

I moved the sods gentl.v and buried the

letter deep and safe from mortal eyes In the

deep grass over his breast; then I covered It

over with long stalks of July lilies, and with a

tear for the sad romance of long ago, I went
away and left him lying alone in the last rays

of the setting saa.—Eliza Cliester Aiwood, in

Pashions.-

CHEESE AS AN ARTICLE OF FOOD.

"The best article upon milk I can think of

is cream. What more do you want?" an-

swered one of the greatest wits and wags yet

produced by this country, who was once asked
by an editor to write a good article on milk.

In the same fashion it may be said of cheese

that the best article on it is mold—chemical
corruption, that is. In truth, cheese owes its

value to degeneration and the presence of bac-

terial life. In a word, it is the glorification of

decay.

The history of cheese may be considered as

condensing the whole pastoral poetry of the

Aryan race. The gentle cow, sacred still

among the Aryans of India, doubtless by rea-

son of her gentleness in the family economy,
fell especially to the charge of the women.
Our very language proves this. Our word
daughter comes from the Sanscrit "duhitar,"

meaning the milker, from "duo," to milk.

Dug, for teat, is doubtless from the same.
Cheese-making has, therefore, been a fem-

inine professioh from the start, and on some
English farms to this very day the money
coming from the sale of this cheese is consid-

ered as the especial pin-money of the wife.

England has long been famous for the quan-
tity and quality of its cheese.

America, in a wholesale way, is destroying

all the traditions of cheese. One steamer
lately carried to England seven hundred and
fifty thousaiid American cheeses. Perhaps,

after a chemical treatment, many of them,
like good citizens, will have returned home to

delight unwitting natives by their fine foreigri

finish. Yet, though America makes cheese by
the mountain-load every year, there are not,

as in England, Prance and Italy, any localities

famous for especial brands. The reason is not
far to seek. Our cheese factories collect the
milk of various areas, having different soils

and peculiarities of pasturage, and mix them,
striking thus an average,_eatable indeed, but
lacking character.

It has been proved beyond a peradventure
that the quality depends on the pasturage.

Cows, dairymaids and special methods of

making have been taken from Cheshire to

another part of England, and the result was a
product very difierent from the famous old
Cheshire cheeses. Cheddar, too, which comes
from a vale in Somerset, where the famous
Sydney Smith was born, has a flavor like his

pungent wit and humor, for which there is no
chemical counterfeit. It simply smacks of
the soil and breathes of the pasture.

But thfe glory of England's cheese as to

quantity has been eclipsed by America, and as

to quality by France. France cannot keep
pace with the demand for her cheese. Conse-
quently, a large amount of the spurious
French cheese is sold in this country. The
cheese of tables d'hote is almost always a fit

subject of suspicion
; good for the mind, per-

haps, since a chemist whose digestion has
been impaired by cheap tables d'hote once
analyzed a piece. He found it to contain
chiefly what Opie, the famoi^s painter, said
he mixed his colors with—brains.

Take Brie, for instance. This comes from a
small district near Paris, and is a cream
cheese of unrivaled delicacy, but not easy to
keep^during warm weather. The largest firms
in New York imported last year in one order
siy thousand of these 'cheeses, of which two
thousand went from tlie dock out West to
Chicago, San Francisco and St. Louis. If this

amount were multiplied by three, it would
not represent the year's consumptioji of
alleged Brie in New York alone, to say noth-
ing of other large cities. Camembert, how-
ever, a cheese very similar, though coarser in
flavor, which is made in a large area in Nor-
mandie, has been steadily pushing into favor.
It is just half as expensive, and restaurateurs
can aflTord to give double portions of it. Hence

your infatuated table d'hote dinei', who
always wants quantity rather than quality,

prefers Camembert.
Pont I'Eveque also comes from Norniandie.

It is not, as some raightsuppose, a Camembert
gone dry, but is intentionally made more
solid and in taste milder, and is ten per cent

more costiy.

Port du Salut is another cheese of the same
order, but superior in flavor to all except the

true Brie. It costs about the same as Brie,

and it may take rank over it, as that has done
over Roquefort, and as Roquefort did over
Swiss, which was the first foreign cheese that

ever really had a hold on the affections of the

American stomach.
The making of Port du Salut is ;» profound

seciet, the property of the moiaks of the

abbey of Bric-a-brac, in France, and the pious

gourmet might be forgiven for believing that

over eVery cheese a benediction has been said.

But in spite of its wholesomeness, it has not

yet caught on in New York. Only one house

imports it, which is a proof that it is still not

cheese, but caviare to the multitmde.
Roquefort, though its price yet is high, is a

richer cheese, more fond of lingiering on the

breath than the others. It" is made of goats'

milk, and the chiairo-oscuro eflfects in it are

caused, not by rusti.ng it with insertions of

wire, but by dropping into it so.me handfuls

of peasant bread. So Roquefo rt Is a dairy-

maid concoction of bread and c'heese.

Gorgonzola, another novel cheese in this

country, not French, but Italian, is more ex-

pensive than Roquefort, thou,-gh its base is

the same; namely, the milk ot that gay and
festive animal which has made so many
American humorists—the piijturesque and
venerable goat. This cheese comes from the

Milanese disti'lct of Italy, retains its aristo-

cratic richness unspoiled by the democratic
climate of America, and is 31 fine cheese to

swear by. Wherein it differs from the Lim-
burger—a cheese to swear at.

Some cheeses, like Roquefiort and Gorgon-
zola, require two or three ye>ars to ripen for

the taste of experts. Some cheeses attain a

great age. Parmesan, an Italian or Sicilian

variety, has been kept one, hundred and fifty

years, and found still delicious and full of life

and power. Nehfchatel is a French cheese,

not a Swiss, as many fancy from1;he name.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES.

A London scientist has ;ffucceeded in freezing

a soap bubblei

No receptacle has ever been made strong

enough to resist the bnrsting power of freez-

ing water. TWenty-poiund shells have been
burst asunder as though made of pottery.

M. Wilds says that a temperature of 157 de-

grees below zero was registered at Wercko-
jansk, eastern Siberia, in February, 1892. This

is the lowest ternpera ture ever registered on
the face of the earth. •

Tests recently made, in Japan of the hauling
powers of American and English locomotives
in the Tokaido railvray resulted decidedly in

favor of American engines, and preference
will be given to them in future.

It is said that wimdow-panes of porous glass

are being made in Paris. The minute holes in

the glass are too fiLne to permit of a draft,

and yet large enoug h to cause a pleasant and
healthy ventilation in a room.
A French physicUm has constructed an act-

ing model of the human heart. It is of the
same hue, size and consistency as the natural
organ, with everj- detail, and a red fluid

courses through it and through artificial

arteries.

It costs about ^4,7.50 per shot to fire one of

Krupp's 130-ton steel guns. The gun cost

$195,000, 'S.nd it can only be fired, at the most,
sixty tisaes. The; gun has a range of fifteen'
miles, and the projectiles weigh 2,600 pounds.

It is not at sJl strange that the almost
universal use oil electricity should raise the
question of wha t this svibtle power is. We see
its efTeet on evej.-y side, but the wisest of men
have a very imj)erfect understanding of what
the mysterious force is which moves the
loaded car, chtmges darkness into light, en-
ables friend to talk to friend without refer-
ence to distance, and accomplishes thousands
of marvelous things with the ease of a
magician. Speculation has been active as to
the probable origin of electrical force, but like
gravitation, light, heat and chemical action,
philosophers and physicists know almost
nothing in regard to \t.—Baltimore Herald.

DIISCOVERY OF IMAGES.

In one oT the oldest ruins of the state of
Oaxaca, Mexico, a number of very rare and
Interesting images, found in metal, have been
uncovereid. The images represent people of
oriental appearance and dress, as well as
priests la their robes of sacrifice. They bear
hieroglyphics of unknown characters, and
are elaborately wrought, with fine art lines
shown in every curve. The images found
thus far are of gold, either wholly or in part,
and are coated with some unknown enamel,
which has preserved them from all harm in
the ma.uy years they have been buried in the
soil. }

Bryant & Stratton's Business College, of

BufTDiJo, N. Y., will celebrate its 40th anniver-
sary this Fall by opening and dedicating the

new branding, now under way. This building

wiy contain all the modern cckuveniences, and
havingbeen designed by those long acquainted
with the work of a business college, it is, of

course, just suited for its pui'pose, and will no

doubt largely increase the patronage of this

alxeady popular. school. It is fire-proof and
equipped with steam heat, electric lights, san-

\

i tary plumbing and an electric passenger el-

ervator. The school will be divided into eight

distinct departments, each under the direction

of a capable, e.xperienced instructor, who is a
i' specialist in his line.

^

COQUETRY.

A dainty nmid on the velvet stairs

Smiled coyly down at me,
And threw me a rose from her perch up there.

With deniureet cofiuetry.

I caught the rose in my finger-tips.

And pressed it close to my longing lips.

As a bee that from clover the honey sips

;

And I swear
That my eyes must have told their ardent speech

To the maid perched up there beyond my reach,

On the stair

!

Oh, that rosy mouth, and those golden curls,
'-'

And that saucy, elfish smile !

Sterner hearts than mine sucli a princess of girls

Might easily beguile.

So I tliievishly sprang up the velvet stair.

Caught close in my arms tliis damsel fair,

And kissed lier smack on the moutli, so there !

Shock you ? Bah !

This precious wee witch, you shall straight be told.

Is my own little Millie, just four years old—
I'm her pa !

A FUNNY WAY OF RECKONING.

In a certain town in the Midlands, some
years back, lived an old lady who kept, as a
means of livelihood, a small confectionery
shop. One day a cunning elf from a board-
school clo.se by entered the shop and inquired
the price of custards.
"Twopence each," said the old lady.
"Then I'll take one," said the boy; but im-

mediately eyeing some tarts on the counter,
asked the price of those.
"The tarts are the same pjice as the cu,s-

tards," was the reply.
Then the boy, handing back the custard,

took a tart instead, and at once „started on
eating it in the shop. After finishing, he was
about to depart without paying, when the old
lady said

:

"My lad, you haven't paid for that tart."
"Well, I gave you the custard for it,

didn't 1?"
"But you haven't paid me for the custard,

either.''
"Because I haven't had it," said the boy.
Then the old lady, somewhat flustered, said:
"It's a funny way of reckonin'. There's

somethin' wrong Hovae-where."—Edinburgh
Scotsman.
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GOLD PLATE
CUT THIS OCT and send it to ua

with your name and address and we
will send you this watch by express

for examination. AGnarnntee
For 5 Years and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
fimine it and if you think it
a bargain pay our sample
price, $2.60, and it is yours.
It is beautifully engraved
and warranted the best time-
keeper in the Woi ld for the
money and equal in appear-
ance to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch, Write fo-day,
this offer will not appear
again.

THE NATIONAL MFG.

& IMPORTING CO.,

334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

99 lOO/^

FOR THE BAPY.
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'Tr.

OHIO NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
The I/argest and Most Prosperous School in

Ohio. I^ast Annual l^nroUment, 2,744.
Departments: Literary, Military, Civil Engineering,

Commercial, Pharmacy, Law, Phonographic, Music,
Fine Art, Elocution and Telegraphic.
The Literary Department embraces Preparatory,

Teachers'; Scientific, .Literature, Classical aud
University courses. Teachers all specialists. Teach-
ers' course ofters unexcelled advantages; the Commer-
cial course is complete in all of its departments ; the
same can be said of tlie school as a whole.
In Literary, Military, Engineering, Commercial and

Phonographic departments, we furnish tuition, and
room and board in private families, t^n weeks for $28;
forty-nine weeks, $118. Tuition in above departments,
$8 for ten weeks; $33 for school year. Tuition per term
in Law department, $10; in Pharmacy, $16; in Music,
$12, and Fine Art, SIO.
Students can enter at any time and select their

studies. First Fall term begins Aug. 7th, 1894.
If everything is not as advertised, will pay traveling

expenses. Send for catalogue.

H, S. LEHR, A, M., Pres., Ada, O,

00 IZ Buys our $9 Natural Finish Baby Carrion
V&i f J complete witb plat«d steel wheels, ftzle,

1

springs, aud oue piece steam bent handle. Made of best mate-
nal,fiDel7fiaiBhea,reliable,&Ddi;ii&raoteecl for 3 years. Shipped

on 10 days' trial. FREIGHT PAID; no money required la
advauco. 75,0U0 in use. We are the oldest and best Icnowa
concern ofour kind, reliable and responsible. Refercnoe
.furnished atany time. Make and sell nothing but nhat v*e

jguarantee to be as represented, sold at the lowest factorr
'prices. WRITE TO-DAY for our Urge FREE illuatraled
cat&lo^e of latest designs and styles published.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

QUICK 7VTONEY.
That is something which interests nearly everybody. Our artist's idea on

the subject is shown above. If you will read this advertisement through, you
will discover what we think about it.

Many persons succeed in accumulating a little mone}'^—twenty-five dollars,

or a hundred, or five hundred, or a thousand. Everyone of them would like

to invest that safely where there was a good prospect of seeing it double itself

twice over within a short time.
Money makes money, if properly placed. We can tell you

HOW TO MAKE IT.
Not b3' buying government bonds. They are safe, but you can only expect

about three per cent a 5'ear on them. It would take your hundred dollars more
than twenty years to double itself at that rate.

Not in the savings bank. That is safe, too, usually. But four per cent is

about all you will get there.

Not by loaning it to your neighbors. That may be safe, but you will

hardly get more than six or eight per cent interest from them, and you may
have to foreclose a mortgage to get back even your principal.

But if you can buy stock in a new enterprise, whose goods will sell in

every city and town, because they will

SAVE MONEY
To every purchaser, whose profits will be counted not by tens, but by hundreds
of thousands of dollars.

And if you can buy that stock at one quarter the par value, then you may
fairly expect to see your money double itself twice over very rapidly.

We can offer you just such a chance, and if you will write to us we will tell

you all about it.

THE STERLING CO.,
Room 3S, No. 11 Wall St., NEW YORK CITY.
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CHEER UP!

Me and Bill wuz old-time pards.
Traveled together the same old road;

Folks used to call us the MuU'gan Guards,
Coz we wuz noiip'reils on the load.

Bill was a scarecrow and I was worse,

Rags and tatters from top to toe

—

Kids used to yell : "Hey! Where's the hearse?"
I looked so broke up and lull of woe.
But Bill he'd say: "Never mind, old man;
Jes' grin and bear it long's you can,

Don't lose your grip—keep a steady han'

—

Cheer up! old man, cheer up!"

One day Bill, he up and died,

Nobody nigh him but God and me;
I jes' sat in the road and cried

'1th Bill's head layin' acrost my knee.

They hustled him ofT to a pauper grave,

And me to a poor-house cot they took.
They said 'twus orful to hear me rave,

Callin' fur Bill and cussin' my luck.

But spite of the fever's burnin' heat,

I heern Bill's voice say low and sweet:
"Never mind, old man, keep on your feet-

Cheer up! old man, cheer up!"

Money's scarce and times is hard,

But I think 'twould help if folks 'ud say
Each to t'other what my old pard
Said to cheer me every day.

"When a man's down, don't pass him by;
Tell him to keep a stiff upper lip.

Says he can't do it, tell him to try

;

Find he will do it every trip.

Life is a road up a long, steep hill.

The higher we go, the steeper still.

Think of the words of my old pard Bill

;

"Cheer up ! old man, cheer up !"

—JFrederick Courtney Barber. ,

HELPS FOR YOUNG HOUSEKEEPERS.

I
AM one of the many busy housewives
w^ho have to manage every way to

keep the work from piling up into

insurmountable mountains.
I'll tell you what I have been

doing : One of my tasks should have
been done in the fall, but circumstances
over which I had no control crowded it

back ; that was fixing the bedding.
If your comforts are knotted and have

commenced to look shabby, and you
would like to brighten them up, snip the
knots with the shears or a sharp knife and
remove the old covering. Lay the batting
out in the sun all day to purify and lighten

it, then take new calico, or what is better,

cheap delaine (you can get a pretty fair

grade for six and eight cents a yard), and
cover the old batting; if the comforts
haven't been washed too often, the batting
can be used twice. And to save the m'any
washings where there are small children,

take a strip of calico the width of the com-
fort and bind it across the end just as you
would skirt braid on the bottom of the
dress ; it will reach over both sides a quar-
ter of a yard ; when this strip gets soiled,

rip it loose and wash it, and tack it on

The prettiest comfort I fixed this winter,

was made out of pieces of delaine and
wool pieces left from dresses. No differ-

ence how large the pieces or what the

shape. I made it on a foundation like the

crazy-quilts that were made a few years

ago ; it was quickly made, saved the scraps,

and looks real comfortable.

Aft*r gettiiig the bedding in good order,

I tackled the old clothes-boxes and paper
sacks, everything about the house that

would make carpet-rags or rugs, or fit for

sale rags.

It took me a week to overhaul it all, but
I feel repaid for my weary labor by know-
ing that I have everything ship-shape,

i I want to make some new rugs after the

pretty style that I saw a few weeks ago

;

perhaps some of the sisters would like to

make one.

You take an oval piece of brussels or in-

grain carpet; try and get a flower or a

pretty figure, no difference if it is old, so it

is bright and whole. Make the oval two
feet wide and two and a half feet long

;

tack it smoothlj'' to the center of some firm

foundation^ say ducking or thick burlap.

Have your foundation larger than your
oval; then cut leaves, or half round,
pointed pieces out of old coats, or pants—
any stifi" woolen goods; buttonhole-stitch
them'around with bright-colored yarn ; or
carpet chain will do, looks well and wears
well.

When you get them buttonholed, lay the
outside row first, then the next, overlap-
ping enough to hide the stitches where the
first row was sewed, and so on until you
reach the oval. You will be surprised at

the beauty of your rug, and it will be ser-

viceable, too.

The other one was made like the first,

only the edge is different. Take carpet-
rags and braid a strand three-ply, like your
mother used to braid your hair. Sew the
braid around and around the outside of the
oval until your rug is the desired size.

These rugs are heavy and don't kick up as
lighter ones will. Try them once.

Another thing I did last week that I
have been putting off for years with, "I'll

do that when I get time," or "Wait until a
rainy day," sol just did it, and no-vy I don't
see how I got along without it, was to

make pockets for the silver knives,
forks and spoons. I took a strip of cotton-
flannel a little more than a yard in width

;

doubled it so the woolly side would be in.

Be sure when it is doubled it will be long
enough for the article you wish to put in
it. Now run cases down across your
folded pieces the way the old slat sunbon-
nets were made, running the seams an
inch or an inch and a half apart.

When the articles are in their cases, be-
gin at one end and roll it up, and tie with a
cord ; when you want to use them they are

so handy to get at; beside, the air is

kept away from them, and they will
not tarnish near so quickly. You
can made your cases just as plain or
fancy as you have a mind to. By
binding them with some bright
braid and tying the bundle with a
bit of the same, they look natty.

And here is a recipe for cleaning-

silverware which I paid fifty cents
for. Sisters, you can have it for

nothing. It does its work well-
best of anything I ever tried. Take
one quart of water, two ounces of
whiting, two tablespoonfuls of corn-
starch, one teaspoonful of soda, one
ounce of aiiiniouia. This quantity
will last for months, and only costs

a trifle, and you know there isn't

anything in it to poison you, or
spoil your silverware.

Fern Forest.

Blouse.

again. This will mark it so you can easily

tell which end of the comfort belongs at

the head of the bed.

It is unpleasant to sleep with the cover-

ing changed—to cover the feet one night,

the face the next.

This old covering taken off the comfort
and washed makes excellent carpet-rags

or filling for rugs.

MRS. ROSEMARY'S BRIC-A-BRAC.

When Mrs. Rosemary lioard that
her cousin, Miss Vunderslice, was
coming from Boston to make her a
visit, she put her little house in

apple-pie order. And it was no
small task, either, for there were so
many things to be gone over.

"Whata dear little home you have,
Anne," commented Miss Vander-
slice one morning, as she looked,

around the comfortable sitting-

room. "Only it has such a—

"

Here she checked herself abruptly. After

a moment's reflection, adjusting her
lorgnette, she resumed again:

"What is your idea, Anne, in having
your rooms so full? They are not large,

and it gives them a crowded appearance.

The mantelpiece, for instance, has so many
things on it that it gives one a tired feel-

ing just to look at it. You know, dear,

that in a small house one should have
bric-a-brac in proportion—^just a little, and
everything in harmony. Couldn't you
sweep off all that trash and leave, say one

picture and a vase? The effect would be

heavenly peace and rest."

"Do you call it trash?" And Mrs. Rose-

mary's eyes grew large and shining.

"Why, Sara, everything here has some
association that makes it dear to me."
"That may be, Anne. But is that any

reason why you should make your house

a bazaar and your family uncomfortable,

to say nothing of the work it must be to

take care of all these objects? You can-

not call them objects of art or virtue,

either, becaiase there is no art or virtue

about them."
"What would you advise me to take

out?" asked Mrs. Rosemary, containing

herself in meekness.
"I would begin with that tree of white

coral hung with red and yellow butter-

flies, under the glass shade. It is very
untruthful; butterflies don't hang on
coral trees. Besides, it is a great care to

you; you are always nervous whenever
the children go near it. And I assure

you, Anne, nobody has glass shades now-
adays."

"Oh," said Mrs. Rosemary, with a little

heartbreak in her voice, "my father paid
fifty dollars for it on one of his voyages,

and he always thought so much of it. I

couldn't give that up; I really couldn't."

Miss Vandersllce sighed.

"Well," she continued, "what about
those indigo china vases, with the blue
ears and pink, gilded roses?"

"I had those when I first went to

housekeeping." And Mrs. Rosemary
looked at them lovingly as she flecked a

bit of dust from the blue ears.

"Surely, Anne, you could do without
that hideous china, dog, with the brown
face and white eyes and rolling tail."

"That dog was onie Tom's grandfather

gave him when he "was a baby, and the

child thought so muich of it. He used to

carry it around by that curl in its tail all

day long, and never went to bed without
it at night. He played that it was a live

dog, and a dead dog, and a bear, and a lion,

and a whole circus. He never had any-
thing he loved so much. I have given
away nearly all of Tom's playthings, but I

never had the heart to part with that dog."
"Well, I could part with it," remarked

Miss Vanderslice candidly, "and with this

bird, too."

And here Miss Vande rslice adjusted her
glass to inspect what appeared to be a
lavender and green china parrot standing

beside an impossible nest at the foot of a

scarlet tree.

"Did Tom have this tO' play with, too?"

"Oh, dear, no! That belonged to his

great-grandmother, and has been in the

family a hundred years or more. Don't

you think, Sara, anything so old ought to

be precious as an heirloom?"
"Possibly," mused Miss Vanderslice.

"But I wouldn't have it on the mantel-
piece with so many other things that are

incongruous." *

. "What do you call incongruous?" ques-
tioned Mrs. Rosemary, flushing a little.

"Tliose Greek funeral vanes filled with
dried grass and stuff, and the porcelain

boy in a boat, and this clutter of shells

and stones."

"Why, father brought home those shells

and stones from the other side of the
world. They are wonderful, some of

room to have such untruthful, inharmoni-
ous, hideous things to look at, you would
make a bonfire in the back yard and burn
them up, and the dear and tender associ-

ations you would pack away in your own
heart. One never can lose such sacred

things."

"But what would you do with the

room?"
"I would paper it in a quiet tone—a fawn

or a sandalwood tint—and I would keep
one scheme of color throughout, so that

Blouse.

the chairs and table-covers and carpet

needn't be saying profane things to each

other. The stones and shells could all be

labeled neatly and put in Tom's cabinet.

I am sure he would be proud of them.

And your grandmother's parrot wouldn't

look bad if it stood on a bracket all by
itself. When I go home I mean to send

you some of those crystal vases and rose-

bowls that look so cool and show the stems

of the flowers through; and then, with a

very little money you could buy photo-

gravures and lithographs—copies of real

works of art—and frame them in simple,

white enamel frames. You have no idea

what a deal of missionary work a room
can do that is pure and lovely and harmo-

nious to look at. It awakens pure and good

and lovely feelings in the heart of every-

one who comes into it, and somehow, like

a flower garden, makes one better for

being in it."

Frances Bennett Callaway.

COOKING HINTS.

It is the little things that help, and it is

the little things that we are so apt to neg-

lect or forget, thereby causing not only

extra work, but often a very great disap-

pointment. This is especially so in the

preparation of food, for "Oh, I can't be

bothered beating the eggs !" or the use of a

cold plate when a hot one should have

been chosen, has spoiled many an other-

wise perfectly-prepared article. Baking-

them. And the black vases my mother
!

powder and soda biscuits should be put

gave me when I was married.. They are

both gone now." And. Mrs, Kosemary
dried her eyes hurriedly.

Being a cultured Boston woman. Miss
Vanderslice respected her cousin's emo-
tion, and her voice was smooth and sweet
as honey, when after a moment's pause
she continued:

"That miserable green worsted tidy,

Anne. Is it possible it can have any asso-

ciations?"
"My room-mate at school made it. I

know it is crooked, and the beads are put
oh one-sided. Alice never could do any-
thing straight; but she was such a dear.'"

"And those decalcomania pictures?"

"I painted them myself on real celluloid.

The teacher said they were very good."
"1 don't like to hurt your feelings,

Anne, but I would put them away some-
where. And those chromos—I certainly

would throw them out of the window."
"I know there is something \vTong

about them," said Mrs. Rosemary med-
itatively, "but they were a present from
my husband. He would feel hurt."

"If you only knew, Anne, how much
harm it does everyone who comes in this

into warm pans, and baked in a quick

oven. Not so with the Maryland .beaten

biscuit, which you can make successfully

if the following recipe be closely followed

:

Beaten Biscuits.—To one quart of

sifted flour add one half cupful of lard and

a pinch of salt; be careful to thoroughly

mix the lard with the flour by rubbing be-

tween the hands, then moisten with sweet

milk, just sufficient to make a smooth,

very stiff dough. Place this upon a clean

meat-board with a cloth under, so no
splinters may creep into the dough in the

beating, and with the broad end of a flat-

iron washed clean; cut the dough through

and through, lapping and cutting, and re-

peating this until when a small piece is

pulled ott' it snaps and the dough blisters.

Break off pieces about the size of a large

hickorynut, mold it in the hollow of the

hand into a round ball, press it flat with
the ball of t^e hand, stick it with a fork,

and bake in a slow oven until a pretty,

light brown.
These are excellent biscuits for lunch,

picnics, etc., as they are good for days.

Some think they improve with age.

M. E. Smith.
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A FEW HANDY THINGS.

Do all farmers' wives know how many
useful things can be made out of scraps of

canton flannel? "When cutting out under-
clothing, there are always a great many
large scraps left that are of no earthly use

only for patches, and I prefer the best parts

of worn-out garments |or that, as new
pieces shrink after washing, and when

' half-worn patches are used, the garment
and patches both wear out together.

The pieces that are large I make into

mittens of different sizes, and make sev-

eral pairs, to slip inside of the leather

mittens which tlie men wear about tlieir

work. They are no trouble to make, and
if you want your men folks to rise up and
call you blessed, just try the effect of a

few pairs of mittens for them to have to

change when the others are wet.

The smaller scraps make good finger-

stalls, for they are always getting their

fingers hurt, and are sure to want a

finger-stall just when you are busy, so

just cut out a lot and sew tliem up on the

machine, and put them eitlier in a drawer
or a little box kept for the purpose, with
strings tied in them, and when a stall is

wanted they can help themselves. Little

lingers often get cut, and "Dess won't stop

leakin', nohow," so we make little stalls,

too, for a rag never will stay on unless

there is something to hold it in place.

One can make lamp-wicks, if necessary,

by folding a piece three thicknesses and
stitching each edge on the machine.

Stuff a paper coffee-sack full of the small-

est scraps and put in a corner of a cup-

board, handy for use when a scrap of rag

is needed to clean up a spot of anything

that may get on the floor or carpet, and
can then be burned up.

I always keep a good-sized roll of old,

soft muslin pieces, made of worn-out
pillow-cases or* bolster-slips, a^ then
when a soft cloth is needed for cuts or sore

fingers, they will always be handy, for

you can never, to save your life, find that

particular piece of old muslin when in a

hurry, even if you have seen it not two
minutes before. I remember seeing my
dear stepmother preparing a large roll of

pieces once, when I was a girl, and laughed
at the idea of any one preparing for

trouble that had not come. But I laughed
too soon, for only a day or two afterward
I was thrown from a buggy and had a

wrist broken, and then I found out how
handy it was to have a roll of old pieces

all ready for use. Since then I look out
for such things myself.

One of the handiest things to have in

the house is a "rag duster." Get a stick

for a handle (quite a good," stout one with

when it is a piece of furniture that cannot
be moved. Tliey are splendid for dusting

zincs or stoves, and especially that round
elbow that has a weakness for collecting

more dust than anything. This is a

homely subject, but dust is a very homely
subject, and one with which we are forced

to be very familiar. I would not do with-

out the rag dusters for anything.

Isn't it the hardest thing in the world to

keep track of the scissors, where there is a

lot of children ? They are in use so much--

by the small people, and of course are

always dropped wherever they have had
them last. I . have learned how "to beat

them and be happy yet," but it took an
old German lady, the mother of thirteen

children, to teach me. .Just imagine chas-

ing a pair or two of scissors around among
a baker's dozen of small people! She
bought a medium-sized pair, and fastened

them to a piece of tape about a yard in

length, by slipping it through each handle,

then fastening the ends together, and then
slipping the end under her apron-string at

the side, dropjjed the scissors through the

loop thus made, and had her scissors

always handy. I have no doubt but what
that was the one thing that kept her head
"level." If you have any doubt of their

handiness, just try it.

One of the handy things for baby Alma
is a hammock that was considered worn
out, and a new one, much larger than the

old one, took its place on the porch. But
in rainy or cold weather baby missed her
hammock so much, I concluded to look
the old one over, to see what could be done
with it. It was made of twine closely

woven, and taking a yard of stout muslin
I sewed it under the worn places, and put
a broad binding of muslin at each end;
then took a long, stout strip of muslin and
drew it through the V)indings, and had the

"cutest" hammock, which was hung across

a corner of the sitting-room, from the par-

lor door-knob to the knob of the outside

door that opened ,from the sitting-room

onto the porch, where baby can swing to

her heart's content, in cold weather or any
other sort; and what is more, the other

children 'know it will not be strong
enough for them, and she possesses it in

peace. A. M. M.

BLOUSES.

The fancy silk waist has become so set-

tled as a part of one's wardrobe, that every
eflbrtismade to make it a distinctive article

of dress. Usually of silk, chiffon or crepe
de chene, it can be worn with any skirt.

We give four styles, fittefl for any ma-
terial, to choose from. There is nothing
more dressy or comfortable.

The large, balloon sleeves must be
lined with crinoliweto make them stay
in shape.

Black velvet, lace or ribbon are the
favorite trimmings employed.
A good fitted lining answers for any

of them, as the outside is at the dis-

cretion of the dressmaker. L. L. C.

Blousk.

a knot on the end, if possible), about two
feet in length (the stick, not the knot), and
take a part of—well, just now I have one
made of a part of baby's dress-skirt—which
gather up and fasten securely around the

end of the stick with the knot on—it will

not slip off then—and then out the skirt in

two or three places, and you will have the

handiest duster, especially for corners,

under clothes-presses or behind table legs,

anywhere and everywhere that one can-
not get at with a broom, aTid that isenough
to "aggravate the life out of anybody"

UTILIZING ONE'S OWN SURROUNDINGS.

In cities and large towns there is a

demand for fancy fillings for cushions,

head-rests, etc. If one lives within

\ reach of a town of six or seven thousand
inhabitants or more, there would be
money in saving and drying pine-

needles, or from almost any variety of

evergreen—even the American larch, or

tamarack, needles may be used if gath-

ered before they ripen and fall. Also,

clover blossoms, rose leaves, or other
odorous blossoms, spearmint and all

such things. vSoft grasses, or the inner
husks of corn, or even corn silks, may
be used by adding a quantity of sweet-
scented geranium leaves, or some other

fragrant leaves to give the desired per-

fume. Sweet-scented violets are of easy
culture and profuse bloomers, and there

is nothing finer for perfuming these

cushion fillings.

All these things should be carefully

gathered, dried and put into square or
oblong cheese-cloth bags sewn up like

cushions, and sold at any store where
fancy goods are kept. Small, fancy

cheese-cloth bags, loosely filled with clover

blossoms, will sell, to hang up in closets or

lay in trunks and bureau drawers, on ac-

count of their sweet smell, and the prevail-

ing belief that they are insect preventives.

Small, dainty satchets made from coarse

lace or bobinet, and filled with rose leaves,

violets or clover blossoms, will also com-
mand a sale, to be put in handkerchief or

glove boxes, or among one's stationery.

During the summer one should carefully

save all the pretty grasses, licliens, odd-
shaped twigs, pretty pebliles, curious bugs,

bright butterflies—every and all pretty

things which they find. In the early win-
ter, if one has the least touch of the artistic

in their soul, they can from these common
things make beautiful bits representing

glimpses of natural scenery that will be

prettier than paintings, and command a

better price.

Although they may be made without, it

is better to fit them within a glass globe

or deep frame, such as is used for hair or

feather flowers. Suppose we have a globe

eighteen inches high, and twelve or

fourteen inches in diameter. On one side

THE DINING-ROOM.

On some occasions William Morris has

said that a dining-room should not be,

simply a place for putting meals, but
should possess some grace of beauty and
cheerfulness. The householder of moder-
ate means may make the dining-room most
attractive simply by permitting it to be
occupied at other times of the day than at

meal-times. If you cannot have an open
fire anywhere else, have one in your din-

ing-room. Then what can be more attrac-

tive than that carved oak settee, with its

thickly-padded cushion, removable at will.

Blotjse.

is arranged a heap of pretty pebbles, with
here and there a bit of gray moss, feathery

grass or a quaint lichen protruding, and
perhaps a bright bug or two crawling up
the side. At the base a branching spray

of wild rose, surmounted with a cluster of

bright red seed-pods or buds, on which
rests a butterfly with wings poised as for

flight. Beneath and around it are grass,

moss and lichens, while half hidden by
them on the ground is a tiny bird's nest,

a bright feather suggesting the late occu-

pant. Wouldn't it be pretty? This and
many other designs which would readily

suggest themselves to the worker would
command a good price.

Remember that the things which,through
daily contact and association, may seem
common and uninteresting to one^ will be
full of beauty, and interest to another
denied the pleasant associations of nature.

Pretty and dainty little easels may be
made from branches of any rough-barked
tree, but are especially- nice made from
the American larch, or tamarack. In the

autumn or early winter, after the needles

have fallen, is the time to use them. The
branches may be held in place by means of

hair-wire wrappers at the intersections, or

by very small brads. When finisheu, they
should be gilded or painted with white or

black enamel paint. Wild rose branches
are also very dainty to use for these easels,

as they assume such a pretty red color

when the leaves fall. A cluster of the

bright seed-pods attached to the upper left-

hand corner of the easel would add to its

appearance.

A most beautiful and artistic panel was
six by ten inches in size, covered with
black velveteen, with a narrow strip of

scarlet sateen across the top. On this was
fastened a small spray of feathery-gray,

wistaria seed-pods, brightened by a cluster

of seed-pods from a sweet-brier rose. As
the foundation was of pasteboard, it all did
not cost five cents, but would readily sell

for twenty-five cents anywhere, and in

some places for twice that.

Cornucopias, or horns-of-plenty,are pretty
made of interlacing twigs, surmounted by
a row of small cones or acorns, and with a

cluster of three or five depending from the

bottom. They may be left in their natural

condition, or gilded.

Gilded cones or acorns, with a fine, brass

wire attached to the stem to suspend them
by, make pretty bangles for fancy work.
Many other quaint and fancy things will

suggest themselves to the interested
money-maker that will sell at a fine profit,
considering the expense attached to the
making. Clara Sbnsibaugh Everts.

The addition of fashions and cut-paper pat-
terns to your paper is a lone-felt want, and I
must tell you how grateful I feel fnr the
chance to fret them cheap. Tlieyfit lienu tifully,
and should make your paper a favorite with
all ladies.

Mks. W. B. Meredith, Norfolk, Va.
See new patterns on page 13.

and- its heap of pillows, or that window-
seat, broad and inviting, as a comfortable

spot in which to read your morning papers?

If your maid is well trained, the process of

clearing away the table should be no more
disagreeable to you than the serving of the

food. There should be a table with a lamp,

and in the absence of a smoking-room, the

tobacco-jar, pipes and cigars can be placed

on this table, or disposed within easy reach

on mantelshelf or window ledge; 'but

there should be a place on this table, also,

for daily papers, and a corner should be

found for a blotting-book, pen and ink, to

serve some of the thousand and one occa-

sions where a word in time might save

nine. The working utensils which belong

to a dining-room—the glass, china, linen

and silverware—should be used as much as

may be for the decoration of the room they

belong in. Have glass closets, if possible,

in which to display your pretty china and
crystal ; it is j ust as easy to take it out of a

pretty cabinet for use as out of a dark

closet. Set out your silver and all your

store of quaint pitchers, plates and vases.

Keep your linen as much as possible in the

drawers of your sideboards (there is no
law against having more than one if they

are pretty; and if they are ugly, don't have

even one), and use your pretty things every

day. And in whatever style you elect to

furnish, whether in this dark carved

English oak, lighted up by some lustrous

plac'ques and jars ; in the lovely inlaid work,

whether English, Dutch, Venetian or

French; or with this exquisite Vernis

Martin furniture, which lends itself to a

treatment of extraordinary richness and
brilliancy, remember one thing, a little

thing which is nearly always forgotten-

footstools. You can get them to accord

with any style of furniture
;
they may be

inlaid, cross-legged benches, or soft has-

socks, but for the comfort of your guests

and the safety of table legs, furnish plenty
of footstools.—J", fl. Chadwick, in Art Inter-

change.

DAUGHTERS AT HOME.

One sighs, sometimes, for the old type of

a home, where the daughters were content
to remain by the jnotlier's side, lightening
her labors, filling the niche in the home
life which is always sadly vacant il' there

be no daughter there. Now the daughters
go out into tlie world and the mothers are

left too often with burdens far heavier
than thev can 'm ar, and without the sweet-
ness and gladness in their lives which
comes from a daughter's sympathy and
help.
We are not arguing that the daughters

should remain at home idle, nor that, hav-
ing f> distinct fitness for some other line of

work and a call to it, she should accej)t

house work and home life as a woman's
only vocation ; bnt tor the great class with-
out special fitneiss or special call, we are
claiming that the work a girl does at home
is as legitimate work as any she can find

out in the great world, and that very often
in leaving the one to go to the other she is

"omitting the weightier matters of the
law ."— Union Signal.
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HOME TOPICS.

WHITE Bread OK Beown
Bread.—It has been proven,

by experiment, that white

bread alone will not sustain

animal life, while bread made
from the whole grain will.

True, this experiment was
made on dogs, and the result might not be

the same with human beings, but all ex-

periments go to show that brown bread is

more nutritious and healthful than white
bread. The laboring classes in all Euro-
pean countries can afford to eat meat but
very rarely, yet whenever they use bread
made from the whole grain, either wheat,
oats or rye, they are strong and healthy.

If you cannot give up the fine, white
bread entirely, have both on your table at

Pattek>- For Baby's Drawees.

every meal, and it wiU not be very long
before you will find that nearly everyone
will prefer the brown bread. We like

Graham bread better than that made from
wheat-meal, but the Graham flour should
be ground very fine, so that there is no
coarse bran in it. If you cannot get that

kind, sift it, to remove the coarsest bran.

I used to make Graham bread with yeast,

but find it easier and the bread just as

good when made with baking-powder.
Many physicians say that bread made
with baking-powder, if allowed to cool

before using it, is more healthful than
that made with yeast.

Brown Bread Recipe.—Put one quart

of fine Graham flour into a bowl and mix
two heaping teaspoonfuls of baking-
powder and one teaspoonful of salt into it

thoroughly. Make a hole in the center

and put in a tablespoontul of molasses;

then pour in one pint, scant, of cold water,

stir it until smooth, then pour it into a

bread-pan four and a half by eight inches

and four inches deep. Mix a teaspoonful

of molasses with a teaspoonful of water,

wet the spoon in this and smooth the top

of the loaf. Bake this loaf about forty-five

minutes.

For the Little Folks.—The making,
mending, washing and ironing of the

children's clothes is no small part of the

work of the family. Every mother likes

to see the little ones look nice, and too

often, when she must do all the work her-

self, will overwork, that the dress of her

children shall not suffer by comparison

with that of the children of her more
favored neighbor, who has plenty of help

to do her work. I know the little folks

look very sweet in dainty white and
delicate-colored dresses with lace and em-
broidery, but so they do in plain gingham
slips that can be made in an hour, and
wash and iron so easily.

A sensible little mother who has been
with me for the last month, although she

need have no care of the laundering, yet

has little gingham slips for the wee,
golden-haired daughter to wear about in

the yard, play in the sand, feed the chickens,

Pattern for Baby's Slip.

etc., and so sweet does she look that we
all feel like catching her up and squeezing

her whenever she comes near. Two yards

of gingham makes one of these little

dresses. Fold the cloth in the middle and

cut it whole on the shoulder, and the

dress and sleeves together, as shown in the

pattern illustrated. The width of the

gingham cuts the dress by putting on
little gores at the bottom. It is gathered to

fit the neck loosely, and the sleeves gath-

ered at the wrist. A placket is cut in the

back, and closes with two buttons.
This same little mother makes baby's

drawers by folding the cloth bias and cut-

ing by the pattern illustrated. I have
marked the length of each part, so I think
any one can cut by it without any trouble.

Maida McL.

LEAF AND WHEEL ORNAMENT FOR TIDIES.

Abbreviations.—Ch, chain; si st, slip

stitch; d c, double crochet; st, stitch; s c,

single crochet.

for the center bosette.

Ch 6 and join with a si st.

First round—Ch 3, 15 d c in ring, join to

first 3 ch with si st.

Second round—Ch 6, * skip 2 d c, 1 d c

between the next 2, ch 3; * repeat from
to*^' six times, and join with si st in third

st of 6 ch.

Third round—Ch 3, * 2 d c in first space,

7 ch, and 3 more d c in same space, 1 d c in

next; * repeat from * to * seven times,

join with si st.

Fourth round—* 15 d c in space made by
7 ch, 1 s c between third and fourth d c

underneath; * repeat from * to ^ seven

times. Fasten the thread on the under
side and break off, as this finishes the

rosette.
FOR EACH LEAF.

First row—Ch 14, turn. Skip 2 ch, 1 s c

in each of next 11, 3 s c in last, 1 s cin each

Sixth round—7 d c over 7 ch, pass hook
through the points of two leaves of two of

the ornaments (one leaf of each) and join

them to the scallop with 1 s c, 8 d c over
7 ch to complete the scallop, 1 s c between
third and fourth d c underneath. Make
three more scallops, then make another,

joining the next leafof one of the ornaments
andanotherleaf of athird. Repeat until all

scallops are made and the four ornaments
are joined bj' the wheel to forpi a section.

. As many figures as may be desired may
be made and joined for tidies, scarf-ends,

doilies, etc., and fine or coarse thread of

linen, silk or cotton*may be used. One
single ornament in knitting cotton makes
a very pretty and substantial mat. The
same made of fine silk thread and lined

with a corresponding shade of silk makes
a dainty watch-pocket for "my lady's"

gown. Alice ^Ioorell.

GINGHAM APRONS.

It is a good plan to make half a dozen
new ones every spring. There is ever so

much comfort in a clean apron. It makes
the work easier, it makes a woman's step

lighter, and it makes her look better in

the sight of tliose who behold her,

"How do you manage to get a piece for

the pocket for your apron, when they are
cut straight?" I asked my neighbor the

other day, for her aprons are always
pocketed.

Leaf and Wheel Ornament for Tidies.

of the same 11 on the other half of stitches,

turn

.

Second row—Work in back half of

stitches. * 1 ch, skip first st, 1 s c in each
of next 11, 3 s c in next, 1 s c in next 11,

turn ; * repeat from * to * until you have
six ridges on the right side; and when the

center of the last ridge is reached, make
1 s c in center st, drop st from the hook,
draw it through the center st of 15 doubles
of rosette, 1 s c in same st, 1 s c in each of

next 11. This completes one leaf.
'

Be careful to leave 1 st at the ends of

each 11 s c, to form the serrated edge of

leaf. Make eight leaves, joining them to

the rosette and to each other by 1 s c at the

ends of their last rows.

TO make a wheel.

Ch 6, join with si st.

First and second rounds—Like those of

the rosette.

Third round—Ch 3, * 5 d c in first space,

1 d c in top of double underneath; * repeat

from * to * six times, join to 3 ch by si st.

Fourth round—Ch 6, * skip 2 d c, 1 d e in

next, ch 3; * repeat from ® to * until you
have sixteen spaces. Join with si st in

third st of 6 ch.

Fifth round—Ch 3, « 2 d c, 7 ch, 3 d c in

first space, 1 d c in next; * repeat from
« to * fifteen times, join.

"Oh, pshaw! I wouldn't have a pocket
in my aprons. They're always being
caught and torn by the pump-handle,"
came a voice from an adjoining room.
"P«t them on the left side, out of the

way," said my wise little neighbor. "And
as to the getting of the pocket, do this

way," and she proceeded to explain, thus:

"You have one width for the front of the

apron."

"Of course."

"Then from the center of the remaining
width cut a strip wide enough for the

pocket; from it cut a piece deep enough
for a pocket, and use the remainder of the

strip for belt and strings. The two pieces

that are left will, of course, form the sides

of the apron." 1.

"Simple enough ; I'll ^ry it. Thanks."
M. D. S.

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE

To spend your holidays is Hot Springs, South
Dakota,
Health aud pleasure seekers find in this

lovely spot the full realization of their antic-
ipations.

The Burlington's local agent will gladly give
you full information about Hot Springs, and
also—if you ask for it—a beautifully illus-

trated folder. D. O. Ives,

G. P. & T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
- CACTIOJf.—See that the name
Seeraan is on each wrapper.
The Perfection of Chewing
Gum and a Seltclons Kemedy
for IndSgestton. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send a cents for sample package,

THE.BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum.

Mention this paper when you write.

SAVE h YOUR FUEL
By using our (stove pipe) RADIATOR.

It has 120 Cross Tubes where 4866

sq. iru of iron get intensely hot, thus
making ONE stove or furnace do tbe
work of TVip. Send postal for proofs
from prominent men.
To introduce our Radiator, the first

order from each neighborhood fillsd

at WHOLESALE price, thus secmring
an agency. Write at once.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

Rochetttr, N. V.

L
EWIS' 98 % LYE

FOWIESEI) AHC FESTUVID
(PATENTED)

The strongest and purest Lye
made. Unlike other Lye, It being
a flue powder and packed In ft can
with removable lid, the contents
are always ready for use. Win
make the best perfumed Hard Soap
In 20 minutes wlthont bollins.
It Is the best for cleansing waste
pipes, disinfecting sinks, closeta,

washing bottles, paints, treea, etc

PENHA. BAIT M'FQ CO
(Sen. Agts., PhUa., Pa.

Mention this paper when you write.

Alaska Stove Lifter.
NICKEL PLATED.

ALWAVa
COLD

Price 15c,,
at all Stove,
Hardware, and House Furnishing

'Dealers, or mailed postpaid for 30 cts.

TROY^ICKEL WORKS, Troy, N.Y.

BRIDGET AND HER
In Six Parts.

No. 1.—Bridget (who is entertaining
Mike, the coachman)—"Howly Moses!
Here comes the mistress."

In Reacb of All.

Best Education
Christian,

Non-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, l.SO miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 3 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals ^..50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Go
where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

No Saloons.

Find Out About Berea College.

rnEE I A FINE BICYCLEl
I

k BE Ifyou Want one,either ;ez, nrite to

r II ^^f^ ^\ usnloDce. These bicyclesarerully
;
B B K Vi wnrruutcd and "^'ould cost a t relaij

S18 to*34. \Vegtve theml
h Kk..G to introduce our paper!We wUl give yoQ one with 1

out & cent of utoDej- fromf

I

jour pockot. At this timer
oUhe yearererybodv wautsi
a bicvcle, *Dd we ofrer youf
one FREE. You TAKE KOI

A - — • CHANCE3 if yoo complyJ
IwitbonrcfTer. Write todftv. With your ietttr send us 50c. silverr

lor postal note f^r our fAniily and stnry paper one year and we|
LwillGeDd the offer 3t onrp — al 1 chartres prepaid on every bicvcle.

T

iAddress !>. N. CTSffiHANrPob., S3 State St«, Boston, HaiB.

WIEF CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO
ire IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

'£14 Buys onr 3 drawer walnut or oak In*
Ti BproTed UJgh Arm Singersewinff machio*
finely baished, nickel plated

,
adapted to lieht

and lieavv wurk; guaranteed for 10 lean; with

j

Automatic Bobbin Hinder, Self-Threadiop Cylla-

der Shuttle, Splf-Setting Needle and a complel*
^set of Steel Attnebmento; shipped any «h«re oa
80 Day's Trial. No money required io advance.

75,000 now (o use. World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach-

ments. Buy from factory and save dealer's and agent's profits.

Cut Thii Oat and send to-day for machine or large fret

r Kbt catalogue, testimonials and Giimpses of the World's Fair,

OXFORD MFG. C0.3i2Wai:ishA7e. CHICAGO.ILl-

ill $500 Help You Out ?;":€
oll'er yoii the J»ole Asency for an article that is

Wanted in Ererj Home aiul Indisiiensable
in Every Office, something that SEL,I/!« AT
SIGHT. (Ither articles sell rapidly at Donble
the Price, though not answeriner tlie purpose
half so well. You cau iriake from 8500 to 8700
in three months, introducing it. after which it wlij
hring A r*teady. Liberal Income, if properb at-
tended to. Latlies ilo as well as men. in town or conn-
try. Don't i>lis8 this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, Ulnnager, Springneld, Ohio.

If afflicted with
aore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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FASHIONS—CUT-PAPER PATTERNS FOR
SCHOOL DRESSES.

When we selected the patterns which we
liave illustrated on this page, our tirst aim
was to get those suitable for school clothes.
Now is the time to make up dresses for the
girls who will have to face snow and wind
next winter on their way to and from
s<^lio()l. Mothers cannot give too much at-

tention to this matter. School dresses need
not be expensive to be serviceable, but
they should be made of good material and
with good taste.

In order to illustrate more patterns than
nsn.il, we have omitted the description
of the patterns which we have heretofore
printed, but inasmuch as such a large
number of our readers have used these pat-
terns and know what they are, the descrip-
tions are, hardly necessary. They know
that the patterns are reliable. If any reader
lias not given the patterns a trial, we urge
tliem to do so. You will be surprised and
delighted with them, as thousands iipou

_ thousands of our readers have been. If we
" h;id the space we could fill pages with let-

titrs from ladies who have used these pat-
ter!>s for themselves and families, and we
have never yet had one single complaint.
Try one, and if it is not what we claim or
what you think it ought to be, we will
cheerfully refund your money. We are
furnishing these patterns to our readers at
practically wholesale rates, but we do it to
make our paper more valuable; for once
they have tried the patterns,we are certain
that most ladies will renew their subscrip-
tion, just to be able to get the patterns, if

for no other reason. Try one pattern ; that
is all we ask.

No. 6112.—Misses' Waist. 11 cents.
Sizes, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 4039.—Misses' Skirt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 4070.—Ladies' Sleeves. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 bust measure.

No. 4070. We here give three entirely differ-
ent styles of sleeves that are suitable for
basques or round waists. Sleeves of different
material from the rest of the garment is quite
stylish now, so it is an easy matter, with the
aid of a fashionable sleeve pattern, to re-
fashion an old-style basque. All for 11 cents.

No. 6123.—Child's Apbon. 11 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8 and 10 y«arSi

40 GENT PATTEHHS FOR 10 GEHTS.
Any FOUR Patterns and the Farm and Fireside one year, 50 cents. (ST.™tSS^SS^

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for Iwotly-fice to forty cents each, but
in order to increase the demand for our paper
among strangers.and to make it more valuable
than ever to our old friends, we decided to
offer them to the lady readerspf the Farm and
Fireside for the remarkably low price of only
lo Cents Kach. Postage one cent extra.
These Patterns are cut for us by the.oldest,

and we believe, the best Pattern Manufactur-
ers of New York City.
Tens of thousands of orders have been re-

ceived from ladies all over the United States,
yet we have not had a single complaint—in-
stead, many letters of praise. "I paid 40 cents
for a wrapper pattern last spring, exactly like
the one I got of you," writes one lady. An-
other writes, "1 find tliem perfect, and am able
to do my own dressmaking by using them."
Another, "I cut the dress by your pattern
without making a single change and got a per-

fect fit." Another, "the patterns are so com-
plete and instructions so clear that they give
perfect satisfaction." Another, "I don't see
how you do it. You deserve the thanks and
patronage of every lady reader of your paper."
Another, "It does make your paper even more
valuable than ever to your old friends. I saved
euough to pay my next year's subscription,
on the two patterns ordered from you."
The patterns are all of the very latest New

York styles, and are unequaled for style, ac-
curacy of fit, siinplicity and economy. For
twenty-four years these patterns have been
used the fiountry over. Full descriptions
and directions—as the number of yards of
material required, the nundber and names of
the differet pieces in the pattern, how to cut
and fit and put the garment together—are sent
with each pattern, with, a picture of the garment
to go by. These patterns are complete in
every particular, there being a separate pat-

No. 4088.—Ladies' Shirt-waist. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4036.—Ladies' Skirt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

No. 4084.—Misses' Shirt-waist. 11 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6162.—Ladies' BAsauE. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 86, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.
No. 6109.—Ladies' Draped Skirt. 11 cen ts.

Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and .30 inches waist measure.
This is the latest and most fashionable skirt

for ladies.

7M\ .

No. 4078.—Ladies' Cape. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 94, 30, .38 and 40 inches bust measure.
This is the most popular of all ladies' capes.

No. 4075.—Ladies' Tea-sown. 12 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, .38 and 40 Inches bust measure.
This pattern is so large/and heavy that it re-

quires 2 cents extra to cover postage.

No. 4041.—Girl's Dress. 11 cents.
Sizes, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 4042.—Boy's Suit. 11 cents.
Sizes, 6, 8, 10 and 12 years.

tern for every single piece of the dress. Your
order will be filled the same day it is received.
For convenience in ordering we have in-
serted a coupon below, which can be cut out
and filled in as Indicated, and returned to us.
You can order any of the patterns which

have been oflered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the number.
Do not fail to give BUST measure if for

ladies, and WAIST measure if for skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.
We guarantee every pattern to be perfect

and exactly as represented. To get BUST
measure, put the tape measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress ck)se
under the arms.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.
Postage one cent extra on EACH pattern.
Silver dimes and clean postage-stamps, in

small amounts, will come safely by mail.

No. 6105.—Ladies' Eton Jacket. 11 cents.
Si^fes, 32, .34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4036.—Ladies' Skirt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

40.55.—Child's Dress. 11 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8 and 10 years.

No. 4056.—Girl's Dress. 11 cents.
Sizes. 10 and 12 years.

PATTERN COUPON, ai^^::::^
Send 11 cents for each pattern wanted; or if you do not want to cut your paper or want more

than four Patterns, send your order in a letter, but give BUST measure if for ladies, and WAIST
measure if for skirt pattern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls or children. Postage paid by ub.

If you want the Farm and Fireside one year and any four patterns, send .50 cents.

PATTERN No.

No..

No.

No.

No.

BUST MEASURE.

.inche.s.

..inches.

..inches.

..inches.

WAIST iWEASURE.

..inches.

.inches.

..inches.

..inches.

AGE IN YEARS.

.year.s.

.years,

.years.

. .years.

Name.

Post-Office..

County, or St. and No State

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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THE GLORY THAT COMETH.

The glory that cometh, how awfully bright!

When the sun is ashamed, and shineth no
more;

The shadows all gone, and there is no night,

And the days of earth's groaning forever are

o'er.

'Tis then I shall see Him with eyes without

tears

;

I then in His presence forever shall be

;

The past all forgotten ; my sins and my fears

Remembered no more by Him or by me.

Glad day, long expected and waited for long

By the meek and the humble, the chosen of

God;
When they will come forth and sing a new

song,

, And enter the mansions, their promised
abode.

A day of sweet rest, as never before,

A rest undisturbed by trouble or fear;

A day never ending, a rest evermore.

For them who had loved Him and followed

Him here.

The glory that cometh—it soon will be here

;

'Twill flash on the world from the midst of

His throne

;

'Tis then for His people that He shall appear,

And take to Himself all who are His own.
—I. I. Leslie.

GIVE YOUR CARE TO GOO.

CAST thy burden upon the Lord,

and he shall sustain thee; he
shall never suffer the righteous

to be moved." (Ps. iv. 22.) The
Scriptures are plain that God
wants to carry both the right-

eous man and his lo£ld,--but there are still

many well-meaning people who have an

idea thatwhen they are stumbling alongun-

der the heaviest burdens they are pleasing

Godthe best. They forget that the only thing

any Christian has a right to do with a care

is to give it to Christ, and that in the heart

where there is anxiety and worry there is

no trust. "Cast thy burden upon the Lord,

and he shall sustain thee," was put in the

Bible on purpose to give every footsore

and weary pilgrim rest. No matter about

the size or weight of the burden, if you
want to please God, give it to Christ, and
when you have done so, leave it there, as

the soldier did with his knapsack after

his captain told him to piit it in the wagon
and it should be liauled.

Nothing takes the life and heart out of a

Christian like staggering along under
loads that God never intended that he

should even try to lift—anxiety about a

thousapd things that flattens him in the

dust every time he gives them a thought.

There is plenty in the house to-day, but

he worries and loses sleep for fear he will

be entirely out of bread next week. The
children are dBing well now, but who
knows how soon they will all be down
sick? Stop it! Cast all your care upon
Christ, and determine for God's glory to

die happy if you have to starve to death.

You have as much right to kill your neigh-

bor and steal his money as you have to

destroy your own blood-bought peace.

When our poor-houses begin to be crowded
with faithful Christians, it will be time
enough to become anxious for fear God has

forgotten his elect.

TRIED AS GOLD.

The purpose of life's afflictions is beauti-

fully illustrated in a fable of Bowden's.

Upon a glowing fire rested a crucible, at

the bottom of which rested a piece of gold.

More and more intense became the flames

;

hotter and still more heated grew the ves-

sel—and the precious metal melted, till it

trickled like water.

"Unfortunate creature that I am, to have
been cast into this place," cried the gold.

"No, not unfortunate," replied the fur-

nace.

"Why, then, must I suffer this agony?"
"It is to purge your dross, that you may

be pure and more useful and valuable."

"Oh! when will it be ended?" plead-

ingly asked the gold.

"As soon as possible, but not a moment
before the good pm-pose is accomplished,"

kindly replied the furnace.

"How may that be known?" inquired

the gold.

"Immediately that the watchful refiner,

who is sitting by, shall see his image re-

flected in you," replied the furnace, "at

which instant the process will end, and
you will come forth the richer and better

for the fire."

God does not pass his children through
the fires of affliction to destroy them, but

to purify them, until they reflect the image
of Christ.

KEEP YOUNG.

Judicious mental work may help to lift

one out of the ruts of premature old age.

Read, and think what you read. Don't use

your mind as if it were a sieve and you
were trying to see how much you could
pour through it. There is a belief extant

that knowledge, it gained at all, must be
acquired in youth. Fallacious theory

!

Behold Galileo at three score and ten pur-
suing his studies with unflagging zeal;

Cato beginning Greek when advanced in

years; Ogilby commenced classical studies

when past fifty. Gladstone is as much the

student to-day as when the bloom of youth
mantled his cheek. Be kind to the feel-

ings and fancies of youth. If they prove
perennial, so much the better. Don't for-

bid yourself glad, redreative thoughts and
action. Don't be ashamed to make your-
self as pretty as you can. A sensible

woman may feel a thrill of pleasure inno-

cent as a maiden's when receiving a glance

of/ respectful admiration from a manly
form. Smile without affectation, be pleas-

ant without being silly—in short, be young
as long as you can.

—

Kate Field's Wash-
ington.

A POPULAR INSTITUTION.

One of the most beneficent of the co-

operative plans that during recent years

have sprung into such favor is the build-

ing and loan association. The recent

report of the Hon. Carroll . D. Wright,
chief of the National Labor Bureau, gives

very encouraging statistics regarding the

growth of these associations. Every state

in the Union now has them. Pennsylva-
nia contains more than a thousand, Ohio
more than seven hundred, then follow, in

order, Illinois, Indiana, New York and
Missouri. In the South these associations

are even more popular than in New Eng-
land, undoubtedly because New England
contains more savings banks. The coun-
try, on the whole, contains six thousand of

these saving associations, and less than
one twelfth of them are more than fifteen

years old. Notwithstanding that, they
represent a saving of §450,000,000, and Mr.
Wright gives it as his opinion that 450,000

homes have been built with their help.

How much that means of added blessing

to the world

!

THANKFULNESS.

Said a very old man, "Some folks are

always complaining about the weather,
but I am very thankful when I wake up
in the morning and find any weather at

all." We may smile at the simplicity of

the old man, but still his language indi-

cates a spirit that contributes much to

calm and peaceful life. It is better and
wiser to cultivate that spirit than to be
always complaining of things as we are.

Be thankful for such mercies as you have,

and if God sees it will be for your good and
his glory, he will give you many more.
At least, do not make yourself and others

unhappy by your ingratitude and com-
plaints.

—

The Preshytet'ian.

LIVE ONE DAY AT A TIME.

"Live one day at a time, my dear," said

an elderly woman to a younger one, who
was wrinkling her forehead over her

cares; "there is always time and strength

for to-day; wait until to-morrow becomes
to-day before you take up its burdens. I

was almost fifty years old before I discov-

ered this secret, and I am growing younger
every month in its use." Which passing

word in these days of many absorbing oc-

cupations is one that many women will do
well to write on a card and stick up in the

mirrors of the dressing-tables.

AMEN TO THIS.

Some people fail entirely to pray for the
thing they most need. A brother was
praying with much noise for faith—"soul-

saving faith, sin-killing faith, devil-driv-

ing faith." Just then a brother, to whom
the noisy man owed a large bill, shouted
out, "Amen, amen, and give us a debt-
paying faith, too." It may be as well to

pray at others less and pray to God more
about our own sins and weaknesses; and
not cut short our prayers if they hit our
own pocket-books.

A NOVEL FUNERAL REFORM.

Among the funeral reform associations,

the Copenhagen societies, whose motto is,

"Let us honor the dead by our charities,"

seem to be making most progress. Instead
of sending wreaths to funerals, members
of these societies write on a card bearing
the names of their deceased friends, the
title of some benevolent institution to

which they wish to make a gift in token
of respect for the dead.

; I "WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.

CURE

SICK HEADACHE,
;

I

Disordered Liver, etc.
1 1
They Act Like Magic on the Vital Organs,

I

[

Regulating the Secretions, restoring long

1 > lost Complexion, bringing back the Keen
'

[
Edge of Appetite, and arousing with the

I > ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical

I
[
energy of the human frame. These Facts

( » are admitted by thousands, in all classes of

Society. Largest Sale in the World.

Covered with a Tasteless & Soltible Coating.

I > Of all druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
I ' New York Depot, 365 Canal St.

PATENTS
LEHMANK, PITTISON & NESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

No. 2.—Bridget—"I'll throw this over ye,
Mike, and ye'll look like an arm chair."

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARLl
lillsrOS FREE 1

1

Girls, do you want one! If so, send
us your addxess and take your
choice, it don't cost you a cent.
Will you agree to do a few hours
work showing our new goods to
your friends \ That is all we ask.
State which ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,with genuine pearl

;

No. 9. richly engraved band ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over
15,000 rings in past two years. State size. Address
Km M. ASSOCIATION, 269 DearbomSt.Chleftgo.Ilk

SOLID GOLD weddinfi:*
EnRaircinent aod Bli'tb-
day RINGS tor $1.50 b;

express C>O.D. ; receiver to
pa; ezpresB charges or send
cash with order and we eend
by mall postpaid. Retail price,

S5.00. Our price only
^1*50. iBltlaU encrraved

wltbontextracharge, No.l is eolid gold, set w^thgenaiDe
Jdontana rubles nod pearls. No. 2 Is a musslve NOlld
ffold wedding rin^. Mention size and style wanted.
Watch and Jewelry Catalogue with each order. Addreus,
Kirtland Bros. *t Co., oa Fulton St., IV. T*

When writing mention this paper.

HftTingreeeatlypurehftsed theeo.
I
tire itock of wutches from a firm,
coDsistjng of ^olid gold, silver, aod
gold-filjcd cases, we eball offer •

'A s mr~r^ portion of the entire lot at pHcci

lAUIiIO ne'fer before heard of in tbe Watchh^i^iww Among tbe etoclc are 8,780
AMERICAN STVLE WATCHES,
in SOLID GOLD-t'lLLE CASES,
which wo Bhall «11 singlj or bj tbe
dozen to prirate parties, or tba
trade, at the uofaeard-of LOW
PRICE of $3.98 EACH. Each and
every waton is guaranteed a perfect
timekeeper and each vatch is ac^
comp&nied with our writteQ guar-
antee for fire jears. Think of itl

A genuine America Btjle More-
ment vatch, in BoUd, gold filled

cases, and giiamnteed f«r FIVS
YEARS, for ^3.93. Those wanting
a first>cla38, reliable time-keeper,

at about one third rec^iil price,

_ should order at once. Watch epecu-

Ifttora can make money l»y buying by the dozen to ^ell again. SOLID
COLD WATCHES at $3.98. These watchea must be Bold, and as an in-

ducement for you to order quickly, we (rill send to ewh of tU flrit on*

hundred, ordering from this advertisement. A SOLID GOLD WATCH
worth 325. provided $3.98 is sent with tbe order. Elegant, SOLID
ROLLED GOLD CUJi.EN, of tbe latest patternfl, free to those who aend

full amount with order. Be one of the first and get a Solid Gold Watch
for ga.yS. All are elegantly finished, and guaranteed perfectly aatis-

factory in every respect. Cut tbis out and send to ua with 10 cts.,

eilver. postal note or stampa, as a guarantee that watch is ordered in good

faith, and we will send a watch to jou C. 0. D., subject to examination,

by express. If found perfectly satisfactory, and exactly a» represented,

you can pay the balance of $3.88 and take tbe watch, otherwise you d«

not pay one cent. Can wo make you a fairer offer ? Be cure to mention

whether you want ladies' or gents' watcb. Price per doicn, $45.00.

DEPOSIT "WATCH CO., 9 Marray St.,WowYork*

A HEALTHY MAN
In the accompanying illustration is seen the picture of a healthy man.—Every

facial feature indicates a sound physical condition. Dissipation holds no place
here. "With sparkling eyes, ruddy complexion ^nd rotund cheeks, this man be-
trays no evidence of ever being wheedled and charrned by unholy pleasures.
Many a ''Wild oat" has he sown, however, but his present healthy condition was
restored through the aid of a remarkable and most effective prescriptjon which I
send absolutely free of charge. There is no humbug or advertising catch about
this. Any good druggist or physician can put it up for you, as everything is plain
and simple. I cannot afford to advertise and give away this splendid remedy un-
less you do me the favor of buying a small quantity from me direct or advise your
friends to do so. 3ut you may do as you please about this. You will never regret

,7m™,vv,. having written me, as this remedy restored me to the condition shown in illustra-
' tion after everythinaelse had failed. Correspondence strictly confidential, and

all letters sent m plain sealed envelope; Enclose stamp if convenient. Address
, E. H. HUNGEBFOKD, Box A329,Albion, Mich.

Wise People Watch, for Bargains.

Good Readin' is I^ike Good Eatin', and You Must Have
Both to be Happy.

Everybody (and that includes the <rreat men of America and Europe) agree that
THE ALTRUISTIC REVIEW is the best.

NOW THE BARGAIN
THE AliTRXJISTIC REVIEW is S'2.00 a year, or 20 cents a numher. But we are going to

' GIVE AWAY, during the next 30 DAYS,

5.000 PRESENTS.
Send in j-our name early.

(1.) The Altrttistic Review, including the August number, up to January 1, 1895,

. regular price,
'

A Magnificent "Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations (for full description see page 16),

Both the Review and the magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations,
I mailed Free for only
(2.) The Altruistic Review, regular price to Jauuary 1, 1895, - - - -

People's Atlas, 124 Pages, 200 Maps and Illustrations (for full particulars see third cover
page), worth

Both the Review and the superb Atlas mailed Free for only ....
(•3.) The Altruistic Seview, regular price to January 1, 1895^ ....
Choice of any .5 excellent Books (for full particulars see third cover page), worth
Both the Review and the 5 excellent Books mailed Free for only -

Sl.OO
1.00

60c.
S1.00

1.00

50c.
$1.00
1.00

50c.

ONLY 5,000 TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE NEXT 30 DAYS.
TAKE THE BEST MAGAZINE, THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD.
Americans are notably tbe busiest people on earth ;

life is too short to do and learn half one wishes, hence

mnllum in parvo is what is needed, and the times call

for just such a magazine as

The Altruistic Review.
It is meeting with great success, because it gives

just what a man wants without obliging him to wade

through a great deal he don't want, and thus it fills a

need of the whole English-speaking world, and is

bound to grow in circulation rapidly.

•'A wonderful record. Just the magazine for busy

people,"

"It gives one the cream from all, and it I took no
other paper, the Altruistic would keep me well

posted."

"Not a dull paragraph in it." .«

Pro/. Dai-id Swi}i ' Chtca o):

To mc it is delightful.

Reo. Dr. BuUon (Chicao):

It has the right ring.

liev. O. P. Gifford, D.D. (Chicao):

I am delighted with it. .

*

Kansas City GazeUe:

It is well worth any one's subscription.

J?ef. P. S. Henson, D.D. (Chicao):

I am greatly pleased with your Review.

C. J. Peer (London):

Indeed a most refresliirig mouthful of good things.

Pro/. H. B. Adttms (Johns HoplcinsJIniversity):

The spirit of yonr Review is excellent.

WE WA.NT AGENTS AND JPAY WELL.
Address all letters to the Springfield OlBce.

A RAR^ OPPORTUNITY.

A Slonthlj Record of Whatever is Worth
BememheriDg.

"""if

A Winnower of Wheat from Chaff."

Springfield, O., Chicago, III.

12.00 a Tew. Single Copies 20 Centa.
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Eact number contains the Monthly Round-up (a re-
sume of all the notable happenings during the month),
a Character Sketch i.of some groat and good man), the
Cream of Other Reviews and Magazines, the Best
from All the Weeklies. Able Contributions from Great
Writers. Stories in a Nutshell, etc., etc. . Its circn-
lation is world-wide.

TUM AI^TRUISTIC RiEYIEW, Springrfield, Ohio.
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8®-KEAD THIS NOTICE,-=S!a

Questions from regular subscribexs of FAjtM and
Fireside, and relating to matters of general interest,
will be answered in these columns free of charge.
QUeristH deeiring immediate replies, or asking infor-
mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-ofHce address of the inciuirer shonld accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
WEEKS before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not bo written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Silos.—W. W., Wattsville, Wis., writes:
"Would it be feasible lo construct a silo on
the principle of a water-tank? And if located
outside, would the frost affect it unless prop-
erly protected?"
Reply:—A large, round water-tank would

make a good silo, but it would be much more
expensive than one constructed in the usual
way. It would also need protection against
frost. For book ou silos and ensilage, send
twenty-tlve cents to Prof. A. J. Cook, Clare-
mont, Cal.
Orountl-moles.-J. L. W., Flushing, Mich.,

writes: "Can you tell nic how to get rid of
ground-moles? Tliey run under valuable
plants and destroy them."
Reply:—Dig carefully across a new run or

burrow. Soak two balls of cotton, the size of
a hen's egg, with bisulphid of carbon. Place
one lu each end of the run and fill up the hole
dug to open the run. The fumes frofn this
volatile liquid are sure death to all burrowing
animals. After making their runs, moles pass
back and forth through them many times.
If you observe no new runs, you can tell if

they are still using the old ones by pressing
the soil down witli the foot and noticing if it

Is raised a few hours afterward.

SaltiiiiT ("ows—To Destroy Ants, Wood-
chucks, Etc.—F. G. W., North Freedom,
writes: "About how much and how often
should a cow be fed salt? What will destroy
ants which make hills? There are quite a
number of such hills in our yai-d and vicinity.
The color of these ants is black. How can
woodchucks, gophers and skunks be exter-
minated?"
Reply:—If a lump of rock salt is placed

where your cows can have access to it every
day, they will take only what they need.
Pour a little bisulphid of carbon into the
openings of tlie blaek-ant hills and cover
them Immediately with earth. For gophers,
woodchucks, etc., saturate a small ball of cot-
ton, roll it down the holes and cover them
closely with earth.

Bisulphid of Carbon for Weevils in
Wheat.—B. B. W., Gallatin, Mo., writes: "Can
you give me a sure remedy for weevil in
wheat? I have about one hundred and fifty

bushels in a granary, some of it two years old.

At the mill they told me it was full of weevil.
I have new wheat ready to thresh."
Reply:—Bisulphid of carbon is a m<re rem-

edy for weevil in wheat. Pour a couple of
ounces in a saucer placed on top of the grain,
and close up the bin tightly. Or push a tube
containing a close-fitting rod into the center
of the grain, withdraw the rod and pour in
the liquid. Or tie a ball of cotton to the end
ot a stick, saturate the cotton with the liquid
and push it into the grain.. If the bin is open
at the top, place thick blankets over the grain
to confine the fumes ot the liquid.

Spring Wheat.-W. B. M., Ozark, Ark.,
writes: "Tell me the best method of raising
spring wheat—how to prepare the soil, when
to sow and what kind to sow to injure a good
yield."
Reply:—You are located in the winter-

wheat belt, and doubtless it would be more
profitable for you to raise winter wheat than
spring wheat. However, if yoit desire to ex-
periment with the latter, plow the ground in
the fall, and as early in the spring as the
ground is suitable for working, put it in fine
condition with theharrowand drill the wheat
in about the usual time for sowing oats'. As
to vslTieties, sow those that do best in your
locality. For full information about be.st

methods of wheat culture in your state, write
to your agricultural experiment station, Fay-
etteville, Ark.
Celery ©rowing.—W. H. T., Grand Glaise,

Ark., writes : "(1) How many stalks of celery
are put in a Hunch, and how many bunches
do they generally put in a box to ship to mar-
ket? (2) Is saltpeter good to put on celery-
plants? (3) How late can celery-plants beset
out and make good stalks in this latitude?"
Reply by Joseph:-(1) Eastern growers

usually make bunches of from three to five
plants. The plants are cleansed and trimmed
so that the heart of each is well exposed, giv-
ing the plant a somewhat flatfish shape. The
required number, according to size, are fast-
ened together either by means of a long nail
driven through the base of the plants, or by
tying with twine, and always in such a shape
that the hearts are all exposed to view on one
side. In Boston the crop must be exposed for
sale in oblong boxes which equal a barrel in
capacity, and the bunches must be of such
size that three dozen of them will fill the box
even full. In New Jersey, the bunches are
often packed tightly in large barrels. From
three to four dozen bunches should fill the
barrel. The Kalamazoo shippers have made
"the bunch of one dozen plants each common
and popular in all markets. It is the bunch
"which suits me best, as it is easily put up and
•easily packed. The plants are taken from the
Held or pit, freed from nearly all tlie un-
bleached leaves as well as from the roots,
then placed, a dozen at a time, into a square
frame and tied firmly. Of course, any kind of
box or package would do. The number which
fills the box depends on the size of the individ-
ual stalks. We should always aim to have
even dozens of bunches in one package—two,
three or four, as the case may be. (2) Salt-
peter in solution, (or made fine and sowed)
applied to the celery patch in moderate quan-
tity—say two pounds to the square rod—may
ave good effect. Whether it is the cheapest
3laut-food you .can use is another question.
Titrate of soda usually helps young plants in
seed-bed along nicely. (3) I should thinlc that
you can set celery-plants in Arkansas until
nearly September, and expect them to make a
Top under favora.ble conditions.

EXCURSION TO WASHINGTON, D. C.

On account of the Knights of Pythias Con-
clave at Washington, D. C, the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern R'y offers a rate of one fare

for the round trip from all points on its lines.

Tickets on sale August 22d to 26th, good return-
ing until September 1.5th. Splendid opportu-
nity to visit the National Capital at low rate.

For particulars apply to any Agent Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern R'y, or address Q. B.

Wakfel, Asst. Gen'l Pass'r Ag't, Cincinnati,
Ohio. 0- P. McCarty, Gen'l Pass'r Ag't, St.

Louis, Mo.

VETERINARY.
*Jg<Conducted by Dp. H- Oettnevs.t^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular subscribers of FAuni and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail id desired,
the applicant shovild inclose a fee of luie dollar, other-
wise no attciitiou will bo paid to such !L i ci| nest . In-
(luiriesshonld ahvaj s contain the writi'r'.-^ tall address.
Queries must lie rcci i\ cd at least -vwu wekks before the
date of tlie i.ssiie in u liirh tlic :i nswor is expected. Sub-
scribers mu\ scud their vctrrinary (lueries directly to
Dii. H. J. DuTMiiiis, ]:5t:'i Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who dcsiri' an ani?wer to their in-

quiries in this column, must Tgive their name and
address, nut iiecessai ili for puhlicaton, but for other
good reasons. .\iinn\ inous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

Cattle Troubled with Flies.- J. C. A.,
Paoli, Ind. Either do like the Hollanders,
and blanket your cattle with light muslin
blankets, or else wdsh them with a decoction
of black walnut leaves. Recently a decoction
of ragweed lias been recommended for the
same purpose. I never saw it used, though.
A Sore in the ladder of a Cow.—W. S.,

Rushylvania, O. Since you do not say any-
thing about the nature, depth and direction
of the sore, beyond that It is high up and a
year old, the only advice I can give you is to
employ a competent veterinarian to examine
and to treat it.

A Stiff Sfeck.-B. J. K., Larned, Kansas.
The stiffness of your horse's neck is very
likely the consequence of an existing e:iostosls
or ankylosis, whicli may have resulted from
external violence or Injury. It therefore
must be considered as permanent. If it (the
stiffness) were due to a poll-evil, the attending
swelling, fistulous opening, etc., would not
have escaped your observation.

Summer Eruption.—T. H. K., Scenery
Hill, Pa., writes: "I have a pair of horses
that rub the hair off themselves in places.
Small lumps raise over them, and where the
hair is off it is scabby."
Answer:-What you complain of may be

the same aft'ection as tliat described in the
inquiry of W. G. H., Portland, Col., in the
present issue. Please read the answer to the
inquiry mentioned.
liead Poisoning.—J. C, New London,

Conn. Your cow was poisoned—poisoned
herself—by licking up a considerable quantity
of oil-paint, which undoubtedly contained a
large amount of lead. The antidotes are the
sulphates—such as sulphate of soda, potash,
magnesium, etc.—also albumen, milk, iodide
of potassium, and narcotics. The latter, how-
ever, are only physiological antidotes, and I
would not recommend them where constipa-
tion has set in. .

Pi^s Couching-. -J. W. "V., Wilsey, Kaii.
Pigs, like other animals, may cough from
different causes. If the same do not show
any other symptoms of disease, the most
probable cause is either lung-worms (Stron-
gylus paradoxus) or too much dust in the
air-passages (bronchial tubes). Still, as I have
so often stated, it is utterly Inipossible to base
a diagnosis upon one single symptom, espec-
ially one that is so common to many diseases
as cougiiing.

Coughing.—T. L. B., Harmony, W. Va.,
The symptoms given—namely, coughing, dis-
charges from the nose, sometimes watery and
thin, and sometimes thicker and wliitish,
dullness, and more or less loss of appetite

—

indicate that your horse suffers from a ca-
tarrhal aflection of the respiratory passages,
but do not indicate that there is nothing more
serious behind it. It will, therefore, be in
your interest to have the animal examined
by a competent veterinarian, as this, very
likely, will save you time and money.
A Barren Blare.—G. G., Morton, Oregon.

Yottr communication, dated June 2-lth, and
mailed June 2vth, reached me on July 17th, con-
sequently too late for Pabm and Fireside of
August 1st. Still, it does not make much dif-
ference, because I do not see that anything
can be done for your mare to remove barren-
ness. Her internal sexual organs undoubtedly
suffered serious, and probably irreparable,
injury when the abortion took place a few
years ago. I would advise you to abandon all
further attempts to breed the animal, and to
use her like you would a gelding.

So-called Sweeney.—H. K., South Pitts-
burg, Tenn. What j'ou describe seems to be
a case of imperfect paralysis of the radial
nerve, and consequent abnormal laxity of the
muscles. Good, nutritious food, voluntary
exercise, and exemption from work, especially
heavy pulling, constitute the treatment.
Salves, ointments, etc., are useless. According
to circumstances, it will take from six to
twelve months.until the muscles resume their
place and functions, which they will do
unless by unnecessary or uncalled-for irrita-
tion they have become inflamed and degen-
erated. In. that case no restoration will take
place.

Hogs Cong'hing and Lousy—Garget.—
M. E. M., Mauckport, Ind. Coughing, in
pigs as well as in other animals, may have
many causes. In fact, anything that irritates
the respiratory passages will cause cougiiing.
For lice you may try a wash with a three to
five per cent solution of Pearson's creolin, to
be repeated once every five or six days. Still,
such washings, or any washing, will be of but
little avail, unless at the same time the
premises (pens) where the pigs are kept are
thoroughly cleaned and freed from all lice
and mites that may have dropped from the
affected animals. As to garget, I refer you
to the answer given to M. A. M., Pittsburg,
Kansas.
Garget.—M. A.M., Pittsburg, Kan., writes:

"I have a fine hfsifer that came fresh two
months ago. At first her right front teat had
something wrong with it. The bag around
that teat was caked, but not feverish. She
gives two gallons of milk a day, and that teat
only gives a gill."
Answer:—Your cow has garget. The remedy

consists in frequent ahd thorough milking.
Clots or .coagulated milk mu.st be removed,
uud that, of course, can only be done by
energetic milking, and in no other way. If
you will milk the affected quarter, or quarters,
every two hours for several days in succession,
you will have the pleasure of restoring the
udder of your cow to its former healthy con-
dition, provided, of course, the morbid
changes existing are yet the same as they
were when you wrote your letter.

Puerperal Paral.ysls.—J. A. S., Cara,
Mich., writes: "I have a cow that will have
a calf about the first of Sejatember. I am
afraid of milk-fever. What is a good pre-
ventive?"
Answer:—You probably mean puerperal

paralysis, a disease which, as a rule, attacks
only good milkers when in a first-rate con-
dition at the time of calving. Good milking
qualities and a very good condition as to
flesh, therefore, seems to act as a predisposing
cause. The danger, consequentl.v, will be
lessened if such<':0^s are kept on a light diet
—do not receive' too much nutritious food—

Potash in Agriculture."
Results prove conclusively that by the use of

fertilizers rick ui potash the crops of

Wheat and Rye
are largely increased and the soil is positively enriched.

We will cheerfully mail our pamphlets on Potash, its Use and Abuse on the Farm,
free of cost. They will cost you nothing to read, and will save you dollars.

GERMAN KALI WORKS, 93 Nassau Street, New York.

the last tive or six weeks before and the first

three weeks after calving. But since the
disease is infectious, and the infection un-
doubtedly takes place through the uterus, it

is also advisable to keep the premises where
the calving will take place as clean, dry and
well ventilated as pos.sible. If danger is still

apprehended, the uterus of the cow may be
irrigated as soon as the afterbirth has passed
off, with one or two quarts of a two-per-mille
bloodwarm solution of corrosive sublimate in
water. For this operation, however, no me-
tallic syringe or ves-se! should be' used. It is

also regarded as essential to allow the calf to
be with the cow for at least eight or ten days.

So-called BlacU-leg.—C. A. D., Oakland,
Md., vyrites : "I had a calf about three months
old. At night It drank its milk and appeared
to be well. The next morning it would not
drink, was frothing at th6 mouth and slob-
bering all day. At night I noticed it was
swollen about the head. The most swelling
was under the jaws. It also got its breath
hard, with rattling in its throat. Next morn-
ing it was dead."
Answer :—Your calf died of so-called "black-

leg," "black quarters," or 8.ymptomatlc an-
thrax. Thei-e is no remedy where the .disease
has once fully developed. For further infor-
mation, please consult recent numbers of
Farm and Fireside. Your communication
is of interest in one respect. It shows that
calves less than four or six months old are
not exempted, as has been claimed by some
modern authorities. It, however, accords
with my own observations.

Indigestion.—E. G. C, Ansted, W. Va.,
writes: "What is the matter with my cow?
She runs on the commons in a mountainous
district. I feed lier night and morning ground
corn and oats, equal parts, three quarts each
mess. The weather has been very dry for
three weeks or more. She came up a few
nights ago early, looking very stupid and
weak, especially in the hind quarters, and
with her abdomen swollen. I gave her one
and one half pounds of Epsom salts. She ate
a little the next morning, but continues in
the same condition. She won't eat at night,
and only a little in the morning. She lias
almost dried up."
Answer:—It is evident that your cow has

picked up and eaten something indigestible,
or even injurious, while on the commons in
dry weather, but what It is, or was, is hard to
tell. Perhaps with good care she will get
over it. To give a physic as you did was in
order.

A Wind-sucking Calf—Summer Erap-
tion.—W. G. H., Portland, Col., writes: "Our
calf, four months old, sucks wind from every-
thing she can get hold of. She don't eat well,
and when she lies down she belches up wind
and hay for half a day at a time. Is she worth
raising? She looks thin and don't grow well.

Tell us wliat to do for a horse that breaks
out all over like hives. Do horses have hives?"
An.swer:—I hardly think that your wind-

sucking calf will be worth raising, and there
Is no prospect of a cure, because very likely
some organic change, probably in the inser-
tion of the esophagus in the stomachs, is at
the bottom of it. The cutaneous eruption
(Slimmer eruption) ou your horse will dis-
appear wlien colder weather sets in. If you
want to do .something, you may wash the
animal first with soap and warm water, or
with a weak solution of lye, and then with a
two-per-cent solution of creolin or a one-and-
one-half-per-cent solution of carbolic acid.

Lymphangitis.—M. L., Fisher, Pa., writes

:

"One of our mares was all right three weeks
ago in the evening, after working all day.
The next morning her right hind leg hurt so
badly she could hardly get out of the stable.
She was so sick she could not eat. Her leg
was swollen a little inside next her body.
By noon her whole leg was swollen very large,
and continued to swell for several days. I
rubbed liniment on it, and at first it discharged
yellow water, and afterward green matter.
The swelling has gone out of her body, but
her leg is still swollen some, and very sore.
The hoof is loose, and appears as if it would
come off."
AN.SWBR:—What you describe is a disease

known under various names, such as lym-
phangitis, inflammation of the vena saphena,
inflammation of the subcutaneous tissues-
Weed, Shake, Monday morning disease, etc.
Probably none of these names are strictly
correct. It usually affects working horses
after they have been standing idle for twenty-
four hours or more, hence the term Monday
morning disease. It is undoubtedly caused
by an invasion of pathogenic bacteria, either
through small lesions in the skin, or as some
modern authors claim (Kitt in Munich),
through the digestive canal, but it seems that
these bacteria are powerless to get in their
destructive work (the same are anaerobic)
unless a paliulum suitable to them has been
prepared by the sluggish circulation of the
blood and lymph in the veins and lymphatics,
respectively, of the legs of a horse, if the
latter, accustomed to activit.y every day In
the week, is kept idle and at rest over
Sunday. Hence the frequent appearance of
the disease on Monday morning. The best
preventive, therefore, is friction and massage
applied to the legs of -a horse accu.stomed to
activitj', if the same is kept idle for more
than twenty-four hours. When the disease
lias made its appearance, the treatment, on
the whole, has to be a symptomatic one.
Still, the first object must be to restore the
circulation, and thus to destroy the anaerobic
bacteria by the oxygen of the arterial blood,
and to deprive them of their pabulum, the
exudates from the veins and lymph.atics. In
the further progress of the disease the treat-
ment is dictated by (depends upon) the exist-
ing morbid changes. It is always best to
immediately consult in every case a com-
petent veterinarian, and for that reason I
have merely laid down tlie general principles,
and will only remark that attempts to destroy
the bacteria by an external application of
antiseptics will, as a rule, be without result.
This, however, does not imply that existing
wounds or sores should not be antiseptically
treated. On the contrary, as to them, an
antiseptic treatment will be found necessary,
because in them other bacteria, too, must be
destroyed or warded off.

TWO

0. I. C. HOGS
Weig'hed 2,806 pounds.

Sold 1,285 in 1893.
Send for a deBcription of this fa-

mous breed. E'irst applicant from
each locality will be offered a pair on
time and an agency.

THE L. B. SILVER CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Mention this paper when you write.

ELECTRICITY AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss Electro-tialvanic Horse Band.

^Wiil cure
"yon rhorse
of SpliutH,
Weak

Joints,
Bog-

Spavin,
Side-lSuiieg. Curba, Ring-bones, Kidney Troubles, Filled Tendona, Wind Galla, &o
Wherever used its success has been marvelouB. Each band ia made to loat, and
oontaina a, complete battery. Price ?3cach,?5 per pair, Comapondence solicited.

Address B. B. BUSS ELECTRIC CO. IOWA FALLS. IOWA.

Mention this paper when you write.

OUR
1833IDEAL

. XX/ MILL-
.^STOVER MFG CO.

When writing mention this paper.

far

Double Breech-Loader
Shot Guna from $2 to Winchester
nines, $8.76 to $12. Kreecb-I/oadliii; B

,
fles, 52 to $10. Selt-Cocklng Kevolvers, Mckel-^
Plated $1. gend 2c. stamp for 60-page Catalogue

"

and aav6 25 per cent.

&RIFFITH & SEMPLE, S-LLr'A

DOCTOR'S
:bxp:eri:^nci:

Hheamatism %ms l^iot

EjdcFUciating Pains

Hack the Body

Day and flight
[Traae MarK.j

" ~ DR. A. OWEN.
The Greatest Relief In the Shortest Time is

Secured by Using

The Omen Electric Belt
AND APPI,IANC5S.

Ten years ago my wife was attacked by acute
articular rheumatism, the result of exposure
after child-birth. The attack abated, but the
disease was established and recurred from time
to time for several years. She received the best
treatment all the schools of medicine could
furuish,without material benefit, and in Sep-
tember, 1890, I sent her to Clifton Springs San-
itarium, where she remained for treatment for
six months. About three months after she
arrived there she had a violently acute attack
of rheumatism, which contracted the flexor
muscles of her limbs, drawing them almost to
her body. She suflJered terribly, being unable
for months to sleep or rest without anodynes.
In this condition I brought her home. Neither
day nor night could she remain In one position
for more than ten minutes, and I was forced
to choose between her suffering and the mor-
phine habit. In this dilemma I procured one
of Dr. A. Owen's Electric Belts with Its various
appliances. After wearing it the first after-
noon she slept half the night, and in a week
slept through the whole night, and has had no
anodyne since she first put the belt on, and
has not lost a night's sleep on account of rheu- .

matism for three years. But she Is not well,
however, though she slowly Improves all the
time. Neither she nor I will ever forget the
marvelous relief given her by the use of Dr.
Owen's Electric Belt.

P. P. SINCLAIR, M. D., Lysander, N. Y.

Persons making inquiries of the -writers of
testimonials will please Inclose self-addressed
stamped envelope to Insure a prompt reply.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Contains fullest Information, list of diseases,
cut of Belt and Appliances, prices, sworn testi-
monials and portraits of people wiio have been
cured, etc. Published in English, German,
Swedish and Norwegian langviages. This val-
uable catalogue will be mailed to any address
on receipt of 6 cents postage or free at our ofHce.

The Owen Electric Belt
AND APPLIANCE CO.

Main office and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT BUILDING,
201-2U State Street, Chicago, III.

iThe Largest Electric BeltBstabliehmentin the world.

Mention this paper.
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THROUGH THE MIST OF YEARS.

I.

Deathstill. lifesweet, with folded palms.

— The City of Dreadful Night.

Bitter and sweet beyond comparison

The memories of love's harvest-field I keep

;

God gave us certain sunny liouxs to reap,

And this at parting when the day was done

:

The moon cast both our shadows into one,

Orion lay aslant along the steep,

All ;night, you said, with folded hands I

sleep

At times like these, when days are halcyon.

Then at that word—I knew not how or why-
There came, as from some dreamland

leagues away.
Dim presage of a not far distant day.

When 'ueath the same stars I should see you
lie.

That smiling face turned silent to the sky.

And those fair fingers clasped, as cold as

clay.
II.

Sate -within the Aoot.— Christina Rossetti.

Deep buried now, my dear dead days of love

Will not return to me, for envious fate

Holds them in keeping ever obdurate

—

Yea, even the hour all otheT hours above,

That pearl among my sands of life, whereof
The mere sweet memory, fair and delicate.

With measure less content my soul can
state.

For to have lived it once is joy enough.

But of my golden days I still may dream,

And when the light of love that never dies.

Shines through my house of life, it glori-

fies

One hall, remote and darkened with its beam.

Where certain hours around one hour su-

preme
With folded wings are sitting oirclewise.

,—T. G. F. mcholson.

THOMAS JEFFERSON AND ANARCHY.

Henry George is generally recognized as the

most intelligent personality among those who
assume to speak for the laboring masses of

America, but while the troops of the United

States were facing lawless mobs in Illinois

and California, Mr. George stood before a
great audience in New York and said

:

"I would rather see every locomotive in this

land ditched, every car and every depot

burned, and every rail torn up, than to have
them preserved by the government through
the means of a standing army."
That sentence stamps Mr. George as a man

of unsound and dangerous ideas. He is an
American by birth, but not by conviction.

The great body of the American people are in

favor of enforcing the laws, and no force can
be too great which is employed in their ser-

vice. The United States armj- is a menace
only to enemies of the government. Wherever
the orderly processes of federal law are forcibly

interfered with, federal troops have a right

to be.

It is vain for Mr. George to boast that he is

a follower of Thomas Jefierson. That is the

claim of every mob leader and anarchist. Mr.
Jefferson was the incarnation of the law-

loving and law-supporting spirit. And yet his

name is invoked by blatant demagogues who
are to-day trying to tear down the fabric of

law which he helped to build. Jefferson was an
individualist. He believed that the govern-
ment should only interfere to protect each
citizen in the right guaranteed to him by law.

To every loyal citizen of the republic its sol-

diers appear as friends when their mission is

to restore order in the name of the nation.

Mr. George's declaration is a justification for

the existence of a standing army, if there

were none other. How utterly puerile is the
spirit of the man who insists upon splitting

hairs over technical definitions, under the

pretense that he is discussing fundamental
principles, at a time when rioters are tramp-
ling the laws under foot and plunging whole
states into anarchy. The statutes of the

United States are not the personal decrees of

Mr. Cleveland. They are simply the formu-
lated will of the whole people, expressed

through their representatives in Congress;

and it is the president's duty to see that they

are obeyed. The use of the army is a mere
detail.

Meanwhile, the attitude of Mr. Pullman
toward his striking employees has been de-

plorable. He has a right to insist that his

property is his own, and that he will not
allow any one to dictate to him in the conduct
of his private business. But when the com-
merce of the country was paralyzed, when
ruin and starvation stalked through the land,

when great multitudes of men, who ordina-

rily would risk their lives to protect his inter-

ests, were ready to kill and destroy—surely
Mr. Pullman might have said something or

done something to allay the fever of lawless-

ness. Wealth has its responsibilities, and
when a man's money makes him more power-
ful than thousands of equally hard-working
and deserving men, a sense of equity should
induce him to use his power gently and with
a gracious recognition that these thousands of

toilers are the source of his wealth. Brutal

arrogance is out of place.

This republic is not rotten ; free government
is not a failure. The American nation is

young, fresh and full of vigor. It has sur-

vived the shock of civil war, and it will sur-

vive the social poison imported from Europe.

These desperate conditions of tyranny on the

one side and violence on the other are not the

fruits of our soil. They are the result of alien

influences. The remedy is to be found in a

law that will cut off the bulk of our useless

immigration and in a return to the kindly old

American relationship between master and
man—a task that can only be accomplished
by the mothers of the next generation.—iHui-
trated American.

PENNY PURCHASES.

A young father is impressed by the variety

of things which his little daughter can pro-

cure for a penny

:

"She buys candies of many kinds that are

new to me, and which must have been in-

vented since the not very remote period when
I was a child myself. There are now more
kinds to choose from, and they are sold in a

great variety of forms, at two for a cent, or

three or four, and some of the stick candies

sold now are a foot or so long, though they are

more attenuated than their shorter brothers.

And she buys articles of furniture, pianos

and chairs and things like that, for a cent

apiece ; and pinwheel papers, a lot of them for

a cent, and all different colors ; and those little

rubber bags that you blow up that make a

funny squeaking noise when you expel the

air from them
;
paplr dolls, little blank books

and numerous articles fascinating to the

youthful mind. When we walk abroad, she

runs ahead as we approach the penny store,

so that she may have the more time to gaze at

the treasures in the window. Of all the shop

windows, this is the only one that interests

her, and as I see her looking intently in, and
think of the many thousands of "other chil-

dren just like her, it is easy to see where the

profit on penny goods comes in. For of course

such goods are easily destroyed and must be

replaced, thus creating a second demand as

exacting as the first."

A QUEER PLANT DISEASE.

A very beautiful proof of the delicacy of the

balance of forces on which the life and health

of animals and plants depends is furnished

by some recent experiments at Cornell uni-

versity.

Tomatoes grown in the forcing-houses of

the university had the veins of their leaves

greatly swollen and turned white, and the

leaf cells were enormously stretched ; so much
so, in fact, that at length they burst, and
water poured plentifully from them. The
cause of this singular phenomena was found

to be that in consequence of the great amount
of moisture contained in the warm air of the

forcing-houses, the leaves were not able to

give out water by transpiration as fast it was
sent into them by the action of the roots. It

was a case of vegetable dropsy.

Another instance of a similar effect has been

seen in the case of apple-trees which were
ruthlessly pruned during the winter. When
spring came, and the roots began to set cur-

rents of moisture flowing upward into the

twigs and leaves, the latter had been so

greatly reduced in number that they could^

not take care of the too-abundant supply

thus forced upon them, and as a result, the

leaves became gorged with water, and the tree

suflTered from dropsical disease.

A GOOD joke on James Brett Stokes is going

the rounds of the clubs. Mr. Stokes was
invited to a party at the private insane

asylum in San Mateo, and according to his

wont selected the prettiest girl in the room
as his partner, and kept up a very animated
conversation with her. In the course of the

evening he said to the doctor : "Do you kiiow

that girl in the white dress with blue spots is

a very curious case? I've been talking to her,

and I cannot for the life and soul of me dis-

cover in what direction her mental malady
lies. Of course, I saw at once she was mad-
saw it in the odd look of her eyes. She kept
looking at me so oddly. I asked her if she did

not think she was Mrs. Cleveland, or whether
she had been robbed of a large fortune, or

Jilted by the Prince of Wales, and In various

ways tried to find out the cause of her lunacy.

But I couldn't. She was too artful."

"Very likely," answered the doctor; "you
see, she is not a patient; she is one of the
housemaids."
Meanwhile the pretty housemaid went to

her fellow-servants and said : "Have you seen
the new patient? He's been dancing with me
—a fine man and bronzed, but as mad as a
March hare. He asked me if I wasn't Mrs.

Cleveland, if I hadn't been robbed of a large

fortune, and whether the Prince of Wales
didn't want to marry me. He'is mad. What
a pity, and such a fine young man."

"At Raglan Castle," said Mr. Ganthony, the
ventriloquist, "I gave an entertainment in

the open air, and throwing my voice up into

the ivy-covered ruins, said: 'What are you
doing there?' To my amazement a voice

answered, 'I climbed up 'ere this mornin' just

to see the folk and 'ear the music; I won't do
no harm.' I replied, 'Very well, stay there,

and don't let any one see you, do you hear?'

The reply caijpe, 'Yes, muster, I 'ear.' This
got me thunders of applause. I made up my
mind to risk it, so I bowed, and the boy never
showed himself."

Asthmatic Troubles, Pleurisy Pains and In-
flamed Treats, are overcome and healed by Dr.
D. Jayne's Expectorant—for fifty years an ap-
proved stand-by for all Coughs and Colds.

HOW TO AVOID WRINKLES.

Wrinkles, and how to avoid them, was a

theme at a woman's meeting the other day.

There was a grandmother there whose only

outward sign of the position lay in dignity,

not in face lines. There was also a society

woman, who had kept a sjpriooth brow in spite

of receptions and dinners, and a business

woman whose skin was delightfully un-
wrinkled. The grandmother claimed that the

ivory state of her complexion was due to the

fact that she »ever washed her face in cold

water. The society woman said, "Be calm, be
calm, and evermore be calm," but most women
would prefer to indulge in the luxury of a
semi-occasional emotion even at the expense
of a line on their foreheads. The business
woman stated, with businesslike directness,
that once every day, usually just before retir-

ing, she sat five minutes in a dark room, her
eyes closed, her hands folded in her lap, her
feet resting upon a stool and her mind
resolutely kept free from every vestige of
thought. When she has the opportunity, she
indulges In this resting process oftener.—iVeiy
York World:

THANK YOU.

The latest pattern I ordered has come, and is

all right.- My sister is now making a dress
over the pattern and is wonderfully pleased
with it. It is accuracy of fit. We can't speak
too highly of your "glove-fitting patterns." I
do not say this because I desire to flatter yon,
but I know of what I am speaking, as this Is

my fifth order. Am by this time pretty well
acquainted, and find your patterns to be per-
fect in every respect.

Effie Wilbert, Carroll, Ohio.
See new patterns on page 13.

^TfQ Every lady reader will say the sajme
-tVwj as soon as they give our patterns a

trial. All we ask is one trial order.

BIGYOLES ON EAS^
„ PAYMENTS
N6wor2a hand; lowest prices, largrest
stock; makers & oldest dealers in U. S.We sell everj-\vhere. Oatalomie free.
BOCSE HAZARD & CO. 32 E St. PcorU, III.

Ko. 3.—Miss Prim—"Good morniriB,
Bridget, I've come to order the dinner."

CLUBBING OFFER.

New York Weekly Tribune
AND

FflJ^]VI flflD FIRESIDE.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY THIBUflE One Year, Regular Price, $1.00
Every household should take a New York paper. The Tribune

is one of the greatest weeklies published, giving the news of

the world fresh, full and clean. It gives over a thousand
pages of reading a year.

FflRlW AND FIHESIDE One Year, Hegalar Price, - .50

The Farm and Fireside will give nearly 69O pages of reading
during the coming year.

THE PEOPLE'S fiTLflS Of THE WORLD, Value, - - 1.00
This Atlas contains 124 pages (11 by 14 inches) and over 200 large

maps and illustrations.

fill Three at Regular Prices Would be $2.50

Special Price to Farm and Fireside Readers for All Three, 85 CEjiTS.

Present subscribers accepting this ofter will have their time advanced
one year. A New York" Weekly will keep you posted on politics.

The New Yofk Weekly World instead of the Tribune, with the Farm
and Fireside and the People's Atlas, for $1.25.

Either the People's Atlas of the World, or the Book of 400 Poems and
Illustrations, or the Modern Cook Book may be chosen as the premium.

All orders must be sent to. the
'

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

Postage prepaid on the papers and premiums.

An Education Free
TO ALL AMBITIOUS AND ENERGETIC

YoDiiG tit m YouHG mwi,
IN THEIR OWN CHOICE OF STUDIES IN

Any School or College of America.
The publishers of THIS FARM AND FIRESID!© are

sending young men and young women to school FREB of AI^I/
EXPENSES, in exchange for getting up a club of subscribers
for their journal. A valuable premium is furnished every sub-
scriber. The terms are the most liberal ever offered.

If you cannot go away from home to school, courses in shorthand,
bookkeeping, journalism, law, etc., by mail, will be furnished in
exchange for a few days' pleasant work taking subscriptions. Many
young men and women are getting their education this way. Why
not you? Send for the full particulars to-day.
This is the opportunity of a lifetime to get your education free.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.

Send us the addresses of all deserving young men and women whom you know to be
ambitious for an education, and are more or less dependent upon their own resources.
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MV FIRST LOVE.

When I was very young, I asked
A maid ot thirty if she'd wait

"Until I grew up big enough"
To enter on the married state.

At rash eighteen or thereabout,

A maid of twenty-five seemed best;

At twenty-five, a slender miss

Who scarcely twenty years possessed.

At forty, I presume I'll find

More charms in one who's sweet sixteen,

And like enough my early flame

Will be again my only queen.

For lately, I have understood.

No matter when, nor why, nor how,
That though she owned to thirty then,

She's le^ than twenty-seven now.
—Detroit Tribune.

EDUCATION THAT EDUCATES.

^— HE was a Vassnr graduate, and
/ f didn't know a little bit about

^^^/ housekeeping when she married
^^^^^ her last beau an>l settled down
•J-/ I to domestic life, iler first orde*

^t,__^y at the grocer's was a crusher, but

that good man was used to all

sorts of people, and could interpret Vassar as

easily as plain English.

"1 want ten pounds of paralyzed sugar," she

said with a business air.

"Yes'm. Anything else?"

"Two cans of condemned milk."

"Yes'm. He set down "pulverized sug,"

"condensed milk."

"Anything more, ma'am?"
"A bag of fresh salt—be sure that it is fresh."

"Yes'm. What next?"

"A pound of desecrated codfish."

Yes'm." He wrote glibly "desiccated cod."

"Nothing more, ma'am? Here's some nice

horse-radish, just in."

"No," she said, with a sad wabble to her

flexible voice. "It would be of no use, as we
don't keep a horse."

Then the grocer sal down upon a kit of

mackerel, and fanned himself with a patent

wash-board. Vassar had taken the cake.—

Detroit Free Press.

A DISCRIMINATION.

James Payn tells an amusing story con-

cerning a well-known club in Pall Mall. A
member lost his umbrella there, and caused

the following notice to be put up in the

entrance-hall : "The nobleman who took

away an umbrella, not his own, on such a

date, is requested to return it." The house

committee took umbrage at this statement,

and summoned the member who had com-

posed it before them.

"Why, sir," they said, "should you have
supposed that a nobleman had taken your
umbrella?"
"Well," he replied, "the first article in the

club rules says that 'This club is composed of

noblemen and gentlemen,' and since the per-

son who stole my umbrella could not have

been a gentleman, he must have been a

noibleman."—-De^rm'i Free Press.

A DRAMA FROM LIFE.

It is night at Mountford Manse. The lamps
should have been lit an hour ago. And yet a

woman sits in the" gathering gloom with
strained cj'es that burn unnaturally. There
is a look of determination in her face, the

lines about her mouth are hard and drawn.
She toys impatiently with the keen knife in

her grasp. Sud,denly, with a gasp of fury, she

casts it from her and sends it ringing across

the oaken floor. "Drat It!" she cries; "I never

could sharpen a pencil !" Do what she might,

womanhood had asserted itself.

ONE VIEW OF IT.

Some children were overheard discussing

the Sunday services in the fashionable church

at which the family worshiped.
"Well, now," said the seven-year-old boy,

"I must say I should like to know what the

sermon is for."

"Why, Harry, don't you know?" answered
his five-year-old sister. "It's to give the

singers a rest, of course."

PRESENCE OF MIND.

Jakey—"Fadder, a sheutlemans haf fallen

troo de coal-hole!"

Isaac—"Clap te cover ofer him kervick,

mein sohn, vile I runs for a policemans! Ve
must arrest him for tryin' to steal te coal, or

he'll sue us for tamages."

TWO POINTS OF VIEW.

Wife—"How people gaze at my new dreSsl

I presume they wonder if I've been shopping
in Paris."

Husband—"More likely they wonder if I've

been robbing a bank."

—

JYcir York Weekly.

Every Man Shonld Read TUis,

If any young, old or iiild die-aged man, suf-
fering from nervous debility, lack of vigor,
or weakness from errors or excesses, will in-
close stamp to nie, I wlU send him the pre-
scription of a genuine, certain cure, tree of
cost, no humbug, no deception. It is cheap,
simple and perfectly safe and harmless. I
will send you the correct pei-scriptioii and
you can buy the rcmiedy ol me or prepare
it yourself, just as you choose. The prescrip-
tion I send iree, justas 1 agree to do. Address,
Mr. Thomas Babnes, lock box 1 1 3 Marshall.

THE NEW BADGE.

Walking delegate—"Here, you're no union
man! Clear out! We'll have no scabs around
here."

Workingman— "What's the matter with
you? I'm as good a union man as you are.

Here's my card."

Walking delegate—"Card, nothin'! That
don't go these times. Where's your Winches-
ter?"

, LITTLE BITS.

"When my ship comes in," says the lazy man,
"My time will come, without a doubt;"

And thus he Vaits, nor stops to think
That he had never sent it out.

—Philadelphia Record.

She frowned on hin» and called him Mr.,

Because in fun he'd merely Kr.,

And then in spite.

The following nite.

This naughty Mr. Kr. Sr.

—Life.

He (rapturously)—"You accept me? Then
it's a bargain."

She (calmly)—"Certainly. I shouldn't con-

sider It if it wasn't."—(Spare Moments.

The dilettante—"You ought to see Mrs.

Thompson's magnificent home! It's just full

of Corots and Millets."

The parvenu—"Terrible! Why doesn't she

try insect-powder?"

Grandmar—"I see that the locusts with a 'W'

on their wings are out again. It means war
whenever they appear."

Miss Laura—"Not this time, grandma. It

means 'Woman.' This is the era of her eman-
cipation."

—

Indianapolis Journal.

Of the twenty-six barons who signed the

Magna Charta, three wrote their names and
twenty-three made their mark. This is all

changed now. Every baron can write, but

only a few succeed in making their mark.—
Boston Transcript.

Benedict—"I've been carrying the baby
around the floor every night for a week back."

Bachelor—"Carrying the baby for a weak
back? Pshaw! That's no remedy. What you
want for a weak back is a porous plaster."

—

New York Press.

Flossie is six years old. "Mama," she asked

one. day, "If I get married, will I have a

husband like papa?"
"Yes," replied the mother, with an amused

smile.

"And if I don't get married, will I have to be

an old maid like Aunt Kate?"
"Yes, Flossie."

"Mama"—after a pause—"It's a tough world
for us women, ain't it?"

He—"You've seen people standing in line at

a stamp-window waiting their turn, haven't

you?"
She—"Yes."
He—"Well, why is it that when somebody

comes along and tries to crowd in ahead of all

the others it's always a woman ?"

She—"Because she's the wife, probably, of

the man that always crowds in ahead of the

women when he boards a train."

Mrs. Richard Clarke, wife of the congress-

man from Mobile, is one of the few women
brave enough to scatter witty things in the

waste of five-minute official calls. At the

house of Mrs. Hale, of Maine, the church
service was mentioned.
"There's one portion of the litany," said

Mrs. Clarke, "that always used to bother me.

It's where we pray especially for the 'widowed
and fatherless.' I never could see why they
needed praying for so much, as I thought
motherless children deserved pity much more,

but I've, just found out why the motherless
aren't mentioned. It's because there are so

few of them, as the first thing a man does

when he is bereft of his wife is to look around
for a new mother for his children."—Actte

Field's Washington.

"Mama, where do the cows get their milk?"
asked Willie, looking up from the foaming
pan of milk which he had been intently

regarding.

"Where do you get your tears?" was the

answer.
After a thoughtful silence he again broke

out:

"Do the cows have to be spanked, then?"—
Pearson's Weekly.

"Johnny, who put this sand in the pepper-

pot?"
"I did."

"What for?"

"Pop said if the sand-man didn't attend to

business, and make the baby go to sleep

to-night, he'd go crazy. I got that ready in

case the sand-man didn't come."

He was a San Franciscan in the played-out

city of London. He came from the West,
where he had developed that independence
and self-reliance which, combined with good
looks and S20 gold pieces, made a man superior

to all Europe. He strolled with graceful dig-

nity into a gilded bar, over which presided a
divinity of superb physical form, but still a
woman, with that air which only an English
barmaid can possibly put on—an air of min-
gled conceit, pride, coqueti'y and humility.

She awaited his order. He was dressed in the

latest fashion. He threw the lapel of his cnut

back with a proud gesture, and fixing hjs

fascinating eyes on the bar beauty, he said :

"Tell me, ray pretty maid, what can you

suggest for a man who ate a Welsh rabbit last

night, and does not feel well this morning?"
She did not smile; she did not appear to be

MfTected by the appearance of his swelling

chest or his wicked eye; she simply said:

"Why don't you. heat two Welsh rabbits

and let 'em chase heach bother?"

The late Bishop Selwyn delighted to tell the

following racy incident in his varied experi-

ence. While bishop of Litchfield, he was
walking one day in the Black Country, and
observing a group of colliers seated by the

roadside in a semicircle with a brass kettle

In front of them, he had the curiosity to

inquire what was going on.

"Why, yer honor," replied a grave-looking

member of the group, "it's a sort of wager.
Yon kettle is a prize for the fellow who can
tell the biggest lie, and I am the umpire."
Amazed and shocked, the good bishop said

reprovingly, "Why, my friends, I have never
told a lie that I know of since I was born."

There Was a dead silence, only broken by
the voice of the umpire, who said in a delib-

erate tone: "Gie the bishop the kettle."

"I see," said the grocer thoughtlessly, for he
had forgotten that the man with the ginger
beard was sitting behind the stove, "I see that
the temperature dropped twenty degrees in
fifteen minutes down in Texas the other day."
"I don't call that nothing," said the man

with the ginger beard. "I remember when
they was a party of us campin' up in the
Black Hills that the temperature drapped so
sudden that one of the mules in the outfit,

whicTi was in the act of kickin', was caught
an' froze that way, an' stood with its heels in
the air two days. We had a thermometer
along, but the cussed thing went back on us,

so I can't ezzactly say jist how much of a drap
it wuz."
"Oh, yes," said the school-teacher, "it is a

well-known fact that at a temperature of
about forty degrees below zero the mercury
freezes, and hence cannot register."

"That wasn't it at all, young man," said the
man with the ginger beard, with fine scorn.
"The durn mercury drapped so quick that the
friction made it red hot and busted the glass."

The man from Potato Creek began to
snicker, but the man with the ginger beard
stopped his mirth with a stony stare.

—

Indianapolis Journal.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A lady who suflered for years with uterine troubles,

displacements, leucorrhea and other irregularitiee,
finally found a safe and simple home treatment that
completely cured her without the aid of medical at-
tendance. She will send it free with full instructions
how to use it to any suffering: woman who will send her
name and address to Mrs. D.L.Orme, South Beud.Ind.

PUBBER STAMPS. Best made. Immense Catalogue Free
"to agents. The G. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

^^PTmonth todlttributo eircolmre. WE WILL SBKD
JBOIJ . II iJ"'"'''' *T °<'°\ B.ol™. i.„...i.„p ,iih .,u,-

race, i*»t 1 Uin-tribatiae A- — '"

WILL ^f^y \^ dUtributo Circulars nnd Bamplea for oaf 7(o ou*H^MM v&s0ing. Salurj luid ezpenuM to tmTel. Seed at&iap.
'ADvaETiseaa bubealj. 447 6-th. AT«,i(HW YOttKOiTj.

ALL
Uinds of watches from $1.38 upwnrdg, handsome cataloftue

,sent free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray St.. Y. N.

JEWELRY SPIWDLE;?^ff'°oU-m.^

LADY WANTED '^^ ™"te for me at home. $3 akfiw I liniliuu Jay. No canvassing. Reply with
stamp. MISS VEENA LANGDON, South Bend, Ind.

A QCMTO for this paper make money fast. The work
HULli I 0 is easy, pleasant and profitable. Circulars
free. Address UOIES HOME COMPANION. SPRINGFIELD, 0-

LADIES WANTED TO WRITE AT HOME.
$!.'> weekly; no ' canvassing. Reply with stamp.

lUiss Fannie Felknor South Bend, Indiana.

OtIRRODSwi I mineri

SpaiiisliNeedles and Dip Needles
» are the best Instruments for hunting

minerals. B.(i.Stauffer,Box33, Harrisburg,Pa.

WORK
FOB ALL' a- montb salary and ex*

peoaes paid. If you want employment write

at oDce toP. O. VICKERY, Augusta,Maine.

HCTCD TtIC DAI I ThisFamousSoQsasdONBHDNDitsD
Mr I en I nC DALL and Fiftv-Sfx other Latest Songsn^^H^HBMiMMi^^Md npTHC DAr.iDcIudiDg"TA.RA-B«OM-
DE-AT," "COMRADES," " LITTLE FISHER MAIDEN,"ETC. Wordaand
Music, postpaid, oal; Tea Gents. G£M NOV. GO. £ 10, Frankfort^Ind.

UlANTED energetic salesmen, ladies and gentlBmen.
" Experience not necessary. Something new and a
great seller. No capital required. ProfitB immense. For
particulars addrese Novelty Music Co., Cincinnati, 0.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESSIlV^sg
at Some. Instructions FREE to lady readers. Sendstamp,
(flo humbugj^ AIRS. J. A. DUNNINO, Boxl.5. ^na, Ohio.

SALESMEN WANTED '^^iz^'^^'il^t:^^
on sight to every husiness man or firm ; liberal salary, money

advanced for advertfting Jind espenaes, Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

LADY WANTED S^.TS"
$20 a week. No canvassing. If convenient enclose
stamp. Address WOMAN'S CO-OPEBATIVE
TOILET CO. Milwaukee, Wis. (Incorporated.)

AlJ»n\irOT FOR AGENTS. We are now offer-

nMn V CO I ing agema the greatest harvest of the
seaKon. The wages are hig aud the work is easy.
Send lor full narticniars imniediatelv. Address
LADIES HOME COMPANION", SPRINGFIELD, 0.

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can be made ^vorking tor us. Of special interest and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. S. I. Bell He Co.- Philadelphia, Pa.

•••••4
{do you want work ?i
SWe can put you in the way of making from $2o3

to $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply ata
~once; no peadlinpr, women succeed as well asl
•men. Ko Iianibas:, we mean just what wcj
Isay. Address at once for full particulars, ^

We have an original, lc;zitimate, much-needed article

which sella beat during hard times,becuuse itaaves money
and suffering; men and women without any experience
whatever are now making from Slo to $60 per week

ri^rsHOME SALESMEN ttT ^li
capital required; full particulars, free samples, andrefer-
enees in your own State and ours by mail. Addreaa,
Box I>, H:B2. Boston. Only those seeking respectable,
profitable, andpermanenthomeemployment need apply.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND .

How to

Attain it."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Go.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo, N. Y.

FITSCURED
(From XT, S. Journal ofMedicine.)

jProf.W. n.Peeke,who makes a specialty of Epilepsy,
aaa without doubt treated and cured morecases than
any living Physician; hissuccessisastonishing. We
have heard ofcases of20 years'standing cured byhim.
He publiahesavaluableworkon this disease which he
sends with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to
any suffererwho may send their P.O. and Express ad-
dress. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address,
Prof. W. H. PEEKE, F. D., 4 Cedar St., New Yorto

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs, per
month by a harmltiss

_ treatment administered

by practicing physician of 17 years' eiperience. ^'>^\
bad effects; no detention from business; no starv-l„-^ , .

Ing; no wrinkles or flabblness follow this treatment. It improves

the general health, clears the akin, and beautifies the complexion.

Endorsed by phyaiclans and leading society ladies. Thousands cured.

PATIKNXS TI^EA^TTED DBY MA-IIj
Oonfidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in stamps,

O. F. S1VYI>EB,, M.
26QM'VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING, CHICAGO.,

M "V" rni reduced, 15 lbs.L H rwunw ^ month, any oner MM I can make remedy at home.
Miss M. Ainley,Supply, Ark.,

says. ''I lost 43 lbs. and feel splendid." No
starving.No sickness. Particulars(sealed)
.2c. HALL & CO. ,B.,Box 404,St.Louis,Mo.

No. 4.—Miss Prim—"I think you had
better— But mercy ! What is that?"

The Great Eye Restorer.
All forms of Diseased Eyes positively cured by
"ACTINA." Hay Fever, Calarrli. Asthma,
cure guamuteed. "ACTINA" is a pfirfect Pocket
Battery, usable at all times by young aud old.

A valuable book free. NEW YORK & LONDON
ELECTRIC A8S'N, No. 10 West Wayne St, Fort Wayne, Ind.

DRUNKENNESSl

Asthma'

,Is a DISEASE!
It can be Cured
'by administer-

ing Dr. Haines' Oolden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, if

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. SiOIiDEBI
SPECIFIC CO., ISS Bace St., Cineinnati, O.
fiS^ZTte Only Cure, JSetcare of ImitatorSm

The AfricanKolaPlant,
discovered in Congo, West
Africa, is Nature's Sure

Cure for Asthnia. Care Ouaranteed or Ha
Pay. Export OiHce, 1164 Broadway, New York.
For I.arge Trial Case, FKEE by Blail, address
KOLA lUFORTINO CO.. 132 Vine St.,Cincinnati. OMo.

•KIDNEYS^-oBLADDER*
Why suffer the misery and perhaps fatal result caused by
diseases of the above orgrans when I will send you full par-
ticulars of a cheap, sure and pemianeut Home Cure FREE
ofcharge. Dr. D.A.WILLIAMS, Eaat Ilampton, Oonn.

Without the use
of the knife and

with little or no pain, by
Dr. M. G. PINGREE

126 State Street, Chicago. BOOK FREE.

positive radical Cure at home
(Sealed.) Bookgiving fullparticulara

SentFreo. Addrc-si DR.W.S.RJCE
Box f , Smitliville, Jeff. Co., W.

ml f% Electrobole gives Instant
relief, final cure in a few

OH \^ days, and never returns

;

no purge : no salve; no suppository. Mailed free.
Address J. H. Beeves, Box 695, NewYork City, N.Y.

I H n ICO ®' *eents for Dr. Vorell's (the

I II 11 1 r^ ere»t French Physician) Female Rerijcdies. We
m^^mS^mS^m guarantee to relieve and cure Painful or Delayed
Menstration. K«medloa Safe,Particulars and viiluable receipts 2c.

Aurum Medicine Co., 53 State Street, Chicago, lii.

GANGER

RUPTURE

CURED

OPIUM
IVIorpbine Habit Cnrecl in 10
t<> 20 days, tin pay till cnred.
Dr. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

OPIUM
or Btorpliine Babit Cared as
Home. TrijaFree. No Pain.
Con>p'dOzyeenAu'B,£t.Wayae,Ii>da

niinTlinr* cured bymall. Circular free. Ad-
nllr I Imp dress Capt. W. A. Collings Co., Box
lUr. I Ulll. 142, Smitliville, Jeff. Co., New York.

AUrRV llCrnil invention for man or woman.TCni UOtrUL Sample sent (sealed) 25 cts. 2

for 40 cts. EuBEEE Specialty Co.,Box 401,Oswego,N.Y'

MyELECTRIC BELT sent onTRlAl.Ti'DT'T'
Give Bize.Dr.Judd.Detroit,Mich.Want agts.-"- "'liiXil

"a^o^'^V-^/' Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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OOXDUCTID BT HB9. ELIZiL B. PABKEB,
I

ACTHOB OF "SCOVOMICAL HOUSEKEEPINa.'

THE CYCLE OF THE WEEK.

WEDNESDAY.

HIS is always a

busy day, so
much necessa-

rily accumulates
during the Sab-

bath's rest, and
the two subse-

quent days de-

voted to purposes
of the laundry.

It is the house-

keeper without method who finds ship-

wreck upon the rocks of disorder, and
it is so much easier to do a thing in the

right time than to tide along until over-

whelmed by neglected duties. The woman
governed by circumstances rather than

previous thought and carefully-adjusted

plan, is a martyr to her want of judgment.
On Wednesday, Saturday's supply of

bread is exhausted, and the sponge, set the

evening previous, must be kneaded into

loaves early iu the morning, to be baked
after its second rising. The neatly-ironed

clothes must be takfen from the bars, laid

smoothly in the laundry-basket and car-

ried to the sewing-room, where the mis-

tress will look them over carefully, take the

"stitch in time" if required, and place

them neatly in their respective drawers.

This is much less trouble than the mend-
ing-basket piled high from week to week,
until it becomes a serious and wearisome
tasji to find the bottom of it.

Rooms will require dusting, fresh flow-

ers put in vases to replace faded ones, and
that nameless touch given here and there,

that brings beauty out of chaos.

In this age of surfeit in newspapers and
magazines, they become, after reading, a

positive burden; a dime every now and
then to the ashman to remove them, is the

usual means of relief. However, there is

a better one, and in the line of benefit to

others. Once each week, in this day of

odds and ends, tie them up in a parcel for

the nearest prison or hospital. In cities, a

boy can be found within a few squares

waiting to receive them ; but if living in a

town, a postal-card sent will be answered
by a call for them, and what a boon they

are to persons sick and sorrowful. It is

worth trying, at least, in the direction of

good works.

The china and glass closets come in for

their share of attention, and if possible,

always under the personal supervision of

the miStress. A servant may be faithful

and competent, and yet breakage and dis-

aster will come to cherished household
treasures intrusted to her care. The cut-

glass bowl, perfect last week and broken
this, can be much more satisfactorily ac-

counted for than when its loss is discov-

ered weeks after. It seems remarkable
how, with a short lapse of time, memory
fails in reference to accidents, and the

only solution of the mystery seems to be
found in the conclusion that they, with
malice aforethought, shattered themselves

without human aid ! This must be accepted

by the mistress whose tours of inspection

are limited to the semi-annual house
cleaning. In a recent letter to a close

friend—a woman who has many gifts, but
nevertheless Is eminently practical—thus,

ends the description of a formal dinner
she gave to friends sailing to Europe. She
says: "Yes, my dear, it was a success.

And thank goodness, every piece of silver

and china not in daily service has been
already put in its proper place by my own
hands." And she with three servants at

hercommand ! If every housekeeper was as

zealous and careful, fewer things of use

and beauty would be sacrificed upon the

altar of neglect; much less waste exist to

be accounted for. The silver should be

counted weekly, because a mislaid fork or

spoon is an anxiety to be ended at once, if

possible.

The service of three meals, in addition

to this general "clarin'-up," leaves only a

margin of time for the pretty, tasteful

toilet with which the mistress welcomes
husband and children. At the evening
meal, the neat gown and apron of the

smiling girl who quietly serves gives

proof that example has made her careful

of appearance, as well as in the discharge

of the duties assigned her.

How delicious the odor of the baking
bread, the more to be appreciated since

the laundry smells of the previous days
have been allowed free escape through the

windows, raised high to admit the early

morning air. Hot suds and the smoke
from the sadirons will emit certain smells

that creep through door crevices and as-

cend to upper windows, despite every pre-

caution. These are to be classed among
the inevitables, and it is one of the charms
of home-made bread, if the reader will

pardon the somewhat esthetic phase of a

practical subject, the appetizing fragrance

that creeps through the house when bread

is in the oven, and after the rich, brown
loaves are cooling on the kitchen table.

Experienced housekeepers maintain that

all raising-powders, and yeast cakes in

general, are enemies to healthful and pal-

atable bread construction, and they give

such sound reasons for this that the theory

is to be respected. When mixed with

flour, baking-powders and their ilk

m BILL or FARE. «

BREAKFAST.
'i'C-'.V

•.•iii Fruit,

^j-i'.; Quaker Oats, Sugar and Cream.

i'^iiK Brown Bread. Broiled Fish.

Mt*^' Corn -meal MuiBns.
ij::: Hashed Potatoes. Sliced Tomatoes.

KiU' Coffee. Tea.

DINNER.
Cream of Cauliflower Soup.

Panned Chicken. Okra.

Browned Sweetbreads.

StuBed Egg-plant. Scalloped Tomatoes.

String-bean Salad. Grape Jelly.

Pickles. Cheese.

Wafers. Watermelon.

StTPPER.

Bread and Butter.

Chip Beef.

Apple Float.

1;*

Shrimp Salad.

White.Cake.
Iced Tea. \

deprive dough of much of its sweetness,

dry up its moisture so that bread baked
with powders very soon becomes stale;

and moreover, experts claim that all of

the powders in use contain certain medic-
inal properties that become injurious if

taken into the system regularly and con-

stantly. » This objection need not apply to

cakfe, which is an occasional "bite," <and

not like bread, which is an accompaniment
to each of the three daily meals.

Few long-established homes but have
their rule for bread-making—a rule that

is often traditional, therefore sacred. Full

half a century has the Wednesday and
Saturday ]pread been made by the follow-

ing recipe in a certain house that is cel-

ebrated for its culinary excellence : Take
four quarts of well-sifted flour. Dissolve

in a quart of milk-warm water two tea-

spoonfuls of salt, two teaspoonfuls of

sugar, and with half a pint of baker's yeast

put all in a hollow made in the center of the

flour, leaving a wall of the dry flour around
after beating the mixture well. Then
place the bowl, carefully covered, in a

warm, dry place. This part of bread-

making should be done Tuesday night,

just previous to retiring. Wednesday
morning, about nine o'clock, when the

breakfast dishes are cleared away, knead
the dough, which should be found to cover

nearly all the flour on the sides. Knead
it in the boyl until it is very soft, then

remove it to the bread-board and continue

to knead it, using as little flour as possible.

Divide the dough into three or four por-

tions; knead each thoroughly and place in

separate baking-pans. Set these in a warm
place for two or three hours, or until the

dough rises close to the pan's rim. Then
bake in a steady, moderate oven, taking
care not to venture to open the door for

the first ten or fifteen minutes.

If bread is allowed to rise too long, it

becomes sour. If it is light too soon for

the oven, knead it awhile and set it in a

cool place. It is said sour bread can be
remedied somewhat by working in soda

dissolved in water ; but it is safest to avoid

the necessity. Experience is the only
teacher as to when bread is sufiiciently

baked. In taking the loaves out of the

pans, set them sideways, not flat; on a

table. Wrapping loaves in a cloth makes
the bread heavy.
Light dusting about the Ji\'ing-rooms

might have been done while the bread is

baking, for even if you have several

"Phyllises," there is not apt to be enough
time on Wednesday tor tliorough cleaning
of any one room, and the whole house,
especially the hallways and staircases,

need light dusting after several days' neg-
lect. The kitchen, too, requires a little

extra brightening and scouring. Knives
especially cry out (figuratively) against

the slightest neglect. If the cook allows

her raeat-knive or vegetable-parer to lay

on Or near the range, even temporarily,

she dulls their edges and loosens their

handles. Knives in daily use should never
lie in water, but washed thoroughly and
speedily and dried well. When not in

use, knives should be rubbed with a little

sweet-oil and laid away wrapped in

chamois-skin. It pays to send out your
kitchen and carving knives and have
them properly and systematically sharp-

ened. This, if your help has regard for

the condition of the knives when they are

in good order. But this is the pivot on
which your whole house revolves. More
or less, from cellar to attic all your house-

hold belongings are at the mercy of those

you pay to care for them.
The midweek marketing is one of

Wednesday's primary essentials, and the

weary housewife well realizes

Night is the time to rest;

How sweet, when labors close,

To gather 'round an aching breast

The curtains of repose.

Stretch the tired limbs and lay the head
Upon one's own delightful bed.

M. L. F.

BILL OF FARE FOR AUGUST.

Corn-meal Muffins.—Sift one quart of

corn-meal, add a tablespoonful of lard,

half a teaspoonful of salt and a teaspoon-

ful of soda. Mix with buttermilk to a

smooth batter and bake in well-greased

muffin-rings.

Beolled Fish.—Clean and split the fish.

Rub a double broiler with suet, lay the

fish, flesh side down, on and set over the

fire; turn until both sides are brown.
When done, take up carefully on a heated

dish, sprinkle with salt and pepper, spread

with butter and serve.

Hashed Potatoes.—Pare three large

potatoes and cut into dice. Put a table-

spoonful of butter in a frying-pan, let melt,

add a tablespoonful of flour. Mix until

smooth. Pour in half a pint of milk, stir

until it boils, season with salt and pepper.

Put a layer of this sauce in the bottom of

a baking-dish, then a layer of potatoes,

sprinkle with chopped parsley, salt, pep-

per and SI little minced onion, with another

layer of sauce. Continue to put in the pota-

toes and sauce until all are in. Sprinkle

the top With grated bread qrumbs and set

in the oven to bake half an hour. Serve

very hot.

Ceeam of Cauliflower Soup.—Put a

head of cauliflower on to boil ; when tender,

take up. Put a quart of milk in a sauce-

pan and set over the fire to boil. Press

the cauliflower through a colander and add
to the milk.' Rub a tablespoonful of but-

ter and two tablespoonfuls of flour to-

gether, stir in the milk and let come to a

boil. Add a few cauliflower stalks which
were trimmed from the boiled head, sea-

son with pepper and .salt.

Panned Chicken.—Split two tender

spring chickens down the back, put in a

dripping-pan without water, spread bits of

butter over. Set in a very hot oven.

When done, season with salt and pepper,

baste with melted butter; set back in the

stove until brown. Boil the liver and giz-

zard, chop and add to the gravy. Take up
on a heated dish and garnish with parsley.

Bkown:!5D Sweetbreads.—Parboil a

pair of sweetbreads, drain, pour cold water

over them 'and let stand ten minutes.

Wipe dry, lay in a pan, dredge with salt

and pepper, spread with bits of butter, set

in the oven to brown.
Stuffed Egg-plant.—Wash the egg-

plant, put it in a kettle, cover with boiling

water, let boil until tender. Take up, cut

in halves, take out the inside carefully

with a spoon, leaving the skin unbroken.

Mash, season w'itb butter, pepper and salt,

mix with a little grated cracker and put
back in the skin. Sprinkle with grated
cracker and set in the oven to brown.
Okra.—Wash a quart of okra pods in

cold water, put in a saucepan, cover with
water, add a teaspoonful of salt, set on the
&re and let simmer half an hour. Take
up, dredge with salt and pepper, pour over
melted butter and serve hot.

Scalloped Tomatoes.—Scald, peel and
chop half a dozen large, ripe tomatoes.
Put a layer of grated bread crumb's in a

baking-dish, with bits of butter, then a

layer of tomatoes. Sprinkle with salt,

pepper and sugar, cover with more bread
crumbs. Continue in alternate layers

until the tomatoes are all used. Sp^eai
the top with bread crumby and bits of

butter. Set in a moderate o^n and bake
for one hour.

String-bean Salad.—String a quart of

young beans, boil in salt-water until

tender, drain and set aside to cool. Rub
the salad-bowl with a slice of onion, tm-n
in the beans, sprinkle with a teaspoonful
of minced salad herbs. Pour over plain

salad dressing and serve very cold.

Watermelon.—Put a ripe watermelon
on ice until thoroughly chilled. Cut it in

halves; take a thin slice off each end and
stand on a dish. Scoop out in egg-shaped
pieces with a tablespoon and serve.

Shrimp Salad.—Line a salad-bowl with
fresh lettuce leaves. Open acan of shrimps,

put on the lettuce, pour over mayonnaise
dressing, garnish with rings of hard-boiled

eggs.

Apple Float.—Strain a quart of stewed
apples tfirough a wire sieve. Sweeten,
and flavor with lemon. Beat the whites
of ten eggs, add to the apples and serve
immediately.
White Cake.—Cream two cupfuls of

sugar and one cupful of butter together.

Add three cupfuls of flour, half a cupful of

milk, two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder
and the beaten whites of eight eggs.

Flavor with almond. Turn into a greased

mold and bake in a moderate oven. When
cold, ice. Eliza R. Parker.

CATCHUPS.

Possibly the least expensive article put
up by housekeepers for winter use is

catchups, a variety of which can be made
at a vei-y small cost.

The tomato and cucumber are the best
vegetables for the purpose, and can be
used both ripe and green. They may be
cooked and seasoned in a number of dif-

ferent ways, or made in their raw state.
The best and most perfect vegetables

and fruits only sliould be used for catch-
ups; the spices should be pure, and so
commingled as to prevent anyone prevail-
ing to the exclusion of tlie others, cloves,
allspice, mace and cinnamon being gener-
ally used. Onions, garlic, horse-radish,
black and white mustard seed, with celery
seed, give catchups an excellent flavor.
The vinegar used for catchups should be

pure and strong.
A porcelain-lined kettle is best for cook-

ing catchups.
After being made, catchups should be

bottled or put in glass jars, sealed and
kept in a cool, dry palce. E. R. P.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Mrs. a. G. L.—Wet the scorched linen with
cold water, cover with starch and spread out
in the sun. This will remove the stain, unless
really burned.
Mrs. M. M.—To stone raisins, take them

from the stems, put in a bowl, pour boiling
water over, let stand two or three minutes
and drain. The raisins will then seed very
readil.v. There is a little machine now made
for doing the work.
Young Lady.—Cucumber cream is said to

whiten and improve the complexion. To
make it, take two ounces each of almond-oil,
green oil, white wax and spermaceti, four
ounces of the raw juice of fresh cucumbers
and four ounces of the essence of cucumber.
Put all the ingredients in a bowl, set in warm
water until melted, beat until cold. Add a
few drops of ruse-water, put in a jar and
cover. If applied to the face and hands
during winter, they will keep smooth and
white.
Hou.SEKEEPKR.—Green tomatoes, beans,

cauliflower, cabbage, onions, martenas, pep-
pers and melon rinds all make excellent
pickles.
Mrs. J. H. T.-t-Syllabub is a very old-fash-

ioned dish. To make it, dissolve half a pound
of cut sugar in one teacupful of wine: heat
three pints of cream lukewarm, pour the wine
on it, holding it several feet above and pour-
ing very slowly, so as to cause the cream to
froth.
XiADY Reader.—There are a number of dif-

ferent recipes for making blackberry wine.
The two following have been used in my fam-
ily for several generations: Take a bushel of
ripe berries, mssh, and pour over them a
water-bucketful of clear spring-water. Cover
and let stand for twenty-four hours. Drain
through a cloth, and to every three quarts of
juice iuld two quarts of clear, cold water and
five pounds 6f brown sug.Tr. Pour in a jug or
cask, reserving some to fill the vessel as fer-
mentation goes on. After six or eight days
add half a box of gelatin. Let stand two
weeks, covering the bun<r-hole with a piece of
muslin. In three weeks cork tightly and
leave undisturbed for six months. Bottle and
seal. Another and more simple recipe is to
mash the berries, strain and measure. To
every quart of juice arid a quart of cold water
and a quart of granulated sugar. Mix and let
stand; skim every morning until fermenta-
tion cea.ses. Bottle and seal. Blackberry

]
wine possesses highly medicinal qualities.
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HEALTHFUL AND ATTRACTIVE BED-
CHAMBERS.

"HETHER the furnishings

and care of the kitchen,

or of the sleeping apart-

ments of a family are

of greater importance,

from a moral as well

as hygienic point of

view, is a debatable

question.

Certain it is that tlie latter are deserving

of more careful consideration than is

usually given them, for not only do we
spend about one third of our life in one,

l)ut it is during these hours of rest and

sleep that nature restores (or persistently

endeavors to) the supply of nervous force

that is expended during active hours.

To induce rest and sleep and aid in such
restoration, the furnishings of bedrooms
should not only be healthful, but attrac-

tive, resting and restful.

Appreciating this, only an extended
answer could do justice to the two letters

of inquiry that are here given in part.

Pardon the digression, but if I had not

already learned by a blessed experience

that instead of being the selfish tyrant

that she is so often represented, a mother-

in-law is often the most unselfish, con-

scientious and wise friend a young wife

can have, I should certainly find proof of

it between every line of this charming
letter. After merely hinting at her strug-

gles during the two and twenty years

since she, "a mere girl, was left a widow
with a heavily-mortgaged farm, and two
young daughters and an infant son," this

brave and self-forgetful mother says

:

"We succeeded in paying for the farm,

and in giving the children a fairly good
education, but could never afford a new
house or handsome furniture, and as I

never had any time to do fancy work, the

old house was only attractive because it

was full of sunshine and flowers.

"But those old hurrying days are gone,

and now with John taking every bit of the

care of the farm, one daughter well married

and the other, who teaches the high school

at S ,
keeping a hired girl for me the year

around, I have plenty of time to revive all

the skill lever had, and am as enthusiastic

as any of your young housewife readers in

fixing up the old house. Why, last win-

ter—" but I positively must desist from
quoting further, or there will be no space

left for my equally enthusiastic and urgent

young friend. After detailing the manner
in which she thoroughly renovated her
daughter's room, describing the arrange-

ment, etc., of the house, and cataloguing

her "old-fashioned possessions," the writer

divulges an ambitious and artistic scheme
for beautifying the front chamber as a

surprise to the lovely young girl-wife that

John will bring home at Thanksgiving,
and makes several inquiries which I will

endeavor to answer plain enough to be in-

teresting and helpful to the general reader.

Mrs. R.—You are certainly right in

thinking that colonial wall-paper and your
old-fashioned furnishings will be more
suitable (and more artistic, too) for a room
in an old country house than the modern
furniture "John wants to buy."
Indeed, I think your ideas of renovating

the room are charming, and with a few
alterations and inexpensive additions it is

sure to delight^the heart and satisfy the

taste of the most "sensitive and artistic

girl."

That will be a perfect arrangement to

remove the partition, and connect the little

six-by-six-feet hall room with the large

chamber by an arch. But with the latter

eighteen feot square, do not, I beg of you,
have tho bedstead in the alcove. Health-
fulness and comfort are the most impor-
tant considerations, and while the alcove,

with its large central window with a nar-

row, one-width pane, one on each side, will

make a charming little dressihg-room, it

would be little better than an old-fashiotfed

recess to sleep in.

Yes, blue is probably oftener used in

chambers than any other color, but you
surely cannot afford to be influenced by
that, since the to-be occupant of yours is a

"decided blonde," and the most of your
old possessions are blue, and the latter

indigo, by far' the most desirable kind of

blue at that.

Paint the woodwork in one or two del-

icate shades of old blue; decoi-ate the walls

with a colonial paper having blue stripes

on a white ground, and the ceiling with

plain white filling, and a border in blue

and white, matching the frieze in design.

You cannot only utilize, but have a

bonanza in the quantity of old blue denim,
blue calico and other similar colored rags

that you saved to make a carpet for your
"daughter's room, ^nd then had not the

courage to use." But of all things don't

make a striped carpet, or Ijave it cover the

entire floor. You say the latter is "nice

and smooth;" then stain or paint it dark

drab and have your rags woven into a large

hit-or-miss rug. Get all your rags together,

then cut them, having none more than

three fourths of a yard long, and the most
of them not more than one fourth of that

length; mix them thoroughly and sew
in a sort of orderly disorder; that is, insert

pink, dark blue, or other of the more
conspicuous colors with somewhat of

regularity. Use white warp and make a

heavy fringe of the same for each end of

the rug. You say that you can crochet

easily; then make the fringe by crocheting

a narrow, simple heading and knotting

several strands of the cotton together into

it. This sort of fringe is quickly made and
very efifective, as well as durable. Knit the

top of at least one large floor-cushion, in

loop-stitch, of blue and white threaded

knitting cotton, and make one or two old-

fashioned braided rugs for the dressing-

room.
I think your old bedstead is curly birch,

a wood that has been in use for several

years, but never fully appreciated until

recently. If so, or indeed if it is maple or

any other variety of hard wood, it will be

perfect for your room. Any good cabinet-

maker can remove the rails through which
it is corded and insert flat pieces or hand-
some rails fitted on the inside for springs.

The legs should be shortened and strong
casters added. Of course, it will "look old-

fashioned," and so, too, would one of those

with a towering head to an ultrafashion-

able person, for the really fashionable bed-

stead of to-day has a low head and lower
foot end, and is very simple in design.

Indeed, in a first-class furniture-shop

John could, no doubt, find a bureau and
wash-stand of curly birch that would
match the old bedstead and cost as much
as he had thought to pay for an entire

suite; and I am not sure but this would be
the best possible way to conciliate him, and
make the furnishings complete. Bed-hang-
ings of figured blue and white dimity, fin-

ished with an edge frill of the same, and
the bed dressed wholly in white, would be
exquisite, but if you decide upon having
the former, or rather, hangings of any sort,

do suspend them from over the head of

the bed and not from the ceiling over the

center of it, for however artistic the latter

may be, they are a menace to healthful

sleep. If you do not decide upon the
bureau and wash-stand mentioned above,

I should much rather have a handsome ash
bureau than the old softwood or enameled.
The old wash-stand could be renovated in

this way, as it will be in the dressing-room
and need not correspond with the bureau.
All new bureaus are low, with flat tops,

and no ornament at the back except a

mirror.
A variety in the flnish of chairs would

be far more effective than sameness. If

the old, red rocker is hard wood, I certainly

should not enamel it. Renovate it as de-

scribed in this department a few months
ago; by scraping off the paint, scouring
smooth with sandpaper, and then giving

a natural flnish. You can gild the light

side chair, but to my thinking this and the

black walnut sewing-chair would be far

prettier enameled white or pale, old blue

and touched-up splashes, or irregular lines

of gold.. If the cane or splint seats are

brown,- paint them with ivory-white

enamel. If you are unselfish enough to

put the small, spindle-legged mahogany
table here instead of in your parlor, I

should not hide its beauty under any sort

of a cover. Make a mat out of a piece of

the old broche shawl border, to reach

within two or three inches of the edge, and
finish it with short, fluffy tassels of old

l)lue or old rose silk.

It is a great pity that the old lounge
which matches the bedstead so perfectly

were not wider, but you can make a mat-
tress eight inches wider than the old one,
and it will look all the better for it. Take
oft' the drab damask cover and valance, and
drape it with the blue and white coverlet
that is woven in a floral design. If you
had time to outline and vein the pattern
with blue, twisted embroidery silk in
lighter tones, it would add greatly to its

beauty. This must be a far handsomer
coverlet than the blue and white plaid one,
and would, of course, be subject to much
harder usage here tlian as a portiere. If

you object to this ^and I am sure tliat I

should), substitute the plaid one. With
plenty of the right sort of cushions it

would make a pretty cover. It is difficult

to describe the process of draping. A
round bolster placed close to the head end
and tied securely to the frame before the
cover is added, would add to the finished
effect. Drape the cover at the ioot by
drawing up the ends to form a graceful
sort of festoon between and below the end
posts. Catch it to position with small
safety-pins, and tie the drapery around
each post with heavy blue and white cord
and tassels. Allow the cover to hang
evenly and plain along the front, and
drape and redrape it over the bolster until
you are satisfied with the effect, then add
safety-pins (concealed ), to secure it in place,
and one or two tassel-tipped cords to add
to the effect.

You can easily use a whole feather-bed
in making cushions. If you use the plaid
blanket for the divan, don't cover any of the
cushions with figured or striped goods, un-
less the former are self-colored like the
drab damask that covered the lounge.
Blue denim, natural-tinted linen, duck.
Gobelin-cloth, and a wide range of self-
colored fabrics in handsome weaves, would
make effective cushion covers. Finish
simply with double frills of some soft
fabric, as plain China silk or silkoline,
and don't waste an atom of nervous force
in regrets that you cannot embroider skil-
fully.

The cupboard, with full-length door at
the right of the mantel, can easily be con-
verted into one of the handsomest features
of the roem, as a receptacle for books and
bric-a-brac. Remove the door and put an
eight-inch-wide shelf, with a narrow cleat
near the back of it, across the top of the
casement. Drape the shelf with white
China silk edged with white silk tassel
fringe; place two or three different sized
plates and a pitcher of old-fashioned blue
and white china you have, and hang a por-
tiere of blue and white figured chintz at
the door below. The closet door on the
opposite side of the mantel must certainly
remain, but you can relieve its plainness
by putting a shelf across the top and drap-
ing it with chintz like the portiere, or
with figured dimity; and if you have no
suitable ornaments to put on the shelf, be
sure that the young wife will have.

If there is a seam at the center of the
flowered coverlet mentioned above, rip it

open and use the two breadths for a pair of
portieres at the arch leading to the dress-
ing-room. Finish the edges with fringe
(white) or not, as you prefer, and suspend
from a brass pole and rings.
Drape the mantel with a scarf of flgured

dipaity or crape in old pink, or old red and
white (whichever color was used in mak-
ing the rug). Edge it with fringe, hand-
made lace, or a frill of the same.

I should certainly take apart the old com-
fortable that is covered with "old-fashioned
curtain calico that has a design of sunflow-
ers in blues and white on a drab ground."
It may be exquisite for a portiere at the
cupboard, or for draping the mantel, and is

sure to be just the thing for shirred panels
to a clothes-horse screen. Enamel the
latter blue, and it will be scarcely less orna-
mental than useful. You could not well
have a box for holding dresses, underneath
the divan, and with so large a clothes-
closet can scarcely need it. Then, too, you
might have a triangular shelf across one
corner of the dressing-room, with a curtain
suspended from the front of it and clothes-
hooks screwed to the under side. You
could also provide additional room for the
clothing by using an old bureau wash-
stand as the foundation for a dressing-
table. Remove the ornamental back from
the top; place the stand diagonally across
one corner of the alcove, and make a plain
board top that extends two inches beyond
the front and ends, and to within a few
inches of the corner of the room at the
back. Have a mirror in a blue enameled
frame at a proper height at the back;
drape the table and suspend curtains at
the back, of white, dotted swiss edged with
lace, or a frill of plain swiss over blue
Silesia. The curtains at the front of the
stand should be suspended by a mantel-
rod, to allow of being easily drawn aside to
give admittance to the stand back of them.
You could scarcely have anything more

appropriate and pretty than the old gilt
cornice from the parlor windows. Cer-
tainly you can enamel them white, but
they would be far more effective if re-
gilded ; and the latter is no more difficult
and little more expensive than the former.
With outside shutters yon do not need

holland shades, and loner sash curtains of
white, dotted swiss tied liack at the sides
with white cotton cord and tassels would
be far prettier. Blue and wliite flgured
dimity for the long curtains would have a
more old-time look than silkoline, though
the latter would by no means be unsuit-
able.

I should make the least addition to the
old Marsailles quilt that is edged with
netted fringe. Pnt a valance on the bed of
the same material as the canopy drapery,
and the bedspread will be charming hang-
ing over the sides of the bed against it.

A tripod stand made of broom-handles
would neither be substantial enough look-
ing to correspond with the other furniture
of the room, nor strong enough to be used
with safety for the night candle. One of
the small, round, rather clumsy-looking
black walnut stands that are sold for a few
cents less than a dollar, would be far better
after you had sandpapered and enameled
it white. Do not think of making any sort
of a cover or mat for the top, l)ut put an
old brass eandlestick, a match-sate and
burnt-match receiver on it. A blue satin
or grosgrain ribbon tied around the stan-
dard where the feet are fastened would be
pretty.
Embroidery or drawn-work are by no

means essential to the making of hand-
some bureau and wash-stand scarfs. Plain
linen ones finished with crocheted or knit
linen insertion and lace across the ends are
more artistic than many—I had almost
said a majority—of those elaborately orna-
mented by either of the methods men-
tioned.
Unless you are quite sure that the pic-

tures you have are appropriate in them-
selves and suitably framed (that is, in gilt,

white or other dainty kinds), you had far
better not hang them. Instead of its giv-
ing the new mistress an impression of bar-
renness, she will, no doubt, be delighted
that you were so considerate as to leave
hor space for the many decorative belong-
ings she is sure to bring with her.
Mabel D. S.—There, my dear, young en-

thusiast, with the best of intentions tliere
is not an inch of space left for you. But
"first come, first served" must be the rule,
and in our next issue your needs shallhave
due attention.

Katherine B. Johnson.

DECORATIVE NOTES.

Do not overload the tops of book-shelves,
a cabinet or mantel. Two or three rich
china vases or other articles of virtue are
more effective standing alone than among
a collection of cheap ornaments.
Scarfs as an accessory to house decora-

tions are "out," and let us hope will stay
out; at least until the majority of women
have the artistic taste to use suitable
fabrics, and combine harmonious colors in
the making, and to drape them only where
ornament is proper.
Lion-clawed tables, diamond-paneled

secretaries, griffln-legged work-stands,
silver candelabra with tray and snuffers;
silver coffee-urns, sugar-dishes and teapots,
jeweled snuff-boxes, brass andirons, shovel,
tongs and poker, and eveh the huge old
colonial chimney with its "back log" and
old-fashioned brass-nozzled fire-bellows,
are now enregle.

If you wish to make the windows of a
room seem high, take a long piece, say
about four and one half yards of some
prettily contrasting fabric to the curtains

;

set the pole a foot above the window and
drape the goods over it in any graceful
way that will conceal the intervening
wall space ; let one end hang in jabot folds
nearly to the window-sill, and the other
one be half as long.
Five-o'clock tea-tables are to be seen in

the popular white effects. The light stand
is decorated in white enamel, without a
single touch of gilding. A very beautiful
tea-cloth large enough to cover it com-
pletely is made of drawn-work, done in
squares and in designs of filmy openwork.
Other and still more charming cloths are
of crash, embroidered solidly in different
stitches, but all in white silk. The result
is elegant simplicity.
At a recent dinner in New York a large,

nine-inch plate was used as a regular ser-
vice-plate throughout the dinner. The
decorations were orchids, each different
in color and form, of exquisite design, and
the finish on the edges of plain, gold bands.
So many people spoil a good orchid design
by using a very fancy plate and elaborate
gold decorations; they should be severely
plain in form and very little gold decora-
tion. These plates were used solely for
service-plates, and tlie various courses
were all served on plain plates tinted in
delicate tones. For instance, entrees on
blue service, etc., each course having a
decided color. It was very pretty, and as
the courses were removed, one could enjoy
the beauty of the orchid decorations under-
neath.

REQUESTED INFORMATION.

M. J.—(See Ladies Home Companion, July
1st). So it is as I feared, the four-lnch-wlde
moldings of the bright cherry woodwork, and
not merely the picture-rail In your parlor, are
painted black and gold. Well, you have my
sincere sympathy, for with the perfect taste
you have shown in the wall decorations and
furnishings of the room, it must have been
torture to endure such conspicuous, incon-
gruous woodwork. It would relieve the ugli-
ness of it a little, If at all, to repaint the body
of It Ivory-white or any other delicate tint
that would harmonize with the color scheme
of creams, tans and old blue. I doubt if a
professional, certainly no amateur, could re-
paint the black and leave the gilt lines Intact,
but If f had never applied a stroke of paint I
should not stand one minute on the order of
going, but cover the aggressive combination
with two tints of olfl ivory, using the lighter
on themokllngs. Paint the body of the wood-
work first, and before that is completed yon
will have learned the art of spreading paint
smoothly, and become so proflcient that by
using a small brnsh aiid holding a strip of tin
or stlfiF cardboard over the wnll-paper when
you paint the casing where it .loins the latter,
you will have little or no dlfflcult.v in doing it
neatly. But of thlshe assured, that a bungling
job done in hnrraonlons tints of color will be a
thousand times more artistic than the fight-
ing combination yon now have, however
beautifully the latter is applied.
B. A. L.—Yes, plain carpet (filling) comes in

moquette, Brussels and velvet as well as in-
grain, and makes a beautiful background iEor
rugs, when an appropriate color is chosen. If
old blue will not clash witli any of the blues
in your rugs or draperies, it will be very hand-
some in your parlor, but of russet brown or a
medium shade of tan there is no question,
and I think either would give better satisfac-
tion than blue.

t
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PIANOS AND ORGANS
CATALOGUE FREE. Write for It.

TheOelebnted CUKNli^Il Punosand
Organs, Warranted lor 25 years.
Best, Cheapest, Itlost Durable.
Pi&Doe from 8 1 50. Organs from S25.
CORHISH i CO., WASHINGTON, H.J,

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S

7 AND AGENT'S PROFITS.
Lbuyour Oxford Boss Bicycle, suit-

lal>le for either sex, made of best ma-
'terial, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and ftiUy warranted. Write to-d>\y for our
large complete catalogrue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc.,

tree.
, OXl<^C>I4X> MFG. CO.

SS8 Wabasli Avenue. - CHICAQO, tt.t,.

GEO-.ERTEL& CO. aUINCY, ILL.*

BEST FARM FENCE, made of GAIVAN-
IZED STEEt WIKE. FENCES and GATES
for all purposes. Write for free catalogn^e
giving particulars and prices. Address

THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO., RICHMOM), IND.
Be sure to mention Farm and Fireside.

THE BEST
OF BUTTER

13 made by the STVSGES

Steel Churn.
Made entirely of metal, it will

last a lifetime. Has every good
point other Churns have, and a
great many more. If your dealer
does not keep them send order to
us. Ask for booklet—free.

Dept. I,THECHlCAGO8TAMPni6C0.
Congress and Greea 8U., Chicago.

BALING
PRESSES
ALL KINDS.
HORSE AND

STEAM POWER.^ Address Manufia.

COLLINS PLOW CO
Box 16 QUINCY, ILL.

IWELL DRILLING MACHINERY:
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAMS BROTHERS.
ITHACA. N.Y.

IMOUNTEO OR ON SlUS.FOR
I DEEP OR SHAUOW WELLS, WITH
1 STEAM OR HORSE POWER
J SEND FOR CATALOSue
^ADDRESS WlliJAMSBRO&iTHACAi.N,M

HORSE POWER tftjOr
Engine and Boiler ^|uu

SAW Mltl. EHrGINE AND
BOIL,ER, $450.00.

Ottaer Sizes in Proportion.
ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM 2 TO 500 H. P.

For Circulars address
ARMSTRONG BROS., SPRINGFIELD.O

CABLED FIELD AND HOC FENCE;
steel Web Picket Lawn Fence: Steel Gates, Steel
Posts and Steel Rails

; Tree, Flower and Tomato
Guards; Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free,

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 HighSt.,DeKalb,Ill.
Mention this paper when you wvite.

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS
Any Bize 70a want, 20
to 56 in. high. Tires 1
to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Saves
Cost many times in

a season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
grain, fodder, manure,
taogs, &c. No resetting of

tirsB. CatVg free. Addrees

KRIFIRK MFG. CO.»
^lUncy, III.

COLUMBIA
^TEiXWIND

MILL
j New in Principle.

Beautiful in

Appearance.

Powerful in Operation.

_ CcntaiDscoTeredlnternftlGear.
luneqaaled in the line of Pumping Wind
'MiUs. We solloit the cloiest investiea-
tiou. Also Oolambla Steel Derrlcba,

Iron Turbine WInA Rtiglnea,
iBucke;eForce & Lift Pumpt,

Tank and SprsT PumpiM Buokeye
and Globe Lawn Mowen. IroB Fene-
In^, Creatine Ktc Write for clrcnlalfl.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINQFIELD, 0.

Warranted the
Most Practical
Machine Made

BENNETT'S IMPROVED

TUMP PULLER.
Sent anywhere in the U. S.

ON THREE DAYS' TRIAL
Screw,cable & hand power
\ LIFT 15 TO150 TONS

I 3 styles9 sizes , $25 to $150
VCat.with 1000 Rec. Free

H. L. Bennett & Co.
WESTERVILLE, 0.

UeatioQ this paper when you write.

HAJVOTT Cobbler Shoe and Harness Kit pT>L ^-LT-"^ for home use. Cao do all i ^
your owa repairiug. Best
outfit e\cT sold for the price.
More and better tools than
aoy other. 4 best quality
iron lasts. No. 1, 36 articles,

(l^$3. Ko. 2, 26 articles, $2.

=i.Low express rate aod safe

I^I^elivery guaraofd. Cutthis
' out and send with order and
20 addresses of parties who

i^lmi^ht buy, and get apresent
worth 50cts. fb.ee. Liberal
terms to agts. Send for caUKumr <fe CO.
Sta. X Mollne, XU.

Mention this paper when you write.

HEEBNER^S
with SPEED REGULATOR.
For 1 .2 and 3 Horses.

Patent LEVEL-TREAD
Horse- Power.

LITTLE GlAN f Threshing Machine.
ThresheB Orsin, Rice, Flax, Millet and Grass Seed. FoUy
Warranted. Feed andEnsilage 0utter3,Feed Grinders.iia
BEEBNMIt & aOSa, Jjanadate, Pa., U. S, A..

Mention this paper when you write.

PAGE FENCE_ORDERED OUT.

57 miles Called for lu IiastTwo Days,
To Go Into Immediate Service.

July has heretofore been the dull month
for fence business, but now that the railroads
are taking hold, it goes all the year 'round,
A local agent wants 900 rods "quick." and
fears he is tohave no vacation this year. A
hint to the wise is suflScient.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Micli.

Mention this paper when writing.-

No. 5.—Miss Prim—"I declare, its a man's
hat!"

No. 6.—! !!!«!!

The AeaK around, tkjtpajijcl orfenc*

IF YOU WANT TO BUILD
A PERIVIANENT "^arm

FENCE
Always use the KEYSTONE. It is made to stay
where you put it, and to keep in good shape PER-
MANENTLY. Send tor catalogue.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

NO. 30 LOCUST ST. TREMONT, ILL.
Mention this paper.

THEY ALL WANT MORE.
I find your patterns a perfect fit,

and want three more.

MRS. G. A. ZNOWLES,
Troy, Maine.

See new patterns on pag^e 13.^1

Send for Pamphlet, "The Saw," mailed free.

It will p;i.v .VDH to buy a Saw
n-itli "DISSTON"oii it. It will
iHjId the set longer, and do moi-e
work without tiling than other
saws, thereby saving in labor
and cost of files. They are made
of tlie best quality crucible cast
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Dealers.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.

PORTER IRON ROOFING AND CORRUGATING CO.
Cor. Front and Tine Streets, Cincinnati, O.

MANUFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

IRON AND STEEL ROOFING AND SIDING
The Pioneers of the Metal Rooting' business in the

United Stales. When writing for our Prices and
Illastrated Catalogue, mention Farm and Fireside

FREE!
Our large 24-page catalogue of Or-
gans, also our new and elegant cat-
alogue of fianos, containing 16 pp.
We have the largest manufactory
in the world, from which we sell

direct to the consumer at whole-
sale prices, thus saving the profits
of the dealer and the commissions
of the agents. We furnish a first-
class Organ , war-
ranted 20 years, 0% f\ mm 5O
with stool and X / **
book, for o n 1 y %IJ /W M.
No money required until instru-

ment has been thoroughly tested in
your own house. Sold "on instal-
mwrits. Easy payment.We positively guarantee every
Organ and Piano twenty years.
Send for catalogue at once if you want to obtain the greatest bargain ever

(

offered on earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send
by mail same day letter is received.

As an advertisement, we gfi M 0m CSCS Stool, Book and Cover ,

will sell the first Piano of y% "l y *^ Free.
' our make inaplace foronly %JJ I M. %J Regular price, $^.00. i$i75
Beethoven Piano a"** Organ Co.,

p. O. Box 628 Washington, N. J.

BUCKEYE

p. p. XSAST en CO.482T0 500RIVER

DRILL.
With ClUkin ClearlBK and Batchet

Drive Wheels, Entirely
New Force Feed. OurSew
liirter Bar raises the Hoes
easier than any other
liever ever SnTented.
Mew Single ShUUnir Bar
with BTew Ijever for ahift-
In^ Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854,

Also manufacturers of Buck-
eye Fertilizer Drills, Buck-
eye Kiding and Walking Cul-
tivators, Buckeye Seeders,
Buckeye Cider Mills and
Hay Rakes.
Branch Bonses: P. P.

9Iast<£ Co. .Philadelphia,
Pa.; Mast. BafordA Bar-
well Co., St. Psal. Minn.
Send for Catalogue to either

^ ^ Of the above firms, or to

ST.. SPRXNG-F-IEZX^Xl. O.

BeforeYou Start
to clean the paints, wash the window*, or

scrub the floot, put a little

Gold Dust
Washmjr Powder

in the water, and see what a

magical eflfect it has on the dirt ; see

how much labor it saves you ; see

how little it costs in comparison

with other washing compounds.

Ask your grocer for it. Sold in

4 potmd packages. Price 25 cents.

Made only by
THE

N. K. Fairbank
Company,

Chicago, St. lK)nis,

New York, Boston,

Philadelphia.

tjieIoid;

BuckEti

nTBMRDIMBT PFFgBI WD WOKEY BEpPIRED III ADVAHCn

FOR 60 DAYS ONLY.
FREE EXAMINATION.
Box of 50 Cfgars and Watch for $2.95.

100,000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.
CUT TH iS OUT and send It to uswith yourname and addrea3,(no

money required in advance) and we will send to yon by ex-

press, same day as we receive your order, one box containing

50 ofOur Perfecto 10c. Cig-ars, and ia the same pa^kagea
genuine Solid Gold Plated Watc h, stem winder ^d setter,

enamel dial, oil tempered, unbreakable mam spring, fanely fin-

ished train, Jeweled balance, dust proof, finely polished case; a
splendid time keeper and fully warranted for fiveyears, aguar-
antee with every watch. We will also send in same package a
beautiful Gold Plated Chain and Charm to go with the
watch. Youexamine the goods at the express officeand 1 fsatis-

factory,pay the express agent 52.95 and express charges.and the

box of SOcigars, and watch, chainand charm areyours, As this

offer is made solely to introduce our famous 10c. cigar, and to

protect ourselves against dealers and speculators ordering la

large quantities, we will not sell more than three boxes
and Uireewatchestoanyoneperson. Wnte to-day. Addi«e3

heWESTERN UNION MFG. CO..'^bh'r^^/^i*^
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ADVERTISERS.
The avei-age circulation per issue of the

Farm and Fireside for the year be-

ginning Sept. 1, 1893, and end-
ing August 15, 1894, has been

283,696 COPIES

This issue will be

250,000 COPIES.

Estimating at the usual average of five
' readers to each copy, Farm and

Fireside has '

One and a Half Million Readers

Farm and Fireside has More Actual
Subscribers than any other Agricul-

tural Journal in the World.

j[opics of tt^e j[iii)e.

THE LESSON OF THE RECENT STRIKE.

This is the subject of interesting papers

in the August number of the North Amer-
ican Review, by General Miles, United
States Army, Railroad Commissioner
Hampton, Editor Robinson, of ihe Railway
Age, and President Gompers, of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor.

President Gompers, although doubting
the wisdom of the strike, stoutly main-
tains that it was justifiable. He en-

deavors to show that the strike was a

protest against injustice on the part of the

Pullman company in the matter of wages.
In common with some other labor leaders

he misses the real purpose for which the
state and federal soldiers were called into

the field. They were called out to preserve

order, protect life and property and quell

riots, not "ostenstbly," as he says, but in

fact. They did that, and nothing else. No
slriker was forced to go back to work, no
wage scale was fixed, no dispute between
workmen and employers was settled by
military force. What he says in conclu-
sion, however, will meet with general ap-
proval: "We insist upon the right to

organize, the right to think, to act, to pro-

tect ourselves, our homes and our liberty,

and work out our emancipation. We are

confident we shall secure them, and that

the world will stand surprised that they
were accomplished through the means of

an enlightened public opinion and by
peaceful means."
Hon. Wade Hampton points out that

foreigners in many cases are responsible

for the riotous outbreaks marked, as this

strike has been, by arson, robbery and mur-
der, and strongly protests against unre-
stricted immigration. Hispaper is mainly
a defense of the president's course in using
the federal troops to suppress insurrec-

tion and domestic violence. He clearly

shows that on this important occasion

President Cleveland arose to the level of

his plain duty as president of the United
States.

Mr. Robinson, although disclaiming to

be an alarmist, believes this strike to be
only a skirmish of a coming industrial re-

bellion planned long before the financial

panic of 1893. "The strike," he says, "was
primarily a demonstration of force on be-

half of organized labor against the general

social condition of the country. It was ac-

cidental that it occurred on certain rail-

ways." It was a "dress rehearsal of the part

which organized labor proposes to play in

the national drama, and which it will play

unless forcibly withheld, when the right

time comes. . The ear of the country," he
says, "is always ready to hearken to the

cry of the workingman. The heart of the

country is tender and quick to be touched

by the tale of the wage-earner's sufifering.

But the country cannot afford to be kind
or soft-hearted to treason."

General Miles says that his sympathies
are entirely with the man who labors in

any honest or honorable occupation. He
reviews briefly the history of the recent

strikes, and shows clearly how they in-

flicted injuryon producers, manufacturers,

farmers, mechanics and men in all posi-

tions of life. To prevent the recurrence of

such troubles he advocates restriction of

immigration, the extension of our mar-
itime commerce, the reclamation of the

arid lands and the ruralization of popula-
tion to relieve the congestion in cities. He
most forcibly says that the great ques-

tion now a^ issue before the American peo-

ple is, "Shall life, personal independence
and the rights of property be respected,

whether belonging to one or many indi-

viduals ? If the property of a corporation

or company in which the laboring men,
the capitalists, the widows and orphans,

the savings banks, properties in which any
or all our people are interested, cannot be

respected and protected, then the cottage,

the hamlet and the little personal property
of the humblest citizen is in jeopardy,

liable at any moment to be confiscated,

seized or
,
destroyed by any traveling band

of tramps. Then any combination or any
body of men that threaten the peace, the

prosperity, the personal liberty, the life

and property of our citizens must be re-

garded as revolutionary and dangerous,
and it is a misfortune that the laboring

men employed in railroad transportation

have been misled by the harangues of pro-

fessional agitators into an attitude of this

character. The insurrection must be met
and overcome in one of two ways ; first, by
the strong arm of the municipal, state and
federal governments, enforcing the guar-

antee to all the people, from the humblest
to the most exalted, of perfect security in
life and property. Otherwise our govern-
ment would be a rope of sand. The other
method of meeting the crisis is for Amer-
ican manhood to assert its principles."

THE NICARAGUA CANAL.

Several, plans have been proposed for

constructing the Nicaragua canal and
retaining it under American control.

One is that the United States should build
and operate it; another, ownership by
private corporation without any assistance

whatever from the government; and an-
other, that the canal should be constructed
and operated by the private corporation
chartered by special act of Congress, with
its bonds guaranteed by the United States,

the government to hold as security over
two thirds of the stock of the company.
Strong objections exist against govern-
ment ownership. Under ownership by
private corporation, without any protec-

tion whatever by some strong government,
capital will be slow to invest in such a
great and risky enterprise. Private owner-
ship, with the United States controlling

and backing the enterprise, is considered

the most feasible plan. But such strong

objections exist against involving the

credit of the nation in an undertaking of

such unknown but immense magnitude,
that it is not probable that it will be done
soon, if at all.

A bill embodying this plan is now before

Congress. This bill does not provide for

the appropriation of any public money,
but for government indorsement of the

bonds of the Nicaragua company and in-

direct but practical control of the canal.

But in this affair, slow haste is wise haste.

In the meantime, however, England will

keep her eye on this important enterprise.

She never neglects anything that will help

maintain her supremacy on the seas. The
Toronto Globe, Canada, says

:

"British diplomacy seems to have chosen

the present moment to make good its foot-

hold in the Central American isthmus.

The people of Prance are distraught with
domestic troubles, and are more concerned

about the fight with anarchy now in prog-

ress than the completion of the Panama
canal. The financial panic in the United
States has brought with it disaster to the

Nicaragua Canal Company, which, it was
hoped, would succeed in holding its

ground, and thus retain control of the

enterprise in the republic. The announce-
ment is now made that the chief financial

agent of the company has sailed for Europe
to sell the canal to an English syndicate.

That abundance of money will be forth-

coming in England to complete' the canal

and link the Atlantic and Pacific, provided

British control is once secured, few who
have followed the history of the Panama
and Nicaragua canals will doubt. With a

cordial understanding between Great

Britain and Nicaragua, and the purchase

of the assets of the bankrupt American
canal company, now in progress, there

seems to be little doubt that the British

foreign office is playing for the control of

what when completed will be a highway
of the world's commerce scarcely less

important than the Suez canal. The com-
pletion of the Nicaragua canal will also

have the eflfect of heading off the Panama
project." _

JAPANESE WAR ENTHUSIASM.

Since the Japanese got into war with the

Chinese, they have shown the world that

they possess a characteristic which they

had not previously displayed before man-
kind. It is that of warlike frenzy or en-

thusiasm. Our dispatches from Tokio,

Yokohama and other places in Japan have
told of the extraordinary manifestations

of it. The whole of the people of the

empire are excited beyond measure; the

spirit of belligerency is almost uncontrol-
lable ; all classes are united ; all are eager

for the fray ; the farmers and the men of

the cities are of one thought. They are

anxious to get into the army; they have
given proof of their readiness to loan

money to the government; they are proud
of their navy; their cry is, "Rally around
the mikado !"

There has never in modern times been
such a display of warlike energy in Japan.

We have always figured Japan as one of

the most peaceful countries in the world.

It is the land of the chrysanthemum and
the kingdom of the rising sun ; it is under
the mild rule of the mikado; its people

are keen-witted, gentle, artistic, quick-

fingered, industrious; their religions are

Shintoism and Buddhism ; their speech is

soft and mellifluous; they cultivate rice

and eat it, raise tea and drink the liquor of

it ; their poetry and aonga aad music are

tranquilizing; they are sedate; their ways
of life, as described by Sir Edwin Arnold,
are plea.sant to read of; they are ordinarily
an undemonstrative people.

It is this country and this people which
now display the most warlike characteris-

tics of the human race, which now man-
ifest the fiercest passions that can fire the
soul of mankind.
How interesting it all is to the thought-

ful student of the world!

—

Neiv York Sun.

THE WILSON-GORMAN TARIFF BILL.

As to comment on the Senate tariff bill,

untimely ripped from conference and
passed by the House, it is unnecessary to

add anything to the following:

"The tariff bill as now passed is a most
remarkable measure, one which does not
reflect the sentiments of a thousand people
in the United States. I am not amiss in
saying that not a Republican favored it;

that not a Populist favored it ; and I would
not be far from the truth in saying that
the great mass of the Democratic party
condemned it. It v^ras the product of five

or six senators. We were between the
devil and the deep sea, and went to the sea
rather than go to the devil."—jFrom a
speech in the Senate, by Mr. Mills, of Texas.

"The McKinley tariff law, unblemished
by an income tax, is distinctly a more
desirable, more wholesome and more
American institution, and incomparably
more Democratic in its nature than the

Wilson-Gorman scheme with its income
tax."

—

Neiv York Sun.
"How can we face the people after in-

dulging in such outrageous discriminations

and violations of pTincipleV—President
Cleveland's letter to Chairman Wilson.
" 'Tis too much" prov'd, that with devotien's

visage,
And pious action, we do sugar o'er
The devil himself." —Shakspere.

SALOONS AND SLUMS.

Hon. Carroll D. Wright, of the National
Bureau of Labor, has submitted a special
report to the president on the slums of
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Bal-
timore. In New York City there is one
saloon for every 200 people ; in the slum dis-

tricts one for every 129 people. In the other
cities investigated the proportions are
about the same. On account of the dift'er-

ence in the license system Philadelphia
has a much smaller number of saloons.
In New York forty-three per cent of the

total population are foreign-born ; in the
slum district, sixty-three per cent of the
people are foreign-born. Chicago shows
the same proportions. In Philadelphia
only twenty-six per cent of the people are
foreign-born, but in the slum district

sixty-one per cent are foreign-born. The
investigations also show that illiteracy pre-
dominates in the slums.
The saloon is the main cause of the slum.

The mystery is that after every 129 people
in the slum district support a saloon, any-
thing is left for the axipport of themselves.

IMMIGRATION.

According to statistical reports prepared
by the Treasury Department, the number
of immigi-ants arriving in the United
States during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1894, was 311,404. The number for the
preceding twelve months was nearly
500,000. This gratifying decline in immi-
gration has taken place during a period
when the subject of restricting immigra-
tion received more attention from the

people in this country than it ever did
i3efore.

The decline was due, of course, to the
depressed industrial condition of the
country. When prosperity returns, the
flood will come again, unless legal barriers

are ereotedi
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Small
-A-nd few in a hill. The
returns to the Department

Potatoes mentof Agriculture for the

August crop report make the condition of

potatoes 74 per cent, which Is the lowest
August condition ever reported by the

department. The decline from the July
condition is over 18 per cent. So great a

loss in the period of one month is unprec-
edented, and emphasizes the disastrous

eilect of the very general drought. As to

prices, a word to the wise grower is suf-

ficient.

* * *

Corn Cro
August report of the

statistician of the Depart-
Prospects. nient of Agriculture

shows a decline in corn of nearly 26 points
since July 1st, the average for the entire

breadth being 69.1 against 95 for July. The
condition August, 1893, was 87. The great

decline is due almost wholly to the exten-
sive and unprecedentedly severe drought
that set in since the last report, and to the
hot, dry winds that swept over the states

of Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa and parts of

other western states. In some localities

the crop has been injured beyond recovery.

Statistician Thurnian, of the Cincinnati

Price Current, gives the following report

on the condition of corn for August:
"Present returns make the condition

76.4, against 96.2 last month, and in the

surplus states it is 74.5 as compared with
9S a month ago. The drought has been
widespread and disastrous, especially so
on uplands and on light soils. The plant
has been most affected in the large produc-
ing states bordering on the Mississippi

and Missouri rivers."

» s- »

^j^^
Of about sixty differ-

ently named sorts of
Comparative

^^^j^
"^^^^ Ohio agricultural exper-

iment station, gave the following results:

As in previous tests, Penquite's Velvet
Chaff was used as the standard of compar-
ison, this variety being sown on every
third plot of the series. As compared
with Velvet Chaff, the following varieties

show an increase in yield of two bushels
or more per acre the present season : Wyan-
dot Red, Deitz, Poole, Kentucky Giant,

Nigger, Geneva, New Columbia (seed not
treated for smut). Mealy, World's Fair
(seed not treated). Red Russian, Red Fultz,

Fultz, Wisconsin Triumph, Extra Early
Oakley, Early Ripe, Bearded Monarch,
Hickman, Hard Wheivt, American Bronze,
Post.

Of these varieties the following sorts

exceeded the Velvet Chaff in yield last

year: Wyandot Red, Dietz, Poole, Nigger,

Geneva, Red Russian, Early Ripe, Red
Fultz and Post.

The following sorts this year yielded less

than Velvet Chaff, by two bushels or more
per acre: Lehigh, Hindostan, Sibley's

New Golden, Diehl Mediterranean, Golden
Prolitie, New Longberry, Silver Chaff, Ful-
caster, Royal Australian (synonym of

Clawson), Theiss, Rochester Red, Crate,

Miami Valley, Fultz Blue Stem, Missouri
Blue Stem, Early Red Clawson, Jones'

Square Head and Martin's Amber (syn-

onym of Silver Chaff). Of these sorts,

Theiss, Fultz Blue Stem and Jones' Square
Head fell below Velvet Chaff last year.

The following sorts gave practically the

same yield this year as Velvet Chaff: Med-
iterranean, Tasmanian Red, Democrat,
Lebanon, Valley, Egyptian, Rudy, Mil-

ler's Prolific, Tuscan Island, Surprise, Can-
ada Hybrid, New Monarch, Currell's

Prolific, Gypsy, Fairfield, Yellow Gypsy,
Jones' Winter Fife, New Michigan Amber,
Badger, Early White Leader, Early Genesee
Giant.

At the Indiana experiment- station, at

La Fayette, a number of these wheats have
been tested this year in comparison with
the same Velvet Chaff used in Ohio. From
an advance report furnished by Prof. W.
C. L'ltta, agriculturist of the Indiana
station, we find that the following sorts

exceeded Velvet Chaff in yield by two
bushels or more per acre: Jones' Winter
Fife, Valley, Rudy, Canada Wonder, Amer-
ican Bronze, New Monarch, Nigger, Red
Wonder, Reliable, Early Genesee Giant,

Canada Hybrid.
The following sorts fell below Velvet

Chaff by two bushels or more per acre:

Deitz, Roberts, Longberry Red, Gold Dust,

Early Ripe, Pride of Illinois, Michigan
Amber.
The soil at the Indiana station is a black

loam ; that at the Ohio station a clay loam.
In a ten-year test at the Ohio station the

following sorts have exceeded Velvet Chaff
in yield by a bushel or more per acre:

Valley, Red Fultz, Nigger, Poole, Diehl
Mediterranean, Egyptian.
The following sorts have fallen below

Velvet Chaff by a bushel or more per acre:

Mediterranean, Theiss.

The following sorts have given within a
bushel per acre of the same yield as Velvet
Chaff': Democrat, Tasmanian Red, Royal
Australian (Clawson), Silver Chafl !;ind its

synonym, Martin's Amber), Fultz.

In a test extending from eight to eleven

years at the Indiana station, Velvet Chaff

has outyielded all other sorts, but the fol-

lowing varieties have fallen less than a

bushel per acre below it: Raub's Black
Prolific (synonym of Diehl Mediterra-

nean?), Michigan Amber. The following

sorts have fallen two or three bushels per
acre below Velvet Chaff: New Monarch,
Fultz, Fulcaster, Wyandot, Di-itz.

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

LANn-PLASTER AS AN AMMOMIA-CATCHEK.

Land-plaster (sulphate of lime) is not
usually a direct plant-food. I have never
conceded to it the great importance and
value which is placed upon it by many
farmers. I huve_seen surprising effects of

it in stimulating the growth of grasses

(grain and corn included), and I have also
known hundreds of cases where plaster

applications could not possibly be of

marked beneficial effect, simply because
the land had been "plastered" to death,
and the "stimulation" of crops by plaster

and lime had already been overdone.
With the older generation of farmers,

plaster was a favorite fertilizer. There
was yet in the soil plenty of substance
which could be gotten out of it by means
of plaster applications. There are yet
many lands where such a course could be
adopted, and the land be forced to give up
the last bft of plant-food for the produc-
tion of cro{5s. But wlien the stimulation
has once been overdone, and nothing is

left to get out, what is the use in trying,

and spending money for the means to try

it? Most absurd of all is the application

of plaster on lands that receive regular, or
even occasional dressings of superphos-
phates, mixed or unmixed. Every fer-

tilizer that contains soluble phosphoric
acid (dissolved bone, acid phosphate, or

the mixtures usually sold for ordinary farm
and garden crops) must contain a large

percentage of sulphate of lime, and in

such fertilizers we apply plaster as well
as plant-foods proper. Why should we
buy and use plaster separately?

But while I have never overrated plaster

as an application to land, I have always
thought highly of it as an application to

stables, privies, poxiltry-houses, etc. My
idea was that sulphate of lime would
"catch ammonia." Now comes an expert
poison-mixer and poison-monger from

]

Maryland, and tries to rob me of my faith

in plaster. Says he in the Country OenUe-
man :

"One of the popular bubbles that I think
worth pricking is the belief that plaster is

decomposed by ammonia. For this reason
farmers are advised to use it on their

manure-pile to fix the ammonia by setting

free the lime and uniting with the sul-

phuric acid. Such absurd statements are

published and repeated in scientific lec-

tures. Every school-boy ought to know
that lime and sulphuric acid are too strong
friends to be separated by such a fickle,

uncertain, short-lived gas as ammonia. If

there is any value in the sulphate of lime,
it is a mechanical one, and good garden
soil with a due share of carbon will answer
a far better purpose. Of all the mechanical
agents to absorb ammonia, I have never
found anything equal to charcoal. A
handful of powdered charcoal sprinkled
over offensive meat and fish will at once
stop the escape of the offensive ammonia
and sulphur, by simply absorbing the
gas."

I will not be liable to undervalue
charcoal as an absorber and condenser of

all sorts of gases; but neither will I

allow this writer to destroy my faith in

plaster. The terrible ammonia smell per-

vading the atmosphere of stables in which
a number of cows or horses are kept,
especially with closed doors and windows
during the colder part of the seaspn, is

easily prevented by the very lightest

sprinkling of plaster, or of kainite. It

proves that plaster does absorb ammonia,
and it does this very thoroughly, for the

smell all goes, and as my friend, the late

Joseph Harris, used to say, "A little am-
monia makes a big smell." Scientists

sometimes make errors, but it cannot be
possible that the science of chemistry has
led us so far and so long astray. In many
experiments made by agricultural chem-
ists, especially in Europe, plaster has been
found to be a useful conservator of the
nitrogen of manures.

Dr. G. C.Caldwell, of Cornell university,
tells me that this is the doctrine he teaches
his classes in agricultural chemistry, and
that this doctrine stands on firm ground.
He was surprised, however, that the
Country Qentleman did print this man's
letter. Just at present I will not criticise

the alleged reason why charcoal reiluces

the offensive odor of decaying meat or

fish. A chemist, however, might tell you
a slightly different story than the one told

in Oniixlry Oentleman.

While I concede that charcoal and peat

or muck, and even ordinary loam or dry
soil, are good things to put into the stables

and upon manure, in order to save its

nitrogen, I hope none of the readers will

be scared out of using land-plaster or

kainite, if they are in the habit of employ-
ing these substances as deodorizers and
ammoi^ia-traps in the stables. They are

good things to use.

EXPE^•SIVE PHOSPHORIC ACID.

In an earlier issue I criticised "the new
agricultural gospel" that soda can take the
place of potash in plant nutrition, as

proclaimed by a new apostle. In some
things, however, I fully agree with him,
especially when he says that people often

pay much more money than is necessary

for their phosphoric acid. In many cases

we lay altogether too much stress and
value on the immediate availability of

phosphoric acid. When we want imme-
diate effects—as, for instance, when we
apply fertilizers in spring to quick-grow-

ing crops, such as spring grains, |)ouitoes,

garden stuff, etc.—the phosphoric acid, of

course, must be quickly available. But
even then a large part of it Will retnain

unused for that season, and revert again,

forming a biphosphate, or possibly a

simple, insoluble phosphate of lime. In

most cases, however, we have j)lonty of

time to subject the cheap, insoluble forms
of phosphoric acid (bone, South Carolina

rock, etc.) to a process or processes by
which they are rendered available for

plant-food, or to leave this conversion to

natural chemical changes int the soil.

One of the safest and surest methods of

treating these cheap forms of (insoluble)

phosphoric acid is to mix them with fresh

stable manure. Every pound of it, that

as rock or bone will cost us two cents

(more or less), will be worth six cents

(more or less) after it has undergone the

chemical ehuiiges in a manure heap for a

reasonable length of time. If your land
is in need of phosphoric acid, and you '

have plenty of fresh manure, liy all means
procure the former in its cheapest forms,
and then by mixing it in with the fer-

menting manure, get it in shape to do you
the most good.
In case you have no mantire 'U'hich could

render you this service, it is still the
question whether the early application of

insoluble phosphoric acid in large quan-
tities would not give you all the effects

that you could get from later applications
of the soluble acid in smaller quantities.

Suppose you wish to put two dollars'

worth of phosphoric acid on an acre of

land. You can do this by applying about
two hundred pounds of a plain super-

phosphate (acid phosphate, perhaps of

Thomas slag), or by applying six hundred
or more pounds of raw South Carolina

rock (floats). In one case you put on your
acre thirty-two or more pounds of more or

less soluble phosphoric acid ; in the other
one hundred and sixty or more pounds of

insoluble phosphoric acid, and this for the
same money. The question now is, which
of the two applications will do the most
good? If we can make the application

early enough, I have an idea that in most
cases enough of the insoluble acid will be
rendered available through natural chem-
ical processes in the soil, to do as much
good to the next crop as the soluble acid

would or could have done, and yet a large

amount of this plant-food will be left, and
become gradually available for succeeding
crops. Why should we feed fruit-trees

and small fruits and perennial growths
of any kind (clovers, etc., included) with
the expensive soluble phosphoric acid,

when we can give to natural agencies

plenty of time to work upon and render
available for the use of these perennial

crops, the insoluble forms of the phos-
phoric acid which cost us only about
one third as much as the others do?
In short, I believe that usually we can

improve our lands, if that is our chief

aim, much more cheaply and permanently
by the use of insoluble forms of phos-

phoric acid, than by that of the higher-

priced, available ones. Floats and cheap

bone in manure would be my first choice.

Reasonably heavy applications of these

same things directly to the soil will do in

many instances. T. Greiner.

PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION IN

AGRICULTURE.

The date of the opening of the new year

of the school of agriculture in the Ohio

state university is September 12th. The
entrance examinations are to be held Sep-

tember 10th and 11th.

As the above dates draw near, we desire

to again call attention to the benefit of a

free gift by the state, offered by the trustees

of the state university. It is a scholarship

in the school of agriculture, and will be
given to one student annually from each

county in the state. This scholarship

covers all college dues for two years. The
appointments are made by the county agri-

cultural society, and a certificate of the

same should be signed by the president

and secretary.

The school of agriculture consists mainly
of the following departments: Practical

agriculture, dairy husbandry, horticulture

and forestry, agricultural chemistry, ento-

mology and botany.

While the above departments furnish

the greater part of the instruction and
training in the school of agriculture, the

students have additional instruction in

manual training or shop practice, land

surveying, geology, anatomy and physiol-

ogy, physics, civil government, political

economy, mental and moral philosophy,

English and modern languages. They also

receive instruction and training in the

closely-allied school of veterinary med-
icine.

We believe that no young man or woman
who expects to engage in any branch of

agriculture or horticulture, including

stock raising, dairying, poultry manage-
ment, fruit culture, vegetable gardening,

floriculture, veterinary medicine, etc., can

afford not to take a course in the state uni-

versity. It will systematize your knowl-

edge, broaden your horizon and give you
an intellectual awakening.
The Ohio state fair, which is fo be held

in Columbus the week beginning Septem-

ber 3d, will afford an excellent opportunity

for those interested to pay the university

a visit. Come and see what this public

institution is like.

An illustrated circular and catalogue

containing full information will be sent

upon application to

— Wur. R. Lazenbv, See'y,

Oolumbu.t, O. School of Agriculture.
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FARMS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED, OR GOVERN-
MENTAL IRRIGATION OF ARID LAND.

HNEW impulse to the movement for

the extensive irrigation of tlie

arid regions of tlie West lias been

given by the present outcry of the

unemployed. Extensive irriga-

tion of the nation's arid lands by
the use of public funds has been threatened

for several years, and some money for sur-

veys has been appropriated ; but the protests

of leading agricultural journals and organ-

izations gave a chock to the project, and it

was hoped that the matter had been dis-

missed for a time, as the rule is that pro-

motors of unpopular schemes that depend

for their success upon legislative action,

rest quiet for a time after opposition

develops, waiting until the vigilance of

the people is relaxed. Now that party

exigency seems to demand the adoption of

some scheme to placate a contingent of its

supporters, there is more danger. Eastern

voters are usually conservative, and have

heretofore been held in line easily by
appeals to old prejudices, and our politi-

cians may throw the sop of proposed irri-

gation to the westerners who are sore about

silver, believing that the mass of the party

will not bolt it on that account.

Putting aside the question of injustice to

present producers of agricultural products

—one deserving of much consideration—

I

wish to point out one great evil that would
follow any extensive irrigation o^ the

nation's arid lands. This evil would affect

the farmer first, but it would affect all the

people just as surely, and within a short

space of. time after it was made possible

by the partial completion of the proposed

work. The owners of land now under

cultivation hav^e shown conclusively in

late years that they are able to produce

more food than can find a market at a fair

price. Let the reader turn to his daily

paper and note the depressed condition of

the market for our chief cei-eals and meat-

producing animals. For a number of

years prices have been dangerously near

the actual cost of production, not to say

below it, and the element of profit is well-

nigh eliminated. The men who own
farms are compelled, as they think, to con-

tinue to cultivate or graze the fields, and

yet the majority do this without reason

for the hope thatany profit may be derived

therefrom. The result is that the demand
for the products of the factory is not what

it should be, and hence part of the increase

in number of the unemployed in our

towns and cities.

Four or fi.ve years ago, when the effect

of low prices for agricultural products

began to be seriously felt, the farmers,

through their organizations, made much
complaint of "hard times," and some of

the thoughtless in town and city dismissed

the whole matter with slighting reference

to the habits of the modern farmer, alleg-

ing that he was too wasteful and had too

great a gift for grumbling. The demand for

the products of our factories continued,

and both the merchant and employees in

factories saw no ground for complaint.

Then came the necessary retrenchment of

expenses on farms that naturally follows

when prices fall to a point near the actual

cost of production, and within two years

we have seen much of the "wailing" trans-

ferred to towns and cities. The farmers cut

off luxuries and some seeming necessities

of life, and were in no danger of starving;

but lack of consumers of manufactured

goods threw workingmen in the cities and

towns out of employment and crippled

capitalists, and the matter began to appear

serious.

Now an alleged remedy for the condi-

tion of the idle laborer is proposed, and
how preposterous it is! Increase the

arable area by expenditure of the people's

money, and then sell or give it to men to

join in further accumulation of a surplus

that bears the market price and decreases

the purchasing ability of one third of our

people. It is the homeopathic theory.

Workingmen are out of employment be-

cause an agricultural people cannot buy
as freely as formerly; therefore, put

these men into competition with the

producers of food, and further depress

prices in order to cure the ills. This

may be good theory in medicine, but

how can it commend itself to thinking

people as applied to present economic con-

ditions?

The direct ami immediate cause of the

present condition of affairs in the com-
mercial world may be found in the dearth

of profit in agriculture. When wheat was
worth one dollar a bushel, and cattle and
sheep commanded a correspondingly good
price, there was profit from their produc-

tion that induced free buying of the prod-

ucts of the factory. The old carpet was
replaced by a new one, and new furniture

and clothing took the place of the old.

When wheat is sold for fifty cents a bushel

in the central states, there is no profit

from a crop, and old carpets are turned

over for another year's wear, and the pros-

pect of new furniture and clothing dis-

missed with a sigh and the expressed hope
that another year will bring better prices.

The least amount of money possible is paid

out in all departments of the house and
farm work. I speak whereof I know
when I say that so it is in the home and
on the farm in the chief agricultural sec-

tions of this country. Most farming is

now done for subsistence only, and not in

expectation of any profit accruing there-

from. There are exceptions that only

prove the rule.

This condition of affairs has prevailed

for several years. The country merchant
became aware of it early ; likewise the

mechanics whose services were chiefly

given to farmers. Within the last two
years the effect of lessened profit in farm-

ing has been felt in the larger towns and
cities, and the workingmen in the cities

are effected in nearly the same degree as

the man who draws the unprofitable grain

or drives the low-priced cattle to his local

market. Community of interest is so very
great, we find that when any one class 6f

producers and consumers are made to

suffer, the influence is felt throughout the

entire body.

The cause, or causes, of agricultural

depression appears somewhat plain to

thinking farmers who have studied the

question in all honesty of purpose because

they were directly and -seriously affected

by-it; but that has nothing to do with the

matter we now discuss. We see our mar-

kets depressed, and we know that any
increase in volume of farm products will

further depress prices. This depression

has robbed farming of the profit that was
formerly invested in the products of the

factory, the manufacture of which gave
employment to capital and labor every-

where. Any further depression in price

can only be most disastrous to country

aud town alike. Politicians may be led by
party exigency to adopt schemes that in-

volve the use of public money for the

increase of arable land when a surplus of

agricultiiral products exists, but states-

men will never be guilty of such folly.

The inevitable result would be to decrease

the demand for the products of the fac-

tory, and thus to throw more men out of

employment.

There is a popular cry for homes. If

the government deem it within its prov-

ince to provide them, these homes must
be either sold to the needy or given to

them. If they are sold, then are the needy
not benefited, as land is cheap almost

everywhere to-day, and millions of pro-

ductive acres are for sale. If, on the other

hand, homes are to be given the needy, it

is wholly unnecessary to expend public

money in the costly work of watering arid

land, when farmers will gladly sell fertile

laud east of the arid region for much less

per acre than they paid for it a few years

ago. There is plenty of good land for sale

cheap to provide homes for all. The lack

on the part of the needy is that of money
wherewith to buy. Those who have
money can get homes, if they desire them

;

those who have no money can be benefited

only by gift, and if our government is

inclined to undertake a gift enterprise

with the people's money, let it do so with-

out increasing the arable territory in a

costly and needless way.

The duty of the government, as I see it,

is not to give away homes, but to keep the

conditions for acquiring homes by the

people as favorable as possible. The cur-

rency question and the tariff question

affect all, and are proper subjects of legis-

lation. If they were settled in the right

way, this agricultural country would de-

rive a profit from the production of food,

and in turn there would be work for those

in the cities, and an opportunity to acquire

homes. If Congress expends money in

increasing the arable land of this country
while prices rule too low to afford profit to

those now engaged in farming, matters

will grow worse, and the cries of the un-
employed in our cities will become louder

than ever. Agricultural prosperity lies at

the base of all prosperity in this country.

David.

SOME THOUGHTS FOR HORSE RAISERS.

Horses are lower in price just now than
ever known before in this country. Let

us look about a little before concluding
that the horse-breeding business is gone
up. A writer in Farm and Home suggests

a test of strength in the horse market.
He says:

"Place one thousand dollars in the hands
of a reliable, intelligent horse buyer and
tell him to secure a horse for you, standing

sixteen hands high, weighing 1,100 pounds,
standard color, handsome and stylish, good
disposition and fearless, with couiage,

endurance and action, that will allow him
to go on the road naturally at a twelve-

miles-an-hour gait, pulling you and a com-
panion down the road at a better than
2:50 gait, and your buyer, if an honest
man, will bring you back your money and
tell you that he can't find such a horse for

the money. Such a horse is the gentle-

man's ideal road horse, a type for which
there is an enormous demand and no
apparent supply."

A gentleman of this city,' a county
otlicial, who uses a horse more or less

every day, who has an eye for a good
driving-horse, was telling yesterday of

giving his family horse to a friend in the

country, on conditions that it should be

well cared for, and if at any time he did

not want it to send it back, and the boy
who brought it back should be paid for

bringing it home.
"But," said he, "I have a new mare to

take her place—a good one, too." He said

he had in mind a certain well-to-do farmer
who always had good horses. He went
out, to find the farmer overstocked. He
was offered the choice of tea head for

fifty dollars, but there was a six-year-old

mare, the mother of two of the finest colts

that had ever been on the farm, sound, a

dark bay in color, sixteen hands high,

kind handler, safe with the women aud
children, would not scai-e at the cars,

would meet a steam thresher on the road

and go by it quietly, was never known to

take anybody's dust on the road—a beau-
tiful, intelligent driving-horse—that it

would take one hundred dollars to buy.
My friend bought her without one word.
The farmer said to him

:

"I expect you could get more for this

mare in the spring than you have paid

me. I doubt if you would take one
hundred and twenty-five dollars for the

mare now?"
"No," said her new owner, "not twice

that money, for she is just what I want
for my wife and myself."

There is another point right here that

must be noted. The farmer just referred to

was induced to sell a tiptop brood-mare for

the price of two real good horses. This

was "killing the goose that laid the golden
egg." This is going on all over the coun-
try. There is a horse buyer in this city

buying horses for the New York market.
Farmers are selling their best horses and
keeping inferior stocki The work of years

of breeding is going out of the country
for a song; the cheap horses remain on
the farms to reproduce cheap horses,

which are already in over-supply.

Let us look further : The western ^ind

southern ranges are full of cheap horses,

and can keep the horse market of the

country crowded with low-priced things,

such as they are, for years and years. The
fact is, farmers cannot hope to compete
with the cheapness of the ranges; they
must excel in quality if they would make
money at raising horses.

Worse yet : The Wilson tariff bill, if it

becomes a law, will turn loose the cheap
horses of Canada, which have been shut

out by the present law, and the supply of

horses will be overwhelming. To this add
the Mexican avalanche of cheap horses

that are waiting for an outlet when tariff

restrictions are removed, and th^ breeding

of cheap horses by American farmers will

be snowed under completely and forever.

R. M. Bell.

MAKING BUTTER.

It is quite common to hear the good
farm matrons say, "It does not pay to

make butter in August." With^ the tem-
perature above the one-hundred point,

with pastui-es brown and bare, with flies

pestering the cows from four in the morn-
ing till eight at night, with "the well gone
dry," and not a cloud in the sky, and
with none of the modern conveniences of

the dairy to lighten the burden or improve
the quality, it is not to be wondered at

that the remark shauld be so commonly
made, "It does not pay to make butter in
August."

Only last week an old farmer said to me,
"It does not pay to feed the cows at

present prices of butter." But I have
been feeding since the first of July, and
think, yes, know that it does not pay not
to feed them. He is selling his butter at

ten cents per pound, and his cows failing

fast in their flow of milk, so that by
return of cold weather they will be nearly
dry. I am selling my butter at more
than twice as much per pound, and find

the cows keeping up the flow of milk, so

that when a return of cold weather brings
a return of higher prices, I may expect
to make near the maximum number of

pounds.

Certain conditions are essential to profit-

able butter-making at all seasons of the

year, and midsummer is especially ex-

acting in its requirements. The cows
must have a suflicient amount of succulent
food, and if the pastures do not supply
this, their deficiency must be made up
from some soiling crop or the grain-bins,

where a silo is not in use. The animals
must have free access to an abundance of

pure water. This is seldom the case wheu
dependence is placed upon hand pumping.
Unless one has springs or a running brook,

the wind must be harnessed to the wind-
wheel, and by this means the water sup-

plied. The cows must not be permitted

to suffer torture from the flies. Unless a

good, darkened stable or covered barn-

yard is at their disposal during the heated

portion of the day, it is well to have a close

thicket of undergrowth, such as the forest

provides, in which they may rest at will.

On any farm where the separator is not

in use, and where the gravity process is

depended upon for securing the crearn, it

will be found essential to have ice or

very cold water in which to set the milk-

cans.

Just here it may be said that many who
depend upon spring water do not secure

the full benefit of such a treasure, simply
because the spring itself is not inclosed

within the walls of the milk-house, so as

to protect it from the heated atmosphere
without.

Not long ago I stopped at the place of a

farmer, and noticed that although he had
a remarkably strong spring of exception-

ally good water, from which a two-inch

pipe was flowing full, the milk-house was
located fully ten feet north of the spring,

and no roof or friendly tree afforded the

least shelter for the spring. The result

was that while the temperature of the

water was fairly cold in the early morning,
it was raised twenty degrees or more'by
two o'clock in the afternoon through
exposure to the rays of the sun. Had a

gobd stone or brick milk-house, or even a

frame one with dead-air space in the

walls, been located directly over that

spring, the results would have been mahy
times more satisfactory in connection

witb the milk, cream and butter produced
on that farm.

Another item to be considered is the

implements in use in the handling of the

dairy products. They should always be

the best that the circumstances of the

owner will permit him to secure. If a

suflicient number of cows are kept, it is

certainly the height of economy to secure

a separator at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity. Otherwise a good creamer will be

found a great convenience, not only in the

saving of labor, but in increasing the

quantity and quality of the cream and
butter. Then a tempering-vat or cream-

ripener is an important acquisition, inas-

much as it enables one to keep the cream
at an even temperature until ready to

churn. John L. Shavs^ee.

Distress in tlie Stomacti
"I had trouble with my stomach for a long

time and could not get anything thatwould do
me any good. Last
February I had

Inflammation
of the stomach, and
was so bad for a week,
that even light food
would cause

Great Distress
and vomiting. The
doctor's medicine did
me no good and so I
thought I would try
Hood's SarsaparlUa.
When I had taken two
bottles I could eat any-
thing without having

the least bit of distress. I have only taken five
bottles and my general health is much better."
Mes. Ed. CHAMPliiN, Groton City, New York.

Hood's'P"Cures

Mrs. E. Champlin

Hood's Pills sbould be iu every tLOUseboId.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

MUSHROOMS Once More.—I was
not mistaken when, speak-
ing in an earlier issue about
"wild mushrooms" and the

treatises on mushrooms,
published by the Agricul-

tural Department, I declared my belief that

many of our readers would be interested

in the subj ect. Among a number of letters

received from readers, inquiring more par-

ticularly where these department publica-

tions can be obtained, I have one from
J. H., of Buena Vista, Ohio, who says:

"I would like to get the bulletins spoken
of in your article on mushrooms, as I

wish to learn more about the edible kinds.

I was surprised to read that the puff-ball

is good to eat, as I have seen large quan-
tities growing in different localities, and
just kicked them over and left them.
But since reading your article I have
eaten two meals of the small kind, and am
fond of them. I always liked mushrooms,
but thought there were only two edible

kinds—the common meadow mushroom
with pink gills, and the morel."

Times are hard, yet tons upon tons of

food material that for milk stews and
other dishes is almost equal to oysters, is

annually wasted, simply because people

have not the information required to tell

them what is good and what is not. These
bulletins from the department are timely

and valuable. But what a state of affairs

is this, when so many intelligent farmers

have to ask where to get them? The
officers of the Agricultural Department,
like those of all government institutic»js,

are the servants of the farmers, and in-

tended to help and aid them in every way
possible. I can say that the department
officers (and the station people, too) are

only too glad and willing to be of service

to the public. Whenever I get into a
tight place, when I want information
about the newer investigations and re-

cent developments in agriculture or hor-
ticulture that I am unable to find in books
and papers, I go straight to the Agricul-
tural Department, or to the stations of my
own state. If any such information is

within reach, I get it, too. If I want light

upon any dark point in regard to plant

diseases, I address Prof. B. T. Galloway,
chief of the section of pathology. If I need
information about insects, 1 address Prof.

L. O. Howard, chief of the section of

entomology.

The many readers who are inquiring
where they can get the bulletins, "Food
Products, I., II. and III," should write to

Thomas Taylor, M.D., chief of the
Division of Microscopy, U. S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. A letter

simply addressed to the department would
undoubtedly be referred to ' the proper
division or section, and in the end fine due
consideration. It would be far better all

around, no doubt, if people would main-
tain closer connection with the depart-
ment, and go to it with all their troubles
and wants of information. That is what
the department is there for.

Of course, I cannot tell whether the
department has a sufficient supply of the
mushroom bulletins to go all around. The
editions of especially valuable publica-

tions often run short. I often found my-
self "left" when I asked for a copy of a
certain valuable bulletin or volume. I

think there is a certain number printed
and distributed, and this number is the
same for all bulletins, whether they are

wanted or not, or of especial or only of

ordinary value. This seems to me wrong.
Tlie number ought to be varied according
to value and demand. At any rate, be not
afraid of going to the department and to

the stations, and ask them for information
and copy of bulletins, etc. You will get a

great deal of good information free of cost.

Pea and Bean Weevil.—The bean-
weevil gives us trouble sometimes, but
not often. It is the pea-weevil which
annoys us so much, for the idea of having
to eat bug eggs and little larvse with our
green peas is surely not any too pleasant,

and our green peas are seldom entirely

free from them. Shall we give up the
green-pea crop? My earliest peas (Alaska)
this year did not show a sign of weevil,

but the later-planted ones (mostly Hors-
ford's Market Garden) were badly smitten.

I have just received the following com-
munication :

Inquiry was made in another paper
some months aao tor a remedy for the
pea-weevU. One person suggested scalding

the seed by pouring boiling water uvei

them to kill the bug which is about ready

to emerge from the pea. Another sug-

gested putting the peas in a close box
after they are harvested, place on top a

saucer of bisulphide of carbon, then cover

the box closely. The vapor of this volatile

liquid will kill the insects in a few hours.

Another party suggested planting peas for

seed in June; having followed that plan

for over twenty years, ho has had no
trouble with buggy peas.

Please allow a new subscriber to ask if

there is any better remedy than the above,

and if peas, beans, sweet corn, etc., planted

late one year will be as good and as early,

for seed the next year, as if they had been

planted earlier the year it was raised?

Also let me ask what there is to prevent

beans from becoming buggy or wormy
after being harvested, before they are

eaten or wanted for planting?

Middlebcro, Mass. T. P. Cakleton.
The remedies suggested are all good

enough. If we plant seed that is free

from bugs, and plant it in a new location,

and far enough from other peas that were
buggy, we are likely to escape the weevil

altogether. The bean and pea weevils, and
some other of our garden pests, like the

corn or boll worm, seem to come just at a

certain time, or certain times of the year,

and the peas or beans that are in bloom
just at that time, or the corn that happens

to be in the right state of development,

will be attacked. If we plant very early,

or very late, the crops may escape alto-

gether without any effort on our part.

I have sometimes sprayed my pea-vines

repeatedly, when in bloom and attacked

by bugs in great numbers, with buhach in

water, and imagined that the absence of

bugs in these peas was due to this treat-

ment. It promises good results, anyway,
and should be tried more extensively.

But I am not yet ready to say positively

that it is a sure cure.

Of course, when peas, once grown, are

free from bugs and bug eggs, they are safe

enough afterward, for the weevil digs

out, not in. Bean-weevils, however, I

believe will eat and destroy dry beans.

Exit Potato-beetle.—Diy weather and
potato-beetles and slugs, combined with

blight (early or leaf blight) last year had
nearly ruined my potato crop, when the

rainy season came and the potato-bugs

went, just in the nick of time to save at

least a portion. This year the trouble is

chiefly with dry weather. Potatoes are

now suffering badly, and if rain does not

come very soon, our crop will be very,

very short. But the potato-bugs are gone,

anyway. Last year I made the poisonous

mixtures of regulation strength
;
namely,

one pound to about one hundred and fifty

or more gallons of water or Bordeaux
mixture. This year I made up my mind
to see quicker ettects of the Paris green.

Consequently I used a pound of green to

about fifty gallons of liquid (mostly diluted

Bordeaux mixture) put on easily and
quickly with the Red'lracket(wheelbarrow)
sprayer, and the beetles and slugs took
their departure rather more precipitately

than they were in the habit of doing as

long as we used weaker applications of

poisons. I have got tired of fooling with
weak mixtures of adulterated Paris green.

By using a pound to fifty gallons we can

get the desired effect, and get it promptly,

and when we combine it with Bordeaux
mixture, or put a little lime into the

spraying liquid, we will see less injury to

the foliage from the caustic effects of the

Paris green than we used to see M'hen

Paris green was put on more greatly

diluted, but with more clumsy devices.

Joseph.

Siu'ir.g of lajieaiKi an improvement over,

the coniuiuii \\ny uf cutting into the tree

and digging the borers out.

Orchard and Small Fruits.

CONDUCTED BY SASIUEI,, B. GREEN.

TREE-BORERS.

In Vol. IV. of "Insect Life," pag4 271,

B. Ashton, of Kansas, gives a remedy for

the borei's that live in the sap-wood of

apple and other trees, which he claims is

effectual, inexpensive, does quick work,

and causes no mutilation of the trees.

The reme4y consists in using unadulter-

ated kerosene quite freely wherever the

castings of the larvae are seen protruding

through the bark. He says as soon as the

kerosene comes in contact with these

sawdust-like castings it is absorbed and
carried by capillary attraction until it

permeates the whole burrow and comes in

contact with the larvse, which it soon leaves

lifeless. It can be applied from the spout

of a can. It is well worthy of a trial, and

if it works as we think it will, a great

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SA3I11EL B. GKEEN.

Ccrape.** Blooming:, bat not Bearing.—
R. \V. H., South Meriden. Possibly the blos-

soms were eaten ofif by rose-bugs, but I cannot
understand why they should attack these two
and not the other vines of the same variety.

It seems to me that they can hardly be true to

name, as both Worden and Clinton are very
sure to bear, but it may possibly be due to

some local peculiarity of the situation.

Grapes for Wine-maUing.—O. S. Wine
is made from every variety of grapes known,
but some kinds are much better than others
for the purpose, although there is far more
in the proper handling of the fruit and juice

than in the variety in making good wine.
Different varieties of grapes make very dif-

ferent wines. The ashes from spent tan is

rather poorer than ordinary leached ashes,

and almost worthless, though in the case of

light land it might pay toy apply it, if not
much labor or other expense was involved.
Insects on Plum-trees.—J. W. S., Crofton,

Pa. There are very many insects that attack

the plum. The one that is most troublesome
is the plum-curculio. This is a snout-beetle

which punctures and lays its eggs in the
fruit, the larvae from which causes the fruit

to drop. Spraying the tree with weak Paris-

green water early in the spring is quite

effective, but a more common remedy is to

take advantage of the dumpish condition
of the beetles in the early morning, and by
jarring the trees catch them In sheets laid on
the grouiid. A sticky substance placed on the
trunk would be worthless, as the beetle flies

readily during the middle of the day.

Black-rot in Grapes.—Mrs. L. S., Oxford,

Ohio. Your grapes are probably affected with
the ordinary black-rot, which seldom attacks

the fruit until it is two thirds grown. It

generally takes the most of the grapes in

some sections. Where one has but few vines,

the easiest remedy is covering the branches
with common paper bags, such as can be

obtained at any grocery-store. If this is done
as soon as the fruit sets, there is little danger
from rot, which is never abundant where tJte

fruit is kept dry. On a large scale, the fruit

should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture as

soon as set, and again in two weeks, and then
be sprayed with ammoaiacal solution of car-

bonate of copper.

Apple-tree Borer.—W. S. F., Caro, Mich.

The trees are injured by apple-tree borers,

resulting from neglect of proper precautions

to keep them out. Your best treatment now
is to remove the borers with a knife or wire,

cover the cut surface with clay or grafting-

wax, and then put wire mosquito-netting

around the trunks to keep the beetles from
laying their eggs on the trunk. But the

netting should go into the ground about two
inches, and be packed with some material at

the top to keep the borers from getting Inside

the netting. Another way, which is cheaper,

and if attended to, just as good, is to paint the

trunks with a wash made of soft soap, plaster

of Paris, Paris green and water. This should

be kept on the tree during the summer
months, when the beetles are injurious.

Bag-worm.—G. W. B., Buffington, Ky.
The "cocoons" received are those of the

bag-worm, also called basket-worm. Property

speaking, they are not cocoons, but bags
with which the larvte commence to cover
themselves as soon as they are hatched from
the egg. They carry them around with them
until they are ready to undergo their changes,

when they fasten their coverings to some
branch. The female never leaves the bag
that surrounds her. The male, however,
becomes winged and fertilizes the female
without her leaving her covering. After

being fertilized the female lays her eg^s and
dies. The eggs remain lu the bag all winter,

and from them the young worms come some
time the following May, and feed upon the

young leaves. This insect, then, goes through
the winter only in the egg stage, and on this

account one of the best remedies is gathering

and burning the bags in winter. When they

are at work eating the foliage they may be

destroyed by Paris green and water, in the

proportion of one pound of poison to one
hundred and fifty gallons of watei', sprayed on
the leaves. These insects spread very slowly,

and are quite easily kept in check if reason-

able precautions are used. It feeds on almost

every kind of tree, whether deciduous or

evergreen.

Apple-scal>.—C. C. F., Muskegon, Michigan.

The foliage of your apple-trees is affected

with what is commonly called apple-scab

(Fusicladium dentricum). It is the same
vegetable parasite which produces the scabby

spots on the fruit. It is very destructive in

many sections of the country, and lately has

often rendered it Impossible to raise many
varieties that formerly were easily produced.

It may be prevented by spraying as follows:

Before buds start, spray the trtes with a
solution of one pound sulphate of copper to

twenty-five gallons of water. After blossoms

have formed, but before they are opened,

apply Bordeaux mixture. Within a week
after blossoms fall apply Bordciiux mixture
to which has been added one o\it)ccof Paris

green to encli fifteen giillon.s. (Tliis latter is

added to kill the codline-mot In ten to

fourteen days apply a fourth time. In ten to

fourteen d^iys more use Boniei.ux iiiixiure,

Shd perhap^ even a later spraylnj; will be

beneficial. This treatment means a yood deal
of work, but by following it, clean fruit will

be raised after the trees have recovered from
their present unhealthy condition, and it is

the almost unanimous opinion of careftU
observers that we have got to adojit some
suih treatment as this in order to raise apples
at a ijjrofit.

Orape and Raspberry Cuttings.—O. L.,

Kansas City. Grape cuttings should be made up
as soon as the wood is thoroughly ripe in au-
tumn; tie in bunches of about one hundred
each, with the butts all one way and even;
busy the bunches in any dry soil, with
1;he butts up, using great care to have the
soil packed firmly around each bunch, cov-
ering about with six inches of earth and a
foot of mulch. When the frost is out in the
spring, take off the mulch and all but three

inches of the earth, and put a foot of hot
stable manure in place of them. The cuttings
should remain there until they are calloused
before being planted. If they are set atonce
in the field without first being calloused they
have comparatively little chance of doing
well. Red and purple raspberries and black-

berries may be grown from cuttings of the
roots. These should be cut in the autumn
into pieces about three inches long, packed in
sand in boxes, and buried in the ground. In
the spring they should be sown in drills in

fine soil, covering them about two inches
deep. Tliere is quite a difference in the ease
with which the various kinds grow from root
cuttings. Any of them are made more cer-
tain if not allowed to get dry before starting
into growth. I should be afraid to set berry-
plants on new breaking, and think you had
better use it one season for potatoes or some
other hoed crop before setting berries or
grapes. I always prefer to set red raspberry
and blackberry plants in autumn, but protect
them by covering with earth and mulch, which
should, of course, be taken off in the spring.

For Poultry-yards, for lawn fencing, for a
stout, durable fence anywhere, always buy
the Sedgwick make of Woven Wire Fencing.
Write Sedgwick Bros. Co., Richmond, Ind.,

for catalogue.

VAI^IU A~Sunny8ide Vivlley. Irrigated Lands and
IMMnlH Lots. Sure Crops and Profits. Write for Fold-
er, Maps, Prices. F. H. Hagertj-j Sunuyside.Wash.

ANrAT FARM OF 80 acres, with 20
acres apple orchard 6 years old.

A bargain £orSl,5i)0. A. E. ShinD, Flora, III.

RIPVPI r<i Before Yon Buy A Wheel send
DIUlWLkV stamp for our bargain list of high-
grade second-hands. Good wheels $10 to 875. •

EISENBRANDT CYCLE CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

Do Not Decide
Now but send a postal card to-day to

BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION,
Spokane,Wash.for printed information
about the opportunities and special of-
fers givenp n PQby this great
and pros-rHlllllbllOperous state.

C r* r*n 111U C»T anaFINLANU K YEjGlant
\rrll<'<"'tnl Square Head. New Red Wonder,W11WWinter fife.EarlyRed Clawson and improTed
Fultz Wheat. Mammoth White PoliBhand Finland Rye.
Send 2c. stamp for Samples and Catalogue of Seed Wheat,
Trees. Plants, Potatoes and SeedB for Fall Flantiug.
Sam'l Wilson, Seed Grower^ Mecbanicsville, Pa.

$22.52
Per Ton. CI.UB and GRANGE
FERTILIZERS Delivered, WE
PAY THE FKEIfiHT.Send fc.r circular.
'WHERE THE PK OFIT.>< GO."

Address CliUB AND GRANGE CO..
P. 0. Box 542, Syracuse, New Yovu.

B
SEND FOR
Sample copy of

CLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.
AHandaomelyDlnstrated DCC CIIDDI ICO
Magazine and Catalog, of DtU dU 1 T LI Ld
FREE. A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.

^BENNETT STUMP PULLER—9 Sizes
Horse and Hand Power.

Prices $25 to-$lSO. -

,.'hree Days' Trial. Cat.
(& 1000 rec. free. H. L.

'Bennett, Westerville. 0.

Davis' Cream Separator Chum, power
hot water and feed cooker combined.
Agents wanted. Send for circular. All
sizes Hand Cream Separators.
Davis & Rankin B. & M. Co. CMcaga

FRUIT
PRESERVED

in its natural state for years, hy using

FRUIT PRESERVALINE.
No Cooking. Cold Process.

PRESERVES, JAMS, JEIyLIES.
3IARMALADES, PICKLES,

CATSUPS, CIDER, ETC.,

never mold, ferment nor spoil if

"Fruit" Preseryaline be used.

Simple, Tasteless, HaPcnless and Cheap.

Sample box, enoufrh for 15 gallons, with directions,
sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 50 cents.

THE PRESERVALINE MFG. CO.,
Cedar St., New York.
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SOUTHERN FARM NOTES.

APPLES.

r seems strange to me that

more attention among horti-

culturists and farmers in the

Gulf states is not given to

apple culture, since they can

)3e raised so easilyand cheaply.
Especiallydol refer to the late-

maturing varieties, suitable for winter use

and keeping. I am not "well up" in vari-

eties and their several individual merits,

but I have observed enough to be convinced

that the Ben Davis and the Shockley are

grown satisfactorily in the region named,
and can be preserved through the winter.

We should by all means encourage the

planting of the best varieties of fall apples

throughout the cotton states—such apples

as are most easily preserved through the

winter months, both for home use and for

market. These apples will not only prove

a luxury to the members of the farmer's

family, but if any considerable quantity be

grown, a great deal of money might be

made from their sale.

Not one apple in a thousand eaten by
our Gulf states' people during the winter

and early spring months is of home pro-

duction, but of northern and western
growth. This ought not to be so. Can we,

as a section, afford to buy even apples from
the North and West, when we might raise

them at home as cheaply as they are grown
elsewhere? This is a subject well worthy
of consideration and discussion among
southern farmers and fruit growers.

don't drain the babn-yard.

Rather, obstruct drainage by using rails

and logs in the yard and throwing up em-
bankments. Make every effort to retain

the water where it falls in the cow-lot or

horse-lot. Don't let the rains wash out

and carry away the valuable substance in

the manure. This is an important matter.

It is a good plan to keep the yard well

supplied, littered with absorbents in the

form of leaves, straw and refuse hay and
chips, corn shucks, etc. Save the manure
and apply it judiciously to your lands and
you will find in it satisfaction and profit.

DIVEBSIFIED AaEICULTUBE.

To rest and strengthen and maintain a

healthful condition of the mental man, the

mind needs diversity of thought and must
have it. To develop and maintain a uni-

form healthy condition of the corporeal

body, there must needs be a constant di-

versity of exercise. And to attain any
high degree of prosperity and wealth, as a

farming section, we must practice a diver-

sified agriculture. The one-crop system

will, if long pursued, in time bankrupt
any country or any people. In diversify-

ing our crops we are enabled to practice in-

telligent and profitable systems of rotation

of crops. It is this intelligent rotation

that will maintain the fertility and pro-

ductiveness of our farms.

It -is better to trust the market with
several different crops than the one. The
one may bring a price not above the cost

of production, while it is not likely that

this would prove so in the case of two or

more crops in the same season. If one
product is unusually low in price, another

may be higher in the same ratio, and thus

values and profits may, when all the

products are combined, average well for

the grower and seller. Several chances are

better than one chance. It is a reckless

farmer who will risk his fortune on one
crop alone. The true plan is to make, as

nearly as possible, all one's supplies on
the farm, and besides, a surplus of each or

many crops to sell for cash.

SPABE THE BIBDS.

If itwere not for the birds, the worms and
bugs would destroy nearly all our fruits.

The birds consume some fruits, of course,

and spoil a good deal that is not eaten entire,

yet they do not average the great destruc-

tiveness that they usually get credit for.

They have a right to a certain share of the

crop by reason of compensating services,

for they save for the owner far more than

he would otherwise get as his share if it

were not for them; in many instances

entire crops would be destroyed by insects

but for the services of the birds.

Spare the birds ! Do not kill them ma-
liciously or wantonly or just for fun and
recreation. They are created by our Heav-
enly Father for a useful purpose and serve

a useful purpose in the economy of nature.

The birds are the farmers' friends, and are

human benefactors the world over. They
Vrere created for a purpose, and they per-

form their natural mission well and with

profit to the agriculturist. As the birds

are decreased, in the same ratio will the

destructive forces of insect life, that dep-

redate upon vegetation, be increased.

"buying cobn."

In the South "buying corn" by the far-

mer to make a crop is becoming to be

almost synonymous with inviting bank-

ruptcy. Buying corn! Buying western

corn! Buying corn to feed mules and

"niggers" to make six-cent cotton ! What
a commentary upon southern agriculture

!

Where is pride and judgment, common
sense and experience? The amount of

corn—western corn—sold in the cotton

states annually, and bought by the farming

class, is a reflection upon the intelligence

of our people. Wipe out this stain by
raising every grain of corn used in this

fruitful Southland.

HAY AND GBASS.

Some time ago the New York exper-

imental station published that-as a result

of investigation made at that station, there

was 12.29 per cent less digestible albumi-

noid in hay that was turned a year or

more than in new hay. The report further

stated that bran and corn lose in digesti-

bility with age.

It is well enough to make experiments

along this line. But what farmers and
purchasers of hay will be more interested

in than the above, is the average nutritive

quality of hay and its digestible quality,

regardless of the length of time it has been

cut. A plant may possess more nutritive

value at a matured age, judged by chemical

analysis, but in actual practical feeding

value may possess less worth than a more
immature crop, since the younger and
more tender and less woody plant is much
more digestible and more palatable. As a

rule the very young grass is richer in

nitrogen (albuminoid properties) than the

fully-matured grass, and hence better feed

for most kinds of stock, notably milk
cows and young stock of all classes. But
of course when grass is mowed early, it is

not so heavy and the quantity of forage

not so great as in the other case. But
quality is better than quantity in this case.

Rich, fertile pasture-lands no doubt pro-

duce grass of higher nutritive quality than
poor soils. And yet in the extreme South
it has been almost the universal practice

among stockmen and farmers to devote

the poorest portions of their farms to pas-

ture and to cultivate the richest. While
they are of course fully cognizant of the
fact that rich land will produce a greater

yield of forage, yet they have not, as a rule,

been imbued with the knowledge that the

richer the soil the richer the feed stuff.

It is then not always best to pasture only
poor land and cultivate only the richest

portions. Would it not be better to devote

some of the richer lands to grass and culti-

vate some of the poorer, using green crops

to turn under to fertilize the latter in

connection with stable manure and a lim-

ited use of commercial fertilizers,' thus
bringing up year by year its productive

capacity? By proper management, in a
very few years the poorer portions of the

farm can be made rich enough to give

good and nutritive grass.

Mississippi. Edwin Montgomery.

MERINO SHEEP AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

The possibilities of the Merino sheep
were well assured and more generally

recognized by the American people who
visited the Columbian world's fair. As
a whole, the sheep show at Jackson Park
was a grand success, surpassing in num-
bers, quality and variety anything that

the world has ever seen. There were those
who expected to have the opportunity of

seeing English, Australian, French, Ger-
man, Russian and South American ex-
hibitors of sheep, and there would have
been if the proper efforts had been made
to get them there ; but the best sheep of

their kind were there, and in best form.
All the breeds were represented. There
were 1,118 sheep exhibited. Of these, 408

were of Merino blood, and 384 were bred
in the United States by the best Merino
breeders of the various types of this breed.

Merino sheep were classed thus: "A,"
"B," Delaines and French Merinos. In
the "A" class there were 231; "B," 38;

Delaine, 99; French, 40 head. "A" Merinos
were judged on the basis of "form of car-

cass, with quality and weight of fleece to

be considered." Merino "B" were judged
for "size and form of carcass, with quality

and weight of fleece to be considered."

This rule was official and followed.

This ruling may seem a little awkward to

those who have not thought much oa the

subject, but has been regarded with favor

by Merino breeders for a good many years.

It is true that each of these classes of

Merino sheep are exactly of the same
blood, come out of the same flock. Some-
times an "A" ewe will produce a "B"
lamb, perhaps may have twin lambs,

showing two characteristics—an "A" and
a "B" lamb, with perfect propriety; and
again a "B" ewe Will show equal variations

in her breeding. There are flocks that

run quite uniformly to one or the other of

these types, but they are rare, especially

with breeders of small experience, or who
have bought rams out of the line, though
of pure blood. To put the question down
fine, it all hinges on size—a big Merino
and a little one.

The term "Delaine" sheep, though less

ambiguous than the two classes referred

to, is not as yet so well defined in the

general mind as it should be, or must be,

before it can be regarded as a precise type.

The question continually arises, what is a

Delaine Merino? If the answer given is a

Merino sheep with Delaine wool, the reply

is, why are not all Merinos with long, fine

wool Delaine Merinos?
Unfortunately, this question has not

been considered in the past as it now irj,

but for a number of years there have been
bi'ed in Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
Ohio a variety of large, pure-bred Merino
sheep, under the name of Delaines. They
have register associations and official

standards of excellence, which we forbear

to repeat here, but will later on for the

readers of the Pabm and Fibeside. For
present purposes and for convenience we
will call all these sorts "mutton Merino
sheep," since they have been carefully

bred for mutton as to size, early maturity,

good feeding qualities, and of the South-
down form, the truest mutton type known.
Nearly all of these varieties of Merinos
were on exhibition at Chicago, and at-

tracted the attention of sheep raisers.

The French Merinos, known as the
Rambouillet sheep, were on exhibition.

There were three flocks of Rambouillet
Merinos exhibited at Chicago; namely,

R. C. Moulton & Co., Woodstock, Ohio;

Anson Howard, Fountain Park, Ohio, and
Baron F. VonHomeyer, Rauzin, Prussia.

For the present we will omit any extended
description of these sheep, but as with
the above Delaines, class them as mutton
Merinos.

It will be observed that, as they are here

classed, there were 139 mutton Merino
sheep shown at the world's fair. These
were as much mutton sheep as the Downs

;

in fact, they were Downs in size and form
of carcass, with as good breeding qualities

and as early development, but covered

with as fine Delaine Merino wool as is

grown on earth.

This opinion is not meant to disparage

other mutton breeds in the least. The
demand for mutton in this country has

done marvelous things for the British

mutton breeds, and it has done Merino
sheep an inestimable good. The exhibi-

tion of these sheep at Chicago will be

worth millions of dollars to the people of

this country. It has been an eye-opener.

They were object lessons for wide-open
eyes that will give clearer conceptions

and more perceptible features to the
future possible mutton-sheep husbandry
that it is plain now must prevail in this

country.

British breeds of sheep are all mutton
sheep, and they are good ones, but the

Jackson Park sheep show has made us to

see what a Merino can do as the American
mutton sheep. In the past, the Merino
has been the national wool sheep, and it

has been found by a few years of experi-

ence that it could serve as the mutton and
wool sheep ; but now we knqw it can
answer all the purposes of a mutton sheep
with or without the fleece. There is no
intention of discarding the fleece or losing

sight of fleece qualities, for there is no
need of doing so. The Merino sheep has
taken a higher position in American
agriculture than heretofore ; it has proven
its right to rank not only among the best

mutton sheep, as well as to stand the

acknowledged standard of a wool-produc-
ing sheep.

Visitors at the world's fair sheep-bams
were amazed to learn the wonderful prog-

ress that has been made in American
flocks during the last decade. They went
away flUed with admiration for Merino
sheep, the sheep they have so long and
well known, the sheep that seems well
nigh side-tracked by narrow-sighted,

vindictive, ignorant legislation, the sheep
that they feared were to be eliminated

from American farms and from the vast

ranges of the West and South. They went
home from the great fair with the belief

that the Merino sheep was able to meet
every dehiand of the farmer and the

ranchman, that a mutton Merino sheep
was the very highest type of a sheep. In
looking forward and forecasting the im-
provement that is stu-e to occur with the
next decade, we conclude that a mutton
Merino will find a place wherever suitable

feeds and the demand for mutton exists

;

that the wool flocks will still be of pure
Merino blood and occupy their own proper
habitats with perfect ease and certain

profits. There must ever be a place for

Merinos which no other sheep can occupy.

R. M. Bell.

WHEAT FOR STOCK FEED.

Professor Henry,of the Wisconsin station,

who is an ardent advocate of wheat for all

stock, says in a recent number of the

Breeder''s Gazette:

"From twelve to fourteen pounds are

what we may look for with fattening hogs

under favorable conditions, the average

being about twelve pounds of increased

live weight from a bushel of wheat.

"We can feed whole wheat to sheep
always, and to horses when their teeth are

good, but generally it should be ground.
For hogs it should be ground and soaked.

Where one has ground wheat to feed, I

strongly recommend mixing it with corn-

meal or shorts—preferably corn-meal for

fattening hogs, and shorts for growing
pigs.

"As to the relative merits of wheat and
corn, it is hard to draw any exact com-
parison, for we can only compare things

that are alike. For growing animals I

place wheat from ten to twenty-five per

cent above corn; for simply fattening

growing hogs I doubt if it will go any
further, pound for pound. A mixture of

wheat and corn, ground, will make more
pork than either alone, I am quite sui'e.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiW

EXTRACTS
FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

Peom Florida.—Archer, Alachua county,
Florida, is a growing town. We have just

moved here, but I know we will like it. The
town has 800 inhabitants—nearly all from the
North and Northwest. It is on the direct

line from Tampa, Fla., to Savannah, Ga., has
four lines daily, and is a good shipping point.

Its greatest need is farmers. Corn grows well,

and yields without fertilizer from ten to fif-

teen bushels per acre, yet corn is worth $1 a,

bushel. Hay can be grown with very little

expense, yet hay is $22 a ton. This is the
home of the pear and Peento peach. Large
orchards of pears are now just coming into

bearing. Oranges do well; also plums and
other fruits, such as the banana, pineapple
and strawberry. Gardens are planted in Sep-
tember and October, and continue to yield

garden truck until July. Then the rainy sea-

sou sets in. Flowers are in bloom the year
around, and the winters are said to be most
delightful—no ice or snow. The monied crop
Is orange growing, but gardening comes next.

This is a healthful place. There are disad-

vantages, however, as no place can be per-

fect. One of Florida's worst plagues is iW sand
spurs, a small bar that is in the grass. It can
be got rid of by deep plowing. The water is

warm, and not as refreshing as the springs of

my Tennessee home. It is difficult to make
butter, as we cannot have cellars, and the but-

ter tastes old in no time. Since coming here
I have thought how happy a life a man with
a small pension could have here—no bills for

firewood or coal, no heavy clothing to buy,

and low taxes. Living expenses are cheap,

except for breadstufiS. Farms with fruit in
fifth or sixth year can be had for $600 to

Sl,500; a nice little town house, with some two
acres of fruit, usually sells at $500. , E. L.

Archer, Ma.

From iLiiiNOis.—Southern Illinois is espec-

ially adapted to fruits, wheat, corn, oats and
potatoes. However, the soil is capable of pro-

ducing nearly all plants grown in the tem-
perate zone. Jefferson county is rolling, and
was originally heavily timbered with black

oak,white oak, hickory, ash, persimmon, gum,
etc. This timber has nearly all disappeared,

and in its place are some very fine farms.

Much of the land was badly treated by the

early settlers, who were, as northerners term
it, rather shiftless. They farmed the land to

death, and then let it wash away. They are a
very good people generally, and are adopting
better modes of agriculture. Many northern
people have moved here during the last few
years, and the country is improving wonder-
fully. Mt. VernOn, our county-seat, contains

about 6,000 inhabitants, has three school-

buildings, a business college, a car-manufac-
turing works, electric lights, waterworks and
many stores, and other lesser establishments.

Saloons were voted out last spring. Three
railroads cross the city, and another is being
built. Land sells for from $10 to $60 an acre,

according to quality and location.

m. Vernon, 20, D. Z. A.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by F. U. Jacobs. Hiiuimonton, New Jersey.

KINDNESS AND FEEDING.

WHILE much ridicule is cast on
those farmers who allow their

birds to weather the storms of

winter in the tree-tops, yet a

greater loss prevails every year

from too much food during

the moderate seasons of the year. A
flock soon begins to learn habits, and
can be taught to come at a certain call,

or to some particular place. A hen that

has become familiar with a particular

poultry-house or roosting-place, cannot

easily be induced to change quarters.

Fowls are creatures of habit in tlie strictest

sense, and when once they form a habit,

such as egg-eating, feather-pulling, or

eating to excess, they will continue the

faults as long as they have opportunities

for so doing.

The farmer who begins to feed his flock

at regular hours will find his hens at their

posts on time always, and if he caters to

their whims, by throwing down a little

grain every time he goes where they are,

he will soon discover that they will run to

him whenever he appears, as if they had
not been fed for a week. They will act as

if always hungry, and this action will be

construed by the farmer as something
earnest, for he will then give them more
food because they have indicated that they

desire it, while at the same time the habit

is being more strongly intrenched, and the

hens will cease searching for food and
wait for him to appear.

It is all kindness to do this on the part of

the farmer, but his mistaken kindness is

really an injury, for the hens will not at-

tempt to scratch and exercise, and soon be-

come excessively fat, and eggs will then be

scarce. It is important to avoid making
the hens fat if eggs are desired, and if they

are to keep in good condition, they should

have plenty of exercise and be really

hungry when they demand food. Those
who give their flocks good treatment also

believe that the hens should have all their

wants supplied, and they therefore pro-

vide a great variety of nearly everything

the fowls will accept, especially if the

birds are confined in yards and cannot be

allowed outside, which method induces

them to eat even more than they would if

limited in variety; but as grain is more
easily procured and fed than any other

it is used lavishly, and the hens will be-

come idle, indolent, sluggish, very fat and
unprofitable. The point to observe is

never to overfeed. Always have them
rather hungry than to give too much.
Never so feed as to have food left over,

and keep in view the fact that when the

hens are not laying they will then require

less food, while in the summer season their

wants are very few compared with winter.

CROUP OR CATARRH.

It is not infrequently the case that one

or more of the hens, or perhaps all, will be

found to have a difficulty very similar to

the symptoms of croup in cliildren. They
will breathe with difficulty, the exertion of

breathing producing a sound easily heard,

and they frequently suflTocate. It comes
mostly from exposure to damp drafts of

air on them from above while they are on
the roost at night. The first thing to do is

to close the source of the draft, which may
be a ventilator or a crack in the wall, and
place straw on the floor for them, remov-
ing the roosts. One of the best remedies
for the complaint is spongia, a home-
opathic remedy, which is used by dissolv-

ing twenty pellets or ten drops in a quart
of clean water, giving no other water to

j

drink. If this is not convenient, add a

tablespoonful of chlorate of potash to a

quart of the drinking-water. As a rule,

we have found fat fowls more liable to

succumb to the attacks of the trouble than

the others, and it Is fatal in a majority of

cases, owing to the difficulty of treating

the birds with remedies which would re-

quire handling. It is classed as catarrh,

but in all cases that have come under our
observation we may safely style it as

croup, for under such a name the symp-
toms will be better understood. Any at-

tempt to force remedies down the throat is

dangerous, and usually results in strang-

ling the bird by closing whatever small

aperture is open for breathing. The wind-
pipe becomes filled and the bird dies from
Bufibcation.

LARGE BROILER FARMS.

There are a great many persons who go
into the broiler business who should not
do so, and the result is failure. Yet be-

cause of failure of the inexperienced,

the supposition is that broiler farms can-

not be made to pay. One of tlie largest

broiler plants in the United States is that

of Mr. H. M. Phillips, Hammonton, N. J.,

which has a capacity of 9,000 broilers at

one time, and he has cleared as much as

§4,000 in one year by filling the house two
or three times, yet the space of ground oc-

cupied by him does not exceed half an
acre. He has not operated it this year, as

he has large fruit interests, yet every time
he has worked his broiler plant, which is

usually in the winter season, he has made
it pay him well. He has made it a study,

and claims that broilers pay better than
ducklings, though the supposition is that

the latter give the largest profit.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT OF POULTRY-
HOUSE.

The design is to show where to place the

roosts and nests, with the view of having
them away from the windows, and keep-
ing the hens warm and comfortable. The
roosts and nests may also be moved in

summer to any other place on the floor.

The space taken by the "cut-in" portion of

the house, as showna at the window, may be

used outside as a covered shed. The plan

is from Mr. E. A. Hutchins, New York,
who does not favor too much window

FAIRS AND POULTRY SHOWS.

Farmers should take an interest in the

poultry shows and fairs that may be held

this coming season, as thpre is nothing

that will assist them in comparing breeds

and learning the characteristic and distin-

guishing points so well as to inspect them
in their coops at the shows. As there are

about seventy-five breeds, the differences

between them may be better understood
when they are side by side. It may also be

stated that farmers should exhibit and en-

courage their local fairs. The poultry de-

partment is always an interesting one to

visitors, and the farmer who has succeeded
in producing choice market fowls, or

plump carcasses of chicks, will find no
better way of making the fact known than

by displaying them, which will create a

demand for his stock and enable him to

secure better prices.

TURKEYS FOR BREEDING PURPOSES.

Of all poultry the turkey seems to be the

easiest affected by inbreeding, and it is not
wise to retain a gobbler more than one
year. If the breed is to be kept pure, the
gobbler should be bought from some source
from which no previous purchase has been
made. If the purity of the breed is not de-

sirable, we advise the use of pure-bred
males, and to make a change every season,

by using a Bronze gobbler one year and a

White Holland the next. It is true that

the colors of the plumage will not be
uniform, but greater hardiness and vigor

iNTEEioK Arrangement op Poultry-house.

space, and who states that the windows
should be double for winter. For very
cold climates windows should be close and
not radiate the heat. The nests are shown
under the platforms, the roosts being over
them. The house may be of any preferred

size, and a number of them may be to-

gether, divided with partitions. The
object here is not so much to give a plan of

a poultry-house as to present a snug and
comfortable location for the roosts.

LICE AND LAYING.

The hens will not lay if they are tor-

mented by lice. They cannot sleep, but
lose appetite, and become exhausted. If

the poultry-house is kept clean, lice may
be prevented, but lice may exist even in a

clean poultry-house if insecticides are not
frequently used. On the bodies of the

hens Persian insect-powder may be applied

with advantage. In the nests the refuse of

tobacco factories will serve admirably.

Scotch snuff will drive lice away, and so

will the free use of lime.

TO MAKE HENS LAY.

If the hens do not lay, cease giving grain

and feed atpound of lean meat once a day
to twenty hens. If they have a run, no
other food will be necessary. Feed the

meat at night. Condition powders should

not be given unless the hens are sick, as

anything tliat is given them while they

are healtliy may overstimulate them, and
induce the eating of more than isnecessary.

Feed too little rather than too much when
the hens can scratch and work.

GOOD SENSE.

It is good sen.se to keep your family supplied
with good reading. One good thing about the
Cincinnati Gazette is that It publishes nothing
sensational, nothing impure, nothing hurtful
to the best morals of society. Write to the
Gazette Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, for a free
sample copy. Examine Its news pages, Its ed-
itorial pages, Its story pages. Its home and
farm pages, Its market pages, etc., etc. You
can get. it a whole year, twice a week, for only
one dollar. It gives you all the best news of a
metropnlitun daily, and comes to you fresh
from the press on the day it Is printed.

will be imparted to the flock. Never pro-

cure a male turkey from your neighbor,

for nearly all the turkeys in a neighbor-
hood are related, as a rule, owing to the

fact that but few new ones are procured
from outside. Keep the best hens, those

that have proved to be good layers and
mothers, but always procure the male so

as to insure no relationship to the other

members of the flock.

MILK AND BUTTERMILK.

Milk and buttermilk or whey may be
given to hens at all seasons, but it should
not remain in the vessels to be exposed to

the sun, or to ferment and become sour.

For chicks only the fresh milk should be
used. The proper way to give milk is to

use it early m the morning, and remove
all that is left over.

GRAVEL AND SHELLS.

Ground oyster-shells are sharp, and serve

to assist the fowls to reduce the food in the

gizzard. Where shells are not easily ob-

tained a large supply of grit may tee

secured by the substitution of sharp gravel,

or by pounding broken crockei-y or china-

wai'e. When the fowls do not procure a

supply of grit they are liable to have indi-

gestion.

CORRESPONDENCE.
IN.SECT-POWDER ANB Gapes.—I read your

paper to profit by the many good things it

contains, and would be glad to add an Item of
interest to its many readers. I have raised
poultry for fifty years on my farm in Savan-
nah, N. \., and have never been troubled
witli gapes iu chickens until this summer
when I had four taken. I tried various rem-
edies recommended by those who had many
trials with the pests, butVith no good effect.
I finally thought of the Insect-powder I use onmy cabbage, being a worm-destrover. 1 took
one of the chickens in my left hand, and my
little bellows in my right, blowed a good
charge of the powder down both the openings
to the lungs, and I had no occasion to repeat
the dose, for in every case the cure wasefiec-
Uial. I believe thousands will thank theFarm and Fireside for this remedy. S. B.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Probably Hcad-llcc—E. F. S., Nebeaska,

writes: "My chicks commence to droop, and
die in twenty-four hours; young turkeys also.
They eat well, have no lice and have dry
quarters. Fowls are not affected."

Reply :—Probably due to the large lice on
the heads, vt-hich are diflicult to find. Anoint
with a few drops of sweet-oil.

Catarrh.-Mrs. M. J. D., Elmwood Place,
Ohio, writes: "My hens have difficulty in
breathing, like asthma, and finally die.

Reply:—It Is probably due to a current of
air coming down on them at night from a
top ventilator. Close ventilator and add a tea-
spoonful of chlorate of potash to each quart of
the drinking-water.

Overfeeding.—Mrs. R. H., Alta City, Utah,
writes :

"1 have a fleck of nine Bufl' Cochins,
but they average two eggs a day only. I live
In a high altitude. I feed a pint of wheat in
the morning and the same quantity of pota-
toes, scraps and bran at night."
Reply:—Buff Cochins are quiet in disposi-

tion, and should be fed carefully. The food
mentioned is too much for such a small num-
ber, especially at this season. The hens are
overfat, and in consequence do not lay.

Oeese.—Subscriber writes : "I have ninety
geese, and they are weak in 4:he legs. They
are on a pasture, no grain being allowed.
Flat worms about three inches long pass from
them. I have lost both old and young ones."
Reply:—The cause Is worms In the intes-

tines, and weakness of the legs always results
in such cases. Mix one tablespoonful of
spirits of turpentine with a quart of corn-
meal, moisten with milk, and feed to ten
geese, twice a week. Once a day give a table-
spoonful of sulphur, in a pint of meal, to the
same number on dry days.

The number of those who live only to do
good to others is constantly increasing, but
none, as yet, outranks Alice B. Stockham,
M. D., Chicago, III. Her personal ministra-
tions have always been helpful, but when she
wrote Tokology ahe multiplied her power im-
mensely, for it goes where she cannot go and
benefits multitudes she never can. That ma-
ternity need not be dreaded, that its pains are
by no means unavoidable, thousands can
testify who have proved it by following her
printed Instructions. Letters flow into her
office constantly breathing benedictions for
benefits received, and agents find it one of the
best books to handle ever offered. We hope
her success may extend to her newer venture,
Koradine.
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TO SLEEP.

To sleep ! to sleep ! tlie long, briglit day is (lone.

And darkness rises from the fallen sua.

To sleep ! to sleep !

Whate'er thy joys, they vanish with the day ;

Whate'er thy griefs, in sleep they fade away,
To sleep ! to sleep !

Sleep, mournful heart, and let the past tie past I

Sleep, happy soul ! all life will sleep at last.

To sleep ! to sleep

!

—Tennyson.

Will-o'-the-wisps' Story
A TAIVB BY MARIE PETERSEN,

Authoress of "The Princess Use.'*

TRANSLATED BY MARY CHAPMAN.

IQNES FATtri.

HEN a little

flame, by far

broader a u d
fuller than
the first, but
calm and
steady, glided

in long circles

forward from
the further
side of the
moor. Some-
times it came
to a stop and
seemed doubt-

ful whether to

approacti the banls. The glow-worms grew
Impatient, and cried in Imperious tones

:

"Come on, will-o'-the-wisp, it is no time for

affectations! Come on and speak up! We
want to hear the story of your life !"

But that made trouble. The flame rose

proudly up, shot a long ray of reddish-yellow

light, as slender as the stalk of the sedge-

blossoms, straigbt up into the air, puffed

thick smoke contemptuously out, and turned
away. Neither the glow-worms nor the owl
could have coaxed out of it one mortal word
had not the water-lily begged it, in the most
sweetly-sad tone, to speak, adding:
"You must be the best of all the will-o'-the-

wisps; surely, none of the rest will have so

pretty a story to tell as you."
That seemed to please the little flame; it

approached in narrowing circles, and at last

stood still, three paces from the water's edge.

"That is no kind, lively Christmas candle,"

whispered the bat, which hung with out-

stretched wings on the charred limb of the
oak where the young owl had settled herself.

"That may have burned in some wretched
candlestick, and the snuffers did not keep it

in good training."

"I burn in a candlestick! I allow snuffers

to meddle with me!" cried the flame, which
had delicate ears. "Oh, what ignorance! I

dwelt under a smooth, white dome; a trans-

parent tower protected me against my hered-
itary foe, a draft of wind. The laqap which
supported me hung from the ceiling by long
cords. There I sat on my soft wick, in the
highest place in the room, letting my light

shine over everything in it, and ruling all."

"You ruled everything!" laughed the young
owl; "you were a prisoner yourself in a
narrow tower."
"Oh, my glass tower was not a prison ! Are

those the walls of a prison that I can shatter

with one hot breath?" cried the will-o'-the-

wisp, and again shot up a thin, reddish-yellow
flame,ln the air. "Paff, paff!"

"Oh, do not smoke, I beg you!" cried the
owl, and hid her beak under her wing. "You
make my head ache."
The little flame uttered a mocking hiss, but

when the water-lily asked, "Did you then
shatter your bright tower?" it answered:
"I let it stand. I carefully spared my bright

tower. Oh, I was prudent; I might have
taken a fatal cold in the drafts. A Novem-
ber storm raged outside the houss, howled in

the chimney, and shook the doors in the
anteroom. The weary rain-elves rushed over
the house in wild flights; they fluttered their

wet veils against the window-panes. Long-
ingly they pressed up against the glass; they
could not cling there, but rolled off and fell

sadly, flashing from the window-cornice
down the steep walls into the stone-paved
courtyard. The great tassels of the window-
curtains privately practiced a little dance.
The wind furnished them music. It forced
its way through the narrowest cracks, and
even beat against the door with its audacious
hand. My lamp also swung gently. But I

laughed at all this folly in the safe room ; the
house was solidly built of great blocks of
stone, and the snug little room—filled with
the light that streamed from me—lay right in

the corner, where the long wing joined one
side of the old main building. Round about
and below me lay my quiet realm, where I

reigned, watching over all with my bright

eyes. My wild cousins in the stove, the
firebrands and the flickering flames, I have
always distrusted ; they hate tfle calm lamp-
light; they boast that they have light them-
selves, and try to shine with wild, distorted
gleams. They cast a blood-red light into the
room; crackling and whistling; they mocked
at me. They breathed warmth through the

whole room; they rose in dancing waves
toward me—where I shone, there were thoy
also. 'Most respected lamplight glimmer,
lives then still thy feeble shimmer?' hissed

the flames in the stove.
" 'The flame on oil that feeds, destroys the

wick it needs; when your oil begins to fail,

then your light will quickly pale. Love, your
wick is none to long, and your hope of life's

not strong. Stoi'm-wind, come with rush and
shout! Blow her life out! Blow it out!'

hissed the flames, and I looked proudly down
upon them and showed my contempt by a

little smoke."
"Since you ruled in the room, you should

have punished them," cried the glow-worms.
"Paff, I scorned to do so," said the will-o'-

the-wisp; "yet I ruled. The housewife

would never have intrusted her children to

the wild flames; she put them in my care

when she went out. How I cared for those

children—the joy and hope of the house; how
I watched over them, guarding them, shining

for them, as I poured my mild radiance down
upon them! The little girl sat by her doll's

cradle ; I showed her that her little Bessie was
not yet asleep. She sat down on her little

stool and began to sing again her cradle-song

about the black and white sheep. By the

round table in the middle of the room sat the

boy, directly below me. Books and papers
were spread before him. I helped him write—
Greek exercises!"

"Oh, what a barbarous work!" sighed the

water-lily. "Is it proper for pure, white
flowers to speak of such things?"
The young owl flapped her wings pityingly

and murmured something in her beak of

prudery and childish ignorance, and the old

forest trees shook their heads with a doubtful
rustle. The expression struck them as hardly
permissible, and they had as little idea as the
gentle water-lily what the words meant; but
the boy who sat listening under the maple-
tree laughed aloud, rubbed his hands gaily,

and looked more amused than at any time
that evening. One of the glow-worms asked

:

"Where did you learn that queer word,
lamp-flame?"
"He who is a light and looks around him-

self, illuminating all things, does not need to

learn. We lights know and understand all

that we shine upon. And as to me, the boy
wrote the strange letters with little quirks,

quirls and apostrophies, and I furnished him
with light. He uttered the word when the
little girl came up to the table, looked at his

book, and asked in surprise what he was
doing, for writing ought not to look like that.

Then he used the word, and made fun of the
little girl for talking about writing of which
she knew nothing.
" 'I can write a little bit already,' said the

child; 'I can make ciphers and figure ones.'
" 'Oh, how much you know!' cried the boy;

'carf you read, too?' and he took a sheet of

paper, wrote a word on it, and handed it to

the little girl.

"'ThatisI!' oried-she, delighted. 'That is

Hannah—Hannah, just as you wrote it in my
lovely picture-book.'

"

"Were they brother and sister?" asked the
reeds.

"Judge for yourself," said the will-o'-the-

wisp. "This was the way they looked: The
boy was tall and vigorous; his earnest eyes
were dark brown, and in them shone a bold
spirit. The soft, boyish lips were firmly shut.

His dark hair fell over his forehead in lux-
uriant curls. The delicate little girl, half as
tall as he, a lovely fairy, seemed molded of

snowy blossoms. Her sweet, blue eyes, shaded
by long, dark lashes, were full of roguery.
Golden locks were braided away from her
forehead and fastened behind her head. Do
brothers and sisters look like that?"
"Yes, indeed," cried the little daisy. "Blond

and brunette—that would be a lovely pair."

And the bat said

:

"Didn't he tease her? Brothers always like

to tease their little sisters."

"Paff," said the will-o'-the-wisp, "the little

girl played with some apples wl|lch the
mother had left for the children to eat. She
rolled them over the table, set them out in
couples, then laid them in a circle. The boy
watched the child with a smile and said
nothing. At last she put all the apples back
into the basket and pushed it onto the table
as far as her little arms would reach. 'Mama
said we could eat them when you had done
your work, not before,' said the child, and
stood waiting.
"She rested her round chin on both hands

and put her elbows on the table. How lovely
the little creature was! Her delicate limbs,
her fair, almost transparent skin, and her
golden braids all in full radiance of my
brightest light! A warm ray of heat flew
toward her, flickering, as those flames always
paint. But the firelight did not touch the
little one, in the center of my circle of light.

No, another ray, that of the fresh, young Jife

beating in her heart, overspread her with a
rosy glow. Impatience and longing for the
apples dyed her cheeks more deeply. A little

cloud of displeasure rose on her brow; on the
long lashes stood a tear which they held fast

and would not let go. 'XJlrich, it takes you a
long time,' said the child. The boy looked
up."
"Aha!" said the bat, "now it is coming!

Now, like a true elder brother, he will put the
apples out of her reach, or will fill his pockets
with them and laugh at his little sister."

"Bats no doubt know a great deal about the
Ways of the world," hazarded one of the

glow-worms; "still it seems to me that when
a will-o'-the-wisp is in the middle of a story—"
"Bats," interrupted the young owl pertly,

"have very vague and indistinct ideas of the

world and of man."
"Ah, 1 understand," said the glow-worm,

bowing profoundly to the owl.

The flame said, "It is truly sad that noc-

turnal creatures will persist in interrupting
when a light is speaking.
"The boy did nothing of the sort. He ex-

pressed great pity for the little one, and said

that to-day he had a great deal to do; she
might eat her apple and he would explain to

the mother. But the child forced her little

mouth to smile, and said quickly: 'No, no; I

had rather wait, too. Do you think I cannot
wait, XJlrich?' The boy looked at her with
a strange smile; he took from the basket a
great red apple and held it before her without
saying a word. I, too, looked at her, the lovely

little one, and my clear light fell on her face.

I saw her cheeks grow redder and redder, till

they were as deep a crimson as the apple

itself. The color mounted to her forehead,

and her head fell down in shame. The apple's

smooth, red cheek showed deep wounds from
two rows of little teeth which had pressed
into it. The child said very softly she did
not mean to bite it; it was the fault of the
apple, it was_ too lovely; she had only given
it a kiss. 'Oh,' cried the boy, laughing, 'then

one must beware of your kisses. I must tell

father what sharp teeth his little girl has.'

'Oh, you are horrid, Ulrich !' said the child,

and sat down on her stool in the corner,

pouting.

"The storm-wind howled in the chimney.
It shook the fireboard all the time. The fierce

flames in the stove were tumultuous; they
mixed in all that was said; their wild words
and jests made me hot with shame. But the

children suspected nothing; they did not
understand the crackling talk. Little Schab-
ernack, the spark-spirit who lives in pine
chips and d&mp alder-wood, and when it

burns in open hearth-fires likes to spring out
with a crack and pop to terrify man, was now
the loudest of all. 'Knick, knack,' he sput-

tered, leaping up in the stove, mocking at the
little girl, and calling her 'apple-nibbler.'

But the wild banner-flames with the long, red
tongues, had already reached out two or three

times from the open stove-door, and I grew
anxious for the children ; for those flames are

really wicked, they are of demon birth and
bear no good will to men. They burned the
pyres where hapless martyrs suffered an
agonizing death in defense of their faith. Oh,
the tales they tell are horrible!

"The little girl had turned her head, and
was gazing into the crackling fire. 'How gay
they are!' she whispered. A splendid idea

suddenly shone in her eyes; she ran quickly
to the table, took one apple after another, and
put them in her little apron. 'I will not eat
these, truly I will not, Ulrich; don't turn
around; don't! You will like what I am going
to do.' Then I saw the child go to her doll's

house, where her little china plates stood, and
then she stood on her little stool before the
fire. She put each apple on a little plate, and
pushed it into the hot iron cover of the stove.

So she stood there, watching her apples, and I

watched the child. Oh, it was well that I

watched her! The warmth from the stove
and her happy anticipations crimsoned her
cheeks deeper and deeper; her braids had
fallen, and lay on her shoulders. She stretched
out her white arm, and touched the apples
cautiously with her small finger to see if they
were warm already. 'Ho, ho, roast apples!'

cried Little Schabernack in the stove; they
will not come to anything, piff, paff ! They
shall burn up, shall crack apart, knlok,
knack!' Again the flames stretched out
through the stove-door, and threw a fierce

light on the child's small feet, on her little

dress."

"I tell you what, lamplight," interrupted
one of the glow-worms, "it was high time to
fulfil your guard duty and protect the child.

What did you do then, most noble brilliant

king of the room and guardian of the
children ?"

"Oh, I hissed, and warned them, and smoked
till I almost lost my breath. But if children
will not listen ! Once the boy looked up at
me and said: 'Have you grown silly, old
lamp, and want to puff and gasp when the
storm-wind gives a concert? It doesn't con-
cern you ; be still up above there, so that I can
write in peace.' i

"The little one by the stove did not once
look at me. 'Reach out and burn her^ burn
her,' hissed the flames. 'So soft and white!
Make her glow, make her black, and burn
her, burn her up!' they cried, louder and
bolder, and stretched far out through the
open door. The draft blew them back
again, but a sudden and stronger blast rushed
down the chimney and dashed wildly about
in the stove, so that the flames covered and
were forced to fly into the corners. The
banner-flames with the long, red tongues
rushed violently through the door. They
seized the child's light apron, which hung
loosely from her shoulders; they reached out
greedily toward her long, golden braids. The
child shrieked. The boy sprang up, a cry of
horror rushed from his lips. He seized the
burning child, tore off her apron, and tram-
pled out the flames. He drew through his
fingers the long braids, on which played little

flames and sparks of fire. Part of the fair

hair and a half-burned ribbon remained in
bis hand.

"The little one lay in the big arm-chair. He
had carried her there, knelt before her, dried
her tears, examined her arms and neck, and
spoke comforting words, while tears ran over
his own cheeks, pale with terror.

"The parents came; the child's scream
reached their ears through all the howling of
the storm. The little one sprang toward them
and threw herself Into her mother's arms.
'Dear, dear mama, don't be vexed ! I am only
a very little burned ! It does not hurt much.'
The mother sits in the arm-chair with the
child in her lap; she takes off the little one's
dress—the thick woolen has protected her—
one little red spot on the shoulder, another
on the elbow, that is all the damage done.
The child chatters gaily on; how fortunate
that she did not have on her new apron, how
Ulrich grasped the burning one, tore it off,

and put out all the sparks. The father em-
braces the boy tenderly; the mother seizes

his hand with tears. She sees him start as if

in pain, sees that his handkerchief is

wrapped about his hand, and as she takes
It off she turns pale.

"I saw from my height how they led the
boy away. The mother had thrown her arm
lovingly about him; the father carried the
little girl. I was left alone. I was sorry that
I could not have helped them, that the
children paid no attention to my warnings.
There was no longer any pleasure in shining,
and I saw the wild flames that had done the
mischief go to rest one after another. The
spark-elves had leaped till they were tired

—

now they crept wearily through the ashes;
only the wind howled about the house as
violently as ever. The rain-elves had all

rushed by; the rays of the moon fell through
the scattered clouds into the room. The
young maid-servant entered the room, shut
up the stove, and raised her hand toward my
lamp. She turned me around in cii'cles till

I was dizzy—I died."

"How fortunate it was that you were there
in charge of everything!" said one of the
glow-worms, sarcastically. But the will-o'-

the-wisp had faded away.
"The poor boy!" sighed the water-lily;

"what harm those wicked flames may have
done him !"

A new will-o'-the-wlsp danced toward them,
more transparent than the others. As it

shone with a blue light close by the water,
leaping up or whirling about in circles, a low
singing was heard, as monotonous and soft as
a cradle song.

"Who is singing?" said the owl. "What
does this whining mean? Have we a nurse«
maid here?"

"Oh, be still!" said the water-lily, implor-
ingly, and the little flame on the bank
laughed aloud, sprang up and danced about,

tried to speak, and could not utter a word for

laughter and leaping.^

"It is a water-sprite," chuckled the light at

last, "a water-sprite is singing to me and
welcoming me. It must be that some sweet
fountain has run into the pond, and now
recognizes me; it sings to me now the song
that all spirits of fountains sing when I

approach, when my hot breath touches them
and sets them in commotion.
"Hussah, hussah ! What a gay life was mine

under the humming kettle! Dancing always
in the confined space—always dancing to the
same sweet melody, leaping and playing!

And above me was a humming and hissing,

while moist, blue vapor rose in the air. Then
sometimes I stretched over the edge of my
bowl ; I was mirrored in bright silver dishes,

reflected from clear crystal, from gay cups
that stood on the white damask table-cover.

The room was a comfortable, beautiful place,

dark carpets, rich draperies, moldings on the
ceiling and graceful gold ornamentations.
On the polished oak doors were great round
knobs which gleamed and shone—were they
also lights? I bowed and nodded salutations

to them. They looked coldly back at me-
bah, mere miserable polished brass! How
the parquet ,floor shone, how the flowers in

the carpet glowed ! Happy mortals live thus,

and happy mortals love and cherish the gay
and friendly house-sprite, the little flame
under the tea-urn, the leaper, with fiery

breath, with pricking, hot, restlessly beating
pulses. At eventide he adorns his safe home
on the round family board. And his heart

pours itself out in gay and wise discourse, in

delicate jestings, when the hot, steaming
water bubbles over, when the kettle chirps

and hums, hisses and whistles its little song;

the flame laughs and leaps up—"
"Hold on, hold on!" cried a glow-worm,

"rest a moment, wild, fiutterlng creature!

With your leaps and your chatter you take

away my breath."

"Have you lost your breath?" laughed the
will-o'-the-wlsp. "Come dance with me, bright

creature. Havel not breath enough for two?
Come, come, you are a gallant cavilier!"

Quickly as the wind it whirled from the bank,
and reached the stone where the old horned
owl sat. "See, there are the brass knobs!" it

cried, delighted, and leaping and flickering, it

sprang toward the great spectacles the pro-

fessor wore. "Wretched brass ! There is no
light, no soul there !"

The old bird, dazzled and provoked, uttered

a screech, flapped his wings, and snapped at

the audacious will-o'-the-wisp. But it had
leaped away to the other side of the little

cove, and the ivy called out to it:

"It must have been a long time since you
lived with men, you wild thing. What good
men love and cherieU will not fly about at
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night like a wild, mocking kobold, mid
respectable old birds."

"Lirum, laruna, a long time," hummed the

light. "Are twenty years a longtime? Ha,
ha! Yes, twenty years ago and more—'twas
then the kettle chirruped its water song, then I

lived and burned one single, happy evening!"
"Why was the evening so happy?" asked

the little grasses.

"Because I was so happy—I and the human
creatures around me. You should have seen

the happy faces that surrounded me at the

tea-table! Even the pale face of the invalid

lady on the sofa was radiant with joy. And
how the father's eyes shone! He lounged
comfortably in the great arm-chair, and drew
long whiffs from his pipe."

"There was a father there, too?"
"Certainly, he and she were there."

"He and she! Ah, only two!" sighed the
little grasses. "But who was he, and who was
she?" asked the water-lily.

"Patience, patience ! You must wait. I saw
more than that; there was a girl's head, with
deep blue, child-like eyes, full of roguery and
happiness. The dark lashes fell, and when she
again looked up, deep thoughtfulness, earnest
questionings shone in the starry eyes."

"She sat by your tea-table?"

"She sat by my tea-table, and in her slender
hand she held a silver knife; she was spread-

ing butter on the bread, and when it was
ready the young man cut off the thin slices

for her."

"The young man ! Ah, lively flame, stand
still one moment! There was a young man,
too? Who was he, then ?"

"Ha, ha; you would like to know! The
young man was the most important person-

age, the cause of all the joy. He had been
away a long, long time, and to-day he had
returned from his long journey. For him
burned the domestic flame under the singing
kettle, for him all hearts beat, all eyes

sparkled with joy."

"Tell me, how did he behave?" asked the
young owl ; "it is not a matter of indifference

how the chief personages behave."
"Oh, bah!" said the light, "chief personages

do not care about that; my dear boy never
thought of behaving at all. He sat and looked
at the young girl, at her hands, at her sweet
face. When her light steps moved about
the table, he watched her—as earnestly and
thoughtfully as though she were a sweet
riddle which he would fain understand.'.'

"What are riddles?" asked the water-lily.

"Buds are riddles," answered the ivy. "First

Is the y6ung plant, small, curled up, thickly

wrapped about with close, green leaves; then
the stem rises higher and higher, and at last

the perfect, lovely bud rocks gently on its

stalk. You stand before it and ask, 'How will

it look to-morrow as a full-blown flower,

glowing with color and splendor, breathing

out sweet fragrance?' Yes, sunlight and
warm summer air resolve such flower riddles."

"Bravo, bravo!" laughed the flame, and
threw gay, flickering gleams toward the ivj'

in greeting; "that is it! She was like that.

A lovely girl-bud in full spring, growing,
unfolding. 'What will she be when a full-

blown flower?' That riddle shone in the

earnest, dark eyes of the youth. Yes, I under-
stoocP him well. He dreamingly recalled the

little bud, wrapped In closelj'-folded leaves."

"Was he a dreamer?" asked the owl.

"No, indeed, far from it; he was a thinker,"

said the flame. "He had studied, was very
learned, and a theologian—I don't know what
all. No book was too thick, too old, too sol-

emn for him; none were sealed to him by
their foreign language or their profundity.

Only, good youth, he did not know that

children's shoes may be worn out or out-
grown."

"He did not know ths^t?" cried the little

daisy, straightening itself up.

"Oh," laughed the will-o'-the-wisp, "when
one spends one's time with the fathers of the
church, and wherever one goes, looks first for

old books, and not for young people, how can
one learn how three or four years may change
a little playmate. Ideas which rose in long-
forgotten centuries are not at home in the
sweet present. And it was a sweet and lovely

day, hurrah !"

The flame whirled around rapidly, flickered

and sang, and leaped about the meadow so

wildly that sparks flew all about, and the
water-lily feared it would not talk any more.
In the meantime Professor Uhu opened his

beak and said: "You must have been a
student yourself, wild romp, you know so

much about your dear youth, and you speak
of him as If he had been one of your own
comrades, who vexed you by his earnestness."
"Ho, ho! lastudent? Why not say a pro-

fessor? I should not be the first will-o'-the-

wisp to rise so high. I sit on a school-bench?
I write great piles of exercises ? Ha, ha! Ha, ha

!

The tea-table was my lecture-room, and what
I know I learned from the conversation
there."

"Did your grave young man speak?" asked
the water-lily. "Ah ! tell us what he said."

"A great, great deal. Much more than you
would care to hear. He spoke of his travels,

of England, whence he had just returned, of
the brother whom he visited there, of his
uncle and aunt and cousins-"
"Of nothing else?" asked the water-lily

faintly.

"Oh, yes!" said the flame, and stopped a
moment to recall it. "He once knew a little

girl whom he loved very, very dearly; he was
her faithful playmate. She learned many

usuful things from him—how to jump rope,

to roll hoop, to walk on stilts—and when he
went away she sprang upon the garden bench
to reach up to her big brother. He spoke of

I all this."

"Who was the little girl? Where was the
garden, and where did the bench stand?"
cried the little grasses and the wild thj'me all

together.

Hui! how quickly the light sprang among
them, and seized the little grasses and flowers
by their delicate leaves, shaking them
violently. It flamed up in a passion.

"Will you keep quiet? Will you wait? How
should I know all that? Was I there?"
The little flowers and grasses saw that the

flame was not fierce, though it flared up so
wildly; they laughed and said they would
like very much to hear about the little girl.

"Be still, be still!" cried the flame; "listen

to what the young man said. He spoke first

of the farewell by the garden-bench, then of
his return. He said he mis.sed the child, his

little sister. He found instead a slender
young lady, in a long dress, speaking with
dignity to the servants, demure, a steady
little housekeeper, carrying about the keys,
busied at the table with plates and cups. It

was all so new, so strange—It seemed all the
time as If the disguise must fall, afid his little

sister emerge from It and spring upon his

knee."
"The poor youth longed for his little sister,"

said the water-lily.

"Believe him, believe him. If that amuses
yovi!" laughed the will-o'-the-wisp. "I did
not believe him at all! Longing is pale. The
rogue ! He was beaming. His dark eyes shone
with happiness; his grave mouth smiled as

though smiling was invented on pur^iose

for It.

"The young girl sprang quickly up; she
would not be new and strange, she cried."

"The little girl on the garden-bench?"
"The girl-bud, I mean, who was buttering

the bread. She sat down on the footstool by
her mother, leaned her head with its lux-
uriant braids against the sofa, looked ro-

guishly at the youth, and asked : 'Now, am I

the old, dear old little Hannah?' "

"Had she bright golden locks?" asked a reed
hastily.

"Tied up with ribbons?" cried the daisy,
curiously.

"Ha, ha, ha!" cried the light, dancing
about. "You are all wrong. Brown locks, no
ribbons. But wait—wait a moment." And
the flame rocked from side to side, and hum-
ming softly and monotonously it said: "Yes,
yes; that is it! The young man strolled back
the hair from the girl's forehead; he spoke
thoughtfullj'; he should not have recognized
her hair, it had grown so dark, only the ends,
and the hair by her forehead had kept a
little of their old golden light. It must have
been counterfeit gold, since it kept its color

so poorly."

"Counterfeit gold! How ungallant!" cried a
glow-worm. "Was the girl vexed?"
"Why shouldn't she be ?" said the light. "The

little girl, the dear little one, begged he would
treat nicely-brushed hair more respectfully;
such delicate things should be more con-
siderately touched. And she drew away his

hand and held it fast in both her own. I

leaned over my li ttle vase, I looked, flickering

over the wee thing that did not deserve to be
called a cream-jug, and on the young man's
hand I saw a great, great scar. The lovely
Hannah saw the scar, too; her white fingers

passed over it caressingly. Alas for her
happy smile! It vanished all at once. She
leaned her forehead against his hand, and
said softly: 'Poor, dear Ulrich! You have
brought the horrid scar home with you. You
bear the penalty of my fault, though you
were my deliverer from a fiery death and
deserved a royal reward."
"Ah—ah!" said the water-lily, and the

reeds repeated: "Deliverer from a flery

death! Deliverer frohi a fiery death!" and
thought themselves very wise and sharp-
sighted.

"I know something about fiames and
burns!" cried the little daisy.

"Bah, children's tales!" said the will-o'-the-

wisp. "Don't talk so much, you confuse me.
Everything flickers, flutters and hums in my
brain. You all want to know what else

happened. The father spoke; it was such a
medley. I did not understand him at all at
first. It was high time to find some reward
for Ulrich. Dear Hannah might hold fast the
strong hand which had protected her so well
and consider—only think—she might con-
sider two years what she would give Ulrich.
Some rare treasure—a chain, e" best of all, a
little gold ring, her father thought, for it was
verj- suitable that the band which had suf-
fered so much for her should receive the
reward."
Professor Uhu said, "Did the daughter

think so, too?"
[To be continued.]

A COOK BOOK FREE.

On page 10 you will find an offer of the Royal
Baking Powder Co. to send a cook book free

to all lady readers of the Farm A^^) Fikeside.
The cook book contains 1,000 tried recipes for

every kind of cooking, and it is written by
the famous Prof. Rudmani, of the New York
Cooking School. This is an unusual oppor-
tunity for housekeepers and others interested

in cooking, and you should not miss it. All
that is necessary is to send the Royal Baking
Powder Co. a postal-card, giving your name
and address in full, asking for the cook book,
which thej' send Free to the readei^s of the
Farm and Fireside.

A BRAKEtVtAN'S HOLD.

It had been a bad week all around. The
baby had been sick, an' I'd lost such little

sleep as I could've got, an' Molly had been
restless an' worried an' cross. I had been, too

—there's no use o' thinkin' I hadn't—an' when
I'd been later'u I o\ight to be at the train a
couple o' mornin's, I got hauled over the coals

for it, an' that didn't make me feel any better.

Then I lost a few dollars through countin' my
pay in the street; felt so sure 1 could handle
it, when whiff, the wind had taken one of my
bills 'way out of sight. Well, chasin' a thing
don't always mean catchin' it, and I was out
a suit of clothes, or a new dress for Molly, or

the money for the doctor's bills.

So I went home, an' Molly was tired an'

impatient. I didn't think of how she'd had
to bear somethin', but I just blurted out about
my own \ois. My, but she did blaze up

!

"No use to save a few pennies, for me to

throw away dollars! No use tryin' to be care-

ful of ten cents when I could let ten dollars

blow away like a puff of smoke!"
I didn't answer back much, but got my sup-

per and had a nap, though by this time I was
so mad I didn't want to look at her—my Molly

!

When I woke up, itwasgettin'to train-time,

an' I went over an' looked at the youngster,
who was gettin' on fine by this time. I bent
over an' kissed him, an' stood a minute an'

looked at Molly, and then I said—ugly, I s'pose

—"Good-night!"

"It'll be a good night if you don't spend or
waste any more money !" she said.

Jove, the mad I'd felt before was nothin' to
the rage that seized hold o' me ! I didn't 'scuse

myself, but I've always had a little more sym-
pathy for the people that do terrible things in
a rage. I know the blood rushed to my head
an' face, an' I fairly trembled. My voice was
sort o' choked as I said, "It'd be a good night
if it'd rid me o' you an' your waggin' tongue !"

an' slammed the door as I went out.

The breeze was comin' up cool an' damp,
but it didn't cool my temper. Our little house
was only a few blocks from the station, an'
sometimes the boys would make it easy for

me, if I was late, by startin' on time an'
slowin' up a little till I swung on. Of course,

I mean when I was late, an' hadn't time to

I'eport, for they knew they could always rely

on my bein' on hand.

We made the trip. I was on the local then,
an' the return an' all was made in about two
an' a half hours. We used to get back about
midnight, so I could always depend upon hav-
ing half a night's sleep, anyhow. Bein' so

lucky as to live near the station gave me more
than most of the other boys.

Well, my temperhadn't cooled on the return
one bit. No, I got worse—a good deal worse.
I'd thought of how hard I'd worked, an' the
things I'd done to make Molly's life comfor-
table, an' the ways I'd tried to help her. But I

didn't think o' the way she'd worked for tne,

an' tried to help and encour'ge me. No, I

wasn't on that tack just then. An' I thought
more an' more o' her temper, an' her always
waggin' tongue, an' I got so far as to think If

it wasn't for the young un it'd be best to make
a misstep some night like this—in the dark
like this.

Just then the whistle came for 'down
brakes,' an' as I leaned over I saw the draw
was open, and in a minute I thought how easy
it'd be to drop down and have it all over in
an Instant—if it wasn't for the baby. When
we started again I got down on the step an'
leaned out just in a kind o' curious wa^'. I

never knew how it happened, but my feet

slipped, an' there I was cllngin' by one hand,
and the train gettin' along faster every
moment.
Over the draw, over the bridge, an' thinkin'

I was goin' to drop, till I managed to get my
other hand up an' hold on with all my life's

strength, doublln'my feet under 'till I thought
they'd snap off with the tryin' to keep 'em up
from the rails. You see, I couldn't touch any-
thing to steady 'em, an' couldn't pull myself
up. I just hung there 'till it seemed as if I

must let ^o.

Then of a sudden I seemed to see Molly an'

the baby left all alone. I saw Molly, with her
tired body an' achln' heart, a-takin' care o'

the little one, an' always rememb'rin' those
last cruel words o' mine, an' a-blamin' herself

for her last words to me. I tell you—I can't—
I don't dare to think over again all the
thoughts I had as I clung there between life

—

the little hold I had on life—an' the death so

near if I let go; for there was no stoppin' 'till

we reached the ferry, an' no chance o' bein'

discovered. Once or twice the conductor or

some one came through, an' I thought I

called, hut my voice wasn't a whisper. All
my strength was just In my hands. If ever a
llvin' man can seem to feel as if heaven was
near, I did when the whirrln' o' the brakesan'
the clankin' o' the rails showed we was gettin'

in. Then, o' course, I was all right. One o'

thwboys got off to help the passengers just in

time to catch me as I dropped.
I didn't know anythin' more till I found

myself in the office, a-lyln' on the bench, M-lth

Molly—at that time o' night—a-holdin' my
hand, an' cryin'.

"Oh, Jack," she whispered, "are you better,

dear? Oh, I thougljt you'd left me—for good!
I couldn't rest, an' I left the baby next door
an' come down to wait for your train. I

wanted to say I was sorry. Oh, Jack, forgive

me for my cruel tongue, an' I'll try to inind it

more."
"Stop there, my girl," I whispered. I found

I was terrible weak, an' the tears came to my
eyes. "Forgive me, too," was all I could say.

But right there before all the boys—and
some o' 'em a-grlnnin'—I drew my wife down
to me an' kissed bev.—Minnie C. Hale, in

Harper's Bazar.

THE ALMANAC AND ITS SIGNS-WHAT DO
THEY STAND FOR?

If you will turn to your almanac you will

find a peculiar figure for each month. The
figure for each month was taken from the
group of stars that appeared at sunset in that
month. In March the constellation of the
Ram, in April that of the Bull, in May that
of the Twins appeared, so the Ram, the Bull

and the Twins were the figures for Marc^,
April and May.
But how did the stars get the names Ram,

Bull, Twins, and so on through the twelve
months of the year? It is now known that
the Chaldeans gave these names to the twelve
sections of the starry sphere through which
the sun seems torpass each year. They chose
names for the stars to correspond with the
chief event of each month upon earth. In
each month the sun produced different re-

sults upon the earth. There were wet months
and dry months, hot months and cold months,
clear months and cloudy months, a month
when the sun mounted highest toward the
zenith, and another when It kept low near to

the equator. Each month had its own story

to tell about the King of Day, and each story
was recalled hy the figure for the month.
The year opened in March, the month of the

Ram. As' a ram leads a flock of sheep, so

March led the months of the year. The story
for April, the month of the fickle sun, recalls

Taurus, the Bull, that heaven sent to compel
the sun to be more constant, and to do its

duty. These stories represent the sun as a
hero on earth, one Gilgames, who was ac-

companied by a centaur, half man and half

bull. In Jlay Gilgames and the Centaur were
tempted by Pleasure and Lust to go to the
city of Erech. May was the month of pleas-

ures, and Gemini, the Twins, the figures for

the month, recalled these two tempters.
In June occurred the solstice, when the sun

reached Its highest point in the sky, and then
began to crawl backward, like a crab, toward
the equator. The figure for June in the
calendar was a Cancer, or crab. July was the
month of blazing heat, when the sun destroys
like a lion. Its name was fire, and Its figure

was Leo, the lion.

August was the month of Istar, the virgin
queen of heaven, and was represented by the
figure of Virgo, the virgin.

In September and October Gilgames went to
the desert west of Babylon to a garden which
was covered with fruitand jewels and guarded
by two men who looked like scorpions.

"Their crown was the threshold of heaven,
and their footing was the under-world; their

faces burned with terribleness, and their

presence was death." The old figure for the
month was a scorpion, but the Greeks took
the claws and made Libra, the balance, out of

them.
In November Gilgames fought against the

storm cloud, and the Centaur, who was a
famous archer, was slain. The figure for

November was Sagittarius, the archer.

In December Gilgames (the sun) was afflicted

with leprosy, lost his hair, waned in power,
and may have been wounded by a horned
goat. At all events, a horned goat, Capricorn,

was the figure for December.
January was marked by the figure of the

water-urn, now called Aquarius, the water-
man. It was the month of rains.

February was known by the Fishes. There
were two fishes, because the Chaldeans inter-

jected an extra month after February, as we
do an extra day. In order to keep up with the

sun. The sun was called a fish in February,
because at that time it seemed to be taken
right out of the Persian gulf, as it arose from
the equator to the spring equinox.

Thus we trace the familiar figures of the

farmer's almanac to the sun legends of

Chaldea, 3,000 years oid.—Bavlist Union.

WORTHY OF ATTENTION.

The value of co-operation In the problem of

domestic economy is practically illustrated in

one of the suburbs of Boston. A wealth j- and
energetic citizen has organized and is carrying

out a scheme of co-operative housekeeping
which, as it has proved a practical success, is

well worth the attention of the world at

large. About a dozen years ago he purchased

a large tract of land in Brookline, and he has

erected from time to time a number of rows
of houses of handsome appearance and solidly

built. Those in the same row resemble each
other outwardly, but the Inside of no two is

alike; each house is distinct and individual

in this respect, so that each householder can
feel that he has a house that is not duplicated.

The collection of houses is known as the

"Beacon-sfield Terraces." Each house has its

own little yard, but back of these is a park of

about six, acres of land, beautifully laid out

with walks, shade-trees, driveways, tennis-

courts, children's play-ground, and so forth.

This park belongs to the tenants and owners
in common for fifteen years; at the expira-

tion of which the tenants will be able to

obtain permanent possession of the grounds.

How About the Prudence of allowing a
Cough to run on, rasping the Pulmonary and
Bronchial organs, when that approved and
speedy remedy. Dr. D. Jayne's Expectorant,
can be obtained from any Apothecary?
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A MAN WITH GRIT IN HIM.

He likes to be arouud when a victory is to be

won.
He talks that he may get a chance to do.

He is not afraid of any man too big for store

clothes.

He is not scared by the largeness of any
undertaking.

He undertakes what no one else dares tackle.

He asks questions with a bold, stout heart.

He can stand the frown of a relative.

He acts not upon impulse, but mature fore-

thought.

He never takes for granted that because one
man says a thing that it is so.

He meets argument with well-founded
reasons.

He is resourceful when emergencies arise.

He does not rely simply on himself, but
very much on another.

He never tries to be like or unlike another
man.
He does his best work in his every-day way

of doing things.

He is the aggressor in the conflicts he wa;ges.

He hides from his opponents the secret of

his power.
He does not lose his head because of small

talk cast at him.
He tells what he is going to do, and then

proceeds to do it.

He does not lose his head because he had
grit.

He puts prevailing arguments into the

heads of others.

He proves that an enemy's greatest defeat

is due to himself.

He never does valiant things for the sake of

^ain.— Young Men's Bra.

FOR PROSPECTIVE GUESTS.

Most -vs^omen are socially inclined, arid no
doubt the pleasure of having one's own house
is enhanced by a judicious amount of enter-

taining; but the way in which one does it

makes a vast difference to the hostess and
the guest.

Where there is much entertaining," it is

absolutely necessary to comfort of mind to

know when one's friends are coming to stay,

and it is not only perfectly proper, but by far

the best way, to send an invitation for a def-

inite time. You wish to invite Cousin Abby
in June, vlien the roses are out, and you
know her usual visit is two weeks, so you
write and ask her to come at a certain date,

and you let her know that at such a date two
weeks later you have planned to invite your
dear friend, Mrs. A., from the city, who can
come at no other time. Cousin Abby realizes

the situation, and comes when she is asked.

AU these arrangements have to be calculated

beforehand, for in that way only can one com-
fortably invite the number of guests she

wishes to entertain during the summer.
It is fairly exasperating to receive a letter

from some thoughtless relative, saying, "I am
coming pretty soon to stay a few days with
you." What does it mean? How soon? How
many days? You were just planning for a

little trip yourself, and while you await this

indefinite visitor, who perhaps changes her
mind and does not come at all, the days are

rapidly flitting by, and your chance for an
outing is gone.

Relatives often take liberties with each
other that they would never think of taking

with friends, and it seems hard, sometimes, to

make them understand that, while at one
time they would be gladly welcomed, at an-

other their visit may prove a great incon-

venience.—Domestic Monthly.

A DISTINCTION.

"Yes, I suppose you may call Eben a suc-

cessful man. He does a good business, but in

my mind he isn't prosperous." So said Mrs.

Tracy to her sister, who had congratulated

her on the purchase by her husband of a mill

which he was thought to have bought at a
bargain. ^

"Well," returned her sister, "it seems to me
everything he touches comes out just right.

He's the busiest man in town."
"That's just it," retorted Mrs. Tracy. "He's

busy, and he succeeds in his doings, but that

isn't prospering—not as I understand it. You
see," she continued, "when we were first mar-
ried he leased the little woolen-mill down on
the stream, and got along first-rate. He wasn't

over-busy, and we used to ride around together

every afternoon, and have lots of company
and good times. But he began to make
money and buy more wool, and more mills to

take care of it, and more storehouses to put
it in, until it takes about all his time to get

from one mill to the other. Sometimes I see

him on a Sunday, but he's generally busy
resting up to start again. He's about as much
a slave as if he were chained in a galley."

"Yes, but he does make money," said one.

"Well, perhaps so; but it all goes to buy
more wool. If anybody hankers for lots of

wool in this world, that's one thing. Eben
has any amount of wool, but when it comes
to getting the real solid goodness out of life

and enjoying it, he's forgotten how to do it.

Really, as I look at it, Eben is the most mu-
prosperous man in town."

FREE TO INVALID EADIES.
A lady who suffered for years witli uterine troubles,

displacements, leucorrhea and other irregularities,

finally found a safe and simple home treatment that
completely cured her without the aid of medical at-
tendance. She will send it free with full instructions
how to use it to any auffering woman who will send her
name and address to Mrs. C. li. Urme.SouttiBsnd.Ind.

AN IDEAL CHINA-CLOSET.

It should be built between the dining-room
and the kitchen, so that it can be entered
unobserved when guests are at the table.

The shelves should not be more than four-

teen inches wide and about nineteen inches

apart. Where they are wider than this the

tendency is to pile too many dishes upon
them, and they are apt to give way. This is

no reason why we should cling to tradition

and cover these shelves with white paper or

muslin. Why should not corrugated rubber,

such as has already found its way at the side

of kitchen sinks, be introduced? There is a
slight odor about this material, but china
does not take it, and the chances of dishes

slipping and breaking by falling upon the

shelf would be decreased fifty per cent.

A serviceable device for use when plates are

stood on end is to use a rope instead of a

cleat to hold them, and to fasten it at the

corners and in the center by double-headed
tacks driven down tightly into the shelves.

Being slightly yielding, the plate is less apt to

fall over from a sudden jar or slight blow.

Where possible, glass shoitld be stored by
itself. In the most modern houses cabinets

are built in the dining-room for this purpose.

The narrow side shelves found in most china-

closets are best for glasses. All drinking-

glasses should be arranged in groups, and far

enough apart so that there will be no con-

fusion on bringing them out when needed.

Where plates and saucers are piled one upon
the other, they should have rounds of felt or

Cantpn flannel placed between them. There
is an art in cutting these rounds, so much so

that one man in New York finds steady

employment in supplying them. He is known
to all the dealers, who recommend him to

their customers. The rounds should never
come above the hollow of the plate.

Hooks on which cups are hung should not
be screwed on the edge of the second shelf,

but well underneath it. They should be tested

from time to time, lest by the settling of the

house and of the shelves they might Ijecome

loose.

The second shelf should be about three

inches narrower than the one beneath it, to

admit of large dishes being lifted out safely.

The upper shelves, usually used for large

dishes, may be flush with the second.

MAKING PUTTY.

Pure putty is made of whiting and linseed-

oil. Whiting is made of chalk which is

imported from England and ground in this

country. Barytes, mixed with the whiting, is

used as an adulterant of putty, and cotton-

seed oil is mixed with linseed-oll, says a

writer in the New York Sun. Cotton-seed oil

is cheaper, and a slower dryer than linseed

;

its use is advantageous to small consumers,
as putty'mlxed with part cotton-seed oil keeps
in order longer. Llnseed-oll putty is used
more by decorators and painters and other

large consumers who use up putty quickly.

Putty sells at wholesale at from one and one
half to two cents a pound. It Is put up for

the trade in barrels of eight hundred pounds,
kegs of three hundred pounds, tubs of one
hundred to one hundred and ten pounds, in

cans of one to one hundred pounds, and in

bladders. It keeps best in bladders, and the

bulk of the putty exported goes in that form.
Putty made in the eastern cities of the United
States is sold on the Atlantic seaboard and in

the south, but not much eastern putty Is sold

in the West, for there are putty factories in

the northern and western cities. We export
putty to Canada, Mexico, the West Indies,

South America and the Sandwich islands.

Manufacturers make colored putties to order,

and white, brown and black putiies are kept
in stock. Putty has a variety of uses besides

those already mentioned, and the very
familiar one is setting glass. Browii pvitty is

used to point brownstone buildings, and putty
is sometimes used in pointing up brick

buildings. Black putty is used in stove-

foundries. Plumbers use putty. Sometimes
scene painters reduce It and put it on canvas
to paint over. There are three or four putty
manufactories in New York, and more in

Brooklyn. A single firm of manufacturers in

this city has sold more than 17,000 tons in a
year. These seem like large-figures, but they
are less surprising from the fact that there
are few articles of more common use.

DUST.

It would be well if we could examine
enough specimens of air under the microscope
to be able to call up ever afterward vivid pic-

tures of its contents. We would then see the
cloud of dust arising from every footfall in a
carpet, springing up from every cushioned
chair when its occupant leaves it, and fiying

out from unbrushed clothes and dirty boots.

Had we these microscopic eyes to see our real

surroundings, certain reforms in our house-
holds would not be so delayed. There would
soon be an end of nailed-down carpets that are

taken up and beaten but once a year. We would
buy very little upholstered furniture,o,nd what
we had would be beaten and brushed out of

doors much' oftener than it now is. We
would have no heavy hangings to catch the
dust, and, unseen, foul the air at every move-
ment. Our furniture, especially of bedrooms,
would be smoother of outline, with fewer
dust-catchers. We would more intelligently

direct our house-builders, requiring for one
thing perfectly fitting floors, and for another,
fewer moldings and projections too high to

be conveniently cleaned every day, but sure

to send down upon us their accuanulations at

every closing of the door. We should learn

that a sweeping is not to be indoors, but out-

doors, the floor-covering to be removed for

the purpose, and that the removal of dust

does not consist in stirring it up only to settle

again, but in wiping it up with slightly damp-
ened cloth, which shall carry the dust with it

out of the room.
And it is really true, good housewife, that

this system, once set running in your house,

requires no more labor, take the whole year
together, than your present way, and you will

be clean all the time. Instead of once or twice

a yea.r.—Hall's Journal of Health.

GOING TO BED HUNGRY.

Fasting during the long Interval between
supper and breakfast, and especially the
complete emptiness of the stomach during
sleep, adds greatly to the amount of emaci-
ation, sleeplessness and general weakness so

often met with. It Is well known that in the
body there Is a perpetual disintegration of

tissue, sleeping or waking; it is, therefore,

natural to believe that the supply of nourish-
ment should be somewhat continuous, espec-
ially in those in whom the vitality is lowered.
As bodily exercise Is suspended during sleep,

with wear and tear correspondingly dimin-
ished, wllile digestion, assimilation and
nutritive activity continue as usual, the food
furnished during this period adds more than
is destroyed, and increased weight iind im-
proved general vigor is the result.

All animals except man eat before sleep,

and there is no reason why man should form
an exception to the rule. I am satisfled that

were the weakly, the emaciated and the sleep-

less nightly to take a light meal of simple,
nutritious food before going to bed, for a pro-

longed period, nine In ten of them would be
thereby raised to a better standard of health.

He has found that after digesting a bowl of

bread and milk, or a saucer of oatmeal and
cream, before going to bed, for a few months,
a surprising Increase in weight, strength and
general tone has resulted. Persons who are

stout and plethoric are recommended to fol-

low an opposite course.—Z)r. W. T. CaUiell.

LAUGHTER A REMEDIAL AGENT.

The remedial effects of laughter are really

wonderful. Cases have been known where a
hearty laugh has banished disease and pre-

served life by a sudden eflfort of nature. We
are told that the great Erasmus, the eminent
theologian, laughed so heartily at a satirical

remark that he broke a tumor and recovered
his health. In a singular treatment on
"Laughter," Joubert gives two similar in-

stances. A patient being very low, the physi-

cian, who had ordered a dose of rhubarb,
countermanded the medicine, which was left

on the table. A monkey In the room jumped
up, discovered the goblet, and having tasted,

made a terrible grimace. Again putting his

tongue to it, he perceived some sweetness in

the dissolved manna, while the rhubarb had
sunk to the bottom. Thus emboldened, he
swallowed the whole, but found It such a
nauseous potion that, after many strange,

and fantastic grimaces, he ground his teeth in

agony, and in a violent fury threw the goblet

on the floor. The whole affair was so ludi-

crous that the sick man burst into repeated
peals of laughter, and the recovery of cheer-

fulness led to health.

CHOOSING CURTAINS.

In choosing curtains, it is well to remember
that a bright yellow fabric will light up a
north room as nothing else can. Curtains in

a dull shade of light green are most suitable

for a room furnished in rose color or yellow,

as a green light will soften the bright tiutings

and is always pleasant to the eye. Curtains
for bookcases add much to the appearance of

a room, and are an absolute necessity on a
low bookcase containing volumes with unat=
tractive bindings. Inexpensive curtains may
be made of the heav;?, repped cretonne which
is now oflered In such beautiful colorings.

Blue denim, which is made softer than the
old-fashioned blue jean, and is, therefore,

more suitable for embroideflng, is also an ex-
cellent material for this purpose, provided
the other furnishings of the room will permit
its use.

A WONDERFUL TREE.

The most wonderful tree of all that grows is

the cocoa palm. Before the nut isiripe, fresh
and clear water can be procured from it; when
the nut is ripe It is very nutritioiis, and the
milk from it is a good substitute for that of the
cow; wine is made from the sap and flower
stalks, its fermentation and distillation pro-
ducing vinegar and brandy; the young buds
make good cabbage and greens ; nutshells fur-

nish utensils, and from the flbers are made all
sorts of clothing, textile fabrics, and even the
sails, ropes and other cordage of ships; the
juices of the tree furnish ink, its leaves pens
and paper.

FOR THE BAPT.
THE PROOTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.
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MY CREED.

I hold that Christian grace abounds
Where oharity is seen; that when

We climb to heaven, 'tis on the rounds

Of love to men.

I hold all else named piety

A selfish scheme, a vain pretenae;

Where center is not, can there be

Circumference ?

This I moreover hold, and dare

Affirm where'er my rhyme may gos

Whatever things be sweet or fair

Love makes them so.

Whether It be the lullabies

That charm to rest the nestling bird,

Or that sweet confidence of sighs

And blushes, made without a word—

Whether the dazzling and thaflush

Of softly sumptuous garden bowers,

Or by some cabin door a bush
Of ragged flowers.

'Tis not the wide phylactery.

Nor stubborn fast, nor stated prayers.

That make us saints ; we Judge the tree

By whattit bears.

And when a man can live apart

From work, on theologic trust,

I know the blood about his heart
Is dry as dust. '

—AKee Carp.

NOVELTIES.

AMONG the pretty new things for

fall are odd pieces in silver.

Buckles to use in various

ways, as a trlniming on hats,

as belt buckles, as an orna-

ment for the collar of a dress

—

all these are imitated in silver on white
metal, or a kind of gilt in imitation ofgold.

Now, while it is desirable to have some-
thing solid and true in the little toilet ac-

cessories that are so evanescent, it is

needless to put money into them just to

accumulate on one's hands as old-fashioned

things do. If they are not so good, you
will not be so careful to hoard them, and
can give them away to persons whom they

will please when you are done with them.
This has truly been a ribbon summer,

and all ladies welcome the graceful, flow-

aud at the piquant face that looked out

from a big leghorn hat ladened with white
feathers ; no one of them would have been
willing to see her in anything but the

most feminine attire.

There are many dainty bits of toilet one
doesn't hear of except in quite large places.

Did you know that for marking your
clothing you could have your entire name
woven upon a strip of material, or just

your initials, as you prefer?

If the full skirts remain in style, I think
there might be a return to pockets. Some-
where in the seams of a live-gored skirt a

place could certainly be found for one.

Cannot some one start up the idea? We've
certainly been doomed to carry everything
in our hands long enough.
The exquisitely plain garments we illus-

trate would make up in any of the pretty

heavy wools, making the plastron of silk,

either white or like the dress. The full

sleeve in one piece is such a favorite it is

likely to remain.
The blouse waist has become a settled

favorite ; fitted loosely over a olose-titting

lining, they keep their shape better and
always set nicely.

Black insertion will do nicely for wools,

and make a very effective trimming.
The lace patterns we give can be trans-

ferred to paper muslin, and then carefully

traced in ink for working patterns,

L. L. C.

Insertion Blouse.

ing styles of this summer, the return of

full skirts necessitating wliite skirts, and
all the accessories of lace and furbelows.

"I think," said a lady at my left at

dinner, "it will be better when the women
dress more like men, it is so healthy."

"The saints forbid," says another w^oman,

and I could see the gentlemen look with
admiring- eyes upon the young lady at the

table dressed so sweetly womanly in silk.

PAVING OUR DEBTS.

It isn't always an easy thing to do, is it,

to meet one's obligations promptly, and
know that our debts aie all discharged?

Many a housewife with no financial debts

to meet sighs over her social obligations,

and finds it harder to pay off these than
many a bread-winner harassed by many
cares.

So often the trotible in meeting these
social obligations lies in poor accommoda-
tions, for one cannot successfully enter-
tain a large number of people in a small
house. Many a small house is surrounded
by a large yard, and what is more enjoy-
able for late summer evenings than a lawn
fete, where the soft moonlight bathes all

nature in a silvery radiance, and objects

that by day seem rough and common-
place assume softer, even more beau-
tiful outlines in the dim light ? Flowers
are never so attractive or so fragrant

as in the evening, and was ever music
so sweet as when sounding through
the soft.dewy air of amoonlight night ?

But if a moonlight party, with the
organ or other instrument on porch
or lawn, with supper served on small
tables or lap-boards scattered about in

the moonlight, and lanterns lighting

up the shaded places, is not practicable,

the matron or maid with numerous
obligations unmet need not despair,

for there is the picnic, which if prop-
erly arranged for, will

prove more enjoyable to

the majority of people

than any "at-home"
affair that can be thought
of.

If one invites friends

who have conveyances
of their own, they will,

of course, use them, but
if friends from village

or town are included,

the means of going and
returning comfortably
must be provided. The
transportation provided
for, folding cots—if there
are small children or
elderly people of the
party—hammocks and
swings must be the next
consideration, for while
not absolutely neces-

sary, these latter add
much to the comfort and
enjoyment of a picnic.

These things planned
for—by borrowing from
one's neighbors, if nec-

essary—the bill of fare is

the next thing. This
should be substantial

and abundant, for people
develop most wonderful

appetites when ^picnicking; but not elab-

orate, for if one has many debts to pay,

consequently jnust give a large picnic, it

will be work enough to provide eatables of

plain character for them without fussing

over fancy dishes, that after all are not a
success unless carefully served, and that,

we know, cannot always be done at a pic-

nic. Sometimes two or more families

whose social obligations are nmch the same

may unite in giving a picnic, and thus

lighten the work of preparation by divid-

ing it.

The most delightful picnic the writer

ever knew of, and her knowledge of such

things is not so very limited, was the join-

ing of two families, each having company
from town. The objective point was the

bank of a small river about three miles dis-

tant. The trip was made in the early

afternoon in easy carriages, where there

was plenty of room for grown folks, chil-

dren and babies, as well as hammocks,
lunch-baskets and fishing-poles. The
"bait" they hoped to get after the destina-

tion was reached, so happily it was not
carried along.

Of course, it rained, but there was an old

mill close by, where the whole party

sought shelter, and by the time the

friendly miller had shown them about and
explained the process of flour-making, the

shower was over and the bright sun
soon dried the grass, and the rain, instead

of spoiling the fun, only heightened it. A
rowboat was soon discovered, and while

some of the party sat on the bank to fish,

others went out for a row up the river. By
and by the children began clamoring for

supper. So the cloth was quickly spread

on the clean grass, in the shade of some
great hickory-trees, and the company one
and all declared they never tasted any-
thing so good as the ham sandwiches,

buttered rolls, cold chicken, succotash,

potato salad, cucumber pickles, tapioca

cream and cake. There was lemon pie

when we started, but the less said about
that pie the better, unless it is to advise all

picnickers to take warning and not try to

carry pie unless they have some kind of a
patent warranted not to break, mash or

spill.

After supper came another row on the

river when the last, long rays of the sun
cast a mellow light on hill and dale, turn^

ing the river into limped gold, and kiss-

ing cheek and brow of matron and maid
and transforming the yellow curls of one
precious baby into spun gold. 'Twas just

the hour for love-making, and tell it not
in Gath, but one staid and dignified mar:,

ried man was discovered with one arm
about his wife, while with the

other hand he tenderly held the

little golden-haired girlie. Thep
came the ride home in the gloam-
ing, and when the sleepy heads
had found a comfortable resting-

place, the clear voices

of the elders rang out

in old-time songs, as a

fitting finale toahappy
afternoon.

One more word about
the supper. The suc-

cotash was made at

noon, and while boil-

ing hot put into self-

sealing glass jars and
set on the stove, where
they kepthot until the

party was ready to

start. The jars were
then well w-rapped in

woolen cloths, then

heavy paper, and set in a basket,

covered with a blanket, and when
served was appetizingly warm.
The tapioca cream was also car-

ried in glass jars, and in that way
was no trouble.
Another jolly picnic that paid

up the debts of a brother and sis^

ter who had a friend visiting

them from the city, was so quick-

ly planned and executed as to

deserve mention.
About nine o'clockin the morn-

ing Charlie came in from the field,

saying they had finished digging

potatoes, and as he had no more
work for the day, suggested that

they have a picnic. At first the

"women folks" said "no," for

there was no time to prepare a

lunch, but after a hurried con-

sultation they decided that as

there was plenty of good, sweet,

fresh, light bread in the house
they could manage. After killing

three young chickens, Charlie

started off to invite their guests,

while Nell began to prepare the fowls for

frying, and their guest hastily stirred up a

great sponge-cake. On Charlie's return he
executed some orders from the girls, then
fixed up the farm-wagon with seats along

the sides, and at two o'clock there started

ofl'as jolly a load of sixteen young people

as one often sees. Passing through tlie

village they stopped at the grocer's and se-

cured a goodly supply of wooden dishes,
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such as he delivered butter, etc., on to his

customers, supper-time the boys were
bidden to make two fires; over one a great

pot of coffee was soon steeping, while at

the other, all hands not needed to set the
table were soon busily roasting ears of

corn that had been brought along for that

purpos,e. With plenty of good bread and
butter, coldfried chicken, pickles, roasting-

cars and coffee—for which a jar of rich

cream had been provided—with greq,t

luscious w^atermelons and spicy musk'-

melons and sponge-oake for dessert, they
had a supper fit for the gods, and but very
little work for any one. As each guest

had been asked to provide themselves

with a tin cup for coffee, and as the wooden
plates took the place of all other dishes.

House Dress.

there was little to "fuss" with or pack but
forks, knives and spoons.
The party returned by the light of the

September moon, declaring it one of the
best of the many good times they had had
this summer.
So I would repeat, if you have social

obligations to discharge, or want to pleas-
antly entertain a few friends, just get up a
picnic party and have a go«d time, free
from the conventionalities that sometimes
hamper other gatherings.

Clara Sensibauqh Evbbts.
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A MEMORY.

A ao{t little hand in mine,
Two tender eyes th&t sliine

With star-glow bright,

A »weet voice, rioh and low

As the fountain's silver flow.

Whispers "Good-night,
Good-night,"

Ah, God I it was long ago—
That musical voice so low.

And the little palm
Touching mine, so calm I

Put still in the evening light.

Or ivt the deep midnight,
I can hear that whisper, clear,

From spirit lips, 80 near,

li- "My love, good-night,
Good-n!:}ht !"

— Horatio Milh, in the ChicaQO Graphic.

'a society for the prevention of
cruelty to mothers.

"Can you lielp me a little, Marion?"
"I should like to, but I don't see how I

Qjn." The tone was not impatient, but
hurried. "I have this essay to finish for

the society this evening, I must go to

our French history class in an hour, then

to a guild meeting, and get back to my
German lesson at Ave o'clock.

"

"No, you cannot help me, dear. You
look worn out yourseW. Never mind. If

I tie up my head, perhaps I oan finish this.

"TUrougU at last," said Marion, wearily.

giving a finishing touch to "The Develop-
inent of Religious Ideas Among the

Greeks," at the same time glancing quickly
at the clock. Her attention was arrested

by a strange sight, Her tired mother had
fallen asleep over her sewing. That was
not surprising, but the startled girl saw
bending over her mother's pale face two
angels, each looking earnestly at the other.

"What made that weary look on this

wximan's face?" asked the stern, strange-

looking angel of the weaker, sadder one.

""Has God given her no daughters?"

"Yes," replied the other, "but they have
no time to take care of their mother."
"No time!" cried the other, "What do

they do with all the time I allow them?"

"Well," replied the Angel of Life, "I

keep their hands and hearts full. They are

affectionate daughters, much admired for

their good works; but they do not know
they are letting the one they love most slip

from my arms into yours. Those gray
hairs come from overwork and anxiety to

sa'^e money for music and French lessons.

Those pale cheeks faded while the girls

were painting roses and pansies."

, The dark angel frowned.

"Young ladies must be accomplisheU
now," explained the other. "Those eyes
grew dim sewing for the girls, to give ihem
time to study ancient history and modern
languages; those wrinkles came because
the girls had not time to share the cares

and worries of every-day life. That sigh

comes because their mother feels neglected

and lonely while the girls are working for

the women of India; that tired look comes
from getting up so early while the poor,

exhausted girls are trying to sleep buck the

late hours they gave to sttidy or spent at

the concert; those feet are so weary be-

cause of their ceaseless walk."

"Surely, the girls help, too?"

"What they can. But their feet get

weary enough going around begging for

the charity hospital and the church, and
hunting up the poor and the sick."

"No wonder," said the Angel of Death,

"so many mothers call me. This is, in-

deed, sad—loving, industrious girls giving

their mother to my care as soon as selfish,

wicked ones!"

"Ah, the hours are so crowded!" said

Life, wearily. "Girls who are cultured, or

take an active part in life, have no time \o

take care of the mother
who spent so much time

In bringing them up."

"Then I must place my
seal on her brow," said the

Angel of Death, bending
over the sleeping woman.
"NOj^no!" cried Marion,

springing from her seat.

"I will take care of her if

you will only stay!"

"Daughter, you must
have nightmare. Wake
up, dear; I fear you have
missed your history class."

"Never mind, mama; I

am not going to-day. I am
rested now, and I will make
those buttonholes while
you curl up on the sofa and
take a nap. I'll send word
to the guild professor that

I must be excused to-day,

for I am going to see to

supper myself, and make
some of those muffins you
like."

"But, dear, I dislike to

take your time."

"Seeing you have never
given me any time; now
go to sleep, mama, dear, as

I did, and do not worry
about me. You are of more
"consequence than all of

the languages or classes io

the world."
So, after having been

snugly tucked in a warm
afghan, with a tender kiss

from her daughter—us-
ually too busy for such
demonstrati ons—Mrs.
Hensen fell into a sweet,

restful sleep.

"I see we might have lost

the best of mothers in our
mad rush to be educated

and useful in this hurry-
ing, restless day and
generation," Marion solilo-

quized, as she occasionally

stole a glance at the sleep-

ing mother. "After this,

what time she does not

need I shall devote to out-

side work and study. Until she gets well

restored I will take cliarge of the house, and
give up all the societies except one—that
I'll have by myself, if the other girls will

not join—a Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Mothers."

And Marion kept her word. A few
months later, one of the Woman's Pro-

gressive League members said to her:

"We miss your bright essays so much,
Miss Marion. You seem to have lost all

your ambition to be highly educated.

You are letting your sisters get ahead of

you, I fear. How young your mother
looks to have grown daughters. I never

saw her looking so well."

Then Marion felt rewarded for being a

member of what she calls the "S. P. CM."
—Jennesa-Miller Monthly.

HOME TOPICS.

A dessert which can be prepared in the

early morning and be ready for dinner is

very acceptable these "busy days. The fol-

lowiijg recipes for apple desserts are much
liked at our house:

Apple Custard.—Pare and grate six

apples and the rind of one lemon ; add the

yolks of three eggs, sweeten to tat-te aiui

bake ten to fifteen minutes in a quicl<

oven. When done, spread over the top a

meringue made by beating the whites of

three eggs to a stiff froth, with a table-

spoonful of powdered sugar and teaspoon-
ful of lemon extract. Put the custard
baok in the oven for a minute or two, just
long enough to tinge the meringue a del-
icate yellow.
Apple Float.—Pare and core one dozen

large, ripe apples. Put them in a steamer
and cook until they are tender enough to

be pierced with a straw. Remove them
from the fire and beat until perfectly
smooth; sweeten to taste, and beat in

lightly the whites of four eggs, previously
beaten to a stiff froth. Set the float where
it will become very cold. When ready to

serve, put it in a glass dish and put little

dots of red jelly over the top. This is a
very pretty dish for luncheon or for tea.

Apple Charlotte.—Butter a pudding-
dish and line it with slices of buttered
bread with the crusts removed. Put in a
layer of sliced tart, juicy apples and
sprinkle over sufficient sugar to sweeten

—

about a tablespoonful—and a little cinna-
mon or allspice. Alternate these layers of
bread and apples until the dish is full, hav-
ing a layer of bread on the top. Put a
plate over the top, to keep the bread
pressed down close to the apple. Bake
slowly two hours, removing the plate for
the last half hour, that the top may brown
slightly. Apple charlotte may be eaten
warm, but in hot weather it is nice if baked
early In the morning and eaten cold for
dinner. It is very good served plain, but
for most people, cream improves it.

Nagging.—"Mary, if you do that again I
will send you up-stairs." "Don't touch
that." "Ada, stop tipping your chair.''

"If you don't keep still, I will make you
go to bed and stay until lunch-time."
"There never were such bad children ; I

shall tell your papa if you do that again."
And so it went on day after day, I did
not wonder that the poor little mother,
who had come to the country to rest and
recuperate, needed rest, and I almost felt

like agreeing with her, that "there never
were such bad children." But after being
with them a few days, I came to the con-
clusion that she was, in a measure, respon-
sible for much of her own trouble with
her children—two girls of seven and nine
and a boy of three. In the first place, she
was tired out and nervous, and was oon^
stantly finding fault and threatening pun-
ishment, often wheij the children were
really doing nothing wrong. This had
gone on so long that it would not have
been surprising if they had been like the
little boy who thought bis name was
"Tommy Don't."

I sometimes think there is nothing we
are so inconsiderate in as in the manage-
ment of our children, and that, too, in the
face of the fact that there is nothing of so
much importance as their early training,
and that we would give our very lives, if

need be, for them. W^e are so apt to let
our moods control our actions, and when
tired and nervous, to be impatient 'anc|

censure too harshly for little faults. Chil-
dren roust be busy about something, and
as in the case of the mother mentioned^
she would have been sfiared much worry
and vexation if she had helped them to
some innocent amusement instead of
merely repeating, "You must not do that,"
until the children grew restive under the
constant restrj^int, and were at lasi wil-
fully disobedient, Oonstant fretting and
fault-finding will sour a disposition whioti
would otherwise have been bright and
cheerful, and time nor aught else will ever
wholly eradicate from a character the
effect of constant nagging and fault-
finding during childhood. Be patient, but
firm, and do not constantly threaten.
When a child has once been told to do or
not to do a thing, see that they obey, even
if the matter is not important.
In the training of children, parents

often do not give them credit for their

THE SCIENCE OF WtDlCINE.

Lace Pattern.

powers of reasoning. When very young,
they observe and draw conclusions for
themselves, which sometimes color all
their after lives. Again, parents are too
apt to be so busy with business, the care
of the house and looking after the bodily
needs of the children, that no time is left
to become acquainted with their mental
and moral natures. Nothing is so dear to
you as the well-being of your children.
Then let nothing take the time and
strength that should be given to them. It
is but a few years at most that they are with
us as children, and nothing else that we
may give them can compensate for lack of
patient, prayerful, sympathetic care
during the early years of their lives.

Maida McL.

great advances made in the last few
years—the story of a man who has
lately been cured op that terri-
ble disease, locomotor ataxia.

(From the Philadelphia Jiecoi d.)

Very little is heard by the general public
of the great discoveries in medicine, and
the countless scores of lives that are saved
by the advancing knowledge of medical
science. Diseases, which a few years ago
baffled the most eminent pliysicians and
were believed to be absolutely incurable,

succumb to-day as readily 'as the most
trifling ailment. No one, perhaps, has
better cause to appreciate this than Richard
A. Willian, of Bustleton, Pa. Mr. Willian
is a retired calico print manufacturer, and
before his health began to trouble him he
carried on an extensive business, both in
Bustleton and Holmesburg. He is fifty-

three years of age, has traveled widely,
and is a man of more than ordinary educa-
tion and Intelligence. A reporter who
visited him found him strolling leisurely

through the grounds surrounding his

pleasant home, Mr. Willian was at first

decidedly averse to the unwelcome pub-
licity which he felt would follow the story
of his case in the newspapers, Realizing,

however, that it might be the means of

bringing relief to others who were suffer-

ing as he had suffered he finally consented.
"If It had not been for one of the recent

discoveries of medical sciei&ce, I believe I

would be lying helpless in bed instead of

enjoying this stroll," he began. "My
troubles really date back to several severe
falls I received when a young man, but I

suffered no great inconvenience until 1888.

My first sensation was great difficulty in
walking. As this feeling grew sQore in-

tense I finally called in a well-known
physician of Holmesburg, who immedi-
ately told me that 1 had locomotor ataxia,

and, placed me under active treatment.

Instead of getting better I seemed to grow
worse, and I was scarcely able to get

around. A year after I became his patient

he told me that he would have to give me
up. He gave me to understand that I

must resign myself to a condition of utter

helplessness until death came tomy relief.

At last I got so that I could not walk at all

;

my limbs went back on me entirely, and I

was just able to alt up. I then called in

Dr. Bull, then in Philadelphia, and now
a resident of Chicago. He recommended
sun-baths, and I had a sun-parlor erected

for the purpose, but my trouble did not
yield to auoh treatment, and finally I

abandoned it. In April last I received a

letter from a Mr, Grantier, a friend of

mine in Blmira, N, Y,, telling me how a

new mediolne ealled Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills was performing astonishing cures in

the gaverest nerve diseases, and advising

me to give them a tfial. Not knowing the

aeieutifio nature of Dv, Williams' remedy,
and believing that it was an ordinary med-
icine, I was at first inclined not to bother

with it- But I reflected that in my miser-

able condition It could do mo no harm at

least, and I sent to the drug store and pur-

chased one box. After the third box I

began to feel some benefit. My whole
system seemed better. I kept taking the

pills, and one day to my great joy I dis-

covered that I could walk a little. From
that time on my recovery has been rapid.

Now, after using Pink Pills for five

months, from a condition of utter help-

lessness I am able to walk one mile every

day without inconvenience. I take my
one-mile spin around the house every day
now. I haven't walked that distance be-

fore for three years. I find that I can
ascend the hilly road which leads to our
house with ease. I noticed a general im-
provement in my health from week to

week, and my feet no longer feel as though
they were weighted down with lead. I

ascribe this wonderful change solely to

Pink Pills. My mother is very enthusias-

tic over the pills, and thinks Dr. Williams
ought to have his great discovery pro-

claimed from the house-tops."

An analysis of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills

shows that they contain, in a condensed
form, all the elements necessai-y to give

new life and richness to the blood and
restore shattered nerves. They are an
unfailing specific for such diseases as
locomotor ataxia, partial paralysis, St.

"Vitus' dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheuma-
tism, nervous headache, the after effect of
la grippe, palpitation of the heart, pale
and sallow complexions, all forms of
weakness either in male or female, and all

diseases resulting from vitiated humors in
the blood. Pink Pills are sold by all deal-
ers, or will be sent post-paid on receipt of
price (50 cents a box, or six boxes for |2.50

—

they are never sold in bulk or by the 100),
by addressing Dr. Williams' Medicine Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., or Brockville, Ont.
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A MAN-OF-LEISURE CREED.

I live, I live to fill up space

No other substance fills up;

I live to carry around my face

;

I live to run my bills up.

I live to fill up time between
Last evening and to-morrow

;

I live to keep my memory green

And see what 1 can borrow. «

I live for one who loves me
And dowers me with pelf,

Through pleasant places shoves me,
My one true love—myself.

I live that I may still exist

And still keep on existing;

I live the dinner-bell to list

And still keep on a-list'ning.

I do not live to toil and seethe

As other folks are seething.

But 'cause it's easier to breathe

Than to refrain from breathing.

I live, I live to wear my clo'es

And get myself admired,

To hold myself from work and woes
And keep from getting tired.

I live, I live to daily get

Whatever I am getting.

And sit and sit and sit and sit.

Because I'm fond of sitting.

I live because it's work that kills

—

The world owes me a living

—

And while my good wife pays my bills

I render up thanksgiving.

—S. W. Foss.

My friends praise the whiteness of

clothes, and they now wash as I do.

South Dakota. Mrs. Bruce Ouvek.

my

AN EASY WAY OF WASHING CLOTHES.

DEAE sisters, as I have been a

reader of the Farm and Fire-
side for twelve years, and
have sat in silence and enjoyed
your dear letters, I thought I

would write a few words. I

have never seen anything in the paper
from the valley of the silvery Sioux.

I would say to Maida McL. and Christie

Irving that I have enjoyed their letters

many an hour. I was in Oregon eight

years ago in the big woods, and if it had
not been for the Farm and Fireside that

my mother had saved and sewed together

in books, I don't know what I would have
done. I read them by the hour. I blessed

USEFUL RECIPES FOR INVALIDS.

Oatmeal Cream.—Use oatmeal flake.

Pour boiling water on the meal, and let it

boil slowly one houi-. Run through a wire
sieve with a spoon, adding salt if desired,

and thin with milk, water or broth.

Sqalloped Rice.—Take boiled rice and
season with salt. Place it in a pudding-
dish, with a layer of tomatoes on top and
with cheese. Let it heat through and
brown well.

Baked Cabbage.—Boil the day before,

and when cold, chop and add pepper, salt

and cream, and bake from one half to three

quarters of an hour.

Baked Tomatoes.—Pick smooth, ripe

tomatoes. Wipe them carefully and bake
as you would apples. Salt, pepper and
butter can be added to taste. The flavor is

very delicate and appetizing.

Baked Bananas.—Bake in the skins

slowly any length of time. Then peel and
spread with Mellin's food. This delicacy

a baby could digest.

Gems of Gluten Flour.—One large cup-
ful of milk, one egg, beaten light, one and
one half cupfuls of gluten flour. Add a

pinch of salt and beat hard for five min-
utes. Put in hot, buttered gem-pans and
bake in a slow oven five or ten minutes,

then in a quick oven for five minutes.

Canned Grape-juice.—Cook the grapes

one hour, or until soft. Strain through a

fine strainer and cook the juice once more,
adding one cupful of sugar to one cupful

of j uice. BoU weU and can in glass jars.

F. B. C.

RAISING PLANTS.

Having been a reader of the Farm and
Fireside several years, I have found many
things which are really helpful, and often

tell my friends that it is a general-purpose

paper. In the June 15th issue George Ap-
pleton suggests willows for wind-breaks
and shade. Now, this one hint is worth
more than the price of the paper for a whole
year. So many people are in need of more
shade, not only for the comfort of the

the editor of that paper many times in

those lonely hours for giving us such a

dear little paper. I only wish it came
every week. The sisters do not write half

long enough letters.

I thought I would tell the sisters how I

do my washing, and perhaps it will help

some tired one. I put on my boiler of cold

water, and cut a bar of soap into it ; then I

take my clothes, dry, without rubbing
them at all, put in as many as the boiler

will hold—everything but tea-towels and
towels; those I save until the second boil-

ing. I let them boil until the suds are

dirty, then put them into a tub of clean,

cold water and rub just a little, then rinse.

You will have white, beautiful clothes. I

never iron my sheets or dish-towels, but
take them off the line, fold and put away.
I boil my red table-cloths just the same,
without rubbing.

I think if we can lighten one another's

work, it is right to do so. If any of the
sisters try this way of washing, I would
like to hear how they like it. We have
nine in the family, and I get my white
clothes on the line by ten o'clock. While
waiting for the clothes to boil one can do
all the bed-making, sweeping and other
work. I would not wash any other way.

LlACe Pattern.

family, but for stock and fowls. Then
the July 1st paper furnishes an untold
amount of instruction to girls—just a few
lines, but to the point, and should appear
again.

I want to tell the sisters why my flowers
during the warm days are so nice. I

always .plant some of my seeds in boxes,

cans, barrels, kegs, or something of this
kind, and near the well, so they can be
watered freely. Nearly aU of our northern
plants need shade a part of the day, so I

grow tliem by the east and north sides of
the house, and keep them moist all the
time.

Cucumbers keep growing and bearing
nicely planted in barrels filled partly full

of trash and then with good dirt. Any one
having room for a few barrels can have to-

matoes and peppers, though they have no
room for a garden. I always have the
nicest petunias, pansies, phlox and pinks
of any one near me. Let some one try my
way and report results.

Michigan. Mrs. H. Hinkley.

INSTEAD OF SKIRTS.

For several winters, little girls I have
known have worn, instead of skirts,
knickerbockers made of flannel. Instead
of a regular pattern, take three breadths

preferably the narrow stripe. It should
have at least two, if not three, deep pockets
low down, so as to be convenient for carry-
ing twine, tacks, and even asmall hammer.
The material is practically water-proof,
and its frequent use in fancy work sug-
gests various ways of making it look
pretty.

in PRIZES
Divided into 4 1st prizes ot 8150
each, and 4 2d prizes of $100 each
will be given tor best designs tor$1,000

WALL PAPER
Send 2c. for complete detail information. Designs mupt

be entered before Nov. 15, 1894. Designs not awarded
prizes will be returned, or bought at private sale.
No matter where you live, don't pay retail prices for

wall paper. We make a specialty of the mail order
business and sell direct to consumers at factory prices*

SPECIAL FALL PRICES: g^r^^aT^IS III II
At these prices you can papera small room for 50c.
Send lOc for postage on samples of our new fail paper

and our book *»How to Paper and Economy In Home
Decoration," will be sent at once, showing how to get 860
effect for ^investment.
Ifyou want paper ne^t spring send lOe. postage, now,

and we will send samples of these pi-iae designs March 1st,
'95. Explain whatyou want. Seiid to nearest address.

ALFRED PEATS, dept. m.
80-32 W. 13th St., 136-138 W. Sladison St,NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAITTIOJV.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.
The PerfecUou or Chewlue
Gum and a Sellcloas Kemedy
for IndJeestion. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.
Send 5 cents for sample package.

HE Beeman chemical Co.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Gum,

Gearhart's^Family Knitter
Knits a stockiog heel and t«e in
ten minutes. Knits everything
required in the household from
Jiomespun or iactory, wool or cot-

ton yarns. Most practical koitter on
the market. L child can operate it.

of flannel, measuring from the hips to the
ankle. Sew it all together and then divide
it into two equal parts, leaving a portion
of the top uncut, measuring to have it

exact. Then sew into the spring in the
seat a gusset seven inches square; then
sew up each leg, hem them and run a rub-
ber band through them. Put the top to a
wide waistband.

These are much more comfortable than
skirts, as more freedom is given to the
limbs. The cut shows the appearance of

them when finished. L. L. C.

APRONS.

The appearance of silk aprons, hand-
painted, in the large stores of New York,
indicates a general adoption of the sensible
English fashion of wearing aprons in one's
own house on all but state occasions. They
may be as elegant as desired. Some are of

Liberty silk heavily trimmed with lace, or
merely a sash of silk with an entire lace

front for the apron itself. Valenciennes
and watered ribbon are admirable for a
young girl, while old ladies indulge in

black satin, richly embroidered.
A serviceable and pretty morning apron

often seen in England is of black silesia,

one breadth being used for the skirt, which
is gathered on a band to which is attached
a short, straight bib. The bib and bottom
of the apron are scalloped and buttonhole-
stitched, and there is smocking or Russian
cross-stitch in silks or cottons to a depth
of three inches. An effective design is

done in red marking-cotton, a simple pat-

tern in cross-stitch, with cat-stitching

separating the different rows. These
aprons will wash like linen, and keep
clean much longer.

A garden apron, which we should find

equally convenient, is made of ticking.

Strong,Durable,Simple.Rapld.

Satisfaction guaranteed.Agents
wanted. For particulars and

_ sample work, address
K. GEAJKHAItT, Clearfield, Pa.

SAVE H YOUR FUEL
I
By using our (stove pipe) RADIATOR,

j
It has 120 Cross Tubes where 4866

Isq. in. of iron get intensely hot, thus

I
making ONE stove or furnace do the

I work of TWO. Send postal for proofs
n from prominent men.

To introduce our Radiator, the first

jorder from each neighborhood filled

Jat WHOLESALE price, thus securing
Ian agency. Write at once.

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

Rochesttr, N. Y.

Alaska Stove Lifter.
NICKEL PLATBH.

ALWAYS.
COLD COLD

even if left iftfT Price 15c.,'
in lid. j»Sr at all Stove,

Hardware, and House Furnishing
_ Dealers, or mailed postpaid for 30 eta.

TROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N.Y.

Newcomb Fly-Shuttle

Rag Carpet

LOOM
• Weaves lOO yards per
day. Catalogue free.

C. N. NEWCOMB,
311 W. St. Davenport, Iowa.

An EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!

CUT THIS ADTERTISBUENT OUT
and Bend it to us with your oam*
and address aod we will send you
by eipress, C. O. D. a box of our
Terj TlneBt Cigars, retail prleo
$5.00,aDd this beatiitfal 14 Karat
Gold Finished Watch for 00I7
$2.98. We send the watch and box
of cigars together. You ex&miD*
them at the express office aod it

[BatisEactory pay the express agect
our Special ExtraordlDary Price,

92.9s, aod they are youn. The
Iwatch is beautitoUy engraved and
lis equal io appearance to a |'J5.00

fold QUed watch and a perfect time
eeper. We make this eitraordioary

offtr to introduce this Hpecial brand
of cigars and onlyone watchaad one
box of cigars will be sold to each
peraoQ at this price. Write to-day,

THE NATIONAL MFG.
& IMPORTING CO.,

334 Dearborn St., Chicago, IlL

i

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

TOKOLOGY
A complete ladies' guide in health and disease, is written by Alice B. Stockham, M. D., who practiced as a
physiciau over twenty-fire years. Prepaid. $ti.7S. Sample pages free.

BEST TERMS TO AGENTS.

AI,IC^ B. STOCKHAM & CO., 977 Madison Street, Chicago..
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TRY ONE.
Seeing Is believing. Have you seen one of

'our cut-paper patterns? If not, please order
one, examine it, try It. Remember, if it is not
exactly as we claim, you can send it back and
we will cheerfully refund your money. We
are furnishing these patterns at a wholesale
price as an accommodation to our readers. It
is subscribers that we want. We know that by
furni.shing these patterns at this remarkably
low price we make our paper more valuable
than ever. Thousands upon thousands of
ladles subscribe for our paper in order to get
the patterns. Now, do you see why we are
willing to furnish these patterns to you at
such a low price?
We want you to order one. You will be de-

lighted with it. You will tell your neighbor,
and she will borrow your paper and order one
for herself. She will like that one so well that
she will send .50 cents for four patterns and the
Farm and Fireside one year, and so it goes all

around the neighborhood until we have many
new subscribers. Some ladies have ordered
dozens of patterns.
You will notice that In our advertisement

we say that ive think these are the best patterns
manufactured, but if our lady readers con-
tinue sending us such praise for our patterns,
we will feel like saying we know they are the
best. We have a little space left here and will
publish a few extracts from letters.

I received the patterns all right. I find them
perfect, and am able to do my own dre.ssmak-
ing this spring by using them.

Mrs. C. J. Jbfferson, Sugar Hill, N. H.

Your patterns fit as well as if they were cut
especially for me.

Mrs. S. p. Henson, RockvUle, Minn.

I am well pleased with your patterns. They
save me hlring my dresses made. I don't see
how you can afford to sell them so cheap.
They are plainer than Butterick's patterns.

Mrs. Jas. Seai,, College Corners, Ohio.

I also wish to thank you for the other pat-
tern I got soihe time ago. I never had any
pattern that fit as nice, with as little trouble,
in my life. I will always be ready to speak a
good word for your patterns.

Cora Henderson, Londonville, Ohio.

I have used several of your patterns, and find
that they give a perfect fit, not having had to
alter a single one of them.

Mrs. a. R. Warner, Dayton, Ohio.

I received the outing-shirt pattern. I have
used your patterns before, and like them very
much. Mrs. L. D. Chambers, Island,jPa.

I cut a dress by one of your patterns and got
a perfect fit. I inclose the money for another.

Mrs. W. C. Hebner, Cedar Lakei Mich.

I don't see how you can furnish us with pat-
ternr; at such low rates. I consider it the

frandest treat possible, and will do all I can
or you in this vicinity.

Ellen Qindratt, Point Blank, Texas.

I am highly pleased with the "Princess Pat-
tern" that I ordered for my daughter. It gave
a perfect fit. Mrs. R. M. Kerr, LaRdse, 111.

I received one pattern from you, and was
very much pleased with it. Inclosed you will
Pud money for three more.

Mrs. Ed. Pratt, Oilman, 111.

Your patterns are very nice indeed, and are
greatly priaed.

Mrs. S. J. Bronson, Elston, Ind.

No. 6158.—Ladies' Waist. U cents.
Sires, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust measure.

No. 4036.—Ladies' Skirt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 22, 34, 36, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

No. 6152.—Ladies' Eton Jacket. 11 eentg.

\ This style of jacket i» one of the most val-
uable accessories to a lady's toilet. The whole
back and cut-away fronts are closely adjusted
by shoulder and under-arm seams. The mod-
ified Medici collar rounds away from the
fronts and flares becomingly around the neck.
An entire absence of revers distinguishes this
latest of the Eton styles. The rounded double
sleeve-caps drop hecomingly from the fash-
ionably lengthened shoulders, the handsome
silk lining being displayed with every motion.
Jackets of this kind are worn with everything
—street costumes, house gowns, evening, din-
ner and reception toilets—and are made of
every style of material and color.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

40 GENT PflTTEHHS FOR 10 GE
Any FOUR Patterns and

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for iweiUy-five to forty cents each, but
in order to increase the demand for our paper
among strangers,and to make it more valuable
than ever to our old friends, we decided to
offer them to the lady readers of the Farm aad
Fireside for the remarkably low price of only
lo Cents Each. Postage one cent exira.
These Patterns are cut for us by the oldest,

and we think, the best Pattern Manufacturers
of New York City.

'

The patterns are all of the very latest New
York stylos, and are unequaled for style, ac-

No. 6177.—Misses' Waist. 11 cents.

The full front is shirred to form a frill head-
ing, and put on at square yoke depth, the full
back extending to the neck and Inclosed in the
center. The stylish bretelles are broad at the
shoulders, gradually harrowing to points at
the waist line, back and front. Picturesque
puffs with frills at their lower edges are encir-
cled above the elbow with bands of insertion,
the tight-fitting sleeves being trimmed at the
^yrist to correspond.

Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

No. 6168.—Boy's Coat. 11 cents.
No. 6169.—Vest and Trousers. 11 cents.

Patterns of these garments are welcomed by
many mothers and guardians of growing
boys, as when made at home, a better and
more durable garment can be produced for one
third of the cost. The styles will be found
exactly like those produced by the best mer-
chant tailors, and attention to pressing all
seams and edges will Insure a finish equal to
that of a tailor.
Sizes, 13, 14 and 16 jears.

No. 6181.—Ladies' Cape. 11 cents.

This cape is one of the advance fall styles,
designed more for service than for show. The
large Capuchen hood, lined with the plaid
surah, is attached under the rolling collar,
which can be worn standing if preferred. The
closing in center front is affected invisibly by
means of a fly. Straps are attached to the neck
near the shoulder, crossed in front and secured
behind, to keep the cape in position when left
unbuttoned, as it is very often worn.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

I have used about fifteen different styles of
your patterns, and can recommend them to all
as giving elegance in fit and perfect satisfac-
tion in every particular.

Mrs. C. Morgan, Springfield, Ohio.

the Farm and Fireside one year, 50 cents.

curacy of fit, simplicity and economy. For
twenty-four years these patterns have been
used the country over. Full descriptions
and directions—as "the number of yards of
material required, the number and names of
the different pieces In the pattern, how to cut
and fit and put the garment together—are sent
with each pa.tt&x-a, wilh a picture of the garmerU
to go by. 'These pattern.^ are complete in
every particular, there being a separate pat-
tern for every single piece of the dress. Your
order will be filled the same day it is received.
You can order any of the patterns which

/Prcuat lubMriben ftMtptiac Ihis ttSa\
V will b»« their time adnnced one year. J

have been offered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the number.
Do not fail to give BUST measure if for

ladies, and WAIST measure if for skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.We guarantee every pattern to be perfect
and exactly as represented. To get BUST
measure, put the tape measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress close
under the arms.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.
Postage one cent extra on SACH pattern.

No. 4037.—Child's Coat. 11 cents.
Sizes, 4, 6, 8 and 10 years.

No. 4038.—Misses' Jacket. 11 cents.
Sizes, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.

The above illustration shows two patterns
that are in demand now by mothers who have
daughters to get ready for school. Both gar-
ments are simple In construction and stylish
in effect. One or both of the capes on the
misses' jacket can be worn, or they can be left
all together,if preferred.

4058.—Ladies' Tea-goWn. 12 cents.

This pattern is so large and heavy that it re-
quires 2 cents extra to cover postage.
This is a simple yet stylish house-gown, and

well adapted to any of the material used for
hovise-gowns. If preferred, the girdle can be
dispensed with, the soft folds allowed to fall
to the bottom of the skirt, being held in place
by the fltted waist lining, which defines the
graceful hip curves.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6179.—Girls' Dress. 11 cents.
Sizes, 8, 10 and 12 years.

No. 6145.—Three Ladies' Slbevbs.
Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 inches bust measure.

AH three patterns for 11 cents.

No. 6176.—Ladies' Surplice Waist. 11 cents.

The full reversed fronts are gathered at the
top and arranged on the front edges of the
broad, rolling collar. Waists In this style will
be worn forinformal evenings at home all the
coming season. A frill of the material can be
made to take the place of the lace here shown,
the shaping being provided by the pattern.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

PATTERN ORDER BLANK
Inserted for the convenience of those who wish to use it in ordering patterns.

Semi 11 cents for each pattern wanted. Give BUST measure if for ladies, and WAIST
measure if for skirt pattern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls or children. Postage paid by us.

PATTERN No.

No.

No.

No.

No..

BUST MEASURE.

..inches.

. .inches.

. .inches.

..inches.

WAIST MEASURE.

..inches.

..inches.

..inches,

.inches.

AGE IN YEARS.

..years.

..years,

years,

.years.

Silver dimes and clean postage-stamps, in small amounts, will come safely by mail.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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THE HINDU SKEPTIC.

"I think, till I weary -with thinliing,"

Said tlie sad-eyed Hindu king

;

"And 1 see but shadows around me,
Illusion in everything.

How knowest thou aught of God,
Of his favor or his wrath?

Can the little fish tell what the eagle thinks,

Or map out the eagle's path?

Can the finite the infinite search ?

Did the blind discover the stars?

Is the thought that I think a thought,

Or a throb of the brain in the bars?

For aught my eye can discover.

Your God is what you think goods—

"Sourself flashed back from the glass

When the light pours on it in flood.

You preach to me to be just

;

And this is his realm, you say;

And the good are dying of hunger,

And the bad gorge every day.

You say that he loveth mercy,
And the famine is not yet gone;

That he hateth the shedder of blood.

And he slayeth us everyone.

You say that my soul shall live,

That the spirit can never die

—

If he were content when I was not,

Why not when I have passed by ?

You say I must have a meaning—
So must dirt, and its meaning is flowers;

What if our souls are but nurture

For lives that are greater than ours?

When the fish swims out of the water.

When the bird soars out of the blue,

Man's thought may transcend man's knowl-
edge,

And your God be no reflex of you."

WHAT SHALL WE READ?

WHATEVER our tastcs or talents,

there are two kiuds of reading

essential to all, for men as well

as women, for old as well as

young. Of course you know
that one of these is poetry.

Sooner or later we must all know Shaks-

pere and Milton, Dante and Homer, and
parts of Goethe by heart. These great

poets rank with the Bible and with bibles

of other races in their influence upon us.

And we cannot spare the lesser poets,

either.

Poetry cannot be translated, and yet

the women who do not read Greek cannot

afford to miss what even a translation

can give of ^schylus and Sophocles and
Euripides. The character of their dramas
and the high thought and action, cannot

be disguised even in the prose of another

language.

But after all, in poetry itself, what we
read is not the important thing. We
should read poetry to give us a certain

attitude of mind, a habit of thinking of

noble things, of keeping our spirits in

harmony with beauty and goodness, and
strength and love, that "All the dreary

intercourse of daily life shall (not) prevail

against us." "Poetry is the fact," says

Matthew Arnold, in his wonderful ^psay

at the beginning of Ward's "English

Poets."

The other kind of reading which is

essential is the news. This is not because

we need to know the daily gossip of the

whole world to save ourselves from daily

mortification on account of our ignorance,

but for a very different reason. The great

object of our reading is to keep our mind
in a certain state. Now, if we should read

nothing but poetry, we should lose touch

with common, every-day life about us,

and with all our fine thoughts we might
grow weak and selfish. We want to know
how the whole world is living and acting.

If we are to help to make it better, we
must know its sorrows, faults, even its

crimes. How could we help anybody if

we only gathered up our robes out of the

mire our fellow-creatures have fallen into?

That kind of virtue is so weak that it is

almost sure to give way in the moment of

pressure. Of course, I do not mean that

we want to spendmuch time every day over

a newspaper. A newspaper almost always

dissipates the mind. That is the reason I

cannot look with favor on Sunday papers.

We ought to save Sunday for the higher

life.

"Sundays the pillars are

On which heav'n's palace arched lies.

The week were dark, but for thy light,

Thy torch doth show the way."

I should be very sorry if American
women should ever form the habit, which
is becoming so pernicious among Amer-
ican men, of depending on newspapers for

their chief mental food. There is not

much danger at preaeut; girls, at least,

not caring much for business or politics,

find newspapers very dull. Nevertheless,

a girl who wishes to develop into a well-

balanced woman must supplement her
reading of great poetry with a little read-

ing of a dry newspaper.—J'rom Chats with

Girls on Self-cicUure."

ONE TOUCH OF WOMANHOOD.
A lady-in-waiting to the Princess of

Wales told a friend the following touching
little incident, which took place soon after

the death of her son, the Duke of Clarence:

The princess, with her usual gentle ret-

icence, tried to hide the grief for her first

born. It was shown only in her failing

health and increased tender consideration

for all around her. One day, while walk-
ing with one of her ladies in the quiet

lanes near Sandringham, she met an old

woman weeping bitterly and tottering

under a load of packages. On inquiry, it

appeared that she was a carrier and made
her living by shopping and doing errands

in the market town for the country people.

"But the weight is too heavy at your
age," said the princess.

"Yes. You're right, ma'am. I'll have
to give it up, and if I give it up I'll starve.

Jack carried them for me—my boy

—

ma'am."
"And where is he now?"
"Jack? He's dead! Oh, he's dead!" the

old woman cried wildly.

The princess, without a word, hurried
on, drawing her veil over her face to hide

her tears.

A few days later a neat little cart with a

stout donkey were brought to the old car-

rier's door. She now travels with them to

and fro, making a comfortable living, and
has never been told the rank of the friend

who has tried to make her life easier for

the sake of her dead boy.

THE TRUE LIFE.

"Is life worth living?" It entirely de-

pends what the life is. Some lives are not
worth living as they are; but the fault

rests with the men who live them. The
drunkard's life is not worth living ; but it

is his own fault. The sensualist's life is

not worth living; but it is his own fault.

The blasphemer's life is not worth living;

but it is his ow^n fault. The thief's life is

not worth living ; but it is his own fault.

The gold-hunter's life is not worth living;

but it is his own fault.

"Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we
die." Is such a life worth living? No, for

the beast does that. "Let us study dress

and appearance." And is such a life worth
living? No, for the peacock does that.

"Let - us laugh our sorrows out of the

world." And is such a life worth living?

No, for the chattering ape does that. A
godless life is" a worthless life; but a godly
life is a ahvays worth living.

And what is it that makes life worth
living? The presence of Christ in the

heart. "He that hath the Son hath life."

Where do we find the noblest life ? Where
the gospel is best lived. It is in Christ

that we find the life which is life indeed.

"He came that they might have life, and
that they might have it more abundantly."
—JRev. J. Ossian Davies,

WAITING.

Few words in the English language have
so great significance as the word waiting,

and few whose significance is so univer-

sally felt. It touches the loftiest intellect,

and is felt no less by the humblest and
most ignorant.

Life is made up of waiting. We wait
with tired brain and weary body for the
falling of the shades of night which shut
out the turmoil of day, and wrap the

world in peaceful slumbers. Watching by
the sick-bed of a friend, or racked by suf-

fering, we wait for the rosy dawn which
shall dispel the shadows that grow more
weird as the night wanes. We wait for

tidings from our absent ones ; we wait for

their return, sending far out our anxious
gaze to catch the first glimpse of their

familiar forms. We wait for the develop-

ment of infancy into intelligent child-

hood, and we wait for the fruition of our
hopes in the perfect manhood or woman-
hood of the child we nurtured in our
bosom. We wait for success in our under-
takings ; we wait while the wheel of time,

slowly and surely turning, brings us the

good we have striven for.

TheGearheart Family Knitter advertised in

this issue is well adapted to the requirements
of every household. It is simple in mechan-
ism, durable in construction,easy of operation,
cheap in price. Notice adv. in another column
and address J. E. Gearheart, Clearfield, Pa.,

for descriptive circulars, etc. Mention this

paper.

OHIO NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
The I<argest and Most Prosperotis School in

Ohio. I/ast Anntial iEnroUtnent, 2,744.
Departments: Literary, Military, Civil Engineering,

Commercial, Pharmacy, Law, Phonographic, Music,
Fine Art, Elocution and Telegraphic.
The Literary Department embraces Preparatory,

Teachers', Scientific, Literature, Classical and
University courses. Teachers all specialists. Teach-
ers' course offers unexcelled advantages: the Commer-
cial course is complete in all of its departments ; the
same can be said of the school as a whole.
In Literary, Military. Engineering, Commercial and

Phonographic departments, we furnish tuition, and
room and board in private families, ten weeks for S28;
forty-nine weeks, SllS. Tuition in above departments,
$S for ten weeks; S33 for school year. Tuition per term
in Law department, JIO; in Pharmacy, $16; in Music,
$12, and Fine Art, $10.
Students can enter at any time and select their

studies. First Fall term begins Aug. 7th, 1894.
If everything is not as advertised, will pay traveling

expenses. Send for catalogue.

H. S. LEHR, A. Ml., Pres., Ada, O.

YOU CAN BECOME
A WATCHMAKER

And establish yonrsell in apayinetmsl;
oess. by securing our set of tools ana

t.1 .*i^w^ T>A,,lr All —Hlrsoa

touse them—makes success easy.

Book and Tools $4.75. ("eo
picture). Sentby express on receiptor
price; $4.75 or C. O. D. where $1.00 ac-
companiesthe order. Sendfor our prioo
Usts. HOFMAN SUPPLY CO.*
i Wholesale Dealers In

friTCBMAEBRS'TOOLSlNDSCPPUSSk
164BS7 BU, ColambDs, Ohio.

RrOCC RonH instruments. Drums, uniformsana
UluOO DQIIll all KquipmenCs. Send stamp tor
catalogue, 400 iUuscratlons. Lyon & Healy, Chicaga

PATENTS
lEHMANN, PATTI80S & SESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circulars

Wonder cabinit FREE. P^t Trick
Cuds, 2 Magio Eeja, Devil's Bottle, Pocket
Camera, Latest Wire Puxtle, Book of Sleightof
Band. Total Valoe 60c 8ent free with immenBS
oatalofue of 1000 BargainB for lOe, for postage.
CiG£B60LL & BRO., 65 Gordiuidt Street N. 7.

HOME
STUDY. It will pay every

young man and wo-
man to secure a good Business Educa-
tion in Bookkeeping, Shorthand, etc., hy

Mail, at tlieir own Hornets. Low rates and success
assiinul. GivL's a practical business irainin that everyone
needw. C'at!ili)2ue and Trial Lesson sent for 2c. stamp.
BRYANT & STRATTON. 449 Main St.. Buffalo. N.Y.

t9 7R ^^^^ ^® Natural Finish Baby Carriage
V&f f w complete with plated steel wheels, axle,
'""•"T^. and one piece steam bent handle. Made of beat mate-

nelj fini8bea,reliablc.and^aranteed for 3 Tears, tibipped
1 10 days* trial. FREIGHT PAID; no money required in

advance. 75,i>JO in use. We are the oldest and beat known
concern of our kind, reliable and responsible. Reference

\fumi3hedatany time. Make and sell nothing but what wo
Hfuarantee to he as represented, sold at the lowest factory
/prica. WRITE TO-DAY for our large FREE lUuBtrated
catalogs of latest deei^ns and styles published.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

No. 2.—"That's & Uttle better. Well, I'll

try and catch something bigger with this
sucker."

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

Please mention tbis paper wben an-

sn-ering advertisements.

FREE:
A fine 141iR0ld pla-

ted watch to every
reader of this paper.

-tsCut this out and seiid It to ns with
^"^your full name and address, and we

will send you one of these elegant,

(1>* richly jeweled, gold tiuiahed watches
by express for examination, and it

you think it Is equal in appearance to

any$25.00 gold watch pay oursampla
price,$3.50,and it is youra. We send

with the watch our guarantee that

you can retom it at any time within

one year if not satisfactory, and if

you sell or cause the sale of six we
will give you One Free. U'rile iii

once, as we shall send out paiuples

for 60 dava only. Address

THE NATIONAL M'F'C
& IMPORTING CO.,

33i Sdarborn St., Chicago, tU-

i Git a Plenty

I While You're Qittin'. ^
If we had done that, 2,000 people would not have had to wait for their —

m copies of- "GEMS FKOM THE POETS" and the "PEOPLE'S ATLAS." ^
Everybody wants The Altruistic Review, for It is full of g-ood, wholesome
readin'. We knew our special offer would catch the wise ones, and our pre- —^>
mlums went like hot cakes. Giant presses are grinding out 10,000 more of —^0;^— that magnificent work of art of 400 poems and illustrations, and as many-. —^•i'
more of the "People's Atlas," and we can now fill all orders. NO SUCH —

,

BARGAIN CAN EVER BE OFFERED AGAIN. We -wrant to introduce —

^

The Altruistic into every home in the land, and -we shall. Our sacrifice —

i

is your g-ain. ""^5 '

* THE ALTRUISTIC REVIEW is 82.00 a year, or 20 cents a number. But we are * >

going to GIVE AWAY, during the next 30 DAYS,

B 10,000 More Presents,
^T"" A million people will read this offer, so send at once and get your name on

the list. The premiums are ready now. Z^S--
^^"^ (I) The Altruistic Review, including the September number, up to January I, 1896 ""^^

y

(16 long months), regular price

$2.66

,

A Magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations (for full description ,

see page 19), worth 1.00 ^^^g i

? Total 3.66
Both the Review and the magnificent Work of Art, 400 Poems and Illustrations,

'

mailed to you Free for only

1.00

—^9*
(2) The Altruistic Review, regular price to January I, 1896 (16 long months) 2.66 —^f

\^ People's Atlas, 124 pages, 200 Maps and Illustrations (for full particulars see ^ j

page 19), worth. 1.00

Total 3.66
Both the Review and the superb Atlas mailed to you Free for only 1.00
(3) The Altruistic Review, regular price to January I, 1896 (16 long months).. 2.66
100 Superb Photographs (see page 18), worth 1.00

Total 3.66
Both the Review and the 100 Superb Photographs mailed to you Free for only 1.00

A nonthl; Record of Whatever is Worth
Eemeir.bering.

A Winnower of Wheat from Chaff.

Springfield, O., Chicago, III.

R.OO a Year. Siiiele Copies £0 Centa.

ONLY 10,000 TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE NEXT 30 DAYS.
TAKE THE BEST MAGAZINE, THE ONLY ONE

^— OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD.
Americans are notably the busiest people on

earth; life is too short to do and learn half one
^^^^ wishes, hence mMi(Hm iH paryc is -what is needed,
*^ and the times call for just such a magazine as

The Altruistic Review.
It has met with great success, because it

gives just what a man wants without obliging him
- to wade through a great deal he don't want, and

thus it fills a need of the whole English-speaking

-world, and is bound to grow in circulation rapidlj-.

"A wonderful record. Just the magazine tor

busy people."

"It gives one the cream from all, and if I took

no other paper, the Altruistic would keep me

^^3! '"'^1' posted."

"Not a dull paragraph in it."

- Prof, David Swing ^Chicago):

To me it is delightful.

Rev. Dr. Bolton (Chicago):

It has the right ring.

^ Bev. 0. P. Gifford, D.D. (Ohicago):

I am delighted with it.

^^^^ Kamas City Gazette:

It is well worth any one's subscription.

Bev. P. S. Henson, D.D. (.Chicago):

I am greatly pleased with your Review.

C. J. Peer (Lotidon):

Indeed a most refreshing mouthful of good

things.

Prof. H. B. Adams (JoJim Bophins University):

The spirit of your Review is excellent.

WE WAWT AGENTS AND PAY WELL.
Address all letters to the Springfield OfiSce.

^1 THE AI,TRUISTIC REVIiEW, Springfield, Ohio.

Each number contains the Monthly
Round-up (a resume of all the notable
happenings during the month), a Char-
acter Sketch (of some great and good
man), tbe Cream of Other Reviews and
Magazines, the Best from All the Week-
lies. Able CoDtributionR from Great
Writers, Stories in a Nutshell, etc., etc.
ItH circnlation is world-wide*
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fi®-KEAD THIS NOTICE.'m
QueetionB from regular Bubecribere of Fakm and

FiBESiDE, and relatiug to matters of jceneral interest,
will be answered iu tliese colunins free of charge.
Querists desiring ininiediute replies, or asking infor-
mation upon matters of personal interest only, should
inclose stamps tor return postiige. The full name and
post-office addiesH of the unjuii-er should accompany
each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least TWO
WEEKS before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written
on one side of the paper only.

Smutty Wheat.—L. G., New Dover, Ohio,
writes: "Will smut In seed-wheat grow and
damage next j'ear's crop. Our wheat had a
good deal of smut in it this year."
Reply:—Yes. Do not sow smutty wheat

without destroying the smut spores. See note
on second pagejn August 15th number.
Prickly I/ettucc—A. S., Tecumseh, Mich,

yhe specimen you send for name is prickly or
wild lettuce, a foreign weed which was intro-
duced not many years ago, and which has
been widely scattered over this country. It Is

an annua). With clean cultivation of culti-
vated crops and cutting off all weeds in the
lonce corners before they bloom, you have
Uttle to fear from this weed.
Tanning jfltides for Thongs.—G. K. W.,

Britton, Oklahoma. Scrape all the flesh ana
fat off of the skin ;

bury it, well spread out, in
wet ashes for a day or two, or until the
hair starts readily. Remove the hair and
wash thoroughly. Make a tanning solution
by dissolving a large handful of pulverized
alum and two handfuls of common salt in a
gallon of water. Soak the skin in this solu-
tion for two weeks, then rinse thoroughly and
pull. Rub and stretch while drying. The
leather will be .soft, and will make good lashes
as long as kept dry.

Alfolfa.—W. T., VermontvlUe, Michigan,
writes: "Will alfalfa do well on sandy soil?

1
How much to sow to the acre? Where can I

I get the seed, what is the price, and when is

i the time to sow?"
Reply .-—Alfalfa requires a deep, porous

subsoil. The surface soil may be sandy, loam
or clay. Alfalfa may not be hardy iu your
latitude. Experiment ou a small scale. The
seed is larger than common red clover seed,
and from twelve to twenty pounds are
required per acre. Sow it alone on well-
prepared ground in the spring, about or a
little earlier than corn-planting time. When
the weeds are a foot high, m6w them off, and
repeat every few weeks. By August the alfalfa
ought to be in full possession and make a crop
of hay. Any large seedsman can furnish seecL,
Prices vary.
Fertilizer Questions.—G. N. I.,Knoxville,

Tenn., writes: "Can you give me a 'working
formula' for making fertilizer? I see from the
analysis of the brand I am using that it con-
tains, moisture, 15 per cent; available phos.
acid, 12 per cent; potash, 1 per cent; but falls
to state of what tne balance of the one hun-
dred parts is composed. The idea is to save
freight."
1 Reply by Joseph :—This fertilizer is simply
a low-grade superphosphate, with a little pot-
ash added. From its analysis I should esti-
mate Its value at from Slo to 118 per ton. I
would prefer to buy a straight superphos-
phate, such as dissolved South Carolina bone
(acid phosphate), which has a far higher per-
centage of available phosphoric acid, and can
be purchased at about the price mentioned.
Then, if you want a little potash, you can
supply it in ashes or in muriate of potash or
kainite. Peed your crops of clover or other
leguminous plants with these mineral plant-
foods, giving more potash than your fertilizer
contains, especially if on light soils, and let the
leguminous crops gather the nitrogen for you.
Potash for Wheat.—J. L. P., Perry county,

Pa., writes : "Please tell me from what source
it is best to obtain potash for wheat. How
much potash should a fertilizer contain that
has 12 to 14 per cent of phosphoric acid ? It is
for light soil."

. Reply by Joseph :—The best source of pot-
ash for wheat or any other crop that I know
of is wood ashes—unleached, of course, to be
preferred. If you do not have this material,
or cannot get It cheaply enough, use muriate
of potash or,kainite, putting it on your clover
in the fall. How much potash will be re-
quired in your particular case, neither I oT
anybody else can say. it depends on the sup-
ply that is already in the soil. Some soils that
have been cropped with cereals for long
periods, and only been manured with stable
manures, may contain all the potash that is
needed, and only require the application of
phosphatic manures to produce good crops.
If run in the usual style, however, the chances
are that you can use some potash with
profit, say fifty to one hundred pounds of
muriate of potash, or several hundred pounds
of kainite per acre. If you purchase mixed
fertilizers, use one containing four or five per
cent of potash.
Osage Orange Culture.—B. H., Freder-

icktown, Ohio. It Is a difficult matter to raise
Osage plants from seed, and it is usually bet-
ter to buy one-year-old plants from reliable
nurserymen. They are catalogued at S3 a
thousand. However, if you wish to raise the
seedlings, the following methods of raising
plants and growing the hedge, from D. M.
Perry & Co. 's catalogue, are recommended:
"The ground should be thoroughly pulverized
before the seed is planted. The surest way to
sprout the seed before planting is putting it In-
to a vessel and covering it with warm (not hot)
water. Keep In a warm place and change the
water once a day.J Let the seed soak about five
or six days ; then pour off the water and cover
the vessel with a cloth. Keep in a Warm room
and stir the seed occasionally. In a feV days
more the seed will begin to sprout and be
ready for planting. A pound of seed, if prop-
erly managed, will produce about five thou-
sand plants. Sow in April or May, with
twelve seeds to the foot, in drills twenty inches
apart, keeping free from weeds until from
three to five inches high. Set out in perma-
nent hedges, the following spring, in rows,
placing them six inches apart in the row, but
they should be cut back within an inch of the
ground before they are set out. To make
a thick hedge it will be necessary the first
three years to cut back, leaving about eight
inches of each Reason's growth. This system
prust be pursued every season until the hedge

' IS of the desired height and form."

A DELIGHTFUL PLACE
To spend your holidays is Hot Springs, South

' Dakota.
Health and pleasure seekers find in this

lipvely spot the full realization of their antio-

^ations.
' !rho Burlington's local agent will gladly give
^ou full information about Hot Springs, and
4lSo—if you ask for it—a beautifully illus-

trated folder. D. O. Ives,
^ G. P. i T. A., St. Louis, Mo.

VETERINARY.
^Condueted by Dt>. H- >J- Dettnefs.)^^*

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State

University.

To regular subscribers of Farm and Fireside, an-
swers will be given through these columns free of
charge. Where an immediate reply by mail is desired,
the applicant should inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attetition will be paid to such a request. In-
quiries should always contain the writer's full address.
Queries must be received at least two weeks before the
date of the Issue in which the answer is expected. Sub-
scribers may send their veterinary queries directly to
Dr. H. J. Detbiehs, l.'ll.'vNeil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Note.—Parties who desire an answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publicaton, but for other
sood reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
under any circumstances.

So-called Sweeny.—Mrs. J. G., Prairie
Depot, Ohio. Please consult the numerous
answers to similar inquiries about sweeny
and radial paralysis. You will find at least
one in nearly every number of this paper, the
last included.

Oarget.—M. C. M., Mauckport, Ind. Milk
often (every two hours) and in a most thor-
ough manner. This is the only way to re-
move the clotted milk, and as long as that is

not removed, a restoration to a healthy condi-
tion is impossible.

Refuses to Part With Her 9till£.—N.
L. McC, Pataha, Wash. Yes, your cow en-
deavors to save the milk for her calf. Separ-
ate her and her calf, then milk crosswise, and
what you then cannot get, let the calf take.
By doing this you will hardly succeed in break-
ing the cow of her tricks, but you will prevent
garget. '

A Cribbtfr.—G. B.. Pincy, Pa. If your mare
is a confirmed crlbber, there is no remedy.
Devices to temporarily prevent such horses
from exercising their bad habit are numer-
ous, but all of them are more or less injurious
or a torture to the animal. If a horse is

merely a beginner, constant and steady work
may possibly break him of his habit. Other-
wise a cure for what you ask does not exist.

Pumiced Koofs T. V. V., Mattawan, N.
Y. Hoofs pumiced or degenerated by chronic
founder or laminltis, can never be restored to
a normal condition. But unless the degenei'-
ation is excessive, the horse may be made use-
ful by proper shoeing with good bar-shoes,
such as will protect the tender and thin sole
as much as possible against any pressure, and
will make the usually healthy frog bear a con-
siderable part of the weight of the animal. It
is best, though, to use such horses exclusively
on soft ground (for farm work), and not on
paved streets or stony roads.

Infections Inflammation of the Eye.
—D. N., Chandlerville, 111., writes: "My cows
took the pink-eye about three weeks ago.
One cow and calf are blind in both eyes. Could
anything be done for them? Does the disease
injure them for beef?"
Answer :—The disease you complain of is an

infectious and epizootic inflammation of the
eye (keratitis). If new cases occur, you may
use an eye-water composed of corrosive sub-
lima.te, one part, and distilled water, 500 to
1,000 parts, to be applied by means of a so-
called dropper, two or three times a day. The
disease does not disqualify the animals for
beef.
" Grease-heel.—D. W. S., Tiger, Ohio, writes

:

"I have a valuable mare that is troubled with
grease-heel. Have used various remedies
which healed it for a time, but it still remains
somewhat swollen and is inclined to break
open and run again. The case seems to be an
obstinate one. Please give me course of treat-
ment."
Answer:-If the case is not too inveterate,

you will effect a healing if you apply, two or
three times a day, a liberal quantity of a mix-
ture composed of liquid plumbi subacetate,
one part, and pure sweet-oil, three parts, pro-
vided you keep the affected foot free from mud,
filth and water. The swelling is best reduced,
after a healing has been affected, by exercise
during the day and bandages during the night.
See answer to "Incipient Elephantiasis."
Signs of Pregnancy.—F. W., Bryan,

Texas. Yes, there are several signs of preg-
nancy in a mare, but none except feeling the
colt either by external or internal examina-
tion are reliable, unless correctly interpreted
by an expert. An internal examination, how-
ever, should under no circumstances be made,
except by an expert veterinarian. During the
first five months, however, all signs are rather
insufficiently developed, and therefore uncer-
tain. It is not at all uncommon that a
mare four or five months with foal shows sym-
toms of being in heat, but the same are spuri-
ous, and no attention should be paid to them.
Since you live so near the Agricultural and
Mechanical college of Texas, I would advise
you, if similar eases occur, to consult the pro-
fessor of veterinary science, Dr. M. Francis, of
that college.
Incipient Elephantiasis.—A. M. S., Rice-

ville, Tenn. The chronic swelling of your
mare's hind leg can be permanently reduced
just as much as you_are able to reduce it tem-
porarily by exercise, if immediately after the
exercise the swelled leg receives a good rub-
bing with the hands, or with a woolen rag,
and is then judiciously bandaged, and the
bandage is kept on over night. The bandag-
ing must be commenced at the hoof, and
a bandage of woolen flannel is the best, be-
cause it is elastic, and can be put ou smooth
and even. The bandage you need should be
about six yards long, and not more than three
inches wide. If possible, it should be without
a seam. When the bandage is removed in the
morning, the leg again should receive a good
rubbing. This treatment, exercise during the
day and bandages during the night, must be
continued until no more reduction is effected,
and no increase takes place over night
while the bandage Is off, or during the day
if the exercise is omitted.
Chiclsen-mange.—J. A. M., Robertsville,

Conn., writes : "Please tell me what to do for
my year-old hens. Their feet commence
swelling on the bottom, and grow very large.
The toes are not swollen, but puffed up be-
tween the toeS,making them quite lame. They
are perfectly well, lay well, have a nice, dry
house, but flat roosts. Do the roosts have any-
thing to do vvith the cause of swollen feet? Is
it catching?" *

Answer :—The disease you describe seems to
be chicken-mange, a contagious disease caused
by a mite, called Dermatoryktes mutans
(Ehlers), Sarcoptes mutans (Robin), Sarcoptes
avium (Gerlach), or Knemldocoptes vivipa-
rous (Fuerstenberg). A cure is not impossible,
but whether it will pay to subject chickens to
the treatment required is another question.
If a cure is to be attempted, the crusts must
first be softened with glycerin, lard or soft
soap, and then be removed before the mite-
killing applications can haveany effect. After
the crusts have been removed, a carbolic acid
or creosote ointment, in the strength of one
part of either one of the former to fifteen parts
of lard, may be applied to all the affected parts,
but at the salne time the chickens must be

transferred to another non-infested place.
Meanwhile the chicken-house must undergo a
most thorougti cleaning and disinfection, and
then be whitewashed. The roosts and nests
should be taken out and be burned. In about
five days another application of carbolic acid
or creosote ointment must be made, and after
this has been done, the chickens may be trans-
ferred to their old place. Instead of the oint-
ment, either Peru balsarn (rather high-priced),
styrax or even tar may be used, and. probably
repeated washings with a three-per-cent solu-
tion of creoline will have the same effect. It
seems that the large Asiatic chickens suffer
the most from this disease. If you conclude
to destroy your chickens, and buy new ones,
the cleansing and disinfection of the chicken-
house, etc., must be the same, and then it will
be safest, even if the above has been complied
with, to wait some time before other chicKens
are bought.

Bloody Urine.—H. A, H., Victoria, Fla.
The source of the blood in bloody urine is by
no means always the same. Admixed blood
may come from the kidneys, the urethras or
the bladder; it depends upon which one of the
organs named has become injured or in-
flammed, either by the presence of a stone or
concrement, by some morbid growth, or by
other inflammation-producing processes. If
the urine is dark colored by containing dis-
solved coloring matter of the blood, and not
by an admixture of real blood—the latter will
sink to the bottom if some of the urine is put
into a test-tube, and left undisturbed for sev-
eral hours—the cause usually consists in a
morbid condition, or rather, decomposition, of
the blood caused by an invasion of pathogenic
bacteria. It will appear from the above that
it is impossible to prescribe for a case like
yours where no particulars are given, and
therefore the only advice I can give you is to
have your mule examined by a competent
man (physician or veterinarian), to whom the
above will indicate what to look for.

HTeaves.-G. C. W., Smithfield, Ohio. What
is called "heaves" is not a distinct disease, but
merely a term applied to certain functional
disorders, caused by morbid conditions re-
sulting from various diseases and from differ-
ent causes. "Heaves" may be defined as "a
chronic, feverless and incurable difficulty of
breathing." In our country the most frequent
cause is of a mycotic nature, and Introduced
with dusty timothy hay or clover hay. If this
is the cause, the principal morbid changes
consist in^ a loss of contractility in the Walls
of the air-vesicles, and the difficulty of breath-
ing is manifested at the expiration. As
another frequent cause of so-called heaves J
Will mention a chronic catarrhal inflamma-
tion of the respiratoi'y passages, if it leads to a
thickening of the walls of the flner bronchi.
Although "heaves," as I defined it, is incur-
able, the difficulty of breathing may be alle-
viated, if the affected horse does not receive
any bulky food, which expands the Intestines,
and necessarily interferes with the free move-
ments of the diaphragm. Dusty hay In
particular must be avoided. Besides that,
costiveness must be prevented, and the
animal, under all circumstances, must have
pure air to breathe, and not be kept too warm.
For further information I have to refer you to
the numerous answers already given to in-
quiries about heaves.

Chronic Tympanitis.—J. T. A., Fleming,
Col., writes: "I have a three-year-old cow
that is bloated all the time. fShe is almost as
large in the morning as in the evening. I
have never yet .seen her chew her cud. She
does not follow the herd well, but hangs back,
stands with her head down, eyes fixed, and
does not drink much water. The buffalo-
grass on the range this year is very dry, and
has been more or less all the season. Her left
side is higher than the right and is puffy.
Would it do to open her or paunch her? I
gave her saleratus and water several times,
but did not see much change."
Answer:—The chronic tympanitis, or bloat-

ing, In your case is undoubtedly due to some
chronic obstruction somewhere between the
pharynx and the third or fourth stomach.
There are, however, a great many possibilities,
but whatever it may be, the removal of the
obstruction is either impossible, or, at least,
difficult. Among the possibilities I will men-
tion : Compression of the esophagus by new
formations (tumors), tuberculous degener-
ation of the mediastinal lymphatic glands
(very often), tumors (polype, flbrina, papil-
loma or sarcoma) in one of the two first
stomachs, hair-balls, or accumulations of sand
or other indigestible substances (very well
possible in your case) in the paunch, and also
adhesions between the stomachs and the walls
of the abdominal cavity. Such adhesions,
often the consequence of a traumatic inflam-
mation, caused by sharp bodies that have been
swallowed, by repeated applications of the
trocar, or by other injuries, prevent the
peristaltic motion, and thus the passing on of
the contents of the stomach until the latter is
flUed up to the I utmost. Finally, chronic
tympanitis may also be produced by a vent in
the diaphragm through which a portion of the
second stomach has prolapsed into the chest,
and it has also been observed where large
numbers of tapeworms (Taenia denticulata)
were present in the intestinal canal. You will
readily see that hardly anything can be done,
no matter what may constitute the cause, ex-
cept where tapeworms should constitute the
same, but that is very rarely the case.
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$25 up. We don't
you eonietliing ^^^^^^^^B^m
do propotjo to
portunity to double your money
in a few nionthB* time. Address

S. I. O. L. Co.
R.oom 35,

11 Wall Street, New York.

DO YOUROWN REPAIRING
37 Pieces in Outfit. |p YOU WANT

THE BEST
OUTFIT

in the market, send for
free Catalogue to

Chicago Skein & Axle Co,,
Gband Ckossinq, III.

WIFF CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO
Ji J FREIGHT.
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T I 1 proved UIgh Arm SingerBewIcijmachin*
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0. I. C. HOGS
Weig-hed 2,806 pounds.

Sold 1,285 in 1893.
Send for a description of this fa-

mous breed. First applicant from
each locality will be offered a pair on
time and an agency,

§ THE L. B. SILVER CO.,
^ CliEVEIiAND, OHIO.

Mention this paper when you write.

lEWIS' 98 % in
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(PATENTED)
The Blrongcst and purest Lye

made. Unlike other Lye, It beiug
a flue powder and packed In a caa
with removable Ud, the contents
are always ready for use. Win
make the best perfumed Hard Soap
In 20 minutes wlthont bolllna.
It IH the best for cleansing waste
pipes, disinfecting sinks, closets,

washing bottles, paints, trees, etc

PENHA. SALT M'FG CO.
Gen. Agts., Phlla., Fa.
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Box as. Derby, O.

No. 3.—"If this keeps on I may catch a
twenty-pounder."

Will $500 Help You Out?
10, you

an haveW e

offer yon the Sole Aaency for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indisvensdble
in Every OfHce, something that SELXiS AT
SIGHT. Other articles sell rapidly at Donble
the Price, though not answering the purpose
half so well. You can make from S500 to S700
in three months, introducing it, after which it wlil
bring A Steady, Iiiberal Income, if properly at-
tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-
try. Don't Miss this Chance. Write at once to
J. W. JONES, Manager, Springfield, Ohio.

ELECTRICITY AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss EleetrD-Calvaoic Horse Band.

^Will cure
-yourhorse
of Splints,
Weak

Joints,
Bog-

Spavin,
Sidc-Bones, Curbfl, Ring-bones. Kidnej Troubles, Filled Tendons, Wind Golls. &0
\yherem uatd its succesa has been marvelous. Each band is made to last, and
contains a complete battery. Price ?y eacb , 85 per pair. Correspondence solicited.

Address B. B. BLISS ELECTRIC CO.. IOWA FALLS. IOWA.

Mention this paper when you write.

MYHUSBA¥r"i":r
Jteo Keawood SMkiiie for - $23.00
^ $60 Arlinston JUohlae for - $19.5»
Statdard SinRers - $8.00, $11.09
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I from factory. SaTe agents large profits.
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'(UfHll), CASH BUYERS' UNION,
-I64- West Van Buren St,, B 7, Chicago, III.

finPbicycle
Ifyou want one, either sex, irrite to
UB at once. These bicycles are fully
warrauttdand -would cost atretail,

»18 to $34. We gtve them
FREE to Introduce our paper
"We will give yoa one w5th
oat a cent of money from
your pocket. At this time
olthfe yeate^'eryboiiy wants
a bicvc}e, and we offer you
one FHEE. YouTAKE NO
CHANCES if you ooniply

kfrtthonr offer. Write today, With your letter send us EOc. silver

lor postal note for our family and ttory pappr one year and we
Iwin aend the offer atonce —all char^ee prepaid on every bicycle.

Address Ii, S. CtJSHfflANrPnb., 63 StateSt^
" ^

—

A HEALTHY MAN
In the accompanying illustration i.s seen the picture of a healthy man.—Every

facial feature Indicates asound physical condition. Dissipation holds no place
here. With spa/Wing eyes, ruddy complexion and rotund cheelss, this man be-
trays no evidence of ever being wheedled and charmed by unholy pleasures.
Many a "wild oat" has he sown, nowever, but his present healthy condition was
restored through the aid of a remarkable and most effective prescription which I
send absolutely free of charge. There is no humbug or advertising catch about
this. Any good druggist or physician can put it up for you, as everything is plain
and simple. I cannot afford to advertise and give away this splendid remedy un-
less you do me the favor of buying a small quantity from me direct or advise your

^.^ friends to do so. But you may do as you please about this. Vou will never refj:ret

having written me, as this remedy restored nie to the condition shown in illustra-

tion after everything else had failed. Correspondence strictly confidential, and
aU letters seat in plain aealeU envelope. Enclose stamp if convenient. Address

£. H. aUJSGKBFOBD, Box A3K»,Albion. mch.
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High wheels are still seen occasionally

among bicycles. They attract almost as much
attention now as the safeties did a few years

ago.

Resident—"Healthy? I should say so. In

ten years there has been only one death."

"Who died?" asked the tourist.

"The doctor, of starvation."

A MAN who used to keep a cigar-store re-

cently went into the butter business. He
staggered his first customer by asking if he

would have it "medium, mild or strong."

A MAN who answered an advertisement for

foreman on a farm in Hampshire, England,
recently, found out that he was expected to

oversee all the labor on a farm of 2,000 acres, on
which were thirty-six cart-horses and SOO

sheep, to get the men up early in the morning,
and keep them at work all day, to look after

the carts and tools, keep accounts, and so on.

In payment for this he was to receive the use

of a cottage and eighteen shillings ($4..50) a

week.

A WKITER in the Chicago Advance., referring

to the humiliating condition of that city under
martial law, lays the blame of it chiefly to the

anarchistic classes that land upon our shores,

hostile to our Christian institutions. He says

:

"The plain fact seems to be that our city has

been quietly gathering a class of people that are

more fit for stratagem, treasons and riots than

for American citizenship. 'Be's there a giv-

ernment here?' asked an Immigrant when he

lauded at Castle Oarden. 'There is,' was the

reply. 'Thin I'm agin it.'
"

SuOH frauds as that recently perpetrated on
Italian laborers, who were swindled by means
of a pretended need of their labor in Florida,

are easy because the most mobile labor in this

country is the Italian. Thousands of these

men are here without ties of home, and are

ready at a moment's notice to pick up their

poor belongings and take themselves off to

whatever region promises employment. They
commonly have money saved up for just .such

emergencies. The village that issues bonds
for public improvements soon has a consider-

able Italian population, which settles down
and remains there until the work is exhausted
and there is promise of more work elsewhere.

The Italian laborer is the true modern un-
skilled journeyman, who can work his way
around the world by the aid of naught but
iun own strDng«arms.

NEVER INDORSE ANY MORE.

I had tiotb money and a friend.

1 lent my credit to my friend ;

*i lost my money and my friend.
—Old Story Revised.

Oil, no, we'll never indorse any more.
—New Song.

Oaauncey M. Depew has been associated all

Lis life, from the very day he left YalecoUege,
with rich men. He was one of Commodore
Vaiiderbilt's "boys," and has been the inti-

mate bi tlie commodore's sons. The Garretts,

tlie Scotts, the Morgans, and all the kings of

tiie railroad and banking world for twenty
years and more have been among Mr. Depew's
friends.

All of these gentlemen have been tackled by
the fellows who are proverbially "short."

There is a class of borrowers who want to ex-

change checks; that is, the borrower wants
the check of a sound man to use immediately,
and in return gives a check dated ten or more
days ahead, when he expects that his own
bank account will be rich enough to meet it.

There is in this fraternity a set of downright
swindlers, whose checks are returned with
that exasperating stamp, "no funds." As Sol-

omon said:

"My son, if thou be surety for thy friend, if

thou hast stricken thy hand with a stranger,

thou art snared with the words of thy mouth,
thou art taken with the words of thy mouth."
Solomon evidently knew something about

"hand-shakers." Dr. Depew has come to some
conclusions also, and here they are

:

"Never indorse an accommodation note. If

you wish to help your friend, make' up your
mind how much you can afford to lose, and
lend him that. He will consider seriously the

repayment of this money, while your name
on his paper will not receive a second thought.

If his venture is a failure and your money is

gone, you will not be greatly disappointed,

and your compensation will be an approving
conscience, and the satisfaction of having
done the best you could for one whose appre-
ciation of your effort you value. But your in-

dorsement he regards as a mere formality. He
believes in himself and has great contempt
for your fears. At each renewal of the note

he will want the amount increased or an addi-

tional note, on the plea of increasing business

and opportunities. When you have become
frightened at the sum for which he has made
you responsible, and find that you must stop

or be ruined, he will say that unless you aid

him further he will be forced into bankruptcy,

and you will be the cause. When he fails, as

he inevitably will, you find that the money
raised on your notes has paid enemies and
strangers who insisted on his dealing with
'them on business principles, and that you are

his largest, and perhaps his sole creditor. You
are crippled financially for a time, and per-

haps for life, by meeting the maturing obliga-

tious wi^ch you have indorsed, and your

former friend, now your bitter foe, is loudly

proclaiming in his own justification that you
are the author of his ruin. The result cJ your
excursion in the careless lending of your
name will be that you have lost both friend

and fortune, and have discovered, perhaps,

too late, that you are a fool. I have had in

greater or less degree several such expei-i-

ences."
Is is said on good authority that Dr. Depew

lost 340,000 last year by indorsing notes. He'll

never do it again, he says.—iVew York Sun.

THE FERRIS WHEEL.
Thier preliminary work, incident to taking

down the Ferris wheel on the Midway Plais-

ance, consisted of placing false work, engines

and hoisting apparatus.

It will take ten weeks to take the wheel to

pieces. The car that was used for carrying the

Krupp gun will be used for carrying the

seventy-ton axle. The material will be taken in

five trains of thirty cars each to New York
City. There are 3,000 tons of metal in the wheel,

and .500,000 feet of timber is needed for the

false work. Taking the wheel down will be

more dangerous than putting it up. Only one
life was lost in erecting the big attraction.

The expense of taking down, moving and
rebuilding the wheel will be Sl.50,000. In New
York it is to be placed at Thirty-seventh street

and Broadway. Old Vienna will be repro-

duced around it. Here the wheel had 3,000

electric lights ; in New York the number will

be doubled. The old Ferris Wheel Company
goes out of existence, and a new company,
composed of New York men, has been formed.
Superintendent L. V. Rice has charge of the
removal.
During the fair the wheel went around

10,000 times and carried 2,000,000 passengers.

The largest single load was carried October
19th, when at half-past twelve o'clock 1,768

people were in the cars. The largest day's

business was October 10th, when 38,000 people

were carried. October 9th, 10th and 11th there

were 114,000 passengers, the largest average for

any throe days.— C7((ea,90 Daily Tribune.

A TRADITION OF ORANGE BLOSSOMS.
Like all familiar customs whose origin is lost

in antiquity, the wearing of orange blossoms
at a wedding is accounted for in various ways.
Among other stories is the following pretty

legend from Spain

:

An African prince presented a Spanish
king with a magnificent orange-tree, whose
creamy, waxy blossoms and wonderful fra-

grance excited the admiration of the whole
court. Many begged in vain for a branch of

the plant, but a foreign ambassador was tor-

mented by the desire to introduce so great a
curiosity to his native land. He used every
possible means, fair or foul, to accomplish his

purpose, but all his efforts coming to naught,

he gave up in despair.

The fair daughter of the court gardener was
loved bj' a young artisan, but lacked the dot

which the family considered necessary in a
bride. One day, chancing to break off a spray
of orange blossoms, the gardener thought-

lessly gave it to his daughter. Seeing the

coveted prize in the girl's hair, the wily am-
bassador promptly offered her a sum suffic-

ient for the desired dowry, provided she give

him the branch and say nothing about it. Her
marriage was soon celebrated, and on the way
to the altar, in grateful remembrance of the

source of all her happiness, she secretly broke
off another bit of the lucky tree to adorn her
hair.

Whether the poor court gardener lost his

head in consequence of the daughter's treach-

ery, the legend does not state, but many lands
now know the wonderful tree, and ever since

that wedding-day orange blossoms have been
considered a fitting adornment for a bride.—

Kale Field's Washington.

THE SENATOR'S DEFENSE.

"Senator, did you speculate in sugar stock?"
"I did not."

"Then how do you explain these telegrams
in our possession, which show that you pur-

chased 1,000 shares, and sold them at a profit

of SSOashare?"
"You asked if I speculated, I believe?"

"Yes."
"Webster's dictionary d'eflnes 'speculation'

as a business venture involving unusual
risks."

"Well?"
"Well, there was no speculation about my

deal. It was a dead sure tliins-"—Pittsburg

Chronicle.

RETURNED TO CANNIBALISM.

The natives of one of the Fiji islands have
returned to cannibalism after abstinence
from the practice for eighteen years. Times
are hard in Fiji, and white man's provisions

scarce. Christian missionaries have preached
with good effect against the disgusting barbar-

ism, but now the missionaries are likely to

leave the savages to themselves for a time.

It has been discovered that "missionary for
dinner" on the Fiji invitation-card is more
attractive than "missionary at dinner."

" DON'T TOBACCO SPIT OR SMOKE YOUR LIFE
AWAY."

The truthful, startling title of a book about
No-to-bae, the only harmless, yuarantved to-
bacco-habit cure. If you want to quit and
can't, use "No-to-bac." Braces up nicotinized
nerves, eliminates nicotine poisons, makes
weak men gain strength, weight and vigor.
Positive cure or money refunded. Sold by all
druggists. Book at druggist, or mailed free.
Address The Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago
office, 45 Randolph St. ; New York, lo Spruce St.

SUGAR AND MUSCLE.

The fact that sugar is sweet is not its only
recommendation as an article of diet. Recent
scientific investigation has tended to increase
our respect for it as an impoi-tant factor in the
development and nourishment of bodily
strength and activity. Indeed, Dr. Vaughan
Hardy has lately reported to the Royal Soci-
ety in Loudon the results of experiments
which have led him to the belief that sugar is

"the principal factor in the production of
muscular energy."

He finds that sugar not only greatly in-
creases the amount of muscular work that
can be done, but also postpones the effects of
fatigue.

When two hundred and fifty grams of
sugar were added to the' meals consumed
during a day, the work accomplished in eight
hours was Increased between twenty-two and
thirty-six per cent.

It should not be forgotten, however, that
these experiments tell us nothing of the other
effects of sugar, and therefore they cannot be
quoted as scientific authority for overindul-
gence in the use of sweets. Use without abuse
will always remain the great law of health.

MISREAD BY THE OPERATOR.
A Detroit drummer was made the victim of

a cruel error recently, and he could scarcely
be persuaded not to sue the telegraph com-
pany for irreparable, exemplary and punitive
damages, besides going to the office with a
club. It seems that while he was away on a
trip a boy had come to his house, and the glad
tidings were wired him on the spot. In re-

sponse this telegram was received:
"Halleluiah! I am experiencing the great-

est jag of my life."

The fact that he does "celtbrate" occasion-
ally was against him, and such an open con-
fession as this was dreadful, and the entire
family was almo.st thrown into hysterics.
Two days later he came home, and was pained
by the reception he received. Explanations
were demanded, and he showed a copy of the
original telegram, which read:
"Halleluiah ! I am experiencing the greatest

joy of my life."—Detroit Free Press.

PRESERVES THAT WILL KEEP.

A chemist of this city, who has been mak-
ing a special study for the life and growth of
ferment plants, says the remedy for this is

double boiling. This must be done with a cer-

tain reason and system. If proper precautions
are not observed, he says, you might keep
right on boiling the things, time and again,
all the year round, and still they would spoil.

Boiling will kill all the ferment plants that
are developed from the spores, but it will not
kill the spores.

Spores of ferment plants require only from
eight to twelve hours to develop. If they are
left longer than this time the spores will have
become new plants, and in turn have depos-
ited new spores. To get rid of plants and
spores, therefore, the preserves should have
first a good boiling, and be set away in sealed
vessels, and then about eight hours later be
brought again just to a boiling heat. Treated
in this way, the chemist says, no further
trouble can occur unless new ferments get in
from outside sources.

—

New York Sun.

TO SUPERSEDE THE COMPASS.
Very wonderful things are told of the solar-

ometer, the instrument which is intended to
take the place of a compass on shipboard, and
give more accurate results than can possibly
be obtained from that instrument. Without
attempting to describe its construction, we
may say that from a single observation of a
heavenly body, the exact position of the ship
in- latitude and longitude may be determined.
It has two great advantages over the compass.
One lies in its furnishing the exact position
of the ship, while the compass can indicate
only the course, leaving the position to be
worked out by dead reckoning or observation.
The other is that it is not affected by the mag-
netism of an iron or steel vessel. The adjust-

ment of a compass on such a ship has to be
corrected frequently on account of polariza-

tion of the hull by the earth's currents.—
Hartford Courant.

ORIGIN OF A FAMOUS PHRASE.

The Boston Transa-ipt says that the phrase,
"Millions for defense, but not a cent for

tribute," did not originate in the popular de-

termination to pay no more money to Bar-
bary pirates to secure protection for American
vessels, and that the word "penny" did not
appear in the original.

"Charles Cotesworth Pinckney," it says,

"minister of the United States sent to France
to settle our differences with the directory,

when approached by a French agent with an
intimation that peace could be had only by
the United States paying for It, retorted,

'Millions for defense, but not ose cent for

tribute.' Afterward, his words were adopted
as our war-cry in the contest against the
Tripoli pirates."

TOUGH TIMES.

Baker (disconsolately)—"I never saw times
so hard."
Wife—"You have plenty of trade."

Baker—"Y-e-s; but flour has got so cheap
tha^ I will either have to stop baking bread or
lower the price."—iVeio York Weekly.

POWER OF STANDING STRAfGHT.
The Infanta Eulalie, who is at present stay-

ing in England for economy's sake, has'

uttered a great truth. She said

:

"People meeting me casually sometimes
fancy I am proud. I can only imagine it must
be because I am so erect. Now, my sister

sometimes laughingly complains that no one
minds her. I always say, 'Then hold yourself
straight.'

"

And therein lies the secret of power. An
erect carriage and a haughtily-held head avail
more in commanding obedience than ancient
lineage and large rent rolls.

COR SALE CHEAP—Two improved farms. For par-
• ticulars inquire of W. E. KNIGHT, Athene, Tenn.

T ATJTX'C! Wanted to Write ^t Home. »15
weekly. Ko canvaeeing. Reply with

stamp. 3I1SS FANNIE FELKNOK, South Bend, Ind. ,

on Rods Fence for eofl nnO" Men wanted to w^U.UU
putup fence and sellfenoe tools. Big wagea. Write

T. J. ANDKE, Wauseon, Ohio.

EVERY FAMILY MUST HAVE IT.
MEN AND WOMEN MAKE $500 TO $1000

.
_„,.„„„,DAILY IN ITS SALE.

A flIO>0POL\ .

—

.\ substitute for an anicle as staple &s
flour. Finer in quality. Lower in price. Exclusive territory.
Goods ou consignment to be paid for when sold. Free sam-
ples for trial. Valuable premiums to canvassers and con-
snmers. Kennedy Co. 291 W. Monroe St. Chicago.

Dish-Washer.
Simplest on Earth. No labor to operate
it. None but clean hot water touches
the dishes. It washes, it rinses, it dries the"
dishes for family of 10 in 3 minutes' time,
without wetting the bands. I>adies, it
saves labor 365 days in the year. Send
your address for circulars to
C. D. DANIEL.S, Manufac'erand Prop..i
Agents Wanted. Madison, Ohio.

No. 4.—"Ha, ha! At last !"

THE

[Trade Mark.]

DR. A. OWEN.

OWEN
Electric

Belt
Can Be Depended Upon to Do as Becom-

mended Every Time.

A Sufferer from Epilepsy from Childhood Tries.
Many Different Doctors and Remedies

Without Relief—Is Finally Cured
with the

OWEN ELECTRIC BELT.
WiNDSOK, ILJ.., June 7, 1893.

Dr. a. Owen:
Dear Sir:—J am 48 years old. Ever since

clilldliood I have been ailing with epilepsy,
and have tried dififerent doctors and many
remedies, but could not get cured. Seeing
your advertisement in our newspaper I wrote
to you for a catalogue, and nearly four years
ago sent for one of your best S20 belts. From
the first time of applying the belt I got reliel^
and after a few weeks felt like a new being. I
have not been troubled with epilepsy sinca
then, and have not an ache or pain. I do not
take cold like I used to do, and consider the
Owen Electric Belts and Appliances the best
remedy on the market. Upon my recommen-
dation many of my friends have bought the
Owen Belt, and always got the best results.

Yours truly, MRS. M. E. TULL.

Persons making inquiries of the writers of
testimonials will please inclose self-addressed
stamped envelope to insure a prompt reply.

OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Contains fullest information, list of diseases,
cut of Belt and Appliances, prices, sworn testi-

monials and portraits of people who have been
cured, etc. Published in English, German,
Swedish and Norwegian languages. This val-
uable catalogue will be mailed to any address
ou receipt oflicents postage or free at our office.

THE OWBN
Electric Belt and Appliance Go.

Main office'and Only Factory,

THE OWEN ELECTKIC BEIT BTTIIDnrG,
201-211 State Street, Chicago, 111.

The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the world.;

When writing please mention this paper. f

HELPING the OTHER FELLOW
Is the terse defioitioD of altruism.

Being an earnest disciple of this ethical principle
I offer a helping band to all who through youtbfti]

folly or unhallowed, pleasures have been caught in tb«
mael£trom ofmental and physical suffering.and whose
ifears and pains have beon prolnnged by unprincipled
quacks. To all such I will send (sealed) free, a recipe

ofa simple remedywhich restored me to manly health aflerevezy. „
thing else bad failed. It will do the same for you. Addressa,

C. H. MULLER, Bex 1827, Kalamezee, Mioh.
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A GREAT PRIZE.

Could I but speak to her! Ah, me!
'Twould lift the clouds of doubt.

Each day her peerless face I see,

Her sometimes saucy pout;

Aud I must sit not far away
And view her changeful eyes,

The smiles that o'er her features play,

And murmur naught but sighs.

Could I but speak to her ! The days
Speed on ; no word is passed.

Sheholdeth still her piquant ways;
My lips are mute and fast.

But ah ! some day this tide must turn

;

I'll win my treasure yet.

You see I've started in to learn

The dummy alphabet.

—Boston Courier.

HE KNEW HOW TO SPELL SALMON.

LADY Who buj^s provisions reg-

ularly of a small dealer was a
little puzzled over one of the
items in her monthly bill. The
item was as follows:

"To three pounds of psalmon,
six shillings."

It occurred to the lady that
Bhe had purchased three pounds of salmon
on the date given, and the meaning of the
mysteriously-spelled word was apparent to

her. Greatly amused, and feeling well enough
acquainted with the provision dealer to tell

him of the laugh she had enjoyed" at his ex-

pense, when she went to pay the bill she said :

'Mr. Blank, I had quite a laugh over the

way In which some one in your establishment
spells 'salmon.'

"

When the item was pointed out to him, Mr.
Blank said in a tone of contempt for such
ignorance:
"That's the work of a new booltkeeper,

madam. I'm ashamed to have such bills sent
out, and I shall have to speak to him about it.

He is a good bookkeeper, but he has got to

learn to spell correctly, if he stays in my em-
ploy. Let me correct the bill, madam."
Taking a pen, Mr. Blank drew several lines

through the word and wrote above it:

"Sammon."
"There, madam," he said, complacently,

handing back the bill, "I'll teach that book-
keeper how to spell 'sammon' when he comes
in, or tell him to find a new place."—/Sco(fis7(

Night. ^
KICKED THE WRONG MAN.

A young Poughkeepsian a few days since

picked up a friend on Market street and took
him home to lunch without notice to the
former's wife. She called him to one side and
explained that there were only a dozen raw
oysters, and when their friend had eaten his

quota of four he must not be asked to take
more. All this the husband promised to re-

member. When the guest had eaten his

four oysters the host asked him to take some
more. The wife looked distressed, and the
guest declined. The husband insisted that
his friend should have more. The wife looked
as if she were in agony, and the guest firmly

refused to allow the rest of the oysters to be
brought from the kitchen. Later the wife

said to her husband

:

"How could you Urge him to have more
oysters when I explained to you that there
weren't any more?"
"I am very sorry," said the penitent hus-

band, "but I forgot all about it."

"What do you suppose I was kicking you
under the table for?" retorted the wife.

"But you didn't kick me!" said the hus-
band.

MAKER AND MADE.

A remarkable argument is said to have been
once made by a German adventurer who was
lecturingin London, his theme belngthe great

glory of mechanics as a science.

"I tell you w'at," announced this learned
gentleman to an interested and amused audi-
ence, de ting datismadeis more superior as
de maker. I shall show you how it is mit some
tings.

"Subbose, now, dat I make de round wheel
on de coach. Ver' well; dat wheel roll five

hundred mile ! An' me—I cannot roll one sin-
gle leetle mile!

"Subbose I am de gooper, an' I mak~6 de hig
barrel for to hold de sauer-kraut. Dat barrel
he hold gallon an ton ! An' me—I cannot hold
more as two, tree quart, mein friends—not
more as two, tree quart!"

His audience evidently saw the point, to
judge from their applause, and the lecturer,
beaming with satisfaction at his own powers
ot argument, proceeded to other branches of
his subject.

PROFESSIONAL INSTINCT.

She was engaged in conducting a depart-
ment for a magazine, and her mind was very
much with her work.
"Did you not receive my letter?" he asked.
"Yes."
"The one asking you to*e mine?"
"Yes."

"Then," he said almost fiercely, "why did
you not answer it?"

"Why, William," and there was both sur-
prise and reproach in her voice, "you know

|

you forgot to send stamps for reply."
I

WHAT AN "M."

The systems which people employ in recall-

ing the names of persons they have met are
i often of a singular description. Mrs. Nickel-

I hofr, for instance, boasts that she never for-

I

gets a name, because she always makes a
mental uK'Uiorandnin of the letter of the
alphabet with which any new name begins.

On one occasion she remarked to an ac-

quaintance:
"I met last night your friend Mr. —

,
Mr.—,

Mr.—."
"Mr. who?"
"Why, I remember the uame perfectly well.

It begins with an M."
"Mr. Morrill?"
"No."
"Mr. Martin?"
"No—no. But I'm sure it begins with an M!

He has very red hair, and is bald, and wears
gold-bowed spectacles."

"Oh, yes, you a"re quite right. His name is

Emerson!"
"Didn't I tell you so?"

CAKE FOR EVERYBODY.

A proficient cook has an eye to variety and
suitability. Even in the matter of cake she is

careful to suit all tastes. Thus

:

Forfarniers—hoe-cake, fruit-cake and seed-

cake.

For pugilists and carpenters—pound-cake.
For reporters—spice-cake and jumbles.
For messenger-boys—gingersnaps.
For politicians—electio.n-cake and plum-

cake.

For idlers and ne'er-do-wells—loaf-cake and
fritters.

For tramps—sponge-cake.
For greedy chi Idren—stomach-ache.

THE FARMER AT THE AUDITORIUM.
A farmer in Chicago last summer met a

friend, who was also a farmer, and said to
him:
"I say now, John, before you go home, you

must go to the Auditorium cafe (pronouncing
it calf) and get some beefsteak with pnions on
it. It's great."

"I can't do it, Jake," the friend replied, "for
I'm going home to-morrow. Besides, to-night
I'm going to a party and 'twouldn't do to eat
onions before going to the party."
"1 say now, you go, party or no party, and

when you pay your bill it will take your
breath away."

A PRACTICAL CHARITY.

Wife—"The ladies of our club have estab-
lished such a lovely noon rest for poor work-
ing girls, with lunch-rooms, a parlor and a
library. It's just exquisite, and I got the
daintiest lunch there this boon, and it only
cost me twelve oehts."

Husband—"How many working girls were
there?" .

^

Wife—"Well, you see there wei|e so many of
the club ladies there that there was but little

room for the working girls. It is not a very
large place."

ALL RIGHT EITHER WAY.
"Does the fact that I have money make any

diflference to you, Herbert dear?"
"Of course it does, my own. It is such a

comfort to know that if I should die you
would be well provided for."

"But suppose I should die?"
"Then I should be well provided for."—

Life.
'

HOW HE PUT IT.

Miss Haverly—"Uncle Ned has the funniest
way of speaking of my sister's two little
children."

"Mr. Austen—"How?"
Miss Haverly—"Well, their names are Eb-

enezerand Florence. He calls them the Ebb
and Flo of the Tied."— Vogue.

A BUSINESS GIRL.

"I find you are not the girl for me," he fal-

tered, cringing before the scornful glance of
the telephone operator, to whom he had
plighted his troth.

"Ring off, then, please!" she exclaimed, ex-
tending her hand, not without a show of pet-
ulance.

COULD NOT SEPARATE THEM.
Jack Manly—"Look here, Willy! Because

you have lost your heart to that girl, it is no
reason why you should lose your head."
Willy Weaktop—"Well, you see, Jack, my

heart was in my mouth when I proposed to
her, and in accepting my heart she took my
head with it."

EVery Man Should Read This,
If any young, old or middle-aged man, gnf- ,

faring from nervous debility, lack of vigor,
or weakness from errors or excesses, will in-
close stamp tome, I will send him the pre-
scription of a genuine, certain cure, free of
cost, no humbug, no deception. It is cheap,
simple and perfectly safe and harmless. I
will send j'ou the correct perscriptlon and
you can buy the remedy of me or prepare
It yourself, just as you choose. The prescrip-
tion 1 send free, just as! agree to do. Address,
Mr. Thomas Barnes, lock boxHa Marshall
Mich.

GOLD WATCH FREE
to AL'i'Pits who sell
onr S.jHfi.illy. If you
want "lie send SO cts
for ypeniulty tiaini*
plo and terms by
mail postp'il ; address iRe-
F li. VVarnkb, Nkw lurn
York, V. O. Box 2574, | Ad.

DUBBER STAMPS. Beet made, immense Catalogue Free
"to agents. The G. A. Harpek Mfg. Co., Clevelttud, O.

I ADIEiuilS to manage our business. Good pay anil no capital
reguired. Empress Bazar Co., Box J, Batavia.Ohio.

r Qllip? MAKE $20 A WEEK writing for me at home
ilQUluO End. stamp. Louise Smith, IHilwaukee, Wis.

$60.00; ir.. WE WILL 3EHD
i~a»oi stnmp with •fat-

WILL
YO II <3ietrlbuUi CironloTD and suaploa for osT ITO caa*

mmmS Tusiof;. Sftlory &ad expeosM io tr»ol. Send tUiof.
'ADVBUTUjERmiUBliAU.447.e.th.AT«.i(BW TUltltOITr.

ALL!
kinds of watches fromJl.Sa upwnraa, handsome cutftloeuo

sent free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray St., Y. N.

DOOSMAeRIl'S ffBBBLS, atriklBf
.M>i«hlDi.i. R.<)r.thiDerarF.in.E.eM,
> CO ,235 MoQrosUt .CliicftCO.IlL

I flflY WANTrrt ^^'''<' f"'' liomo. $3 aknu I nnllltU (j^y. No canvassing. Reply with
stamp. MISS VEKNA LANGDON, South Bend, Ind.

AGENTS
P?>P"'' '."o"'?, f??'- T}^" work

free.
8 easy, pleasant and profitable. Circulars

Address LADIES HOME COMPANION, SPRINEFIELD, 0-

OUR minert

SpanishNeedles and Dii> Needles
) are the best Instruments tor hunting

nerals. B.U.Stauffer.Box 33, Harrisburg.Pa.

$30
UfrFV guaranteed ladle, wbo write ror ng at

, A lYLllK home. No canvassInB. Enclofie Btamp,

'nomau'iiCo-OperiiUveTallet Co,(Iiic)illlliTi>iikee,Wls

WORK
FOH AIjI.. §75 a month salary and ex-

peuscH paid. IT you want employment write

at once to P. O. VICKERT, Augasta.Maine.

||FTP0 TIIC DAI I tbisFamoua Song find On& nuNDiiBD

Al I Cn I nC DHLL and Piftv-Six Othgr Lateht Sonos
oKTTiErUY.iiicliiding"TA.RA-BOOM-

LITTLE FISHERMAIOEN,"ETO. WordsandDE-AY," "COMRADES,
Muflie, postpaid, only Ton ContB. GEM NOV. CO. B 10, Frankfort, Ind.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS fli^ls
at Home, instructions free to lady readers. Send stamp.

(So humbug), urns. J. A. JUNNINU, BotXS- Anna, Ohio.

fkll CCIlCli ll/AUTCntoseiloarBooclsljysnmpIestothe
SALtoMtN WAN I tU wholesale and retail trade, «ell

on sight to every business man orfirm; liberal salary, money
advanced (or advertising and e.^penses. Permaneh position.

Address with stamp, KING MFG. CO., A 64 Chicago, 111.

ARFNK WANTFfl for "striking foe life."HUCniO ItHniLU Labor's side of the labor ques-
tion, by John Swinton, the Pillar of light of labor
movement. Send 10c. for asente' outfit. Quick, large
profits. Address HATIOHAL PUBLISHING CO., CHIGAEO, ILL

AIJADWCQT FOB AGENTS. We arenowoffer-
nHn V Cu I ing agents the greatestharvest of the

season. The wages are big and t)ie work is easy.
Send for full particulars immediately. Address
LADIES HOME COMPANION, SPRINGFIELD, 0.

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can bo made working for us. Of special interest and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. S. I. Bell & Co.- Philadelphia, Pa,

?Q A I CCIWnMCU 'W'e have an origiDal.legitimate,'

)OHLtOlfUmCn much-needed article whichC
Saells best during h,ardtime9, because it saves money andc
Ssutfering. Women and men without any experience^
Cwhateverare nowraakingfrom $15to $GOper week with-^
fout neglecting their borne dutiea; no capital required;!
JtuU particulars, free samples, and references in yourS
Jown State and ours by mail. Address Box JD, C
Sl692, Boston, Mass. Onlythoae seeking respectable. pro-<
I*fltable, and permanent borne employment need apply, c

TmiTOppmfmmTmmnmTmmmTmmM
MONEY MADE^
Belling Beverldge's Automatic =
Cooker. Best cooking utensil. Food 3
can't bum. No odor. Saves labor and 5
fuel. Fits any kind of stove. Agents =
wanted, either sex. <>ood Pay. 5
One agent sold 1730 in one town, =

• Write for terms. ^
W.E.BEVISI{1I)«E. Baltimore, Md. =

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiihiiiiiaiiiiiiihiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiS

DO YOU WANT WORK?!
We can put you in the way of makiii°: from $20^

Zto $50 weekly, in any locality, if you apply at
fonce; no peddlingr. women succeed as well as
imen. No hunabag'- we mean just what we'
Isay. Address at once for full particulars. I

^Man'frs,'' Box 5308, Boston, IVass.l

GONSUMPT
SURELY CURED.

To THE Editor—Please inform your readers

that I have a positive remedy for the above
named disease. 'By its timely use thousands
of hopeless cases have been permanently
cured. I shall be glad to send two bottles of

my remedy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they •wUl send me theii

express and post office address. Kespectfully,

T. A. Slocum, M.C., 183 Pearl St.. New Yoifc

HaTlngreodntlypuMhaBed the en.
tiro Btock o£ watolies from a firm,

JlM 11 f'i''**""'" oonsiatinK oE solid gold, eilver, and
CP/ V\ MIJIMJ // OR gold-filled cases, we sliall offer a

A ^iPVl A nir-r^ portion of the entire lot at prico*

M/ nUX^SU^S LAU to never before beard of in the Watoh
• nrfli "-'^^'^-^ trade. Among the etock are 8,780

AMERICAN STYLE WATCHES,
in SOLID GOLD-FILLE CASES,
which we shall ell eiogly or hJf (he
dozen to private parties, or tho
trade, at the unheard'Of LOW
PRICE of $3.98 EACH. Each and
every watch is guaranteed a perfeoC
timeseepor and each watch ia ac->

companiod with our writteo guar-
aatee for five yoarfl. Think of it I

A goDuine America Stylo Move-
ment watch, in solid, gold filled

caees, and ^araatecd fer FIVS
YEARS, for $a.98. Thoso wanting
a grat-cIaEa, reliable time-keeper,
at about one third retail price,
should order at once. Watch Bpecu-

latorfl can make money ty 1)U7ing l>y 'he dozen to eell again. SOLID
GOLD WATCHES at $3.98. Theae watchea must bo aold, and as an in-

ducement for yon to order quickly, we rtill eend to each of the flmt on»
hundred, ordering from this advertisement. A SOLID GOLD WATCH
worth §25, provided 83.98 is sent with the order. Elegaut, SOLID
ROLLED GOLD CHAIN, of the latest patterns, free to tboao who eend
full amount with order. Be one of th6 first and get a Solid Qold Watch
fur $;j.y8. All are elegantly finished, and guaranteed perfectly satis-

factory in every respect. Cut this out and send to MB with 10 eta.,

silver, poutal note or stamps, as a guarantee that watch ia ordered in good
faith, and wo will send a watch to you C. 0. D-, subject to ssaminatioli,

by express. If found perfectly satisfactory, and exactly as represented,
you can pay the balance of ^-i.&S and take the watch, otherwise you d»
not pay one cent. Can wo make you a fairer offer 7 Bo sure to mcQtioa
whether you want ladies' or gents' watch. Price per dosen, $45.00,
I>EfOSIT -WA.TCU CO., 9 nSurray St., IVew York.

PAINLESS CHILDBIRTH.
J. H. DYE, M.

,
Sealed information free.

O., Buffalo, N. Y.

BEAD m 8T0BT.

FREE TO SUFFERING
WOMEN.

I suffered for years with uterine trooblea,
painful perioJa. leacorrhea, displacementa
and other irregularities, and finally fonnd a
Bimple, safe home treatment, that cored tne
without the aid of medical attendance. Thia
ia no quack doctor's medicine; but nature's
own remedy for women, it cosl« nothing to

convince yourself of its merits, for I Bend it

free with full in (Structions how to use It, to
every sufferinff woman. Address MRS. D.

tall Outfli, 10 flti.

1 RINO. 1 KNirr.
1 Pocket, IVi,.

cil, iLnt.GULu
*'fiN k Agents'

t'ABB tO.,«0BmHAVB«,c6MH.

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARL!
Girls, do you want one! If so, send
us your adt itss and tajje your
choice, it don't cost you a cent.
Will you agree to do a tew Lours
worlc Bliowlng our new goods to
your friends f That is all we ask.
State whlcij ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,wlth genuine pearl

:

Ho. 3. richly engraved bo nd ring. Send NOW, we want
one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over
16,000 rings in past two years. State size. Address
I. M. ASSOCIATIONi 26BDearli<iraSt.ChIeago,III.

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
lie Iiad free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Square,

Buffalo, N. Y.

No. 5.—"Come here, sonny, and help me
get him off the hook."

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs, per
month by a harmless
treatment administered

by practicing physician of 17 years' experience.

bad efferts; no detention from business- no starv-( \
Ing; no wrinkles or flabblness follow this treatment. It iiniiruvt.-

the general health, clears the skin, and beautifies the compleiion.
Endorsed by physicians and leading so.-iety ladies. Thousands cured.

PATIENTS TTHEA-TE^ BY mA.XILt
confidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in stamps,

O. IT*. SlVYI>Elt, 3MC. I>.,
260 M'VICKER'S THEATER BUILDING. CHICAGO.

Cni UC reduced, 15 lbs.
• a month; any oner AS I can make remedy at Lome.
Miss M. Ainley, Supply, Ark.,

says, ''I lost 431ba. and feel splendid."No
starving.No sickness. Particulars(sealed)
2C.HALL & CO.. B. ,Box 404,St. Louis.Mo.

The Great Eye Restorer.
All forms of Di-seased Eyos posilivdv cured by
"AOTINA," Hay Fcv^t, C^Un-h' Astlima,
cure guarunli'cd. "ACTINA" Is a perfect Pocket
Battery, usable at all times by young and, old.

A Taluable book free. MEW YORK & LONDON
ELlECTItlC ASS'N, No. 10 West AVayne St., Fort >Vayne, lad.

Asthma'

|I« a DISEASE!
Itean be Cured

_ 'by administer-
ing Dr. Haines' Uolden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, it

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. COIiDESI
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, O.
SSg'Tht Only Cure. Setvare of Zmitatora,

The Arrlcan KolaPlant,
discovered in Congo, West
Africa, is Nature's Sure

Cure for Asthma. Care Ouaranteed or Ko
Pay. Export OiHce, 1104 Broadway, New Yorl£.
For Larf^e Trial Case. FBKE by Mail, address
KOLA IMPORTING CO.. 132 Vine St. .Cincinnati.Ohio.

•KIDNEYS«"°BLADDER*
Why suffer the mleery and perhaps fatal result 'mused by-
diseases of the aboTc orerans when I will send you full par-
ticulars of a cheap, Kure and permanent Home Cure PBEB
ofcharge. l>r. D.A.WILLIAMS, EastUampton, Conn.

Without the use
of the knife and

with little or no pain, by
Br. M. PINGItEE

1!J6 State Street, Chicaeo* nOOK FREE.
CANCER CURED

RUPTURE
positive radical Cure at home

(Scaled.) Bookglvrug fullparticulara

Sent Free. Address DR. W.S.RICE
F, SftlthvUle, Jeff. Co., N. Y

I An 1 1"O are lole U. S. Agents for Dr. Toreh's (the

I 11 ME P ^ efe»t French Physician) Female Reniedies. We
Sggp^j^HnSuS gnarantee to relieve and cure PaioFa) or Delayed
Uenstration. Remedies 8»fe,ParticuT:irs and valuable rfcceiiits2c.

Aurum Medicine Co., 53 State Street, Chicago. III.

flFACNESS & HEAD NOISES CUREDI^^^BBrby my Inviaible Tubular Cusbion. U'hisperB heard.
SucceasfulwheDallreraedieHfail. Sold ouly rnni?

by F, HI3C0X, 8&3 B*way, NewYort.Write for book of proofs t nCC

OPIUM
Ifforpliine Slabit Cared in lO
to 20 *la.yw. pay tilB nired-
Dr. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

OPIUM
orBtorpume Habit (^rea stt
Home. TrlmlFree. SToPain.
Oomp'd OzygenAaa'B, Ft.WayBe,Ii>4i

RUPTURE
Cured by mail. Circular free. Ad-
dress Capt.W. A. Collings Co., Box
142, Smithville, JeiT. Co., New York.

Al/roy llCrrill InT-enCion for man or woman.VtnT UOtrUL. Sample sent (sealed ) 2ri cts. 2
for 4i)ctR. KxjBBKB Specialti' Oo.,B[ix Mil, Oswego,N.Y

If afflirted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
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COMBUCTED BY MBS. BlIZA B. PAEKEB,
.AUIHOEOF "ECONOMICAI. HOUSEKEEPING

SWEEPING AND SWEEPIHG.

T seems that very few
people, even among

those who are considered accom-
plished cleaners, ever sweep thor-

oughly ; that is, according to the

laws of hygiene as well as those of

surface immaculateness, and some ideas on
the subject were lately elicited that seem
worth putting into practice.

From time immemoriar woman has
waged an incessant warfare against her
natural enemy, dust ; but instead of extin-

guishing it,or banishing it to the fourwinds,

she usually succeeds only in driving it

into corners or under carpets. Bridget
does this in nearly all cases, and seldom
fails to select for her objective point the
very spot that by all the rules of common
sense she should avoid. A door or a

corner is her invariable selection for the
guidance of the dust, and she usually be-

gins with the broom, leaving what should
be preliminaries to be settled afterward.

But the thorough sweeper changes all this,

and proceeds with her weekly cleaning in

a systematic fashion that robs the six

months' clearance of half its terrors.

First, she looks into the closets that

open into the room, and puts to rout not

the ancient dust, for of this it would be
impossible to find any trace, but the mod-
erate amount which has accumulated since

the last sweeping, the hanging garments
having been removed, and shelves and
drawers put in order. Every movable ar-

ticle is then thoroughly dusted and placed

in an adjoining room or hall; the bed well

protected with a calico cover made for the

purpose, and which is far nicer than a

soiled sheet, while sofa or lounge and
heavy chairs are protected in the same
way.
It is now time for the step-ladder exer-

cises, which consist of the careful wiping
of the cornice, when that somewhat inac-

cessible point can be reached, pictures,

curtain-poles and all other objects on the

walls. The windows should be evenly

opened top and bottom, and the inside

blinds well dusted. By this time the air is

well charged with dust, and so is the car-

pet, but the mistress of ceremonies knows
that she has now gotten it just where she
can manage it.

She now begins to sweep from the outer

edges of the room toward the center, and
takes the dust up there with a small

broom and dust-pan. When this is dis-

posed of, she dampens the long broom and
goes over the floor again, thus removing
every stray particle of dust, and brighten-

ing the carpet or matting wonderfully.

Wet tea-leaves are often used for this pur-

pose, as well as salt or wet pieces of paper,

but the damp broom is less troutfle and
nearly, if not quite, as satisfactory.

An ordinary servant, one who takes no
interest in her work except to get it done,

and be herself free for some prospective

outing, considers that her legitimate

sweeping duties are confined to the use of

the broom in its natural state. Small pa-

tience has she, therefore, with the "fussi-

ness" of the mistress who demands such
preparations, and she usually revenges
herself by wearing out the broom as fast

as possible. Patience and perseverance,

however, will in the end succeed, and there

comes a time when the exile of Erin no
longer marshals a whirlwind of dust

toward door or corner.

When the atmosphere is unmistakably
free from the almost invisible particles

that filled it, the banished articles of fur-

niture can be replaced and the other ones

uncovered, with the comfortable feeling

that the lately dismanteled room is now
thoroughly clean and fit for human occu-

pancy.

It ia pleasant, unless the cIiaBga aeema

decidedly for the worse, to let various

movable articles play "puss-in-the-coruer"

on sweeping-day, and try the effect of a

little novelty. This gives a still fresher

look to the room, and sometimes a great

improvement. Curtains and portieres,

which have, of course, been thoroughly

shaken both before pinning them up and
on taking them down, should have their

folds spread apart as far as possible, to keep

them from stringing, and if of plush or

velours, they need to be gone over care-

fully with a soft brush. On these occa-

sions, too, the maliciously elusive moth
should be traced to its haunts and its

future progeny destroyed.

Thorough work demands labor, and

sweeping is not exactly a recreation ; even

the most forbearing can view it only in

the light of the small boy's whipping, "it

feels so good when the smart is over."

Ella Rodman Chuech.

BILL OF FARE FOR SEPTEMBER.

Cream Toast.—Cut slices from a loaf of

stale bread, toast brown; put a pint of

cream in a quart cup and set on the flre to

heat, add a teaspoonful of butter and a

pinch of salt, pour over the toast, and
serve hot.

Stewed Spring Chicken.—Cut up two
tender, young chickens, put in a saucepan,

cover with hot water, add a little salt, and
let boil until tender; season with five drops

of onion-juice, a teaspoonful of minced
parsley, with salt and pepper ; rub a table-

spoonful of butter and flour together, stir

in a saucepan, let boil up once, take up
and serve.

Fried Tomatoes.—Take firm, ripe toma-

toes, slice, sprinkle with salt, dip in very

M BILL er FARE.

BREAKFAST.

Melons.
KoUed Wheat, Sugar and Cream.

Graham Bread. Stewed Chicken.

Cream Toast. Fried Apples,

fried Tomatoes.
Coffee. Tea.

DINNER.

Vegetable Soup.

Boiled Leg of Mutton, Caper Sauce.

Salmon Croquettes. Currant Jelly.

Pickles. Cabbage Salad.

Fried Cucumbers. Lima Beans.

Boiled Onions. Cheese.

Wafers. Apple Dumplings.
Hot Coffee.

SUPPER.

Thinly-sliced Bread and Butter.

Cold Sliced Mutton. Sardines.

Spiced Tomatoes. Stewed Pears.

Sweet Cake. Tea.

thin batter, and fry in boiling cottolene.

Serve very hot.

Fried Apples.—Slice ripe, tart apples,

drop in hot butter, turn until brown on
both "sides, sprinkle with sugar and pow-
dered cinriamon.

Vegetable Soup.—Cut up one large

onion, one turnip, one potato, two toma-

toes and half a dozen pods of okra ;
fry in

butter until brown, turn into a soup-

kettle, pour over two quarts of cold water.

Let boU slowly one hour, season with salt

and pepper and serve.

Boiled Leg of Mutton.—Wipe a leg of

mutton with a damp towel. Dust a cloth

with flour, and wrap the leg up in it, put
it in a kettle, cover with boiling water,

and let simmer gently fifteen minutes for

every pound, add a teaspoonful of salt;

when the mutton is done, remove the

towel carefully, lay on a dish, garnish

with parsley and serve with caper sauce.

Caper Sauce.—Mix two tablespoonfuls

of butter and one of flour to a smooth
paste in a bowl, set in a pan of boiling

water; thin the mixture with a large cup-

ful of water, stir until smooth, add half a

teaspoonful of salt and a tablespoonful of

capers, take from the fire.

Salmon Croquettes.—Open a can of sal-

mon, chop fine, season with a teaspoonful

of salt, a pinch of cayenne, a teaspoonful

of lemon-juice and a tablespoonful of

chopped parsley. Mix. Put a tecupful of

rich milk on to boil. Rub a teaspoonful of

butter and three teaspoonfuls of flour

together until smooth, and stir into the

boiling milk; let cook ten minutes, add the

salmon, stir until well mixed, and turn out

eu a dlah te aaol, Wben uold, form into

croquettes, dip first in beaten egg, then in

grated bread crumbs and fry in boiling

fat. Serve on a napkin garnished with
parsley.

Cabbage Salad.—Cut up half a head
of cabbage, put into a salad-bowl, sprinkle
with salt, pour over half a pint of plain

salad dressing. Seton ice until very cold.

Fried Cucumbers.—Pare three large cu-
cumbers, slice thick, and soak in salt-

water for ten minutes. Drain and press

out the water. Roll each slice in grated

cracker; fry in boUing fat and serve very
hot.

Lima Beans.—Shell the beans, wash in

cold water, put in a saucepan, cover with
boiling water, add a teaspoonful of salt.

Let boil until tender. Take up, put in a

heated dish, pour over melted butter and
serve hot.

Boiled Onions.—Peel half a dozen
onions, put them in a saucepan of boiling

water withia teaspoonful of salt, set on the
fire to boil until done. Take up carefully

in a heated vegetable-dish, pour over cream
sauce.

,

Apple Dumplings.—Peel and core tart,

ripe apples. Make rich puff paste, roll out
thin, cut in squares, lay an apple on each,

and fold the dough over. Lay in a baking-

pan, sprinkle the dumplings freely with
sugar and flour, lay bits of butter over,

and pour a teacupful of boiling water in

the bottom of the pan. Bake in a very hot
oven. Serve with the sauce in the pan.
Cold, Sliced Mutton.—Cut thin slices

from the cold mutton, trim free from
gristle and fat. Arrange on a dish, garnish

with cress and currant jelly.

Stewed Pears.—^Peel and core ripe pears,

put in a preserve-kettle, cover with water
and cook until tender; take up carefully,

drop in thin syrup and cook until clear.

Take up in a glass dish and set to cool.

Sweet Cakes.—Mix two cupfuls of

sugar, one of butter and four beaten eggs
well, add half a cupful of sweet milk, with
flour to make soft dough, and two tea-

spoonfuls of baking-powder. Flavor with
almond extract, roll thin, cut in little

cakes, and bake in a very hot oven.

Eliza R. Parker.

A GROWLERY.

Women do not always realize that a

man's sanctum is as dear to him as her
own pet room is to his wife. A man needs
a den of his own where he can hide, if he
wishes, from the rest of the household. It

adds to his happiness if he can have a

place where he can shut himseli in for a

smoke and talk with a chosen friend,

where he can make all the litter he wishes,

leave the newspapers on the floor if he
pleases, make all the muss his soul de-

lights in without let or hindrance, and be
happy in his own way. Even a very small
room will serve for the master's den, if a
large one cannot be spared.

As a general thing a man is grateful if

even a hall bedroom is given him for ex-

clusive use. Of course, it is harder to fit up
such a room than one of generous size, and
fanciful decoration is not possible.

A sofa of ample width is the first neces-

sity, a table the next, and for the sake of

saving space, a hanging frame for pipes

and other smokers' appliances. There
should be a comfortable chair in which to

seat a friend, and hanging shelving for

books. If deifit-room is necessary, what is

called a flap or leaf desk can be substituted.

This is merely a square of thin wood, se-

cured to the wall with hinges. When not
in u^e it hangs closely against the wall

like a panel. When needed for writing it

is lifted and a leg, which is hidden in a

groove in the under side, drops forward

and forms a support.

If a large room can be appropriated for

the purpose, the "growlery" may be made
into a most attractive spot. It is seldom
that a man will assume the responsibility

of fitting up the room himself, but he gen-

erally reserves the right to criticise the re-

sults of his wife's efforts in that line.

To ward off adverse criticism, the fur-

nisher must bear in mind that the dainty

properties which abound on shelf and
table in a woman's room, are generally

disliked by a man. He agrees that they

are pretty enough in a drawing-room, but

believes them very detrimental to ease

and comfort in his quarters, and he is quite

right as regards himself. Something that

won't break and never requires dusting

would be a man's description of the only
tolerable bric-a-brac to be used in his

quarters. As such ideal ornaments have

not yet come into market. Spartan sim-
plicity in movable decoration had better
be followed.
Men as a rule like positive color. Blue

or red in the wall-paper will be eflective
if the room ia amply lighted. If the

aspect is dark, a pale cream cartridge-
paper may be agreeably used, with a frieze i

of real or imitation leather on which a-

i

Greek or festoon pattern is made with
double lines of small, brass nails.
The floor should be stained and supplied

with a good-sized single center rug rather
than with several smaller ones dotted
about. The latter are apt to be kicked
about and tumbled over in a way that pro-
duces the confusion that a man likes to
make, but hates to see.
Both beauty and utility should be con-

sidered in the hangings for door and win-
dows. The colors and materials that are'
pleasing in a library are suitable in this
position. Although some one has said
with a certain amount of truth, that no ma-
terial with a pile, or nap, should ever be
used in a room devoted to smokers' use.
Probably such fabrics absorb and retain
the odor of stale tobacco more than those
of smooth surface.
The walls, where strict economy is not

an eminent consideration, afibrd a fine
ground for the exercise of taste. Antlers,
silver-mounted hoofs of large and small,
fleet-footed animals and other trophies of
the chase cannot be too abundant. Oil-
paintings or engravings of animals of the
kinds that are shot, hunted or caught, are
also interesting to most men. If there is
still unoccupied space, it may be filled with
racks for holding fishing and shooting
paraphernalia. The shrine dedicated to my
Lady Nicotine may be a set of hanging
book-shelves of superior character, with
curtains half their height, to contain some
of the less beautiful appurtenances, the
two upper shelves being exposed to allow
the exhibition of infrequently-used show-

1

pipes and fanciful jars. If an air of mys-

,

tery is a desideratum with the owner of

;

the den, a capacious hanging cabinet
with beveled glass doors, obscured by
shirred silk fastened on the back of them,

'

will be highly approved of by the masterj

of the place.
'

There are crusades enough against to-
bacco, and I am not writing in defense of
its use; but if one is preparing a man's
room, and that man is a smoker,,one may
as well arrange for the accommodation of
his favorite fancy. It is better to provide
a place for the neat and orderly keeping
of a smoker's paraphernalia than to have
the table littered with them, and an air of.
unsettled discomfort thus given to the-
whole room.

It may be that the housekeeper's purse^
will not allow much luxury in fitting up'
the "growelry," but she can surely "crib"
a stand from one room, a chair from an-
other, and even a rag-carpet rug and mod-
est cheese-cloth curtains will be gratefully-
received as furnishings by a man who has
never before had a little den of his own to
which he could "steal awhile away" at
times.
An English authority on decoration,

speaking of a man's library or reading-
room, or indeed of any apartment dedica-
ted especially to the use of one of the
sterner sex, says, "Please the eye by hang-
ing on the wall, pictures of the chase, of

.

notable horses and of favorite actresses."
With due deference to this expert's
opinion, I should advise substituting for
the distinguished actresses, a well-framed
photograph of the woman who fitted up
the growlery for the occupant's comfort.

M. C. HUNGERFORD.

THE SNAIL'S MOUTH.

"It is a fortunate thing for man and the
rest of the animal kingdom," said the nat-
uralist, "that no large wild animal has a
mouth constructed with a devouring ap-
paratus built on the plan of the insignif-
icant-looking snail's mouth, for thatanimal
could outdevour anything that lives. The
snail itself is such an entirely unpleasant,
not to say loathsome, creature to handle,
that few amateur naturalists care to bother
with it, but by neglecting the snail they
miss studying one of the most interesting
objects that come under their observation.
"Any one who has noticed a snail feed-

ing on a leaf must have wondered how such
a soft, flabby, slimy animal can make such
a sharp and clear-cut incision in the leaf,

leaving an edge as smooth and straight as ;

if it had been cut with a knife. That is'

due to the peculiar and formidable mouth
he has. The snail eats with his tongue and
the roof of his mouth. The tongue is a
ribbon which the snail keeps in a coil in
his mouth. This tongue is in reality a
band saw, with the teeth on the surface
instead of on the edge. The teeth are so
small that as many as thirty thousand of
them have been found on one snail's

tongue. They are exceedingly sharp, and
only a few of them are used at a time. Not
exactly only a few of them, but a few of
them comparatively, for the snail will-

probably have four thousand or five thou-

,

sand of them in use at once. He does this
by means of his coiled tongrue. He can
uncoil as much of this as he chooses, and-
the uncoiled part he brings into service.
The roof of his mouth is as hard as bone.
He grasps the leaf between his tongue and;,

that hard ^substance, and rasping awavj
with his to?igue, saws through the tough-'
est leaf with ease, always leaving the edge
smooth and straight.

"By use the teeth wear off or become
dulled. When the snail finds that this tool

is becoming blunted, he uncoils another,:

section and works that out until he has-

come to the end of his cbil. Then he coils

the tongue up again, and is ready to start,

in new, for while -he has been using the
latterportions of the ribbon, the teeth have
grown in again ia» the idle portions—the
saw has been filed and reset, so to speak—

,

and while he is using them the teeth in the
back part of the coil are renewed. So I

think I am right in saying that if any.
lai ge beast of prey was fitted up with such-
a devouring apparatus as the snail has, it/

would go hard with the rest of the animal
kingdozQt"
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Care and

Gultupe of flomeps

CONDUCTED BY

GEO. W. PARK. B. Sc., LlBOrilfi. PA.

To wlioin all commuuications on Flor-
iculture should be addressed.

All wlio love flowers are invited to
write for this department. Questions,
reports of successes or failures, and
everything of interest to the amateur
Horist will have the editor's timely and
careful attention. Letters requesting
information by mnil must contain
stamps for return postage.

SOME GOOD, HARDY CLIMBERS.

IF
you have any unsightly outbuild-

ings, cover them with vines. Plant

them near the porch, or train over

trellises in the yard. Nothing adds

more to the looks of a home than a

few vines rightly placed and cared

for. The clematis is a good vine. The
roots are perfectly hardy, but the tops

die down to the ground every winter.

They are rapid growers. The earth where
they are tp be planted, should be dug deep-

ly and made quite rich. Water should be

given often during hot, dry weather.

Clematis Jackmanii has blossoms of a rich,

velvety purple. They are often from four
to six inches in diameter, and the vine is lit-

erallj' covered from .July till frost. Coecinea
has small, bell-shaped blossoms. They are
very attractive, boins liright, rosy scarlet.

Crispa is rtne, deep l)hio with a. white bor-
der. Fragrant Lady Carolina Neville pro-
duces blossoms from six to seven Inches
in diameter. They are delicate bluish-

' white, with a purplish lilac band through
the center of each sepal. Clematis may be
grown from seeds, but they often lie in the
ground one year or more before they ger-
minate.
Among the honeysuckles we have the

Halliana, a new white monthly sort. The
- foliage remains green all winter. It is per-
fectlj' hardy, fragrant, a rapid grower and
a constant bloomer, never being without
-blossoms from June until October. Lon-
icera sempervirens, or coral honeysuckle,
is a native of Florida. The flowers are
scarlet outside and yellow within, tube-
shaped, and followed by red, currant-like
berries.
Wistaria is a fine climber introduced

from China in 1818. There are two vari-
eties, blue and white. The vines grow
thirty or more feet during the season.
The blossonfts are borne in racemes often
more than a foot in length.
The old trumpet-creeper is a good cli mber

for covering walls or old buildings. It will
cling to anything with a tenacity that
defies the wildest tempest. The foliage is

very pretty, the blossoms bright red,
orange and trumpet-shaped. It is a rapid
grower and hardy anywhere.
Apios tuberosa is a new climber that is

highly spoken of. J. A. L.
Tillamook county, Oregon.
[Note.—Hall's honeysuckle, above

recommended, is evergreen only in mild
c-l imates, or mild winters in severe climates.
It is, however, a first-class vine, and the
best of all vines for forming a hedge.
Apios tuberosa is a native vine, rather
pretty %vhen in bloom, but the flowers are
not of H brilliant color, and they last but a
short time when in bloom. As a rule it is

^a vine that causes disappointment, partly
on account of the overpraise of florists who
offer it for sale.—Ed.]

THE DOUBLE PETUNIA.

I have never seen any mention made in
' this department of the value of the double
petBnia as a bedding plant. We consider
it one of the prettiest of flowers, and one
that is also easily raised. The double
white and double pink, slightly fringed,
are both beautiful, almost as pretty as
roses.
The white seems inclined to grow taller,

and not so compact and bushy as the pink
variety, and therefore, when bedding,
should be put in the center of the bed.
The double petunia is very hardy when
used as a house-plant, and will endure more
ill treatment than most plants. With us It

has never been troubled with insects, and
requires but ordinary care. One old plant
of each color, kept through the winter, will
often bloom profusely, and in early spring
can be cut into slips for bedding purposes.
Last spring I cut a number of slips from

a pink petunia, and rooted them in a pan
of dirt. I gave away several slips, and
when the weather became warm enough,
set about half a dozen in one bed, and now,
the middle of July, they are a mass of
flowers and buds. I would not undertake
to count the buds. It is a plant which the
more you pick the flowers the better it will
blossom. Like pansies, the flowers are
fine when cut and arranged in a low dish,
and they retain their freshness longer than
most other flowers.
My old plant I placed in the center -of a

fiower-tub, made by using the lower half
of a barrel which had been sawed In two.
This tub was filled with dirt, and ground-
ivy planted around the edge. The plant
grows luxuriantly, and covers the tub.

Wright county, Mimi. Mrs. O. W. C.
fNoTB.—Young plants of double petunia,

started from cuttings in August or early
.Sr>ntember, bloom well in winter in a south
window.

—

Ed.]

A BEAUTIFUL CUPHEA.

So many new flowers are overpraised that
a really handsome and desirable one may
be advertised in a modest way without
attracting any special attention. The new
Cuphea tricolor is one of these. It is of
the easiest culture, branches freely and
forms a symmetrical head, each branch
terminating in a cluster of brilliant, showy
flowers which spring from the axils of the
leaves. As the branches grow, new buds
are produced, and consequently the plant is

always in bloom. The banner petals of the
flowers are of the most intense scarlet,

and the central and lower parts are royal
purple and white, making the most attrac-
tive combination and striking contrast
imaginable. For winter blooming this
exquisite flower is highly recommended,
and its beauty as well as ease of culture
commends it to all who have a window
garden, it will doubtless soon become
popular, and those who want a novelty the
coming winter, one that is inexpensive,
yet will e.xcite the wonder and admiration
of their flower-loving friends, should not
fail to get a plant of this new cuphea this
autumn. It will prove a source of un-
bounded pleasure and satisfaction.

up a room wonderfully, but they shoukl
never be mixed with other flowers. A few
sprays of ferns for a background makes
their brilliant flowers show otl to better
advantage. The Shirley strain seems the
hardiest, and the flowers are beautiful.
The Rosebud poppies are beautiful, but do
not seem so hardy or easily grown as the
Shirley. Lauka Jones.
Lincoln county, Ky.

SOLANUM RACEMIGERUM.

Mr. Editor:—I have been taking the
Ladies Home Companion for nearly two
years, and think it a very nice paper. I

would not care to be without it. I read all

about the treatment of plants. I have a
currant house-plant which has red currants
on, and I would be glad to exchange some
seeds with any of the writers.

Ethell Loomis.
Adams, Mass., Box 1142.

[Note.—The "currant house-plant" is

probably Sola-num racemigerum, which
bears currant-like racemes pf scarlet fruit.

—Ed.]
< » -»

A TULIP FREAK.

A sister sends a pressed specimen of a
tulip of the variety known as Titian, which
ordinarily bears a showy double flower of

A Tulip Febak.

deep crimson with yellow margin. This
specimen contained a leaf which was beau-
tifully variegated green and yellow and
crimson, as represented in the sketch at a.

Above this was the flower (6) ju. its gor-
geous colors, and from the ceuter of the
flower issued a stem bearing a petal -like
leaf, indicated at c, the stem terminating
in a flower-like tuft, as represented at d.

It is not uncommon for the Titian tulip to
show several colored bracts along the stem,
but the specimen illustrated is a novelty

—

a monstrosity not often found.

POPPIES.

While the professionals are urging the
amateurs to plant Holland bulbs for spring,
I w/ould like to say a few words for the
poppy. By all means have all the spring-
flowering bulbs you can procure, but do
not neglect a packet of poppy seed at the
same time. I would advise you to get
three or four packets of dilTerent kinds, or
if not able to do that, get one packet of
mixed seeds. My poppy-bed was a thing
of beauty from the first of May to the last
of summer. I planted my seed the last of
September, in a large, square bed, and the
small plants commenced to peep up with
the crocuses in the spring, and oh, how
they did grow! I had mixed seed, and
after the plants commenced to bloom, I
found some new color nearly every morn-
ing.
My bed was on a kind of hillock, where

they had excellent drainage, and not one
single plant rotted. I find they are very
apt to rot if not provided with the best of
drainage, and they must have the full rays
of the sun. The ones sown in September
will give an abundance of bloom from the
first of May until the latter part of July.
I always sow fresh seeds in April, in the
same bed, so when the old ones give out
the new ones are ready to take their places.
They must be watched, and all the faded
flowers picked oft" and not allowed to form
seed-pods, as that wastes the plants, and I
find that by pinching back the young
plants it makes them stronger, and you
will get more flowers than if they were left
to themselves. A handful of the flowers
thrown loosely Into a vase, will brighten

ABOUT THE CARE OF WATER-HYACINTH.

Me. Editor:—Why don't my water-
hyacinth grow? It swims on the top of
thewater, and wori't stay down in the mud
like the one I had last summer. It has not
grown one bit, although it has the same
treatment the other had. Mrs. W.
Licking county, Ohio.
Answer.—It is possible that the water is

too deep for the plant. The leaves should
be above the water, while the roots must
be imbedded either in soil or in moss or in
other material. When it is desired to grow
water-hyacinth in deep water, a mass of
rooting material, such as sphagnum moss,
should be placed about the roots. This
material will float, and especially when
aided by the inflated stems of the plant.
In shallow water the plants grow and
bloom well when the roots are imbedded
in rich earth. But they will do equally
as well in decaying moss or garbage float-

ing upon deep water. When so grown,
the plants bloom freely in a sunny expos-
ure. In a shady place the growth is more
vigorous, but the spikes of bloom are not
so generously produced.

LOTUS FROM SEED.

Me. Editor:—I see in your issue of July
1st that lotus can be grown from seed. Can
you inform me where lean obtain the seeds,
and at what time it is best to plant them?
Will the tubers live in a tub in this cold
country, as spoken of in the magazine?
Please give me the information necessary.
Also, where can I get the lily spoken of in
the same article as "beautiful native lily."

Scott county, Iowa. Mrs. A. M.
Answer :—iMost of the popular seedsmen

can supply the seeds of Egyptian lotus.
They are usually sown in the spring. The
tubers will live in a tub placed in the cellar
during the winter. The native water-lily
can be had of florists, and should be ob-
tained early in spring to get the best
results. Both these aquatics like a boggy
soil in summer. In winter they are quite
as well satisfied in a dryer soil, with less

watering. \

CALIFORNIA POPPIES.

The Eschscholtzia is very free-blooming,
and a bed of them in the garden is much
admired, as it lies not far from the road.
Many people exclaim, "What is that satiny
blaze over yonder?" I planted one packet
of mixed seed, and have about thirty
plants

;
part of the plants were killed by

the March "norther." There are three
shades—a deep saffton yellow, very large

;

a paler yellow, with dark center, and a
cream-white one. I have a few ripe seed-
pods already (June 13th), but the plants
show no sign of overbearing or maturity.
The foliage, being a pea-green, is lovely for
foliage to go with the cut flowers. I have
never before known howmuqh more lovely
flowers were grown in masses, but shall
hereafter grow the California poppy in
that way. Lissa Gardner Bowman. ^

Texas.

A NEAT BASKET-PLANT.

A neat little basket-^plant ip Othonna
crassifolia. The foliage is of a light green
color, succulent, and is thickly produced on
long, drooping stems. At certain times,
and especially in the spring of the year, the
plant is well set with golden-yellow, daisy-
like flowers, which adds much to its attrac-
tiveness and beauty. Like all other plants
of a succulent nature, this othonna likes a
moderately dry soil and atmosphere. It is

therefore well adapted for hanging-pots
or vases, in the llvlug-room, as these ves-
sels often dry out too much for moisture-
loving plants in the dry air of the room,
unless regularly watered. Properly cared
for the branches will droop several feet,
and when in bloom appear as wreaths of
gre4n and gold.

DAPHNE FOR WINTER BLOOMING.

. Daphne odorata is a good plant for
blooming during the holidays. The plant

;
is easily citred for, seldom troubled with

j

insects, and has bright, shining leaves sim-
ilar to those of an orange. It claims a right
to grow after it is through blooming, as
that is when it puts forth its new branches.
My daphne is now about thirty-one inches
high, and in an eight-inch pot, is round,

1

branching and bushy. I presume it would
' be larger if it had more root-room, but it is

more easily taken care of as it is, and it seems
satisfied with its treatment. I let it alone,
except to take out old enrtli and put in
new about once a year. I usually use a
liquid fertilizer over winter.

Williams county, Ohio. Laurel.

CLEMATIS JACKMANII.

I have had C. Jackmanii for six years,
and must say it is a beautiful vine. It was
just a mass of purple when it was in bloom
the past summer. Some claim that It is

as hardy as an oak, but mine freezes down
to the ground every winter, and comes up
from the roots every spring. It gi'ows so
rapidly that it soon attains the same height
every season. It is not a perpetual
bloomer. Mine has itrseason of blooming
the same as summer roses, which is from
July 4th till August 10th, perhaps a little
longer. It grows in a bed made in sod,
which, years ago, was an old orchard, but
which is now laid out in ornamental
grounds. Joan.
Linn county, Iowa.

LETTER FROM A SISTER.

Mr. Editor :—I have been a subscriber
to the Ladies Home Companion for two
yea«, and enjoy it very much. As I am a
great lover of flowers, I naturally turn to
the floral department first, and have
received much assistance from it. Of
course, living in the city, we are unable to
enjoy the raising of flowers to any extent,
but mother's garden at home was the pride
and talk of the village. She had abun-
dance of flowers of all kinds. They were
the first to bloom, and lasted the longest.
I see that one of our flower-loving sisters
has a night-blooming cactus, a species ,of
Epiphyllum. I would like to ask where I
could get a slip, as mother had one that
grew very large, had fourteen blossoms on
it one summer, eight at one time. The
original plant was her aunt's, and grew so
large it was unmanageable, and so slips
had to be taken from it. But before that
it had forty blossoms on it at one time. I
don't know where it was raised, but I
think in Connecticut. I have never seen
one since, and unfortunately motlier's was
frozen. 1 should like very much to have
one, and would like to know where I could
get a slip, and at about what price.

St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. J. O.
[Note.—The plant referred to is probably

Phyllocactus latifrons, commonly known
as Queen cactus. It may be had of most
florists who issue catalogues, at from ten
to ttfteen cents each.

—

Ed.]

HELLEBORE FOR SLUGS.

A serious fright took possession of me a
few mornings past, for when making my
daily rounds among my flowers, I discov-
ered the slugs making sad havoc among
my twenty-five tea-roses. Sisters, it was
upon a Sabbath morning, yet you, I am
positive, will say that I was entitled to a
pardon, when I tell you that I at once pre-
pared a solution of white hellebore and
rushed to the slaughter. Ah, too well I
knew what would be the result of a post-
ponement, even for another twenty-four
hours, so saved my pets, and they have
recovered! There are so many who are
ignorant of this useful insecticide, that I
feel justified when I make frequent men-
tion of its virtue. Ohio Sister.
Franklin county, Ohio.

CHINESE HIBISCUS.

These are beautiful, shrubby plants
growing from one and one half to two and
one halt feet high, and producing an abun-
dance of large, showy flowers from June
until October. As they are of branching
habit, they require a good deal of room,
and should not be placed too close together
nor too near other plants. They are easily
raised from seed. The flowers are three or
four inches across, and the colors are very
bright and beautiful. Some are deep crim-
son, others scarlet, rose, white, buff and
creamy yellow, while others are beautifully
striped. J. A. L.

Tillamook county, Oregon.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

Mr. Editor:—Tell me if the bloom of
the mock-orange is as large as the syringa.
One here is only about half as large, and
some say it is natural for it. Also tell me
about the Boston ivy. I set one out this
spring. The leaves all died, and it has
not ^rown at all. I have taken the best
possible care, too, for I am a great lover
of flowers. The floral department is the
most Interesting of all the Companion,
although it is all good, of course. Why
don't we see more about roses in this
department? They are my favorites. Will
write again and tell about our Oklahoma
flowers. H. B. D.
Herron, Okla.
Ansa\'ee :—Thei'e is some misunderstand-

ing about the names mock-orange and
syringa. The former, as generally known,
is a species of Phihidelphus, and is called
mock-orange because of its fragrance,
which some persons fancy resembles that
of orange flowers. The syringa is the
well-known lilac, which bears its flowers
in panicles. These shrubs are not nearly
related, nor do they bear resemblance.
Philadelphus is a member of the saxifrage
family, and syringa of the olea family, or
olive-roots. The Boston ivy, Ampelopsis
veitchi, is a deciduous vine, and requires
an annual season of rest, during which
period it drops its leaves. It may be that
the plant set out had an untimely growth,
and needed rest. If so, it will grow satis-
factorily later in the season . If the plant
does not become well established the first

year, it will not endure the winter in
a severe climate without protection.
Roses are among the popular topics treated
in the Companion, and should, if they do
not, receive a fair &hare of the space
accorded to floriculture.

Mb. Editor:—Will you kindly tell me
what to do for my monthly rose-bush ? I
have had it for two years, but it does not
bloom. This last month it had about eight
buds on, but when they began to open, a
minute insect ate the petals, and the buds
finally dropped ofT. Also, what shall I do
for the greenfly? P. E. B.
Lancaster county, la.
Answer:—To do well, monthly roses

should be mulched in summer, especially
if the bed is fully exposed to the sun. Use
well-rotted stable manure, if it can be
obtained, and apply liberally. In the
autumn stir it into the surface. This
treatment will keep the soil cool and moist
during the heated term, and will enrich
the soil as well, and promote the growth
and bloom of the bushes. To get rid of
enemies which eat the leaves or buds,
spj-inkle with water into which has been
stirred Paris green or dissolved arsenic.
To eradicate the greenfly, syringe with
kerosene emulsion or even with water,
dashing the material with force, so as to
clean the foliage.
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Root Cutter Tritb.

a self-feeding de-
vice. Send for cir-

culars and price.

0. E.THOMPSON
&SONS,

TPSHANTI, MICH.

DO YOUR OWN REPAIRING

:pa|rinc outfits-
_endror Tree catalog pe-

ing tbese and OUr "Simplicity Process" for making
lines, hftchstraps, hamestraps. breaststraps,etc.,atliome
for half usual prices. Halfeoles, 10, 12, and 15c a pair.
Hundreds of useful household articles from 3c up. Sad-
dlery, blacksmith, and carpenter tools for home use.
Agents wanted. R0OtBrO9«v BoxEi Medina* 0«

STATE LUNATIC ASYLUM,
Austin, Texas, Aug, 3d, 1891,

Pape Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich.'

Gentlemen:—Eeplying to yours of 21 ult. I
beg to inform you that the Tools were shipped
to-day. The fence l3 giviue entire satis-
faction, and I consider It the oest wire fence
I have seen, EespectfuUy,

P. S. WHITE, Supt.

The above teatimonlal wa3 given after
two years trial.

PAQE WgVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Stamp before a Blast

HAVB YOTI STUMPS TO GET RID OF?

Hercules Powder
"Will do it Safely, Surely and Cheaply. Ask
your dealer for it, and if he wants to put yott
off with some unknown brand, send to

Ut^^^g^ THE hercui,:es powde;r cc,
Fragments after a Blast. Wilmington, Del., or Cleveland, Ohio.

Mention this paper when you write.

..'I

i

RUGKEYEM DRILL.
With Cbaln eearlnr and Batctaet

Drive Wlieels, Entirely
liew Force Feed. Our New
UrtcrBar raises the Hoea
easier tlian any otber
K<ever ever invented.
New SingleSbifUnK Bar

1 with New I/ever for ahlft-
{tag Hoes.

ESTABLISHED 1854.

I
Also manufacturers of Buck-
ieye Fertilizer Drills, Buck-
f eye Biding and Walking Cul-
' tlvatora. Buckeye Seeders,
Buckeye Cider MiUs and
Hay Bakes.
Brancb BoDses: P. P.

MastA Co. .Pbiladelpliia,
Pa.; miaaU BnfordA Bnr-
weU Co., St. Paul. IHInn,
Send for Catalogue to either
of the above firms, or to

P. Z>. aaJVST en CO.482 to SOORIVER ST.. SPRX]SrGFIEZ.X>. o.
Mention where yon saw this advertisement.

No. 6.—"Talk about your fish stories ! H'm !"

Y>u cant get it off!!

Get what ofH
Dlrl off the floor, grease off the dishes,

stains off the door^ spots off the glass.

lbdeanyourhoUse, orany part of it-Tocl^
your ldtcheri,orany of the things iq it- To clean

easily quicklyand thoroughly-l) remove all thedirt-

YouCAffTGETlTOFF!

LAROC PACKAGES, ( 4ii»). SMALL PR1CE^250»
Made only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago. St. Louis. New York. Boston. Philadelphia.

QtentlaatUasasect

BALING
DRESSES
I All viun.vALL KINDS.
HORSE ANO

ta \A]f IFTTid STEAM POWER.
\ Address Manuf 'rs.

FCOLLINS PLOW CO
Box 16 QUINCY, ILL.

MentioD this tiaper.
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This issue will be
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INTERNATIONAL BIMETALLISM.

The September Review of Reviews con-

tains a translation by Prof . E. B. Andrews
of the declaration of the bimetallist mem-
bers of the German silver commission,
which reads in part as follows

:

"I. We consider it proved by science and
experience, and partly, in fact, by the ad-

missions of prominent adherents of the

sole-gold standard, that the power of gold

to purchase goods has risen since the gen-

eral extension of the gold standard (1873),

is still rising to-day, and must continue to

rise.

"1. The rise in the purchasing power of

gold—that is, the general fall in the price

level of commodities—was predicted by the

well-known monetary writers, Wolowski
and Ernst Seyd, in 1868, before the intro-

duction of the gold standard. Robert

Gitfen, recognized as one of the best

authorities of the gold-standard party,

declared in 1888: 'If events are the touch-

stones of prophecies, no prophecy was ever

more certain than the increased dearness

of gold. That the fall of prices throughout
a compass so gejieral as that in which we
now see it falling is to be referred to an
elevation in the pui-chasing power of gold,

is generally, and I might almost say uni-

versally admitted.'
"2. The attempt to refer this lowering in

the general level of prices to other causes,

lying outside the coinage system, for in-

stance, to cheapening and improvement in

means of comratmication, to the perfect-

ing of processes and machines for the pro-

duction of goods, etc., must be considered

a failure, for the reason that the same
causes were present in the same strength

during the twenty-year period befoi> 1873,

though at that time there was observable a

gradual elevation in the prices of goods in

general; while, since 1873—that is, since the

beginning of the fall in the gold price of

silver through the introduction of the gold
standard in Germany—a sharp and perma-
nent lowering in general prices has come
ill.

"3. The objection that many things, as

city rents, securities, and most of all,

wages have increased in price is without
weight, because in all these things power-

ful special factors have been influencing

prices.

"II. The advance in the purchasing

power of gold, proved in our judgment
beyond refutation, brought about by the

disuse of full silver money, and the adop-

tion of a gold standard, has demonstrably
produced the following industrial evils:

"1. An incessantly heavier and hea^^er

burden is falling on the debtor in favor of

the creditor.

"2. This injury to the debtor must at

last involve the creditor, since the debtor

is becoming unable to pay.
"3. A set-back to German agi'iculture is

manifest, referable, on the one hand, to the

necessity of selling a constantly increas-

ing amount of depreciated agricultural

products in order to pay wages, interest,

rent, leases, taxes; and on the other hand,
to the increased power of competition on
the part of otlier countries, silver countries,

that is, and countries on a money basis of

depreciated paper.
"4. The demonetization of silver is also

working a more and more visible injury to

German manufacturing industry.
"5. A suppression of the desire to engage

in industry is the natural result of falling

prices.
"6. Capital cannot permanently keep

clear of the injuries which debtors suffer,

nor can it remain unaffected by the falling

off of production.
"7. Constantly increasing difficulty be-

sets countries which are financially in-

volved by having gold debts to pay. Instead

of being able to reduce their finances to

order, they are confronted with an increas-

ing agio on gold, and also, corresponding
to this, with an increase of the premium
upon the products which they export.

"8.' There results a permanent injury and
exhaustion of Germany's silver-mining

industry, which cannot be normally car-

ried on at the present prices of silver.

"9. A falling off amounting to billions is

taking place in the value of the nation's

land and soil, threatening particularly the
agricultural districts of the eastern prov-
inces; while the growth taking place in

great cities and manufacturing centers is

going on in an unhealthy way.
"10. The depopulation of the rural sec-

tions means a weakening of the German
military power.

"11. The fall in the gold price of silver

severely endangers our monetary circula-

tion.

"12. All these evils lead every now and
then to crises.

"13. Beyond all question we have to an-
ticipate a still moi-e acute development of

these evils.

"III. Nothing but a restitution of silver

to its former coequality with gold as a
monetary metal can bring the needed
relief.

"1. The persistent fall of general prices

would cease, the prices of all products
would again be determined in a normal
way, and agriculture and other industries

would flourish anew.
"People's fears touching money depre-

ciation, inflation and injury to creditors,

supposing silver to be restored, rest upon
exaggerations. International free coinage
would at most leave barely enough excess
of gold and silver over the industrial

demand to keep pace with the increase of

business and population and with the con-
stant addition of new countries to the civ-

ilized portion of the world.
"2. When prices rise, both the impulse

to undertake industrial enterprises and
the rate of interest also rise, working an
advantage to capital which fully makes

good any possible diminution in the pur-

chasing power of money.
"3. Were it possible to make specie pay-

ments in silver as well as in gold, it would
be easier for countries with depreciated

paper money to regulate their finances.

"4. A period of general advance in ma-
terial prosperity would rob of all signif-

icance the agrarian, anti-Semitic and
Socialist-Democrat movements of agitators,

and prevent the mutual bitterness of our

political factions from becoming, as it now
threatens to become, more acute.

"5. Instead of the separate measures of

value now actually in use by the world's

commerce—gold alone in some countries

and silver alone in others—there would be

a single measure of value for all mankind,
that secured through -gold and silver

together by rendering invariable their

values relatively to one another.

"If it is objected that the restitution of

silver would occasion for Germany a crisis

whose limits could not be foreseen, it

must be noticed in the first place that we
(io not strive for any interposition on be-

half of silver save on the basis of an inter-

national agreement. No sort of distrust can

he occasioned by bimetallism when it is

introduced simultaneously in all the great

nations."

WHEAT AS A FOOD FOR STOCK.

One of the very unusual things in these

remai-kable timesis the higher market price

for corn than for wheat. The low price of

wheat and the high price of corn have
compelled farmers to study questions

relating to the disposal of these crops and
to the feeding of farm animals more care-

fully than they have ever done before.

The Department of Agriculture has pub-
lished a circular of useful and timely
information on wheat as food for Stock,

which should be in the hands of every
grain grower in the land. It can be ob-

tained on application to the secretary of

agriculture, Washington, D. C. In con-

clusion, the circular says:

"When wheat and corn are the same
price per bushel, it is preferable to feed

wheat and sell corn. First, because wheat
weighs seven per cent per bushel heavier

than corn ; second because wheat is, weight
forweight, an equally good grain for fatten-

ing animals and better for growing an-
imals; and third, because there is much
less value in fertilizing elements removed
from the farm in corn than in wheat.

,

"There are certain points to be borne in

mind when one is commencing to feed

wheat. Our domesticated animals are all

very fond of it, but are not accustomed to

eating it. Precautions should consequently
be observed to pi-event accidents and dis-

ease from its use. It is a matter of com-
mon observation that when full-fed horses

are changed from old to new oats, they are

liable to attacks of indigestion, colic and
founder. If such results follow the change
from old to new oats, how much more
likely are they to follow a radical change,
such as that from oats to wheat? For this

reason, wheat shovild at first be fed in

small quantities. It should, when pos-
sible, be mixed with some other grain, and
care should be taken to prevent any one
animal from getting more than the quan-
tity intended for it. These precautions
are especially necessary when wheat is fed

to horses, as these animals are peculiarly

liable to colic and other disturbances of the
digestive organs, accompanied or followed
by laminitis. Cattle, sheep and hogs
frequently crowd each other from the
troughs, in which case some individuals

obtain more than their share, and may

bring on serious or fatal attacks of indi-

gestion.

"The best form in which to feed wheat
is to roll or grind it into a coarse meal. It

may then be fed alone, or mixed with
corn-meal or ground oats. When ground
fine it is pasty, and adheres to the teeth,

gums and cheeks, so that it is not so readily

masticated or eaten. In the form of coarse

meal it is relished by all animals, it is in

a condition to be attacked by the digestive

processes whether thoroughly masticated

or not, and in most cases gives the best

results. Dr. Gilbert appears to have better

results from whole than from ground
wheat when fed to sheep. Sheep feeders

may therefore experiment with whole
wheat, but wheat-meal will certainly be

found to give better results with all other

kinds of animals.

"The number of pounds of live weight
that may be produced '->v feeding a bushel
of wheat will eviden tly vary according to

the age and condition of the animal fed.

Prof. Robertson, at the Ottawa experiment
station, fed frozen wheat to hogs, and
secured from 9.1 to 15.46 pounds, live

weight, from a bushel, the greater increase

being from young, growing animals, and
the smaller from those which were fatten-

ing. At the South Dakota experiment
station, the hogs fed ground wheat
required 4.81 pounds, and those fed whole
wheat required 4.91 pounds for one pound
gain in live weight."

For many months past the feeding of

wheat to farm stock has been advocated

by such excellent authorities as Prof. W. A.

Henry. It is already in successful prac-

tice in many parts of the country, and the

practice is daily extending. Its first and
desirable effects will be to restore the equi-

libi'ium of price between wheat and corn,

and cut down the surplus of wheat that

bears down its market price bel(^w profit-

able production.

FOREST FIRES.

To the^ other calamities cause'd by tho

long (Jrought, forest fires in the Northwest
have added terrible destruction of life and
property. In one region of over a thou-

sand square '^liles, forests, farm improve-
ments and whole villages were swept away.
Unknown hundreds of people perished in

the flames. Thousands who escaped the

horrible death were impoverished, having
lost all that fire could destroy. Their con-

dition appealed to the public for sympathy
and charity, and not in vain, for assistance

was willingly and promptly furnished.

Something more than the exercise of

philanthropy is called for. The imme-
diate and general adoption of measures to

prevent or limit forest fires is needed to

make life and property secure in the lum-
ber regions. This disaster was an incident

of the protracted drought. Droughts are no
longer unusual. Rarely does a sjummer
pass without severe droughts in some
parts of the country. And whenever they
occur in the lumber regions, conditions are

now such as favor widespread and destruc-

tive conflagrations. These conditions are

made by the luitil:>ernien themselves. After

they have gone through a, forest and taken
out the commercial timber, the ground is

covered with branches, tree-tops and
broken-down small trees. In a few months
these form a continuous, dry brush-heap,

ready to be ignited by a sjjark ; and when
once started, the fire sweeps over the coun-

try like a hurricane.

In the lumber regions there is not only
a wanton waste of the young timber in

the felling and removal of the large trees,

but a criminal carelessness that makes con-

ditions favorable for just such disasters as

that which lately horrified the whole
country. «
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Year, - (24 Numbers), - 50 Cents.
Six Months, - (12 Numbers), - 30 Cents.

The above rates Include the payment of
postage by us. Subscriptions can commence
any time during the year. Send for Premium
liist and see premiums offered for obtaining:
new subscribers.

Subscribers receive this paper twice a month,
which is twice as often as most other farm
and family journals are issued.

Payment, when sent by mail, should be made
In Express or Post-office Money-orders,
BankChecIvS or Drafts. When neither of
THESE CAN BE PROCURED, send the money in
a registered letter. All postmasters are re-
quired to register letters whenever requested
to do so. Do NOT SEND CHECKS ON BANKS IN
SMALL TOWNS.

Silver, when sent through the mail, should be
carefully wrapped in cloth or strong paper,
so as not to wear a hole through the envelop
and get lost.

Postage-stamps will be received in payment
for subscriptions in sums less than one
dollar, if for every 25 cents in stamps you
add one-cent stamp extra, because we niust
sell postage-stamps at a loss.

The date on the " 5'ellow label " shows the
time to which each subscriber has paid.

When money is received the date will be
changed, which will answer for a receipt.

"When renewing: your subscription, do not
fail to say it is a renewal. If all our sub-
scribers will do this, a great deal of trouble
will be avoided. Also give your name and
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don't. cJumge it to some other member of the fam-
ily! if the paper is notv coming in your wife's
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FABM AND FIRESIDE,
Spring^eld, Ohio.

The Advertisers in this Paper.
We believe that all the advertisements in

this paper are from reliable firms or business
men, and do not intentionally or knowingly
Insert advertisements from any but reliable
parties; if subscribers find any of them to be
otherwise we should be glad to know it.

AJways mention this paper when answering
ad'i'ertlsements, as advertisers often have dif-
ferent things advertised In several papers.

A Reiniader.
Bulletins and reports

published by the De-
partment of Agriculture may be obtained
free on application. For example, copies

of the mushroom papers mentioned in re-

cent numbers of this paper may be ob-
tained by sending application either to

the secretary of agriculture, or to Dr.

Thomas Taylor, chief division of micro-
scopy, Washington, D. C. The reminder
we wish to give our readers is that when
they receive copies of such reports or bul-

letins they should promptly acknowledge
the receipt of the same by postal. When
this is done, their postal is filed and
address listed, and other reports of like

character are forwarded on publication.

AntJoleo
'^^^ House committee on
agriculture favorably re-

ported the Grout bill, plac-

ing butter imitations under the police laws
of states into wliich they are transported for

sale. Under the famous "original package"
decision, state law^ against the fraudulent

sale of counterfeit dairy products are being
generally nullified. Mr. C. \^'*. Horr, pres-

ident of the National Dairy Union, was
chairman of a committee that presented

the arguments in favor of the Grout bill to

the House committee on agriculture. In an
open letter to producers, dealers and con-

sumers of dairy products, Mr. Horr grate-

fully acknowledges the efficient services

of Representatives Hatch, of Missouri,

and Hainer, of Missouri, in behalf of the

dairymen of the country, and says:

"I venture the statement also that the

committee owe their success largely to the

effect of their appeals directed straight and
square to the sense of justice, to the sound
judgment, and not to the passions and
prejudices of the members of the commit-
tee on agriculture. In our argument we
planted ourselves squarely upon the

declaration of the purposes of our Union,
as set forth in its constitution. We claimed
simply the right to prevent the manufac-
ture and sale of imitation dairy products

that are counterfeits, that are purposely
manufactured in imitation of genuine but-

ter and cheese in order to deceive the

purchaser and the consumer. We unhes-
itatingly and unqualifiedly admitted the

right to any one and everyone to manufac-
ture without let or hindrance, oleo and
filled cheese or any healthful article of

food, provided that the same is manufac-
tured and sold honestly, without deception

and without fraud. It seems to me, and it

seemed to the other members of our com-

mittee, that there can be no doubt about
the success of the N. D. U., provided the

farmers, manufacturers and dealers inter-

ested in genuine butter and cheese give
the National Dairy Union prompt and
hearty support.

"We need money for legitimate expenses,
and we need the power and influence that
come from the weight of numbers. Within
two or three months we should be making
the necessary arrangements for our annual
meeting, which is to be held in Washing-
ton on the second Tuesday of January
next. It should be our purpose to make
this annual meeting a great success in

enthusiasm and in numbers."

The division of chemistry
of the United States Depart-

Syrup. jnent of Agriculture
recently issued a circular, entitled "The
Manufacture of Sorghum Syrup," which
should be read by every sorghum grower
and syrup-maker in the country. We say
by every grower, because a large part of
the sorghum syrup made at the thousands
of small mills throughout the country is

consumed by the families of the growers,
and they ought to kuow^ that a superior
article of syrup, free from rank flavor, can
easily be made by the improved processes
plainly described in this circular. Con-
sumei-s are entitled to the best article that
can be produced, and makers will profitably

enlarge their business by furnishing it.

With the introduction of new processes of

sugar-making, the famous open-kettle

cane molasses, or genuine "Orleans molas-
ses," of Louisiana, will soon be a thing of

the past, and high-grade sorghum syrup
piay become a standard article for the
grocery trade. No trust in this "sweet-
nin'." This circular of useful information
can be obtained free on request. Address
Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D. C.

* * *

Choice
'^^^ following table gives
the average yield per acre

Wheats.
^]jg average weight per

bushel of twenty-one differently-named_
sorts of wheat, grown in comparative test

by the Ohio experiment station during the
nine years, 1886 to 1894 inclusive ; the first

seven years in Franklin county and the
last two in Wayne county

:

Valley
Poole
Nigger
Red Fultz
Tuscan Island
Egyptian
Diehl :Mfliti r'un.
Deitz
Wj'andot
Velvet Chair
Democrat
Surprise
Clawson
Silver Chaff.
Mediterranean
Golden Prolific
Tasmanian Red...
Theiss
Fultz
JIartin's Amber...
ExtraE'rlyOakley
Miller's Prolific...

CD P

Bus

31 8.3

a 19
SSS6
3. ! 74
Xi 14
as 17

Ili

24
31 59
31 .5:3

31 31
SO SI

30 22
30 (X3

29 96
29 77
29 70
29 5-

29 43
28 93
26 57
26 11

Velvet Chaff.
Deitz
Egyptian
^^'igger
Wyandot
Martin's Amber...
Diehl Mediter'an.
ExtraE'rlyOakley
Valley
Fultz
Democrat
Theiss
Tuscan Island
Mediterranean
Poole
Miller's Prolific...
Red Fultz
Tasmanian Red...
Silver Chaff.
Golden Prolific
Clawson
Surprise

Lbs

60 86
60 60
60 44
60:30
60.30

60 28
6011
60 06
59 97
•59 72
59 47
59 36
59 22
•59 21
59 11
.5910

58 79
58 67
58 33
58 00
57 56
57 22

NOTES ON RURAL AFFAIRS.

THE MIDDLEMEN PROBLEM.

The difference between the price that the
farmer secures for his products and the
price which the consumer pays to the
retailer is usually out of all proportions.
Fruits, butter, eggs, meats, vegetables, etc.,

while on their way from the grbwer to the
user, have to pay a tax so enormous that
few industrial enterprises could stand it.

Sometimes it seems that those who assist

in passing these products along from the
place of production to the place of con-
sumption get the lion's share of the value
of the article, and surely much more than
is reasonable. Railroads and commission
men, and retailers, eat up the profits and
often more. We may talk of overproduc-
tion, but there has seldom been more pro-

duced than our population would readily

and gladly consume if they only had the
means to buy it, or if the prices were
within their reach. How to get the grower
and the user a little closer together, and
thus lower the tariff levied by middlemen,
has always been a serious problem, and
yet its solution seems no nearer than it

was years ago. The usual ad^'^ce has
been to sell as large a share of your prod-

ucts as possible in your local market,
directly to consumers, and it is yet as good
a one as I am able to see or offer.

I am writing this on a farm in Ontario
county, New York, where I am visiting

friends. A large blackboard, facing the
public highway (jv main thoroughfare), I
see fastened to one of the street trees. On
it the passing traveler will read this

legend : "For sale—Vinegar, honey, eggs,

poultry." While I am writing here, some-
body comes in with a gallon jug after vin-
egar, and I am told a great deal of vinegar
is sold in this way. This kind of adver-
tising is about the easiest way to dispose
of a good many surplus articles of the
farm. It costs nothing, and does away
with the services of the middlemen.
The commission dealer in the large cities

seems to be a necessary evil. We need his
assistance in many instances. If we want
to get poultry and eggs and large crops of
onions, etc., into the market, we have no
choice, but must ship to the commission
merchant. Yet this our agent is practically

beyond our control. We have no means
of knowing whether he does the best he
can for us or not, or whether he sends us
all the money that he gets for our products.
I am pretty sure that in many eases he
keeps more than his due share. It would
be strange if he would not. There may be
many strictly honest commission men
who return to the shipper every cent to

which they are entitled. There are some,
too, who will make extra charges, or make
false returns. Opportunities make thieves,

says a German proverb ; and surely the
commission men have all the opportuni-
ties they want.
The commission business also is a most

promising field for sharpers and swindlers.

By promising extra prices, by making big
returns for small trial shipments, etc.,

they secure the confidence of shippers, and
with them heavy and valuable consign-
ments, and all at once these men are gone,
and the money for the produce has gone
with them, leaving to the shipper nothing
but a new and sad experience. About
everyone who has ever had much dealings
with commission men, has had to pocket
some losses, either by falling into the
hands of these bogus dealers, or by acci-

dental failures of older houses. There are

few among them who do not go down
at one time or another. Some of these
dealers are in chronic financial dif-

ficulties. The money that they receive for

consignments to-day has to go for goods
received and sold yesterday, or a week or
month ago. They fall back in making
returns more and more, until finally the
crash comes. A few weeks ago I collected

from a Buffalo house the amount of |10.56

for a party in Havana, N. Y., who had
shipped to them last April five barrels of

onion-sets and nine barrels of onions,

expecting to get about §60 to S70. The
shipper had not succeeded in getting a

reply to his letters or his money from the
firm for a number of months.
On the other hand, the commission man

has to bear much unjust blame. People
ship all sorts of inferior articles. The
markets are flooded with them, and often

they must be crowded on an unwilling
market at very low rates, or be left on their

hands to spoil. Then comes a great deal of

grumbling.
My rule is to let new firms severely

alone. When anybody solicits my con-

signments under th^ promise of prices far

above market quotations, I am suspicious

of him at once. Neither have I much con-

fidence in parties who frequently, and
without apparent reason, change their

location, or their firm name, or who use
vague firm names, such as "Southern (or

Northern) Produce Co.," being apparently

ashamed of their own names. I like the

old established firms, who are doing busi-

ness at the same stand year after year, and
who change location only when they need
larger or better quarters. They would not
change their firm name, because that name
is known, and a guarantee of honest deal-

ings and good faith. You can consult

these firms about shipments. They will

give you the best advice obtainable when
you ask for it, and make returns promptly
without being asked. If they don't do
that, you have reason to suspect them;
and at any rate, you should insist upon
prompt returns. Usually, the only con-

trol you have over these agents of yours is

a comparison of the market quotations
with the prices at which your products
were sold or alleged to have been sold,

always considering quality of goods.

Don't ship anything that is not strictly

prime and expect to get' highest market
rates. Keep the poor stuff at home. It

can only demoralize the market, and will
be a source of annoyance to you and the
commission dealer.

FOR MUSHROOM EATEBS.

In an earlier issue, speaking of the
mushroom bulletins of the Department of
Agriculture, I mentioned especially the
ordinary puffballs as a valuable food
product. Since then I have received sev-
eral letters in which the writers expressed
their satisfaction of having had their
attention called to the subject. The
majority of people seem to labor under
the impression that these puffballs are
poisonous, and few at any rate have ever
thought of them as an article that might
be good to eat. The -correspondents who,
on my suggestion, have tried them, speak
in high terms of their excellent taste and
richness. In a recent number of Garden
and Fwest I find some information about
the various kinds of puffballs found in
the United States. The puffballs appear
on the surface of the ground in the shape
of solid balls, 'hich break open at the top
when ripe, sho\\Ting a powdery mass
within. They are, as a rule, quite safe,

and have a good flavor, provided they are

eaten while the interior is still solid, and
before the central portion has become
powdery. Only one common species is

regarded with suspicion. Its outer en-
velop is yellowish brown and warted,
and the interior, even when pretty young
and solid, is of a mottled purple-black.

All other species may probably be regarded
as safe. The giant puffball is not in-

frequently forty inches in circumference,
and of a white color when in condition to

be eaten. When mature, in which con-
dition it should not be eaten, the interior

is a mass of greenish-yellow powder. The
giant puffball is not common with us,

unfortunately, though another smaller,

but good-sized species is often abundant,
and at times even does injury to lawns,
which it disfigures by the fairy rings

which it forms. This species has not the
flattened, oval shape of the giant puffbaU,

but is usually broader above and narrowed
below. Furthermore, at maturity it is

filled with a purple, not a yellow powder.
Besides these two large species we have a
considerable number of smaller species,

often furnished with spines or warts on
the surface.

Altogether, let me say that the test is k
very simple one. When you find a puff-

ball that you can cut open in smooth,
clean slices which are of uniform snowy
whiteness all through, you can safely cook
and eat them, and they will be very likely

to please you by their rich flavor.

FERTILIZERS FOR SMALL FRUITS.

An exchange says that "a heavy crop of

strawberries or raspberries removes a
much smaller amount of plant-food from
the soil than do other farm crops; yet not-

withstanding this, the limit of profitable

production is reached in a very few years
with these fruits." Itisindeedastonishing

what a small amount of actual plant-food

is contained in a hundred bushels of straw-

berries, raspberries and other berries, and
yet how much manure is usually

considered necessary for the production
of such crops. I believe that excessive

richness of the soil is really a far less

important factor in making good crops of

small fruits, as other conditions, especially

the right texture of the soil, temperature,

moisture, and perhaps slight shading. If

you have a fairly rich, strong loam, and
can keep this cool and moist, you will

have no trouble in raising excellent crops

of strawberries, currants, gooseberries and
red raspberries. Successive crops of straw-

berries are out of the question, less on
account of the need of plant-foods, but on
account of the difficulty of keeping weeds
down, and of age and exhausted vitality

of the plants. But after all, successive

crops of any kind of small fruits will need
applications of plant-foods. Currants and
gooseberries need good treatment, and
deserve it. Ashes and bone are good forms

in which to give them food. But if rea-

sonably well treated in this respect, the

crops will be sure on suitable soil and
in siytable locations. Black raspberries,

which are one of the niost important farm

crops in the vicinity where I write this

(for evaporation), succeed best on gravelly

loam, such as suits corn ; but a little shade

is also quite acceptable to them. The

great enemy to the crop here, in recent

years, is anthracnose (rust), and it now
ruins whole plantations. The plants will

give only a crop or two, and the planta-

tions must then be renewed. But why do

the growers here not try spraying?
T. Gbeiner.
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GETTING OUT OF THE RUTS.

HUTS
are made by people who like

to follow others. It is easier to

travel a beaten track than to make
a new one. It takes less thought

to walk in an old path than to

seek a new one. The old path

may be best when it is not crowded, but all

old paths in agriculture are now crowded.

They are crowded chiefly because thinking

is hard work, and a new path requires

thinking. A majority of us, I dare say, in

our hearts prefer small profits and little

tliought and study, rather than larger

profits and hard study of the best methods
for us. This sounds a little harsh, but the

truth of the statement cannot be doubted.

Proof awaits us at every hand. Yet there

are thousands who are not satisfied with
the habit of following the crowd, and they

are blazing the way toward better things.

Wheat ground should be prepared early

for seeding, and it is now time that all

should have their acreage for next harvest

determined. Does it pay to raise wheat at

present prices? Does it pay you, my
friend? If it does not, then it is folly to

stay in that rut. I take no stock in the

claim that this is the time to raise wheat,

merely because it is low-priced and the tide

must turn. It is very well to stock up
with sheep and horses when prices are low,

as years are required for the purpose if one

grows his stock, but it is diflferent with
grain. What if the price does advance ten

or fifteen cents per bushel, little profit is

lost by one who fails to sow wheat, and a

single year suffices to fill one's granaries,

if the market justifies. The only question

is, "Does wheat at present prices pay you ?"

If a strict account with the crop shows that

it does either in cash, in straw or in the

following stand of grass, then is the old

rut a good one? But why should we sow
the usual acreage unless it pays?

This is a rut that leads to no profit for

me, because too many others are traveling

this road. Formerly I grew forty or fifty

acres a year on my small farm. Now ten

acres are enough. I must have a little

straw and some red clover. Ten acres will

(Jo., Good preparation gives one a good
yield per acre, and other land can be
devoted to crops that will pay, or else can

lie idle. Why do work at a probable loss?

There is no advantage in having five hun-
dred dollars' worth of wheat for market
if the lot cost five hundred and fifty dollars.

This rut of eastern farmers is deeply worn,
and many will never get out of it. I speak
of wheat growing that is done solely for

the crop, and not for the sake of a seeding

to grass. If we seed land to wheat, let it

be for the reason that the pencil shows
that we will be the richer thereby—in cash

from the wheat or from succeeding crops

that are benefited by the wheat crop. In

a word, let us get out of the rut, and raise

wheat only when it pays us in some way.
I am earnest in the belief that many

would do better than they are doing, if

they would cut off all crops that they know
pay little or no profit, and concentrate their

efforts upon a few acres devoted to a good
cash crop that is exacting in its demands
for attention in the growing season. It is

from this class of crops that any profits are

possible. They are crops that are not pop-

ular because their culture leads us out of

old tracks, and becauce they bear no
neglect. Usually they are crops whose
quality depends much upon method of

culture, and the warfare we wage against

their insect enemies. A friend recently said

to me, "I don't see why the Lord put these

insect pests into the world." I do not

know, but it seems to me that they are a

blessing to the enterprising farmer. If

the cucumber-beetle, the squash-borer and
bug did not deter many from planting

melons, my few acres of nutmegs would
be unsalable this summer. As it is, by
study of insect habits and persistent fight-

ing, I now have promise of more net profit

from a single acre of melons than from
fifteen of wheat. When a crop is difl^cult

to grow, it usually pays good profits on all

the effort we expend.

It is easier to grow late potatoes and
market them when the autumn is cool.

There is no danger of rot. They can be
put in bulk. Consumers want them in

quantity for winter storage. This is the

easy way, and consequently a common
one. The one who rushes his planting
in the spring, having rich soil and the
l)estseed, can dig in midsummer. This is

not the pleasant way, but if one is so

situated that he can realize |70 to $100 an

acre for early potatoes, and only |S0 or less

for medium late ones, it pays to get out of

the crowd. Four years out of five an extra

early crop pays a better profit than one
marketed late in the fall.

Setting cabbage-plants is hard work.
The marketing is sometimes bothersome,
hvLp rich soil, retentive of moisture, often

gives a net profit in cabbage culture of $75

or more an acre. Sweet potatoes are a

nuisance during the winter, until one
learns how to keep them well. Learning
is always hard work, and so a few make
good profits, and the masses stay in the

ruts. Berry growing requires-more push
and intelligent effort than corn growing.

Returns for labor come tardily. This does

not suit many. The marketing requires

push, and all the work is new to one who
has been following the old crowd. Hence,

there is a demand for all that are produced.

The list might be extended, but these ex-

amples suffice.

Sorr^e one says, "All these little side

crops would not cover any apprecialile

portion of the acreage now given to wheat."
Certainly not, but the wheat seeding and
harvest can make us think that we have
no time for these crops that are exacting

in their demands, and so what profitable

work we could do is prevented. Better

give good preparation to a limited acreage

of wheat, let fields lie in grass if not needed
for the plow, and hunt one or two new
crops that can be rhade to pay big on a

limited acreage. I speak only after faith-

ful experiment.
One should not get out of the beaten

track of his neighborhood, unless he is

willing to make the culture of the new
crop a study. He should begin in a small

way, and increase acreage as he succeeds.

He will find thatmorejudgmentis required
than when in the old path. If he under-

takes vegetables or fruits, there Will be

insect enemies to be conquered, and their

habits should be known to him. This

knowledge is within the reach of all with=

out cost, thanks to our experiment^tations.

Now is the time to study this matter over,

and if wheat has not been paying you, set

aside a little of the best ground for trial Of

some of the crops that still pay, because

their production demands careful atten-

tion. David.

SOUTHERN WINTER OATS.

As the fact that the southern winter or

rust-proof oat is gradually working its way
northward may not generally be known, a

few words in regard to it will not be out of

place.

Many will remember that in the years

1882, 1883 and 1884 many valuable articles

appeared in the Fabm and Fieeside in re-

gard to it, of its great value to the cotton-

growing planters in the states of Georgia,

Tennessee, Mississippi and other southern
states.

In fact, its introduction inaugurated a
new era in southern agriculture, showing
conclusively that the winter oat had come
to fill a long-felt want. In 1881 the price

per bushel in Georgia was $2. This was'for

the Early Burt variety. In 1883 the price

for the Henderson variety was 75 cents per
bushel. In 1880 the oat crop of Georgia was
estimated to be 5,000,000 bushels, that of 1881

11,500,000, showing that the yield had been
more than doubled in a single year. At a

meeting of the Baldwin county (Georgia)

farmers' "Oat Club," the average yield per
acre of the fourteen competing members
for premiums was 79]4 bushels. The first

premium was awarded for a yield of 108 1-5

bushels to the aci-e.

The Early Burt oat has the advantage of

ripening fifteen to twenty days earlier

than most other varieties. The rust-proof

or winter oat is a purely southern variety,

probably of Mexican origin. As rust pre-
vails to a greater extent in southern than
in northern climates, it is deemed the best
plan to procure seed that has proved its

rust-resisting quality from the most south-
ern localities, rather than risk seed pro-
duced in the more northern sections of the
southern states. In northern Georgia the
seeding is begun in September, while in

the southern counties October will answer.
On rich land in the South, sow two bush-

els to the acre, and graze or mow if the

plants show any disposition to joint before

winter sets in. When this variety of oats

was first introduced into South C'arolin-a,

Col. D. Wyatt Aiken, who was then a

prominent member of the Grange, stated

that when sown in the fall, they will pro-

duce a remunerative crop on good land,

even if frozen out during the winter to a
single stool to every square foot. They are

heavier than any other, and have never
been known to take the rust.

The point of most immediate interest to

the readers of the Farm and Fireside is,

how far to the north has the growing of

the winter oat progressed, and what vari-

eties can confidently be recommended as

being hardy.
From all the information now at hand, I

am of the opinion that Virginia-grown
winter oats, such as the Virginia Gray win-
ter oat or the Hatehell Black winter oat,

can be successfully grown where the mean
annual temperature does not fall below 54

degrees, or that which prevails at Balti-

more and Harrisburg in the East, or that

at St. Louis and Cincinnati in the West.

Not only should the experiment of fall

seeding be made, but the earliest possible

seeding in the spring, even if the oats have

to be sown in the mud, in the rich, black,

mucky soils so common in the Southwest.

The largest seed-houses in Virginia are

located at Richmond, Norfolk and Lynch-
burg.
For a paying crop, fall seeding should

follow closely after wheat seeding. From
fifty to seventy bushels per acre can cer-

tainly be grown if the soil is thoroughly
prepared, manured and the seed is drilled

in early. The fact that the oat crop has

maintained more uniform price than most
other grains, rye, perhaps, excepted, it is

safe to infer that with good seed, good soil,

oat culture will be more profitable than

that of wheat or corn. Oats are undoubt-
edly more valuable, pound for pound, aS

bone and muscle making food than corn,

and will compare nearly as favorably for

the production of meat and milk.

On many soils plowing for this crop can

be dispensed with if the spading or disc

harrow is used in fitting the land. If the

soil is lacking in vegetable matter at the

time of seeding, a top-dressing of well-

rotted or even fresh manure from the

stable should be scattered uniformly over
the surface during the early part of the

winter. Sow at the rate of one and a half

to two bushels to the acre. The Hatehell

Black wititer oat is of a bright jet black

color, is usually very plump and heavy,
weighing as it does from thirty-five to forty

pounds to the bushel. W. M. K.
Near Washington, D. C. !;

MARKETING BUTTER.

Many good farmers' wives become dis-

couraged in the matter of butter-making
during the summer months, because the
price usually runs somewhat low. Several

such were consulting together at a farmers'

institute, in southeastern Ohio, when I

inquired if they were interested in butter-

making, and one of them, acting as spokes-

woman, replied: "Yes. we like to make
good butter, but then it would never

pay us to invest money in costly dairy

appliances, for during the summer months
we can get only six or eight cents per
pound for it, and at such prices we cannot
afford to buy costly outfits." The same
remarks are frequently heard on every
hand, and are apparently based on good
grounds, hxit nevertheless if by securing

good appliances with which we may make
an especially good quality of butter, which
will command a special price, then it

would be economy to do so.

There are many people living in our
cities, towns and villages who would
gladly pay a good price for butter if they
could have the assurance that it would be

of uniformly good quality throughout the

year. Thus, when one has fitted up for

making good butter, he may search out this

class of customers, and in a short time they
will begin to look for him, so that a trade

once well established ftnd honestly fol-

lowed will be certain to grow.
Among some it is necessary to first begin

by accepting retail price, and this is better

than to dispose of your production at the

store and be compelled to trade it out.

With three to five cents extra per pound,
and the cash for the goods, you have two
advantages—the income is increased, and
you can buy where you please. In some
localities it is considered a good bargain to

contract butter by the year at twenty cents,

but with good butter to sell one may con-
tract at twenty-five, thirty, and in some
localities at forty cents by the year. Of
course, there is the objection that one must
"peddle out" their trade in this way, and
this demands additional time. That is

quite true, but at the same time one may
dispose of side products to the same cus-
tomers, and thus be paid for his time.
Many city customers are willing to pay a
fair price for buttermilk, cottage cheese,

skim-milk, and then they will pay an extra
price for your eggs, spring chickens,

berries, fruits, vegetables, etc.; in short, a
good trade can be established in this way.

Frequently one may have surplus butter,

more than regular customers will require,

and unless you have contingent customers
—that is, those who agree to take butter at

retail price whenever you have a surplus-
then it will be necessary to dispose of it at

the store; but in doing so, the same care
should be given to it that is given to that

intended for regular customers, and should
always bear your name. This is a guarantee
of good quality, and the one who buys it

and is pleased therewith, will call for your
butter the next time he comes to purchase,
and this demand will lead your grocer to

pay you a few cents extra for your surplus.

Thus every advantage afforded by an
honest method will work to your good,
and I believe all will agree that those w^ho

make choice butter should have every cent
it is worth, for surely no one cares to pur-
chase a poor article. John L. Shavtveb.

WHY MERINOS DO NOT NEED FRESH BLOOD.

In a former issue of this paper was
given some reasons why English breeds
of sheep require imported rams to keep
up the types of not one, but of all the
breeds. It had been hoped that the famous
Southdown breed had reached a more
independent, self-supporting basis, but
our esteemed correspondent differed, and
gave his reasons for the conclusion. In h,

subsequent letter he was asked to give

his views why the Merino sheep should
have reached the point where no importa-

tions of new blood was needed to enstble

it to stand out before all the world as the

best wool-bearing sheep. We take pleasure

in copying from his letter:

"In reply to your question as to why the

Soutlidown in this country have needed
and yet need additional imported blood,

while the Merinos have long since been
so much improved that for years no
importations have been required, I can

only state my belief as to the cause of this

difference. Wool has been the interest of

the sheep industry of this country, and
to this end improvements in wool product
has been the studied aim of our sheep

breeders. Mutton has never been a leading

interest in our sheep husbandry. Hence,

there has been no encouragement, no
pressing demand for the breeding of sheep
for mutton alone, and as wool and mutton
of first qualities are not, so far as present

knowledge of breeding goes, produced
from the same animal, the mutton
qualities have been, comparatively speak-

ing, uncultivated.

"Free wool will likely make a reversion

in this matter, and mutton grow to be the

interest of this husbandry, and quick and
long strides in the production of first-class

mutton may be expected."

Merino sheep breeders will join in

thanks to this broad-minded and thor-

oughly-informed breeder of Southdown
sheep for his views on these, to us, un-

answered but interesting subjects.

We are certainly in accord with our

friend's opinions of the future of Amer-
ican sheep husbandry. The farmers of

this country are now giving critical, intel-

ligent attention to mutfjon raising.

R. M. Bell.

Science has disproved the rural belief

that thunder sours milk. It is now known
that the souring results from a fungous

growth, and that this fungus is peculiarly

fatal to nursing children. The old-time

rural belief was that the concussion from
thunder acted mechanically upon the milk,

and first soured and then solidified it. It

happens that milk sours during or just
after thunder-storms because the atmos-
pheric conditions then prevailing are
usually of a kind favorable to the rapid
development of the fungous growth that
sours milk.

For Tired flothers
"I feel very thank-

ful for what Hood's
SarsaparlUa has done
for me. I have taken
three bottles and the

medicine has made a
great change. I was

All Run Down
from trouble and over-

work, and had other
complaints common
to my sex at my age,

44 years. Now since

Mrs. G. W. Warnock taking Hood's Sarsa-

parlUa I am much stronger and am gaining
in flesh. 1 would advise all overworfced,
tired, weak motliers to take Hood's Sarsa-
parlUa to build them up." " ~

NOCK, Beverly, Nebraska.
Mrs. G. W. Wak-

Remember,

Hood's'5r>Curcs
Hood's Pills act easily, yet promptly and

efllciently, on the liver and bowels. 25c.
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NOTES FROM GARDEN AND FIELD.

CURLY Mustard.—In "How to

Make the Garden Pay," pub-

lished five years ago, I men-

tioned a plant of the mustard

family of remarkably thrifty

growth, and having beautifully

curled and crinkled foliage. In conse-

quence of the statement that I had lost

the seed, and been unable to find a new
supply of it, kind friends have sent me
at various times some seeds claimed to

be this curly mustard, but sample after

sample proved to be something quite dif-

ferent from my old acquaintance. I think

I also tested the "California pepper-grass"

and the Chinese mustard," in the vain hope

of finding my curly rriustard again. Prof.

L. H. Bailey (Cornell University experi-

ment station), in a bulletin on "Some Re-

cent Chinese Vegetables,"just issued, gives

description and picture of this "California

pepper-grass," and I am inclined to think

that after all, we have in it my old favorite.

The introducer of this "novelty" says : "It

was recommended as being extra fine for

salads, dressings and garnishing, and un-

like anything else known. We find it a

very beautiful and valuable thing, which

seems to be half way between a cress and a

mustard. Its leaves are long and narrow,

deeply laciniated, fimbriated and crinkled,

making it one of the prettiest green foliage

plants we ever saw. To the taste the

leaves are sharp, and have much the flavor

of pepper-grass. It is excellent when
mixed with lettuce or other salads, to

which it inipaj-ts a very fine flavor. For

garnishing there is nothing more beauti-

ful. It grows very quickly, and to keep

up a succession all summer, several sow-

ings must be made. We think its flavor

much improved if bleached a few days be-

fore cutting, by covering with boxes or

boards." Prof. Bailey says that his own
experience with the plant confirms the

above account of its behavior. "It is one

of the best plants for early spring greens,

as it grows very quickly, is hardy, and it

makes a very compact tuft of crisp and
beautiful leaves." Prof. Bailey also states

that he recognized this plant as a probable

cut-leaved and crinkled form of a garden

mustard which he had known from boy-

hood, and found in various gardens; and

he wonders that neither American horti-

culturists nor botanists appear to have

made any record of it, nor that he was
able to trace it in the garden literature of

Europe. Well, he might have found at

least a reference to it in "How to Make the

Garden Pay."

I grew a form of this plant in greenhouse

last winter, and it was used quite freely as

an addition and spice to our winter let-

tuce. To tell the truth, however, our

people (without exception) preferred the

real crisp lettuce-heads to this mustard,

with all its beauty. Still it is so easily

grown, both outdoors and under glass, so

hardy, and gives such a great lot of green

stuff, that I do not hesitate to recommend
it quite highly. Its introducer is quite

given to make exaggerated statements of

the novelties he brings out; but in this

case he has hardly said more than is justi-

fied by the facts. Try a few plants, or

even a single plant in a large pot this win-

ter, anyway. Botanically, the plant is

known as Brassioa (or Sinapis) Japonica.

Befuse for Fertilizer.—Somebody in

Scientific American tells that he saved a

diseased and apparently dying peach-tree

by placing one half a bushel of fresh coal

ashes around its roots. "In three weeks a

new set of leaves came out, and the follow-

ing year he plucked over one bushel of

fine peaches. Many of his friends tried

the same experiment on their pear-trees,

and the result was a good crop the second

year. The first year they grew new wood,
and the next lots of fruit. Scienlific Amer-
ican, commenting on this, says:

"The ashes cannot act as a direct ferti-

lizer, but only by lightening the soil, and
possibly by making the fertilizing el-

ements already present more available."

I am not quite so sure about this. Coal

ashes often contain more or less wood
ashes, derived from kindlings, etc., and
possibly other admixtures, and that wood
ashes are a powerful fertilizer, indeed, one

of the very best for fruit-trees and vines,

nobody will deny. This brings me to the

suggestion, too, that all sorts of refuse ma-
terials, sweepings and scoopings of all

kinds, salt, lime, etc., which we are liable

to look upon with scorn and contempt,

often have considerable value as applica-

tions to the soil. Whether we see much
direct plant-food in them, in some way or

other, or for some reason or other, they
often show a decided beneficial efi'ect upon
plant growth. Trees and vines are not

fastidious. Things that we would not put
upon the garden soil, either for fear of

filling the soil with coarse rubbish that

might interfere with proper cultivation, or

of injuring tender vegetables by caustic or

dangerous applications (chlorine, etc.), or

of infecting vegetable crops with blights,

rots, scabs (potato-scab), etc., may often be
used safely and with good effect as a mulch
in orchards, vineyards or berry patches,

and a great variety of materials that are

often thrown aside into some corner or

under buildings, or burned up, come
handy for such purposes. Among them
are old straw from beds, feathers, diggings,

scrapings and sweepings, weeds, clyp dirt

from the back yard, old rotted sawdust,

leaves, old mortar, lime, ashes of all kinds,

etc. If we burn up materials of this kind,

and old boots or other leather articles, etc.,

we should at least carefully gather the

ashes and put them on our orchards and
fruit patches.

Coal ashes. On account of their tendency
to loosen the soil, and still more so per-

haps on account of the wood ashes they
contain, have often proved themselves to

be of especial value for promoting the

growth and thrift of various crops. You
can grow fine tomatoes in a heap of almost

clear coal ashes. At any rate, they are

worth saving and applying. But I have
found other materials which sometimes
have the samehappy effect on ailing peach
(and perhaps other) trees besides coal

ashes. In the case referred to by Scientific

American, t^e trouble may have been due
to leaf-curl. The best way to treat trees

affected by this disease is to give them
plenty to eat and drink. The tree out-

grows the afteetion, and new leaves push
forth later in the season. This would
probably happen, whether coal ashes,

wood ashes, commercial fertilizers, or any-
thing of fertilizing value are put on, and it

might happen just the same if no applica-

tion were made.
My vicinity used to be a great peach

country. Indeed, the trees were consid-

ered regular annual bearers, and near Lake
Ontario, in ihe northern part of the county,

they are yet. But here the life of useful-

ness of the peach-tree is of short duration.

An affection supposed to be the yellows,

and probably being the yellows indeed in

many cases, takes hold of them. The
leaves remain small, turn yellowish,

growth of wood comes almost to a stop ex-

cept in the characteristic numerous thin

and short sprouts, and finally the tree de-

parts this earthly life. I have reliable

proof that many of these trees can be
cured, and made to produce good growth
of wood and foliage, and fine crops of fine

peaches. I have used potash in the forms
of muriate and kainite with such beneficial

results, I have prevailed on growers in

the peach regions near Lake Ontario to

try kainite, and they report the mosthappy
effects, and recovery of treated diseased

trees. I am sure that not all yellowish-

looking, diseased peach-trees have the

yellows. Many may have root affections

such as blue lice, etc., or. other living

enemies that prey on the root-sap. If we
kill these, may we do this by potash ap-

plications, soap-suds, ashes, or by other

means, the trees will speedily recover. It

is always worth while to make the trial,

anyway. If coal ashes will produce this

remarkable cure, every peach grower has

an easy way to save his affected trees, for

coal ashes can be had in almost any place

for the hauling or a nominal price.

Now just one more word. The majority

of rural people have little appreciation for

leached ashes. You will find heaps of them
lying about and in the way in the rear of

many farm-houses, where they have been
leached for soap-making, then dumped
out of the barrel or box leach and left.

These ashes are worth more than the same
bulk of the best stable manure ; and they

are an especially serviceable fertilizer for

trees and bush fruits. Save them. Put
them on the land somewhere, even in the

garden. The lime in them alone makes
them worth saving and applying, for lime

(if it does nothing more) will assist the

formation of nitric acid (nitrification).

JOSEPH.

QISSTON It win pay you to buy a Saw
with "DISSTON"on it. It will
hold the set longer, and do more
work without flling than other
saws, thereby saving In labor
and cost of files. They are made
of the best quality crucible cast
steel, and are

Fully Warranted.
For Sale by all Dealers.

Send for Pamphlet, "The Saw," mailed free. HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Philadelphia, Pi.

Mention this paper when you write.

HAVE YOU FIVE OR MORE COWS ?
If so a " Baby " Cream Separator will earn its cost for
you every year. Why continue an inferior system
another year at so great a loss? Dairying is now the
only profitable feature of Agriculture. Properly con-
ducted it always pays well, and'must pay you. You
need a Separator, and you need the BEST,— the
" Baby." All styles and capacities. Prices, $75.
upward. Send for new 1894 Catalogue.

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.,
GENERAL offices:

74 CORTLANOT STREET. NEW YORK.

SAW MILL
Awarded First Prize at Ctiicago.

Cuts 2,000 feet board lumber
in 10 hours with ONI/Y 4 h. p.,
and larger power in proportion.

GRINDiNG MILLS m WATER WHEELS •

DeLOACH mill MFG. CO., 300 Highland Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

Send for prices
also of ....

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSION.

On September 11th, September 2oth and Oe-

tober9th, the Burlington Route willsellexcur-

sion tickets to all points in the Northyest,

West and Southwest at one fare "for the round
trip, plus 82.00.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED
BY SAJItJEL B. GHEEN.

Cromwell Raspberry—Strawberries.—
W. C. B., Bloomington, Ind. The Cromwell is

practically the same as Souhegan in season

and productiveness. Would plant Haver-
land, Warfield and Crescent, and fertilize with

Beder Wood and Captain Jack. I always pre-

fer to grow strawberries in matted rows,

plantingtwo feet apart, in rows four feet apart.

Early Raspberries for Shipping.-T. P.

C, Tennessee. Probably Souhegan and Ohio
are the best raspberries for early shipping

purposes. They are worth about six dollars

per thousand. It think your best plan will be

to buy of some nurserj'man or berry grower

in Tennessee. If you do not known of any,

write for information to the horticulturist of

your experiment station at Knoxville, who is

in a position to advise you.

Tobacco-jnlce—liadybugs.—J. E., Yon-
kers, N. Y. Tobacco-juice is a good remedy for

various kinds of lice. It should be made from
raw tobacco. A good way to make it is by
pouring hot water over tobacco stems, leaves

or stalks, and when using, have it the color of

strong tea. Tobacco-juice is not a fungicide.

Ladybugs are very useful Insects, since in

their larvce state they feed on many insects.

I think you are mistaken In believing they
injure your grapes. Please send specimens if

you are troubled with them. 1 cannot
answer about the trouble with the pear leaves

unless you send a specimen of them.

Borers or Woolly-aphis.—E. M., Hoosier

Prairie, 111. The rot which you describe may
come as the indirect result of the work of the

borers. If this is the case, a careful examination

at this season will disclose them to you. It is

possible the trouble comes from woolly-aphis,

in which case the roots should appear swollen

and distorted, and probably the woolly lice will

be seen on the roots. The remedies for these

troubles have been given in Fakm and Fire-

side, but will gladly be given again if desired.

If in doubt about woolly-aphis, please send

specimen of the smaller roots by mail. Do
Dot know to what beetle you refer. Please

send specimen when they occur again. I do

not think of any small black ^eetles liable to

kill apple-trees.

Cranberry. Culture.—E. H. B., Bowen'S

Mills, Mich. If cranberries are now growing

on any part of the marsh to which you refer,

you may be very sure that it will pay you to go

to the expense mentioned in fitting it up for a

cranberry-bed. But I would not recommend
your going to the expense of five hundred
dollars to prepare thirty acres, unless you are

very certain the land is well adapted to cran-

berries. It will very likely make a good bed,

and you can probably see Indications of this in

scattered cranberry vines at least. If you do

not feel sure about the bed, it would be a good

plan to carefully clean up a small part, which
you think is pretty well fitted for your pur-

pose, and plant it next spring as a trial bed,

even if it cannot be flooded. In fitting the

bed, various methods are employed, but the

grass and coarse roots must be removed, and
the soil have a covering of four inches of clean

sand. Into the sand the plants are set in the

spring, deep enotigh so that they touch the

muck underneath. Cranberries are grown
from rooted plants or sods, and from cuttings.

A common way is to pull up or mow ofl' a lot

of plants from a fruitful bog, cut them in a hay-

cutter into six-inch lengths, and plant bundles

of four cuttings eighteen inches apart each

way. Not more than an inch or two of the

cuttings should be above ground. The plants

are set by a sort of hard-wood paddle, which
is placed on a bunch of cuttings, and pushed
into the sand. If the work is well done there

is little danger of failure. There are many

varieties of cranberries, but I think you
should begin with plants from some fruitful

bog. Some cranberry-plants do not fruit

much, and they are often the strongest

growers. Be sure to avoid them. There are

many good bogs that produce well without
flooding, and I would not expend much money
to secure this feature, unless I was sure the

plants would be productive. However, it will

,

pay to go to quite a considerable expense to

control the water supply for a good bog, as it

is a most desirable adjunct. For special notes

on handling this crop, you had better get

Farmers' Bulletin No. 13, by the Department
of Agriculture, at Washington. Also get "Cape
Cod Cranberries," for sale by Orange Judd Co.

Price, forty cents.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R.

LOW RATE.

Your local railroad ticket agent will give

you full particulars in regard to these HAB^
VEST EXCURSIONS, which will be run via
the Illinois Central Railroad on dates quoted

below, to points West, Southwest and South,

at the low rate of one fare for the round trip,

plus $2.00. In connection with these HAR-
VEST EXCURSIONS arrangements can also

be made to visit the desirable railroad lands
of the I. C. R. R. in Southern Illinois on obtain-

ing special permission to do so, by addressing
the Company's Land Commissioner at Chi-

cago, Mr. E. P. Skene. That gentleman will

also be pleased to furnish special information
in regard to the famous YAZOO DELTA
LANDS in Mississippi, to which these excur-
sions run, September 11th, September 2oth

and October 9th.

Davis International Hand Cream Sepa-
rator, 250lbs to 300B)S capacity. Every
Separator guaranteed first class, send for
circular. Agents wanted. Address,

Davis & Rankin Bldg. & Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE CHEAP—Two iniproved farms. For par-

ticulure inquire of W. E. KNIGHT, Athens, Tenn.

VAI/lUA—Suniiyside Valley. Irrigated Lands ahd
lAMIVIA Lots. SureCropeandProfits.WnteforJold-
er, Maps, Prices. F. H. Hagerty, Sunny«ide,« ash.

OLU UWinter Fife.EarlyRed Olawson and improved

Fultz Wheat. .Mammoth White Polish and Fmlnnd Rye.

Send 2c stamp for Samples and Catalogue of beed W heat.

Trees Plants. Potatoes and Seeds f. r !• all Planting.
ISam'l Wilson, Seed G, oictr, .Uecbanicsville, ra.

F'^^RESERVED
in its natural state for years, by using

FRUIT PRESERVALINE.
No Cooking. Cold Process.

PRESERVES, .TAMS, JEt,IiIE.S,
MARMAL.\DE.*, PICKLES,

CATSUPS, CIDER, ETC.,

never mold, ferment nor spoil it

"Fruit" PreserraliDe he used.

Simple, Tasteless, Harmless and Cheap.

Sample hox. enough for l.i sallons, with directions,

sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of 50 cents.

THE PRESERVALINE MFG. CO.,

Ti Cedar St., New York.
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WHY COLT RAISING DOESN'T PAY.

NE great reason why many farm-

ers realize little profit or even
suffer a loss in raising colts for

the market, is that they are

obliged to keep them so long

before they will show up fairly

well-reined, way-wised and trained for the

ordinary duties of horse^ life. And even

then the majority of them are so raw-acting

that they bring but a portion of what they

would be worth if proper facilities were

used and more attention given to their

training.

Many instances are known where young
horses have been sold for less than their

cost, and after a few weeks' handling by
men who understand their business, they

were developed into handsome, stylish

roadsters or speedy trotters, and sold for

prices which, had they been obtained by
the farmers who reared them, would have

caused them to look upon colt raising as

the most profitable undertaking of the

farm, instead of being considered poor

business and a creator of mortgages. And
this condition is brought about by the in-

difference with which the training of colts

is treated, and lack of attention to the very

thing which gives a value to the animal
;

for, no matter how well-bred he may be,

he is worthless if not properly educated

for general purposes, and if trotting-bred,

for a good driver.

Farmers provide themselves with the

latest improved agricultural implements;

dig deep into the mysteries of scientific

farming; study and discuss the results of

feeding ensilage; spend whole days culti-

vating, hoeing and weeding a patch of

beans, which, after being threshed with a

Hail, run through a fanning-mill, picked

over by hand and hauled to market, won't

bring as much as a half-wild, bucking
mustang at auction

;
yet they attempt to

handle a well-bred colt with an old-fash-

ioned bit, which gives no sort of control,

plug him around hitched alongside of some
lazy old horse, and let him break himself,

with the old horse to hold him steady.

After from two to four years of this

treatment, they do manage to sell him for

half his value to some man who sees that

proper handling will make a decent ap-

pearing horse of him. If this same colt

could have had one half the time and labor

applied to him that was spent on that

patch of beans, and could have been driven

with bits which give control, compel him
to behave nicely and hasten his education,

the farmer himself would have obtained

the full value and a quick sale for him.

Buyers are plenty for well-broken, young
horses, and the big prices are paid for per-

fect training, and not for the horse.

Speculators in horses are quick to catch

onto all the improvements in appliances

and methods which will assist them in

training and making the animals show up
in good style. They buy and test all kinds
of bits, which are calculated to make quick
mouths and give good control, study the

methods and buy the books of different

professional trainers, take these green-act-

ing horses, bought from farmers, put
them through a course of training for a

few days or weeks only, wash, comb and
trim tail and mane, clip long hairs from
about the belly, jaws, ears and face, groom
them clean each day, have their feet put iri

shape and well shod, hitch them up, and
presto! they wouldn't be recognized by
their former owners.

Common joint or bar bits do not give

proper control over colts while they are

being handled. They slide back and forth

through the mouth, give the colt perfect

freedom of the head, and what farmer's

boy doesn't know that if he cannot control

a horse's head he cannot steer or handle

the rest of the body? No man is strong

enough to hold a runaway horse or a fran-

tic or wilful colt with a common joint or

straight bit ; and no man ever handled three

colts withcommon bits, without havingoue
or more of them bolt into yards or uproads,

in spite of all he could pull on the reins;

or, when teaching them to back, having
some of them plunge about and either walk
off across the yard or stable, dragging the

trainer after them, or stand braced and
sulk for a long time, and defy the man to

back them a step.

Men who depend on common bits for

control are compelled to drive around and
avoid Objects and places near which the
colts ought to be driven and educated, and
are obliged to let the colts have their own
way most of the time, because they well

know that they are powerless to compel
them to go where they are wanted with
common bits in their mouths. This is a
fact, and everyone with any experience in

the matter knows it; and it can be readily

seen that a great deal of time is wasted in

getting the colts well or even fairly

broken, which could be saved at a slight

expense for a bit which would give perfect

control from the start, and a book which
gives practical instruction in training,

written by one who has had years of ex-
perience in handling rank colts and unruly
horses, and has made the subject a special

study.
It is a well-known fact that cavalrymen

can ride their horses up to the eajinon's

mouth, and through the din and confusion
of battle, with a perfect control over the

animal, while even the best of horsemen
cannot drive a timiji horse up to such
simi^le things as a car, bicycle, baby-car-

riage, umbrella, bonfire, etc., over a piece

of paper, puddle of water, etc., with an
ordinary bit, without a great deal of

trouble, and congratulate themselves if

they overcome the fear in the course of

several weeks or months.
The reason is that the "port" of the cav-

alry bit presses against the nerves in the
center of the roof of the horse's mouth and
controls him ; while common bits depend
on the tough corners of the mouth for

control, and cannot be made to touch
the roof of the mouth, which is the only
place that will give control when touched
by a bit. These facts are apparent to any
man, and cannot be denied.

Prof. W. H. Sanborn, a horse educator
with a wide reputation for success, on dis-

covering the principle which gave siich

perfect control over cavalry horses, deter-

mined to construct a bit which 6ould be
used for ordinary driving purposes, yet
which would contain the same principle

as the cavalry bit and give the same per-
fect control, so that it would be efiectual in

training colts and vicious horses, and he
obtained a patent on such a bit in 1886.

In handling colts with the Sanborn bit

there is no necessity for bitting, and so

littl6 effort is required to get the colt to

rein and back, and yield to the bit in all

directions, that the mouth is brought un-
der perfect control of the bit in an astonish-

ingly short time; and better still, the
corners of the mouth are not sored, but
left in a natural condition, which should
be the object of every trainer handling a

colt. By its use a colt can be better educa-

ted in three days than in three weeks by
any other bit, his mouth brought under
perfect control and left in a natural con-

dition.

In securing the privilege of offering

Prof. Sanborn's book and bit as premiums,
we feel sure that we have something that

will especially interest the young men on
the farms. This bit is made strong and
durable, and comes either plain or heavily
nickel-plated. Prof. Sanborn's book, which
is entitled "Progressive Control," goes free

with every bit.

We will send this bit and book to any
address for §1. For 25 cents extra we will

send the nickel-plated bit. These prices

are 50 cents lower than their regular retail

price. Address Pakm and Fireside,
Springfield, Ohio.

A GREAT INDUSTRY.

It is a remarkably fact that one of the
greatest industries of this country is at

the same time the most neglected, in many
cases. We refer to poultry and eggs.

No farm is considered complete without
a flock of hens, and yet the majority of

farmers give little or no attention to them.
They are left to shift for themselves, often
improperly housed, and with such care

only as an already overburdened house-
wife can find time to bestow.
Hours of time and careful attention to

proper food are daily bestowed upon cattle.

Plenty of fresh water to drink and stalls

properly cleaned are absolute necessities,

while the milk pans and cans shine like

polished silver, without one speck of dirt.

All of this takes time, and it is time well

spent; without it, financial loss would cer-

tainly follow.

How much time is spent upon the hens?
A little corn is thrown,to them in the

morning, and again—perhaps—at night.

The coop is not cleaned once in sixmonths

;

perhaps not once in a year. And yet, in

the face of all this, the busy hen more
than pays her way, and when the same
amount of care is bestowed upon them as

upon the cattle, the profits are something
surprising. It has been stated over and
over again by those who have tried it and
carefully noted the results, that with the

same capital invested, and equal care and
labor bestowed upon them, hens will pro-

duce twice the profit of cows. Now, if this

is a fact, it is time the farmers were waking
up to the possibilities c)f the long despised

fowl.

Farmers are looking for the dollars as

anxiously as any other class, and it is folly

to let such opportunities pass unimproved.
Many have already given the subject at-

tention
;
they have discarded the old way.

The poultry-house is kept scrupulously

clean. Fresh water is provided, and most
of all, a balanced feed is given, consisting

of corn and wheat and clover, with a lib-

eral supply of freshly-cut green bone (that

greatest of all egg-producers), which sup-

plies the craving for animal food existing

always among fowls and too often over-

looked; and last, but not least, plenty of

clean, sharp grit. The markets are studied

carefully, and those breeds selected for

which there is the greatest demand. In a

word, they are as careful in the selection

and care of their fowls as of their dairy

stock, and they find it pays in good, hard,

honest dollars. There is always a demand
for fresh eggs and fine poultry, and to

meet this demand, millions of dollars'

worth are imported annually, which could

just as well be raised here and the money
kept at home.

Iieie, and a gvf.it iimny raise apples for tlie
niaikct, but, as yet tli.- averaso farmer has
not taken interest in riiisin^i, fruit, thinking
it. is cheaper to buy than to attend the
trees, fjand sells for from (flO to $40 per acre,

I
ib )M iiiliiiu upon tlie location. Choice bottom
lai.d can 1)0 bought for $22 per acre, unim-
IjroM'il. Prices of farm pi'oduets area little
higher than usual this year. Wheat brings 52
cents, oats ;i5 cents, corn 50 cents, barley 50
cents per bushel, and hay 19 a ton. Taken as
a whole, I consider this a good country for a
man who has a little capital, as land can be
bouL^bt on ver.v liberal terms; especially is this
so of the property held by speculators, which
is quite numerous in this and adjoining
counties. C. W. T.

Yankton, 8. D.

EXTRACTS ''^

FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

From Utah.—Green river, in the soutlieast-

ern part of Utah, is crossed by the Rio Grande
Western railway. Until recently, this has
been considered a desert; now a canal trav-

erses a large valley along the Green river, and
has transforflied it to a vale of fruits'and

flowers. Peaches, nectarines and such fruits
grow to perfection, and fully equal the famous
California fruits. Peanuts and sweet potatoes
grow abundantly. Good water and health
make this the ideal country for those seeking
new homes. L. F.
Blake, Utah.

From Califobnia.—We have had very dry
weather for many months. We raised but
little corn and small grain. Our pastures are

all dried up. This is a dairy country; there

are four creameries and a cheese-factory with-

in a radius of four miles. The cows all have
to be fed. Alfalfa is the feed that we depend
on; the fourth crop is nearly all in, and the
cutting of the fifth crop has begun. It brings

S« and $9 a ton, bunched up in the field. The
fruit crop is immense, and of a much better
quality than in a wet season. Prices hardly
pay for delivery to the canneries. For peaches
they give 40, 60 and % cents a hundred pounds,
according to the grade. Last year they gave

$1.25 and 81.50 per one hundred pounds.
Artesia, Los Angeles county, Cal. J. W. B.

Proji South Dakota.—Yankton county is

in the extreme southern part of the state, and
lies on the Missouri river. It is watered by
the Jim or Dakota river and numerous small
streams. There are a number of small towns
in the county, all prosperous. Yankton, the
county-seat, situated on tlie Missouri river, is

a picturesque city of about 6,000 inhabitants,

and has not as yet felt the effect, of "tariff tin-

kering." There are a number of small indus-

tries located here—a woolen-mill, ironworks,
planlng-mills, and the largest cement-works
in the United States, the western Portland
cement plant, which furnishes employment
to about two hundred hands. The railroad

system of our county is as good as in any
county In the West. We have the Great
Northern, Northeastern, and Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul, all of which seem to be
doing a good business. Yankton county
boasts of wagon-roads which are not excelled
by any otherportion of the United States. The
roads are all macadamized turnpikes, and
are rarely found in a sloppy condition.
The soil here is a very heavy, black crust
underlaid by clay subsoil. Farms which have
heea worked for twenty-five or thirty years
and have never yet been fertilized, seem to
raise crops as well as newly-broken prairie
land. We have a most healthful climate.
There is a great scarcity of consumptives,
and the fevers so prevalent in some localities
are almost unknown here. The drought struck
our county this summer, and as a conse-
quence, crops are not up to the usual standard.
Wheat, oats and barley made about 10, 30
and 15 bushels, respectively, to the acre,
which is hardly half a crop. Corn is fairly
good, and will make about 30 bushels. The
artesian wells of this portion of the state
make her what she is, and are used quite
extensively as a haeans of irrigation. An
artesian well can be had for from $65 to $200,
according to the size. Small fruit does well

t'ROM Virginia.—Plalifax county, Virginia,
for many years was known as the fine tobacco
section of the state. The leaf sold frequently
for 20 cents to $1 a pound. Then a large
tobacco crop of fine wrappers was almost
equal to a small gold mine; hence, the
farmers neglected all other crops for tobacco,
depending on it to make all their bread and
meat, horse feed and everything else. For
two or three years tobacco has been so
much reduced in price that our farmers have
found it more profitable to raise grains and
grasses and a smaller crop of tobacco. We
liavo a fine crop of everything this year
except fruits, which were killed by the spring
freeze. The negro laborer cannot be relied
on in this section of late. They are being
educated, and when they have merely the
rudiments of an education, they go off to
the towns and cities of the South and North.
They have good schools and colleges, and thev
attend regularly, if the children have to live
on bread and water. There is no association
whatever between them and the whites in
schools, churches or,in sociability. This con-
dition, to a great extent, causes the cheapness
of lands in this section. Lands that sell here
at |(), ftS and $10 per acre would sell in any part
of the North and West for $20 to $.50. The
farms here are generally ver.y large, and can-
not be managed with the present labor, so
the.y must be' cut up into smaller farms and
sold off. This is not a good section for a hired
laborer, but.it is one of the best sections in
the South for a man of moderate means, who
can buy a good home. Land can be bought
for cash, or part cash with six per cent on
deferred payments. The poor land, that rates
from $2 to $5 per acre, is very easily improved
with peas and clover. You can cut oats , or
wheat, sow the stubble land in peas, plow
under the green peas in September and r.esow
in oats or wheat, and repeat yearly until the
land is rich enough for anything. This makes
the land very rich, and soft as an ash-bank.
This section is about one hundred miles from'
the Blue ' Ridge mountains. The surface is
rolling and generally free from rocks. Orig-
inal growth of timber is not so plentiful in
this section, but we have all that is necessary.
All denominations of Christians are here.
Educational advantages are good. We have,
besides the public schools, high schools, col-
leges and universities. The Scottsburg, nor-
mal college is becoming one of the most noted
educational institutions in this section.
Scottsburg, Va. H. C. B.

BUTTER-MAKING.

There are hundreds of available locations

for engaging in the creamery busine.ss in

nearly every state, especially in the "West and
Northwest, that would pay the farmer and
small capitalist handsome profits. Wherever
within a radius of three or five miles there
exists three hundred or four hundred cows,
there is the nucleus for a first-class creamery.
There is no industry where the earnings come
back so quickly to the farmer and investor as

from a well-equipped creamery and cheese
factory. If these suggestions take root, bear
in mind that The Davis & Rankin Building
and Mfg. Co., 240 W. Lake St., Chicago, supply
everything necessary to successfully operate a
creamery—everything except the ground and
the cows. They erect the buildings and equip
the same complete for successful work. If

interested, address them for additional infor-

mation, and at the same time be sure and
mention this paper when you write.

HARD TIMES
Are the times to buy
TOKOLOGY, It
will save doctor's
bills and table ex-

penses. Mrs. Geo. Newell says : "I hardly ever buy
medicine. Have four children, and am my own doc-
tor in most of our sickness. I learn something new
every time 1 read TOKOLOGY."
Baby came on April 4. Needed no doctor; had none.

No money could buy my book from me if I could not
get another.—iUiHwie Stark.
Prepaid, Best terms to agents. Sample

pages free.
Alice B. Slockham & Co., 277 Madison St., Chicago.

$22.i50 FERTILIZERS Delivered, WE
PAY THE FREIGHT. .Send for circular,
"WHERE THE I'ROFITS GO."

Address CLUB AND GRANGE CO..
P. 0. Box 542, Syracuse, IXew York.

s
END for free Catalogue of Books of Amusements,
Speakers, Dialogues, Calistheutics,FortuneTeUers,
Dream Books, Debates, Letter Writers, Etiquette,
etc. Dick & Fitzgerald, *i4 Ann St., New York.

$525
Agent's profits per month. Will prove
it or pay forfeit. New Articles just
out. A£1..^0ean)pleand terms free. Try
us. Chidester&Son, 28BondSt., N. Y.

AGENTS send 25c for Aluminum goods, sells in every
house. OhioNoveltyAgency.SlOE.Court St.,Urbana,0

THE AliTRUlSTIC REVIEW
in the; I,AST NTTMB^R (pagfe 14) of the FARM AND FIRBSID:^ will not be
made again.

IT HOLDS GOOD YET.
•The REVIEW for 16 months, up to January 1, 1896, (regular price, $2.66,) and
anyone of the following W premiums for only fl: 1. A Magrnificent "Work

)o of Art. a. People's Atlas. 3. 100 Superb Photographs.
)o Address THE ALTRUISTIC REVIEW, Springfield, Ohio.
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THE POULTRY YARD.
Conducted by P. H. Jacobs, HammontoQ. JTew Jersey.

TURN THEM OUT.

THERE is now no crop to be in-

jured by poultry, and a great

saving of food will be efifected

by allowing the hens to run at

large. Those who have been ac-

customed to feeding their hens

at regularperiods while theywere confined,

will probably continue to give food, but

this must not be done. Compel the hens to

seek their food, and they will keep in good

health and produce a larger number of eggs

as the consequence. At this season there

is any amount of grass seeds, insects, etc.,

and if food of any kind must be given, let

it be cut bone and meat. Use no grain at

all while the hens are at liberty. More
harm is done by the use of food when it

should be really withheld than from any
other cause. As long as the combs are

red, the hens happy, and producing eggs,

any additional help to them, except tokeep
down lice, will be superfluous.

MAKING AN INCUBATOR.

To those who would prefer to experiment

with a hot-water incubator, requiring no
lamp, of which hundreds are in use, we
have a lot of printed plans of one which
has given good results, and which has

before been published by us. There is no
charge for the plans, and they can be

obtained by sending two stamps, for

postage and printing, to the editor of this

department, P. H. Jacobs, Hammonton,
New Jersey. He has nothing for sale,

simply desiring the readers to experiment.

thus causing indigestion and bowel dis-

ease. When soft food is given, such as

mixed ground grain, it should contain

only enough water to cause the particles

TWO-STORY COMPARTMENT HOUSE.

The illustration shows a two-story poul-

try-house, the lower portion being for

fowls and the upper for brooders, the

heretofore recommended mauy otheri! to
handle their own poultry. Dress and pack
them with care, and ship them to a reputable
commission merchant, and I have yet to hear
any dissatisfaction from them in pursuing

TOO MANY EGGS TO A HEN.

When a sitting of eggs of pure breeds is

purchased, they should not be given to one

hen if it can be avoided. Thirteen is the

commonly accepted number of eggs for

a sitting, and as one hen can easily

cover such a number, they are given to

her. It is better to divide the number,
giving seven to one hen and six to another,

so as to lessen the risk of breakage of eggs,

abandonment of nests, peculiarities of the

hen, and other drawbacks which some-

tives occur during the sitting period.'

WINTER GREEN FOOD.

Kye has long been used as green food in

winter, a plot of ground being seeded

down to rye for that purpose. Crimson
clover, which may be seeded down in

September, or even as late as October, in

some sections, is also excellent. It is only

necessary to use a small proportion of

green food, more for dietary purposes

than as a portion of the ration, hence a

small plot, from which the green, food

may be cut as required, is sufficient.

SLOPPY FOOD.

Sloppy food is not relished by hens,

though it answers for ducks. Chickens

cannot eat food that is too sloppy. "Wlien

they drink, as may be noticed, the water

runs down their throats only when the

heads are held up. No food should be
given that cannot be picked up with the

bill and swallowed while the beak points

to the ground. Little chicks are given too

much sloppy food, which compels them
to swallow more water than they require,

to adhere loosely, being rather dry than
wet. The food of both adults and chicks
should be given in a dry condition in pref-

erence to moistening it whenever possible.

NEST-EGGS AND LICE.

No one who uses stale eggs as nest-eggs
will escape having lice in the poultry-
house, in the nests and on the hens. They

brooders being in the passageway and
opening into the apartments. The house
may be divided for several flocks, the
yards being in front. Lath and wire are

used for the partitions. Fig. 2 is the
interior of the lower part, and Fig. 3 of

the upper portion. A detailed description

is unnecessary, as the illustrations, being
from photographs, are sufficient. The

Fig. 2.

are abominations which have always ex-

isted, and cause foul odors and filth. Lice

revel in filth, and where the stale nest-

egg is used lice will be seen. Use porce-

lain nest-eggs, or use none at all if the

hens are accustomed to the nests. Wooden
eggs, painted white, and varnished, are

superior to all others.

Fig. 3.

house may be of any desired length or
width, according to preference.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To Get Rid of Lice.—I notice much said

about lice, so I will tell you what I did last

spring. My hens quit laying, and began to

droop, and some died. I did not know what
to do for them till I saw in the Farm and
FiKESiDE to dip them, so I made a half tub of

soap-suds, put a tablespoonful of coal-oil in

it, and put my chickens in, one at a time,

rubbing them thoroughly, and it killed all

the lice on them. The next thing was
to keep them off, and as they can't stand
grease, I greased the roosts. I now grease the
roosts every three or four weeks with black-

oil, which can be got for ten cents per gallon,

and have not been troubled with lice since.

One should have their roosts away from the
wall. It does not take long, and more than
pays for the trouble and expense, as a gallon
of oil will last a year. It kills the mites as

well as the large lice. N. E. W.

Shipping to Commlssion Merchants.—Now
is the time to go slow, and for the remainder
of the season you can realize fair prices on
your fowls if you will communicate with any
reputable commission merchant in anj' of our
large cities. Such an agent will charge j ou
an honest ten per cent for all moneys to your
account. Don't deal with any who promise
to do your business for merely nothing; they
will swindle you in the end, and any such
proposition would have the falsehood on the
face of it. Experience is a wise teacher;

under its tuition I have graduated a wiser
man, and know from whence I speak. An
honest merchant will invariably secure to his

patrons the very best prices, regardless of the
published quotations of the day. Often it

will be from two to three cents better per
pound. This has been my experience. I have

this course. In shipping dressed chicks. It Is

worthy of note to mention that some city

markets prefer the birds undrawn, with head
and legs intact. This, of course, helps In
weight, consequently brings up the price per
pound; at all events, it will more than com-
pensate for both the commissions and express
charges. Care, however, must be taken to
dress the fowls without surface blemishes,
and to offer them for market fair, plump and
smooth. Pack in clean, bright boxes, using
caution not to crowd or jam, and you will

find it will more than pay you for your time
and trouble, by the higher prices your fowls
will command. Again, let me remind you
not to glut the market with your poultry;
use the same discretion in this respect that
you do with your crops—corn, wheat, oats,

potatoes, etc.—as you hold to the one, hold to
the other, and the near future will demon-
strate that your earnest endeavors have
pro%'ed to you beyond doubt that there Is

ample profit in raising poultry for market.
Muncie, Fa. R. A. G.

INQUIRIES ANSWERED.
Probably l.ice.—E. G., Sand Beach, Pa.,

writes: "My fowls sit around on the roost,
hangtheir heads down, and In a few days die."

Reply:—The symptoms described will apply
to many causes. Method of management
should have been stated. The probability is

that both the large head-lice and the little

mites are infesting them.
Preserving Egars in I/ime.—J. "W. L.,

Cambridge, 111., writes: "How can I preserve
eggs in lime-water or lime during warm
weather?"
Reply:—Eggs are simply packed in dry

lime or covered with a solution made by
dissolving as much lime and salt as the water
will take. It is not a valuable method, such
eggs bringing but little in market.
Dropsical.—M. D. C. Gcala, Fla., writes:

"I have lost several hens which appeared to be
doing well; but an accumulation of water
occurs inside of them, they suddenly die, and
when opened, quite an amount of yellow-
greenish water flows out."
Reply:—Due probably to dropsy, induced

by roup at some time, or by impoverishment
of the blood by lack of variety in food, such
as overfeeding with grain. Change the food
and add a teaspoonful of tincture of iron to
each gallon of drinking-water.

Twisted XecUs.—L. M. P., Chattanooga,
Tenn., writes: "My hens lose the use of
their necks and heads, so remain for several
daj'S, and die."
Reply :—Method of management should

also have been given. The difficulty may be
due to eating some substance, such as weed
seeds, or to head-lice, or even to the use of
sulphur. Remove the male, and keep the
hens confined. Change the food, and add
twenty drops of tincture of nux vomica to each
quart of drinking-water.

Don'tRun the Risk of your Cold getting well
of itself-you may thereby drift into a condition
favorable to the development of some latent
tendency,which may give you years of trouble.
Better cure your Cold at once with the help of
Dr. D. Jayne's Espectorant.agood healing med-
icine for all Coughs, Sore Lungs and Throats.

SUNHYSIDE POULTRY„FARM. ,B Minorcae, LeghorDS,
Wvaiulottes, B. P. Rocks and Red Caps. Eees $2aud 81
per 13. Circulars. H. T. Anderson & Co., Natrona, Pa.

On5 yyofc^
^^r^^ntrACaJ»o-niyna5^^^1^

^ _>|or»ic".ttt>.ral -OoeM-
\dAr^ XQmW.LaSalU.Vlia(^QCf.

A Woman Can Bnn

MANN'S BONE CUTTER
It nma so light and easy. It is the only machine
made that can he run hj a woman. Kecelved
lilffhest Awards Everywhere.

GREEN CUT BONE
is absolutely necesearr for hena. It is better than
medicine aod cheaper than grain. Eggs are don-
hied. Chicks grow larger. IllasCrated Catalofne

free if 70a name this paper.

F. W. MANN CO., Mllford, Masv.
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e®-REAR THIS NOTICE.-®a
Questions from regular subscribers of Farji anmi

Fireside, and relating to mattius of general iiilin-st,

will be answered in tbese colniiius tree nf c Iiiluj.'.

Querists desiring immediate replii-s. it aKkioy ioli'i-

mation upon matters of personal interest onb .
.sljniii.i

inclose stamps for return postage. The full name and
post-office address of the iminirer sbould acconjpiiny

each query in order that we may answer by mail if

necessary. Queries must be received at least two
WEEKS before the date of the issue in which the answer
is expected. Queries should not be written on paper
containing matters of business, and should be written

on one side of the paper only.

Bcan-wecvil.—L. W. B., Fossilvllle, Pa.,

writes: "What will keep bugs from eating

and destroying beans through the winter?"

Reply:—As soon as the beans are piclced,

put them In a box, place on top of them a

saucer containing a little bisulphid of carbon,

and keep closely covered for two or three

days. After this treatment they can be

stored in the usual way.

Grass for Marsh.—J. M., Dailey, Mich.,

writes: "Please inform me what kind of

grass is adapted to a low, burnt marsh on

which water stands in wet times, and what
time so sow It."

Reply :—Of the tame grasses redtop is the

best for marsh land. It can be sown early in

the faU or early in the spring. If your marsh

can be drained, by all means drain it, and

put It in condition for other tame grasses.

Best Onion for Transplanting.—H. P.,

Lamar, Mo., writes : "Please tell me which is

the best onion to grow from seed to trans-

plant in the spring, and the best time to sow

the seed in this locality. I .should like to do

so this fall if not too late."

Reply BY Joseph :—I consider Prizetaker

ahead of any other onion, at least for my cli-

mate. You must sow seed in February or early

in March. Possibly you can sow in Septem-
ber; hut I would not try it except as an exper-
iment at first.

Tomato-rot—Boll-worm.—A reader in
Terry, Miss., writes: "What causes the rot in

tomatoes? fuse the following formula for a
fertilizer: 400 pounds cotton-seed meal, 400

pounds acid phosphate, 100 pounds kainite,

and apply about that quantity to the acre.

Is there any way to keep cotton-boll worms
from boring into tomatoes?"
Reply by Joseph:—The cause of tomato-

rot is a fungus. I am not aware that there is a
remedy, or even sure preventive for it. Spray-
ing with Bordeaux mixture, rotation, train-

ing the plants to trellis, etc., have been
recommended. The fertilizer may be good.
Possibly less phosphate and more potash
might give still better results. Hand pick-
ing is the only means of fighting the boll-

worm known to me.

The Onion Crop—Garden Literature.—
T. J. C, Milford, Mich., writes: "Can you
give me some information about this year's
onion crop in the United States? Is there
any paper or book published that treats on
onion and other garden crops?"
Reply by Joseph:—I am inclined to think

that the onion crop will be very light this

year, as 'the protracted drought seems to have
reached over a wide territory, including the
great onion-growing districts. I will try to
gather reliable information. Send to Amer-
ican Gardening, 170 Pulton street. New York,
for a sample copy. Books on general garden-
ing are Peter Henderson's "Gardening for

Profit," or the more modern "How to Make
the Garden Pay," by myself; on onion grow-
ing in special, "The New Onion Culture" and
"O'nions for Profit."

Onestlons About Onions and Potatoes.
—A. M. B., Viking, Wis., writes: "1. For
growing onions, should the ground be plowed
in the fall or in the spring, and the manure
be plowed down or put on top? 2. What
would be the effect of hauling out manure in
the .spring, which is gathered during the win-
ter, plow it down and plant to potatoes?"
Reply by Joseph:—!. It depends on the

nature of the soil. Mucky or other very loose
and porous soils may be plowed in the fall,

and just harrowed, or cultivated and harrowed
in the spring. Soils that will pack during the
winter must be plowed again in spring. I Mke
to fall-plow all garden land. Fine manures
maybe put on top, and worked into the soil

with the cultivator or harrow. Coarser stuff
must be plowed under. 2. I do not recommend
new manure for potatoes, although it is often
used. Better apply the stable manure to
clover, and then use the young clover sod for
potatoes, or for some other crop first, and then
for potatoes.

Wintering Onion-sets.—Mrs. M. A. S.,

Chatsworth, 111., writes: "What is the best
method of keeping onion-sets through the
winter?"
Reply by Joseph:—Sell them to some one

who has proper facilities (cold storage) for
wintering them. The following is a quota-
tion from "Onions for Profit:" "Sets should
be dead ripe in August or September. Gather

' them on a hot day while perfectly di-y, and at
once clean them by running through a fan-
ning-mill. Spread them out thinly to dry,
and keep them dry until winter sets in. Then
store them in baskets, or even on shelves, in a
cool, dry room, or freeze them as follows: Put
them in a dry place, say a barn or shed floor,

upon a layer of hay or straw, and let them
freeze. 'Then cover with a two-foot layer of
the same material, or with mats and blankets,
and leave them untouched until they have
thawed out again in the spring. The sets
should not be nearer than two feet from the
wall, and the space should be filled with litter.

Never handle them when frozen.

Renewing Old Pastures.—R. C, Say-
brook, Ohio, writes : "I have a large, old pas-
ture that produces but little feed. As soon as
the grass dies out blackberries and rose-bushes
come in. It is part hills and part flats. How
can I best get it in permanent pasture? It
cannot be plowed. The soil is clay on the
hills, and loam and clay on the flats. It has
been cleared for fifty years. I cannot afford

_ very expensive treatment. Is blue-grass
identical with June-grass? Will it make good,
lasting pasture? If so, when shall Isowit.and
how much to the acre? Would some other
variety or a mixture be better or cheaper?"
Reply:—Have all the briers citt now and

burned as soon as dry. Early in the spring
harrow and cross-harrow thoroughly, using a
harrow witli fine, sharp teeth. Sow a mixture
of Kentucky blue-grass—which is the same as
June-grass—andx>rchard-grass on the upland,
and orchard-grass, blue-grass and redtop on
the lowlands. Timothy may also be used in
the mixture. The method indicated is the
least expensive that can be suggested. For
quantities of seed required per acre, see

' answer to H. de J., Monett, Mo.

Melon Iveaf-bliRht.-T. R., Arden, N. C,
wiite.s: "What ails my melon-vines? Thi;
stems are afl'ected, then the leaves begin to
dry up and fall off, and in a week or so the
vine dies."
Kei^ly BY Joseph:—This probably is the

soLitliern melon leaf-blight, a bacterial
liliiflit which has done a great deal of mis-
cliicf, nnd often ruins whole patches of
liu'hin, i-Licumber, tomato and other vines
even at the North. I would give a good deal
myself to know a remedy or sure preventive.
Rotation of crop is recommended. Spraying
has not seemed to do any good whatever.

Horse-beain.—F. F. R., New Milton, W. Va.,
writes: "Where can I get a few kernels of the
Scotch or horse bean? What shape are the
leaves, and height of stock? Is the eye in the
large end of bean ?"

Reply by Joseph:—I have never seen a
single plant of this in ah American gar-
den, but remember it well from my boyhood
days. My people in the "Fatherland" used to
grow it in their garden every year, and I was
especially interested in it, as my pet pigeons
were ver.v fond of one kind of these "broad
beans." it is an annual plant, two to three
feet high, with a thick, angular stem, and of
close, compact form. The leaves are thick,
having two to five oval leaflets, and without
tendrils. Pods thick, long and woolly inside.
Seeds more or less ovate, flattened, of various
sizes.and having the eye in the same place as on
ordinary garden beans. The fragrant flowers
set close to the stem,. usually in close clusters,
and are white, with a blackish-blue spot in
the middle of the wing. Whether our people
had other uses for the seeds besides feeding
them to stock, I do not now remember. But I
consider this bean an interesting plant, and
would like to give it a trial myself. Possibly
one or the other of our readers can help us otit
with a few seeds, which, however, may be
procured from any European seedsman.

Grasses for Upland.—H. de J., Monett,
Mo., writes: "I wish to sow grass-seed this
fall. I want a mixture of hardy grasses that
will stand long dry spells on upland soil, such
as orchard-grass. I will also sow timothy,
blue-grass, and any other kinds you advise,
provided that they are not expensive. I
would like you to advise me also as to the, pro-
portions of each. I read quotations of prices,
but not knowing how much it takes of each
kind to sow an acre, I do not see very clearly
what is most advisable to sow. Then in sow-
ing I would be inflitenced by the average price
of the various grass-seeds. If one kind was
higher than customary, I would sow less
of it."

Reply:—Our flrst suggestion would be tor
yon to write the agricultural experiment
station, Columbia, Mo., and get advice as to
the best grasses for the uplands of your state.
Youi^plan of sowing a mixture is correct. For
a hardy, nutritious grass that will withstand
long summer droughts on upland soil, we
would recommend the flat-stemmed blue-
grass, Poa compressa. It^ is listed In some
seed catalogues as Canada blae-grass. If you
can secure seed free from Canada thistle and
other noxious weeds, make this grass a part
of your mixture. It is quoted at the same
or a little higher price than common' or Ken-
tucky blue-grass. When sown alone, the
quantities of seed required for an acre areas
follows: Timothy, from one to two pecks;
orchard-grass, from two to two and one half
bushels; blue-grass, three bushels. The
orchard-grass is better suited to shady or
moist land than dry upland, but it will stand
it much better than common blue-grass. The
flat-stemmed blue-grass is decidedly the best
for the soil you describe. These grasses may be
sown in a niiixture of any proportions you
wish, if you are to be governed by price.
These grasses may be sown as early as the
fall rains make the ground in condition, the
earlier the better. The land should be pre-
pared as for a garden. The soil should be
mellow, fine and firm.

Fences.—E. M. H., Radford, Va., writes : "I
have an Ohio farm which needs fencing. I
wish to get the experience of practical farmers
as to what would make a substantial and
economical fence, noting especially the dis-
tance apart posts can be set. Which Is pref-
erable, all wire or wire and pickets, plain or
barbed wire ? In regard to the tension of wire
fences, are any arranged so as to act automat-
ically? I do not think it practicable to follow
the changes of the weather tightening and
loosening during the year. Have the fences
built partly of wire and partly of boards
proved more economical as to building
and service than picket fences? Are
there any portable fences made that are
serviceable and reasonably easy of transpor-
tation? What Is the legal width of pikes and
roads in Ohio? If sixty feet. Is It not wider
than necessary, especially where road super-
visors do not cut the weeds? What Is ,the
Ohio law as to fences? Is a farmer legally re-
quired to fence at all? Practically, Is he not
compelled to fence everything. If he wopld
raise crops? It would seem that the western
plan of one field fenced for stock and balance
unfenced would be more economical in th«se
times of low prices, or the European plan of
fields divided by narrow roads or slightly
raised banks of earth, the stock being fed in
buildings or stock lots, would be better. 'The
fencing and repairs probably amount to more
than the total value of the stock kept during
the life of the fence as generally put up. The
cost of fencing seems greatly out of propor-
tion- to the present value (greatly depreciated)
of farm lands. It would appear that it is
time that a farmer not having much stock,
and not wishing to, or unable to go to the ex-
pense, should not be compelled to fence his
whole farm toaccommodate those who wish
to drive along the road, and to keep his neigh-
bors' stock from destroying his crops."
Reply :—The "best" fence is a matter of per-

sonal opinion. Some prefer one kind, and
others another. In a fifteen-mile ride through
a good farming district the writer has seen at
least three dozen different styles of farm fence.
Within the past few years woven-wire fences
of different styles have taken the lead. Some
of these have automatic tension regulating
devices. The woven-wire and plain-wire
fences require fewer posts than the board and
wire styles. One of the best portable fences we
ever saw is one of the new woven-wire styles.
The legal width of Ohio roads varies, the
statutes providing for the construction of
roads of different widths. Under the Ohio
fence laws a land-holder is required to fence
In his own stock, not to fence out his neigh-
bors'. He is neither legally nor practically
compelled to fence everything. The cost of
building and maintaining farm fences is all
out of proportion to the value received from
them. Do away with all that are not abso-
lutely necessary, and replace the remaining
old ones with one of the modern farm fences.
Apply to the following manufacturers for de-
scriptive price-lists of their fences and select
the style that suits you best: Keystone
Woven Wire Fence Co., Fremont. 111. ; Peter
Mast, Delphos, Ohio; Page Woven Wire
Fence Co., Adrian, Mich. ; DeKalb Fence Co.,
DeKalb, 111. ; Sedgwick Bros. Co., Richmond,
Ind.; Polndexter Manufacturing Co., 25 Eddy
street, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Homer Steel Pence
Co., Homer, Mich,

eepChickensStrong
nd healthy ; it gets your pullets to lay-

g early ; it is worth its weight in gold
hen hens moult ; it prevents all disease.

Cholera, Roup, Diarrhoea, Leg-weakness.
It is a powerful food digestive.
Large cans are most economical to buy.

[Therefore, no matter what kind of feed

'you use, mix with it daily Sheridan's

Powder. Otherwise, your profit this

fall and winter will be lost when the

price for eggs is very high. It assures

perfect assimilation of the food elements

needed to produce health and form eggs.
Ifc Is absolutely pure; highly concentrated; therefore ased in small doses; no other kind one fourth as stronjf.

In quantity it costa less than one-tenth cent a day per hen. •' One large can saved me 840; send sii more to pre-
vent roup this winter " saya a customer. Sold by dru^^giats, grrocers and feed dealers. No other ever made like it.

If You Can't Get it Near Home, Send to Us. Ask First.
We nend postpaid one pack for 25c.: Five 81.

"the best poultry paper published," sent t^e^

Condition ^^^^^

One large can ftl.20; Six cans $6, •ipresa paid. Sample copy of
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Street. Boston, Maeg.

VETERINARY.
^Conducted by Of. H. J. Detmevs.)^

Professor of Veterinary Surgery in Ohio State
University.

To regular HiibscrilifrH of Farm and Firkstdk. an-
swern vvill be given tbroiigli these cohnniis free of
charge. Where an iniincilifite reply by mail is desired,
the applicant shonld inclose a fee of one dollar, other-
wise no attention \\'ill be paid to such a request. In-
quiries should always C( til tain the writer's full address.
Queries must be reci'i ved at least two weeks before the
date of the issue in wliich the answer is expected. Sub-
Bcribers mny send their vetei'inary queries directb' to
Dk. H. J. Pe'i'meks, l.'il'i Neil Avenue. Columbus, Oiiio.
Note.— l':irties wlio desire au answer to their in-

quiries in this column, must give their name and
address, not necessarily for publicaton, but for other
good reasons. Anonymous inquiries are not answered
iinder any circumstances.

Heaves.—L. C. K., Encinltas, Cal. Your
hov.'ie, it seems, i.s affected with so-called
heaves.

Pleuritis and Peritonitis.—'Wm. S., El-
more, Ohio. Your cow died of peritonitis and
pleuritis. It does not proceed from your com-
munication "What constituted the cause of the
disease.
Chronic Swelling.-F. B., Beloit, Ohio. If

the wound has healed and the knee ist. not
stiff, you will have to take up with the swell-
ing left behind. If exercise reduces it, very
well, exercise the colt. It is the best you
can do.

Probably Radial Paralysis.—E. D.,
Dover Hill, Ind. "What you describe seems to
be a case of radial paralysis. Good food, goQd
care, exemption from all kinds of work, and
voluntary exercise, constitute the treatment,
and very likely will effect a cure in five to ten
months.
Blemishes.—J. D. H., Eodney, Canada. If

the blemishes on your horse's legs you com-
plain of are hard and solid, they may be so-
Cfalled splints; that is, exostoses on the meta-
carpal bones. Still, your description is so
vague that it is Impossible to make a definite
diagnosis.
A Soft Tumor B. S. S. R., Whiting, Iowa.

If what you complain of is neither a cham-
pignon, so-called, nor a hernia, but a soft
tumor filled with lymph or water, all- the ad-
vice I can give you is to have the animal
examined by a veterinarian, who, after lie

has ascertained what it is, will also know how
it can with safety be operated on or be
removed.
Scrotal Hernia.—J. McC, Washington,

Ohio, writes: "I have a colt, six weeks old,
that was ruptured when it was born. His sac
now is about as large as a goose egg."
Answer:—Have your colt castrated with

"covered" testicles as soon as the latter are
sufficiently developed to facilitate the oper-
ation. The latter will effect a cure, and is not
dangerous, if performed by a competent vet-
erinarian.
A Dry, Hacking Congh.—Th. L., Ellis,

Kan. As I have so often said before, one sol-
itary symptom, especially if so common to
many diseases as coughing. Is altogether in-
sufficient to make a diagnosis. A- dry, hack-
ing cough alone simply indicates an irritation
of the larynx, nothing more nor less. But
such an irritation may have, a great many
different and very serious causes—tuberculo-
sis, even, included.

Old Age.—G. P. C, Snow's Falls, Maine. If
you think your cow does not eat any hay on
account of defective teeth, have her mouth
examined and find out. Maybe she has lost
several of her molars on account of old age.
If such Is the case, you may succeed in keep-
ing her in fair condition, for some time at
least, by feeding food that does not require
much mastication. If the examination reveals
diseased (carious or decayed) teeth, the same
will have to be extracted, which is easily done
in an old animal.

Has been Kicked.—J. P. D., Girard, Ohio.
If your horse has been kicked on the pas-
tern (?) joint, if the leg or joint is wounded
and much swollen, and if the horse cannot
bear any weight upon it^does not touch the
ground with the foot—you have a case that
should have been promptly attended to by a
competent veterinarian. It is probable that
either a bone has been broken or that the
joint has been opened, and if such is the case,
your horse, after so much delay, may possibly,
if not dead, be kept alive, but will remain a
worthless cripple. Such cases need immedi-
ate attention.

Seedy Toe.—S. B., South New Lyme, Ohio.
Your description leaves me In doubt of what
you mean, a case of so-called "seedy toe ;" that
is, a separation between wall and sole, or a
so-called sand-crack; that is, a perpendicular
split from upward downward, or from down-
ward upward, in the wall of the hoof. In both
cases the necessary treatment is be,st adminis-
tered by a good horseshoer. Therefore, unless
yon prefer to have the necessary operation
performed by a veterinarian, or unless the
case is so bad that real surgical treatment has
become necessary, I would advise you to have
your mare shod and the case attended to by a
good horseshoer.

Oallod Withers.—Clematis, Cadmus, Ohio.
The galling or bruising of the withers of your
horse is produced by the defective construc-
tion of your side-saddle, which is not suf-
ficiently high in the chamber, at least not
high enough for the (probably) high withers
of your horse. It may also be that the girths
are not drawn tight enough, and allow the
saddle to slip from one side to the other. This
is the more injurious if the rider has not a
good seat, does not sit straight, but wriggles
from one side to the other. If you will take
the above hints and act accordingly, theswell-
in,g, unless already abscess formation has
taken place, will subside and probably disap-
pear: If an abscess or abscesses have formed,
it will be best, and in the end cheapest, to,'

have the animal treated by a competent vet-
erinarian.

Probably a Tnmor.—M. L. I., Lynchburg,
Va. According to your description, it seems
that your mare has a tumor, polype or some
morbid growth in the respiratory passages
(nasal cavities and accessory sinuses). Sup-
posing that you have in a city like Lynchburg
a veterinarian competent to examine a horse
—one who smokes horses with tar and feath-
ers won't do—I would advise you to have your
mare examined, so that you may learn what
ails the same, notwithstanding that a cure,
very likely, will be out of the question. Still,
this will depend upon the result of a thorough
examination.
An Old Wound.—Ch. St., Ramsey, La.

Maybe there is yet a piece of wood or some
other foreign body in the wound; or maybe
the bottom of the wound is lower than
the opening; or finally. It may be that the
bone (the sternum) itself has been injured. At
any rate, you must flrst make a thorough
examination by careful probing. If you find
a foreign body, the same, of course, must be
removed. If you find that the bottom of the
abscess is, lower than the opening, the latter
must be enlarged in a downward direction
sufficiently to enable the pus and exudates
to be freely discharged. In either case, the old
wound should receive strict antiseptic treat-
ment—be dressed at least twice a day with a
four-per-cent solution of carbolic acid or of
creoline (Pearson's), to be introduced, accord-
ing to circumstances, by means of a syringe,
OT with a tuft of absorbent cotton. A dress-
ing with iodoform, too, may be of good service.
That the wound or sore should be protected
and be kept as clean as possible, may not need
any mentioning. If, however, you should
find that the sternum is affected, and that you
have to deal with a sternum fistule, you may
just as well, flrst as last, give up hope of ever
being able to effect a permanent healing.

TC'TiTp'T' The New Sonth, giving correct and re-
JAiJJJIi liable information to those seeking lands

and homes in the southern states. . Address, with
stamp, W. S. FRANCIS, 34C West Main St., Louisville, Kj.

ELECTRICITY AGAIN TRIUMPHANT
The Bliss Electro-Calvanic Horse Band.

ftWill cure
'yourhorse
of Splints,
Weak

Joints,
Bog-

Spavin,
Side-Eonea, Curbs, Ring-bones, Kidney Troubles. FiUoa Tendon?, V/ini Walla, ^
Wherever used its auccefls has been marvcloiia. Each baud ia made to last, una

contains a complete battery. Price ?3 each, J5 per pair. Correspondence solicited.

Address B. B. BUSS ELECTRIC CO., IOWA FALLS, IOWA.

ARMERS 9
^SS UNEASY V

Send a postal to the Bureau of lin=

migration, Spokane, Wash., for Special
information upon a rare offer made you
by that great and naturally rich state.

MILK

and Cream will sour

and cause loss unless you use

PRESERVALINE. It's cheap

and harmless. Keeps milk and cream

fresh and sweet five to seven days,

without ice. Successfully used for

seventeen years. Sample free.

Preservaline Manufactur'g Co.,

12 Cedar St., New York.
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A WOMAN'S WAY.
Sometiraes elie conies riglit out and says

She does not love me, flat.

I smile and think it wouldn't do

For me to tell her that.

And sometiraes when I tie her shoes

She calls me etupid. Why
.Tust tliink ! Suppose I'd call her that ?

Phew ! How 'twould make her cry !

And sometimes when I claim a kiss

She turns me o£f, "Nay ! nay !"

But oh, what trouble it would make
It I should act that way !

If she would only let me feel

That I had won her, then

I'd be more settled than I am

—

I'd act like other men.

And yet I hate to own it up—
I'm but a nutn, you know

—

Because my girl treats me this way
Is why I love her so.

—Neu) York World.

lill-o'-the-wisps' Story
A TAI<E BY MARIE PETIBRSEN,

. Authoress of "The Princess Use."

TRANSLATED BY MARY CHAPMAU.

IQNES FATUI.

HE -will-o'-the-wIsp said:

"The girl! Oh, the girl

laughed gaily and cried,

'Oh, father, gold and jewels

forUlrich!' She turned up
her little nose and said

svisely, 'No, rings and
chains I shall keep for my-
self -when I get them. They
will be more suitable for

me than for the future right

reverend.'"
"Well, and the young man?"

asked the owl.

The flame shook impatiently

:

"Oh, be still ! You know enough
already. There is nothing more
to tell about the young man. He

sat silent a long time. AVhen the father

spoke of a rewa:rd and a gold ring, he turned
his head quickly; he looked at the father

with a bright light in his deep, dark eyes.

Again a question, a doubt stood there, and
with them hope, and dreams of the future.

What was the matter with him? The
father smiled kindly at him, the mother
looked at him tenderly, and her eyes shone

through tears. A hot blush mounted to the

young man's forehead. Silently he gazed be-

fore him. He did not hear the girl's chatter of

a lovely white glove she would give him lined

with satin, in which his scar would be com-
fortable.

"Who could have understood everything

that they thought, felt and said? The kettle

sat right on my nose, and hummed and
danced. Steam hissed up from time to time;

blue clouds of smoke fluttered away from the
pipe. The girl let the dark yeliow liquid

flow from the silver urn into the cups, and
hot, seething, flowery fragrance rose up,

mingling with the other smoke."
"Hot, seething, flowery fragrance?" cried

the little wild thyme blossoms. "Will-o'-the-

wisp, that is a story! Flower fragrance is

cool and fresh."

"Be still, be still!" whispered the ivy, "be
careful that the Camillas do not hear what
you say, little thyme blossoms, nor the blos-

soms of the linden and the elder. They would
punish your presumption."
The flame laughed loud and scorrifuUy ; it

bowed and danced, and resumed

:

"Hot, seething, fragrant vapor rose from the

tea blossoms, and circled around the crystal

vase; snow-white sugar, broken into glitter-

ing lumps, lay there. The breath of the tea

blossoms blew hot around the sugar, and
breathed out the question : 'Rememberest thou
thy native land, under the glowing sunshine
of the tropics? Rememberest thou how hot
he lay on the fields of sugar-cane, how the
black hands of the negro cut down the tall

stalks, how black hands first attended thee,

thou white sweet?' The sugar was silent; it

gave no answer. The sugar knew very well
that the hot rays of the tropical sun had never
kissed its mother, for its mother was a beet."

''You must prove that, you overwise will-o'-

the-wisp," snapped Professor Uhu. "Beet-root
sugar more than twenty years ago ! You must
prove that."

"Ho, ho! what do I care!" cried the flame.
"1 am tired. I shall prove nothing. The
kettle over me sang wild melodies; it made
droll, gurgling noises. The mother beckoned;
the girl rose quickly, lifted the kettle off; and
bent over me. I felt a warm breath. Ho, ho!
They seek my life! My life is sweet. I will

not die—no, I will live. I am happy in this
cheerful company. I gathered myself to-

gether, and fought bravely for my life. Will
you b^ow at me, lovely child? I do not fear

your rosy mouth, I will blow back—husch!
Take care! My breath is hotter than yours!
Alas! The handsome youth also bends over
me, no struggle will save me. He blows
violently—blows me out."

"Ah, ah !" sighed the water-lily, "if lights

lyveonlyto be extinguished, it is a sad life!"

The will-o'-the-wisp whirled about in a few
more circles, made a bold leap—patsch! it fell

into the pond and died.

Again a light fluttered over the Phantoms'
Meadow. Not far from the shore trembled a
little twinkling light; it glided slowly along,

often stopping and listening anxiously to
every soixnd, every slight breath of air. A
small voice lamented

:

"Alas! the wind over the damp moorland!
Wretched little light that I am, I am dying,
blowing out!" And the light slipped behind a
mole-hill and concealed itself there.

"That won't do! That will never do!" cried

the glow-woi-ms. ""We want to see and hear
you, little flame, you must come nearer."

"Merciful heaven!" mourned the little

light. "The wind! It will not permit me! I

cannot—cannot'come !"

"Oh, please help him!" cried the water-lily

to the glow-worms. Thej' flew to the little

light, and said they could protect it if it would
only come.

"No, no!" said the flame, cowering back
timidly. "You have wings that blow, and
make wind. If you will go before, and show
me a safe path, I will follow."

They did so. The glow-worms flew to the
bank, and the trembling flame glided slowly
after them. But on the bank it crept among
the grasses, flickering timidly, fearin* every
waving blade, seeking a more sheltered place,

and when at last it began to whisper in its

low, weak voice, the water-lily complained
that she could not bear a word.
"Can't you swim?" said the young owl.
"Yes, indeed, I swim nicely," said the light.

"In fact, I always used to swim. But then I

wore a stifi' collar of cardboard, and I sat on a
bright little stool that had cork stoppers on
each of its three legs."

"Here is a boat for you, that will do just as
well," said the owl, and threw a dry acorn-cup
down from her branch into the water.
"The tiresome old blue-stocking has really

had a good idea for once," said one of the
glow-worms to the other, as he broke off a
slender stalk, took his place in the floating

acorn-cup, and steered it skilfully to land.

There he left the skiflf in the care of the blue
forget-me-not, while he flew a little way up
the declivity, where the light was now wait-
ing by his comrade's side. Both glow-worms
now encouraged the light, showing him how
he could slide down an overhanging black-
berry-vine, and drop with perfect safety right
into his little boat. The blue-eyed flowerets

below helped him as he climbed in, and the
little flame sat there in the acorn-cup, and
shuddered as the skiff began to rock a little.

The glow-worms had called a great night-
moth with splendid wings of many-colored
velvet. The moth flew very near the water,
making a gentle breeze with its waving
wings, and so driving the little boat before it.

The glow-worms flew before, talking gaily,

and trying to make the light smile by their

jests, and so relieve its fears; but the light sat

curled up in a heap, crackling softly and
timidly, and hardly ventured to look around.
So it was carried over the cove, and reached
the water-lily ; there with a delicate blade of

grass, the glow-worrhs fastened the acorn-cup,

like a little boat, to one of the broad, floating

leaves,,on which they stationed themselves.

"Poor child!" said the water-lily. "Now it

Is over. Were you very much afraid?"

"I am not accustomed to sea voyages," said

the flame in its low voice. "My bright stool

always stood still. I passed my life shut up in

a small, cozy chamber. Around me were por-

celain walls and a green shade. Not a breath !

Not a sound!* It was a silent sick-room. My
pale light fell tranquilly around, talking in

the sunlight with the moonlight, the silver

moonlight—the same light and peace rested

on the pale face. A weary, quiet flgure. I

painted dream scenes for her, I wove shadowy
webs about her tired eyes. Now she must sleep.

Does she then sleep? The young man sat on a
low chair by her - bedside. He held her thin
hand. How gently, how nobly he spoke to

her of dying, of the peace of death! Pie

prayed with her until she fell asleep. The
young man's earnest,dark eyes shown with the
peace and faith that make death so easy. Did
not angels float with white wings down the
moonbeams that fell into the room? Whence
came the light that shone around the sick

woman and the young clergyman? Is she
still sleeping? She moves, her lips breath'

a

name; "Hannah!" She often utters that
name; she is calling her child. The joung
man bends over her. Shall he call her daugh-
ter? 'No, no!' the Invalid smiles, she collects

herself. She llkos to be alone with him. She
has much to say to him, and her time is short.

'"Must she then die?' I ask anxiously, and
looked about me. The medicine-bottles,tightly

corked, with long, white beards, stand around
me in a half circle. They nod silently in

answer to my anxious question. 'But she has
so much strength—hear her speak!'

'"She will die! Not to-day, but soon. She
has but a few days to live!' they answer
softly.

"Near meisa fever medicine; only a little

remains in the glass.

" 'Can you not help her?'

.

" 'She has emptied me three times,' says the
little bottle. 'I could do nothing for her.'

" 'But you, dark brown syrup, in you there is

life. You foam in your glass.'

" 'Hush, hush ! 1 have doue all I cquld, I shall

never again moisten her lips. Hush, hush,
hush !'

"'But you have just come, you are still wear-

ing your gay hat, and the warm air of the
sick-room brings out a damp mist on j'our

cold glass. You come with new strength, and
will bring her life.'

" 'I bring nothing but myself. She will
drain me to the last drop, yet she will die-
she will die—will die!'

"I listened again to the talk by the sick-bed.
She spoke of parting from her husband, her
child, the unprotected .youth of her Hannah.
The young man looked quickly up.
"'Hannah's unprotected youth—is thatwhat

you said, dear mother? Has she not still her
loving father? And is it possible, mother—
"have my loving hopes deceived me so en-
tirely? Have not you, and her father—oh, it

was audacity to dream it!—did you not both
choose me as the guardian of your treasure?'
"The invalid smiled tenderly through her

tears. She laid her feeble hand upon his
head. She stroked his dark locks, and
smoothed back his rich curls. Then she spoke
again. He had rightly understood them; for
many years it had been their ardent wish that
he, as their daughter's husband, might be
more closely united, if that were possible,

with their house and hearts. So the mother
says. But all that is still so vague, so far off-
she will never see her daughter in her bridal
crown. Therefore, she would be so glad—it is

her last earthly wish—she says it would make
her departure easier if before she dies she
could see her Hannah's hand In his, if this

very day she could by their betrothal receive

a pledge of her children's future happiness."
"Unk, Unk !" cried the frogs in the pond.
"What was that noise!" asked the little

flame.

"Be still below there !" whispered the water-
lily. "A story about human beings is being
told here. You must not disturb us."

"The young man started up," said the light;

"he stood by the bedside. His breast ex-

panded, his cheeks glowed. He looked at the
invalid; he strove to speak, but he turned
away in silence. He walked up and down the
room with long strides. Was it my feeble

light that made him look so white? Does
offered happiness make one pale? Glowing
with joy he listened to the mother's wo^ds;
now his face shows that there is a hard strug-

gle within him; his lips are pressed together
as if in pain, his forehead is pale.

"He stands again by the sick-bed and speaks.

I do not understand his broken words. What?
He refuses her request? He rejects his happi-
ness? Yes, if I understood rightly. He takes
both the sick woman's hands, and begs she
will not disturb her child's sweet tranquility

by premature words, that she will not make
Hannah's childish lips utter vows which her
heart may not confirm. He will not break
from the tree of life unripe happiness, which
may need years of sunshine and rain ere it

falls ripened into his bosom.
"The young man was much moved. His

words sounded impressive, strong and con-
vincing. The invalid speaks little, in a feeble

voice, a mere breath—restless and uneasy. He
holds up his hand. I distinctly hear him say,

'See, dear mother, Hannah's mark is burned
in there—the hand so consecrated I will never
give to another !' "

"Unk, unk, unk!" sounded again from the
depths.

"Ah ! I am afraid, that sounds so dismal !"

sigfhed the flame, and trembled so violently

that its little acorn-cup began to rock like a
boat on a stormy sea.

"You need not be disturbed," said the water-
lily. "The frogs are old friends of mine, only
they take very gloomy views of life."

And the flame grew calm, and continued:
"Kneeling by the bed, bending over the in-

valid, the young man spoke of his love, his

hopes; said how sweet, how lovely was Han-
nah, whom he hoped some day to win—how
dear she was to Ms heart. Oh, the mother, the
mother! I saw a flush on her cheeks, a light in
her eyes. That is the glow of life—she will

live—she will yet see her children's happiness.
"The bottles ring, again they whisper: 'It is

the glow of death, the glow of fever! Do you
hear nothing, see nothing? The fever, the
fever returns !'

"Ah, I heard, I saw! I heard the death-
clock tick in the wall. I heard the rustle of

broad pinions. Back in the dark corner, far

beyond piy narrow circle of light, something
rises, waves its bat-like wings, a misty gray
veil flutters! The air is close, oppressive! It

advances with veiled head, it floats In the air;

seeking the shadows, it touches the curtains
of the bed, grasps them, and holds them fast in

its sharp claws, hot and fiery as red-hot iron!

Ah ! what a face grins out from the gray folds.

Pale, distorted, with wild eyes and disordered

hair! Oh, draw the veil over it! Again it looks

out, now blooming with youth, all ro.ses and
smiles and shining curls. Again and again
and again a face appears—all alike—whole
rows of them, encircled with floating gray
veils ; they danced around the sick-bed.

"Does not the young man see it? The bat-

wings hover so closely over the invalid, the
fiery claws are thrust into her breast. He has
laid his hand on her forehead; he listens

anxiously to her troubled breathing.

"A door opens softly. A light step, a lovely
girlish flgure, as fair and gentle as a sunbeam
she glides into the room. The little band is

laid on the curtains, and a sweet voice asks,

'Has my dear mother been asleep?' The blue
eyes looked anxiously at the sick woman, and
rise with questioning glance to the face of the
silent youth. She sits down on a low seat,

and tenderly smooths the coverlet."

"Ah, ah! There it flies!" screamed the flame.
"Do you see the bat-wings, the gray veil?"
"What flies? Who? Where?" asked the

water-lily, the glow-worms and the grasses
all together in terror.

"The fever-do you not see it? There, by the
great tree!"

Yes, they sa-sv a thick, gray shadow—was it
not a cloud?—rise from the Phantoms'
Meadow and float up around the tree-tops.
In the dark boughs of the old maple it van-
ished from their sight. The young wanderer
under the tree felt a hot breath pass over him,
a gray veil fluttered before him, broad pinions
waved over his head. He struck at the huge
bat with a stick, and the shadowy form dis-
solved into a sudden shower which chilled
his nerves and marrow. He thought that the
weird flying creatures of the night had shaken
the damp foliage of the maple, which had
rained its ice-cold drops upon him. But the
old owl shrieked in the thicket, and the froga
croaked louder than before. He heard the
water-lily say:

"Where is the little will-o'-the-wisp?" and
saw the acorn skiff floating empty.
"The light has gone—it faded away!" said a

glow-worm.

The daisy asked

:

"Did it not leave a heap of ashes in the little

boat?"
"Do you suppose the spirit of a light dies like

a pastil?" croaked the old owl. "It does not
die even when it goes out. Perhaps it has
sprung up again over yonder."
In the background of the Phantoms'

Meadow rose a bright, dazzling radiance. A
circle of sparkling lights, gleaming with
every color, like diamonds, hovered over the
moor. As it approached, the night breeze dis-

solved it, broad rays and lightefell away like
leaves or flowers—it floated about the moor,
and was scattered again into countless bright
flames and sparks. These again drew together;
glowing like a chain of jewels, they danced
about and traced fantastic figures and ar-
abesques.

The water-lily and the glow-worms, the ivy,
blackberry, reeds, and all the other spectators
expressed their delight. Even the young owl,
who was too highly cultured to admire things
generally, cried out, "Superb !" But directly
after she coughed, looked around to see if any
one had noticed how much she liked it, and
yawned demonstratively -with outspread
wings.

The bright flames had formed a circle, and
were dancing about. They danced to the
edge of the little cove, and here, stormed with
questions and entreaties from all the com-
pany in the wood, they prepared to tell their
adventures. Separating, and again uniting in
their dance, they passed through a thicket on
the slope, they hovered in the air, and hung-
like glowing fruit in the branches of the hazel"
bushes, until at last they rested in shimmer-
ing groups on the damp moss.
The water-lily watched them admiringly, •

and was impatient for them to speak. The
old owl rolled his green eyes, and asked if

they came from the East, the land of sunlight
and splendor, from Scheherezade's magic
palace, or from the intoxicating, glowing
songs of Persian poets.

"No, no, we were born far from the sun-
light; we are children of night and shadow,
born very near here," said a bright green
flame. "Where the forest ends and tlie

shadows fall, under lindens and palm-trees,

among the dark chestnuts, there we lived and
shone; where the stately old mansion looked
with its brightly-illumined windows down
from thf3 terrace, while the servants flew
down the broad, stone steps, where the elms
whispered in the evening breeze, and stone
sea-gods let the imprisoned water of the wild
brook splash in marble basins, there we
shone and gleamed, countless bright lamps
among the dark trees in the park."

A blinding flame, shooting out red fire, said

quickly:
"Thousands of roses glowed, and the white

cups of the lilies were full of fragrance and
night dews. The broad avenues were filled by
a gay, happy crowd—elegantly-dressed ladies,

noble men, youthful charms, youthful audac-
ity, and ripe earnestness, noble dignity. Gay
groups of dancers moved over the velvet car-

pet of clo.se-cut turf. Among the trees flash

and flicker from their tall standards the

gleaming pine torches, there gay music sounds
—the clear blasts of trumpets, the bold drum-
beats, and the wild melody of violins ; solemn
basses hum now and then, and the childish

tinkling of bells and cymbals is heard."

Another flame, violet colored, with a dim
light, said mournfully:
"The roses are faded, ah, how long ago! The

dark firs in the park have shot up far into the

air since that night, and have strewed many
brown needles on the ground. The stone

statues are worn by the storms and overgrown
with moss. The wild water ' flows no longer

through the pipes laid for it, but has sought

out Its own path and cut two islands in the

park. Ah, twenty years is a long, longtime!
The weeping-willow droops over the brook.

The green branches of the tree of life are

withered."
"How pale 'and spectral you look, like blue

moonlight," said the green light, reprovingly.

"Has the west wind again brought you sor-

rowful news from the valley? I do not grudge

you your dance with him over the swaying
blades of grass, but if he always makes you
sad I will Interrupt your gossipings."

"Is it twenty years since the festival was
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celebrated and we were present?" cried the

red light ; "to me it seems like yesterday. Oh

,

what a festival! Joy and delight resounded
through the fresh, cool park. The mignonette
and stock gilUflower that slept through the

long, sultry day, now awoke, and, on their

light wings followed the guests caressingly.

But ah, the guests! Laughing lips, beaming
eyes wherever I looked !"

"And grave, close-shrlt lips and sad, down-
cast eyes," murmured the violet-colored light

softly.

"What was the festival for?" asked the
young owl. "Was it a wedding?"
"Alas, alas !" sighed the violet-colored flame

;

but the green flame said

:

"I heard nothing about a wedding. I saw
no bride with veil and crown, but many a
wonderfully lovely maiden, worthy of such
adornment." >

"And many brave and fiery youths, who did
not lack the courage to win a maiden's
heart!"
"Yes, one above all !" cried the red flame,

and shot up more brightly its ruby-colored

light. "He was as tall and stately as a noble
young fir-tree, when it bears the tender green
of spring on all its boughs. His dark head
seemed bathed in sunlight, his black eyes

beamed with life and joy, and on his lips

played an enchanting smile. His voice was
like music, and he flew over the green turf in

the dance as though he floated on the wind."
"Yes, he!" said another flame, burning with

a dazzling, gold light. "He came from far

over the sea, from England, to visit his

brother. Relatives had accompanied him—
two lovely young cousins with their noble

mother. Did you not see the slender island

maidens, and the fine, gold threads of their

long, silky locks?"

"I saw them," said the green light. "I saw
them as though they were phantoms, as I saw
the little cloud near the evening star. My
evening star, the star of the evening, was an-
other maiden, the fairest of all—deep blue,

child-like eyes looked from her sweet face, on
her brown braids she wore a wreath of corn-

flowers."

"I saw her dance with the stranger!" cried

the red light. "He danced with none but
her!"
"I saw her sitting by his side on the stone

bench!" said another, and the third cried:

"I saw her talking gaily with the young
man, turn aside from the dance, and wander
through the avenues of roses."

"I heard every word they spoke," said the
ruby-colored light. "The huge linden-wee
which bore me stood near enough for that."

And the voilet-colored light said

:

"The huge linden-tree which bore us, stood
near enough for that; I also heard what they
said, and alas! another also heard it!"

"Who was the other?" asked the owl.

"A tall, dignified 'young man; with folded

arms he leaned against the trunk of the old

linden below me. Jasmines, whose white,

starry blossoms had already fallen, concealed

him from the others; but his dark eyes sur-

veyed everything, and yet rested only on one
face, with dark blue, child-like eyes looking
out from under the wreath of corn-flowers.

But alas! this loveliness brought no smile to

his lips."

"I also saw the pale dreamer," said the
golden light. "Close by was a chaflng-dish,

and in the dancing flames leaped and sprang
Little Schabernack, the spark-elf. He seemed
to mock, with all his boldness and malice,

at the grave man. He chattered wild stuff:

'See how deeply you are burned! Does the
pain gnaw? Put it out! You know how. Ho!
water! Put out the fire of love! Put it out!

Put it out! Ho, bo!' Crackling and hissing he
leaped high up, he sprang onto the young
man's shoulder, onto his hair. But the young
man did not notice or feel it. Then 'pufl",' he
sprang onto his hand ; a sharp bite from the
malicious fire goblin—that touched him ! He
started, he looked sadly at his hand, where
was a deep, old scar."

"Did you see his sorrowful smile ?" asked the
violet-colored light.

"Ah, tell us what the two said among the
roses!" entreated the water-lily.

The red flame answered quickly

:

"Gladly, if I could remember it. It was all

jest and laughter, happy childish trifling.

Then a rose-tree branch caught the maiden's
fluttering dress; the young man released it

from the thorns, but there was a little rent.

The maiden scolded the rude thorns. He said
the rose-bush was not to blame for seeking to
hold her fast; his only wonder was that it let

her go at last. She said the thorns might
have been more gentle, it was a pity to tear
the dress. 'A twig is broken from the rose-

tree, too,' said he; 'do you think when one has
once seized and held you that one can free
oneself without pain and loss, and let you
go?"

"Did you hear the sigh from under the
linden-tree?" whispered the violet flame.

"The young man bent," continued the
other, "and plucked from the broken stalk
three fresh, half-opened rosebuds. He gave
them to her and said she could see for herself

how easy it would be to mistake h^r for the
flowers, and it was natural that the branch
should think her one of its roses. They were
delicate blossoms, just tinged with color, and
glowing at the heart with a deeper red.

'Maiden's blush,' men call that rose. There
she stood now, a, faithful image of that lovely
flower, the sweet maiden-rose before the
young man. Embarrassed, the dark lashes

fell; she held the roses in her white hands,

and had pulled them to pieces before she knew
what she was doing."

"Are human beings so cruel to poor flow-

ers?" asked the water-lily.

"The young man also called her cruel, to

destroy the lovely roses so pitilessly," said the

flame. "'They shall not die so, trampled
down,' said he, and gathering the delicate

petals from the ground, he strewed them on
the flames in the chafing-dish.' "

i

"He burned the poor leaflets?" cried the hor-

rified water-lily.

"A pagan funeral sacrifice," said Professor

Uhu, and laughed complacently.
The green light said :

"The fair maiden stood a little ba«k in the

shadow, but the dancing flames threw sharp

and flickering lights on the lovely pale face.

More hot and burning fell the flaming glance

of two dark eyes. She had turned away from
their flre and brilliancy and did not see that

two other dark eyes looked earnestly and
questioningly upon her from the shadow of

the jasmine."

"How plaintively the nightingale sang in

the thicket," sighed the violet light.

[To be co7\linued.]

ABOUT BAMBOO.

The bamboo is a true grass. It ought to be

cultivated in this country. Successful bam-
boo plantations have already been established

in California. In China the plant is applied

to more than flve hundred dififerent purposes.

A farmer builds his dwelling and fences out
of it, his farming implements as well as his

household furniture and utensils are made
from it, while the tender shoots provide a
vegetable for his table. A few species have a
berry-like fruit, and the seeds of other kinds
resemble rice. The roots are carved into fan-

tastic images, or cut into lantern-handles and
canes. The tapering culms are used for props
for houses, for ribs of sails, for coops and cages.

Leaves are sewn into rain-coats and thatches.

The shavings furnish stuffing for pillows,

while various parts supply the beds for sleep-

ing, the chop-sticks for eating, the pipe for

smoking, the mattress to lie upon, the chair

to sit upon, the table to eat on and the fuel to

cook the food with. The skewer to pin the
hair, the hat to screen the head, the paper to

write on, the pencil to write with, the bucket
to draw water, the crab-net and the flsh-pole

are one and all provided by the bamboo.
The usefulness of the bamlioo has been em-

balmed by Mary McNeil Scott in a poem that

is worth producing here

:

One night when the hills were drenched with dew.
And moonbeams lay about,

The comical cone of a 5'ouug bamboo
Came cautiously creeping out.

It tossed its cap upon the ground.
Amazed at the sudden light,

And so pleased it was with the world it found.

That it grew six feet that night.

It grew and it grew in the summer breeze;

It grew and it grew, until

It looked right over the camphor-treea

To the further side of the hill.

A Japanese phrase the wood-cutter used

C'Tine tree!" is what we should say).

He chopped it all around till it fell to the ground;
His ox then hauled it away.

He made a fine tub from the lowermost round,
A pail from the following one;

A caddy for rice from the very next slice.

And his work was no more than begun.

The next were tall vases and medicine-cases,
Witli dippers and cups galore;

There were platters and bowls, and pickets and poles.
And matting to spread on the floor.

A parasol-frame and an intricate game.
And the ribs to a paper fan;

A sole to his shoe and a tooth -pick or two
He made next—this wonderful man.

A pencil, I think, and a bottle for ink.

And a stem for his miniature pipe;

A ring for his hand, and a luncheon-stand.
And a tray for the oranges ripe.

'

A rake then he made, and a small garden spade.
And a trellis to loop up his vine.

A flute which he blew, and a tea-strainer, too.
And a fiddle to squeak shrill and fine.

It would take me all day, if I were to eay
All that wonderful man brought to view;

But a traveler I met says he's sitting there yet;

At work on that single bamboo.
—Detroit Free Press.

TWO GUIDES TO HAPPINESS.

Here are a couple of guides to happiness,
which some wise person has lately discovered

:

For a fit of passion, take a walk in the open
air. You may then speak to the wind with-
out hurting any person, or proclaiming your-
self to be a simpleton.

For a fit of idleness, count the tickings of a
clock. Do this for one hour, and you will be
glad to pull off your coat and go to work like
a man.

GOOD MORALS.
The press is a power for good or evil. The

Cincinnati Gazette champions the cause of
virtuous rectitude and social morality. This
excellent family paper is pure in thought and
tone. It is published twice a week, and its
subscription price is only one dollar'a year.
Write to the Gazette Company, Cincinnati, O.,
for a free sample copy. You and your neigh-
bors will like it. You can do (?ood and make
money by influencing many of them to sub-
scribe. Try it, and get up a club.

FOR THE BA5Y.
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., CIN'TI.

Beeman's Pepsin Gum.
CAPTION.—See that the name

Beeman is on each wrapper.
The Perfection of Chewlne;
6om and a Selldons Kemedy
fc^r Indleestlon. Each tablet con-
tains one grain Beeman's pure pepsin.

Send S cents for sample package.

THE BEEMAN CHEMICAL CO.
39 Lake St., Cleveland, 0.

Originators of Pepsin Chewing Qum,

1
EWIS' 98 % LYE
POUSSES ABS mruvxs

... (PATENTED)
The strongrent and pnpe»t Lye

made. Unlike other Lye, H being
a fine powder and packed In a can
with removable Ud, the contents

are always ready for use. Win
make the best perfumed Hard Soap
in 20 minutes wlttaont toolllns.
It 1» the bent forcleanslug waste
pipes, disinfecting sinks, closets,

washing iKJttles, paints, trees, etc

FBNITA. SALT M'PO CO.
Geru Agts., Phlla., Pa,

High
Arm

FREE!
The following remarkable

statement to which we direct
special attention, is from a
Tenn. farmer.

My age is 63. I suffered in-
tensely from catarrh 10 years,
dry scabs formed in nostrils,
one or both sides stopped up
continuUy, dryness and sore-
ness of throat, hoarseness,
intense headache, took cold

easily, and had continual roaring, cracking,
buzzing, and singing in my ears. My hearing
began to fail, and for three years I was almost
entirely deaf, and continually grew worse.
Everything I had tried failed. In despair I

commenced to use the Aerial Medication in
1888, and the effect of the first application was
simply wonderful. In less than five minutes
my hearing was fully restored, and has been
perfect ever since, and in a few months was
entirely cured of catarrh.

ELI BROWN, Jackshoro, Tenn.
Medicines for Three Months' Treatment Free.

To introduce this treatment and prove be-
yond doubt that it is a positive cure for Deaf-
ness, Catarrh, Throat and Lung Diseases, I
will, for a short time, send Medicines' for three
months' treatment free. Address,

J. H. MooKB, M. D., Cincinnati, O.

SAVE H YOUR FUEL
By using our (stove pipe) RADIATOR,

It has 120 Cross Tubes where 4866

sq. in. of iron get intensely hot, thus

making ONE stove or furnace do the

work of TWO. Send postal for proofs,

from prominent men.
To introduce our Radiator, the first

order from each neighborhood filled

at WHOLESALE price, thus gecuring
an agency. Write at once. '

ROCHESTER RADIATOR CO.,

Rochester, H. Vm

ftinVfl TQ Before You Buy A Wheel send
DIUIULEiW stamp for our bargain list of hisch-
grade second-hands. Good wheels $10 to $75.
EISENBRANDT CYpLE CO., Baltimore, Md.

ICANVAS FOLDING bather so TWO PAILS of wa-

J menti for Home Electric Bath. In-
vif^oratins. Cheap. Investi^te.

i Ac&eII%,Co,,UiaBisliu:g,OU;.

MYHUSBAKD^
iCKBtieehow

yoa do tt*

$00 Kenwood naehUe for - $23.UO
^ %m Arllnpton naehiae for - 91V.50
Htacdard Slnpers - 98.00, $11.00
$15.00, and 27 other styles. AH mt-

tachmentiFREE. We p»y freight ahip any-
' where on RO days free trial, in any home

I

without asking one cent in advance. Buy
from factory. Save ag:entB large profits,

I Over 100,00U in nse. Catalogue and testi-

Imonials Free, Write at once. Address
*{i.fnU), CASH BUYERS' UNION,

158-164 West Van Buren St, B 7, Chicago, III.

SOLD!
UNDER A

POSITIVE GUARANTEE
to wash as clean as can be done onthe 75,000 in | use.

wanhboardaud with much more ease. Thisappliesto
TerrllTs Perfect Washlniff Machine whicli will be sent
on trial at wholesale price; if not satisfactorytmoney re-
funded. AjeentH Wanted. For exclusive teiTitory, terms
and prices write FORTLANDaiFG. CO., Box 4, Portland, DUclu

YOU CAN BECOME
A WATCHMAKER

And establish yourself In apaylneftOBl-
oess, by securing our set of tooiB and
instruction Book. All first-class*— «_ Tfliicn cost; atJnweler's tOOlS. whicu cost) at
wEoIeskle'^ fe.SO. B'ook tells you hovr

touae them-maUes success easy.

, Book and Tools S^-^S. t«e9
'picture). Sent by express on receipt or
price; S4.75 or C. O. D. where $1.00 ac-

'companiesthe order. Sendfor our prtoo

listi. HOFMAN SUPPLY CO.,
Wholesale Dealers In

nATCHnAKBRS' TOOISANDBCPFUES^
l&4B*y 8t.> ColDmblia, OUO.

OHIO NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
The I^argest and Most Prosperous School in

Ohio. I/ast Atmual Enrollment, 3,744.
Departments: Literary, Military, Civil Engineering,

Commercial, Pharmacy, Law, Vhonographic, Music,
T'ine Art, Elocution and Telegraphic.
The Literary Department embraces Preparatory,

Teachers', Scientific, Literature, Claesical and
University courses. Teachers all Bpecialists. Teach-
ers' course offers unexcelled advantages; the Commer-
cial course is complete in all of its departments ; the
same can be said of the school as a "whole.
In Literary, Military, Engineering, Commercial and

Phonographic departments, we furnish tuition, and
room and board in private families, ten weeks for $28;
forty-nine weeks. SI 18. Tuition in above departments,
$8 for ten weeks; S33 for school year. Tuition per term
in Law department, $10; in Pharmacy, $16; in Music,
S12, and Fine Art, $10.
Students can enter at any time and select their

studies. First Fall term begins Aug. 7th, 1894.
. If everything is not as advertised, will pay traveling
expenses. Send for catalogue.

H. S. LEHR, A. M., Pres., Ada, O.

LEHMANN, PATTISON & NESBIT,
Washington, D. C. Examina-
tions Free. Send for circularsPATENTS

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water

Always mention this paper irtaen

answering advertisements, as adver-
tisers often have different articles
advertised In several papers.

I
I
1

i

THE SNOWBLAGK SHAWKNIT STOCKINGS,
PERMANENTLY BLACK,

SOFT, GLOSSY AND DURABLE,
HAVE BEEN IN RICH REPUTE FOR YEARS.

Sold by the trade generally and obtainable direct from the manufacturers.

MEDITTM-riNE COTTON HALF-HOSE, STYLE 18s8, @ 35c., POST-PAID.
EXTKA-PINE " " " " 19s9, " 25c., " "

EXTRA-FINE " " " / <i 1,4 « sor. " "
lYom best combed yarn, )

MEDIUM-STOUT COTTON HOSE, 1 « vfl " 40^ " "
1 and 1 rib for Boys and Girls, S

^
SHAW^STOCKING Ca. Lowell, Mass.

1

1

I

1
Sendfor Descriptive

Frice-List.

Our large 24-page catalogue of Or-
gans, also our new and elegant cat-
alogue of Pianos, containing 16 pp.
We have the largest manufactory
in the world, from wliich we sell

direct to tlie consumer at whole-
sale prices, thus saving the profits
of the dealer and the commissions
of the agents. We furnish a first-
class Organ, war- ,,
ranted 20 years, <M ^ 5Owith stool and J5\ X Y
book, for only ^l4J M.
No money required until instru-

ment has been thoroughly tested in
your own house. Sold on instal-

Easy payment.We positively guarantee every
Organ and Piano twenty years.
Send for catalogue at once it you want to obtain the greatest bargain ever

(

offered on earth. Write your name and address plainly, and we will send
by mail same day letter is received. '

As an advertisement, we cH A ^ ^ OO Stool, Book and Cover
,

will sell the first Piano of 7k "l Free,
our make in a place for only %lJ f £ %J Eegular price, $350.00.

1

$\75
Beethoven Piano a"" Organ Co.,

p. O. Box 628 Washington, N. J.
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AFTER THE BALL.

They sat and combed tbeir beautiful hair.

Their long, bright tresses one by one.

As they laughed and talked in the chamber
there

After the revel was done.

Robe of satin and Brussels lace,

Knots of flowers and ribbons, too.

Scattered about in every place.

For the revel is through.

And Maud and Madge in robes of white

—

The prettiest nightgowns under the sun

—

Stockingless, slipperless, sit in the night,

For the revel Is done.

Sit and comb their beautiful hair.

Those wonderful waves of brown and gold,

Till the fire is out in the chamber there,

And the little bare feet are cold.

Then steal along in a splendid dream
To a golden zittern's tinkling tune.

While a thousand lusters shimmering stream
In a palace's grand saloon.

Two and two they dreamily walk,
While an unseen spirit walks beside,

And all unheard in the lover's talk

He claimeth one for a bride.

Robed for the bridal and robed for the tomb.
Braided brown hair and golden trees;

There'll be only one of you left for the bloom
Of the bearded lips to press.

Oh, beautiful Maud, in her bridal white,

For you the revel has just begun ;

But for her who sleeps in your arras to-night
The revel of life is done.

But robed and crowned with your saintly

bliss,

Queen of heaven and bride of the sun.
Oh, beautiful Madge, you never will miss
The kisses another has won.

—JVb)-a Ferry.

CROCHETED WHEEL FOR TIDIES, IVIATS,

LAMBREQUINS, ETC.

^BBBEVIATIONS.—S c, single cro-

chet; d c, double crochet; st,

stitch; ch, chain; tr, treble; 1-tr,

long treble.

First wheel—After the first

wheel is crocheted,when crochet-

I ^-s^ ing the next wheels,

. e/^^ ioin to first wheel,

when crocheting the

tenth round. Begin with the center loop

over the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth

tr of twenty-three trebles in the seventh

round. * Only ch 2, 1 tr in the center loop

of the wheel (the one that is wanted to join-

to), ch 2, 1 tr in loop of previous round of

the wheel crocheting. Repeat from * with

each loop for 9 loops to join together, then

before; also joining all the rest of the
wheels together, the same as the third

wheel.

Crochet wheel—Make a ch of 12 st, join.

First round—Ch 3, 26 tr in ring of 12 ch

(27 tr, counting 3 ch as Itr), join Isc in

third st of 3 ch, ch 1.

Second round—1 d c in same st 1 s c is

in, 2 d c in each st all around (53 d c in

all), 1 s c in 1 ch st, ch 8 st.

Third round—* IVIiss 2 st, 1 tr in next st,

ch 5. Repeat from * 17 times, 1 s c in third

st of 8 ch (18 loops), ch 5 st.

Fourth round—* 14 l-tr (thread over
twice and count 5 ch 1 1-tr) in first loop
of .5 ch of previous round, 1 tr in next loop,

ch 5, 1 tr in next loop. Repeat from « six

times. 1 s c in fifth stitch of 5 ch, ch 6 st.

Fifth round—* 1 1-tr, and ch 1 in each st

of 1-tr of previous round (14 1-tr, count 6

ch as 1 1-tr and 1 ch st), 1 tr in loop of 5 ch,

ch 1. Repeat from six times. 1 s c in

fifth and sixth st of 6 ch, ch 3.

Sixth round— 25 tr in first 25 st (count

3 ch as 1 tr). Begin to coitnt from the first

ch st (and miss the first and last 1-tr) of

previous round, ch 5, miss 5 st (2 1-tr, 2 eh,

and 1 tr st). Repeat from * six times. 1 s

c in two first st of 25 trebles, ch 3 st.

Seventh round— " 23 tr on 25 tr of pre-

vious round (and miss the first and last

tr), ch 5, 1 tr in loop of 5 ch, ch 5. Repeat
from * six times. 1 s e in two first stitches

of 23 tr, ch 8 St.

Eighth round

—

* Miss 3 st, 1 tr in next st,

ch 5. Repeat froni * until you have five

loops over the 23 tr ; (1 tr in loop of 5 ch, ch

5) twice, 1 tr in secoud tr of 23 tr. Repeat
from the first * six times (making
forty-eight loops), of 5 ch. The last loop,

only ch 2, 1 1-tr in third st of 8 ch. 1 s c in

last over of 1-tr, ch 8, 1 tr under the sixth

stitch of previous round of 8 ch.

Ninth round—* Ch 5, 1 tr in next loop.

Repeat from * all around. Also repeat the

eighth round from
Tenth round—Ch 5, and 3 tr in each loop

all around (making forty-eight loops); fas-

ten and break off. Ella McCowten.

SECTION OF DESIGN FOR BUREAU OR STAND
SCARF.

This design, it will be observed, is com-
posed of three distinct patterns, either of

which will make a pretty border for any
article in which drawn-work forms the

decoration.

The upper border is a simple one so fre-

quently found in heavier work, and is

made thus: Count off eight threads, and
with the needle held with the point toward
you, take up the second four threads on
the needle, pass the needle over the first

four and turn underneath, bringing it up

Cbocheted Wheel fob Tidies, Etc.

finish off the rest of round the same as ch
5 and 1 tr in each loop.

Third wheel—Join to both of the wheels
crocheted. When crochet the tenthround,
join them together, the same as the first

time. Only count eight loops, and begin
with the first center loop, from where the

two first wheels a»-e joined together, and
the ninth loop, ch 2, 1 tr (on center tr that

joins the two first wheels together), ch 2,

1

tr in loop of the previous round. Repeat,

and join the next eight loops to the next

wheel, and finish off the round the same as

on the under side of the second four

threads, with the point of the needle from
you.
In the second border, threads are drawn

for a space one and one half inches wide.

Hemstitch each side, being careful to take

up the same number of threads in each

stitch. The work must then be placed in

an embroidery-frame to keep it smooth
and even as the work progresses.

The number of strands employed for a
fan may vary according to taste. In the
present instance foiu- were selected, but

three, six or eight may be used, according
to the fineness of the material used.

When the first two sets of thread have
been knotted to form the open and filled-

in center spaces, then another set (both at

top and bottom) is knotted back and forth

across the unworked fans from the adjoin-
ing sides of every pair of open spaces,

until the alternate fans are knotted to cor-

respond with those first knotted, and all

the first sets of knotting threads are

crossed and knotted to correspond vsrith

thediamond-shaped spaces,

as seen in the illustration.

In the wide border below,
threads are drawn for a
three-inch space, the edges
then hemstitched as in the
preceding design. Nine
strands are then knotted at

the center, for each fan, the
knotting thread being con-
tinuous. The solid darning
is then made, passing the
needle overand under three

threads alternately; then
each three strands above
this solid work is darned
in the same manner until

within half an inch from
the top, then each strand is

covered with buttonhole-
stitches to the edge, as seen
in the picture. Threads are

then added in the open
spaces, as many as may be
desired for the spokes of a
rosette, or other design.

Any modern lace stitches

may be used in filling in

these spaces, and they may
all be of the same pattern,

or, as in the illustration,

one design may alternate

with others. Leave a half-

inch space between the
borders to hold the work
firm; these may then be
embroidered if desired.
Finish with a deep fringe.

A scarf of fine damask in
this design is beautiful,

but the work is equally efiiective in coarser
linen or scrim. Alice Moorell.

sigh over the freqeunt vs^indow-washings
necessary. When sweeping, it is an ex-
cellent plan to thoroughly wet the broom,
then shake it vigorously nintil no more
drops adhere, and sweep with it so. It pre-
vents the dust from rising, thus making
the dusting an easier task, and gives the
carpet a brighter look'.

The work of window-washing is materi-
ally lessened if soap-suds is used as hot as

one can bear the hands in it, and each
pane wiped immediately, while it is yet

ABOUT THE H9USE.

^Tien the fall winds blow, and there is a
touch of frost in the air, we think regret-

fully of our floral treasures in mound and
border. Many annuals are as nice for win-
dow culture as for outdoor flowering, and
It is well to look the plants over closely,

Section of Design fok BtmEAU or Stand Scabf.

warm. In this way the moisture is

quickly absorbed and no lint remains. The
secret is in having the water hot enough to

warm the pane and wipe it before it coolsl

'

Scorched Viands.—Occasionally even
the most careful of cooks will allow some-
thing to scorch, or even burn in cooking,

but not all know how the unpleasant taste

may be removed. As soon as it is discov-

ered that a thing is scorched or even
and such as are still full of buds may be burned, remove the cover immediately

;

successfully potted and brought into the
'

house, where they willbloom long enough
to amply reward one for the little trouble
they have been. In repotting, the soil

about their roots should be thoroughly
soaked a few hours previous to their re-

moval, which should be either very early
in the morning before the sun has attained
much power, or late in the evening. The
pots should be in readiness near the flower

to be transplanted, and it should be lifted

with an abundance of dirt, so that the roots

are not disturbed. If set in the cellar for a
few days the plants will hardly seem to

realize that they have been moved from
their summer home, if they are not put in

the sun for a day or two after having been
brought from the cellar.

In the kitchen window during the win-
ter should always be found a box of

parsley and one of curled lettuce, to use in

garnishing dishes. A dozen or more strong,

thrifty plants of parsley should be trans-

planted into a box before the bed is cov-
ered for its winter protection, that it may
come up again in the spring.

If these are kept in a sunny window they
will live all winter, and supply a pleasing

garnish for many dishes, that will be even
more acceptable during the bleak winter
days than in the bright summer-time,
when greenness is plentiful. About this

time a box of rich soil should be provided,

and sowed with lettuce-seed to furnish ad-

ditional material for winter garnishes, or
for the making of an occasional salad. If

the outer leaves only are picked, leaving

root and heart of plant untouched, the
plants keep on growing, sending out new,
crisp leaves, and every few days may be
closely picked and no harm done.

I have in mind one home where there

was no sunny window in the kitchen for

these plants, so they were put in here and
there among the plants in the bay-window,
wherever a pot had room to hold a little

more than the allotted plant.

Sweeping and Window-washing.—
About this season we begin to notice how
dusty cm- carpets have grown, and often

do not stir the contents of kettle or pan, or

whatever is burning, if possible to prevent,

and thus mix the scorched matter with
that which has not been, and at once set

the vessel in another of cold water and let

it remain for a few seconds, or until the

bottom of the vessel has cooled ofif. Care-

fully pour ofl" the contents, without, of

course, allowing that which is scorched to

mix with the other, carefully finish the

cooking, and the burnt taste cannot be de-

tected. We have known even the most
delicate custards to be treated in this way,
and to be all right, while vegetables that

have so badly burned as to adhere to the

entire bottom of the vessel in which they
were cooked, have been removed, after set-

ting the vessel in cold water, and been as

nice as any.
Convenient Wall-pockets can be so

quickly and easily made from the boxes

that oatmeal, rolled wheat and such things

come in, using the two-pound size. Cut
out the front and sides to suit, leaving the

back as it is, cover with cloth, paper or

velvet, according to their use, and fasten to

the wall. In the kitchen or dining-room

they are handy to hold dusters, stove-

holders, etc. In the library they are nice

for clippings, extra envelops, special

letters or other things, while in the bed-

rooms they can be used for many pur-

poses. Clara Sensibaugh Everts.

If you have a cupful of boiled rice left

from the lunch of one day you can make
an appetizing dish for the next day's

dinner by putting it in a pudding-dish

with alternate layers of tomatoes that are

stewed down quite thick. Season with

salt, pepper and butter, and if onion is

liked, a teaspoonful of grated onion. Bake
for fifteen minutes in a moderate oven, and
send to UBe table in the baking-dish. Mac-
aroni with layers of oysters is excellent
cooked in the same way. The macaroni
should first be cooked in salted, boiling
water until tender, then have cold water
dashed over it. Brown in the oven, and if

you have any of the oyster-liquor, pour a
cupful over the macaroni just before it

goes to the oven.
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

There is no doubt that all food is more
appetizing if neatly and daintily served.

Notice the difference between a water-

melon that has been on the ice, or even
laid in cold water for an hour, and one
that is bought from a wagon where it has

been, now in the sun, now in the hot air

for half the day, and so well warmed
through, and then cut and handed to you.

It is so with all melons, and indeed the

greater number of fruits. Cherries or

plums perfectly cold are far superior to

those you buy, no matter wliere, and eat

at once. Taking breakfast with afriend who
very thoroughly believed in this, I learned

the lesson well on this wise. Her table was

,
Watekmelon Basket.

so attractive. Afew flowers freshly gathered
from her garden, which was but eighteen

feet square, gave it a most inviting look.

Close in front of these was a shining glass

bowl—not cut, but well selected, small-

flgured, in pressed glass. In this the cher-

ries were heaped, stems left on, and small

bits of ice glistened here and there among
them. It gave tone to the table, and at

once sharpened your appetite. So with
cantaloups. Wash the rind well, place in

water for fifteen minutes, open, remove
the seed and lay in each half a piece of ice.

Such a pretty and inviting dish it is, espec-

ially if a few geranium leaves or any other

greenness edges the plate. We always ate

ours with a teaspoon, but now even ice-

cream is to be eaten with a fork, so with
cantaloups and everything else possible.

And only because Dame Fashion says so.

However, we are not obliged to sacrifice

our comfort to her whims.

For the melon season, let me describe

to you one of the very prettiest desserts,

and so refreshing, too. Take a round
watermelon. Cut the melon basket-shape,

allowing a little more than half the melon
for the basket part, and the other for the

handle. It will be easier to cut the handle
first, but remember to cut only through
the rind to the red flesh of the melon.

tiest dishes, and certainly the most ap-

petizing way of serving a melon. It

will surprise and delight your guests, for

it is still very new. Fill the basket just

before the meal; if it is filled too long

before, of course, most of the beauty is lost

by the ice melting. It more than repays

the trouble.

Now, a word about the invaluable veg-

etable, the tomato. It is so often abused

in the preparation. If you intend to have

them sliced for supper, don't serve them
with the skins on. Select the ripest—they

pare easily. But they should have been in

your coldest place at dinner-time, and
should be sliced at least fifteen minutes

before using. Put them on a pretty white

dish with a few pieces of ice, if you have

it ; if not, lay the tomatoes in water an horn-

before peeling. A few sprigs of parsley

around the plate add to the inviting effect.

Contrast these with those so often served

with the skin on and half warm.
All the difference you can imagine is

found in the way fried tomatoes are placed

on the table. In the gravy are found
flecks of black floating through it, because

it was allowed to burn fast to the pan be-

fore turning. Again, good-sized pieces of

uncooked, unripe tomato is in it, and very
often it has a raw taste. A very good cook

told me once that two thirds of the bad
cooking was the result of hurry. This is

her way of preparing this dish : Be sure

that the pan is free from any burn, by
scouring it well with soap and sand. Heat
the pan thoroughly, and drop in the lard,

and a little butter, if you can spare it.

Set the pan back where it will keep hot,

but not boil. Inspect the tomatoes, cut-

ting off any hard stem pieces; slice your
tomato once through, and not twice,

unless unusually large—skin left on, of

course. Sprinkle with salt, pepper and
well with flour. Bring the pan to the

front, and when the fat bubbles, lay in the

slices, push back where they will cook
slowly (covered is better). Go on with
supper preparation. Look occasionally,

and turn, again cook slowly, and just be-

fore serving, bring them to the front of the

range. Watch them now. When you are

sure they are done, lay them out carefully

on a hot dish, add a little milk to the

gravy, stir quickly, allowing two minutes
to boil, and pour around, not over the

slices. How good these are ! How much
better than the ordinary. Give yourself

time and try this slow cooking in the well-

scoured pan.

For baking (and this is a good supper as

well as a dinner dish), this same cook pre-

pares them in this way: Select the re-

quired number, of «ven size if possible.

Wash, cut off the stem, slice for a lid. Re-
move enough of the seeds to make room
for the filling, which is prepared in this

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov't Report

Blouse.

Next the basket. After carefully remov-
ing all the red part, take out the seeds and
cut in convenient size to serve on dessert-

plates. Leave enough white of the rind on
the basket and handle to make it firm. Lay
small pieces of ice in the bottom, then
watermelon, and so on until the basket is

heaped. IE you have an ice-shaver,

sprinkle some of the shaved ice here and
there over the top, allowing the red to

show clearly. Serve on a waiter or large

china platter covered with a pretty doily

worked in white. It is one of the pret-

way : Very fine bread crumbs, little scraps
of butter, a tiny bit of onion, or a drop or
two of juice, salt and pepper. Fill well
and lay on the lid, cover the pan and set

in the oven. Cook slowly about an hour,
remove the lids, spread beaten egg over
each one and set back in the oven to

brown, having no cover over the pan.
These are delicious.

Scalloped tomatoes are excellent for sum-
mer, and are a good substitute for meat.
Grease your baking-dish well. Cut the
skinned tomatoes in small pieces and line

Bakingp
Powder

^M^unrEEir pube
the bottom, then a sprinkle of salt and
pepper, with a little butter, now bread

crumbs, very fine, then seasoning, and so

on until the dish is full. A little onion in

this is a great improvement. An egg, well
beaten, poured over the top, which is bread

crumbs, adds a great deal to the taste. It

is good without this. Stewed tomatoes
cooked slowly are far better than those al-

lowed to boil rapidly. An egg, well beaten,

added when they are done cooking, and a

teaspoonful of white sugar, will give them
a superior flavor to those served without
them.
A delicious supper or good dinner salad

can be prepared thus: Take
medium-sized cucumbers, cut

as thin as wafers and drop in

cold water for an hour. Drain
and press out the water. Lay
in a glass dish some ripe, red
tomatoes, cut in small pieces,

and then a layer of cucumbers

;

the top layer is of the two
mixed, with small pieces of

ice laid over them. Pour over
this the French dressing made
of two salt-spoonfuls of salt

and one salt-spoonful of black
pepper, added to two table-

spoonfuls of oil and three

tablespoonfuls of vinegar.

This is a good dressing for

potato salad. But where will

I end if I tell of the infinite

uses of this excellent and usful veg'

etable? Hope Holiday.

and altogether make country homes and
country life more satisfactory. Then, each
society formed will be a radiating center for

other societies, and their influence will be
extended over constantly widening circles.

A healthy spirit of rivalry will be engen-
dered, and a marked improvement of

home surroundings and waysides will be
the result. In the many neighborhoods
where these societies have beeii formed,
their regular meetings are made quite a
social feature. Essays are read on land-

scape gardening, the origin, culture, etc.,

of some particular plant, tree or flower,

with music and appropriate select readings-

BLOUSES.

These have been so fashionable in the

many pretty muslins and silks that they
bid fair to be continued late in the season

;

and with the serge skirt and jacket can
be worn until very late in the season.

Made also of light-colored wools for win-
ter wear, they would serve to brighten up
an otherwise somber costume.
The waist of a dress getting hard wear at

all times, it is best to have two, one that

will serve for more dressy occasions.

Any light color is prettier for evening
wear than a dark one, and young ladies

can make effective changes in their ward-
robes by a succession of pretty waists.

L. L. C.

HOME TOPICS.

Kitchen Hints.—Tea is much better if

the pot is hot when the boiling water is

poured on the tea. I use a brown water-
drop teapot, and set it over the tea-kettle

about five minutes before I wish to make
the tea. When it is hot, I' put in the tea

and let it stand a minute or two longer,

then pour on the boiling water and let it

stand about five minutes more over the
tea-kettle ; then it is ready to serve.

If the burners of lamps are taken off

about once a month and boiled in water in

which a little lump of soda is dissolved,

the light from the lamp will be much bet-

ter. A new wick should be put in as soon
as the old ones look dark ; or if you have
no new one handy, the old one may be
washed, dried and used again.

Cabbage is considered by many a coarse,

rank vegetable. As usually cooked it is

too heavy for ordinary digestion, but when
cut up finely, put into boiling water
enough to cover it, with a tablespoontul of

salt, and boiled steadily twenty-five min-
utes, then the water all drained off and
half a teacupful of sweet cream added, and
as soon as it boils up is served, it will be

as delicate a vegetable as need be, and can
be eaten by any one without fear of ill

effects.

Village Improvement Societies.—The
object and purpose of these societies is to

stimulate public spirit in every way.
They look after the sanitary conditions of

the neighborhood, and aim to improve the
roa^s, beautify the grounds about school-

houses, churches,' cemeteries and the pub-
lic roadsides. These societies are not
necessarily village societies, for each coun-
try neighborhood may have one. Their
object is one of common interest, and they
may be made to educate the public taste,

prove profitable to health, enhance the
value of both public and private property,

Blouse.

The improvement society may also have
charge of the arrangements for Arbor Day,
and at least one of the summer meetings
should be held out of doors and be the

occasion for a picnic. Sometimes two or

three neighboring societies join in these

picnics. An exchange of views and ideas

is the result, besides a good social time
generally.

The great fault with farm life is its

isolation, and whatever will bring neigh-
bors together and create a community of

interest ; whatever will tend ' to broaden
ideas and lead people to look and work for

common as well as personal good, cannot
fail to make life more full and satisfying.

Maida McL.

BABY-TALK.

Have you heard the story of the little

girl who, in answer to the announcement
that her mother was calling her, climaxed
the cases of her pronouns by saying:

"Her ain't acallin'me; us don't belong
to she."

Funny, but not at all strange, when we
consider the vernacular in which his baby-
ship is addressed by the whole wide circle

of his devoted admirers. Why is it that

it seems so natural to talk baby-talk to the

little tots? Maybe it is only a weak, fool-

ish fancy, but some way one can love so
much nearer and closer if one holds tlie

dear baby tight in his arms and fairly
drown him with the most outlandish baby
expressions.
Oh, you've done it, I know you have,

when you've been all alone with no one to
listen while you "wootsy, tootsy, bressed
him 'ittle heart." You think it is all

nonsense, and wouldn't do so for any-
thing if you knew there were other ears to
listen, and yet you can't help it, you say.
A sweet little baby is always interesting—^bound to be so. You feel almost guilty

while you watch him, unconscious of your
gaze, not realizing what sensations he will
produce by his actions. You will be al-

most sorry when he outgrows his inno-
cent babyhood, and assumes the ways of
a child.
But when the gift of speech, the pronun-

ciation of words, the forming of sentences
come into his command, do you wantyour
boy to be a baby, scarcely able to utter a
word correctly?

I believe it is natural for a child to form
the past tenses of irregular verbs, reg-
ularly. He says naturally, and I believe
sensibly

:

"I goed to grandma's; I throwed a stone;
I seed a dog." Under his tongue some
parts of our language might improve; but
I think that mothers, or those who have
young children under their charge, are re-
sponsible for the little man's crooked
tongue.
Don't you like to hear the ringing, clear-

cut tones of a child who enunciates
clearly and distinctly. It does not make
him "old for his years," it only adds sweet-
ness to his childish grace.

If you would have him so, teach him from
his earliest infancy.

Makt D. Sibley.
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DIVIDEb.

Who has not felt at times so utterly alone,

So isolated from his fellow-creatures' lives;

Existence's emptiness a chuos vast has grown,

Where doubt against faith for mast'ry

strives?

Past sufferings, hidden griefs return.

Blotting the glamour o'er the future cast

By hope's fair ray. The heart will yearn

For the consoling touch of love.

Something pure and far above

Life's* mockings ere youth be past.

'Tis true the eye is blinded by the fleeting

bliss

—

The tongue is silvered by the soothing kiss-

But does it last? And is the soul content

With the remembrance of the time thus

speut?

Then one would fain the poet's tale believe,

That first two souls exist one in paradise.

Born sep'rately, upon the earth they grieve

Till nieotiiig, find completion, rend the

world's disguise

—

Which is but rare in life's short span

;

The trackless ocean and the dividing lands

Oft lie between, or circumstance's ban
Keep them apart. Unsatisfied,

They drift to the eternal tide,

There joined by He who understands.

Child-like, the heart contents itself with toys

Ere bitterness its fondest hope alloys.

But oh ! the soul will yearn for broader scope

To break its bonds, and cease to blindly

grope.
—Ida Cole.

TUBERCULOUS COWS AND CHICKENS.

^ EOPLEa^e just beginning to learn

r-\ a intimately the fate of men
M\^\^ is connected with that of an-

I imals, and there has been a vis-

I S) itation of tuberculosis up and

down the Hudson river below

Albany, which has had many important

results, not the least of which is a great

advance in the ideas on which the pro-

duction of pure food depends.

The disaster that came to the magnificent

stock farm of Ellerslie, at Rhineellff-on-

Hudson, belonging to Hon. Levi P. Mor-

ton, on August 2, 1893, seems to have

fai--reaching consequences in more direc-

tions than one. In a finely-constructed

modern barn there were at that date ninety

cows and a small army of young stock.

The stock constituted the finest herd of

Guernsey cattle in the world, for Mr. :Mor-

ton is a firm believer in the doctrine that a

Guernsey cow will give the greatest profit

for a dollar's worth of feed. Fire so wiped

out the establishment during the night

that not even a halter or a shovel could be

found. Mr. Morton at once gave direc-

tions for the rebuilding of the barn, and

the re-establishment of the herd. In buy-

ing now stock, he "got caught" with some
tuberculous cows, for last year even the

great worth of the tuberculin test as a

protection to the buyer was not fully ap-

preciated.

In the fire the poultry-house was de-

stroyed, and fresh supplies of poultry

were bought, of course, the greatest care to

choose healthy fowls being exercised ; but

now see the mischief that can come from

one class of animals to another. The
tuberculous cows—not then suspected of

the disease—fed on pastures over which

the poultry were allowed to. range. Of

course, it is not impossible that some of

this purchased poultry had brought the

disease from infected farms, but the sub-

sequent events are best related in the

words of Mr. H. W. Cottrell, Mr. Morton's

superintendent: "Soon after purchasing,

a few seemed to be doing poorly, and had

symptoms similar to roup. Some were

treated and apparently cured, others

killed. The eggs of our flock were put in

incubators and hatched. After about

2,000 chickens were hatched, they began

dying at the rate of from thirty to lifty a

day, when about two weeks old. A veteri-

narian and a physician were called in,

who made independent post-mortems.

Both pronounced the disease tuberculosis.

Of course, if chickens two weeks old were

badly aftected with tuberculosis, they

must have been given the disease from the

hens through the eggs." (This is a blow

to the non-hei-edity of consumption in

humans, and the onlj- comfort is that men
are not fowls.) "Our hens were very

thrifty, laying well and apparently in good

health. We killed a number,~and in most

of them found tuberculosis. In a few

cases the disease was in an advanced stage,

but in most just well started." (The life-

cycle of a fowl and all its processes are

very short. Dr. Abbott, secretary of the

Massachusetts board of health, relates the

entire destruction, in three weeks, from

tuberculosis, of a tlock of twenty hens that

had devoured the sputum of a consump-
tive.) "Of course, it was impossible to tell

without killing and a careful examina-
tion whether a chicken had the disease

or not. We took the safe way and killed

and burned all the chickens on the farm.

Our loss was .500 hens, 5,(X)0yotmg chickens,

and a number of turkeys."

Soon after this, several of ISIr. Morton's
cows were condemned as tuberculous,

killed, and the condemnation proved just.

Now, a new start in poultry, with extra

precautions, has been made. On the 12th

of June there were .3,800 eggs in the incu-

bators, and the results are being watched
with intensest interest by all the poultry

raisers in the land.

* * *

"So when a good man dies,

For years beyond our ken
The light he leaves behind him lies

Upon the paths of men."

At the death of a great and good man,
the newspapers present a review of his life

;

for the people regard a public man as

something of their own, and the interest

taken in his personal affairs is not prompted
by idle curiosity; it comes from the kin-

ship that love knits between those who
may never have seen each others' faces.

Who among us does not feel the death of

President Carnot when we read of him as

a man? Greatness is always forgotten in

the presence of goodness, the only en-

during thing. The following is from Har-
per\s Bazar :

"Was there ever anything more pathetic

than Madam Carnot's letter, in the same
paper that announced the murder of her

husband, written the day before to the

mayor of Lyons? 'Monsieur the Mayor,'

it said, 'you are a physician. I beg of you
to watch a little over my husband, who
came back from one of his last journeys

very much exhausted. Be so good as to

see that he does not walk too much, does
not stand more than two hours at a time.'

Aud so on, with a list of recommendations,

Knit Eyelet EDGrsG.

"Then I bought the mule and put a bell

on him, and am working him yet, and
don't feel as if I'd lost no great amount of

self-respect, either. Sometimes I think
the people in gineral is a good deal like

that mule. They won't drive at all 'thout

a bell on o' some kind, and the fool re-

former who thinks it would be a sacrifice

of his principles to let 'em have it gets

kicked into the middle of next week,
while the politician is willin' to pervide
the bell fer 'em, and they git down and
hump themselves while he sits in a spring
seat an' rides. An' I don't doubt I've been
a mule myself many a time, an' shall be
agin."

KNIT EYELET EDGING NO. I (POINTED).

Abbbeviations.—SI St. means slip stitch?

k, knit; b, bind; o, over; oo, thread over
twice; n, narrow; p,purl or seam; *and **,

repeat the number of times said to be re-

peated.
• Cast on 28 stitches. Knit across plain.

First row—SI 1, k 1, * p 1, k 1, n, oo, n, k
1, p 1, k 1. Repeat from the * twice, o, n,

k 2, oo, k 2, oo, k 2; turn.

Second row—SI 1, k 1, p 1, k .3, p 1, k 6, **

si 1, k 1, pass si st over,, o, k 1, p 1, k 2, o, n,

k 1, si 1, k 1, pass si st over, o, k 2, p 1, k 1,

0, n, k 2; turn.

Third row—SI 1, k 1, (p 1, k 6, p 1, k 1)

twice, o, n, k 10; turn.

Fourth row—SI and b off 2 st, k 10, ** s

1, k 1, p^ss si st over, o, k 4, o, n, k 1, si 1,

k 1, pass si st over, o, k 4, o, n, k 2; turn.

Fifth row—Repeat the first row to —

K

4, oo, k 2, 00, k 2; turn.

Sixth row-—»1 1, k 1, p 1, k 3, p 1, k 8. Re-
peat the second row from
Seventh row—Repeat the third row to **.

K12.
Eighth row—SI and b of 2 st, k 12. Repeat

the fourth row from -

Ninth row—Repeat the first row to **.

K 6, oo, k 2, oo, k 2; turn.

Tenth row—SI 1, k 1, p 1, k 3, p 1, k 10.

Repeat the second row from
Eleventh row

—Repeat the
third row to

K14; turn.

Twelfth row-
Si and b off 2 st,

k 14. Repeat
the fourth row
from

Thirteenth
row—Repeat the

first row to

K 6, n, 00, k 2,

oo, k 2 ; turn.

so that the anxious wife might shadow the
husband, whose health had been delicate,

even while he was away from her, -with

her devoted care. The few lines revealedso

much of the two characters in their simple

words. The president, absolutely forget-

ful of self, entirely absorbed in duty; the

wife, ever thinking for him, her life lost in

his as his was in that of his country.

Of G49 beggars dealt with by the charity

organization society in New York, in the

hard winter of 1893-1894—whose records

were looked up—not one was found
worthy, while it is estimated that no' less

than 15,000 persons came to the city from
other places to share in the free food and
coal, and other comforts provided by Chris-

tian charity.
* •» *

At a recent conversazione of the Royal
Society in London, there was exhibited

mummy-cloth, made in the fourth Egyp-
tian dynasty, in which the threads were
300x150 per square inch, while Irish linen

is rated verj' fine at 140x140.

FIGHTING FOR PRINCIPLE.

"Some of these fellers that is so set on
their principles reminds me much of an
old feller that bought a mule I knowod
once," said the man on the cracker-box.

"That is, I knowed the feller, not the

mule. He bought that mule from the

street-car company, and the fool mule
wouldn't work without a bell on his neck.

Well, a bell to suit the mule's idea of

things could be bought for about fifteen

cents, and any sensible man would have
bought it and put it on—on the mule, that

is. But this feller wasn't that kind. He
said he'd be doggoned if he would be out-

did by a mule; and he started out to c6n-

quer that beast, or die in the attempt.

He died in the attempt. The mule
kicked him so high that the coroner's

jury wrangled an hour over whether he
had died from the kick or from strikin' the

earth. Died happy, though, 'cause he had
died for a principle, and hadn't been out-

done by a mule.

Fourteenth row—SI 1, k 1, p 1, k 3, p 1, k
11. Repeat the second row from
Fifteenth row—Repeat the third row to

K 13, n ; turn.

Sixteenth row—Same as twelfth row.

Seventeenth row—Repeat the first row to

«*. K 5, n, oo, n, k 1, oo, k 2; turn.

Eighteenth row—Same as tenth row.

Nineteenth row—Repeat the third row to
:iK5. 4, n, k 6, n ; turn.

Twentieth row—Same as eighth row.

Twenty-first row—Repeatthe first row to

**. K 3, n, oo, n, k 1, oo, k 2; turn.

Twenty-second row—Same as sixth row.

Twenty-third row—Repeat the third row
to —•". K 2, n, k 6, n ; turn;

Twenty-fourth row—Repeat the same as

the fourth row.
Twenty-fifth row—Repeat the first row

to **. K 1, n, oo, 11, k 1, oo, k 2; turn.

Twenty-sixth row—Repeat the same as

the second row.

Twenty-seventh row—Repeat the third

row to ®*. N, k G, n ; turn.

Twenty eighth row—SI and b off 2 st, k
8. Repeat the fourth row from
Repeat from the first row for the length

required. Ella McCowen.

TWO EMERGENCY RECIPES.

When company drops in unexpectedly,

"What shall we have for dessert," is gener-

ally the first thought that pops into the

good housekeeper's head. Below are given
two recipes that have proved very useful

in our house many times:

Cream Pie.—
Cream 1 cupful of granulated sugar and
1 cupful of butter together, add

% cupful of sweet milk,

2 teaspoonfuls of baking-powder sifted

into

2 cupfuls of sifted flour,

2 eggs.

Flavor with vanilla. A cupful of dried

currants or raisins are very nice in the

batter. Bake in two layers, and when
cold, spread the following custard between,
and powder the top with fine sugar:

CDSTABD.

2 tablespoonfuls of flour,
2 tablespoonfuls of sugar,
1 egg aud a small piece of butter.

Beat together and add one cupful of boil-
ing milk. Cook until thick and smooth.
Flavor.

GlNGERDHOPS.

—

1 cupful of granulated sugar,
cupful of butter,

1 cupful of New Orleans molasses,
1 teaspoonful of ground cinnamon,
1 teaspoonful of ground cloves,
1 teaspoonful of ground allspice,
1 teaspoonful of ground ginger,
2 teaspoonfuls of soda, dissolved in a
cupful of boiling water,

2K cupfuls of sifted flour,
2 well-beaten eggs.

Bake in gem-pans: serve part with sauce
while warm, and the rest are nice cold for
lunch. M. E. Smith.

in
Divided into * 1st prizes ot $150
each, and i 2d prizes of $100 each
will be given for best designs for$1,000

WALL PAPER
Send 2e. for complete detail information. Designsmust

be entered before Not. 15, 1894. Designs not awarded
prizes will be returned, or bought at private sale.

No matter where you live, don't pay retail prices for
wall paper. We make a specialty of the mail order
business and sell direct to consumers at factory prices.

SPECIAL FALL PRICES: &'?aTr'S2 It
At these prices you can paper a small room for 50c.
Send lOc for postage on samples of our new fall paper

and our book *'IIow to Paper and Economy Ih llome
Dccoration,"will be sent at once, showing how to get (60

effect for Soinve^^tment.
Ifyou want paper neyt spring send 10c. postage, now,

and we will send samples of these prize designs March 1st,

'95. Explain what you want. Send to nearest address.

ALFRED PEATS, dept. i4.
S0.32 W. 13th St., 136-138 W.Madison St,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

In Reacli of All.

Best Education
Christian,

Kon-Sectarian,

Northern advantages in Southern moun-
tain climate, 130 miles from Cincinnati.

Reduced R. R. rates. 8 College Courses.

Music, Academy, Normal, Manual. Tu-
ition free. Incidentals §4.50 a term. The
great expense in education is board. Gk)

where good board can be furnished cheap-

ly. Address Pres. W. G. FROST, Ph. D.,

Berea, Kentucky.

Ko Saloons.

Find Out Abont Berea College.

SCHOOL OF

EXPRiESSION

IBth year opens October 3i.

The most thorough metbodd
for voice and body.

S. S. UUREY, Ph. D.,
Y. M. C. A.. Boston.

^^^^^^^^ CLSC

i CHAUTAUQUA t
c
L
S
c

READING CIRCLE,
A definite course in English Historj'

and Literature, Modem Art, Geologj". and

Europe in the XIX. Century
Don't waste time in desultorj- reading.

Take up a systematic course for the com-
ing winter. Keep abreast of the times.
Chautauqua offers a complete and helpful
plan. Over 200,000 enrolled since 1S78.

John H. Vincent, Dept. 8, Buffalo, N. Y.

c
L
S
c

COLD! DIAMOND! PEARL!
iii3sras FREE 1

1

Girls, do you want onei If so, send
ns your address and take your
choice, it don't cost you a cent
Will you agree to do a few hours
work showing our new goods to
your friends I That is all we ask.

State which ring you want. All
solid gold. No. 1, ."set with genuine
diamond ; No. 2,with genuine pearl

;

No S richly engraved hand ring. Send NOW, we want

one girl in each neighborhood. We gave away over
15 000 rines in past two years. State size. Address

i.M. ASSOC!ATION, 269 Dearborn St.Chl«go^

Will $500 Help You Out?
.
yon
have

. - , ... We
offer yon the Sole Aeeiicy for an article that is

Wanted in Every Home and Indispensable
in Every Office, something that SELL* AT
SIGHT. Otlier articles sell rapidly at DoDDle
the Price, tliough not answering: the purpose
hall' so well. You can make from $500 to >70O
in tliree months, iutroilucing it, after which it will

bring A Steady, Liberal Income, if properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or coun-

try. Don't .Hiss this Chance. Write at once to

J. W. JONES, Manager, Sprinefield. Ohio.

I > n rn ^re aole U. S. Agents for Dr. Torells (the

1 II III r great French Physicisn) Female Eemedies. Wo
\;^SB^am cuarantee t > relieve and cure Painful or Delayed

M^Ttra^iiKeBieilles Safe. Particulars ,»nd valuable receipU2c.

,\urum Medicine Co.. 53 State Street, Chicago, 111.

pPilT^ HaTiD|;r««eQt1ypiiKbaaed theea.

Ilrll I ^ tttick of wat«beifT0in a flna,

-
II ffiilirav ll

consialingof solid gold. siUer, aud

ffl ll // 00 gold-gUod cases, we eball offer a

VT\»t^ portion of tbe entire lot at price*

vlJmnOT— 1 AnlFS never before heard of in tbe Watcb
T Mn l_*-AlJll_tJ

j^^j^ Among tbe stock are 8,780

AJIERICA.N STVLE WATCHES,
in SOLID GOLD-tlLLE CASES,
which we ebail ell Biuglj or by tbe

dozen to private purties. or the

trade, fit the DUheard.6f LOW
PRICE of 83.98 EACH. Each ani
everr watcu is guaranteed a perfect

timekeeper and each watch ia ao-

companied with our written guar-

antee for fire yeara. Think of it I

A genuine America Btyle Move-
ment wntch, iu solid, gold fllleil

cases, and guaranteed fer FIVE
YEARS, for ^3.93. Those wanting

a first-class, reliable timc-keoper,

at about one third retail pric^

^ should order at once. Watch snecu.

latere can make m.nej bj bujing bj the «? ^"'{^

irrf,rV:l.trtL'd'l3!i3^n;^irs^'ie^^e^:^^^^^^^^
KOl.lElXJo'LDCliAI.N. ofthelatest P^»"°^ '''f» rf^atcb
full amount with order. Be one of the first nud get •|''l"'p»'f,^*!2
for f 3.S8. All are elegant], flniihed, and guaranteed Pe''«%"'f
f.,ctorT in everj respect. Cut thia out and send to us 'V J"';
,lver. postal note or stanpe, a. a gu.r.nteo that watch "^ered m good

faith, and we will send a watch to ,ou C. O. D.. .ubjec •""'"' ™'

by cjpresa K found perfectly satisfactory, and "actly ai repreM"";.

yiu cin pay the balance of $3.88 and take the wateb, «''•'"'«•
' °lfj

not pa, in; cent. Can we nake yon . fairer offer 7 Be euro W m.nt^
whetb.r you want ladies' or gents' watch. P"" P'',^'""- »~:w
UE:i>OSIT IVATCU CO.,a Murray St.,Wow *«>rlia
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FLAVORINGS.

The gvf.it success of fine cookery of all

kinds cousists in the delicate and careful

use of seasonings, in the mingling of tastes

well joined. A generation ago, almost the

only flavorings known to temperance peo-

ple in sweet cookery were vanilla, lemon,

nutmeg, bitter almonds and cinnamon.
To-day there are many dainty new flavor-

ings, and the coarser spices are little used

in delicate cookery, but are reserved for

rich puddings and for savory dishes of

meats and other places where they more
properly belong. Thejuice ofvarious fruits,

coflTee, tea and caramel have been added
in the last dozen years to our list of flavors.

Vanilla remains in use, as it has been for

over a hundred years, but there is consid-

erable doubt if the vanilla trade of to-day

is quite equal to the genuine bean of that

tropical parasite from which our grand-

mothers made their flavoring. A great

deal of the vanilla of trade is made from
the coarse tonka bean.

Even those dainty custards which were
flavored with fresh peach leaves had a

certain delicacy which we miss from the

custard flavored with bitter almond ex-

tract. It may be a comfort to those who
use the bitter almond extract that physi-

cians have -quite generally condemned the

peach leaf on account of the presence of

prussic acid in the green leaf. This acid,

however, is so very, very volatile, and so

easily expelled by a slight heat, that it

seems impossible that any danger may
lurk in peach leaves that have been thor-

oughly boiled. The root from which
tapioca is made is so much more heavily

impregnated with prussic acid that ten

drops will kill an able-bodied man in

twenty-six minutes, and it is actually used

as a means of public execution by some
Indians of South America. Tapioca is

only the pulp of the root from which this
deadly juice is squeezed out by the hand.
Even the poisonous juice itself is saved
and boiled when the prussic acid is ex-
pelled, and from this juice is made the pop-
ular beer of the country. Yet no one
doubts that tapioca is one of the most
wholesome substances in use in our
kitchens.
Lemon flavoring is not so much used

now as it was once. There is always some-
thing of popular fancy in this matter, and
letnon is just now out of fashion, though
it will always remain a delicious and re-
fneshing flavor for ice-creams and cold
desserts. It is not often used in hot des-
serts in this country. The best lemon
flavoring is that made from bits of the yel-
low peel boiled in milk. A good lemon
essence may be found in market, but, like
vanilla essence, must be of the best kind,
and it must be confessed that the essences
are easier to use than anything else.

A flavoring of coffee is one of the most
delicious of the new flavorings. It may
be used in custards, ice-creams, the icing
of cake and in many other cold desserts.
A charlotte russe flavored with coffee is

especially nice. To flavor a quart of cus-
tard, take two heaping tablespoonfuls of
Mocha coifee, ground quite fine and meas-
ured after grinding. If possible, the cofiee
should have been browned and ground
the day it is used- Pour the quart of milk
of which the custard is to be made boiling
hot over the coffee, beat the whole thor-
oughly for two or three minutes over the
fire. Then remove it from the stove, cover
it and let it stand where it will gradually
cool and the flavoring of the coffee will be
infused through the milk. Then strain it.

This gives a very delicate, delicious flavor
of coffee, and is strong enough to flavor a
quart of ice-cream, in which case a mix-
ture of halt cream and half milk must be
poured over the coffee. To make a coffee
essence for flavoring icings and other
dishes that cannot be flavored by infusion,
take two heaping tablespoonfuls of good
Mocha coffee, ground and roasted fresh.
Pour over it a cupful of cold water. Let
it reduce over the fire until there remain
but four tablespoonfuls when it is

strained. Use about one tablespoonful of
this to flavor the icing of one good-sized
cake, or a teaspoonful if you like the flavor
very delicate.

—

New York Tribune.

No. 6172.—Labies' Night-dress. H cents.

The body of the gown is gathered on its
upper edges aud sewed to the lower edges ol
the rounded yoke front and back, the frill of
endbroldery being included in the seam. The
neck and wrists are finished with embroidered
frills, the full sleeves being gathered Into
bands of insertion. Linen lawn, percale or
long cloth. Trimmings of lace or embroidery,
tucking and hemstitching will render it as fan-
ciful as can be desired, or it can be made up
very simple and plain, if preferred.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and40 Inches bust measure.

40 GENT PflTTERHS FOR 10 GENTS.
Any FOUR Patterns and the Farm and Fireside one year, 50 cents.

/Present subscribers accepting this offer

\will bave their time advaacctl one year.

These patterns retail in fashion bazaars and
stores for twetity-flce to forty cents each, but
in order to increase tlie demand for our paper
among strangers.aud to make it more valuable
than ever to our old friends, we decided to
offer them to the lady readers of the Farm and
Fireside for the remarkably low price of only
ID Cents £ach. JPostage one cent extra.

These Patterns ai'e cut for us by the oldest,
and we think, the best Pattern Manufacturers
of New York City.
The patterns are all of the very latest New

York styles, and are unequaled for style, ac-

No. 6174.—Ladies' Chemise. Both for 11 cents.

Two entirely different styles are here given
as one pattern. One with a round-shaped, low
neck and full puffed, short sleeves. The other
having the neck .cut pompadour and the
sleeve formed by the shaping of the garment.
Trimming of lace or embroidered edging with
insertion are usually preferred.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 Inches bust measure.

No. 4070.—Ladies' Sleeves. 11 cents.

No. 4070. We here give three entirely differ-
ent styles of sleeves that are suitable for
basques or round waists. Sleeves of different
material from the rest of the garment is quite
stylish now, so it is an easy matter, with the
aid of a fashionable sleeve pattern, to re-
fashion an old-style basque. All for 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 36 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 61&5.—Ladies' Basque. 11 cents.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 6166.—Ladies' Skibt. 11 cents.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.
Two distinct patterns are here presented, a

round basque waist and a gored skirt with
drapery slightly raised on both sides. The
skirt is deeply faced in front and sides. The
curate collar and trimmings are graduated
bands of the shaded whipcord. This is one of
the popular styles that is generally becoming
to all. The basque is glove-fltting, closed with
hooks and eyes in center front, the extended
single rever being buttoned over on the left
side, as shown. Stylishly full "gigot" sleeves
are faultlessly disposed over coat-shaped lin-
ings, the graceful wrinkles falling to the
elbow. The waists are trimmed with two
graded bands of shaded whipcord. The mode
will develop handsomely in most any of the
combinations, or can be all of one material
and trimmed with braid, galoon, gimp or
ribbon. A plain tailor finish is much favored
on toilets of this kind.

curacy of fit, simplicity and economy. For
twenty-four years these patterns have been
used the country over. Full descriptions
and directions—as the number of yards of
material required, the number and names of
the different pieces In the pattern, how to cut
and fltand put the garment together—are sent
with each pattern, with a picture of the garment
to go by. These patterns are complete in
every particular, there being a separate pat-
tern for every single piece of the dress. Your
order will be filled the same day it is received.
You can order any of the patterns which

No. 6159.—Ladies' Princess Gown. 12 cents.

This pattern is so large and heavy that it re-
quires 2 cents extra to cover the additional
postage. Send 12 cents for this pattern.
No. 6159. This design is particularly becom-

ing to ladles of generous proportions.especially
when made of striped material, with front,
sleeves and bertha of a darker color. The long,
unbroken lines take away from the breadth by
apparently adding to the height. The mode is
suitable for almost any kind of material, and
can be made to do duty as a walking-dress, tea-
gown or wrapper. All depends on the ma-
teria! used, style of trimming, etc.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 inches bust measure.

No. 6105.—Ladies' Eton Jacket. 11 cents.

No. 4036.—Ladies' Skirt. 11 cents.

No. 6105. This pattern consists of seven pieces.
Front, back, side-back, sleeve and three collar
sections. Dark blue serge is the fabric of this
very stylish and at the same time serviceable
jacket. Braid can, be used as a trimming, and
the seams lapped and stitched on the outside,
or they may be closed in the usual way.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.
No. 4036. This pattern consists of three

pieces, front, back and belt. Two rows of
braid form the trimming. The fullness in the
back may be held in place by tapes tacked
across on the inside, if the skirt is unlined.
Sizes, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 inches waist measure.

have been ofl'ered in the back numbers of the
Farm and Fireside. Order by the number.
Do not fail to give BUST measure if for

ladles, and WAIST measure if for skirt pat-
tern, and AGE if for misses, boys, girls and
children. Order patterns by their number.
We guarantee every pattern to be perfect

and exactly as represented. To get BUST
measure, put the tape measure ALL of the
way around the body, over the dress close
under the arms.
Price of each pattern, 10 cents.
Postage one cent extra on EACH paUem.

No. 6183.—Ladies' Basque, with Jacket
Front. 11 cents.

No. 6183. This handsome basque is In latest
autumn style. The front arrangement is a
glove-fitted linin^,over which the shirred yoke
is disposed, reaching to yoke depth. The two
sets of revers outline the upper and front edges
of the short jacket portion, the closing of the
under front being effected at the shoulder and
under-arm seam, the jacket having a solitary
fastening over the bust, with fancy button
and buttonhole, as pictured. Any of the new
fall woolens or mixtures will develop charm-
ingly by the mode.
Sizes 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

No. 4075.—Ladies' Tea-gown. 12 cents.

This pattern is so large and heavy that it
requires 2 cents to cover postage.
No. 4075. This pattern consists of ten pieces.

Full front, lining front, full back, lining back
and side back, sleeve upper and under, sleeve
lining, collar and bretelle. Dark blue figured
challis was the material chosen for this
charming tea-gown. Moire ribbon was used
in trimming the bretelle, collar, sleeves and
to form the yoke, which was of butter-colored
lace.
Sizes, 32, 34, 36, 38 and 40 inches bust measure.

PATTERN ORDER BLANK
Can be cut out, filled in, and pinned to your letter, giving name and address.
If you want the Farm and Fireside one year and any FOUR patterns, send 60 cents.

For ladies, give BUST measure. For SKIRT patterns, give WAIST measure only. For
mifiBes, boye, girls or children, give AGE only. Send 11 cents for each pattern.

PATTERN No.

No.

No.

No.

No inches

BUST MEASURE.

...inehen.

...inches.

...inches.

WAIST MEASURE.

...inches.

...inches.

...inches.

AGE IN YEARS.

.years,

.years,

.years.

...inches years.

Silver in small amounts will come safely by mail. The new post-office money
order costs but three cents, and is an absolutely safe way to send money.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio.
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THE FOUR CALLS.

The spirit came in childhood,

And pleaded, "Let me in ;"

But ah ! the door was bolted,

By thoughtlessness in sin.

The child said, "I'm too j'oung yet

There's time enough ; to-day

I cannot open." Sadly
The spirit went bis way!

Again he came and pleaded,

In youth's bright, happj' hour.

He called, but henrd no answer;
For, lured by Satan's power.

The youth lay dreaming idiy.

And saying, "Notto-diiy
;

Not till I've tried earth's pleasures."

Again he turned away

!

Again he came in mercy.

In manhood's vigorous prime;

But still he found no welcome

;

The merchant "had no time."

No time for true repentance;

No time to think and pray

;

And so, repulsed and saddened.

The spirit turned away!

Once more he called and waited;

The man was old and ill

;

He scarcely heard the whisper;

His heart was cold and cbill.

"Go; leave me; when I need thee,

I'll call for thee," he cried;

Then sinlcing on his pillow,

Without a hope he died !

—jYa'Uonal Baptist.

THE FARMER AND THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

T is sometimes argued that the liquor

industry creates a market for grains,

fruits, etc., and that the prohibition

of til* traffic would, by destroying

that market, injure the prosperity

of the farmers. The following facts

may serve to prove the fallacy of this argu-

ment:
t

The extent of the market for grain may
be judged from the reports of the internal

revenue bureau, which show that during

the year ending .June 50, 1891, 26,347,641

bushels of grain were used in the produc-

tion of distillery .spirits, only a little over

one percent of the entire grain crop of the

year 1890.

All the grain used for the production of

distilled spirits in the last ten years does

not aggregate one twelfth of the grain pro-

duct of the year 1890.

The estimated value of all the corn, bar-

ley, rye, wheat, oats, hops, molasses,

apples, peaches and grapes used in the

production of spiritous, malt and vinous

liquors in the United States during the

year ending June 30, 1891, is §46,479,265,

about six dollars apiece for those engaged

in farming. Tiiis seems to be the total of

the receipts of the farmers from the liquor

traffic.

To offset this, we may first consider the

extent to which the farmers' market is

atl'eeted by the entrance of distillery and
brewery fed cattle and hogs into the meat
market.

The internal revenue bureau reports that

for the year ending June 30, 1890, 67,173

cattle and 40,947 hogs were fed at regis-

tered distilleries, the total in weight

amounting to 18,258,298 pounds.

The number of cattle fed from brewery

refuse cannot be ascertained, but it is

probably as great as the number fed in

distillery yards.

Again, it is closely estimated that not

less than 48,000,000 bushels of distillery and
brewery refuse are thrown on the market
or given away to compete with the far-

mers' grain as food for cattle.

The farming class suffers from this in

three ways. (1) The selling price of grain

for cattle-feeding purposes is i-educed by
the competition of this refuse feed. (2)

The selling price of cattle is reduced not

only by the competition of this refuse fed

cattle in the market, but by the doubt cast

on all meat by the known inferiority of

refuse-fed cattle. (3) Dairymen are seri-

ou.sly injured by the competition and de-

terioration of milk from the refuse-fed

cattle. In this examination nothing i.s

said as to the effect upon the consumers of

this milk and meat which is known to be

of poor and unwholesome quality.

The above is only one and the least of

the many ways in which the farmer is in-

jured by the liquor traffic. We liave seen

from the statistics of the internal revenue

bureau and agricultural statistics that the

farmers receive .$46,479,265 for grain, grapes

and fruits sold to distillers and brewers.

On the other hand, the people pay for the

alcoholic liquor manufactured from the

raw material SI ,200,000,000. Suppose that

of this amount only one half is spent by

those who through their drinking habits

and expenditures, deprive themselves and
families of the necessities of life, the bal-

ance being spent by persons in good cir-

cumstances who can afford it, this would
make $600,000,000 which ought to be thrown
into the channels of legitimate trade.

What a boon it would be for the farmer.

Nothing need be said here of the extra-

ordinary indirect cost to the farmer in the

way of taxes to meet the public expenses
for crime, pauperism, disease, insanity,

etc., made necessary thrc^ugh the drink
traffic. Enough has been presented to

show every sensible farmer that, perhaps
above all others, he is financially inter-

ested in securing the triumph of apolitical

party which will utterly suppress the

wasteful liquor traffic—JbAw Lloyd-

Thomas.

SINCERITY IN SPEECH.

The telling of little "white lies" is a fault

which is growing to sad proportions in

these days of complex social obligation

and the all-consuming desire to appear
other and better than we really are. Peo-
ple who would shrink from telling an out

and out falsehood do not hesitate to convey
a false impression which is equally mis-
leading and amounts in the end to pre-

cisely the same as a barefaced lie. How
many times in a day does the tongue of

the weak-minded, conforming man or

woman stammer, "Yes, yes!" to that to

which they are conscious their interloc-

utor expects assent ! "You know that poem
of Clough's which begins so-and-so?" And
the obliging listener, too weak-to confess

that he has never read a word of Clough,

answers nervously, "Yes," and the little

white lie (why not black?) is told. Too
late to call it back now. So the insincere

man lets it go and covers it up with others.

It is a growing and dangerous habit, this

of insinceritj' in speech. It gradually

undermines the moral character; it leads to

deliberate falsehood, to wilful deception,

to the commission of small breaches of

trust which may be concealed by false-

hood; and finally, if unchecked, it leads to

the commission of graver crimes, the
natural result of weakened moral fiber.

The true Christian must be absolutely
sincere in word as well as in deed and
intent. It is not safe, even for politeness

sack, to dally with these little white lies.

Tell the truth, even though it makes you
appear ungenerous, unsympathetic, or

less well-informed than your friend took
for granted. You owe it to yourself, and
you owe it to others, to be as frank and
sincere as your words imply that you are.

Do not say "yes" when you mean "no."

Be honest in speech, if you hope to remain
honest in heart.

—

Zion\s Herald.

IF YOU WANT TO BE LOVED.

Don't find fault.

Don't contradict people, even if you're
sure you are right.

Don't be inquisitive about the affairs of

even your most intimate friend.

Don't underrate anything because you
don't possess it.

Don't believe that everybody else in the

world is happier than you.
Don't conclude that you have never had

any opportunities in life.

Don't believe all the evil you hear.

Don't repeat gossip, even if it does in-

terest a crowd.

Don't go untidy on the plea that every-
body know's you.
Don't be rude to your inferiors in social

position.

Don't overdress or underdress.

Don't jeer at anybody's religious belief.

Don't try to be anything else but a gen-
tlewoman ; and that means a woman who
has consideration for the whole world, and
whose life is governed by the golden rule,

"Do unto others as you would be done by."
—Christian World.

"THEY WATCHED HIM."

Not to help him, but to hinder him.
Not to learn from him, but to pick flaws

in his speech and conduct.

Not to approve and rejoice in his spir-

itual discernment, his Christ-like spirit

and his heavenly wisdom, but to find

fault.

Not to be helped and saved, but to pre-

vent him from helping and saving others.

The Scriptures require tis to watch over
one another in love ; but this is a very dif-

ferent thing from watching one another in
envy, in jealousy, in suspicion, in crit-

icism, in slander, in opposition, in perse-
cution, in malice, in injury.

,

!

You'll need something to re-

lieve a pain or an ache sooner
or later. Secure it before it is

needed, rather than wait until it

is too late to be benefited. All-
cock's Porous Plasters cure all

pains quickly, surely, and with-
out discomfort to the wearer.
The genuine Allcock's never
fail, but if you allow yourself to
be persuaded to try some of the
army of imitations claiming to
be "just as good as Allcock's,"
you will have only yourself to

blame for the failure,

for

oVn mind
It isn't enough to call

Allcock's Plasters
but you should see that you get what you know you
ought to have and what you ask for, and not something
eish which the druggist may be anxious to dispose of.

bicycleIREE! A FINE
Ifyou want one, either ses, write toi

y\ us 2t once. These bicycles are fuiw|
9r~-^ warranted and -^'ould cost atretail

$18 to $34. "Wegtve themf
FK££ to iutroduce Our paperWe will give youoneirith-
out a cent of money from

I yonr pocket. At tbis time
' oUbe rear erervbotly wants
a bicycle, we oner yoD
one FREE. You TAKE NO
CHANCES if you comply

Vwith oar offer. Write today. With your letter send us 50c. silver

lor postal note for our family and story paper one year and we
Lwillsend the offer at once— all charges prepaid on every bicycle.

3Addres3_ii, S. CUSHMAN, Fnb., 53 State St.^ Boston, Mass.

Asthma<
The Atrican KolaPlant,
discovered in Congo, West

' Africa, is Nature's Sure
Cure for Asthma. Cure Ouaraiitee<l or No
Pay. Export Office. 11C4 Broadway, New York.
For I.ai-Sfe Trial Case. FKEE by Hail, address
KOLA IMPORTING CO.. 132 Vine St. .Cincinnati. Ohio.

Mention this paper.

If afflicted with
sore eyes use Or. Thompson's Eye-Water

Alaska Stove Lifter.
NICKEL PLATED.

COLD J^^^^mNDLt,
Price 15c.,

at all Stove,
Hardware, and House Furnishing

_ Dealers, or mailed postpaid for 30 cts.

TROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N.Y.
Mention this paper.

'

"THE ROAD TO WEALTH LEADS
THROUGH the SOUTH. SOLID FACTS
FROM SETTLERS ALONG the LINE"
is a Boole of 200 pages, "Worth its 'Weight . in
Gold" to everyone interested^n the SOUTH. "Crea-
tion's Garden Spot." Nature's Most Favored Land.
Send 25 cents to pay postage and printing and get
the Greatest Book of tlie Day on the Soutliland.
IT TEL,I>S THE TRUE TAI,E. Address
E.CRobertson a&Co., Neave Bldg,Cincinnati, O.

THE TEXAS COAST COUNTRY

!

The Garden Spot ofAmerica! A Paradise for tlie Farmer!
A Gold Mine for tlie Poor Man!

Rich Soil I XO DROUGHTS ! No Irrigration Needed I Climate and Health Unsurpassed I

Cool Summers and Mild "Winters

!

I make a specialty of locating large colonies and am prepared to give the greatest Induce-
ments to every home-seeker. Low rates on all railroads. If you are interested send 4 cents in
stamps for pamphlets, maps, etc., to Q |y| PUDOR
P. O. Box 144, HOUSTON, TEXAS. Land and Immigration Agent.

TH:e POWBR OF TH:e HUMAN ilSY:^.

No. 1.—Jones—"Yes, sir; by steadily i fixing my eye
upon a person I can udll that they come to me whether
they wish it or not. I'll just show you."

No. 2.

f8K. BOLD
PLATED

WATCH

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFERI NO MONEY REQUIRED IN ADVANCE.
BOX OF 60 CIGARS AND WATCH FOR $2.93. 100,000 TESTIMONIALS RECEIVED.
CUT TUIS OCT and ecdiI It to no with your name and address, (no money reqaired la advance) and we
will eend to you by erpress, same day we receive yonr order, one boi containing 50 ofOur Celebrated
lOe. Cigara, and in the same pactage a grennine HeavT <JoId Plated Wateh, stem winder and cetten

enamel dial, oil tempered, nnbrealiable mainspring, finely finished train, jeweled balance, dost proo^
finely polished case, a eplendid timekeeper. A written pnarantee for G Tears sent with every watch. Too
examine the pooda attheerpreBS office and if satisf.ictory, pay the express ag-ent 92>9& eipreta

charges, and the box of 60 Cira" aad QoM Plate Watch, are yonrs, Aa this offer is made sole y
to introdace our famons lOe, (H^rs, to protect ourselves ajjsiDSt dealers and epecolatora ordering In

lanreanantlUes. we wUlBotaeJl more than 8 boxes and 8 watches to any one person. Writ«to-d»y«

Western Union Mfg. Co., 2di Wabasn Ave., Chicago^ 4iU

A HEALTHY MAN
In the accompanying illustration is seen the picture of a healthy man.—Every

facial feature indicates a sound physifal condition. Dissipation holds no place
here. With sparkling eyes, ruddy comple.xion and rotund cheeks, this man be-
trays no evidence of ever being wheedled and charmed by unholy pleasures.
Many a "wild oat" has he sown, however, but his present healthy condition was
restored through the aid of a remarkable and most effective prescription which I
send absolutely free of charge. There is no humbug or advertising catch ab0"t
this. Any good druggist or physician can put it up for you, as everything is plain
and simple. I cannot afford to advertise and give away this splendid remedy Un-

s, less you do me the favor of buying ^ small quantity from me direct or advise your
^\ friends to do so. But you may do as you please about this. You will never regret
having written me, as this remedy restored me to the condition shown in illustra-

tion after everything else had failed. Correspondence strictly confidential, and
all letters sent In plain sealed envelope. Enclose stamp if convenient. Address

£. H. UI;MG£KF0BI>, Box A3%9,AIbioii, Mlcb.
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DR. A. OWEN'S ELECTRIC BELT
AND APPLIANCES.

No. 4.
No. 4.

LADIES' BELT.
<Trade mark.)

DR. A. OWIBN.

GENTS' BELT.

THB MOST WONDERFUlv INVENTION OF THIS PROGRESSIVE AGE.
REI/IEVES PAIN INSTANTI.Y WHEN AI,I, OTHER REMEDIES PAII<.

A GREAT SUFFERER FROM

Neuralgia of the Stomach

CURED
BY THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT.

Clyde, Minn., May 19, 1894.

Db. a. Owen:
Bear Sir—For three years I have been a

great sufferer with what the doctors called
neuralgia of the stomach, and all last sum-
mer I was not able to do my work. My
stomach was so weak and all of the med-
icines I took did me no good. My doctor
said a change of climate would help me,
and so I went to Chicago and stayed three
months, but was no better. Before 1 came
home I called at your offices and got me
one of your belts. After I wore it one
week I was a great deal better. I have
worn the belt three months and am better
now than I have been for three years. I
would not part with my Owen Electric
Belt for one thousand dollars if I knew I
c6Vild not get another one. It has been a
God-send to me, and I wish all sufferers
wbuld and could wear one of the Owen
Electric Belts. Yours truly,

Mks. D. H. Hiltz.
Published by permission.

CURBS
99 TIMES OUT OF 100.

Used around the World, and voluntarily

endorsed by thousands who
have used them.

THE GREATEST BOON
—TO—

SUFFERING WOMEN
That Has !Ever Been Discovered

Dr. Owen Electric Belt.

Martin, Tenn., Aug. 21, 1894.

The Owen Electbic Belt and Appijancb
Co., Chicago, 111.

:

Oenilenien—I received my belt and direc-
tions the 14th of last January. I had it on

in less than three hours after receiving it.

I have worn it almost constantly since
then; put it on on getting up, and taking
it off on retiring. I feel I owe my good
health to the Owen Mectric BeH. I think
it is the greatest boon to suffering women
that has ever been discovered. I feel
that I can hardly live without it. Could
I get no other, I have frequently told my
friends I wouldn't take its weight in gold.
For misplacement of the uterus, weak
back, general debility and nervousness, it

has no superior. With a heart full of
gratitude to you, I am, "1

Very respectfully yours,
Mrs. J. D. Baldbidge.

Published by permission.

A PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGMENT

OF THE GOOD IT HAS DONE.

HiLLSBORO, N. D., 6-27, '94. .

Dk. a. Owen:
Dear Sir—I should have written to yoy

long ago to inform you how much I owe to
the Owen Electric Belt, but it was some
time before I could bring myself to pub-
licly acknowledge it; however, I have
come to the conclusion that 1 owe to you
and to suffering humanity to report what
your treatment has done in my case. For
years I had been troubled with nervous
debility, I was in the last stage of that
dread complaint and despaired of ever get-
ting relieved. In the month of July last I
decided to try your Electric Belt as a last

resort, and I am very happy to state it has
done more for me than I thought was pos-
sible. It has made nie a healthy man, in
fact I feel stronger than ever in my life. I
consider your belt the only cure for ner-
vous debility, and I shall always recom-
mend it.

Wishing you every success, I remain
Yours truly.

Box 290. Peter Anderson.

Persons making inquiries from
writers oftestimonials are requested
to enclose self-addressed, stamped
envelopes to insure a prompt reply.

OUR LAJRGE 90 PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Containing full information regarding the cure of Acute, Chronic and Nervous Diseases, sworn testimonials and portraits of people who have been cured, list of diseases, etc.,

in English, Swedish, German and Norwegian, will be mailed t6 any address upon receipt of six cents postage.

THE OWEN ELECTRIC BELT AND APPLIANCE CO,
MAIN OFFICE AND ONLY FACTORY,

201 to 211 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
'<i®°Wheii writing, please mention this paper. The Largest Electric Belt Establishment in the World.

Two lawyers, when a knotty case was o'er,

Shook hands, and were as good friends as

before.

"Say," cried the losing client, "how came
you

To be such friends, who were such foes just

now?"
"Thou fool," one answers, "lawyers, though

so keen.

Like shears, ne'er cut themselves, but what's
between."

France derives a tax of 823,000,000 a year on
colfee.

All doctors agree on one truth. That Is,

that all Ills are intensifled by too much
thought upon them, and that nothing is better
for a patient than to have his mind diverted
from his ailment.

Tennyson could take a worthless sheet of
paper, write a poem upon it, and make it

worth 865,000—that's genius. Vanderbilt can
write a few words on a sheet of paper and
make It worth 85,000,000—that's capital. The
United States can take an ounce and a quar-
ter of gold and stamp upon it an "eagle bird"
and make It worth $20—that's money. A
mechanic can take material worth $5 and
make It into watch-springs worth 81,000—that's
skill. A merchant can take an article worth
seventy-five cents and sell it for SI—that's
business. A lady can purchase a seventy-five
cent h.at, but she prefers one that cost $27—
that's foolishness. A ditch-digger works ten
hours a day and handles several tons of earth
for 83—that's labor.

ENGLISH TAXES.

Americans are justified In loving their
country. Everyone should break out in sing-

ing "My Country 'tis of Thee, Sweet Land of
Liberty." And more so when the privileges
they enjoy are brought more vividly to mind
when reading the following

:

In England birth is taxed, marriage Is taxed,
death is taxed. Commodities are taxed, man-
ufacturers are taxed, trades are taxed, houses
are taxed, incomes are taxed. We are taxed
for our butler, if we are prosperous enough to
keep one. We are taxed for our footman,
groom or gardener. The carriage we.keep is

taxed, the omnibus we take Is taxed, the cab
we hire Is taxed, the railway train we travel
by is taxed. The house-dog is taxed, and so
also is the heraldic device on our note-paper.
Everything we drink is taxed—beer, spirits,

wine, tea, coffee—and even for water we
drink there is the water rate. Light is taxed
through the medium of the gas rate. The
land we walk upon is taxed, the tobacco we
smoke is taxed, the gold or silver jewelry we
wear, the eau de cologne perfuming our hand-
kerchief, the flgs we eat on Palm Sunday, the
Christmas plum-pudding, these are all taxed.
Even our antibilious pills are not free. All
these, and they are but a few of the taxes that
exist, are mostly imperial taxes for the pur-
poses of government ; some of them, however,
are assigned to the county councils. There are
also local rates, which are but local taxes for
the poor. County council, police, voting
lists, street lighting, paving, watering, etc.,

sewers, school board and vestry. Household-
ers, lodgers, married and single men, women
and children are all taxed in some form or
other, for taxation is devised to reach every-

one. The late Lord 'Sherbrooke (Robert
Lowe) when chancellor of the exchequer cal-

culated that one ninth of our Income is taken
from us for Imperial taxation ; but the pro-

portion Is more now, and is growing. Local
taxation Is hot much less.—Temple Bar.

THE CONTENTED JAVANS.

The people live much in public, and the
poorer classes, instead of eating their meals at

home, as is the manner of the unsociable
Hindu, seem usually to breakfast and dine at

one of the Itinerant cook-shops to be found at

every street corner. More exclusive people
may be seen buying the small packets of

curry and rice wrapped in fresh plantain
leaves and pinned with bamboo splinters,

which are only intended for home consump-
tion.

To strpU down a village street and watch the
culinary operations in progress at wayside
eating-shops, was an unfailing source of

amusement; and very clean and appetizing
they looked, though the smell was 'occasion-

ally somewhat trying to the European nose.

The Javans, like all rice-eating people, are

fond of pungent and evil-smelling sauces, and
equivalents of the Burman gnapee and Japan-
ese bean soy are in constant requisition.

The natives, and especially the children,

look fat and healthy, and appear to enjoy life

under easy conditions, though they are, gener-
ally speaking, of grave demeanor and are not
endowed with the unfailing vivacity which
distinguishes the Burmans and Japanese.
During the six weeks spent in the island we
did not see half a dozen beggars, and except
in cities, certainly not that number of police-

men.—JStaeA:i«ooci's Magazine.

COFFEE FOR BILIOUS PEOPLE.

Dr. Samuel Elliott says of a number of ex-

periments In diet tried at his hospital: "We
speedily found that patients in hospitals, and
all persons leading a sedentary life must
avoid too concentrated food, content them-
selves with less variety, and drink abun-
dantly of dilutent fluids ; that coffee acted upon
the liver and was altogether the best remedy
for constipation and what is called the bilious

condition; that tea acted in precisely au
opposite direction-aamely, as an astringent;

that no poppies, nor mandragora, nor all the

drowsy syrups of the East could bring the

peace to a sufferer from malarial chill that

would come of strong coffee with a little

lemon-juice added; that strong tea was
almost a specific for neuralgia In its simple,

uncomplicated form, while turnips were

found to be almost a specific in the simpler

types of rheumatism common to young men,
where the only predisposing cause was expos-

ure to the elements."
Some recent experiments in Germany con-

firm the opinion of physicians that the coffee
which is an aid to digestion must be an infu-
sion, and not boiled. For this particular rea-
son the after-dinner coffee should always be
an infusion. The cafeine of coffee, however,
which is the element most stimulating to
travelers, is said to be drawn out by keeping
the coffee at the boiling-point for afew min-
utes.—^mej-ican Cultivator.

MUSIC FREE TO YOU.

We "will eend 163 Popular Songe, words and mneic,
sentimental, pathetic and comic, absolutely free if you
send HI cents for three months' subscription to Amer-
ican Nation, our chai niing illustrated magazine. Tliie
music includes Little Fisher Slaiden, Ta ra ra boom
de ay, I Whistle and Wait for Katie, After the Ball,
Comrades, Old Madrid, and 157 others. Bear fn mind,
you shall have tliis immense Quantity by sending 10
cents, silver. You will be delighted. Address Amee-
lOAN Nation Co., 122 Pearl St., Boston, Maes.
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A POEMETTE.

"Tbe Yellow Aster" faded is.

"Bodo" is out of sight,

"The Heavenly Twins" have sailed away
On "Ships That Pass in tbe Night."

—Detroit Free Press

HE AND SHE.

He sits by the window, under the shade
Of the rose with lioneysuckle entwined;

When the falling shapes of the esplanade

With a delicate tracing of gold are lined.

The sun sinks down in the gilded west.

Lighting bis face with its parting beams.

While a calm, sweet measure of perfect rest

Illumines the joy of his passing dreams.

He sits and dreams—why should he not?

For the last dread care of the day bath fled-

And out in the grime of the old back lot

His wife is weeding the onion-bed.

IT GREW ON HIM.

EAUTIFUL scenery here, is it not?"
asked the young man of a sol-

itary traveler whom he found
pacing along the sea-shore.

"Well, no," replied the stran-

ger, "I can't agree with you. I

think the ocean is too small.

It is no ^uch ocean as my mother used to

have."
"Your mother's ocean was superior, then ?"

"Oh, yes, vastly superior. What tumbling
breakers! What a magnificent sweep of

view! What amplitudes of distance! What
fishing there was in my mother's ocean."

"But the sky is magnificent here, is it not,

sir?"

"Too low and too narrow across the top,"

replied the stranger.

"I hadn't noticed," said the young man.
"Yes," said the stranger, "it is too low, and

there isn't air enough in it, either. Besides,

it doesn't sit plumb over the earth. It is

wilier from north to south than it is from
west to east. I call it a pretty poor sky. It is

no such sky as my mother used to have."

"Pardon me, but did your mother have a

special sky and ocean of her own?"
Here an old resident came up and drew the

young man aside.

"Don't talk with him," said the old resident.

"He is a hopeless lunatic. He is a man who
always used to tell his wife about 'the biscuits

my mother used to make,' 'my mother's pies,'

'my mother's puddings,' and 'my mother's

plum-cakes.' The habit grew on him so much
that he became a confirmed lunatic, and now
he does nothing but compare everything he
sees with the same things his mother used to

have."

ELI PERKINS' LECTURE EXPERIENCES.

"One day," said Eli Perkins, in narrating

his lecture experiences, "a young gentleman
came to me on the Boston and Maine train,

and smiling and bowing politely, asked me if

I was the gentleman who delivered the lec-

turer before the Portsmouth Y. M. C. A. tbe

night before.
" 'I am,' I said, with some pride.

" 'Well, I want to thanl? you for It. I don't

know when I ever enjoyed myself more than
when you were talking.'

"'You are very complimentary,' I said,

almost blushing, 'very complimentary. lam
glad my humble effort was worthy of your
praise,' and I took the young man warmly
by the hand.
"'Yes/' continued the young man, 'it gave

me immense pleasure. You see, I am engaged
to a Portsmouth girl, and her three sisters all

went, and I had my girl in the parlor all to

myself. Wh, it was a happy night!—the night

you lectured in Portsmouth. When are you
going to lecture there again?'"

GETTING THE WHOLE STORY.

Attorney—"I insist on an ans-wer to my
question. You have not told me all the con-

versation."

Witness—"I've told you everything of any
consequence."
"Y'ou have told me that you said to him,

'Jones, this case will get into the court some
day.' Now, I want to know what he said in

reply."

"Well, he said, 'Brown, there isn't any-
thing in this business I'm ashamed of, and if

any snoopin' little yee-hawin', four-by-six,

gimlet-eyeU, shyster lawyer, with half a pound
of brains, and sixteen pounds of jaw, ever
wants to know what I've been talking to you
about, you can tell him the whole story.' "

HOW HE ANNOUNCED HER NEW RELATIVE.

Mr. Braggs—"I saw something new in dresses

to-day."

Mrs. Braggs—"Oh, what was it, John?"
Mr. Braggs—"Y'our sister's baby—it's just

two days old."

" DON'T TOBACCO SPIT OR SMOKE YOUR LIFE
AWAY."

The truthful, startling title of a book about
No-to-bac, the only harmless, guaranteed to-
bacco-habit cure. If you want to quit and
can't, use "No-to-bac." Braces up nicotinized
nerves, eliminates nicotine poisons, m.ikes
weak men gain strength, weight and vigor.
Positive cure or money refunded. Sold by all

druggists. Book at druggist, or mailed free.
Address The Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago
office, 4.5 Randolph St. ; New York, 10 Spruce St.

THE SHOE CHANGED.
Labor leader—"Hooray I Another bigstroike

is on, and Oi've tied up tin, railroads. But
phwat are yeh lookin' so glum about?"
Wife—"The servant gir-rul demanded foive

dollars a week, and so Oi paid her off an' tould
her to go."

"Thot WJis roight. Sure, we'd soon be In th'

poor-house if we'd pay thot."

"But she didn't go. She hung around the
house, and when I hired another gir-rul she
mo.st bate th' loife out av her."

"She did?"
"She did thot! And thin she clum into the

kitchen windy and smashed all th' cookin'
things and broke all the dishes, so dthe new
gir-rul cod do no wur-ruk."
"Jloy! Moy!"
"And thin she tried to burn th' house."
"Begorry, this country is gettin' so it's not

fit to live in at all, at all V'—Puck.

HER ONE EXTRAVAGANCE.
Betty H had led a hand-to-mouth existence

for sixty j-ears, when a distant relative died
and left her twenty thousand dollars.

The old lady received the news with the ut-

most calmness. She was too old and staid a
body to be led into anything rash, but she
said to a friend

:

"I ain't goin' to be reckless an' extravagant,
but if I live to get all that money I'm goin' to
have what I've wanted all my life, an' ain't

never felt able to buy, an' that is a pair of real

nice side-combs with yellow glass beads on
'em. I'll have them combs if I have to go as
high as fifty cents for 'em."

ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS.

To remember one thing, connect it with
another. That is a very good rule in mne-
monics, but it needs to be observed with cau-
tion. An exchange reports a school-room
dialogue:

Teacher—"With whom did Achilles fight at

the battle of Troy?"
Pupil—"Pluto."
Teacher—"Wrong. Try again."
Pupil—"Nero."
Teacher—"Nero! How do you—

"

Pupil—Then it must have been Hector. I

knew it was one of our three dogs."

A GREAT PREPONDERANCE.
Torn DeWitt—"1S75 must have been a great

year for girls."

Kitty Winslow—"I don't see—

"

Tom DeAVitt—"Oh, I was merely wonder-
ing how it happened so many more girls were
born that year than any other."

Kitty Winslow—"How do you know there
were?"
Tom DeWitt—"Why, every girl I have met

this summer has been just nineteen."

PLAUSIBLE.

Little Johnny—"Aunt Julia, what makes
those funny spots on your face?"

Aunt Julia (who is very freckled)—"I be-

lieve it's because I have so much iron in my
blood ; it is only when I have been out In wet
weather, though, that they are noticeable."

Little Johnny—"Oh, yes; I know! You go
out in the weather and the iron in your blood
gets rusted."

NO BIAS.

Jolinson—"I have been chosen as arbitrator

in tbe matter of those labor troubles on the X.
Y..& Z. road!"
Thompson—"Why, you are a stockholder in

that road !"

Johnson—That's just it. Everybody wanted
a disinterested party, and the stockholders
haven't received a dividend in fifteen years.

—

Puck.

Every Man Shpnld Read This,

If any young, oM or middle-aged man, suf-
fering from nervous debility, lack of vigor,
or weakness from errors or excesses, will in-
close stamp to me, I will send him the pre-
scription of a genuine, certain cure, free of
cost, no humbug, no deception. It Is cheap,
simple and perfectly safe and harmless. I
will send you the correct perscription and
you can buy the remedy of me or prepare
it yourself, just as you choose. The prescrip-
tion 1 send free, just as 1 agree to do. Address,
Mr. Thomas Baknes, lock boxH 3 Marshall,
Mich.

FIXED.

"Does the fact that I have money make any
difference to you, Herbert, dear?"
"Of course it does, my own. It is such a

comfort to know that if I should die you will

be well provided for."

"But suppose I should die?"

"Then I should be well provided tor."—Life.

A BROTHER'S STUPIDITY.

Brother—"Why all this talk about divided
skirts for bicycling? Can't you girls ride in

ordinary (Tresses?"

Sister— "The idea! Why, ordinary dresses

wouldn't attract anj* attention at all."

GAS NOT NEEDED.

Dentist—"What! You don't want gas? You
insisted upon having gas the last time."
Victim—Y'ou haven't been eating onions

this time."

—

Xew York Weekly.

FREE TO INVALID LADIES.
A lady who Buflertil tor years witli uterine trouWes,

displacements, leucorrhea and other irregularities,
linally found a safe and siniplf home treatment that
completely cured her without the aiil of medical at-
tendance. She will send it free with full iu'^tructions
how to use it to any sutler in g woman who will send her
name and address to Mrs. D. L. Orme,South Beud.Iud.

Worth a Guinea a Box.

A trifling dose from
a 25-cent box of

Beecham's
Pills
(Tastelese.) O

will frequently prove O
o as effective as a doc- 3?
3t tor's prescription. Jt

•000000000 o#

8

RUBBER STSHPS. Best made, immense Catalogue Free
"to agents. The S. A. Harper Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O.

I DDI
rei

ES to manage our business. Good pay and no capital
required. Empress Bazar Co., Box J, Batavia.Ohio.

r nflipn MAKE $20 A WEEK writing for me at home
iidUlUo End. stamp. Louise Smith. Milwaukee, Wis.

'T month to dirtribute ;nlBrt. WE WILL S3HD

WILL
YO U Clrrnlara Mid s&mplea for u0r ITo eW>— » Ta^flio^. 8alu7 and «iip«nMi to travc-l. Seod itamOr
ADVEKTIaiitLS BUaiiAD.447 S-lh. ATt.JHBW rOBKMTr.

ALL
kindn of watches fro[n?l.:i3 upwards, haudgome catalogue

sent free. Safe Watch Co., 9 Murray St., Y. N.

I flnV WANTPn To write tor me at home. S.^ aunw I >ini1lt,U ,jay No canyassing. Reply with
stamp. MIS.S YERNA L.\NGDON, South Bend, Ind.

A nCMTO for this paper malie money fast. The work
MUlIiIO ip easy, pleasant and ]iritfitable. Circulars
free. Address LADIES HOME COMPAKION, SPRINGFIELD. 0-

OyRRODS
miner;

SpanisliN'eedles anil Dip Needles
I are the best Instruments for hunting
als. B.U.Stauffer.Box.Ti, Harrisburg.Pa.

AnV of- Gentlemen Writers wanted ^rt\ liftAUl "Strictly Home Work." I U UU
QHID SUPPLY CD.. NORWALK. DHIO. I

T ATiTP^l Wanted to Write at Home. S15
J^**JL/XXii>J weekb'. No canyaesing. Reply with
stamp. MISS EANNIE EEIiKNOB, South Bend, Ind".

FOR ALli. ST5 a month silary and ex-

penses paid. If you want employment write

at once to P. O. VICKERT, Augnsta.Maine.

UGE CURTAINS
Indcpcn'lent living for rood livo AGENTS
Di:y direct from manufacturer. Scn.l

stamp for illustrated catalogue. NoKrn
British Lack Mills. 115 Worth St.. XT.

BIG
MONEY selling NEW household
specialties. Circulars free. Write quick.
nlDDLEIIA]!) CO., 43 S. CliotoD St., Chicago, III.

$30
B llirrU guaranteed Isdles -who write for ns at
ATfLLKhome. No cnovasslngr, Gnelose Mtamp.
Womaa'tiCo-OperaUveTolIt:tCo.(Liic)aitlwautee,WU

HFXCD TUC DAI I Ibis Famous SoD^ aad O.fB Hdkdbcd
Ar I kll I Ilk DALL and Pimr-Six Other Late.st Songs^^^HBMWHE^^^^KH OF THE D A Y.iDcludiDg "TA-RA-BOOM-
DE-AY," "COMRADES," " LITTLE FISHER MAIDEN." ETC. \^"opl3anil

Muflic.postpaid. only Tea Cents- GEM NOV. CO. B 10, Fraakfort. Ind.

F
ANCY and PLAIN CANDT made at Home,
fic. Bugar makes -lOc. Caiuly. Tbe wliole Secretj
with full instructions for SI. Keep this ad
dress. J. J. HOOPER, DURANT, MISS.

AWOMAN'S SUCCESS „
at Home, instructions free to lady readers. Send stamp.

(Ho humbus). HIBS. i. A. MASNIMU, BoilS- Anna. Ohio.

For two yoaCB
f have made
$35 aweek

NALtoMLn WAn I LU wholesale and retail trade, sell

on sight to evei7 business man or firm ; liberal s.ilary. money
advanced (or advertising and expenses. Permanen position.

Address with stamp, KING MFS. CO., A 64 Chicago. III.

AUADWCQT FOR AGENTS. We are now offer-

nHn V LO I ing agents the greatest harvest of the
seasiin. The wages are big and the work is easy.
Send for lull partrcnlars immediately. Address
LADIES HOME COMPANION, SPRINGFIELD, O.

$15.00 TO $40.00 A WEEK
Can be made working for us. Of special interest and
value to all farmers. Spare hours can be used to good
advantage. S. I. Bell & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

We have an original, leiritimate, much-needed article

which sells best during hard times,because it saves money
and suffering; men and women without any experience

wh.itever are now making from S15 to $60 per week

re^tt'"-HOME SALESMEN^ p
capital required; full particulars, free samples, and refer-

ences in your own State and ours by mail. Address,

Bos 1(!92, Boston. Only those seeking respectable,

profitable, andpermanent home employment need apply.

ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
Sold ontright. no rent, no royalty. Adapted

to City, Village or Country. Needed in every
home, shop, store and office. Greatest convea*
ience and best eeller on earth.
Affents make from $5 to $50 per day.
^One in a residence means a Bale to all tho
neighbors. Fine instruments, no toys, work»
anywhere, any distance. CJomplete, ready for
use when shipped. Can be put up by any one»
never out of order, no repairing, lasts a Ufa
time. Warranted. A money maker, Writa
W. P. Harrison £t Co.. Clerk 10. Columbus, 0.

The Great Eye Restorer.
All forms of Diseased Kvc,^ positively cuihhI by

^"ACTIXA." Hay l-Vver. Catarrh. Aatliuia.

cure iiiinrantiM'*!. *'ACriN.V" is a perfect Pocket
Battorv, usnbk' at all limes bv voung and old.

A \ahmble book free. KEW VoitK & LONDON
ELECTKIC ASS'N, No. 10 Ut st Wnyne St.. >'«.rt ^Va; ne, Ind.

FITSCURED
{From IT. S. Journal of Medicine.)

Prof.W. H.Peeke,who makes a specialty of Epilepsy,
oaa without doubt treated and cured more cases than
any living Physician; his success is astonishing. We
have heard ofcases of20 years' standing cured by him.
He publ ishes avaluableworkon this disease which he
sends with a large bottle of his absolute cure, free to
any suffererwho may send their P.O. and Express ad-
dress. We advise anyone wishing a cure to address,
Prof. W. H. PEEKE, F. D., 4 Cedar St., New Yoiili

FREE TO SUFFERING
WOMEN.

I suffered for years with uterine troubles,

painful periods, leucorrhea, diaplacetnenta

and other irregularities, and finally found a

Bimple, safe home treatment, that cured ine

withoilt the aid of medical attendance. This

is no qnark doctor's medicine; but nature's

own remedy for wmnen. It costn nothing to

convince yourself of its merits, for I send it

free with full instructions how to use it, to

every suffering woman. Address MRS. D.
- or— " -

"READ m SIOBT. L. 0&M£, Box A, SCDIB BsnD, Ixviasa.

HOW to Become aFiiie Pianist. Oompletesys-
tem. Addreos Durege, -Box 135, Naw York.

tan OXIt, 10 cu

WIFF CANNOT SEE HOW YOD DO
SJFjT " A"" P** FREIGHT.

XiABnys oar 2 drawer walnal or oA Im-
J "TproTed High Arm Singersewinemachln*

El finely finished, nickel plated
, adapted to liebl

,
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 Yeari; with
Automatic Bobbin Winder, Self-Threading CjUm-

[der Shuttle, Self.SeltIng Needle and a complet*
^set of Steel Attacbmenta; shipped any where oa
80 Day's Trial. No money required In adfance.

75,000now fnnse. World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach*
menta. Buy from factory and save dealer's and agent's profit*.

EDFC ThliOot and send to-day for machine or larce fretnCC catalogue, testimonials and Glimpses of the World's Fair.

OXFORD MFG. GO. 312 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO.ILL

KqCAl K APPEAIUNCEJTO A SOLID GOLD WATCH.

.FREE
^yfSO^yourfuUi

fTftp'^
richly jewi

A fine 14k gold pla-
ted watch to every
reader of thtspaper.

Cut this oot and send It to us with
name and address, and we
you one of these elegant,
eled, gold finished watcbea

by express for examination, and Ift

'* you think it is e(]ual In appearance ta
any$25.00 gold watch pay oursampla
price, $3.5U, and Itis yours. Weseni
with the watch oor guarantee that
you can return it at any time within
one year if not satisfactory, and iff

you sell or cause the sale of eix wa
will give you One Free* Write ak
once, as we shall send out Bamplea
for 60 days only. Address

THE NATIONAL M*F*0
St IMPORTING CP.,

334 Cdarborn St.. OhlCftfO. SL

"Perfect

Manhood

AND

How to

Attain It."

mm A Wonderful
New Medical
Book, written
for Men Only.
One copy may
be had free on
application.

Erie

Medical

Co.,

Niagara Squara,

Buffalo, N. Y.

HELPING the OTHER FELLOW
Is the terse definition of altruism.

Being an earnest disciple of this ethical principle,
I offer a helping hand to all who through youtb6l£
folly orunballowed pleasures have been caught in the
maelstrom ofmental and physical auffering.andwbosft
.fears and pains have been prolonged by unprincipled
'quacks. To all such I will send (sealed) free, a recipe

ofa simpleremedywhich restored roe to manly health afierevery-
thing else bad failed. It will do the same for yoo. Address^

C. H.MULLER, Box 1227, Kalamozoo. Mich,

FOLKS REDUCED
From 15 to 25 lbs. per
month by a harmless
treatment administered

by practicing physician of 17 years* experience. No^s."
bad effects; no detention from business; no starv-(. \ _ . .

Ing; no wrinkles or fiabblness follow this treatment. It Improvea

the general health, clears the skiD, and beautifies the eompfexlon.

Endorsed by physicians and leading society ladies. Thousan(fc cured.

PATIENTS TR-EA-TEX* BY TMAXTt
Ooafidentially. For particulars call, or address with 6c in stampst

O. W. S3VYr>EIi, M. I>.,

260M'VICK^R'S THEATER BUILDING. CHlCACa

p V rni KC reduced, 15 lbs.L n ' uunw a month; any on©
I mJk I can make remedy at borne.

Mies M. Ainley, Supply, Ark.,
says, *'I lost-*l3 lbs. and feel splendid."No
starving.No 8icknesR.Particular6(8eaIed)
2C.HAL L A- CO.. B..Box 404,ST.Louia,Mb.

DRUNKENNESS:-:]
DISEASRtf

can be Cored
administer-

ing JDr. Haines' Golden Specific. It can be
given without the knowledge of the patient, if

desired, in coffee, tea or articles of food. Cures
guaranteed. Send for circulars. €JOI<DEN
SPECIFIC CO., 185 Race St., Cincinnati, O.
Bl^The Only Cure* beware of ImittUtnr^*

DROPSY
TREATED FREE!,
Poslthelj CUUED with Veg-
etable Kemediea. Have eured
maoy thousand cases called

hopeless. From first dose
symptoms rapidly disappear, and in ten days at least two-thirds
of all symptoms are removed. BOOK of testimonials of mt-
raculouscuresaent FREE. lO DAYS TREATMENT FREE
mail. Dr. H. H. Gbbbn 4: Sons. Specialists. Atlanta. Ga.

•KIDNEYS'^-BLADDER*
Why suffer the misery and perhaps fatal result caused by
dfeeasesof the above brgraus when I will send you fulljpar-

tieulars of a cheap, sure and permanent Home Cure FREE
of charge. Dr. ]>.A.WILLIAMS, Eaet Hampton, Conn.

CANCER

RUPTURE

CURED "Without the us©-
of the knife and

with little or no pain, by
iDr. i>I. G. PINGREE

VZG State Street, Chicaeo. BOOK FREE.

positive radical Cure »t hoia«

(Sealed.) BookgivInKfull pftrtloului

Sent Free. Address DB. W.S.EICB
Box F. SmithviUe, Jeff. Co.,N. T

DEAFNESS & HEAD NOISES CURED
by uiy invisible Tubular Cushion. WhUpers heard.

Successful when all remedies fail. Sold only

by F. Hiscox, 863 B'way,NewYork.Wrileforbooko£ proofs

OPIUM
or norpbine Kabit <^re<l as
Home. TrtelFree. No Palm.

AitlllBfl IWorpbine Habit Care* In lO
1 1H 1 1 1mm to 20 days. No pay tUI cored.Vr lUlwl DR. J. Stephens, Lebanon, Ohio.

niinTlinr Cmed by man. Circular free. Ad-

nllr I llnr d™ss Capt. W. a. Colllngs Co., Box
IIUI lUIIL 142. Smithville, Jeff. Co., New York.

AUrDV llCrrill InTCntion for man or woman.
VLnT UoLfUL Sample sent (sealed) 25 cts. 2

for nuts. HmEER Specialty Co.,Box401,Oewego;N.Y

Ms EliECTRIC BE1.T sent onTRlAl.T?T>X''E
Give siie.Dr.Judd.Detroit,Mich.Want agts..*-

Dr. Thompson's Eye-Water
If afflicted with
sore eyes use
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Wt^at to W^ar

1 Ho^ to Make It. ^

Condueted by
DlflHH STOt^OIS,

Boston Globe, Boston, ]Wass.

^<»C<».&<:<iN«^ :iMi>5»-,

A chieftain's daughter seemed the maid;
Her satin snood, lier sillcen plaid.

Her golden brooch such birth betrayed.

And seldom was a snood amid
Such wild luxuriant ringlets hid,

Whose glossy black to shame might bring

The plumage of the raven's wing;
And seldom o'er a breast so fair,

Mantled a plaid with modest care.

And never brooch the folds combined
Above a heart more good and kind.

—''The Lady of the Lake," Scott.

close-fitting about tiie shioulders and very-

full about the bottom, being practically

circular in shape. Oue style, known as the
"Golf," because it has found favor with
some of the devotees of this imported
sport, is shown in Fig. 2. Heavy diagonal
cloth iu light tan shade is the outside

material. The lining is a plaid silk of

green and white, with intersecting lines of

pink. In place of a second short shoulder-
cape, which is forever flying in the face,

there is a hood for ornament. This is, in

the cowl style, like that on the back of

monks' robes, and is lined with the silk.

The hat is of oil-cloth, black, and in the

popular sailor style. A dumb-Bell bow (see

previous issue of Companion for detailed

explanation of how to make this bow) in

black moire ribbon, and some jetted green

quills trim the hat. The trimming as

shown still follows the summer mode of

trimming each side alike. The dumb-bell

bow previously described was strapped

through the center. This is caught down
twice, each place being ornamented with a

jet slide. The milliners are making all

bows with wire to hold them, instead of

thread. The loops are wired as formerly,

and then to hold the ribbon a fine wire is

on the bodice. Green pearl buttons orna-

ment the girdle, looking like fancy-headed
pins set in the folds of the velvet, which
is tied into a large bow on the right hip.

This is becoming to a slight figure. One
who has large hips and a hollow back
should have the bow at the middle of the

back. The fanciful cape, more for orna-

mentation than for use, although it

answers some purpose in warding off the

first autumnal chill, is made of black

velvet. The velvet is cut in points, lined

throughout with muslin and then with
silk, and falls over a frill of heavy black

lace. The edge of the velvet is bordered

by a fringe of tiny gold balls. There is a

crushed collar and a rosette in front. The
picture hat is of black velvet made over
a frame. The veriest suspicion of a gold

cord finishes the edge where the smooth
underfaeing and that on the upper side

of the brim trimming meet. A little

cluster of tiny yellow asters is set under
the rolling brim on the left, and the other
trimming is a Prince of Wales crest of

three, long nodding ostrich plumes, from
which two others, one on each side, curl

along the brim, quite separate, and as

carelessly as if they had fallen into place.

FALL FASHIONS IN WRAPS AND MIL-
LINERY.

With the advent of the first autumnal
days the milliners and iuanteau-makers

are in their element,

everybody hieing her

I to pick out soinetliing

;
new and becoming in

the way of head -gear

and wraps. Richness

of material, pictiir-

esqueness of outline.

There you have the

summary of the nov-

elties in both millinery

and outer garments.

Even the trimmest
kind of a tailor-made

gfirl, by dint of

a curling feath-

er or two, and
a> few ruffles

that perk up
proudly over

her well-devel-

oped figure,
aad a capitula-

tion of angles

generally t o

curves particu-

larly, manages
to look pictur-

esque instead

of like a ma-
cki ne-carved
automaton. A
smart - looking

street toilet

that starts in with a
plainly but stylishly-

made , black broad-

cloth dress is shown,

I

so far as the coat and
I hat go, in Fig. 1. The
coat, which is dis-

played among the
models for both trav-

eling-cloaks and walk-
ing-coats, is of pale
tan covert cloth. The
coat and capes in a
nice coat are lined
throughout with silk,

the lining in the model being of shot
blue and tan taffeta silk. The double-
breasted front, which follows the outlines
of the figure closely, without being skin-
fitting, is fastened with large mother-of-
pearl buttons. The buttons also ornament
the pocket-laps, which are merely orna-
mental, and are set upon the back where
the waist seams terminate in the full
skirt plaits. The very large collar has a
partial facing, as shown, of golden-brown
velvet. The jaunty neck scarf is of straw-
colored crape. Later in the season its

place will be taken by a fur collarette or
mink boa long enough merely to encircle
he neck. The hat is a bell-crowned
English walking model of black silk
beaver, like the taU hats worn by men.
The only trimming is the ostrich plumes
on each side. These are in cockade style,
and made of several little tips, but of nice
leathers. They do much to soften the
outline of the otherwise rather severe
shape, making it more generallybecoming.
The coats are not going to have things

all their own way this season. Capes will
be no less useful and popular than they
were last winter, or have been for a year
past. The capes will follow the outline of
jcirts,-in that they will be comparatively

Fig. 5.—Stole Coat.

twisted around tightly several times.
Dressmakers some time ago learned that
by winding a bow with thread it falls into
prettier folds than if it be sewed, but the
milliners find fine wire more to their
purpose. Bow-making has come to be a
business by itself, practically. The shops
devoted to the sale of ribbons have one
department nowadays devoted to the sale
of ready-made bows, ready to be adj usted
upon any hat or bonnet. The Golf cape,
to go back to that, is fastened at the neck
only, with a small fancy clasp, or else one
button and a loop of cord, the other ends
of the cord being held by another button.

A stylish toilet for the early fall, and
one that can be made useful in the coldest
weather by the addition of a long fur
wrap, is shown in Pig. 3. ft is a dress
toilet suitable for afternoon receptions and
similar occasions. The gown itself is of
soft woolen cloth in dull green. Bottle-
green velvet forms the folded belt, sash
and sleeves. The wide, corselet-like sash
is partly overshadowed by Zouave fronts

Details of French Bonnet.

instead of having been carefully adjusted.
A new model for a hat for a young miss
is shown in Fig. 4-a. The hat itself is of

black felt, the brim at the sides rolling up
sharply against the conical-shaped crown,
yet not touching it. The trimming is a
dumb-bell bow of scarlet and black miroir
or mirror velvet, the tints in which blend
so richly. There is a jet slide on each
side of the front, and there is a little

bow set at the exact back of the hat that

is made separately and tied carelessly.

The loops of the big dumb-bell bow are

carried up on the hat in the opening
between the crown and the brim.

A velvet bonnet that is very stylish is

shown in Fig. 4-6. Dull blue velvet is

twisted scantily over the crown. A soft,

pufly Alsatian bow of velvet, with a larger

one of cream guipure lace behind it, is

set in front, with a large buckle of pearl

and turquoises holding the velvet in

place. The lace is wired into shape with
a fine silk-wound wire, which is threaded
in and out of the meshes of the lace, and

bent into the shape of a parallelogram, of
which one end is made much shorter than
the other.

A new wrap known as the "stole" is
shown in Fig. 5. It is richly made of
heavy black satin, with collar and revers
of fine, creamy tan cloth trimmed with
bias milliner's folds of the satin. The coat
is made more elegant by being lined
throughout with silk the shade of the
cloth. The elegant little bonnet is one
which, completed, is a monument to the
deftness of a French designer, but which
might be copied by any one who can
follow directions. It is a dress bonnet,
and in the model the crown is partially
open in order to show the hair. If desired
so that it can be worn in cool weather
when one cannot drive in a close carriage,
a lining of velvet to match the rose border
can be set under the crown. A shows the
skeleton frame, scoop-shaped, made of
black silk-wound wire. In 6 a circular
piece of openwork jet in stars and fish
'scales has been adjusted, this being one of
the many fancy crowns which the mil-
liners are showing. The next step is to
make a rose ruching for the edge. The
material is a bright scarlet velvet, cut bias
and doubled to bring the raw edges into
the middle, of one side. This band, three
inches wide after it is folded, is gathered
by a strong thread through the middle,
one raw edge overlapping the other, so to
hold them both with one thread. It is

gathered very full, twisted, and then with
a stitch here and there is made into rose

rosettes all around thi9

frame (see c and d). A
porcupine bow of velvet
ribbon of the same
shade, confined by a jet
slide (see e), is made for
each side and attached
as in /, the strings being
made long enough to
be tied nattily under
the chin by the wearer
after the bonnet is ad-

justed. A Prince
of Wales cluster
of glossy black
ostrich tips is set
u p proudly i n
front, and then
th e b o nn et Js
complete (p).

The French
milliner on the
fashionable shop-
ping thorough-
fare asks thirty-

five dollars for

this bonnet, with-
out blushing.

The cost to

make at home
depends, upon
the quality of

the materials. The
frame will cost

twenty-five cents;

three eighths of a
yard of velvet (one
half of a yard will

be needed if the
bonnet be lined

with it in thecrown)
at two dollars a yard
will be seventy-five

cents. It may be
said in defense of

part of the price

asked by the French
milliner that she
uses a five-dollar

velvet, arid if one
can afford it, it looks

enough better to

make it worth while to do so. It will take
two and one half yards of velvet ribbon for

the strings, and this will cost from thirty-

five to fifty cents a yard. The jet slides will

cost anywhere from fifteen to fifty cents

apiece, according to the place and grade. The
jet crown may cost five dollars ; it need not
cost more than one dollar and twenty-five

cents. The feathers can cost one dollar

and twenty-five cents or two dollars. So
on upward. It is hardly worth while
ever to quote prices, for it so often hap-
pens that the day following the quotation
of a given price, precisely the same quality
of the same thing can be picked up some-
where at a greatly reduced figure.

Dinah Stueqis.

APPRECIATED.

Ifind your patterns a perfect fit. Hope youimU

still continue to keep them.

Mrs. Ella Kerlin, Walcott, Ind.

See new patterns onpage 13.
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Wages of labor U
War in the Orient 22

Wealth distribution 12

What will Congress do? 2

Wheat 5, 1(1, 11, 14

and silver H
growing, cost of 12

Wilson-Gorman tariff bills 23

Wilson tariff bill 6

Wool and tariff. 5

Farm Notes.

Agricultural convention,
Ohio 7

Antioleo.... 10, H
bill 24

Antioption 17

Assistant secretary of
agriculture* 7

Bagging grapes 16

Bees and spraying 17

Bisulphid of carbon 9

Blister-beetle 18

Building and loan asso-
ciations 16

Butterine war
Canada and our taritl 6

Canned tomatoes 9

Capons 22

Carman potato 18

Carolina phosphate 16

Catalogues 6, 10

Change of occupation 10

Chinch-buge 19

Clover 1')

ragweed 18

seed 6

Club raisers 7

Consumption 18

Corn I »

crop -5

fodder 21

harvesters 21

weevils -
1'"*

Creameries i-'

Crimson clover i^o, 21

Crop report, ffi ivi-rn mk-ii t... 13

statistics 8

Dairymen's A<sw( iutiuii,

Ohio 12

Dairy product, improve
the 10

school, Ohio K*

schools 13

Danish dairying 13

Department u^m icult ural
ana expfriniin t t a-
tions 7

Destitution and chnrity .... 7

JEarly harvent 17

Editor wanted 8

Educating our boys 13

EU'Ctro-cnltiire 15

Ex per I iiiL-n t si iition, Ohio 8

f^tatiuiiH 12

Farm and Fireside...... 6
animals , U
economy .' 8

fences 15

hands 6

homes 18

managers 10"

mortgages 16, 20

Farmers' Alliance 7

innings, the 17

Farms, number of 16

Feeding horses and cattle 9

Feed wheat to farm an-
imals 22

Fertilizer hints 15

Fertilizers 14, 21

for small fruits 24

Five points 15

Food investigation 6
preservative 19

Forestry 6

Fruits, new types of 8
Fruit sugar, artificial 20

tree blight 15

Gardening outlook 19

Gastric soda 8

Greenhouse construction... 14

Green manuring 21

Gold in Colorado 8

Gothenburg system 8
Grain gambling 20

Grange, Morton on the 7

Guernsey Cattle Club 20

Hay crop of '94 21

Hawaii 7

Haying 17

Hogs 18

Horses 18

Horticultural Society,
New York 6

Immigration 15

Income tax 7, 13, 1-1

Intensive farming ly

Irrigation 8, 21

Japanese plums 15

K-ansas crops of '93 10

Labor 7

Land-plaster 23
Lessons of the flood 19

Loss on sheep 11

Lottery 11

Liquor bill, the 16

Manual for Southern but-
ter-makers 10

Middlemen problem 24

Monopolies 16

Mortgaged farm 6

Mushrooms 24

artificial 20

National dairy convention 9

union 9, 14

New fruits and flowers 18

Nitrogen from the air 19

No millennium yet U
Novelties 6

Ohio School of Agriculture 23

Oleo 9, 12

Original packages 10

peanuts 17

Phosphoric acid expensive 23

Plant diseases 22

Poultry feeding 10

Prices and wages 16

Public welfare 14

Railway strike 6

Kaspberries for drying 12

Reductions in wages 6

Reminder, a 24

Rhizobia bacteria 14

Roads 19, 20

Robber barons 8

Root crops 13

Rose-chafer 16

Russian thistle 8

School question
Second-crop seed potatoes
Secretary Morton
Secretary Morton's report
Seedsmen and nurserymen
Silage and beets
Silos and ensilage
Silver seigniorage
Small potatoes
Smut in wheat
Sorghum syrup
Sprayers
Spraying 13, 14,

compounds
crops
in a nutshell

Spurry
Stable the cows
Starr apple
Stick in the mud
Subirrigation
Sugar
bounties

Sunshine league
Tariff interrogatories ...10,

Tea culture in the United
States

Tillage and manure
True temperance
Turkey raising
Unsafe prophe.-ties

Van Alen
Veterinary surgery
Vineless yam
Weevil
Wheat
area
varieties 23,

Wool clip of '93

Growers' Associution,
Oliiu

on the f n e list 6,

Wonderful cow -pea

Cheese, skim 3

Farm.
Agent, traveling
Agricultural Congress..
nmcliincry

Agriculture a!ul busin
A Ifalia
Aisike clover
Barns*
Beef versus pork
Bees, to wiutri
Black catth- < ,.;itK

robes
Box -stalls for cattle*..
Boys, farm
Brining cream
Butter and eggs
flavor in
making
marketing
yield, large

Capons
Caterpillar plague
Cauliflowers
Cement floors

and

,
*6,

Clover.
notes 19

Cold storage
Colt raising 24

Columbian exposition 1

Corn and beans 8
culture in South Dakota. 9
stalk facts 2

Cost of milk production.... 2
Cotton-seed meal 9
Crab-grass 19

Dairy* 7

and stock farming 18

congress, national 11

losses in 5

notes, southern 2

Dairying in the South* 22
Depression in land values... 3

Dogs 6

Economize 15

Farmers do not co-operate 3

Farm bands 6
institutes 18

notes, southern 3, 23
wages 2

Fattening hogs 5
Feed-bin* 2
Fertilizers 2, 16

Fertilizing material 20
Flowering plants, window 5

Flower-pot stand* 22
Foods—two classes 4

Forests 4
Fruit culture in Washing-

ton 19

in Michigan 20
trees in Oklahoma 5
" '* the Southwest.. 6

Gardening 14

Garden, odds and ends 5

Getting out of the ruts 24
Grape-trellis* 4

Great industry, a 24

Greenhouse heating 3
Ground meat for hens 4

Hay 19

Harvest of 1893 3, 5
Heavy feeding pay 8
Hens in the woods 11

Hop culture in Mashing-
ton 5

Horse collar 21

raising 23
shoeing 2
training 6

Horses, farm 17

Horticultural papers 7, 10,

11, 13, 15
How to be happy H

Immigration 1

Impressions of the North-
west 4

Insects, hard to freeze 1

Irrigation of arid lands.... 23

Jerseys 4

Knowledge, practical with
theoretical 3

Ijand-plaster 19

Lap-robes and sheepskin
bags 11

Legs of horses 1

Manure, stable 10

Manurial value of foods.... 1

Merinos at the fair 23
Milch and milk 18

Milk cooler* 21

cost of 15

Milking-stool* 13

Mohair 2
Mud horseshoes 9

New England farming 17

Oats, southern winter 24

sowing 2

Otaheite cfrange 20
Outlook for farming 2

Pasteurizing apparatus*... 20

Peanut culture 21

Pear-blight 13

Persian sheep 12

Persistent man 20
Pit games 16

Plum culture 10

Porch 4

Potash needed 12

Potatoes, second-crop 14

Potato growing 12

Poultry houses, damp 16

keeping 1

Rat-guard* 2

Road-Tnakers 3
Runaway horse 11

Rye 16

.Sheep 5

for the South 18

husbandry 1, 4, 6

outlook 7

Soil fertility 22

saver 16

Sorghum : 16. 19

South Atlantic noten 1-;

Sows, care of 1-

Spraying 13

Stable* 7

Student letters 5, 6, 7

Sweet corn in Maine 5

potatoes, to keep 3

Thunder and milk 24

Tomatoes 3
Tool-room 1

Tree-planting 6

Turkeys 10

Turnip raising 21

Variety farming 17

Waited heat, lic.w to uti-

lize* 3

A\"a\ and nit-aiiH 6
What kind uf labor pays?. 5

the season has taught .... 2

Wheat for stuck feed 23

Wind-brejiks 18

Winter work, horticultu-
rists'* 9

Wool, Ameriran 17

Word of caution 14

GARDEN.

Ashes and stable manure... 12

Cabbage after cabbage 1!

cn.'pH. t\sv 3

(ni-iiiioH 14

kfcping I

late 18

Celery, forced 14

stalks, hollow II, 14

turnip-rooted 20

Drainage 9
first 13

Early planting 15

Fall work* 3
Feeding fruit-trees 9
FiTtili/fT for '_M rdt'iii iig. ... 21

Fnrrini: % ..-.-t ahl-^ 11

Fi nil- Ivr \'i.'U{ y
(iartleii encniicri 1

Gardening for money 12

pays 8

Grafting grape-vines in
Grapes :>

tirarsshoppert!
Maiid-wceih-rs i;

Harrow as wcediT ]i\

HotbedH :>

In seuf^on l.**

Irrigating celery ]2
Ijice on cucumber leaver... 20
Mangel-wurzels 16
Melon crop 2
Millet and other fodders.... 20
Muriate or sulphate of pot-

ash 21
Mushroom growing 2
Mushrooms 23
Mustard, curly 24
Nest-egg gourd 6
Oats and peas 15
Onion crop 1

growing 13
mildew and smut 22
spot disease 22

Paris green on cabbages.... 10

Pear blight 13
Peas, planting 15

Plants from cuttings 19
Plums 5
Pollenation of pear flowers 16
Potash and soda 21

Potato beetles 19, 23
blight 14

Carman 16

digging 4

house 4

storing 4

Poultry and the garden 6

manure 14

Prospective profits 9

Railroading to farming.... 7

Rape for feed 16

Refuse for fertilizer 24

Sage growing 17

Seed potato, prices 19

Sprayer, knapsack 11

Sprayers for garden use .... 10

Study your soil 12

Subirrigation 8, 12

Sweet potatoes 17
'* " cuttings. .20, 22

Tobacco-dust 18

Tomatoes, early 15, 18

large 13

new 6

pruning 19

Vineless yam 17

Weeding by horse-power... I4

Weevils, pea and bean 23

ORCHARD.
Anthracnose 3

Apple orchard 8
Barrel-header* 4

Beecher strawberry* 11

Bordeaux mixture 19
" on peach

and plum 6

Borers, tree 23

Budding* 19

Currants, black 7

Eldorado blackberry* 12

Fruit in Michigan 19

report, Missouri 17

Grafting 3

Grape-vines, pruning and
training 14

Hayes strawberry* 13

Indiana fruit notes 6

In the orchard 2

Locust-tree borer 5

Night-cap* 15

Orchard, keeping up 7

Pecans 9

Plum culture 22

diseases* 21

Pollen, effect of 6

Raspberries, black* 7

Raspberry culture 1

varieties 3

Root-pruning fruit-trees... 3

Sprayed fruit exhibit 4

Spraying for insects and
fungi 12, 16

profits in 10

Strawberry culture 3

Timbrell strawberry* 12

Trees in single rows 21

VVaehing trees 2

POULTRY.

Bantams, hatching 1>^

Barn and poultry-houses*. 11

Bran as food 3

Breeds 21

Broiler farms 23

Brooder house* 9

success with 5

tank* 7

Building in the fall 3

Buy eggs early 13

Buying eggs for hatching. M
of pure breeds 9

hens 1

in the fall 22

Cheapest foods 11

Cheap mess for fowls 16

Chicks in brooders 13

large 21

not hatching 15

points on 8

Cholera 17

Cold storage building* 18

Combs and breeds 15

Commission merchants. ..6, 24

Coops for broods 8

Corn and wheat 1

meal for chicks 7

Cost of eggs in winter 2

Croup or catarrh 23
Double coop* 3
Duck breeds 3

eggs and moisture 15

Ducks, feeding young 9

in the fall 1

selling young 17

Dust bath ; 9

Dying in the shells 1

Early-molting hens 19

Eggs for hatching; 4, 11

wanted, more 13

Failing to lay 3

Fairs and poultry shows.... 23

Fattening 19

Feeding 4

at a loss 15

for shell and eggs 19

Feed-troughs 3

Fences and gardens 19

Fodder-cutters 6

Foods for winter 5, 7

Freezing eggs 6

of the water 7

Gapes 23

Geese in spring 12

Grains, cheap 1

Gravel and Bhells 23

Grease the sitters
Green bone for pnultrv
llani-tilncH iHMilLrv
Hatchin',' rai'l\ l>i oilr; k

Hati li pulletrt early 9
iiawks 20
Hen farm* 1

Hired help 6
Holiday prices 6
House, two-story 24
Incubator as an educator. 7

in March and April 11
" winter 5
plans 7, 24
using 3

Incubators 4

at the world's fair 6
Inherited defects 6
Keeping feed before them.. 5
Keep with the market 4
Kindness and feeding 23
Lath and plaster walls.*,... 9
Leaves and chaff. 7

Lice IS, 20, 24
and laying 23

** their destruction 16

in winter 8
,

Light Bra^imas 3
Linseed-meal 21

Make hens lay.: 23
March and April 11

Meat, quick 4
Milk 23
Millet seed 1

Nest and nest-eggs 4

boxes 15

eggs and lice 24
to prevent egg-eating*.... 21

Overfeeding 1

Packing eggs for shipment 16

Paper on the wall 6
Peafowls 4
Pigeons for profit 14
Plymouth Kocks and color 22
Polish fowls 15

Poultry and hard times.... 10
*' profit 20
" wheat raising 20

at world's fair 5
house* 17

** comfortable* 16
'* damp 19
" heated* 5
" interior* 23
" self-opening* 12
" self-shading* 8
'* winter* 4

manure 11

packing-houses 9
produce in IJ. S 19, 2(J

Practical results 11

Preserving eggs 21

Prices 14

Pullets and hens 13

late 1

Rapid growth desirable.... 22

Reducing stock 19

Regularity in feeding 5

Roasting-chicks 17, 18

Roup 1, 8, 16

Rye 19

Selection of breeds for
crossing 21

Selling cockerels 3

eggs at high prices 21

live poultry 22
the surplus 7

Separate the layers 22
Shelter and food 9
Shelters, corn stalk 4

Shipping-coop* 5
Shows, poultry 7

Sitting hens 14

Skim-milk and bran 21

Sloppy food 24

Small flocks pay 7

Snow-storms and poultry. 11

Soft-shelled eggs 3
Spring feeding for eggs 12

work 15

Staple-drawer* 22

Stimulating food 22
Stop the cracks 2
Straw for poultry 4

Summer with poultry 17

Too many eggs to a hen 24

Tuberculosis 22

Turkeys, feeding young 21

for breeding 23
" next year 6

in the fall 2
'* winter 11

voung 14

Turn them out 24

XJnder the roosts 7

Vegetables for poultry 4

VVarni houses 10

M'arniing and ventilating* 10

Wasting reduces profit 22

Water can* 20

trough* Ill

warmer* 6

Weeds and vegetables 3
Whitewash 1

M'inter green food 24

layers 2

Yards, dry 14

CORRESPONDENCE.

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Canada
Florida 5,

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Louisiana
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri.. 2, 7,

Montana T.

Nebraska 2, 3,

North Carolina.....
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon 1. 2, s, '.t, 13,

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas 5, 8, 10,

Utah
Virginia
Washington

.9, 13,

9^17.*

12, 13,

'7",'V2,

^2,"l7."

Fireside.

Address rebus
Affection of animals
Age of trees
Almanac and its signn
America for the poor man

Ants I

Arizona rival of the Spliinx 11

Army of -workers hi

Art »if breathing I

Bamboo 24
Baptist vifw (.f (.'hrietian

amendnieni 20
Barometer, simple 10
Beards 1

Bed-warmers 12
iJible and scholarship 20
Bicycle, the 21

Block system 6
Brabeman's hold, a 23
Bread without wheat 21
Bullet-proof garments 20
Business ability 14
California, dividing 1

Carrying gold at sea 21
Cave-dwellers 21
Cheering-up business 19
Cheese 22
Child philosophy 19
<;)hina-clo6et 23
Close the gates 15
College for the people 7

Contentment 19
Convicts and good roads.... 21

Cycling proverbs 20
Daughter's rights, the 19
Distinction, a 23
Durability of woods 19
Dust „ 23
Earthquakes.* 16

Easy way to move 21

Famous laboratory 8
Farms and machinery 20
Fire extinguisher 16

Fruit for breakfast 16

Gardening by electricity... 13

Give up work, and rest 19

Glycerin 1

Going to bed hungry 23
Guests, for 23

Guides to happiness 24
Hard to explain 21

Health-giving vegetables... 16
Heroic lives 20
Hop-vine pest 21

Horace Mann's school 21

Introduce the children 20
Is night air injurious? 15

I will *I0, *11, *12, *13,

Japanese wedding
Itettles, to clean
Kind voice
Kingdom of home
Laughter..

*14

19
16

21

15

23

Let us be reasonable 12
Lining of a tea-chest.. 21

Lyddy* 2

Man with grit in him 23
Marriage license, a 1

Miniature republics 20
Minister for 99 years 21

^Miriam's way 13

Misapplied service 1

Mon Reve 20
Need not promise to obey... 15

Newspaper, the oldest 10
Notch on a stick *3, '4, *5.

*6, *7

Odd moments 15

Odds and ends 17

Old duda 14

On looking queer '. 15

Opals 12

Opening for a woman of
capacity 16

Oregon potatoes - 21

Our remote ancestors 21

Patent, taking out 11

Pathetic debut, a 20

Plenty of paint 16

Pointed sayings 12

Putty-making 23

Queen of the poor-house... 11

Reform him first 19

Right to wealth 20
Royalties from Ben-Hur.... 1

Russian thistle 15

Sandwich. island missions. 9

Scrap-book 6

Seigniorage 15

Servants 16

Sharp tongues 1

1

She was beautiful 1

Singular adventure 10

Sooy's sixth *8, *9

Spirit of hospitality 16

Stars and stripes, the 20

Stop my paper 19

Sunbeam sounds 1

Sure cure 21

Tableau 12

Tale of a necklace 17

Tame-spirited Americans. 21

Tea, facts abont 20

The Octoroon's Daughter.
»15. *16, *17. *18, *19

Tramp problem 21

Tree, wonderful.... 23

Vanishing domestic 1

We won't go home till

morning 20

Why I liked Harry Knox.. 17

Wife 21

Will-o'-the-wisps' story 21,

22, 23, 24

Woman horticulturist, a... 12

Woman's persistence, a 20

Worthy of a pension 23

Household.

About the house 2, 24

Amusing children 17, 19

Annuals, beds of
Ants, remedy for 3

Apple cake 8
charlotte 23

conipoter; }

custard 23

float
slump 9

April days
Apron :*18,

Aquatics and water-lilies..

Arbor-seat* •

Art of slighting
A way out of it *.

A wnings*
Baby of "94

bibs for*
boot for*

uik.!";""!"!"*"!"!!l.l.!

Baby's belongings*
Baked milk •

Bastiue - H)
Beans, Boston baked
Beef's heart
Beverage, summer
BlackberO' pudding
Blanc mange
Blouses *22, *23,

Boiler, leaky

Bonbon-basket* {)

Boys on the farm 5
Boy's suit* H
Braid, lace* -is
Braids, fancy* 11
Bread, Boston brown 7
white or brown 22

Breakfasts 6
Brown, not Smith 18
Bulbs, spring planting lu
winter-blooming 4

Bureau-scarf* 24
Cabbage in batter 4
Cake, deliciuuE 20
making *7, 9, lO

Calling card*. 10
list* 10

Candied lemon peel... 12
Canned fruit 20
Cape •16, 18
Care of the sick 1

Carnation* 9
Case for rings* . 1

Celery soup 17
Cellar 16
Chairs* 1
Cheese doily* 13
Chicken 14
China-closet* Id
Chinese embroidery 2
primrose* .'. 8

Christmas candy 6
eve, for 6
gifts* 5
hint 16
in southern California.... 5
suggestions *
tree 6

Cleaning-fluid 1

Climbing vines....' 10
Clothes, care of 7
horse* 4

Coat with cape ruffle* 14

Coffee, bran 9
Cold, cure for, Judge

Kohenhoven's 15

Columbia cookies 18
Cook-book, home 7

Cookies 15

Cooking hints 22
Co-operative housekeeping 1

Cord-wood* 11
Corned mutton 1

Cosmos* 12
Cough medicine 14
Cream pie 24
Creams 8
Crocheted edge* 3
tidy* 16

Cruelty to mothers* 23^

Cure-all IC
Curl in hair 18
Custard* 4. 24

Cutaway.coat* 16

Daughters at home 22
Devil's cake 14

Dining-room „ 22
Doilies* 14
Doll drill 3

Dolls 5

Do women know? 19

Draperies and portieres H
Dress* 1^

afternoon* , 23
girl's* 13
house* 23
styles* 21

Dressing-gown* 15

Drying sweet potatoes 2

Economical hints 6
Edging, crocheted* 13
Egg lemonade , 2
plant 14

Eggs H
Empire apron* 6
Entertainment, "Orange

Grove" 3
school 8

Eton jacket* 16

Eugene Field in the East... 3
Evening amusements 4
Eyelet edging* 24

Fan photogi-aph-holder*...,14
Fall cleaning 5
wraps* 1

Fancy table 1

Fashion notes 19

Fashion's'edict 13

Fertilizers for plants 10

Fevers 19

Figaro waist* H
Fighting for principle 24

Fitting new shoes 15

Flowers for the house 15

old-fashioned 10

preparing for 13

table* 3
to water 3

Folk-lore
For the little folks* 22

Fowl, tender 8

Fritters 12

Fruit glace 1

Garden methods 10

notes 9, 14

Gift-book 6
Gifts for baby J>

Giugersuaps
Gingham aprojiB 22

Ginghams, washing I

Girl about to marry 3
Girl's costume* H
dress -M. •lU

Good things to eat* 24

Gowns* 12

for wee girls* 9
Grandmother's way 9

Hair-dressing* 17

Hammock*
Handkerchief-box 12

Handy things 22

Hanging-basket
Hardy ferns 13

Hawty words 17

Heart pictures 2

Helps for housekeepers 22

Heroism of patience 13

Hints from May Manton
*a,

Homekeeping
Home life

Homestead»life in Colorado
Horn book, the 14

Household convenieuceB*.,
Housekeeping, easy i

House-plants -

Hotbeds
Hot'biscuit
food . -

House cleaning in Indi*—
House dre&fl*
Hygiene f|
Hypericum moserianum ...

Ideal misery ;

womanhood ^ ]•

Idiomatic expressions... ... It

initials *1,*2.*3, *12, *2]

Instead of skirts* ^
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Invalid back -rost* 17

Invalids, recipes i'ui' 1, 23

jfiilfut for the neck. 10

Jeily-cuke 2

Ititchen as an art gallery, fi

comforts 20

garden a

Eints 2)

tace* 24
corner^ IT)

crofiietud braid* 7

diamond *1-1, *17

feather-edge 21

fichu* 17
grape-vine^ 21

knit leaf ^'=5. *ii

making* 20
oak-leaf* , 9
pattern 23
tidy, tliree-wlieel* 9
'Washing 19

wheel* 13

Lard, saving 15

Larkspurs* 14

Linenwork 3
Letter-case* 3
Letters, loet 20
^bng calls 21

dnches for traveling 7

ake home pretty 2
rtyred heifer, the 1.^

.i-y Grew , 2

. assage 2

C*- atch-receiver* 10
r, eats .'), 6
V ^at Bouffle 4
preparing 4

1 ^dicine-cabiuet* 11

I
jmory helps J 17

ilk and butter 19

'Aouey-makingforfarmera' .

. wives 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Mrs. Rosemary's bric-a-

brac 22
Mushrooms* 2
My west window 7

Nagging 23
Napkin-holder* 3
Needle-book* 14
Ningpo fan work-bag* 4
No7.^jtie6 23
November ueeedlework*.... 4
Nursery ideal 7
profits of 21
screens* 6

Observation, an 1
Occuput ons of women 5
Udds and ends 4
Ointments 14
Dld-fasliiuned girl 6
Bne Christmas 6
Grange whey 2
luting suit* 16
}y8ters, panned 7
Palms, hints on 8
Paper dolls* 12
flowers *10» *:4

Parsnips, fried y
laying our debts

23"f
Peach gelatin ij

Petunias from seed 1

Photogi-aph-holder *13
tickles 20
igs in blankets 1.-

?in-tray* i;

?Iant notes 11,
trees ig

*Iants ip beds }C2
aumm ;r bloom A2
*0(t-cleaner* f 7
'retty evening drese, a .) 20
lag carpet 13
taising plants '.

. 23
iecoUections of my diune^r-

,
pail ..T... 19

Ceminiscences ]0
lenovating pillows .,.„"".'..'."

1
ieserve for sicknest? .".".*.* u
Uice bags and matt-jng ' 4
' podding

[[ 20
twined lives 3
Uiles for visit^orsV....'.'.'."""'. 18
»ago milk.... 2
alads 15
ajidwichc'^' ,...'.. .

'.

. [ 3
^^Itiow.". arworld'a'fair 17
Saratoga chips 15
Saturdays 14
Scmp-books 5
Scrapple 6
Screens, back-yard 16
Serving vegetables 2
Sewing class 1

Shoe-pocket* 19
Sbrubs, hardy 12
Side-table cover* 8
Silver, bright 15
tarnished 7

Skirt* 16
Uipper-chair* 3
ociety notes, how to write 12
joniething out of nothing. 11
Soups 10, 19
Souvenirs from the fair 3
Sowing seed 3
Sponge-cake 13
spring cape* 16

luash 14
btains 2
Steam from the tea-kettle. 7
Sterilizing milk* 9
Stocks, improved* 11
Strawberry glace 17
earacen 16

Suet pudding 4
Suspenders, knit* 9
Sweet peas 9
potatu pie 20

Table and stands* 7
cover * 10

' notes 21
Tableaux 3
Talking about children 9
Tea cloth* 14
gown* 16
kettle and lamp* 12

Thanksgiving dinner 4
Things not to do 8
Tidies' 22
Tissue-paper* 6
Toilet box* 19
receptacle* 13
tray pincushion* 19

Tomatoes 10
Tomato pie 20
Traveling basket for in-

fant 1

cloak* 16
Trimming for baby's gown*21
Tropical bedding 11
Trousseau* midale-aged.... 12
Tuberculous cows and
chickens 24

Tul.erose* 13
Under-body* 20
Vseful things 1, *4
L'tilizing surroundings 22
Valentine's day, for 9
Ve?tta-l)le notes 12» 13

tables, new 8

Poetry.

' iling throw*.,
il latie improvement
cit'ties

Vinegar
Vital yardstick
Waists *15

12

24
20
16

I

*I6 I

Wash dress* IS
dresses, making 10

Washing clothes 23
Watermelon basket* 24
We-aring mourning 1

Weeds, to kill .- ir>

Weigelas* 13
Well, the 16
"M'Uat Mary did 18
When I was a girl 4
Wherewithal clothed* 2
Vidow Kelly's turkeys 4
nUow chair* 15
V mdow-guard* 1.5

HndowB, washing 15
'inter evenings 5
^hospitality* 7
'/tvles'' 6
uruan's sphere 20

A'^nien and their clothes... 17
'A M k basket* 3

i play 21
'de* 18
ast, potato-ball 13
ung chickens, feeding... 15
yives 17
[le-tide 6

After the ball
Anticipation
As it should be
Aunt Nancy's romance

I

Bamboo
Bid for soule
Billville Xmas tree
Brother of mine, that
Calf, that
(Jheer up
Christ is ours
City choir
Coming back again
of the Lord, the

Cool, cool rain, the
Country boys
Creed, my
man of leisure

Cupid swallowed*
Dear little wife at home....
Defeat
Delights of moving, the....
Dinna chide the mither
Divided
Dressmaker's dilemma
Farewell, the
Father's lickings
First cake, her
For when the dandyliues

can bloom
Found wanting
Four calls, the
Full harvest, a
Glorious coming, the
Glory that cometh, the
Goldenrod
Gone away
Good—like you
Great prize, a
Hard-working woman
He and she
leads us on

Help that comes too late....
Her reason
Hindu sceptic
Holiday wishes
Home at night
"Hoes" editor's dilemma,
„ the 17
How to be beautiful 14
If I were you 18
we knew ll

Immortal song, the 19
Is it true 14
It always comes 18
Judge not 8
K.iss, the 15
Ijost from lack .". 16
Little boy that died, the.... 12
Lullaby 16
Man in the dish-pan, a 7
Memory, a 23
Mistletoe's mission, the 5
Motherhood 6
My first love 22
neighbor 20
ring 7

Not melancholy days 7
Old man sins, the 2
Once a year 6
One etitch

, 9
Only to-day. 15
Open the door 16
Outdoors in the country.... 21
pineapple cake, the 1

Poem with a point 12
Prairie, the 21
Reaching heaven 16
Realism 19
Kest 15
Sabbath day, the 20
She has never 11
Sleep, to 23
Songs my mother sung, the 9
Soulful, but not willing.... 21
Soul to body 3
Source of light, the 2
Spring song, a 14
Steadfast face 5
Strength for to-day 4
Successful practitioner, a 4
Suppose 8
Through the mist of years 22
Twilight bridge 9
Two doors ,. 6
lawyers 24
songs 7

Unawares 15
Undersung 19
Unfinished music 22
Vanishing White City, the 4
Waiting 10
What she thinks of the

drummers 18
When I get time 1
I was Mary'sbeau 8
my ship comes in 12
the boarders are gone 8
" goose honks high 20
*' new wears off 3

Why 6
With a cup and saucer 8
Woman's thought 13

way, a 24
World's parliament 3
Writing for the prize 16

Queries,

GENERAL.
Alfalfa 10, 23
Alsike clover 12
Ants, to destroy 8
Ashes 10
for lawns 6

Asparagus and rhubarb.... 10
culture 20
beetle....„< 19

Bean culture 9
weevils 16, 24

Beans and bugs 15
Beets, storing 4
Bisulphid of carbon 22
Bloating 7
Boll-worm 24
Broom-corn culture 20
Buffalo-berry 16
Burdocks 17
Butter not coming 7
Cabbage fertilizers 3

lice 8
plants 18

Canada thistles 3
Capons 14
Celery 11

blanching 16
culture 22
queries 12

Cement for caut-iron 9
Cheese 11
Chervil 9
Clearing land 21
Clover 10
Corn fertilizers 4
Cream, frothy 8
Cucumber huge 13
pickles 17

Eggs as fertilizer 11

Evergreen blackberry 16
Feathers as manure 10
Fence posts 3
Fences 24
Fertilizer queries 11, 19
Fertilizers 23
Field peas 10
Fish refuse,
Fodder, feeding.
Fulton steamboat....
Garden fertilizers
literature
quer

Gas-lime
German silver,

Grain in orchard
Granular butt'-r in brine
Grass after wheat
fertilizers

Grasses for marsh
upland

Grubs
Hams, curing,
Hand-cultivators
Hen manure 13,

Horse bean
radish

Hose, home-made
Hotbeda
Ice-house _

Insects on cucumber-vinos
June-berry

Ijard-oil 9
Lawn 9
Lime and manure 6
Liming laud 3
Loss of manure 19
iUaple-biight 21
Meadows, renovating 4
Melon fertilizers 7
leaf-blight 24

Moles 16, 22
Morning-glories 13, 16
Muck 5
for onions 5

Mushroom culture 21
spawn 9

Navy beans 19
Nitrate of soda 13
Nursery book wanted 19
Oats, fertilizers 10
for bay 20
land for 6

Onion culture 10
queries 7
plants, thinning 20
seed for Nebraska 9
sets, wintering 24

Onions 24
from sets 2
on wet land 9
or celery 3
storing 4

Osage orange 7, 23
Parsnips, wintering 3
Peanut culture 17

Phosphates for sandy soil... 15
Pie-plant 17
Potash for wheat 23
Potatoes 24
in poor ground 13
on old pasture 14

Potato scab 8
Prickly lettuce 23
Prizetaker onion 13
Quack-grasB 19
ICeclaim land 8
Renewing old pastures 24
Rhubarb queries 21

Ripened cream 8
Rose propagation 2
Roses JO
Sage culture 13, 15, 17, 21
Salting cows 22
Seeding weedy land to grass 20
Sheep, beet 3
Shoemaker's wax 12
SiloB 22
Smut 23
Soap recipes 2
Soil for garden plants 18

onions 5
Soiling 7
Spraying and bees 16
Spring wheat 22
Squash-bug 16
Straw mats 1

Sweet potatoes 19
Tanning hides 8

" for thongs 23
Three-horse evener* 12
Timothy men dow 8
Tobacco- d-ust 20
Tomato fertilizers 20
rot 24
seeds 3
story 13

Tomatoes 17
Tree currant 16
Vegetable queries 13
Wheat for hog feed 7

Wheel hose 13
Whitewash 3, 19
Wild parsnips 7
Wood preservatives 4

ORCHARD QUERIES.

Apple curculio 22
grafts 1 U
scab ; 23
seed 8
trees not bearing 8

Apples rotting on the trees 1

Ashes 1. 19
on strawberries 9

Bag-worm '. 23
Basket-worm 2
Berry seedlings 1

Black locust-trees 15
rot in grapes..... 23
walnut and beech 17

Bordeaux mixture 15
Borers 1, 4, 13, 15. 23, 22, 24
Botan plum 15
Buckthorn seedlings 16
Budding peach on wild

plum
, 10

Buffalo-berry 9
Camel-cricket 16
Coddling-moth 2, 19
Corn ground for berries.... 19
Cranberry culture 1, 24
Cromwell raspberry 24
Crosby peach 12
Crow plum 3
Currant cuttings 10
worms 10, 11

Currants 15, 16
Cuttings—grape and rasp-

berry 23
Delights of amateur gar-

dening 21
Dewberries, trimming 4
Elberta peach 12
vergreenhedge 17

EseedlingB 16,*18
Evergreens, killing 15
moving 8

Fertilization of grapes*.... 15
Fertilizer 16
for arbor-vitas U
'* grapes 19

Filling around trees ID
Fire-blight 22
Fruit dropping 22
for home market 1
" sandy land ifi

trees, injured 20
*' not blooming 16

varieties 19, 13
Fungous diseases 22
Gall-mite 20
Gen. Hand plum 19
Gooseberries 15
culture 21, 22

Gooseberry, hardy 22
Grafting 16
wax 16
the cherry 19

Grape cuttings 14
varieties 4

Grapes blooming, but not
bearing 23

for wine 23
pruuing 14

Grassand clover in orchard 5
Green manure 8
mountain grape 15

Higb-bush cranberry 9, 17
Hillsides for apples and

peaches ii
Huckleberries 20
Improving land for berries 14
Iron around trees 16

** vines 4
Japan mammoth chestnut IS
Katydid 16
Kerosene emulsion 16
Ladybugs 24
Leaf hopper 22
rollers 19

Lilacs not blooming - IS
Liming land 2
Marianna stock 10
Marl as a fertilizer 22
Mildew on rose leaves 22
Mountain ash 3
Mulberry cuttings IS
Not fruiting 14
Nuts 4» 9
Orange-trees, manure for 10
Orchard, neglected 17
time to plow 6
trimming 1

Peach culture 4
seedlings 13
trees, pruning 13
varieties 8, 16

Peaches, budding 4
grafting and budding 21
rotting 4

pear tree not bearing 4

trees, pruning 16
varieties 4
winter 12

Pecans 2, 6
Pistillate and perfect blos-

soms 18
Plum pits 1

seedlings 1

stock 9
tree insects 23
" not bearing 16

Pocket-gophers 18
Pollen, deficient 16
Poultry in orchards 5
Pruning fruit-trees 14
Quince culture 4
in Wisconsin 4

Raspberry, best 1

culture 22
for shipping 24
plants 4
tips 8

Red rust 19
Root grafts 18
Rot in grape and quinces... 2
Russian mulberry 8
Rye among raspberries 1

Salt for fruit-trees 11
Sapsuckers , 19
Scab on plums 15
Slug, pear-tree 2
Spray, best 16
Strawberry beds, renewing ll

culture 4, 19
Strawberries in shade 21

spraying 17
Straw mulch 4
Sun-scald 19
Tansy for insects I

Thorn for hedges 10
Time to apply fertilizers.... 4
Tobacco hybrid 14
Trees in poultry-yards 19
Vines, old or new 19
Walnut 11
Warfield strawberry 9
Washing, to prevent 22
Wild plum-trees 36
Wind-breaks 10
Wine-berries 16
Woolly-aphis *9, 24
Young trees in old or-

chards 19

POULTRY QUERIES.

Alfalfa 4
Ashes 4
Barley or rye 7
Bed-bugs 20
Bones 13
dry and green 14

Breeds and feeds 7
Bronze turkeys ,1
Buckwheat T.1

Bumble-foot 4
Burnt wheat, feeding 17
Buying extra fowls 21
Catarrh 23
Chicks dying in the shell .. 15
Cholera 6
Commission merchants 11
Crossing 3
Disinfectant 8
Double yolks 9
Dropsy 24
Duck eggs, hatching 15
Ducks 6, 22
Eggs by different breeds.... 8

fertile 5
to preserve., 1

Egg-tester 17
Exposure of chicks 21
Feather-pulling 14
Floors i 6
Food required 14
Geese 9. 23
Goslings 20
Green food 16
Guineas 22
Hatching in May 17
Hawks 14
Head-lice IS, 20, 23
House, two-story 11
underground 13

Injury 14
IjamenesB 20
Lice 5, 14, 24
Linseed-meal 22
Losses, sudden 21
Loss of flesh 9
Mating ducks..... 20
Mites 5, 8
Nits 18
Overfeeding 13, 21, 23
Paralysis or apoplexy 20
Pea-fowls 11
Pekin and Aylesbury ducks 1

Poison 3
Preserving eggs , 24
Profits 5
Pullets, late 1

laying 2
Roup 5. 9, U, 16
Scaly-leg .-...7, 9
Sitting hens 4
Sore eyes 16
heads 18

Standard, the... 12
Stimulants 5
Swelled heads 2, 15
Turkeys, loss of 1

young 20
Twisted necks 24
Vertigo 7, 9
Winter hatching 8

VETERINARY QUERIES.

Abortion 1, 13, 16
Abscesses 16, 19
Actinomycosis, 6, 9,11,13,15, 20
Afterbirth .'. 18
Amaurosis 3
Atrophy 7, 16
Bad habit 14
Barb-wire cut 6, 11

Barrenness 1, 6, 20, 21, 22
Big jaw 6, 7
Bitter milk ll
Black-leg 6, 9, 16, 21
Blemishes , 24
Blindness 5
Bloody milk 1, 15
Bog-spavin 11, 15
Boils 5, 11, 15, 21
Books wanted 10, 20
Breeding IS
Brine, fed with - 1

Cachetic disease IS

Capped knee 2
Case, a peculiar 8
Castration 1, 4

Catarrh 3, 21

Colic 5, 13, 15

Contracted hoofs 20, 21

Corked 6
Cough 15, 19, 20, 22, 24
Cow-pox 3
Crack 18
Cribber 13, 15, 23
Cryptorchide 9, 10
Death, cause of, 1 8, 11, 15,

17, 18, 21
Debility 3
Deformed foot 14
Discharge, nasal 9, 18
Distemper 6
Diverticle 8
Eczema 6
Elephantiasis 3, IS, 23
Emaciation 14
Exostosis 9
Farcy 9, 15, 19
Fistule 7, S, 9, 11, 17, IS, 19
Flies 3, 22
Fluor albue 17
Galled neck 2
Garget is, 19, 21, 22, 23
Glanders 9
Grease-heel 23
Grooming 7, 18
Grub in the head 19
Heaves....]. 7, 16, 17, 21, 23, 24
Hemeratophia 15
Hemorrhage 19
Hernia 2, 4, 6, 19, 20, 24
Holding up milk 19, 23
lloof-bound 15
Hoofs, degenerated 23
Indigestion 21

Inflammation 17. 21, 2?,

Ingrown nails 5
Injuries 2. U, 14, 17
Kick 24
Kicker 21

Knuckling over 7

liamenesB 2, C, tO, 15, 18, 20
Laminitis 4
Lice 9, 22
Lump 17
Lung trouble 10, 17, 19, 20
Lymphangitis 7

Mane defective 3
Mange 14, 16, 18, 23
foot S, 10, 21

Milk, coagulated 3
atones 1

Morbid growth 3, 12
Navicular disease 18
Nymphomania 1

Old age 24
fogy 20

Ophthalmia 2, 3, 16

Osteomalacia M, 21
Paralysis 16, 19, 24
puerperal 22

Paresis 18
Periods of heat ». 20
Peritonitis 3, 24
Pigs, about 4
Pink-eye 15
Pleuritis 24

Poisoning 22
Poll-evil 17
Poor horses 10
Pox 21
Pregnancy, signs of 23
Pregnant, not 4
Prolapsus 15
Pus-cells 17
Questions, various, , 9
Ringbone and spavin, 5,

14, 15, 17, 19
Roarer 13
Sarcoma 15
Scabs 6
Scars 13, 15
Scratches 20
Seedy toe - 24
Self-milking cow 17
Sores 4, 9, 14, 21, 22
Spavin 5, 14, 18
Splint 4
Sprain 15
Stiff neck 2. 21
Stomach, big 4

Stone 15
S.tringhalt 19
Stumbles 2
Swallow, cannot 11
Sweating... , 13
Sweeny 19, 23
Swelled leg 14, 15
Swelling 24
Swine-plague ..1 2, 16
Teats, closed 15
sore 20

Tendons, cut 3
Tlioroughpin 19
Thrush 4, 6
Thumps , 11

Trichinosis 8
Tuberculosis , 2, 12, 18
Tumors 11, 14, 19, 20. 24
Tympanitis 17, 23
Udder, diseased.,.. 6
Ulcers 10
Unthrifty animals 12, 15
Urinary troubles 5, 23
Urticaria 3
Vicious BOW 21 ,

Warte 6, 10, 15, 20
Wens lt>

White spot -wanted 10
Wind-sucker 22
Withers, bruised 17
galled 24

Wood-eaters 10
Worms 6, 15
Wound, old 24

Sunday Afternoon.

After conversion, what?.... 2
Almost 3
Amen to this 22
Ancient statue 19
Are your eyes on Jesus? .... 10
Art of not hearing 3
Be kind S
Believer on his journey 18
Best way 15
Blotted page, the 2
Changed inscription, the... 18
Chinese postal system 9
Christian sciencte 17
Cigarette vice.... 11

Circuiation of the Bible 9
Cold hearts 4
Courtesy to the aged ; 16
Crushing 20
Cure for grumbling 10
Daily use of the Bible 14
Divine Bible 10
Do not resist God 11
Don't snub a boy 9
Each day 10
Esteena your pastor 14
Evil speaking 13
Excuses 16. 19
Faith 5
Farmer and liquor traffic.
the 24

Finding your mission 20
Flapping of a fly's wing .... 11
Fog ahead, a 18
Funeral reform 22
Give your care tb God 22
God in the constitution .... 15
God's plan of your life 4
will my pleasure 21

Good advice to young wom-
en 7

church member 14
creed 1

night story 1
prescription 15
words cost little 19

Gospel miracles 4
Great doctrines of the Bible 8
Hasty word, the 21
Have you read it? 10
Hindu habits 21
His business as a Christian 17
Hope of creation 20
Hot weather diet.. 20
How much did you take? ... I

the apostles died 16
Humble exalted, the. 17
Humility 11
I am on your side 1

Ideal ministry 12
If you want to be loved 24
It makes a difference 14
Jerusalem of to-day 15
Keeping the old home love

alive „ 18
Keepyoung 22
Ijed through our mistakes 9
Lend a hand 4
Live one day at a time 22
Longing for God 8
Looking for his return 8
Look pleasant 17
Lovely girl 18
Making a virtue of neces-

sity , 6
Man and the book 7
Manners 6
Martyrdom of vice 9
Misprints in the Bible 20
Moody in Chicago 9

Mother a historian, the 21
Mother's Bible 13

No counterfeit infidels 9
lesson-book like the Bible 5

Not yet 6
One needed thing „ 6
touch of womanhood 23

Only a stick 1

one mother „ 3
Overthrow of creedisni 3
Pathetic prayer 7
Paul's conception of Christ 7
Popular institution, a 22
Population of the United

States 14
Power of Christ '. 10

gentleness 16
Prayer „ 5
Preachers that tumble up-

ward 13
Puffed up, built up 12
Regnant lives 5
Religion at home 14

Resurrection 4, 21
Salvation Army 1&
not compulsion 19

Sincerity in speech 24
Sin of fretting 1

Skip one 15
Sparrows and farthings .... 6
Start well 11
Submission to God's will ... 6
Sunday rest 15
Tell your mother 5
Thankfulness 22
They watched him 24
Three kinds 21
pairs of shoes 12

To grow old slowly 19
Too busy to pray 6
many societies 13

Touch of his hand 4
Transient troubles 2
Tried as gold 22
True life, the 23
Turned to joy 5
Two strings „ 10
Uncertainty of plans 10
Unpardonable sin 21
Waiting 23
Wanted, sunshine... 1

We have all seen them 17
What shall we read? 23
you can do. 14

Woman everywhere I

in India 2
Word to mothers, a 19
Worth remembering 11

Young preacher 5
Your life 13

Selections, Smiles,

Gleanings and
Miscellany.

Abbreviations 17
Accepted 19
According to his lights 12
Age of maturity 2
All flesh is grass 2
right either way 23

Almost a native 19
American architecture 3
woman traveling 5

An adept 2*i

adornment 11
Ancient American ruins .. 3
Yankee notion ll

Another kind 11
Appropriate colors 6
Are you in this class? 14
As it struck Tommy 16
Association of ideas 24
Attempt to turn the tables 2
Available advantages 21
Avoid taking cold 4
Baltimore oriole 4
Batten the cracks 6
Beecher's borrowed book... 7
Bertillon system 21
Bible, the 6
Blind eyes see its beauty.... 3
Board was good 20
Brains as capital..^ 2
Burglars' tools 3
Business girl, a 15, 23
Cake for everybody 23
Candy-making and candy-

eating , 2
Cannibalism 23
Captious critics 6
Celestial distances 7
Change of time 20
Cherokee strip 6
Chicago Romance 9
Childish innocence 17
China's weak point 17
China arming for war. 7
Chinese mails 2
Circumstantial evidence.... 17
Class in grammar g
Clever horse 17
Clippings 13
Clover-heads 19
Coffee as brain food 6
for bilious people 24

Columbian exposition 1

peace plow 7
Compliment intended 2
Component parts of a man 21
Composed of debased for-

eigners 17
Contented Javans, the 24
Cooking-school design 10
Cost of the Chicago fair.... 5
Could not separate them..,, 23
Counting coins. „ 20
Cow comes high 17
Critical „ 18
Daniel Webster's oratory . 16
Darkey and his check, the. 15
Destruction of forefets 20
Diamonds of thought 17
Different application 10
Discrimination, a 22
Dogs can follow conversa-

tion 20
Don't do that 6
Down in Arkansas 12
Drama from life 22
Drawback 4
Drawing the line 21
Dreaming for a purpose,... 1'3

Economical thoughtful-
ness 21

Education that educates.... 22
Egyptian writing 19
Electricity in the kitchen,. 12
versus the mule 8

Eli Perkins' lecture expe-
rience 24

Endurance of women 2
English taxes 24
Ernst Seyd and. silver

coinage 3
Ethel's excuse -. 11
Eveless Eden 17
Every town has , 19
Exercise for girls.... 15
Expert outdone 8
Family history , 19
Famous phrase 23
ride for Kossuth 20

Farmer at the auditorium 23
Fast enough U
Father's part, the 17
Ferris wheel. 23
Foremost man in all the

world 9
Fraud ^ 4
Fresh drummer 13
Fretting 5
From life 2T

the "Hawville Clarion".. C.

Fuel of steamers r>

Full stop 20
Funny experiences , 9

Gentlemen first up-stairs.. 4
Getting along 20
even 21

it off his mind 8

the whole story 24
Gigantic task 15

Gipsies and religion 2
Girl and engine 9
Good example 18

wife, a 14

Goody-good young men fi

Government seedw 19
Hawaiian customs..... 14
Health and duty 7
Heat and liglit of the sun. 7

He escaped 3
got his receipt 19
quit at that 13
understood anatomy.. .. 17
wafl a dyer 7

Hier one extravagance 24
view of it 20

Higher morality 12
His arithmetic 10
Homeric relics, some... fi

Honest dentiBt, the 13
House esthetics -

How lie lived l

he put it 23
times have changed 20
to dry wet shoes H

Humors of the camp 18
Iceland fi

Immigration 12
Impossible care 9
Improving 21

Inconsistency 4

Indians hopeless, the 17

Inexpensive pleasures 21
Insurance agent 6
Interesting campaign 15
In the business 14

** court-room 7
" organ loft 19

Utah 15
Irony of fate 21
Irreverent pravers 9
Is this English? 9
Itinerant mission 6
3t grew on him 24
must be settled 15
ought to do 17
was full of them 11

Its antiquity 21
Javelle-water 15
Jefferson and anarchy 22
K.icked the wrong man.... 23
Knew their weakness 12
Lawyer answered, the 4
Learning the business 10
Lesson, a 8
Lessons from trees 18
Lightning cookery 6
digs post-holes 10

Line the road with trees.... 7
Literary item 14
Logic 16
Lxicky man 21
ftlcBride B mistake 16
Maker and made 23
Making of an ax, the 6
Masher mashed, a 19
Matter of doubt 10
Met his match 7
Midway Plaisance 1
Minister's mistake 21
Miefit appellation 19
Misread telegram 23
Mississippi's liquor law 1
Mitigating circumstances. 17
Monkey Darwin, a 18
More pressing 7
Mr. Reed as a philosopher, 4
Mulligan's uncertainty 7
Musical vacation 2
Mysteries of Florida 17
Narrowest railroad, the..,. 6
Never indorse any more 23
in trade 14

New stars 7 '

No bias 24
Nobody 12
No forethought.,, , 5
prayer-meeting this week 13
wheels in Tangier 2

Nothing to crow about 13
Not included 18
what he wanted 6

Novel introduction 9
Obedient child 14
Obiect attained 9
of charity 14

Of government 12
Oh to be a printer 21
One of the latest , 22
view of it 22

On woman 8
Orange blossoms 23
Pansy bedroom 2
Part of the bird 20
Penny purchases 22
Perfumes 2
from Pompeii Z

Picture production 7
Plausible 24
Plenty of work left 1

Pneumatic age, the 11
Politeness pays 14
Political economy and the

Gospel 5

Poor people'of India 2
Possible attraction.,„ 9
Power of conscience 21

Practical charity 23
turn of mind 20

Preponderance 24
Presence of mind 22
Preservation of food 2
Pretty hard 3
Professional instinct 23
Public benefactor fy

'

Queer plant disease 22
Itailroads in America 20
Ray of sunshine 2
Reading advertisementtj.... 7^

Reaping where he had sown 13i

Reasonable pretext 17
'

Reason for it..... 7
Reassured 10
Recommendation, a 21
Remarkable experience 10
Remedy for snake-bite 12
Richest people, the 11
Rivers of India 2
Roads deterred him, the..., 1
Robinson Crusoe's island.. 6
Royalty wields the brush... 2
Sad event 18
Sahara , 12
Sailor's definition 7
Salmon misspelled 23
Scopse 15
Seeking the cause 18
Seizing opportunities 15
Senator's defense, the 23
Serious case, a 21
defect 11

Sheaves of love 2
She knew 18

'* him not..,- 1ft

said a harp I
silenced Depew „ 13
was there 15

Shoe changed, the 24
Should have read the Bible

carefully 11
Slight mistake 16
Something they couldn't

count 19
Special prayer 9
Staff in the Alhambra 11
Standing up for his rights 4
Stories and a moral 12
Strippers wild ride 4
Studying the question 9
Stumper stumped 13
Sugar and muscle 23
Sun-spots and freckles 4
Supersede the compass, to. 23
Sure sign 7
Sweet thought 21
Synonyms 12
Technicality 11
That is what she meant 3
settled it 3i

There were two 21
They were men— 20
Thought he would wait 16
Tiredine — ... 1
Tornadoes 7
Touching appeal 2
Tower of Babel 7

Town and country 3
Trivialistic novel 3
Trying business, a 17
Tuskagee is thriving , 20
Two points of view 22
spheres „ 6

Unfortunate illustration.. 17
Untrue, of course 20
Unwiitten court new.s 13
Uphold the law 4
Urgent call, an 13
Useful adjunct, a 8
Vision of birdn 11

Washing the face 2
"VVater and milk 4
proof cellars 17

** masonrv 18
Way it will be, the 21
Weigh Ices tbtJ n notliing., 18
Well enough 21
Western romancoH. 14
What an 'M" 23
he would do 3
is a blunb'' 7
she said . ... . . 18

we owe 4
Wlic was it^ , 9
Why cholera Kills, . . 18
Will-power 4
Wonderful discoveries , 12

gift 9
machinery 4

Woman and politics 18
AVoniau's sympathy 9
Word to young men
nieauingp, some 7

Wouldn't j^p(;)t 21
Year ;i.ft<-i 4
Yes, he had cieL-u bi'i IS
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§§ Steel Churn.
_ ft Made entirely of metal, it will

last a lifetime. Has every g-ood
I, § point other Churns have, and a
^ <^ great many more. If your dealer
^ does not keep them send order to
GS ^ us. Ask for booklet—free.

Dept. I,THECH1CAG0STAMPINGC0,w Congress and Green Sts., Chicago*

Mention this paper.

CABLED FIELD AND HOC FENCE;
Steel Web Picket Lawn Fence ; Steel Gates, Steel
Posts and Steel Rails ; Tree, Flower and Tomato
Guards; Steel Wire Fence Board, etc. Catalogue free.

DeKALB FENCE CO., 38 HigliSt.,DeKalb,Ill.
Uention this paper when you write.

HORSE POWER ajpr
Engine and Boiler OlUJ

SAW MII.I. ElVGIJfE AND
BOII.ER, S4S0.00.

Other Si zes in Proportion.
ENGINES and BOILERS

FROM 2 TO 500 H. P.
For Circulars address

ARHSTROHB BROS., SPRINGFIELD.O
Mention Farm and Fireside.

COLUMBIA
^TEELWIND

MILL
New in Principle.

Beautiful in

Appearance.

PowerfuT. in Operation.
Contains covered Internal G«Br.

TToequaled in the line of Pumping Wind
Mills. We solicit the closest iDvestira-
tioQ.Also Columbia Ateel Derricks,

^Iron Turbine Wind Ene^nes,
^m^i BucVeye Force & Lift Pumps*

Tank an-i Spray Pumpii, Buckeye
aod Globe Lawn Mower8,lron Fene-

_ tng* CpentlnjT. Ktc Write for circiilare.

MAST, FOOS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, 0
Mention this paper when you write.

METAL
WHEELS

for your

WAGONS.
Any size yon want, 20
to 56 in. high. Tires 1
to 8 in.wide—hubs to

fit any axle. Save.**
Cost many times in

& season to have set

of low wheels to fit

your wagon for hauling
fH'aiQ. fodder, manure,
bogs, &c. No resetting of

tires. Oatl'gfree. Address

BMPTRE MFG, CO.,
Q,ulncy, 111.

Mention this paper when you write.

B
SEND FOR
Sample copy ol

CLEANINCS IN BEE CULTURE.
AHandeomelyDlastrated nrr OIIDOI ICC
HaKazine and Catalog, of uCL OU irLI LOFRBE, A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.

For/

Double Breech-Loader
Shot GuDs from $2 to $50. Wlncheiter
Rifles, $8.75 to $13. Breech-Loadlnc RI.
lies, to $10. Seir-CocLliig Rctolvefs, Nickel
Plalecl$l. gena 20. stamp for 60-page Catalogue
and save 25 per cent.

GRIFFITH & SEMPLE, lSIllT kI.

Mention this paper.

VICTORY FEED MILL
Grinds corn and cob

and all kinds of small
grain. Made in four

sizes, for 2, 4, 8 and 10

horse power. Send for

catalogue and prices.

THOS. ROBERTS,
Springfield, Ohio.

Canada Heard From.

New use for the Page.
A Canadian farmer was In need of a Foot

Bridge and the Page agent was equal to the
emergency. A five ft. fence for the bottom
and three ft. forthesidesstretchedoverlOOft.
span proves a grand success. With four men in
the middle it sagged only 10 in., coming right
up to place when relieved. Owner is so well
pleased, he tears down BO rods of good board
fence to make room for Page.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Mention Farm and Fireside when you write.

llA]VDr^Bmi.«|N°jH°J'n«3%"°Je!
Boots and Coats, wire Fenc-
es, and do a hundred odd
jobs at home, and save your

S\lrS7?| time and monev with our
HAXDY OUTFIT. 4 best
quality Iron Lasts. 36 arti-

=i^cles in all S3. No. 2,without
^harness tools.26articles $2.

ii( Cash with order. 50ct. glfi.

free with each order. Low
It?] Express rate. Nothine equal

offered for the price. Thou-
sands in use. Free catalog.

Agents wanted. KUHN &
CO, Box XMoline Ill-

Mention this paper when you write.

GetReadyforFairs
Send to us for a description of the

FAMOUS

O.I.C.HOGS.
Two Weighed 2,806 lbs.

First applicant secures a pair on
time and an agencv. 1111 sold
in first six months of 1894.

THEL.B.SILVERCO.
CLKVELAND, OHIO.

Mention this paper.

I \ J \ / \ / \TT
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \

/ > / \ / \ / \ / .\

< I. > / > i >7 ^
/ V I \ I K Y K J \.

/ V / \ / \ / < V
y

mesh. arouTlA thepanel ofFenjc*
Shews JUJur t/te Fence is macte.

SAY! HAVE YOU SEEN THE

KEYSTONE Fence
It is all galvanized, all heavy wire. THE wires are

close together and the stays won't slip. It's all O K..

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,

NO. 30 LOCUST ST. TREMONT, ILL.
Mention this paper when you write.

14 KARAT

GOLD PLATE
CUT THIS OUT and send it to us

vith your name and address and we
vill Bend you this watch by express

forexaniination. AOaariintee
Fop 5 Years and chain and
charm sent with it. You ex-
amine it and if you think it

a barg-ftin pay our sample
price, 12.50, and it is yours.
It is beautifully enpraved
and warranted the best time-
keeper in the "World for the

I money and equal in appear-
fince to a genuine Solid
Gold Watch. Write to-day,
tliis offer will not appear
again.

THE NATIONAL MFG.

& IMPORTING CO.,

334 DEARBORN STREET,

Chicago, III.

MENTION THIS PAPER WHEN ANSWERING
ADVERTISEMENTS.

"Potash in Agriculture/'
Results prove conclusively that by the u e of
fertilizers rich in potash the crops of

Wheat and Rye
are largely increased and the soil is positively enriched.

We will cheerfully mail our pamphlets on Potash, its- Use and Abuse on the Farm i

free of cost. They will cost you nothing to read, and will save you dollars.

GERMAN KALI WORKS. 93 Nassau Street, New York.
Mention where you saw this advti tiscnifnt.

PORTER IRON ROOFING AND GORRyGATiNG CO.
Cor. Front and Vine Streets, Cincinnati, O.

MANUFACTTJP.ER,S OF ALL KINDS OF

IRON AND STEEL ROOFING AND SIDINI
The Pioneers of the Metal Rooflng- business in tl

United States. Wben writing; for our Prices au_
Illustrated Oatalo^^ne. mention Farm and Flresldf

HAVIS YOU STUMPS TO GET RID OJ7

Hercules Powder

Stump before a Blast. Fragments after a Blast,

Will do It Safely, Surely aad Cheaply. Ai

your dealer for it, and if lie wants to put yi

off with some unknown brand, send to

TH:e he^rcui,:es powdjbr co.,

at Wilmingiion, Del., or Cleveland, Ohio.
Mention this paper when you write.

FARM
Made of Best Galvanized

STEEL
WIRE

Best Fence and Gates for all purposes. AVrite for ca talogue giving
full particulars. THE SEDGWICK BROS. CO. RiCL>imond,lnd.

Mention this paper when you write.

No. 3.

No. 4.—The person.—"I'll teach yez ter be staring paple
out of countenance, yer measly chump. Take thot!"

i A Woman's Heart
Is always light when her home Is clean and bright

Gold Dust
Washing Powder

Makes everything clean and bright. The floors,

the doors, the pots and pans, the silver ware
and dishes have an entirely different aspect
when this modern labor-saver is used. It's

the most popular cleaner, at the most
popular price. Ask the Grocer for it.

^The N.K.Fairbaiik Company,
CHICAGO,

St Louis, New York,
Philadelphia,

Boston.
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